
PHYSICS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Cover: The solar system in many ways resembles a complex clockwork, in which subtle inter-
actions produce unexpected results. The rational understanding and mathematical description
of the physical processes involved is the gist of our book and is well illustrated in the cover.
On March 5, 1979 the Voyager 1 space probe imaged volcanic plumes on Io, one of the four
Galilean satellites of Jupiter (discovered by G. GALILEI in 1611); the picture we show, with only
one, but impressive plume, has been obtained by the Galileo spacecraft in 1995 (and is available
at NASA’s node http:��www.jpl.nasa.gov�galileo�images�io). Io’s volcanism provides direct evi-
dence that the satellite interior is extremely hot, and raises the question of the energy source of
this surprising activity. On January 26, 1979 S.J. PEALE of the University of Santa Barbara (Cal-
ifornia), P. C ASSEN and R.T. R EYNOLDS (both of the NASA Ames Research Center, California)
submitted to Science a paper, “Melting of Io by Tidal Dissipation”, in which they specifically
predicted this volcanic activity. A special refereeing process was requested, and obtained from
the editor, so that the paper could appear before the Voyager encounter; the paper was in fact
accepted, and published on March 2, just three days before. A sample of the preparatory notes
was kindly provided by S.J. Peale and are shown in the cover. We thank him very much for his
help.

Io is tidally deformed by Jupiter’s gravitational field into an oblate shape aligned with the
direction of the planet; this deformation locks the satellite in a synchronous state, in which the
rotation and the orbital periods are the same. But since the orbit is eccentric the tidal deformation
changes periodically and the ensuing friction heats its interior. The striking prediction by Peale
and his collaborators is based on three conditions: (i) the rate of tidal energy dissipation induced
by the orbital eccentricity can be calculated, (ii) the orbital eccentricity is maintained in spite of
the dissipation, and (iii) the tidally deposited heat could not escape fast enough to keep Io cool.
The dissipated heat, proportional to the square of the eccentricity, can be established in order of
magnitude, as discussed at the end of Sec. 15.3; in the bottom of the cover Peale gives a rigorous
formula. The triplet of Jupiter’s satellites Io, Europa and Ganymede (in the cover indicated with
the suffixes 1, 2 and 3) are locked in a peculiar three-body resonance first understood and studied
by P.S. L APLACE in 1805. The eccentricities of Io and Europa are maintained by the resonance at
the particular values shown in the first two formulas below the plot. In our book this resonance
is briefly described in Sec. 14.2, while the mechanism of resonant enhancement of eccentricity
(and inclination in some cases) is introduced in Sec. 15.2. The rate of heat loss from a solid
Io by solid state convection was shown to be less than the rate of deposition by tidal friction,
so Io had to get hot and form a molten core. The formation of a fluid core increases the tidal
dissipation in the remaining solid shell so the fluid core would grow in a runaway fashion. As
shown in Peale’s plots on the cover, the fluid core becomes a substantial part of the body of the
satellite in a time much shorter than the satellite lifetime.
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Introduction

PHYSICS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

This book is a direct sequel to: B. Bcrtotri and P. Farinclla, "Physics of the
Earth and the Solar System, Dynami cs and Evolution . Space Navigat ion. Spa
cc -Time Structure" (K luwcr Academi c Publishers, 1990). Near ly 15 years af
tcr its publication it became evident that the volume was in need of a new
edition to keep up with the outstanding progress and the changing perspectives
in this fie ld. David Vokrouhlicky agreed to collaborate on the project and be
the third autho r. On March 25, 2000. afte r a tong illness and a heart tran splant.
Paolo Farinella passed away. We then decided that. rather than aiming at a
second edition, it made more sense to rewrite the book anew. While its basic
con te nt and the structure of the chapters are the same , import ant new topics
have bee n added, including the extrasolar planetary systems, tran sneptunian
obj ects . acc urate determination of reference frames and new space projec ts .
Greater relevance has been given to scmiquantita rive disc ussions be fore intro
d ucing formal developmen ts: many figures have been added and updated and
several errors correc ted . Mo re emphasis has given to the solar system, whereas
geophysical topics have been left at a less adv anced level. To mark this change
the slightly different title "Ph ysics of the Sol ar Sy ste m" wa s chosen.

We wish to dedicate this book to the mem ory of Paolo Fari nella. an out
stand ing scientist, an invaluable collaborator and a dear friend.

Bru no Bert ott i and David Vok rouhli ck y... ,
Pavia and Prague. January 2003

In the so lar system, gra vita tion , [he main force for the b ind ing of large
bodies and their dynamics. ha s the role of proragoni st. Classica l (i.e. , non
relativistic ) celestia l mechanics had , already at the cnd of the 19th century,
reached an extraord inary deg ree of perfe ction, thank s especially to the Fren ch
and English schoo ls; new math ematical tools had been discovered, incl uding
perturbation theory and the three-body problem, whi ch were subsequently de 
veloped in grea t detail and are now the standa rd basis for curren t work. Cc lcs
tial mechan ics has provided an excellent. and basically correc t, understanding
of the dynami cs of the solar sys tem, allowing accurate predictions of the posi-
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tions of planetary bodies in the sky. The comparison and the agreement of these
theories with painstaking telescope observations are a great success of modem
science.

Before the last World War, four different fields in the parallel area of geo
physics were developed mainly through intelligent and extensive collection
and interpretation of data: gravity anomalies, magnetic and ionospheric dis
turbances. meteorological and cl imatic observations. and seismic oscillations.
Progress occurred through slow accumulation and change within the frame
work of long-established paradigms, according to the well known patterns of a
"normal" science , but often without an underlying unifying theory. This pro
cess fa voured extreme specialization and the growth of closed scientific com
munities whose main purpose was the development and the application of a
particular experimental technique and {he recording of its results.

Following the Second World War, owing in part to the great progress made
in military technology (in particular in radar and rockets), new and much more
expensive experimental techniques were developed and put to scientific use.
They include scientific spacecraft, radio telescopes, Synthetic Aperture Radar,
radio and optica l interferometry, and solid state radiation detectors. They have
not only ushered the exploration of bodies in the solar system other than the
Earth, but have also greatly increased the accuracy of re levant physical quan
tities. Laser ranging to the Moon and to Ea rth satellites now provides their
distance to cm accuracy, or even less; coherent and vcry stable microwave
beams can now measure relative velocities in the solar system to accuracies
of !1mfs. Before the last World War, it was known that the Ncwronian picture
of (Euclidcan) space and (uniform) time was not adequate and needed to be
supplemented with Relativity Theory (both Special and General); this theory,
however, had essentially unobscrvablc consequences in the solar system. At
present this scenario is utterly inadequate and celestial mechanics must be set
up in spacetime, taking into account the relevant relativistic corrections. Our
model of the world has changed, even for practical applications like the Global
Positioning System.

The above-mentioned instrumental developments together with several pa
radigmatic changes in theoretical understanding have also led to a merging
between geophysical and solar system sciences. Indeed, the Earth is best un
derstood as ju st onc of the planers: this is surely the case with major gcopbys
ical developments, i.e ., plate structure, polar motion, the orig in of the dipolar
magnetic field (now understood with the dynamo theory) and global cl imatol
ogy, all of which arc relevant for the whole solar system. Magnetic fields in
other planetary bodies, in particular in Jupiter's satellites, have been discov
ered. A recent, major cxample of this widening of horizons is the discovery
of exrrasolar planetary systems which seem to have properties different from
our own and may call for major revisions of our understanding of its formation
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and evolution. T he or igin of life is still not understood: although the present
biochemi cal and biophys ical processes leading to replication and evolution arc
well es tablished , the early origin and history of elementary organ isms and the
need for particu lar atmospheres and places (i.c .. near the hot vents on the bo t
tom of the oceans) is unknown . Thi s topi c is not add ressed in the book.

Th e new instruments are generally characte rized by the ir much greate r size,
complexity and economic value; in this, as in other field s. we have see n a qual
itative transition from a "litt le" to a "big" scie nce, where experimental pro
grammes require long and often inflexible planning and large investments of
human resources and money. The outer space near the Earth is getting crowded
and the danger of collisions of spacecraft with artifi cial debris produced in
launches and other space activities, both civilian and military, is relentlessly
increasing. Furthermore, as far as we know, present military satellites do not
carry weapons: by tacit restraint space activities of all kinds are accepted and
respected by all nations; but, lacking international agrccmcms. this may not
last for ever and the safely of space activity may be endangered.

One must also recognize the great intellectual impact of space exploration
which has shifted the boundary of unknown lands to natural satellites, planets
and interplanetary space. Now our machines can actually go out there and
repor t back; the magic spell of exploration, so well described in the story of
Ulysses in Dante's Divino Conunedia (Inferno, Canro 26), is still with us. This
fascination produces a convergence of wills and establishes and feeds well
organized scientific communities, commanding a large economic power.

."
We now highlight some recent advances. By means of several experimental

techniques, the geopotential of the Earth is now known up to degree and or
der » 360, and further improvements and validations are possible with space
gradiomerers measuring the difference in gravitational acceleration. Accurate
descriptions of the gravity field of other solar system bodies, in particular of
the Moon, Venus and Mars, are available. With multiple seismic arrays and
better instrumentation. our knowledge of the interior of the Earth has much
improved. in particular with the discovery of deviations from spherical sym
metry. especially at the boundary between eore and mantle, leading to a bctrcr
understanding of convective motions and their consequences for long-wave
surfaec topography.

The spaee asrromcrric mission HIPPARCOS attained a level of accuracy
of a milliarcsccond; other astromctric satellites will improve this accuracy by
nearly three orders of magnitude, with major consequences for the search for
extrasolar planetary systems and astrophysics. Routine monitoring of plate
motions and Earth rotation is accomplished with several techniques, in partic-
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ular laser ranging to Earth spacecraft, Very Long Baseline Interferometry and
the Global Positioning System.

In 1994, the D/Shoemaker-Levy 9 comet in a close encounter with Jupiter
broke up into 2 1pieces; subsequently the fragments had a spectacular fall into
the planet At that time, the Galileo space probe was nearby, serendipitously
positioned to observe the event. During its trip to Jupiter, Galileo had provided
the first close-up images of two asteroids, Gaspra and Ida, and discovered a
small moon of the latter. Tens of binary asteroidal systems (including several
in the transneptunian region) were discovered with ground-based observations.
The most detailed investigation was obtained for Eros. where a probe landed in
February 200 1. Asteroids, both near the Earth and in the main belt, have also
been extensively observed with ground-based techniques, in particular radar,
providing shape, physical properties, rotation and orbits of more than lOOob
jects. Evaluating and monitoring the risk of (potentially dangerous) impacts
with the Earth is the objec t of several projects, including Spaccguard. A new
population of objects. hundreds of km in size, has been discovered beyond
the orbit of Neptune, in the zone called the Edgcworth-Kuipcr belt, providing
a plausible source for the short-period comets; Pluto is now regarded as the
largest member of a vast population. rather than an individual small planet.
Objects on transitory orbits, most likely escaping from the transneptunian belt
and wandering in the zone of the large planets. have also been discovered.

In the early 1990's, the Magellan mission obtained high-resolution radar
maps of the surface of Venus that showed that a planer similar in size to the
Earth has had a very different geological evolution. Several lunar missions
have unravelled long-standing puzzles of this most extensively known cosmic
body; in particular, the Lunar Prospector spacecraft detected a thin magneto
sphere. The Mars Pathfinder and the Mars Global Surveyor missions brought
about significant advances in our understanding of Mars, in particular concern
ing the likelihood of vast water reservoirs in the geological past. The in situ
exploration of Mars, in particular with the Pathfinder mission which landed a
small vehicle on the planet in 1997, is in full swing today.

In 1996, the Galileo mission dropped a probe into Jupiter to explore its
ionosphere and atmosphere. The Hubble Space Telescope provided images of
outstanding resolution of small and/or faraway objects, like Pluto and other
rransncptunians. the asteroids Ccrcs and Vesta and the Jovian satellite 10. In
1979, on the basis of dynamical considerations, voleanic activity was predicted
for la and subsequently observed with [he Voyager spacecraft. Since the be
ginning of the 1990's, the Ulysses spacecraft has been providing outstanding
measurements of the hcliosphcrc, for the first time unravelling its complete,
three-dimensional structure and its astonishing dynamics. In Octoher 1997. a
big spacecraft - Cassini - was launched to explore the Sarumian system from
2004 to 2008 and to release the Huygens probe into the opaque atmosphere of
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Titan. With ground instruments, it was discovered that Uranus and Neptune
have rings. Similarly, ground-based observations have recently allowed dis
covcry of many distant and irregular satellites of giant planets (34 of Jup iter,
12 of Saturn and 5 of Uranus). Mercury and Pluro, the least explored planets,
are the future targets of several new missions....

The subjec t maucr is developed starting from concrete objects; the rele
vant physical principles are in part discussed in Ch. I and then revisited or
developed as the need arises. Mathematical rigour, morpho logical derails and
descriptions of instrumentation are not a priority. Wc assume [hat the reader
is acquain ted with undergraduate physics, in particular with dynamic s, clcctro
magnetism, Special Relativity, thermodynamics and statistical physics; starting
from this basis the reader will hopefully be led up to [he threshold of current
research. In choosing the sequence of topics we have tried, when possible, to
satisfy the criterion of increasing difficulty; in many cases a substantial effort
was made to simplify and clarify the material. The earlier book has been the
basis of some courses of lectures, where its didactic structure, aimed at the
qualitative and mathematical understanding of very rich and new physical pro
cesses, has been tested. Ch. 17 provides an introduction to General Relativity
with as little formalism as possible and to the extent required for the study of
the solar system. Particular attention has been given to precise measurements
in space and the structure and evolution of the solar system; in the last Chapter
we discuss several interesting measurement techniques, with a focus on their
principles and the accuracy they can attain. The final Section in this Chapter is
devoted to noise and data analysis, a subtle topic that is so important in space
expe riments . A large amount of data can now be found on the Web, implying a
new kind of organization of scientific work , from which this hook has largely
profited.

Throughout the book we use the cgs system of units; Maxwell 's equations
are written in esu, non-rationalized units (see eqs. (1.70) and (1.71)). Bold
symbols denote Cartesian vectors. Sometim es, in a diadic notation. a sans serif
and capital lette r denotes a tensor of second rank (e.g ., eg. (1.40» ; i = ~
is the imaginary unit, but I is the orbital incl ination. To help the reader, we
have indicated with a star the more difficult Sections, which can be left out in
a first reading. The problems at the end of each chapter are in no particular
order; they arc also starred to denote difficulty. At the end of eaeh chapter
some books and review articles arc listed for further reading. Here we quote a
fcw relevant general textbooks (in alphabetic order of authors):

• A.N. Cox (ed.), Alien' s Astrophysieal Quanti ties (4th edition), Springer
Verlag (2000);
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• W.K. Hartmann, Moons and Planets, Wadsworth (1983);

xv

• M. Hoskin (cd.), The General History of Astronomy, Vol. 2: Plan eta ry
A \"rlVlIomY! 1V1n the Rena issance to the Rise ofAstrophysics (R. Talon and
C. Wilson , eds.) Cambridge University Press (1995);

• W.M. Kuula. An Introduction to Planetary Physics, Wiley (1968);

• A. Morbidelli, Modem Celestial Mechanics: Aspects or Solar System Dy
namics, Taylor and Francis (2002):

• CD. Murray and S.F. Dermou. Solar System Dynamics, Cambridge Uni
versity Press (2000);

• I. de Paler and J.J. Lissuuer, Planetary Sciences, Cambridge University
Press (200 I);

• A.E. Ray, Orbital Motion, Hilger (1978);

• E O. Sracey, Physics of the Earth. Brookfield Press (1992);

• P.R. Wcissman, L.A. Mcl-addcn and T.V. Johnson (cds.). The Encyclopedia
of the Solar System. Academic Press (1999).
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Poetic note: Ur tel's aria in Haydn '5 'The Creation '

Nun schwanden vor dern hei ligen Strahle
Des schwarze n Dunkel s graulic he Schatten :
Der erste Tag enstand.
Verrwirru ng weic h. und Ordnung keimt ernpor.

Now vanish before the holy beams
The gloo my shades of ancient night;
The first of days appears.
Now chaos ends . and order fair app ears.

These verses, and El . Haydn's ( 1732-1809) music, offer a beautiful expres
sion of the emergence of the o rde r and struc ture of the plane tary system fro m
formless interstellar gas after the sudden formation of the Sun. The libret to
of this Oratorio (in Ge rman) is the work of van Swieren; he translated for this
purpose an Engli sh text by Mr Lindl cy, based on Milt on 's Paradi se Lost. whic h
has been used here.
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Useful physical quantities

(a) Fundam ental and defining co nstants (sec also http://physics .nist.govf)

XVII

arcscc I" = 4 .84S x 10-6 rad

mu s = 0.00 1"
corresponds to 3.1 cm on the surface ofthe Earth

c = 2.998 X 1010 emjs = 2.998 x Ht m/s
velocity of light

e = 4.80 3 x 10 ' lo esu = 1.602 x 10-1" Coulomb
magnitud e of elec tron charge

,v 1.602 X 1O -J2erg = 1.602 x 10- 19 Joule = 11,600 K
energ y and tempera ture assoc iated with I elect ron volt

G = 6 ,674 x 1O-~ dy ne cm2g-2 = 6.674 X 10- 11 :\ m! kg- 2

grav itational cons tant

" 6.6 26 X 1O- 2J erg s = 6.6 26 X IO- J-l J s

Planck constant

k = 1.38 1 X 10- 16 erg / K = 1.381 x 10- 23 J/K

Boltzmann cons tant

ly Y.46 x lO17 cm = 9 .46 x IO I ~ m
light year

Ill" = Y.l09 X 1O-2~ g = 9. IOY X 10- -11 kg
elect run mass

IIIr = 1.673xIO- 11 g= I .673xIo--l7 kg
proton mass

pi: = 3.086 X 1018 c m = 3.0S6 x 10' 6 m = 3.26 1y
parsec

,I" = ../kT/( 4rr.e2n, )
= 743 ";;'('~'~/~'~V7)/"( ,-,,-,~m"'J l cm = 7.43 x 10-) ,)tkT/eVl/(n, m·l ) m

De bye length

(T 21t ~e/152hJ = 5.67 x 10- 5 crg/(l;m2 s K-l)

= 5.67 x 10 K W/tm ' K-l)

Stefun-Bohzmann constant
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(V p ../4 ....111'2/ 111, = 5.64 x Itr "Il em" rad/ s = 56.4 VII m] rad/s
plasma frequency

n., = eH/m,I' = 1.76 x 102 (B/ nT) rad/s = 1.76 x 1011 (B ml/weber) radfs
elec tron cyclot ron frequency

(b) Quantifies related to spec ific objects

AV = 1.496 X 101.1 cm = 1.496 x lOl l m
Astronomical Unit (mean heliocent ric distance of the Earth)

H 55 krrt/s/Mrx:(with an uncertainty of "" 15%)
Hubble constant

J, = (C - Al/M,.R; = 0.0010 8.26
oblarcncss coefficien t of the Earth

1.0 3.845 x 10'1.1 erg/ s = 3.1l45 x JO'6 J/s
solar luminosi ty

Mo = 1.988 x IOn g = 1.988 X 1O ~! kg
solar mass

Ill., 1.41l km = 2.2 x ro- Ro
solar gravitational radius

M. = 5.91.2 X 1027 g = 5.91.2 X 102~ kg
Earth mass

Ill.. = O.44 l;m = 6.97 x 10- 10 ~

Earth gravitational radius

M, = 317.9 M<J> = M-'"/I047.35
Jupite r mass

". = 1.991 X 10" raJ/s
mean motion of the Earth

R. = 6.371 x I(J'I cm = 6.371 x Hr m
mean Earth rad ius

R~ = 6.958 X lO ll) cm = 6.958 x 1(J'l m
mean solar radius

0« = ";2G M<fJ /J4 = 11.2 krrt/s
escape velocity from the Earth

y = 3.15 x lO's
a year



Use}I!1physical quantities

f = 23b 26'21 "
obliquity of the ecl iptic for 12000,0

Fu = 1.3()(i x 10"ergcm-2 s-1 = 1.366 x 10" J m-2 s- '
solar constant (so lar radiation [lux et 1 AV)

w. = (7.2921 X 10-5 - 1.4 X 10-14 T) rad/ s
siderea l angu lar velocity of the Earth and its secular decrease (T in y);

Up, = 50.29 1" Iy = 7.726 X 10.12 radl s
lunivolur precession constant

(c) Uni ts of power and flux

XIX

Luminositlcs, powers and power tluxcs arc given in egs units {sometimes in Watts (107 erg/s)
and W/m 2 ). Teleco mmunica tion engin eers commonly measure ratios of powers in a logarithmic
scale, wi th the quantity

1',
IO xlog ,o - ,

P,
whose unit is the decibel (dB) (Sec. 19 .1).

For luminosity, or brightness, astronomers use the co ncept of magn itude . also based on a
logarithmic scale; here is a brief summary. The apparent magnitude m of a star (wi th tota l flux
F ) relative to a refere nce star (w ith total flux F* and magnitudc 111 * ) is

r
m - m . = - 2.5 Ioglo F~ .

To roughly describe the colou r of a star and 10 account for the instrum ental bandwidt h, ma g 

nitude s obtained with standardize d filter; and a restricted passband are also used; the mos t
popular referen ce in the optical reg ime is the Johnson-Morgan -Cousins system (UBV RI; see
http://obswww .unige.ch/gcpd!sys tcm.hlml).

Name of the fi lter
U ultraviolet

B blue
V visual
R red
I infrared

Passband (nm)

300 420
360 560
460 700
530 950
700 - 1150

Effective wavele ngth (nm)
365
445
550
660
SOS

The ahsolmc magnitude M of a star is its eppure nt magnitude at the distance of 10 pc. Since the
flux decreases with the dist ance r as I !r,

r
m - M = 5 Iog w - - .

10 ",

The absulu te magn itude of a star of luminosity L and the absolute magnitude of the Sun are
rela ted by

L
M - MC) = - 2.5 Iog,o - .

[ '0

The origin of the magnitude sys tem is chose n so that a star with lum inosity L = 3.055x 10-'5erg/s
has the zero abso lute (bolomctric j magn itude.
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Due to the obvious reasons, for planets and minor objects in the Solar system the absolute
magnitu de (he nceforth denoted H) is referred to a di stan ce of I All from the Earth and the Sun
and a zer ophase angle u.e., at oppositio n).



Chapter I

DYNAMICAL PRINCIPLES

In this chapter we review the dynamical equations tha t govern the motio n
and determine the struc ture of a planetary body and its environ ment. The ba
sic model is that of a co ntinuum, whose local properties are described by the
matter density 12. the now velocity v and the temperature T . If the fl uid is
elect rically conduct ive, we also need the magneti c field H. These quantities
obe y a set o f partial d ifferential equations which will be d iscussed in the rel
evant appro ximations, with examples and illu strations taken from the physics
of the solar system. Grav itation plays an essential role here: as it is a long
range force, it becomes more and morc important with increasing size. lt de
termines the shape, size and structure of the planets, the stars, the gala xies and
the Universe itself. It is balanced primarily by therm al pressure and, sccondar
ily, by centrifugal and other forces: thi s balance is responsible for the nearly
spherical shape of big bodies. When a body is sufficiently small and cold,
however, it solidifies; its structu re is then determined hy interatomic forces. In
cosmic bodies, differen t tran sport proce sses play important roles : in particu lar,
the tran sport of momentum determines viscos ity and the tran sport of energy
is the basis for heat co nduction. In an electrically conductive medium, we
have a large variety of electric and magnetic processes, such as the generation
of large scale magnetic fields in rotating bodies, particle acceleration. and the
propagation of different kinds of electromagnet ic waves. When local thermal
equ ilibrium does not hold, a description in phase space is requi red, giving rise
to a great variety of phenom ena. as in ioni zed gas .

1.1 Gravitational equilibrium
The structure of a big cosmic body is usually determi ned by the balance

between the gravitationa l pull and the internal pressure; this pre ssure, in turn ,
depends upon the state of matter. the co mposition, the heat flow, the mag netic
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( J.l )

field. and so on. These factors arc influenced by the way the body was formed
and its history. Their determination requi res the laws of microsco pic physics:
rhc eva luation of the state of stress . determined by the pressure tensor P, for
example. provides the main link between the microscopic state of each part
and the overall structure and shape. If. as in a fluid. this microscopic state
has no privileged d irect ion , in parti cu lar no stratification. the pressure tensor
is isotrop ic and is de termined by a single scal ar. the pressure . Then, if there
are no specific reasons for asy mmetry, like rotation or an exte rnal gravitationa l
lield , a configuration of spherica l equilibrium is achieved: the pressure is a
function of the radial distance only and thus is able to compensate the radial
gravitational pull . A deviation from the spherical equilibrium will also occur if
the body, or part of it, is a solid, capable of supporting a force tangeruial ro its
surface: a situation described by a strain and a stress which are not isotropic.

Spher ica l configura tions. Let us first derive the condition of equilibrium of
a spherical mass of density g(r) and pressure per). The total mass within the
distance r from the centre is

M (r) = 4.. 'clr' r' 2[1(r') .

The symbol M (= M (R» , with no arguments, denotes the total mass and R the
radius. The gravitational acce leration g( r ) at a given distance r from the centre
of the body has a radial inward direction and is equal to the one produced by a
point mass M (r ) placed at the centre

g(r) = GM(r) {? . (1.2)

( 1.3)

This result follows from the analogue of Gauss' rheorem in electrostatics. The
gravitational acceleration g produced by a point mass m is formally obtained
from the electrostatic field produced by a charge q by substituting q with - Gm;
the mathematical properties of the two quantities are [he same!. Therefore we
have a gravitational analogue of Gauss' theorem

LdSn -g = - 4:t: GM(r) ,

where S is a spherical surface of radius r with externa l normal n.
Let us apply cq. (1.3) to a sphere of radius r inside our body, with mass

M (r ). The acceleration g = -gr {r = -gr has. by symmetry, a radial inward

INote that there is also a corrcxpono cnce betwee n the e tcceos tanc forn ' qq' r/rl between two charges and
the ~ilaliona l force - Gmm' r/ ,J be tween two messes: one obtains the latter by replac ing the charge q with
m V- G. This cO'Te'pondcn~"", embodies much physics of bolh fields of force. One could say, gr~\'itali"n
i, eleormtatics with an imaginary charge; fur thb reason. fur e"ample, electflmmic pla,ma 'MiCillation,
co rrespond to the unstable gravitational modes thal may result in fragmentat ion of an initially homo geneous
medium.
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r' +dr'

3

Figure1.1 The calculation of the gravi
tational potential energy inside a spher
ical body. The contribution from the
outer layers is calculated by summing
the terms due to each spherical shell
dM = 4:: r'20 r' )d r' : for the inner lay
ers we use Gauss' theorem.

direction ; hence the left-hand side is - 4:: /1g and the theorem (1.2) follows at
once. The elegance of this argument can be compared with the complicated
three-dimensional integration which one must perform with the naive. direct
method of summing the vector contributions to g from all constituent elements
of the body; but the argument works only when the body has spherical sym
metry. For the case of a density distribution with ellipsoidal symmetry another
direct method is very efficient (Newton 's canals; see Sec. 3.4).

The gravitational potential energy per unit mass U. related to the acceler
ation by g = - V U , is -GM/ r outside the body; but inside it is IIO! equal to
-GM(r) / r and a theorem similar to the one proved for the acceleration does
not hold. To evaluate the potential energy. note that inside a thin spherical
shell of mass d M and radius r' the gravitational pull vanishes; there the po
tential energy is constant and equal to its value just outside: -GdM I,.' =
-4 :: Gr( ,.'),.' dr' . Therefore the total value of V Cr) is the sum of the contri
butions from the shells outside r and those inside. amounting to - GM( r )/r.
Hence

[ I R " , M(,)]
VCr) = - G 4:: r dr r Q( r ) + - ,-

For a sphere of uniform density

( l A )

( 1.5)U(r) = _ GM [3_::.]
2R R2

which correctly reduces to -GMIR on the surface and fulfi ls y(r) =-WUlar)
inside.

An infinitesimal volume element between rand r + dr. with a base dS. is
subject to three forces (Fig. 1.2):

• the pressure from below. dS per);

• the pressure from above, -dS Per + dr ) = -liS Per) - dS dr dt' [dr;

• the gravitational pull, d f = - dS dr r (r )g(r) = - dS dr y (r )GM(r)/ ,.1 .
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Figure 1.2 The equilibrium of a spher
ical body under gravity.

Because of the spherica l symmetry the lateral forces do not contribute. In a
stat ic situation their sum must vanish:

tiP GM(r)
- +--,- g(r ) = O . (1.6)
dr r

This is the co nd ition fo r static equilibrium o f a body with spherical symmctl)' .
The determination of the co mplete equilibrium requires an understa nd ing of
the pressure forces. to be discussed in the following Sect ion. Here we follow
with order-or-magnitude estimates for a homogeneous body.

Since at the surface r = R. P(R) = 0, we get the pressure at the centre

For a unifo rm de nsity

r M(r)
1'(0 ) = Jo dr g(r ) ----;:2 .

')- 3 CM 2

PtO) = -; "GO'R' = 8, f?4 .

( 1.7 )

( 1.8)

( 1.9)

eq ual 10 ::::; 1.7 X 10 12 dyne/cm! for the Earth. When a dense core is present,
as in all planers, the effe ctive radiu s is smaller and a larger value results: the
es timated value terrestrial value is Pe (O) :::: 3.6 X 1013 dy nc/crn - , much larger
than the pressures attainab le in laboratory experi ments. As a consequence,
the thermodynamical properties of matter, in particular the phase tra nsitions,
in the deep Eart h interior are not well known ; onl y the density profi le ca n be
measure d directl y with seismic propagation (Sec. 5.1).

Th e gravitational bindin g energy is

I JJdm( r) dm(r' ) fa R ,El< = - - G , = 2:1: dr t [l (r )U (r ) ;
2 Ir r I ()

for a uniform density, using ( 1.5), this is

3 GM2
EB=-SR ' ( 1.10)
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(1.11)

equal to - 2.25 X 1039 erg for the Earth . Note that th is value differs by only
10 % from the aetual value - 2.46 x 1039 erg.

The density prof ile determines also the moment of inertia

8, fo R 4 ,
/ = - dr r £1(1') = K MR- .

3 0

For a homogeneous body the dimcnsionless concentration coefficient K is 2/5 =
0.4; a core decreases ifs value , which for the Earth is 0.33 1, 2 1% less (see
Prob lem 1.2).

Sometimes it is useful to measure the mass of a body in terms of its gravi
tational radius

GM
Inq = -r-r- , ( 1.12),-

equal to 0.44 em for the Earth and 1.5 km for the Sun. Thi s is the distance
from a point of mass M at which the Newtonian energy of a part iele falling in
from infinity equa ls its res t energy ; relativistic corrections arc then esse ntial.
In ordinary bodies /fl y is always much smaller than the radius and relativistic
effects, of orde r mq / R. arc very small (Ch. 17).

Deviations from spher ical symmetry, The main reasons fo r violation of
spherical symmetry for a planetary body are rotati on and an external gravi
tational field. The rotat iona l deformation. symmetric around the rotat ion axis.
is driven by the ratio

R-~w2

~, = GM ( 1.13)

between the rotational energy and the gravitational binding energy of the body.
so metimes called ttelmens parameter. On the surface the deformation is mea
sured by the obkueness (assumed small)

Re - R p
E= R ::::< J1c. ( 1.14)

in terms of the eq uato rial (Re) , the polar (Rp) and the mean (R) rad ii (Sec. 3.3).
Th is deformation is of great importance also because it is enhanced by col

lapse or co mpression. Ifa body is not coupled to the environment or to other
bodies, its angular momentu m L, of the order of magnitude MR1w, remains
co nstant, and so is the mass; hence w is proportional to 1/ R2 and the ob late
n csx to 1/ R.

In relativistic physics the angular momentum per unit mass L/M also deter
mines a length

L CL
Gg = cM = mc'~ ' ( 1. 15 )

equal to 0 .28 km fo r the Sun and to 3.2 III for the Earth . We show in Ch. 17 that
it charac terizes a peculiar correction to the gravitational force. ca lled gravito
magnetism. corresponding to an accelera tion of order c?maq / r~.
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1.2 The equation of state
A gravitationalty bound body is supported by its internal pressure P. which

depends on the the rmal kinetic energy of its part icles and tend !'> to expand Ir.
Only if P is independently known or related to [I, the equilibriu m equation ( 1.6)
can be solved for the density profile. In general. this req uires an understanding
of the thermodynamical behaviour and the microscopic interactions between
the particles, often based on qu antum physics.

The paradigmatic case is a perfect gas , in which the pressure

I' = nk'T ( 1.16)

is determined by the absolute temperature T and the total number density 11. It
should be noted that the mass of each particl e is irrelevant here; for a mixture
o f two gases o f molecul ar masses nil and 1It2

n =
(I

f! f!= ( 1.17)

( 1.18 )

Here rr = "2 / (n I+112) is the concentration (in number) of the second constituent
and mm " l = Amp is the mean molecul ar mass in terms of the mean atomic
weight A. A gas behaves in this way if its particl es spend most of the time in
free motion, between rare collisions; in practice this hold for pressures below,
say, 50 dync/cm-. At higher pressures complex intcrpa rticlc forces (such as
the van dcr w ants molecular force) play a role and the determination of the
equation of state may require laboratory measurements.

The state near the centre of a self-gravitating perfec t gas can be obtained
from the equi librium condition ( 1.6). The pressure gradient dP/ dr can bc ap
proximatcd by - PIR, where P is a typ ical pressure and R is the size; similarly,
M(r)/ ,-l ~ M/R 2. Therefore

P GM GM GM
- ~ -- I ) ~ -- Ampn = - _- m mol .
R U2 "'R2 R~

With the perfect gas law (1.16)

GM
ir A~ R mp • ( 1.19)

This is a consequence of the viria l theorem and says that the thermal and the
gravitational energies of a part icle are of the same order of magn itude. This
relation holds in the Sun; in the Earth , with an average value A ~ 25, it gives
T = 0.65A eV ~ 3x 105 K. However, the Earth 's interioris dominated by inter
molecular forces and is very far from a perfect gas. Roughly speaking, we can
say that the gravitation al binding energy is shared not on ly by the (three) trans
lational degrees of freedom which determine the pressure, but also by many
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other ones. Moreover. the temperature profile of a planet strongly depends
also on the thermodynamical state; for instance, large amounts of latent heat
arc exchanged in melting or freezing; the past history, complex energy trans
port processes and the uncertainties of matter at high pressure all contribute to
make the estimate of the interior tempe rature difficult. For the Earth core the
estimate is T "'" 4, 000 K .

In general the equation of state expresses the fluid pressure P{£} , se) as a
function of the matter density and the entropy per unit mass '~e ;

::.<1P::,(o;r .:., '''''c) ,=c; ( 1.20 )
Br

is the square of the sound speed c-, as briefly discussed in the following Sec
lion. If a volume of matter undergoes a change in which no heat is exchanged
with the environment. its entropy remains cons tant and we have an adiabatic
transformation: generally, this is the case if it happens so quickly that conduc
tivity and other processes of heat exchange do not have the time to affect the
state. In this case we have a barotropic regime in which the pressure p et!) is a
function of the density £1alone.

In Sec. 5.3 a general thermodynamical discussion of barotropic rransforma
nons is given; here. at an easier level, we deal with a perfect gas, in which case
they are called polytropic transformations. If its molecules have j degrees of
freedom (e.g.. three translations and other internal freedorns. like rotations and
oscillations). the polytropic index

f + 2 c,
y = -- = - ( 1.2 1)

f c,

is defi ned in terms of the specific heats c, and Cv at constant pressure and
constant volume. For point molecules y = 513; the addition of more internal
degrees of freedom gives a smaller value which tends to I when j» I . Since
to every degree of freedom the same energy kT/2 is attributed. the internal
energy per unit mass is

fk T
cv T = -- : ( 1.22)

2 mm o[

this gives the specific heat at constant volume Cv = fk /(2 inITIo ])'

It turns out that an adiabatic transformation follow the dittc rcn tiallaw

d(ln P) = yd(lne) ,

which becomes
Pe- r = const

when y is constant. In that case the sound speed is

c, = f# = ~:,::,

( 1.23)

( 1.24)

( 1.25 )
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Similar relations hold for the other pairs of thermodynamical variables:

dOn P ) + ---.r...- d(ln T) = 0 ,
I - y

d (l n T) -(y - l) d(l ng) = O .

( 1.26a)

(1.26b)

( 1.27)

They show that when y _ 1 the transformation is isothermal . an obvious
con sequence of the fact that a very large number of degrees of freedom share
the total heal input; from the gas law ( 1.16) the pressure is a linear function of
the density. Such a linear rela tion holds also for a gas of photons or. in general,
of masslcss particles. characterized by a relativistic energy-momentum tensor
with a vanishing trace; thi s means

UC2
p = -

3

and the sound speed is cl V3 (c is the light velocity).

Spherical models. The simp le polytropic regim e. even when the ad iaba tic as
sumption is not warranted , often pro vides very usefu l models for the interior
of planetary bodies. The equil ibrium is completely dete rmined by eq. (1.6), a
non-linear, second orde r differential equation for v (r ); Problem 1.13 deals with
a case with a self-similar solution wh ich can rigorously describe the extraordi
nary behaviour when y -t 4{3.

In general. a more complicated situation occurs. In order to completely de
scribe the structure of a static, spherical planetary body we need the pressure
P(r ), the matter density (!( r), the temperature T (r) and the composition. Their
solution requires a clear understanding and appropriate modelling of the pro
cesses inside a body. Leaving aside variati ons of composition, to determine
these three quantities we must have: (i) the equi librium condition (1.6) : (ii) an
eq uation of state P(g, 1"); and (iii) a heat trans port equation for the energy bal
ance. In planetary bodies three processes are respon sible for energy transport :
conve ntion al hea t cond uction (eq. (1.59) . radiati ve tran sport (partic ularly im
portant for atmospheres; Sec. 7.2) and con vection . Further complication arises
if there are hidden reservoirs of energy in phase transitions. Finally, the prob
lem must be supplemented with the appropriate boundary conditions (likc fi
nitc values at the centre. vanishing mass den sity and pressure at thc surface ). In
real cases onc should also take account the time evolution of the body, which
results from primordial accretion, possible slow contract ion, decay of internal
radiogenic hear sources, impact of other bodies, etc.
Stability analysis» - Having succeeded to construct a static configuration, the
question of its stability arises. An instability, in fact. collapsed an interstel
lar cloud into the Sun and gave rise to the solar system. If, for example, a
random disturbance slightly dec reases the radius, unless the temperature is ap
propriatel y increased as well, fur ther compress ion may follow and the initial
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unbalancc between gravity and pressure may increase also. The critical fac tor,
hence, is the degree to which the initial compression heats the interior. A sim
ple, but powerful way to understand this is with a formal polytropic equation
P IX: [! Y and an order of magnitude form ( 1.1 8) of the equilibrium condition
(1.6). If density and pressure are allowed to vary, keeping M constant, the
locus of cquil ibria in the (g , P) plane is a curve P Cl: r/13. If a change in den
sity momentarily displaces the body from equilibrium in an adiabatic way and
y > 4/3, the body is brought to a pressure above the corresponding equilibrium
pressure; then an unbalance will arise and bring back the body towards its ini
tial density and beyond, with stable oscillations; if, on the contrary y < 4/3, the
final pressure will be smaller than the corresponding equilibrium pressure and
collapse will inexorably ensue until another, stronger form of pressure is mer.
Per a perfect gas of point particles, y =5/3, we have a stable configuration; but
if internal degrees of freedom appear, lowering y (eq. (1.21)), the energy re
leased by gravitation will be shared with them as well, leaving a smaller part for
the translational random motion. which determines the pressure: 3 additional
degrees of freedom bring the system to the threshold 4/3. Another possible
way to collapse occurs when the body is not opaque and radiates away what
ever additional thermal energy it acquires from the compression; formally, this
can be described with y = 1, in the unstable range. A large opacity favours the
stability of a gravitationally bound body ; the initial gas cloud which gave rise
to the Sun likely was transparent. hence unstable. Other processes by which
y can decrease below 4/3 take place at the end of thermonucle ar burning of a
main sequence star, leading to collapse to a white dwarf, a neutron star or a
black hole.

1.3 Dynamics of fluids
When there is motion. we have a dynamic equilibrium and cq. (1.6) must

be supplemented with the inertial force (the equilibrium is referred to the eo
moving frame with the fluid). In spherical symmetry a fluid clement of mass
gdrdS . which at the time t has a radial velocity vCr, r). at time t+dt has a vcloc
ity v(r +d r, t +dt), where dr = ccr. tvdt is the radial displacement undergone by
the fluid element. Its accelerat ion results from the change of the velocity field
at a given place and the change due to the fact that the fluid element moves

v(r + v d t, t + d t ) - vCr, t) dv Dv av
dt --t dt = lJt + v /}r . ( 1.28)

The first term on the right-hand side is the ordinary. liu le rian derivative and
the whole expression defines the Lagrangian derivative , More generally, the
Lagrangian derivative, which defines the rate of change suffered along with the
moving fluid, is given by

d <J
- = - + v · V .
dt iJt

( 1.29)
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Neglecting viscosity we have, in place of cq . ( 1.6),

(
au av) tJ p GM(r )

~ -+ u- +-+--- n = O
{}tor{}r ,.2-'

(1.30)

(1 .3 1)

with the first te rm be ing the ine rtial accelerat ion e dvldt expe rienced in the
frame como ving with the fluid. In a stationary flow v is a function of r alone.
and this reads

v dv + JP + GM( r ) = 0
dr o dr ,-2 .

[0 the polytropic reg ime. when the press ure P is a given funct ion of the density
g. this integrates to Hernaullis equation

v2 GM
- + F«(!) - -- = const ;
2 r

here the function F( g) is defined by

'
Id '" = dP = 2dos -'

(1 .32)

in terms of the speed o f so und C.I (eq . ( 1.20». It shows how the now veloc ity
is affected by gravity and by variations in den sity. For a perfect adiabatic gas.
in terms of the polytropic index y,

and Bernoulli ' s equation reads. in te rms of the initial co nd itions,

'" 2 '" '"U- c.I GM vii c:;-u GM
- +----- =- +-----
2 1' - I r 2 1' - 1 ro

(1.33)

We may notice that as I' _ I the sound speed tends to a constant (c; = d Pld!!) ,
corresponding to the isothermal regime. Radial flows are important for cos mic
bod ies; in particul ar, a radial wind o f charged particles is emitted by the Sun
and produces striking phenomena in interp lanetary space (C h. 9). Bernoulli's
law is the gist of the ir dynamics.

For moving fluid s. mass conservation mu st be also taken into account. A
she ll be tween rand r + d r contains the mass 4.. ?{!dr. In an infin itesimal time
dt a particle at r moves by vCr. tvdt . so that

r2 _ r2+2 rvdt.

The shell thickness dr and the ma ss den sity {!change according la

<1"dr -tdr +dr -dt ,
<1, (

<10 ag)
{! -t {! + --=- + v- dt.at iJr
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The total change in the quantity ? (} dr must vanish; hence

o (lJ{} lJll ) 1 lJv d{} ( lJv 2U)2ru{}+r -+v- +r-o - = -+0 -+ - = 0 .(Jr lJr ~ lJr d t ~ lJr ,.

11

(1.34)

The last bracke ted quantity is j ust the divergence of the radial flow v = ur/r.
In the form

do lJ{}
....:::. + (}V . v = - + V . (o v ) = 0 •
dt at ~

(1.34' )

the mass conservation equ ation is also valid in the genera l case, when no spher
ical symmetry is assumed. It can be easily interpreted by recalling that, if in a
time dt a fluid element is d isplaced from r to r + vd t, an infinitesimal volume
dV associated with it changes into dV( 1 + dt V . v) (see Problem 1.1). Since
the total mass of the volume remains consta nt. the change d(} in mass density
fulfils

(} d V = (Q+ d(})dV ( 1 + V ·vdr) ,

equivalent to eg. (1.34'). In an incompressibl e flow (Q is con stant) the velocity
is free of divergence (V . v = 0).

To describe a generic fluid motion , we need the appropriate generalization
of eq. (1 .30) to acco unt for the conser vation of momentum-

dv (ilv)o - + V P +l)VV = o - + v ·Vv + VP + f)V V = O.
- dt ~ - at '" ( 1.35)

Here V is the gravitational potent ial energy per unit mass, so lution of the Pots
.\"On 's equation

whic h vanishes at infinity. It is given by Poisson 's integral

VCr ) = - c Jd 3r' Q(r') .
[r - r ' l

(1.36)

(1.37)

For typical applications in planetary science, the integration in (1.37) is ex
tended over a finite number of compact supports occ upied by cosmic bodies
(i.e. where the density does not vanish). For a point mass M at the orig in
this gives the monopolc V = - GM/ r . The linearity of Poi sson's equation en
sures the superposition principle: the potential of N bodies is the sum of the
ind ividual porcntials. Hence a field of N monopotcs is ju st U = - C L Md ri .

2Without the gravitational term{'VU , this equation has been first derived by L. EtUR in 1755 and i, usually
ca lled t u/er equation.
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The geo id.- The grav itationa l potent ial of a body in uniform and co nstant rota
tion, at the angular velocity w, is hest described in a rotating (res t) fram e. The
eq uilibrium of a rotatin g fluid bod y of arbitrary shape is determined by

where

VP + [lV W = 0, (1.3 8)

I ') ~ . ,
W = U - '2w-"" Sill 0

incl udes the potential of the ce ntrifugal force; () is the angle from the rota tion
axis. P = 0 defines an cq uipotcmial surface for W and is called the geoid; on
the Earth this is phys ically approximated by the me an surface of the oceans.
Changes in this surface due to the variable atmos pheric pressure and large scale
currents in the ocean s must he eliminated (Sec . 2.3). T he normal to the geoid,
along V W, is the vertical, whose direction differs from the radial direction by
O(pc) and slightly changes from place to place due to the inhomogeneities of
the interior. At a low altitude z above the geoid we can approximately write
W(z) = W(O) + 9 z: 9 is the gra vity acceleration, which varies a little from
place to place.
WaI'e propagation.- A fluid supports a fundamental mode of propagation, aco
ustic waves. In the simplest version, gravity is neglected and a barorropic
relation P(g ) determines the pressure. A uniform background state at rest has a
small perturbation in the density g = 00 + g' and the velocity v' : the linearized
eqs. ( 1.34') and ( 1.35) then read

Dg'
-+ .Qo V · v' = O,
Dt

This gives the wave equation

Dv' (dP) ,YO-,- + -d Vy = O.
(If 0 ()

D' g' _ (dP) V'o' = 0
iJl2 d~, 0 "-

with the propagation velocity Cs (cq . (1.20)).

( 1.39)

1.4 Dynamics of solid bodies
In Sec. 1.l wc have shown that the radius of a gaseous cosmic body. like

rhc Sun, is dcrcrmincd by the inner state and temperature, therefore by the
previous history, by the active energy sources (e.g., radioactive materials) and
the energy transport processes (sec Sec. 1.5). The pressure P is a scalar; in a
perfect gas (eq. ( I. 16» it is a simple function of density and temperature.

At a temperature belo w the freezing point (i.e., when the thermal energy
is smaller than the binding energy between neighbouring molecules). the body
becomes solid and a different analysis is ca lled for. In general, the force exerted
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by the medium upon an infinite simal volume dV is determin ed by the stress
tensor Pij . If we remove the material on one side of a surface cleme nt dS with
ou tward normal u . to keep the body in the same state of mot ion (or of rest) we
must exe rt fro m the empty side (where the normal lies) a force . say, Pijll jdS.
The stress tensor has the d imension of a pressure, or an energy density. In
a fluid this force is orthogonal to the surface element, corresponding to an
isotropic

Pij = - Poij (or P = - P I): ( 1.40 )

the scalar P is the pressure (note the minus sign. corresponding to the fact
that pressure tends to expand the volum e eleme nt d V) . In ge neral, however,
there is also a fo rce parallel to the surface eleme nt (shear stress). From the
conservation of angular momentu m it ca n be show n that Pi j is symmetric.

The total stress force exe rted upon a volume elemen t V bounded by a surface
S by the surround ing medium is given by

r liS /li Pij ,J,
or. by Gauss ' theorem. 1d V a jPij .

Th erefore the stress force per unit volume is

( 1.4 1)

( r j are Cartesi an coordinates).
So lidity means that eac h eleme nt. in absence of externa l forces, has a ref

erence position r . The state o f motion o f a solid body is described by a sma ll
d isplacement fie ld s(r , t) of an e lement from the reference position. The dy
nam ical effects of the d isplace me nt. unaffected by a translation . must depend
upon the derivat ive tensor. sum of a sy mme trical and an antisymmet ric part

(h j = ~ ({hj + OSi)+ ~ (OSi_Ch j) .
{)ri 2 ari c}r j 2 {)r j {)ri

( 1.42)

The antisy mme tric part . second term on the right-hand side above , expresses
an infin itesimal rotation and does not ge nerate any stress. For sma ll defor
mations the sq uares of the quant ities in cq. ( 1.42) ca n he neglected; then the
(symmetric) stres s tensor is expected to he a linear function of its symmet ric
part

e.. _ ~( iJSj + lJ'\'i)
I) - 2 {Jr - lJr - ', }

(1 .43)
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(he strain tensor. If can be split into a diagonal part with trace

as;o= ejj = - = v .S
lJT;

(1.44)

and in a left over, trace-free part

rt- 1 I (iJSj {)S;) 1
elj =«u - "3(jiJ'1 = '2 (}r ; + iJT) - "j 0jjfi. ( 1.45)

(} measures the dilatation of an infinite sim al volume clement prod uced by the
deformatio n: a volume clement dV becomes dV (I +0). The trace -free pan eiJ'
conserves the volume.

Hooke's law. A so lid under a small deformation behaves elast ica tty. to wit. the
elastic stress is a linea r function of the strain (l lookc's Iaw; when deformations
are large, a non-linear relation between stress and strain must be introduced).
This is expressed by a fourth rank (Hooke's) tensor C ijkh

(1.46)

lt can be shown that the energy density w of the deformation is the quadratic
form

(1.47)

which determines the stress

(1.48)

In a generic material Hooke's tensor - symmetric under the exchange of
i, j and k, h, and the two pairs - has only 2 1 independent components. Sym
mcrrics related to the internal structure of the body. such as the appropriate
crystalline structure, decrease the number of its independent components. The
simplest case is that of an isotropic material, for which the energy ( 1.47) must
be entirely determined by scalars. It turns out that there arc only two quadratic
invariant quantities which can be constructed with a symmetric tensor like ei j ,

that is, 0 2 and

In this case the elastic energy must be of the form

I ,
w = 2" ,1 B- + J1 f'i j ei j ; (1.47')

the scalars .1 and J1 arc Lame 's constants, with the dimen sion of a pressure.
From cq. (1.48) wc get Hooke's law for an isotropic medium

(1.49)
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Since molecular forces in the body tend to restore its initial state, the parame
ters ,I and IJ are positive; contrary to the gas pressure (eq. (1.40», for positive
components of the stress tensor, PijnjdS is directed outward from the volume
clement dV. Two typical examples are useful to illustrate the physical meaning
of Lame's constants. A one-dimensional compression. with only ell = oxsx
different from zero, produces a stress

(1.50)

For short ness. sometimes a suffi x to iJ denote s the independent variable. A
shear defo r mation. with only the component eu = oysx/2, produces a shear
stress

P12 = IlOySx . (1.51)

The rigidity Il expresses the resistance to shear. Under a three-dimensional
expansion, with eij = OijOj3, a scalar stress arises

(1.52)

where Pet is the effective pressure generated by elasticity. The expansion
changes the density by dg = -g O; hence

J P K
(1.53)

(1.54 )

is the compre ssibiiity and K = A + 21113 the bulk modulus. equal to about 51113
in the Earth's interior. In terms of the trace-free part (1.45) of the strain energy.
(1.47' ) reads

w = ~ K02 +JleTFer.r ( 1.47")2 r- IJ IJ '

whieh clearly shows the role of K.

Dynamics of a solid body. The inertial acceleration is the second Lagrangian
derivative of the displacement s: the displacement , and not the fluid veloc ity.
is the appropriate field variable. Equatin g the inertial force to the sum of the
stress force and the gravitational force we get

d2se - - V· P + gVU = ().
dt2

In synthetic vector notation we denote by P the mess tensor. If the cquilib
rium state of the body is referred to a non-inertial frame. the deformation is
also affected by the apparent forces. An outstanding example is the Coriolis
acceleration - 2Qw x (dsld!), which must be taken into account to deal with a
non-rigid Earth rotating with angular velocity tu; this term produces the impor
tant effect of removing the degeneracy of the oscillation spectrum of the Earth
(Sec. 5.2). The centrifugal force must also be taken into account.
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Figure 1.3 A physical quant ity
Q is transported across a su r
fuce ; ~ const. hy the molecules
which travel freely from z - {el l
to z + fel l , and vice versa .

( 1.55)

If J anti J.l arc constant, the momentum eq uation ( 1.54) reads

d2s ..
Q - .. - J.i'il ~s - Ct + f.1 )VO + (!V U = O .

d/ -

Thi s medium is capable of propagating bot h transversal and longi tud inal waves
with veloc ities determi ned by Lame's constants (Cb. 5). The dynamics of a
so lid body, as described by (1.5 5) , is generally coupled with its thermal stale,
since par t o f the change in the volume (J may be relat ed to the temperature
grad ients, e.g. , VB = a VT , with a the coe fficient of thermal expa nsion. The
mechanical and thermal slate of a body (e.g. planet) mus t be thus solved to
gether.

Th e deformation of solid planetary bodies is in fact governed by still more
co mplicated (yiscoetasticv laws. Under a suddenly imposed external stress the
linal clastic deformation is reached with a delay; when the stres s ceases the
recovery is not immed iate and generally does not bring it back 10 the original
shape. Moreo ver. the timc scalc of ex ternal forees is crucial : it is possible that
a material, clastic at high frequencies. behaves plastieally under a prolonged
stress and shows flow phenomena ca lled creep . This is indeed the case of the
interior of the Earth and the terre strial planets.

1.5 Transport
With simple argumen ts. and skipping the complicated machinery of kinetic

theory, wc now come 10 the microscopic heart of transport theory. Let a quan
tity Q(r . t ) be associated to an average particle of the med ium with mass nJ nl.,l

and density g = nmm.,j, at the position r and the time r. Collisions trans
fer large values of Q to regions where it is smaller. thereby implementing
the general tendency to a uniform state requi red by the second law of thcr
modynamics and introducing a privileged direct ion of time . Q can he c.T,
corres ponding to the mean thermal energy and energy tran sport; or. for the
momentum, nJ mol V, leading 10 viscos ity; or the concentration of a so lute, for
d iffusion processes. If Q depends only on z;consider the surfaces z - (:/2 and
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z + te / 2, separated by a mean free path {e (Fig. 1.3); one can say, a molecu le
which had a collision at z - f e/ 2 suffers the next collision at Z+ (e/2 and trans
fers to this place the value of Q belonging to z - fel 2 , with a net transfer of
Q(z + fe/ 2 ) - Q(: - t el 2) ;:: (e (JQln:, and vice vers a in the opposite sense.
Roughly IlUT /2 part icles cross the surface : in each sense and each group car
ries the same flux (vT is the thermal velocity); the total flux is then

aQ
F'J = IIVT IQ(: - f el 2) - Q(z + fell )] :::: - nvT ee at .

In general
( 1.56)

The mean free path (.. is used here only in order of magnitude; the precise
numerical coefficient, tak ing into acco unt the three-dimensional velocity dis 
tribution . requires kinetic theory. When, in tcrrns of the specific heat at con
stant pressure, Q = cpT this says that heat flows to the coo ler parts; then the
quantity X = uJe is the heat transport coefficient, or heat diffusivity. When
Q =mmo[ ux(z), the sheared velocit y field vAz) is smoothed out and

( 1.57)

is the viscosity coefficient.

Transport of a scalar quantity. Let I dV QII be the amount of Q contained in
a volume V, whose boundary S has the outer normal n. If there arc no sources,
its change, using Green's theorem, is

d
d l' nvQIl = - r dS n -F

Q
= - r dV V . F

Q
'

t V J.'i Jv
leading to the conservation law

dQe-r: = V · «(!J)T f e V Q)
dt

( 1.58)

Wc have used the fact that mass is conserved, so that the Lagrangian derivative
d ldt = alat + v - V of {It/V vanishes . This derivative takes also into account
the velocity v of the medium.
Heat transport>- For heat transport Q = cpT is the thermal energy per unit
mass and we get the heat transport equation

( 1.59)

The contribution of a source (or a sink) is taken into account by adding to
the right -hand side the production rate of Q per unit volume. called S . Heat
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sources arc important in the early phases of planetary formatio n, fo r instance,
due to rad ioactive decays. When {!,x an d er arc constant, the prev ious equat ion
reduces ( 0

dT ,
O (' D - = KV-T + s
- r dt

where K= !?XCp is the thermal conductivity.
The heat transport equation must be supplemented with the boundary con

ditions at the surface (e .g., radiative loss) and with the continuity condition
across a sharp transition (e .g., bet ween the core and the mantle: Fig. 5.4). With
an energy source F (w ith the dimension of a flux) at the transition, we expect
a jump in the nu x (IX n . V(CI'T) along the normal n to the surface. The jump
condition is ob tained by integrating ( 1.59) over a thin and small layer with
boundaries just inside and out side the surface. Indicating with [.'; ] the jump in
a quantity s, we get

[oxn . V (c,T)] = F . ( 1.60)

The physical nature of heat transport is hest illustrated with the simplest exam
plc in which T( z, t) is the only variabl e quantity and the fluid is at rest:

sr ;PT- - x-at - iJz2 '
( 1.6 1)

This is a parabolic part ial differentia l equation . An initial temperature spike
spreads after a time l over a d istance of order Vii and there is no wave prop
agatio n; the corresponding solution, which co nserves the total thermal energy
~ f dz T = K.

K ( _2)T( z.t) = ..;;:xi exp _....::...-
2 r.:xt 4Xt

When t ~ 0 it becomes Dirac's func tion Kf1(z) . This characteristic behaviour
betrays the deep relation between diffusion processes and random walk.

Viscosity. A general expression of the viscous force can he derived from first
princi ples, similarly 10 the stress in a solid . A Iluid element of volume V is
acted upon by the surrounding elements through the velocity gradients which
can transpo rt momentum through the bound ing surface S. The viscous stress
tensor q;j de fi nes the fo rce qjj1' jdS exerted on the eleme nt dS with an outer
normal n : the corresponding force per unit volume is Oj qij .

Like the stress tensor, qij is symmetric; moreover. for small velocity gradi
cnt s. it must be linear in the derivative tensor 8 j lJj . Thc antisymmctric part of
this tensor corresponds to a rotational velocity of the fluid clement and can be
shown to have no dynamical effects; what co unts is its symmetric part. Just like
for eq. (1.49), when the microscopic prope rties of the fluid have no privileged
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(1.62)

dir ections, the only admissible form of the viscous stress tens or is

(
au) aUj ) 2 aUk

q ;) = l} - + - - - ( l} - () liij - .
(7r; (7 r ) 3 ark

If the scalar coe ffi cien ts l} and ? are constant. the visco us force per unit volume
is

aq;) ,, 1 {J
- = "V v; + -(l} + 2() - (V· v ) . (1.63)
(7r ) 3 {} ri

Kinetic gas theory shows that the second coefficie nt Z vanishes or is very small.
We are therefo re able 10 complete eg. (1.35) as follows:

(iJV ) I' 1 1e at + v· Vv + V P + [,.lVU =11 v -v + '3V(V, v)

For an incompressible flow - V . v = 0 - this reduces to

Q ( ~; + v . v v)+ VP + [!VU= l}V2v •

(1.64)

(1.65)

(1.67)

the Navier-Stokes equation; the qu antit y l} lg is the kinematic viscosity. Eq.
(1.35) is time-reversible: if v(r .1) is a solution. so is - vCr , - I ) ; in agreement
with the irreversible character of tra nsport processes, the addition of viscos ity
destroys this property.

Viscosity resu lts in d issipation ; the kinetic energy of the fl uid motion is
thus transformed into heat and, in general. should be acco unted for in the heat
transfer equation ( 1.59) (this happen s when convection is active). We shall
now compute the appropriate source term S . the density of energy dissipation
d ue to the motion of a viscou s fluid. For sake of simplicity we neglect here the
effec ts of the gravitational potential U. The total kinetic energy of the fluid is
then

J:.' kin = ~ j' dV gi , (1.66)

where integration is performed ove r the volume occupied by the fl uid . A
straightforward, but lengthy, computation using the Navic r-Stokcs and the con
tinuity equations yields

dElio J" [ (V
2

P) ] J' aVi-- = - dS ; gUi - + - - u 'qi' - dV q -
dt 2 f! J J J /Jr)

for an incompressible fluid. When the fluid velocity vanishes at infinity or at
the boundary ofthe finite vo lume where the flow is considered. the first integral
vanishes and we have

dE kin 1 J (av; av))-- --- d Vq" - +-dt - 2 'J l) r ) /Jr; ,
(1.68)
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which , for an incompressible motion, turns out to be

dEl;in = _!!. I dV (OVi + /JVj)'
dt 2 orj o-, ( 1.68' )

(1.69)

Since dissipation decreases the energy, 11 must be posit ive. The inrcgrand in
eq . (1.68') provides an est imate of the density by which viscous motion trans
forms energy to heat, and thus the source term 5 in eq. (1.59) for an approp riate
physical situation.

Viscosity also increases the order of the system of partial differential equa
tions: therefore the determi nation of the solution requires more boundary con
ditions than the inviscid flow. It can be expected, therefore , that the limit
' / -t 0 is catastrophic, in the sense that it co llapses the set of solutions into
one of fewer dimensions. The full boundary conditions cannot be satisfied
by the inviscid limiting so lution and in general discomin uities arise. This is
the origin of boundary layers: the viscosi ty has negligibl e effects almost ev
erywhere, except in very thin regions (Le" near sol id bod ies surrounded by
the flow), where the veloc ity gradient is very large, in order to accommodate
for the extra boundary conditions . An important boundary layer occurs in the
atmosphere near the ground, where, besides the condition of vanishing veloc
ity at the surface , complex heat transfer and radiativc processes take place.
Mathematically, boundary layers must he treated with the methods of singula r
perturbation theo ry.

The relevance of viscosity is genera lly described by the dimensionless Re."\!4
nolds number

eL"Re = -
'1

L is a characteristic macroscopic length and o a typical velocity of the flow.
When Re increases beyond a critical value (much larger than unity) a drastic
change takes place: the fl ow from smooth and laminar beco mes turbulent with
a hierarchy of eddies spanning a large range of wave numbers up to Rei I " at
which dissipation prevails.

Planetary bodies are often solid, with a shape determined when their tem
perature became lowe r than (he freezing poin t. If they arc far from each other
they are spherical; in practice they show a semi-permane nt deformat ion due to
rotation and tidal forces. If these forces change in time, however (e.g . due to
polar mot ion or the variabi lity of the tides in an eccentric orb it), their response
is mediated by the elastic cons tants of the interior. Important exam ples arc
discussed in Chs. 3 and 4. When this happen s [he shape of the body changes
co ntinuously, and viscous fo rces play a role and generate heat. A dyna mical
model which includes elasticity and viscosi ty is necessary. The formal simi
larity between the two stress tensors (1.49) and ( 1.62) can then be used. In this
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case the velocity is just the time derivative of the displace ment and, for a given
frequency w,

v = i w s .

One can then combine the two stress tensors in one by taking a complex set of
elastic constants; for example, for an incompress ible now we have (p + i WT/)

in place of J1. Thi s provides an appropriate framewo rk to describe dissipation .

1.6 Magnetohydrodynamics
At a sufficiently high temperature and low density and, poss ibly. under a

strong ultravio let radiation from the Sun. a gas may become partially or to
tally ionized (C h. 8). When the number of part icles in a Debye length ...ID(eq .
( 1.1 02)) is very large and for scales larger than AD' approximate charge neu
trality ho lds. In this case one can still descr ibe it as a single, neutral fluid ;
however, the re lative motion of electron .. and ions prod uce elec tric currents
and magnetic fields.

Maxwell 's equa tions . We first briefly recall the governing equations for the
e lectromagnetic field (in Gaussian units). A distinction must be made between
the microscopic level, at which charges and currents are very small and iso
lated, and the macroscopic level, at which a mediu m affects the elec tric and
magnetic fields with its response. In the former the fields E and B are deter
mined by a charge density (re and a current dcnsity .l by means of the equations

(1.70)V · E = 4r.O'e ' v x B _ ~ : = 411 .J .
c tit c

It is important to recog nize that the magnetic field is generated nor only by the
current density, but also by the displacement cllrrelll /)E j (dJt) . In add ition, wc
have Faraday 's law and the abse nce of free mag netic poles :

I BB
V x E +-- = O,

c /)t
V ·B = O . ( 1.7 1)

Farad ay's law ensures that the d ivergence of B vanishes for ever, if it does so
at the beginning; the same is true for the firs t pair of the Maxwcll ' s equations
(1.70), namel y the second equation - Ampere 's law - ensures validity of the
divergence equation provided it is satisfied by the initial data. As a result, wit h
any charge and current distribution which fulfils the conservation law

( I.72 )

an arbitrary init ial electromag netic field can be propagated in time.
At a macroscopic level. in presence of matter. the macroscopic electric field

generated by a charge distribution is affected also by the electric po larization
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it induces and becomes D, the electric induction. Similarly, magnet ic fields 
now denoted by H - arc not onl y generated by the currents directly, but also
through the polarization they induce in the medium ; the first set of Maxwcll's
eq uat ions (1.70) then reads

V · D =4:ttTc ,
1aD 4"

V xH - - -= -j ;
c {)t c

(1.7 3)

B in the second set of eq uations ( 1.71) is usually call ed magnetic induction. At
this level elec tromagnet ism requi res an appropriate description of the response
of matter, in fo rm of "constitutive equations" . wh ich connect B to H and E to
D; this, however, is beyond o ur sco pe. We can only say that when the fields are
weak and matter is isotropic. they are given in term s of the dielectric constant
f and the magnetic permeability 11:

H = pH , (1 .74 )

In normal mod es of oscillations the electric and magnetic response depend s on
the mode; the constitutive equ ations arc expressed in term s of the Fouricr corn
poncnts of the fields. in th is book, for simp licity, we use Maxwcll' s equations
in empty space ( 1.70) and (1 .7 1), and we neglect the dielec tric constant and
the permeability. a reasonable assumptions in rarefied ionized gases; but , for
example, the derivation of the dispersion relation for electron plasma waves in
Sec. 8.3 ca n eas ily be rephrased in term s of a dielectri c tensor, expressed in
terms of the index of refract ion.

Ohm's law. The curre nt dcnsityJ is dctcnnined by Ohm 's law: currents in a
medium at rest flow at a rate proportional to the ele ctric field :

j = (1'I<: . (1.7 5)

tr, the electrical conductivity (w ith the dimension of a freque ncy), can be ex
pressed in terms of microscopic quant ities as follows. A current arises when
the electron gas moves with respect to the ions with a veloci ty u; this genera tes
a frictio n, which in steady state balances the electric force. The frictional force
upon a single electron has the form - mf'v, u , whe re v,. "'" vr /f,. is the collis ion
frequency. Then

e ,
u = ---i',, :

I1If' Vc

or. in terms of the currc nr density,

ne2
j = -vze u = -- E = lTE ,

lIJ eVc

prov iding (he conductivity (T .

( 1.75' )
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In a moving conductor Ohm's law must he modified. If a wire segment
crosses a magnetic field, an elec tric field v x Ble arises - LeIlZ 'S law - and
eq. (1.75) must he rep laced with

( 1.75")

When there is a strong extema lmagnetie field. or in presence of other factors
which destroy the isotropy of the fluid, the conduc tivity is, in general, a tensor
quantity and the previous equation must he appropriately genera lized. Often
the conductivity is large enough to allow replacement of (1.75") with

I
E + - v x B =O .

c
(1.76)

1\1HD equations. In an elec trically conductive fluid the magnetic force must be
added to the momentum eq uation (1.35), leading to the self-consistent model
of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). A charge q moving with velocity u in a
magnetic field R suffers the Lorentz force q u x Rlc. Sum ming these elementary
forces for all the charged par ticles in a volume elemen t d V we get

I q u X B = .J X B dV ,

where J = I qu/dV is the current density. Therefo re. the force per unit volume
.J x HIe must be added to momentum conservation law; in the case of non 
viscous fluid we have

d v I
g - + VP +oVU = - Jx B.

li t - c
( 1.77)

Of course. the pressure P must be expressed in term s of the matter density g,
either d irectly with a polytropic equation, or indirectly, through the equation
of stale and the energy equation. It should also be noted that in this fluid
model electric and magnetic fields are prod uced by matter moving at veloci ties
v mueh smaller than e; hence their time and space variations are related by
BIBt "'" vV' « cV' and in the second Maxwell "s equation (1.70), Ampere 's law,
the displacement current can he neglected. resul ting in a simpler form

cV x B = 4.. .J ; (1. 78)

but this means that the cu rrent densi ty is solenoi dal and ncr charges arc ne
glected. This is in agreement with the general property of a plasma, in which
there no charge fluctuations in volumes much larger than the Debye lcngthL;
The small charge den sity can be recovered by taking the divergence of Ohm 's
law (1.75"). but it does not play any role in the MHD system of equations.
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Note also tha t this approximation cannot deal with electromagnetic waves, for
which E and B arc of the sa me order of magni tude.

Th is com pletes the MHD equations. which carry forward in time the ve
locity with ( 1.77), and the magnetic field with (1.7 1), where for the current
density Ohm 's law (1.75") is used .

Analysis of the magnetic force. Using the vector identi ty

I ,
(V x B) x B = (B · V)B - 'i V B-

and eq. (1.78), we can write the magnetic force per unit volume as

1 (U2 BR) mf = - .J X B =V · --I + - = V · P og •
c 8r. 4;;:

(1 .79)

The signi ficance of the magnetic stress tensor pmag is best illustrated with two
parad igmatic examples. When the magnetic field is direc ted along z, but has
an arbitrary intensity B(x. y) , p maa is a sca lar and a now in the (x , y) plane is
governed by the total pressure P + 8 2/ (87.). 8 2/ (8r.). the magnetic pressure,
has the effec t o f pushing the flow away from the high intensity region s; this
happens. for examp le, in the interaction betw een the supersonic solar wind
and the Earth 's di pole field, which acts like an obstacl e with a pressure 8 2/ 8';':.,
giving rise [ 0 a shock fron t. The mag net ic pressure prevai ls over the fluid
pressure P when the ratio

8r; P
13 = 82 ; (1.80)

is small. Secondly, consider the case in which 8 is un iform. hut its dir ection n
is not. The sca lar term in p nmg has no effect whatsoever; only the positive com
ponen t B2/ (4 ':C ) along nn is relevant. The same occurs in a medium made up
of elastic strings directed alon g n, with a tension per uni t (orthogonal) surface
element 8 2/ 4::.; they arc stretched and can oscillate. pro pagating transversal
waves with Alfwfn speed (sec Sec. 10.4)

(1.81)

The induction equation. By mea ns of Ohm's law (1.75 " ) we can eliminate
the electric field from the Ampere 's law in eq. ( 1.78). When the conductivity
(T is constant we gel

D8 r-a = v x(v x B) + _ \728 .
l 4 r;(T

(1. 82 )
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so metimes called the induction equation . The magnetic diffusion coefficient

c'
,I = - (1.83)

4 r,:iT

is the magnetic analog ue of viscos ity (eq. (1.65». In a medium at rest (v = 0 )
the induction equation is formally equiva lent to the heat equation (eq . (1.59» .
with a cond uctivity .i : an ini tial magnetic fi eld spike after a time I spreads over
a distance o f orde r c Vii. This shows that any dipole field generated inside a
planet requires an active regenerating mechanism (see Ch. 6).

Infinite conductivity limit. Finally, note that in a perfec tly conductive fluid
(o- -4 (0 ) the relat ion (1.76) must hold. Contrary to Newtonian dynamics, in
this case the electromagn etic field determines the component of the veloc ity
or thogon al to the lines of force

(1.84)

(1.85a)

(1.85c)

(1.85b )

1
- (V x B ) x B .
4,

o.

= V x (v x B) .

E x B
V.l = c- -,- .

/1-

not its time derivative ; the veloc ity along B. however. is gove rned by the mo
mentum law ( 1.77) . Eq . ( 1.76) show s also tha t the elec tric and magnetic fields
are orthogonal; any initial elec tric field along the tines of force is quickly neu
tralized by the free motion of charges.

Eq . (1.76) is of great importance in the motion of a con ductive body thro ugh
the plasma in the magnetosphere or interp lanetary plasma. For example. 10. a
satellite of Jupiter, moving through the dipole magnetic field of the p lanet.
develops a potenti al difference e 400 kV and carries a current of "'" 5 million
amperes across its body and its ionosphere. Thi s has great con sequences for the
who le rnagnetosphere of Jupiter (see Ch. 10). Artificial. Earth-bound satellites
also show a similar effec t.

For convenience. we write the full MHD system of equation in this limit.
neglecting gravity and viscos ity:

Iav Io - + (v ·V)v + VP.. lit

ae
- + V · (Qv)a,

aB
01

1.7 Conservation of magnetism and vorticity
In this Section we deal with the conservation of fluxes in fluid motion. f irst.

we need to determine the rate of change of a surface element dS dragged along
by a veloc ity field v. A line element d r followi ng the flow changes at the rate

d(dr) = (dr -dr V)v . (1.86)
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Figure lA The divergence in the
flow lines of a given velocity field
v induce changes in the surfac e elc
me nt dS (s ec e g. (Un» .

______ de

1 + dt

(1 .87)

A volume e lement dV = liS . dr can be expressed as the scalar product of a
surface e lement dS = n dS and a vector Jr . Taking into account the rate of
change of d V = dm /I} (eq. ( 1.34' » and noting that dr is arbit rary, we find

d(dSi ) =dS,V . v _ dS ,iJty
dt I J ar'

Conditions for conservation of magn etic Dux and circulation. The La
grangian change of the magnet ic field is easily obtained from eq . (1.82):

dB a B
- = - + (v · V )B = (B· V)v - B(V .
dt at (1 .88)

Combining the last two equations, we finally get the Lagrangian change in the
magnetic flux throu gh dS

d::.:(",B-;:',::.:/8,,-') 2 8 2- = - d. . \7 B .
dt 4T:(r

( 1.89)

When the conductivity is infinite, the flux through a surface attached to the
fluid is constant and dragged along with the fluid (this is sometimes called the
A/fl'en 's frozen flux Theo rem) . Thi s is important, for instance. when the fluid
motion co mpresses the material across the lines of force. thereby increasing
the field intensity B. In the co llapse of a cos mic body of a size R. H increases
as 1/ R2, a process which can produce a large amplification of the magnetic
field . A. similar property holds when a charged particle moves in a slowly
varying magnetic field: the flux embraced in a Larmor gyration remains almost
con stant (see Sec. 10.2).

It is also interesting 10calc ulate the time change along the flow of the vector
product d r x B. Combining cqs. ( 1.88) and ( 1.86) we obtain

d(dr x R) c2 .,=.:..c...= = - B x (d e - V)v + drxl(B· V)v - B(V-v) I+ - d r xV-B . (1. 90)
d t 4;;:(7"
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Let us now consider two points r and r + dr initially lying on the same line
of force, so that d r X B = 0, dr and B being parallel. In this case, because of
the antisymmctry of the vector product, the first two terms on the right-hand
side cancel each other; hence in an infinitely conductive plasma the condition
dr X B = 0 holds for ever: a line of force is tied to the fluid elements lying
on it. This is the f reezing theorem. of great importance in cosmic physics, in
particular for (he solar wind.

Conse rvation of vorticlty, A result similar to eg. ( 1.89) can be deduced for
the vomcity

w e Vxv (1.9 1)

(1.93)

of a flow governed by the Navicr-Srokcs equation; it represents the rotational
velocity of a fluid element. The simplest example of vorticity is a straight
and very thin vortex line: w = C o(x)o(y) e-. The velocity field it generates
is formally the same as the magnetic field generated by a line current along z:
the flow-lines are circles .\2 + y2 = const., with v Cl: 1/ ..Jx2 + y2 "Bior-Savart
law"). Since V · w = 0 the strength C of the vortex must be constant. Stokes'
theorem

c = ( dS . w = (ds . v
Js J\

then reIales the nux of w through a surface S to the circulation C ofv over its
boundary s . To obtain the rate of change of the elementary nux w . dS we take
the curl of eq. ( 1.65) divided by the density e, and note that

. , I ,
vl ajvj = vl(ajvj - a jVj) + "2(}jIJ .

The first term on the right-hand side is - (v X w); the last term gives no contri
bution to the final result. In cq. (1 .65) divided bye, VP/v is also cancelled by
the curl operator when the flow is incompre ssible or barotropic (i.c., when P is
a function of e only), with a constant sound speed. We therefore end up with
the equation

;:'}7 = Vx (v x w) + V x (~V2v) , (1.92)

with the same srructure as ( 1.82). Hence, when the viscos ity is negligible, the
vorticity, as the magnet ic licld, fulfils (Kelvin 's vorticity theorem)

'I' r dS, w =O.
It Js

i.e ., its flux through a surface dragged along by the flow is constant; moreover,
two neighbouring fluid elements lying on a vorticity line will stay on it. In
a barotropic, inviscid fluid the vorticity lines are "anchored" to the matter. If
a compression takes place orthogonally to a vortex line, dS decreases and its
strength increases.
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1.8 Kinetic theory
In a rarefied medium we must question the main assumption used so far,

that the flow can be com pletely described with the mean quantities g, v and T
(in addit ion, if needed, to the electromagnetic field). This assumption is based
upon the hypothesis that the mater ial is in local thermodynamical equilibrium ;
that is to say. that collisions have had the time and the space to produce a local
Boltzmann distribution of velocities.

A set of N point part icles is described by their 6N coordinates in phase
space, which evolve in time according to the interactions and the external for
ces. If N is very large, and the system is isolated and occupies a finite volume
V (e.g., a box), random collisions will eventually destroy any initial order and
bring the gas in the state of maximum probability con sistent with the constants
of motion of the system, in particular the energy. This is the state of ther
modynamicai equilibrium, for which we have a Maxwcllian distribution J in
velocity space. with coordinates u.

_ (_m)]12 [_1'11/
2

1
! - n 2r:kT exp 2kT ' ( 1.94)

( 1.95)

uniform throughout the box (f d3rd31l is the number of particl es in the phase
space volume clement d 3r d )u ). Here n = N IV is the numbe r density and m is
the particl e mass.
Radkuion-: In passing we note that the kinet ic approach may be also applied
to radiation (vphotonic gas"). Obviously. the mass of particles and the ve
locity distribution is now replaced with the frequency distribution, hence the
spectrum of the radiation. In the case of thermodynamical equilibrium, the fre
quency distribution of the photon dens ity is again uniq uely determined by the
temperature in terms of Ptanck 's distribution function

8:t:v2 dvd V
11" dv dV = -- --"'--;-;""-7

c3 exp(hvlkT) - I

The corresponding spectral energy density

Il" = hv nv • (1 .96 )

for frequencies much less than z:; kT lh (Rayleig h limit), is proport ional to v2,
since

8~kT ,
ll v = --] - V" . ( 1.97)

c
This is the Rayleigh-Jeans la w, often used in radioastronomy (Fig. 1.5).

The spectral energy density (1.96) has a maximum at the wavelength ,lm
given by

b
Am = T ' ( 1.98)
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Figure 1.5 Spectral densit y
(I v of radiation in thermo
dynamical equilibrium (Pla 
nck's state) vs frequency v
for three d ifferent tempera
turcs of astronomical inter
est: ( i) T = f~ K (rough
ly matching the sola r spec
trum). (ii) T = 100 K (ap

proximately matching plan
etary thermal rad iation). and
(iii ) T = 3 K (for the cos
mological microwave back
ground) .

where b ::::< 0 .290 cm K (Wien displacement law). The exponential in the de
nominator of the Plan ck law ( 1.95) makes the total energy density

( 1.99)

( J. llXla)

( J.l (XIe)

(1.100b)

finite; a = 4u/c ::::< 7 .56 X 10- 15 erg cm- J K- 4, Note that quantum effects
place an effective cutoff to this integra l at a frequency of order kT/h, since the
Rayleigh-Jeans function would give a divergence in u (so called "ultraviolet
catastrophe"). The elimination of this divergence had a cruc ial historical role
in the introduction of Planck' s constant h and the birth of quantum physics in
general. More details about description of radiation fields arc in Sec. 7.3.

Local th ermodynamical equilibrium. In general, we assoc iate to a fluid a
distribution function in phase space fe r, u. t )d Jr d3

11 , which gives the number
of part icles in the infinitesimal volume {Pr ,Puof phase space around the point
(r. u ). The five fluid quantit ies n. v (mean velocity) and T (effective tempera
ture) are obtained fro m f by means of appropriate averaging:

n(r . / ) .rd3I1f(r. u.t) ,

»( r. t) vCr, t) = f d3
11 uj '(r. u. n ,

3 n(r . t ) k T( r , t) = III f ,PuI/2fc r. u. t) = mnv;.

Vr = ykT /3m is the thermalspeed.
Kinetic theory shows that the final thermodynamical equilibrium is attained

in two stages. First. after a few collision times the fluid is described by a lo
cally Maxwellian distribu tion function which depends on space and time only
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through the mean quan tities 11, v and T :
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f ="(_m_)3/2exp 1_c:m",IU:;::-;,-v.c.1' I
2" kT 2kT

( 1.94 ' )

It is easy ( 0 check that the relationships ( 1. 100) arc fulfilled. Co llisions occu r
at the rate (collision frequency )

Yc = 11(U(j,..) • (1. 101)

ob ta ined by averag ing the relevant cross section (Tc with the veloc ity distri
bution . The gas is brought into a local thermodynamical equilibrium and is
described by a fluid model. Its conservatio n laws for mass, momentum and
energy provide the time evolution for 11, , . and T . After this, if the system is
closed and iso lated, on a space scale L and a timcscalc L2 / (o, ( ,- ), it will be
slowly brough t into the uniform sta te (1 .94) by diffusion and dissipative pro
cesses. For radiation, we also have a state of local thermal equilibrium, to be
discussed in Ch. 7. In a diffusion process particle s undergo random encounters
which change their momentu m with a probabili ty determined by the cross sec
lion ; therefore they undergo a random walk; in which the mean displacement
after a lime 1 is proport ional to ,ft. This exp lains why diffusion equatio ns
like ( 1.65) are closely con nected with stochastic Brownian processes. In order
for local thermodynamical equi librium to hold. the typical scales for macro 
scopic variations in lime and in space (produced , for example. by externa l
agents) must be, respec tively, much larger than the collision time l i ve and the
mean free path le = Vr [v.,

Collisionlcss limit. In the opposite approximation, when collisions are unim
portant, we have thejra-molecu!ar flow (Knudsen regime) , in which particle s
move independently of eac h other. When none of these two extreme approxi
mation s hold, and we wish study general deviations from the Maxwell's distri
bution ( 1.94 '). a dynamical description in phase space must be adopted, using
a difle reruial equation for the part icle distribution function j(r, u, t). This is
Bolm nann :s equation .

Plasma. In the so lar sys tem, charged particles are generally created by ioniza
lion processes and the resu lting ionize d gas is, in the bulk. neutral ; if neu trals
are present as well, we have a pa rtially ionized gas . The very strong attraction
between opposite charges makes any local deviation from loca l charge neutral
ity difficul t. To see this in detail. consider a fully ionize d hydrogen gas, with
of charge c; and electrons of charge -e, with the same mean density Ill' = 1/ ,, ;
it is a plasma if the number of electrons in a cube of rad ius

(
kT )1/2 ( T )1/2A - - 743 cm

/J - 4rce2/le - lle eV cm3 '
( 1.1 02)
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the Debye length. is very large (i.c .. if ,.10 is much greater than the mean inter
particle distance n; I/3). Note that a cube of size s containing a large number
Ne of electrons will be. in the average, in its lowest energy state. with the
same number (Ne) = s31le of electrons and protons; but statistical fluctua
tions will temporarily produce deviations from charge neutrality. A Lleviation
oNe = Ne - (Ne) in the total number of electrons needs an electrosta tic energy
per particle of order e2oNe/ .~ : its average order of magnitude can be estimated
by equating this energy to the thermal energy e kT. Hence, at a size of the
order of the Debye length ,10 we can have 6Ne ;:;;: (Ne), with a large charge de
pletion or excess. Statistical fluctuations can produce substantial charge voids
only within regions whose size is smaller than .10 ; but at scales larger than .10

the condition of charge neutrality Il l' = Il,> genera lly holds. The Debye length
describes also the screening property of the plasma : the potential of a charge
is screened by opposite charges beyond a distancc e ,.10 (Problem 1.8).

When - as usual in the solar system - there is more than one nuclear species.
their relative concent ration must be taken into account. For example. in the
solar wind helium is present. with a relative mass concentration Y = 41/lle/(IlI' +

4 1l1le ) ;:;;: 0.16, lower than in the photosphere (Table 9.1) for reasons not yet
known; charge neutrality requires

2(1 - Y)
111/ = li e 2 Y •

y
nne = ne 2(2 Y) ( 1.103)

The dynamics of a plasma is determined by long-range, collective interac
tions between currents and charge fluctuations, and is governed by Maxwell's
equations; they affect also the particle velocity distribution and must be de
scribed in the phase space (r, v). using the correct electromagnetic forces due
to the other particles, even those at large distances. This is characteristic of
all long range interactions, like those of a large number of gravitating point
masses (the stars in a galaxy or particles in planetary rings). To describe the
plasma dynamics, a non-linear, first order different ial equation for each species
is needed (Vlasol' equation) ; complex effects. like wave-wave coupling, high
velocity streams. temperature differences between electron and nuclei, colli
sionlcss dissipation, cyclotron resonant interactions, crc., can be described in
this way. In many cases the Vlasov equation can be approximated with propa
gation equations for the densities, the mean velocities and the energy densities
of the present species, leading to the magncrohydrodynamical approximation.
At this level plasma dynamics ill phase space is time-reversible. However. par
tiele encounters at impact parameters smaller than the Debye length produce
collisional disordering processes. which tend to establish a Maxwellian veloc
ity distribution (1.94) and local thermal equilibrium. Ifthey are relevant. they
require an additional, irreversible term in Vlasov equation.
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h lble /./ . Typ ical plasma parameters in the equatoria l solar wind al I AV.

Elec tron Temperature Electron mean Debye Plasma
den sity free path length freq uency

ne (cm-)) T (K ) re (cm ) ,Iv (cm) w p (sec)

5 2 x \Ol tOD 1. 400 1.2 x \OS

Some relevant plasma processes will be discussed in Chs. 8 (wave propa
gation), 9 and 10 (fluid approximation); here we only mention the three main
cha racteristic frequencies of a plasma. The plasma frequ ency

'
1.4"",,. '"'.,,e_' 400= 56,

111..
Vileem3 rad/ s . (1. 104)

characterizes the effect of the plasma on electromag netic propagation, which is
unaffected for frequencies » wp . Coulomb attrac tion also acts as the restoring
force of co llective longitud inal plasma osc illatio ns: their basic frequency is
w p , but they arc affected by therm al motion and magnet ic field . The motion
of a single electron in a magnetic field B is governed by the electron cyclotron
f requency

eB 7 Bn,>= - = 1.76 X 10 - ,- radf s :
m-e 10: uT

for ions we have the ion cyclotron frequency

ZeB Z B
ni = - = 9,580 --,- rad/s .

mic A 10- nT

(1. 105)

(1.106)

lIIi = A mp is the ion mass, expressed in terms of the proton mass rnI' . They
are the "gyration" frequencies with which a particle spirals around a magnetic
line of force (Sec. 10. 2). Inhomogeneity of thc magnetic field results in ad
ditional oscillations or drifts. Any particle so accelerated emits the resonant
cyclotron radiation nt rhis Ircqucncy and, if relativistic, also all its harmonics
(synchrotron radiation).

- PROBLEMS-

1.1. Prove the relation
'_1_1n..,(,_IV-,-) = V •v

<I,

used in the derivation of the mass conservation law (cq. (1.34' )).
1.2: Consider a planetary body (of fixed mass M and radius R) with a core.

Evaluate. as function of the dimcnsionlcss parameters, the ratio of the
following quantities to their values without the core: central pressure,
binding energy and moment of inertia.
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(i) In tenu s of a real positive number 11, consider the density profile

33

it reaches its median value Q(O)/2 at R/Z1
/
n = Rc, which may be called

the radius of the core. If 11 « 1 the core is very small; if 11 ce- 1 the
density is practically constant.

(ii) The core, with rad ius Rc, has a unifo rm density Qc; the mantle has
a uniform density l!m determined in terms of the mean density t! hy

R' + ( )R' - R'Qm {!i' - Qm c = [! .

This is a more realistic, two-parame ter model determined by Rc/R and
llc

1.3. Calculate the ratio a/m for the main planets and the Sun (eqs. (1.12)
and ( 1.15». This ratio is important in determining the final black hole
state of a collapsing body (see Ch. 17).

1.4. Calculate Helmert's parameter for the planets. the Sun and the Moon .
1.5. Determine the distribution of stress and the lengthening of (i ) a freely

hanging rod subjec t 10 its ow n weight, and (ii) a rod rotating around
a perpendicu lar axis. Compute the stress field in a spherical body due
to the tida l gravitational field of a close by mass. (Hint: Co nsider the
tidal gravitational potential (4.17).)

1.6: Find the velocity profile of an incompressible and viscous fl ow along
a flat surface.

1.7. Estimate the electric potential difference between the ends of a long
conductive wire orbiting vert ically around the Earth.

1.8.* f ind the potent ial around a spherical conductor in an isothermal elec
tron plasma. Such a plasma ca n be simply described by the equa tion of
hydrostatic equilibrium for a isothermal electron fluid (with pressure
P~ = lI~kT)

- VP" + l1"e VV = 0:

thus the electron den sity 11" is proponionalro exp(eV/k T). When the
exponent is small. Poisson's equation can easily be solved for the elec
trostatic potent ial V. For a simpler version of this proble m, con sider
an infinite, plane conductor. (Hint: Use appropriate dimcnsionlcss
variables and the Debye length .)

1.9. Using Gauss' theorem, find the gravi tationa l field of an infinite, circ u
lar cylinder and an infinite plane slab.

1.10: Assuming that the third orde r mome nts of the distribution function
fer, u, t ) vanish, derive the differential equations for the number den
sity 11 and the mean velocity v (eqs. ( I.IOOa) and (l.1 00b» . The sec
ond order moments provide a (generally anisotropic) pressure tensor.
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1.11. Estim ate the viscos ity and Rcynolds number of the atmosphere near
the ground.

1.12. Show that the ve loci ty of an incom pressible plane fluid fulfils Vx =
- ayI/! , Vy = a d l ; the Laplacian of l/J is the vortici ty III = Ill: . Find the
flow co rres ponding to two point- like vortices.

1.13: The equilibrium co ndition ( 1.6) for a polytropic (1.24) gravitat ing
bod y acq uire a simple form when n = l /(y - 1) is a posit ive inte
ge r. Using the dim cnsionlcss variables 0 = Ig /!}(O))" and g = r ] a.
deri ve the universal Lane -Emden equation

to be suppleme nted by the bound ary conditions 0(0) = 1 and 0'(0) =O.
The body has a radi us ll{o de termined by the first zero of O(g): find
out its de pende nce from the ce ntral pressure and de nsity for different
values of y , in the range 4/3 to 5/ 3. Show also that the Lane-Emden
equation possesses ana lytical solutions for n = O. 1. 5.

1.14: Prove that the Nav ier-Stokes equation (1 .64) ca n be ex pressed as a
co ntinuity equation for the fluid momentum density g v:

a a
- (Q Vi) + - 1Ii j = 0 ,at ihj

where

n i j = gVi Vj + P r5ij - q i j + 9 i j

is the mom entu m flux tensor, q i j is the viscous stress tensor ( 1.62 ) and

1 (aueu I su au)
9 i j = - - - ----. - , r5ij--

4::G aXi aXJ _ a;q aXk

the "g ravitational stress tensor" .



Chapter 2

THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
OF AN ISOLATED BODY

Deviations of the shape of a cos mic body from spherical symmetry ma nife st
themselves in its gravitational field; conversely. corrections to the monopole
term GM/ r provide important. thoug h incomplete, information about the in
tenor. The main, axially symmetric deviation is due to rotat ion and corre
sponds to a correc tion in the gravitational potential proportional to l j r3 (the
quadrupole term ). Th e potential indu ced by the tides raised by a nearby body.
also cc l / r \ is symme tric around the axis join ing the ce ntres . Smaller dis
turbances in the mass distribution produce sma ller correction s; they decrea se
faster with the distance from the centre. The gravitational field of a generic,
non-spherical body is appropria tely described by a powerful mathematical tool,
the multipole series of the spherical harmonic functions. This chapter imro
duces this method and applies it to the EaI1h. Gravity anomalies due to small
scale inhomogeneities arc also discussed. The last section briefly deals with
the gravity fields of planetary bodies.

2.1 Spherical harmonics
The theorem ( 1.2) shows that the external gravitationalfield of a spherically

symmetric body is determined only by its mass and docs not show any trace
of its density distribution. Outside the body the internal structure manifes ts
itself only when the spherical symmetry is violated; in this case the full Pois
son's integral (1.37) is needed. The appropriate mathematical tool to compute
this integral and to describe the gravitational field of an isolated body of arbi
trary shape is the expansion of the potentia! energy U in spherica l harmon ics;
we now briefly recall its main properties, of fundamental importance in many
fields of mathematical physics.

If Pr(e) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree C. solution of Laplace's
equation. the function U {(r) = p{(r )/ ,-"2{11 is also harmonic (i.e. a solution

35
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of Laplacc's equat ion). This result can eas ily be proved by direc t ca lculation,
recalling that a homogeneous pol ynomial ful fils '

r . VPt = ePr .

T he functio ns
y( _ p [( r )

- "
depend only on the direction r / r and arc termed spherical harmonics ofdegree
f . It can be shown that there arc just 2t + I independent, harmonic and ho
mogcncous polynomials of degree t, hence just 2e + I independent spherica l
harmonics Y' m(B,4'), functions of the colatitude ()and the longitude f/J in a polar
coo rdinate system. The index m. ranging over 2£+ 1 values. denotes the orde r.
po is a constant. and so is Yoo; P I is an arbitrary linear combination of .r, y and
z, and the three functions

x .
- = sin rtcos e.
r

Y . 0 . "- = Sill Sill 0/,
r

z
- = cos (J
r

are a basis for YI . For Y2 we can choose . for example. the five-dimensio nal set

xy 2
""":2 = sin Ocos4'sin4' ., yz = sin scos s sin c1'2 ' .. '1-',

2 'x-rr ."1 "1 . 2i2 = sm- O(cos- q,- sm 4'),
zr2' = sin (Jcos ()cos q,.
r

,,2 ? "I_Z - x-- y. 2
=--'-,c.---"-- = 3 cos ()- I .

r-
The last function is independent of the longitude.

One of the possible realizations of spherical harmonics. often used in math
ematical physics, uses the Legendre polynomials p( u) . Their importance in
gravitation physics stems from their definition: p( u) is the coefficient of ,/ in
the power expansion of the function (llIl ~ I and a < 1)

~

(I - 2au + (y2r1f2
= I p{(u)a t .

( ",()

(2, 1)

This expansion shows up in the gravitationa l potent ial energy produced at a
point r by a mass point placed at r'

I I ( , "" )-1 /2 1 ~ ( ' )'--- = - 1 - 2:'" cosljl + -; = - ~ :... p ( (cos t/J) .
[r - r-! r I' r- r L.J r

(= 0

(2.2)

,Obtained by diffcrcntuuing with respeci.t the defining property PI(J rj = f PI( r ). and taking ,l = I.
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Here l/I is the angle between r and r ' . The fi rst four polynomials read
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For a polynomial of a generic degree E, we have Rodn gues ' form ula

I d r ~ (
Pt = 2{t! dll (u- - 1) .

We also defi ne the associated Legend re function s by

= ( 1 _ //2)",/2 d
m

p{ (II ) ,
du"

/It (t - m )!
= (- I) (t+ m )! p {m(U)

with 0 ::5 m ::5 t, so that

(2.4)

(2.5a)

(2.5b)

I' ll = './I - 1f2 ,

P21 = 3u~ , 1'22 = 3(1 - 112) , (2.5')

P31 = ~ ~(51/2 - I) , PTZ = 15u(1 - I,l) , Pvs = 15 (1 _ //2)3/2 .

They reduce to Pt when III = O. It can be shown that p {m(u) (including III =0)
has t - III zeros in the relevant interval (- 1, 1). For other mathematical details
we refer the reader to appropriate textbooks: we just note that occasionally one
can find the associated Legendre functions de fi ned with an additional factor
(- I)'" in (2.5a), unnecessary for our purposes.

The spherical harmonics generalize to the unit sphere the exponential func
tions exp(illlip) on the unit circle; indeed, the polynomials of degree »r-th
r" exp(imt,b) are harmoni c in the plane . The expan sion in spherical harmon
ics generalizes the Fourier expansion on the unit circle. In our case, too, it
is often convenient to exploit the formal advantages of complex numbers to
define a co mplex basis

Y{",(O, /j) = N {mP{",(cos 0) exp(im/j) . (2 .6 )

The orde r /1J ranges from - t to f ; the degree t from 0 to 00 . N(", = Nr._m are
dim cnsionlc ss normalization coe ffi cien ts. The functions (2.6) fulfil

(2.6')

(the star " means complex conjugate); moreover, they are orthogonal with re
spect to the scalar produ ct

(2. 7)
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h lble 2./. Normalized spherical harmon ics Yr", up to ( = 3 in the complex representation
(degree f in columns, order m in rows).

[ = 0 2 1

m = 0 ...[3 cos (J '( (3 cos1O- l ) f cos()(5cos2O -31

.Jf sin ()~ J¥ cos (I sin (I('~ t .jI(5 cos20 - J)e'"

2 ! J¥ sin2 8e2~ ~ ~ sin2 8 cos H("2;(>
2 2 ' 1 30 . ,

1 s~ sin) fj 1;'1;4>, ,

the integral is performed on the unit sphere- (tin = sinfJt!fJdc/J). The choice of
the normalization coe fficients com pletes the orthonorm ality cond itions

(2.8)

To obtain these coe fficie nts. note that the square modulus is independent of the
longitude and its average ove r the sphere is hal f the integ ral .rdu from - I la I,
so that

Nim rdu P7",(II) = 2 .L ,
It ca n then be shown. using (2 .4) and (2.5), that

[
(r_m)'1"2

N {m = VU+! "r:-='( ' + Ill)!
(2.9)

In the language of complex vector spaces, we can say that the set (2.6) (with
- t :5 III :5 t ) is a unita ry basis in a (2C + l j-dimensional space with respect
to the scalar prod uct defined by the average on the unit sphere. It can also be
shown that the set (2.6) is complete: any regu lar function f on the unit sphere
can be expressed as an expansion in spherica l harmonics

f(O.~) = L L f(", Y(m(8.~).
t III

(2 .10)

~ I n theore tical physic8. in (Illanlum mc<:han i<: s in partku lar. the 4:1fad"r ;n the nmm al;7at;un (2 .7) is moved
10 the deti nil ion ofthe spherical harmon iC8. >0 that Nt", changes to NI", I fu. Sim ilarly. the fa<:tor (_ 1)m is
often introduc ed in (2.b) and (2.b') (the so-c alled Co ndon-Shortley phase ). Here we st ick to the definitions
common in geode sy.
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Table 2.2. Normalized spherical harmonics Y(m'Y;," up 10 { = 3 in the real representation
(degree [ in columns, order m in TOWS).

.J3cns H ;S ( 3 cos~ O- I ) -: cos(}(5cns~(J - 3)

.J3sinOcus4J WcosHsinOco s4J ~ j¥(5 cos20 - 1)l;OS,p

.J3cosllsi n4J W cosHsin lls in,p ~ .j¥(5 cos2f1 - 1) sin ,p

~ V15sin 2fleosU !fJf.. sin2fleos8eos24J

t .ri'S sin2 Osin 2d> !fJf.. sin2 lIeos Osin 241

~ fllsin]O cos 3"
~ V ~ · . 'I'

~ fii sin·
1

Osin 3r,b

f= 0

11/ = (Jc

I c

I s

2,

2 s

3 ,

"

2 J

Hereinafter the summation limi ts sha ll be understo od (if not stated explicitly).
The expansion coefficients are obtained by means of cq . (2.8)

!,'" = ( Y,,,,I!> = ~" I dQ Y;',, (O. ~)!(O. ~) . (2. \1 )

If f is real

f r.-m = fr~1I . (2. \ 2)

Real representation ofjunction on the sphere»: In place of the co mplex ba
sis (2.6) the real and orthonorma l set

r;;) (tJ, (j) = N mPr(costJ) = Pr(costJ) ,

Y~m(O , (j) = V2NfmPrm(CosO) cos(mr,b) = P fm(COSO) cos (mr,b),

Yfm(lJ, r,b) = V2 N fm Pr",(cos (J) s in(mr,b) = J' r,.,(cos(J) s in(mr,b)

(2. \3a)

(2.13h)

(2. \3c)

(Ill > 0)Yro = Y{~ ,

is more commonly used (m = 1,2. . . . , ( in the last two equations ; obviously
Y;~) = 0). The symbols Pr",(cos O) (including m = 0, for which Pm = Pr)
are calledfillly normalized Legendre functions; Pr",(cosO) have much more
suitable numerical properti es than the (unnonnalized) functions p{",(cos 0) and
are thus used for high-degree studies of planetary fields. Note that in the real
representation (2 .13) the index IIJ ranges from 0 to { only. Since the co mplex
basis
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Figure 2./. The qualita tive behaviour nfthe spherica l harmonics is indicated by the meridians
and the parallels on which they vanish (whitc;b lack zones correspond 10 positive/nega tive vet
ucsj: here they arc drawn for Y~(J = P,O. Y~,9 = ? 9.9COS{9lP) and Y~7.9 = [>17.9co, (9<1». 'Zona/
ha rmo nics (m = 0 ) divide the sphere along parallel s into f + I zones: sectorials (( = 11/ *" 0)
divide the sphere in 2m sec tors along meri dian s; tesserals ({ "* 11/ l' 0) change sign { - m limes
from North to Sou th and 2m times along parallels.

is normalized to unify, so arc its real and imaginary parts multiplied by Y2
(except for ( = 0)
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Th e corresponding expan sion

!W.cb) = I I (J(;IlY{,1I + ! r:,1Y!m)
( m?:O

(2.14)

when compared with (2 .10), gives the new coe fficients

.!ftl = f{() ,
re _ 1':1+ I rm
J f m - V2

f ;" _ f{~" - I f m
( m - ..J2j (2. 150)

(2.15b)[,0 = ffo.
and the old ones

1" • 1'5
I' _ J rm - /J fm
} lm -

Y2
The tables 2 .1 and 2.2 list the norm alized spherica l harmon ics up to the third
degree in the complex and real representations.
Theoretical comptement-: An arb itrary rotati on T determines a map P(H,4» _
P'(O' , 4>' ) of the unit sphere onto itself, transformi ng Y{m(P) into Y;m(P' (P» =
Ytm(P). Th e defi ning properties of the harmonic function s (the degree of the
polynomial r f Yrm and the harmonic property) are invariant under rotations and
therefore are not affected by this mappin g; hence Y;m is also a spherical har
monic o f degree (and must be express ible as a linear com bination of the spher
ical harmonics o f the same degree

V;m(P') = I D;I~:'1 , (T) Vrm'(P) .
11J'

(2.16)

For each t; the set of square matrices D (f) (T) , each of dimensio n 2t + I, obey
the multiplication tab le o f the rotat ion group and there fore cons titute a repre
senta tion of the group itself; for t = I it reduces to the set o f ordinary rota
tions. It can be show n that this represe ntation D l(} is unitary, to wit. it leaves
the sca lar product (2.7) invarian t. Thi s group-theoretical argument provides
a j ust ificatio n for the choice (2.6) for the basis. agains t the "n aive", and in
geo phys ics more usual. real set (2. 13). It can also be show n that these repre
sentations are irreducible , tha t is to say, the 2f + l-dimensional space S c over
whic h they ope rate does not have any invariant subspaee . Moreover, every
single-valued matrix representation of the rotat ion group is a linea r combina
tion of the set D (f) (T) ; in other words, the spherical harmonics as a whole
provide the basis vector s whose transform ations generate every single-value
matrix representation of the group itself. The re arc also infinite, two-valued
spinor representations in which two different matrices correspond to each ro
tation T ; they arc label led by half integer values of the degree { and describe
elementary part icles with half integer spin. Th ese important group-theoretica l
properties prov ide powerful tools to deal with the spherical harmonics expan
sions.
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2.2 Harmonic representation of the gravity field
The spherical harmonics provide a representation of the grav itationa l P OtCI14

rial energy per unit mass produced ou tside by an isolated body

(2 . 17)

here
U;'n = Uf,_m

(note that U(r ) thus satisfies Laplace eq uation). We denote by Ur the part of
U of deg ree t , It can be shown that an arbitrary harmonic function which van
ishes at infin ity has the form (2.17). Eac h ( corresponds to a di fferent kind
of deviation from spherical symmetry; larger values corres pond to more com
plex and , at large distances, smaller components of the gravitational field: the
potential of degree t is O(l / l +l ). In a real , dimcnsionlcss representation the
potential is usually described by the coefficients Crlll and S f ill

GM ,,(N)' "( ' ' )VC r) = --,.- 1 + LJ '; LJ CfmYf,.,(B.l/l)+S fm Yf",(H,l/l)
{~ 1 » eu

(2.1 1' )

which is standard in geophys ics. An easy com putation shows the relation be
tween the coe fficients of the real and the co mplex representation of the geopo
tential. namely Cm = U{Q and Clm - is f ill = ..n. Ufm (m > 0). Ifthe spherica l
harmonics in (2.17' ) are not normalized, namely are P flll(COS 0) [cos, sinJ(mq,),
the coe fficients Ct« and S {m become

C;m = ..fiNrmCfm .

S ;m = ..fiNfmSfm .

(2. 18a)

(2. 18b)

for m*" Oand Cro= Nro Cm = "2E+ 1C(O (note that S ro = 0).
It is often convenient to describe each term in the potential wi th an amplitude

i {m and a phase l{Jrm

so that

C;m= i rm cosm</Jrm . S (Ill = itmsin miPfm, (2 . 19)

GM ,, (N)' "VCr ) = --,.- 1 + LJ -;: LJJtml'(m(COS(J) cosm (</J - </Jf",)
( 2:1 III

(2. 17")

We therefore have the complex rep resentat ion (2 .17), the sine and cosine rep
resentation (2.17') and the am pli tude and phase representat ion (2.17").
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Note that we ca n construc t another class of har monic functions wh ich di
verge at infinity

VCr) = .L: /.L: VIm Yrm(fl, I/» .
(;:: 1 '"

(2 .20)

They are use ful to study the gravitational field inside a body and, together
with (2. 17), cove r all the harmon ic functions. The function V(r ) in (2.20) can
also express a tidal (ex ternal) gravitational field, for which we have t e: 2 (see
Ch. 4).

Low-degree gravity field. The ( = 0 term in the expansion (2.1 7) is the
main, monopole term G M/r . Note that the or igin o f the coordinates is still
undetermined and under a trans lation r = r ' + a we have

1 1 1 [ r ' . a (a )2]
-;: = IT' + 31= -;:; I - --;:;2 + 0 r' ;

hence a displacement of the origin produces in a harmonic function U an
additional d ipo le term, and other terms of higher deg ree as we ll ; recall that
r YI~) = V3 z and r (YI'. + iY! l) = V3 (x + iy) . Th erefore, the three coe fficients
U [ m can, and will, always be taken equal to nil with a suitable cho ice of the
origin. The first relevant deviation from spherica l sym metry is the ouadrupole
term. with e= 2, described by five arbitrary coefficients; if the body is axially
symmetric around the z-axis. o nly C;n = {5Czo = - h survives (note the
minus sign, which makes h positive for oblate bodies):

GM[ (R)2 3COS2R-I JU(r) = -- 1 - 1, -
r r 2

(2.2 1)

In the gene ral case the integral form of eq. (1.37) (Poisson's integral ) reads

J vCr')
U( r ) = - G dV' J';=~' ~~==;

Y,-1+r'2 -2 r · r'

Expand ing the denominato r with respec t to r' Lr we get

G r l r ·r' 3(r · r' )'-,-2,'2 (")' ]U(r) = - -;:, d V'g(r' ) 1+ 7 + 2,4 + 0-;:

(2.22)

(2.22 ' )

The first term is the monopole con tribu tion - G M/ r; the second term is the
d ipole contribut ion and , as stated earlier. vanishes in a suitable coord inate sys
tem. From (2.22') we see that

VI a: f av: r 'g (r ' ) = 0 (2.23)
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whe n the origin of (he coordinates is placed at the centre of mass.
term reads

C [f ' ,3r' r' - Ir' ] 3 ,--r .-=O;.-...:.rUz(r ) = -- r . dV .Q ( r ) . r = -- G -
,....'i 2 2,..'i

The third

(2.24)

and , being V ( 1/ 1')3, must he the quadrupolc term. A sans seri f symbol denotes
a second rank tensor ;

Q = .rdV' oC r') (r /f ' - ~ 11",2) (2 .25)

is the symmetric and trace-free quadrupo le tensor ( I is the unit matrix). Hence
Uz can be written as S 2/~. where S 2 =r . Q . r is a quadrat ic harmonic form.
Thus Uz depends on five arbitrary coetfi cierus and must be of the form

in agree ment with (2. 17' ). From definition of the inertia tensor I

1= f d V' o(r ') (1,..' - r 'r')

compari ng thi s with eg . (2.25) wc easily find

I
O = -Trl -I .

3

which results in MacCllllagh 's Jol71lUla

(2 .24' )

(2.26)

(2 .27)

C[U,(r) = 2'" 3 r . I . r - ? Tri] (2.28 )

With res pect to the principal axes of inertia it read s:

U2(r ) = 2~~ [x2(2A - 8 - C) + i (28 - C - A ) + Z2 (2C - A - B)J
(2.29)

It is easy then to ex press the q uadrupole harmonic coefficie nts in terms o f the
moments o f inertia

1 A +IJ - 2C
C' o = 2 VS MR'

1 /3 1J- A
C22 = '2 V'5 M R2 . (2 .30)

Th e other coe flicients vanish. In axial symmetry we recover (2.2 1), with

C - A
h = M R2 = - C;o . (2 .31)
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Note that h does not g ive any inform ation about the moment of inertia itself,
but is a measure of the degree of concentration in the core (Problem 1.2).

Higher multipoles can also he defined, as a generalization of eq. (2.25); a
ge neral multipolc is a symmetric and trace-free tensorial quantity with t in
dices. corresponding to the spherical harmonics of degree t ,
Harmonic coefficients of a r bitra ry degree. We now generalize eq. (2.30) to
( > 2 and express U ( III in terms of the spherical harm onic representa tion of the
mass de nsity

Q(r) = L L Qrm(' ) Yrm(l') . (2.32)
t m

This equation describes how the asymmetry in the matte r distribution of type
T,m changes with depth; P is a point on the unit sphere. We use in eq. (2 .22)
the expansion (2.2) and the addition theorem for spherical harmonics

p ( cos ljl ) = 2e~ I L Y(m(P) Y;'11(P' )
m

(2.33 )

where IjI is the angle between the unit vectors UP and UP' . Recalling the
orthonormalir y propert y (2.8) , wc find for the coefficients U f ", in cq . (2.17)

4- iN.U ~,...,.:.;:," -;-;'" d ' .c+ ') (' )f ill = (2£ + l )M Rf 0 r r -gfm r . (2.34)

The upper limit Rill in the radial integr al is the largest distance fro m the centre
at which there is matter. For low degrees, e :::; 2, wc ohviously recover the
previous results.

Potential of a rotating body. For a planet rotating with a constant angu lar
veloci ty Wo around the z-axis the total po tential energy W includes also the
centrifugal potential energy

1 "7 . ')
W = U - '2 w(j r sm- H

and. up to { = 2, reads

GM[ (R )' 3co" O- 11 1 , 2 · 2W = --,- I - h ; 2 - '2 w i)r sin (J .

(2.35)

(2.35' )

Of course. in this fram e the force on a moving panicle includes the Coriolis
force. as needed, for example. for fluid dynamic s (Ch . 7) .

If the oblateness, measured by h , is due to rotation (sec Sec. 3.3). the two
terms in this equation responsible for the deviation from spherica l symmetry
must be, on the gro und, of the same order of magnitude; this justifies the es
timate (1.14). The higher harmonic coefficients describe more complicated
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de viat ions from axial symmetry. In part icul ar, the third degree zo nal term
(t = 3, 111 = 0) in cq. (2. 17') is proportional to cos 0 (5 cos - ()- 3) and describes
a North-South asymmetry.

Another important effect o f the deviations of the gravity field fro m sphe rical
symmetry is the change og in the value of the acce leration of gravity (gravity
anomaty). T he d irection of the vector VW de fines the local vert ical, while its
modulu~ is y + og (g = G M / Rz is the reference value). To lowest order we
may neglect the difference between the vertical and the rad ial di rection and set
r = R whe n co mputing the correc tion og. From cq . (2. 17' ) we find

. aw GM GM '\' I I '\' ' Y' ") 2 . 'g+6g = a,. = R2 + R2 L ) + ) 6 (C fm (III+S rmYrm - woR sm- O
(~2 m

and thus

ag '\' I I) '\"' ' V C • y " wgR. ~-;- =L.. ( + L..«( (m1 fm+ S (m {m ) - -- sm~ O.
g (~2 m 9

(2.36)

(2.37)

T he parameter w6R{9 has been introduced as the Hclmcrt's parameter Pc in
cq. ( 1.13). However, in ge odetic pract ice it is convenient to refer gravity
anomalies not to a sphere , as above, but to a reference ellipsoid represented
by the solution for the surface of a slowly rotati ng liquid planet (Sec. 3.3), a
good approximation to the geoid (see below). In this way the effects of rota
tional flatt enin g, the main cause of variation, are absorbed and the anomalies,
both for gravi ty and geoid heig ht, are small. In particul ar, gravity anomalies
are represented by a diffe rence betwee n the observed acceleration on the geoid
and the computed acceleration o n the ellipsoid of reference propagated to the
geoid heigh t.

A gravity anomaly means that the weight of objects is different an d, hence,
makes a mountain sink less or more into the mantl e. This phenomeno n called
isostasy . produces a correlat ion between grav ity anoma lies and topography.
Deviations fro m this correl atio n prov ide a d iagnostic about the local mechan i
cal properties and the sta te of stress of the crust material. Precise gravity data
allow suc h co mpariso n not only for the Earth, but for all terrestrial planets
(exce pt for Mercu ry so far).

2.3 The gravity field 01' the Earth
An acc urate knowledge of the gravity field of the Earth, eve n for large de 

grees , has a great import ance for geo desy, space physics and prac tical applica
tions. The overall sha pe and orography of the Earth is, of course, intima tely
related to it'> po tent ial. With the space age and the possibility of very accu
rate determination of the orbits of Earth satellites, an accurate and periodically
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updated harmonic model has become essential. Analogously. for the investi
gation of irregularities of the crust, in part icular for mineral concentrations,
precise measurements of local gravity anomali es arc needed.

Tradit ionally, the geopotentia l was measured on the ground with gra vlme
fen . essentially an inverted pendu lum whose period is proportional to the
square root of the gravity acce leration. Their accuracy is limited. about 10 
100 [lGal ( I Gal = I cm/s2); besides. it is diffi cult to use it on a ship, and a truly
global coverage is not possible. Moreover, they can provide only changes of g
from place to place. yield ing thus relative measurements; absolute gravimctcrs,
based on laser measurements of the free-fall time of a mass. reach an accuracy
of about I [lGal, or even I nGal for superconducting experimental instruments,
but arc seldom available.

Sate llite trackin g (both from the ground and the other satellites) have now
reached great sophistication and accuracy. Electromagnetic measurements of
the distance or the relative velocity of a satellite are currently used to determine
its orbit. Analysis of such data is. of course, unavoidably conn ected with polar
motion and the motion of the ground stations due to tides. plate tectonics and
othe r effects, and represent s thus a very complicated problem.

In the body-fixed frame of reference the geopotential of an isolated rigid
body is constant; however, as discussed in Sec. 3.2. the rigid Earth (and its
inertia tensor) is an ideali zation and special care is required to define it and to
implement it. The figure axis c~ can be empirically determined from the polar
motion. as explained in Sec . 3.2; in the Cartesian system based on the principa l
axes of iner tia the coeffi cients C 21. S 21 and 5 22 vanish, leaving on ly C20 and
Czi, determined by the inertia tensor through eq. (2.30). In practice, however.
the principal axes e, and cy are difficult to determine direct ly and the longitude
'P is defined geographically with the origin at Greenwich. In other words, the
Greenwich direction defines the vector e', of the system in which the harmonic
coe fficients of the gcopotcn tial arc expressed. Then 5 22 does not vanish and
determines the longitude of ex.

Moreover, it is co nvenie nt to define the third axis e~ along a direction whose
determination is accu rate and stable. As discussed in Sec. 3.2. an inertial refer
ence system tied to extragalactic sources can be set up: its third axis c:. chosen
for simplicity near the fi gure axis. is the Conventional Reference Pole. It is
located at 1.44 x 10- 6 rads . or 9 m on the Earth surface. from the figure ax is.
This is why the harmonic coe fficients C 2 1 and S 21 have a small, non-vanishing
values.

The gcopotential coeffic ients (Table 2.3) have been determined up to degree
360 (EGM96 model ) using a large set of observations. including satellite and
lunar track ing, ground and astronomical measurements. This determination
requires de licate and complex numerical analysis to deal with different insrru
ments and a large numbe r of unknown para meters (3602

.::::< 130. 000 for the
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Table 2.3 EG~196 values of the
( m C,. S ,. sc.; 6S (m gcopotential coeffi cients and their

2 11 - 484 .1654 0.356
formal uncertainty up 10 the fourth
degree for the Earth: the real and

2 1 - 0.0002 OJ)012 11 11 normalized coe fficients are listed in
2 2 2.4 391 - 1.4002 0.537 0.543 units of 1O...f> , the uncertainties in
3 0 0.95 73 0. 181 units of 10 -10• The Cartesia n frame
J 1 2.0 300 0.2485 1.397 1.365 used is the one defined by the ln-
3 2 0 .9046 - 0.6 190 IJ)96 1.1 18 ternational Earth Rotation Se rvice
J J 0 .7211 1.4 144 0.952 0.933 and differs fmm the principal axes• 11 0.5 399 1.04 2 frame . as explained in the text .• 1 -0.5363 -0.4734 0 .857 0.8 24

• 2 0.3507 0 .6627 1.600 1.639
4 J 0.99 08 - 0.2009 OJW7 0.8 27
4 4 - 0 .1886 0.3 089 O.l:l13 0.879

harmonic coefficien ts onl y). Satellite orbital data. throu gh laser tracking. con
strain the gco potential onl y up to degree t ~ 70 and arc insensitive to higher
degrees (with the current trackin g precision of ~ I cm). This is why gravity
models (like JGM3) based only on satellite measurem ents do not go beyond
this degree. Adding large sets of surface gravity and altimctry data, high degree
models for special geodetic purposes have been constructed. The Table 2.3 lists
on ly the constant part of the gcopotcntial coeff icients; small time-dependent
effects occur due to various causes, e.g. tides (Ch. 4) and global variations
of the atmospheric mass . The indicated uncertainly in the geopotemia l coeffi
cie r us should be considered as formal, since many correlations among diffe rent
groups of parameters occur and the real error can be larger.

The main harmonic coefficient is, of course. C20 :::< - 484 X 10- 6 • which
corresponds to the gravitational oblarcncss: the other coefficients (except for
C21 and S 21) are about 103 times smaller or more, so that the approx imation of
axial symmetry is a good one. It has been shown that h = - ..;sC20. as well as
the other low-degree zonal coe fficie nts, depe nd on time (see Sec. 20.3).

The quadrupolc potential of the Earth has a small deviation from axial sym
metry, measured by Cn and S 22, about 10- 6 (Table 2.3). It is interesting to see
their effect in the equatorial plane (0 = :r.ll )

V!5GM(R)2
6U2 --2---r- ; (Cncos24J +S n sin24J)

GM R 2
= - 3-

r
- ( ; ) h2 cos 2 (4J - 4J22) ' (2 .38)

From Table 2.3 wc obtain Jn ::>: 1.8 1 X 10-6 and 4J22 ::>: _ 150
• A satellite on an

equ atorial circular orbit is subject to a potential with two rotat ing minima at the
opposite longitudes _ ISO and 1650

• A geostationary satellite keeps a constant
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Figure 2.2 Full circles : the
mean values e( (eq. (2.39)) of
the geopotential coe fficients as
a function of their degree f;
open circles: the formal er
rors of the gcoporcntial coc ffi
cicnts (both from the EGVl96
geopotential model ). The curve
gives the empirica l approxim a
tion (2.40 ; Kaula's rule).

(2 .39)

(2.41)

longitude in the monopole field, but it oscillates back and forth around these
two minima if the quadrupole part of the field is considered (Sec. 18.2).

Kaula's rule and the fine structure of the gravity field. Generally the coe ffi
cients of the same degree ( have the same order of magnitude, which decreases
with E. This trend is best described by the mean

.2 I "\' 'l 'l
Ct = 2f + 1 L...(C"j", + S e",) ,

m

analogous to the energy spectrum for a two-dimensional sca lar field. It has
been noticed that the empirical law (Ka ula's rufe)

... l (r lO

C; = AKf4 (I» I) (2.40)

is followed fairly well for the Earth (wi th AK = 0.7; see Fig. 2.2) and for
terrestrial planets. Its justification is not well known.

It is interesting to evaluate the geopotential at the angular resolution 11 -e: I
obtained by averaging the potential U over (no t too elongated ) angular domains
of size A Since the spherical harmonics of degree E vary over latitude (and
possibly over longitude) with the angular sca le l i t . this average cuts off the
summation (2.17' ) at the degree II b., and gives:

Oi\U = - c: I I (c{", Y:~" + S (mY;m) .
( '5, 1/ /\ m

Averaging rhc square of this quantity over the sphere. using the orthonormality
relations (2.R), and applying Kaula's rule we obtain

«8.U )') = 4
1
0 [dO [8. U (r )]' = (G:: )' L: (21 + I) C! (2.42)

• ( s i /A
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(2 .44 )

"" 2(G:f AK10-10 L: ~ = (C; )2AK1O-lOlI.2 •

£Sl/A [

The gravity anomaly over a given angular scale is obtained in order of magni
tude dividi ng Ur by its sma llest sp atial scale Hl l , so that

GM
6tJ.lj:::::' - R2 .L: (I (C(m~m + S fIll Y (2 .43)

t5.1J!J. III

Its mean value is given by

«O"g)') , (G~)' L {'Ci' 2 ( G~ )2 A K 10- 10 In 6 .
R {s i ll>. R

Th e fact that it diverges at vanishing resolution (.6. _ 0) sugges ts that Kanla's
rule should have a cutoff .

In order to obtain gravity info rmation about crusta! structure s with size less
than 30 km, it is necessary to extend the gravity mode l (derived through a single
and global procedure) up to degree t :::::. R/( 30 km) :::::. 2(X) or more. It is easy
la see that any harmonic function of a large degree t decreases exponentially
with height; indeed, when h = r - R -s; R. we get

(;( ~ (I -M'=exP[cln(l- iil!
=exp[-cii + o(e(m]. (2 .45)

(2 .46)

Similarly, we can evaluate the contribution of density inhomogeneities to the
potential at a large degree e. In the eg. (2.34) the power in the integrand can be
written in terms of the depth d = R - r -s; R as

( ~r+2 ~exp (-e ~ ) ;

therefore, the density inhomogeneity at depth mueh greater than d does not
contribute.
The fiat-Earth app roximation»- At large r and low altitude the curvature of
the Earth may be neglected and a simpler representation of the gravity field is
useful. Consider a flat Earth with an inhomogeneous mass distribution in the
half space z < O. For a given z ( 0) the gravitational potential and the matter
distribution can be described by their Fourier transforms U",(z) and [Id :.:.) with
respect to x and y ; k = (kn klJ) is a two-dimensional wave vector. Poisson' s
equation (1.36) reads

d 2Uk(Z) 2 •
d::2 - k Vd z) = 4.. Ggdz ) (k2 = k; + k~ ) . (2.47)
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The solution which vanishes when z is very large reads

2:t G lO " ,Uk(z) = - - dr g k(Z ) exp[k(z - Z)J .
k _""
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(2.48)

Th is shows that, for a given wave number k. the potential is determined by
the density inhomogeneities within a layer of dcpth e I /k: and that the pu
rcr uial decreases cxponcntially with height with the same characteristic sealc.
Therefore k ~ l / R.

An important way to gcr a global mapping of the gravity field of the Earth
at a very high resolution is by tracking a low flying spacecraft. Consider, for
simplicity, a spacecraft flying over a "flat Earth" at a constant altitude z = h
along the x direct ion , with an unperturbed veloeity vu. Conservation of energy
rcqurrcs

voovAt) = L: Uk(h) exp(ikxvot) ; (2.49)
k

its Fourier transform has only the frequency w = kxVQ, with amplitude

VO OVx(W) = L Uw/I\,.k.(").
k,

Eqs. (2.48) and (2.49) clearly show the main difficulty we have to face in a mea
surement of this kind: the potential perturbation decreases expo nential ly with
height with a characteristic scale l /k = Rl t , The component of degree 2oo,
for example, at J80 km is attenuated by the factor exp (- J80 x 200 / 6, 378) =:<

0 .0036. With this attenu ation the ground value 9 R Vff7 1O- 5/ C2 = UO cm2/s2

of the potential perturbs the spacecraft veloci ty Vu =:< 5 km/s by e 1O- f> cm/s.
The GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Expe riment of NASA and

DLR, the German Space Agency) mission, was launched in March 2002; it
co nsists in two equal satellites on the same , slightly ecce ntric, low-altitude po
lar orb it, with a separation [) between 150 and 300 km; they can transmit and
receive coherent and stable microwave carriers, thus measuring their relative
velocity 6.vx, with a corresponding precision in the change in their distance of
=:< 5 pm. Since they Ily over the same point with the delay D / vo, acco rding to
cq. (2.49), the contribution to 6.vx from a given wave vector k has an ampli
tude proport ional to sin(kxD/2); therefore they arc sensitive only 10the Fourier
compo nents of the gcopo tential with kxD not much smaller than one. This dif
fercnti al measurement will provide the fine struc ture of thc Earth gravity field
with an unprecedented accuracy; it is especially suitable for monitoring the
time variations of the gcopotcnrial. since components of degree ( ~ 150 or
larger, depending on the altitude, will be availab le on a monthly basis.

The geoid. We finally return to the comp lex issue of the relation between
the grav ity field and the modelling of the topography and marine surface, a
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topi c of geodesy. The main concep t here is that of the geoid (an d the gravity
anomalies; Sec . 2.2). The geoid is defined as an cquipctcn tia l surface W = Wo
(cq . (2.35» of an isolated planetary bod y; it describes the surface of an idea l
ocean , with no waves, currents or atmospheric influence. hence at co nstant
press ure (cq . ( 1.38»); as comme nted below, with the curren t precision its de
terminatio n must also take into account the t idal potential (Ch. 4) . Any devia
tion ofthe surface of the oce ans fro m the geoid co ntains important informatio n
about their dynamics; several space projects arc curren tly devoted to their mea
surement. The geoid also defines the zero of the topographic altitude h. We
now outline this concept and later discuss its current precise modelling.

Since the gravitational potential on the ground differs from GM [ r by terms
of order h or smaller. we expect the geoid to deviate from a sphere by the
same order. so that in computing these corrections lir = r - R we can take
r = R. Therefore from eq. (2.17'), supplemented by the centrifugal potential
in the rotating frame (2.35), we get

1i,(0,.1 _ ' '\''\' C y'- S y' ) ~' -2 250R - const+ 6 6 ( tm ll/l(O·r/J) + ttntm(O, I/J ) + "2 sm O . ( . )
£22 tn

The value of the arbitrary constant can be chosen so that the average of lir(O. i;fl)
over the Earth surface is nil.

Though the above approach is a correct and possible description of the
geoid. its height is traditionally related not to a sphere. as above. but to an
axisymmetric ellipsoid. Since the geoid, and the Earth topography. is fitted
much better with an ellipsoid, its deviations from this reference surface are
conveniently much smaller. The best current global geodetic model. the re
lined World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84; Fig. 2.3), defines the reference
ellipsoid with four data: (i) the semimajor axis (i.e. equatorial radius) RI' =
6378.137 km; (ii) the inverse of the oblateness I/ ;:: 298.2572 (eq. (1.14)):
(iii) the Earth mass (including the atmosphere). in terms of GM ;:: 3.986 x
1014 m3/s2; (iv) the nominal rotation rate of Ihe Earth (wo = 7.2921 15 X
10- 5 rad/s). corresponding 10 the sidereal rotation period 86164.0989 s. The
ellipsoid is defined in the Conventional Terrestrial Reference Frame (CTRF;
see See. 3.2). This fact is important, since with the WGS84 high quality as
tronomical observations arc enabled from any place on the Earth surface (thc
agreement bcrwccn rhc WGS84 and CTRF realizations is better than <':: 10 cm).
From these data a number of parameters are derived, including the geoid poten
tial Wo. the even degree zonal harmonic coefficients C 20• C 40. etc. The normal
acceleration on, and elose to, the reference ellipsoid may be also computed. and
its comparison with the observed values gives the gravity anomalies. The Earth
gravity model associated with the WGS84 is EGM96; as mentioned above. it
is formally complete up to { = 360. High degree terms have been determined
from ground and altimetry data. and from orhit determination of a number of
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Figure 2.3. Level lines of the geoid, with its height over the mean ellipsoid in meters. The
WGS84 parameters and the F.G~196 gcoporenrial coefficients are assumed. The tides due to the
Moon and the Sun are not taken into account here; the features shown in the map are due to
large-scale and deep-lying density inhomogeneities, correspo nding to a tide-free planet. The
bottom plots show the sections of the geoid thr ough (i) the equator ial plane (left), and (ii) the 00
and the lliO" meridians (right). Data from htlp://www.nima.miI/GandG/wgs-li4/.

artificial satellites. Interestingly, since the parameters of the WGS84 ellipsoid
have been taken from previous solutions, in effect the mean value of the geoid
height is not zero, but w - 0.57 cm. Its maximum height is - 108 m, at 8.25 S
latitude and 147.25 E longitudc; its estimated average precision is ~ 0.5 - I m.

As mentioned in Sec. 3.2 for the case of CTRF, the realization of the WGS84
is complementary to, but equa lly fundamental as. its definition. Significant
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improvements have been achieved with the Global Positioning Sys tem (GPS;
Sec. 18.2); the WGS84 is reali zed by the coordinates assigned to the selected
set of G PS tracking stations (wi th precision better than 5 cm). Broadcasting
rhc geode tic coord inates to any point o n the Earth surface is then also enab led
with rhc GPS system.

2.4 Gravity fields of planetary bodies
Planetary bodies of size larger than a few hun dred km arc hound by gra vity

and , if isolated , arc almost spherica l in shape (Sec . 14.8) ; sma ller bodies arc
bound by so lid slate forces and, as a co nsequence of their formation. have a
substantial quadrupolc moment, with dim cnsionlcss coefficients of order unity.
The quadru pole moment of bigger bodies is determined by rotation and tides.
In the first case it is given, in order of magnitude, by the ratio u, = w2R3j (G M)
of rotational to gravitational energy (cq. (1, 13); see Secs. 3.3 and 3.4); in the
second the characteristic order of magnitud e is (Ch. 4)

(2.51)

(2.52)

where Mr is the mass of the acting body (the "planet"), at a distance D. In the
case of the Ea rth both the Moon and the Sun have a comparable tida l effect,
namely

Ilr(Sun) :::: 0.46 ,
Ilr( Moo n)

In both cases the response depends on the elastic properties of the body. The
case of synchrono us satellites, in which the rotat ional veloc ity w eq uals the
orbital veloci ty n around the primary, is important because Ile :::: IlT and the
two defo rmations have the same order of magnit ude. This is the case of the
Moon and of most satellites of the giant external planets, in particular Jupiter
and Saturn ,

The pen urbations induced by the quadrupole and higher moment s of the
gravity fields of bodi es in the solar system on the orbits of spacecraft have pro
vided important information 0 11 their interiors (see Secs, 12.4 and 20.3); how
eve r, note that measurements of the quadrupole field give the differences in
the moments of inertia. while the values of the moments of ineni a them selves
must he obtained with additional information . For instance measurements of
the lunar librations or precession of the Mars spin axis can yield such addi
tional (and algebraically independent) constraints on the mo ments of inertia;
their combination with h can eventual ly yield the exac t values of the inert ia
moments.

No direct measurement is availab le yet for the so lar oblateness Ji e- hut. in
the assumpt ion of uniform rotation, with the known density profile one ob
tains 120"'" 10 -7

• An improved solar interior model, combined with ground-
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based observations of the solar oblatcncss and the SOHO/GONG measure
ments of the proper modes of solar osc illations and their splitting, results in
h o ;:,. 2 x 10- 7 (t he latter technique is similar to that for Earth, briefly discussed
in Sec. 5.2) . An accurate knowledge of the solar quadrupole is important for
testing general relativity using the perihelion drift of Mercury (Sec . 20.4).

Terrestrial bodies. Density and gravi ty anomalies of the terrestrial planets, in
which a lighter crust is supported by a den ser mantle, are in general correlated
with the topography by the phenomenon of isostasy . If an elevation h of the
free level is observed , its additional weight must be supported by a modifica
tion of the density distribution underneath. The Airy compensationmechanism
is what happens to a flouring iceberg: the crust. of density ~.'r smaller than
the density gm of the mantle, has a root in the mantle of thickness b, say, and
equil ibrium is maintained if

(2.53)

For a given h, with a thicker root the gravity anomaly of the feature is smaller
(compensation). In the co mpensation mechan ism the additional weight of the
elevat ion is supported by a lower den sity of the crust, result ing in a decrease of
the gravity anomaly. In general, in the terrestrial planets we expect a correla
tion between topography and density/gravity anomalies ; their study is impor
tant for understanding the structure of the crust and the isostatic mechanism.

The best way to measure the gravitational field of planetary bod ies is by
accurately tracking the orbits of spacecraft in their vicinity; if the spacecraft is
bound to the body, secular perturbation» increase their effect in time and much
better results are expected. TIle Magellan (and, before, the Pioneer Venu s)
mission has provided a very good mode l of Venus' gravity field up to { = 180
(this is a formal solution, since the errors are smaller than the solved-for pa
rameters only for t < 70). The Moon, of course, has been extensively inves
tigated, and the best gravity model has been obtained in 1998 with the Lunar
Prospector mission. Its gravity field has been resolved up to { :::: 75 (a formal
solution, combining all previous orbital data. up to ( = 165 has also been ob
tained). Simila rly to the lunar case. Mars has also received a wide attention.
The analy sis of Mars Global Surveyor data resulted in a degree t = 80 model
of the Martian gravity field . Such a high-degree solutions allow analysis of
fine (short-wave) structure of the gravity field. This is especially interesting
when a high-resolution topography model is also available. For instance, due
to isostasy onc expects, and usually finds, areas of larger gravity at low-lying
terrains, such as the maria in the lunar case (these features are called mlI.l"CUlls) .

Lunar mascons are generally well-understood in terms of infiltration of basaltic
lava with a density higher than that of crustal rocks, This situation may occur
after a large impact. when the crust fractures down to the crust-mantle inter
face. Martian gravity data are somewhat peculiar. since they suggest a large
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d ifference betwee n the history of the northern and southern hem ispheres. The
analysis of gravity anomalies shows that the northern hemi sphere likely has
a thin and strong lithospbcre, while the southern hemi sphere is covered with
a thick and wea k cu e. Thus the southe rn crus t, having more time to reach
isosta sy, may be old er. Not all grav ity anomalies correlate with topogra phic
features, especi ally in the polar regions, that may hide large deposits of frozen
water with seasonal (or longer) peri odicities.

However. even the low-degree fields of the terrestrial bodies contrast with
the Earth data. The sync hronous rotation of the Moon causes an anomalous
equatoria l ellipticity of the lunar gravitational field; this is shown by the fact
that 1 22 ( :::: 22.36 X JO -ti) is on ly about one tenth of h. (:::: 0 .203 x 10- 3) .

Such anomaly is observed also for Mars and Mercury (see below). and es
pecially Venu s, where Jn (:::: 0.557 x IO-ti) is even larger than one tenth of
h (:::: 4.404 x IO-ti) (for Venus this is due to the very slow rotation). In the
Martia n case, the anoma ly cons ists in a pronounced equatorial ellipti city, cor
responding to an anomalously large value of rn (:::: 63. 17 x IO- ti) with respect
to h. (:::: 1.959 x 10- 3) (compare with the Earth coefficients in Table 2.3). This
is caused by the Tharsis Rise, a huge region near the equator resulting from
a massive acc umulation of volcan ic mater ial; since Mars has no tectonic mo
tion , large volcanoes like the Olympus Mountain co uld have been depositing
material in this zone for billions of years.

For Mercury, a poorly explored planer. only the mass and the quadrupole
coefficients are known; howeve r, the latter are affected by large errors. Even
with this poor resolution, the data again co nfirm a high equatorial cllipriciry (as
in the ease of other terrestrial bod ies, cxeept the Earth) due to Mercury' s slow
rotation. The analysis of ranging and Doppl er data in the fort hcoming ESA
and NASA Mercury missions shou ld provide its gravity field up to ( :::: 25.

A rule similar to Kaula's for the Cr coefficie nts (eq. (2.40» seems ro hold
for all ter restrial planers and the Moon , for which we have detailed enough
measurements (fig. 2.4). lis universality is somewhat astonishing, especially
with regard to the discussion in Sec . 2.3. One may also notice that the coef
ficient AK in (2.40) seems to be inversely proport ional to the surface gravity
(and rhus the size) .

Outer planets and th eir sa tellites. The outer planets are - possib ly with the
exception of a small core - gaseo us and do not support topographic featu res.
Their gravity field is determin ed by the den sity profi le g(r) and the condition
of hydrostatic equilibrium of each laye r under the grav itational and centrifugal
forces. Since rotating co nfiguration has axial symmetry and refl ection sym
metry with respec t to the equatorial plane. only the harmonics of zero order
(m = 0) and even degree { are present, with coe fficients

1( = - ..../U+ I ClO (t = 2neven) . (2.54)
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Figure 2.4 The mean values
Ct (eq. (2.39)) of the gravity
field coefficients as a function
of their degree f for the terres
tria l planets (except Mercury)
and the Moon.

They all vanish, of course, when there is no rotation . In the next chapter we will
sec that, to the linear approx imation in the forcing parameter Jic (cq. ( 1.13))
only h does not vanish. In the ou ter planets Jic is not vcry small (0 .1 for
Jupiter and 0.2 for Saturn), and higher order terms are well within measurement
accuracy. We have the expansion:

h 2 (2.55a)= 1\2011<: + 1\21Jic + ...
J, ' , (2.55 b)= A UlJ1; + 1\41 J1~ + . . .

h = 1\W.lJ1~~ + 1\61J1: + ... (2.55c)

and so on . The 1\ coefficients (smaller than unity) are determined by the density
profile and the barotropic relation P«(j). In Sec. 3.3, 1\20 will be determined fo r
the case of uniform density. In fact, the measurement of hll, together with the
total mass and radius, places important constraints on models or the interior
structure and on the evolution or g iant planet s.

Planetary encounters o r the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft allowed for the
first time to determi ne the J -coellicients o r the outer planets (excep t for Pluto).
A combined analysis of their Doppler tracking provided coe fficients up to J6
for Jupiter and Saturn (Table 2.4) and J 4 for Uranus and Neptune. These data
also allowed to place a light con straint on Jn for Jupiter and Saturn, confirm
ing their axial symme try. Note the high value of h due to fast rotation of the
giant planets. The Gali leo spacecraft, while orbiting in the Jovian system, sig
nifieantly improved our knowledge of the satellites gravity fields; in part icular,
it provided measurements of the quadrupole fields of Europa, Ganymcde and
10 (putting also co nstraints on the octupolc parameter h ). Combining all these
data, the total mass of thc Jovian system is known with rhc astonishing prc
cision of e 8 x 10- 9 (fractional). From 2004 to 2008 the Cassini spacecraft
will orbit more than 60 times around Saturn , measuring the gravi ty fields of
the planet and its satellites , in parti cular Titan, with very high accuracy.
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M /M$
R,. (XlO ,q m )

h( x IO-2)

J4 (x lO-4
)

J~ eX iO ' 4)

Jupiter

317.83
7.1492(4)
1.4697( I)
- 5.114(5)
0 .3 1(20)

Saturn

95. 147
6.0268(4)

1.6332(10)
- Y.19 (4{1)

1.04(50 )

PH YSICS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Ta ble 2.4 Gravitational fields of Jupiter
and Sat urn determ ined wit h satell ite Ilyb ys;
M IMfb is the mass sc aled with the Earth
mass and R, the refere nce (equutoriah ra
dius of the planet. '111e values in brackets
indicate uncerta inly.

Minor bodies. Doppler tracking of the NEAR/Shoemaker probe. put in orbit
around the near-Earth asteroid Ems in February 2000. allowed to resolve the
harmonic coefficients of its gravitational field to the degree ( = 4. Given the
very elongated shape of this 30-km size asteroid. their hierarchy is peculiar and
significantly differs from the planetary fi elds. The non-vanishing quadrupole
coefficients (with the rotat ion axis along the z-direction) are Cao = - 0.052.
C22 = 0.083 and S 22 = - 0.028. It should be noticed that the precise knowl
edge of Eros' gravi ty field is sti ll exce ptional among small bodies in the solar
system. If a mode l of the surface topography is available (for example, with a
f lyby). assuming a constant dens ity the coe fficients of the gravity potential can
be ob tained ; this technique has been app lied to Phobos, Deimos and several
asteroids.

It might be also mentioned that the dyn amics of objects very close to an
irregular bod y (like an asteroid), for instance low-veloci ty cjccta or a landing
trajectory. requires advanced method s to describe its gravitational field; the
rnultipolc expansion may be unsuitable because of lack of convergence.

Appendix: "External and internal problems of gravitational motion

The ffuid model . possibly with the incl usion of viscou s and clastic effects (Sec. I.5 l, is uppropri
ate to describe the dynamic s of siugle bodies in the solar system (the internal prohlem). Their
- main ly gravitational - interaction is usually dealt with the point particles model (the external
problem ). In fact, however. the matter distribut ion in each body is affected, main ly through tidal
forces, by other bod ies; on turn , the external gravitational force is modified by the shape of each
acting body. Thus the internal and the external prob lems arc coupled. At a fundamental level.
this coupling ca n be obta ined from the rigorous dynamical equations of a fluid. distributed in
separate lumps with a size much smaller than their dis tances . It turns out that the main coupling
is described by the q uadrup olc momen t (2.25); it is appropria te. therefore. to briefly discuss it
here. For each body. of volume V.

111 = LdVe. m1. = dv re,
give the muss and the centre of mass z . 1f 'T is the force density. since the mass conservation
(Sec. 1.3) implies d(dV {I)/dr = O.wc obtai n for the centre of mass of the chosen body

,Pz l'm - / = dV'T.
(Ir v

We consider. for simplic ity. the ideal fluid approxirnanon (eq. ( 1.35))

T = - VP- (l V U .

th,

,e,
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,d)

'e)

r splits in an internal contribution due the mass density and the pressure fields in the body
(the self force ) and an external cont ribution due to the gravitati onal potential of othe r bodies
(the external force). Since at the boundary of the body the pressu re vanishes, the pressure
contributio n to the self force vanishes. It can also be shown. 0 11 the basis of Newton' s third law,
that the gravitational conmhutiou to the self force - j;, <lV!!V U(;"'! vanishes, too. These results
can be generalized to murc realistic viscous fluids.

Th us, the acceleration of the cen tre of mass depends only on the externa l gravitational po
tent ial (P <'" and reads

m a-~ =_ rdV' !!(r') VU ,oxu(z + r').
ell" Jv

where r ' '" r - L (r « r) are the coordinates of the integration po int relative to the centre of
mass and r has the order of magni tude o f the distances between the bodies. A Ta ylor expansion
gives then

m~:~ = _mVU <w - ~ 0 : VVVU1exn
( I-+-O(r' lr)) .

Here. gradients (V = O/OLl of u (n o are computed at the centre of mass. We have used the
definitions (a). (2.25 )of the centre of mass and the quad rupolc tensor. and the harmonic property
of the exte rnal potential U«W . The quadrupole correction is '" Q /(mr'2) smaller than the ma in
monopole term.

For space probes close to planets . the exte rnal potential U (<<!f must he reta ined to high multi
pole order: the internal structure of the planet strongly affects the orbi tal motion of the satelli te,
though the coupling is one -way o nly. To cxplicitcly bring out the quadrupole coupl ing in the
general case with seve ral inte ract ing bodies , labelled with 1'. we must generalize the definition
(2.25) to an arbi trary number of bodie s: outside them we have

U'e" '(rl = - GL f_"_',_ + ~ Of: VV - -' - + .. .)
" l lr - zpl ~ Ir- z,,1

(r)

with the grad ients V = DIor. Of course, the sources change shape and move around : thix

potential is also <I function of time . Inse rting the las t equation into eq. (e) we finally obtain

",
The quadrupolc mome nts are produc ed by rotation. tidal forces due to (he exte rnal poten tial and
other ca uses forcin g a deviation from spherical symmetry; they arc dete rmined , as a function
of time , by means of the internal equations of motion. For a rigid rotat ion. the quadrupolc
can be obtained from Eulcr'v equatio n (Sec . 3.5 ) and the torq ues by external bod ies (Sec. 4.1 ).
The clastic and plastic behaviour o f cosmic bodies. however, must be taken into account and
the interna l dynamical eq uations may require taking into accou nt higher order momen ts. The
monopole-quadrupole interaction in the second term is the main level at which the external and
the internal dynam ics arc coupled. If it can be neglected. decoupling ensues and one has the
usual "point-muvs model". Conve rsely. if very precise measurements are availab le, higher order
terms m<l}' he necessary; for instance, to accurate ly desc ribe the mot ion of the Moon. one must
take into account multipoles of the Earth and the Moon up to degree 5. In (g) we have neglected
the quad rupole correction to the potential. leadin g to tbc quadrupolc-quad rupole interaction. It
is usually neglig ible and it should be incl uded only in special cases. such as the dynamics of
bina ry astero ids.
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- PROIILEMS -

2.1. The second degree harmonics (2.13) gene rate a 5 by 5 repre sentation
of the rotation group. Con struct the matrices corresponding to the
ro tations around the coord inate axes .

2.2 ,* A symmetric tensor of the seco nd rank with vanishing trace has five
independent components. Show that it transforms under rotations ac
cord ing to the representation fil l de fined by eq . (2 .16 ).

2.3. Calculate the po tential perturbation and the gravity ano maly on a Hat
Ea rth d ue 10 (i) a uniform sp here and (i i ) a uniform infini te cy lin
der buried under the surface and with a different density. (Hint: Use
Gau ss ' theo rem.)

2.4: Following the previous probl em, evaluate the change in the velocity of
a spacecraft flying horizontally along x at a low altitude z = It when
it passes over a undergro und cylinde r of radius r < d with the axis
at x = 0 , y = - d and with a ma ss density {!' d iffe rent from the local
dcnsity p . Us ing reasonable valu es for a mineral depo sit and keeping It
variable, di sc uss the possibility of mea suri ng the velocity change with
an acc urate frequency standard (see Se c. 3.1).

2.5. fi nd the conditions und er which an inhomogeneous, axia lly sy mmet
ric density di stribution (J(r,fI) in a sphere gives exactly the ext e rna l
grav itatio nal pot ential - G M/ r. Determine simple mode ls that fulfil
these cond itions .

2.6. Usin g the harmoni c charac ter of the harmonic functions , find the ordi
nary differential equati on fulfi lled by the associate Legendre func tio ns
(the l.egendre equation).

2.7.* The angular momentum of a body, in terms of the posi tions r ' and ve

loci ties v' of its part s. is s = IvdV' e(r')(r' x v"). Co mp ute its time
derivative and study at wh ich level external bodies affec t it; in partic
ular, show that the contributio n la ds /d t from the internal dyn amics
(the sel f-mo ment o f the force) is zero, in analogy with the sel f- force
(sec the Appendix).

2.8. Evaluate the 5 q uadrupole coefficie nts U2m (m = -2, .. . ,2) of the
grav itatio nal fiel d o f a body obl ate alon g the z axis, with C - (A +
B)/2 = 0I C and prolate along the .r di rection . with (B+C )/2 -A =82A.
With oJ ~ 62. thi s co nfiguration corresponds to a synchronous natu ra l
sate lli te, deformed by rot at ion and tidal forces.

2.9. At frequencies much less than its orbital period, the gravitational ef
fect of the Moon can be asc ri bed to a rin g of matter. Calculate the
correspondi ng h of the effective lun ar potential.

2.10. Cons ider the gravitat ional pot ential of two fixed centres (with masses

m) a t .r = 0, y = 0, Z = ±c and determine its harmonic coefficients.
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which correspond to prolate cquipotcntial surfaces. Obla te cquipotcn
tials are obtained by formally taking Z = C( IT ± i). When the masses
get an imaginary part, In -Jo m ( I ± ilr ), we can produce a potential
with an arbitrary h and 1}. Determine h(c,(r) and h, (c, (T ).

2. 11. * Compute the gravity anomaly across a continental margin in a com
plete isostatic compensation: a semi-infinite continental-crust slab is
in contact with a semi-infinite ocean layer above a thinner crust. Is the
anomaly measurable with ordinary gravimeters (Sec. 2.3)?

- FURTHER REAI)[NGS -

A class ical and still good textbook on geodesy and theoretical gravimetry is
W.A. Hciskancn and H. Moritz, Physical Geodesy, Freeman ( 1967); more re
cent arc W. Torgc, Geodesy, w after de Gruytcr and Co ( 1980). A. Andcrson
and A. Cazcnavc. cds.. Space Geodesy and Geodynamics. Academ ic Press
(1986). K. Lambcck, Geophysical Geodesy, Clarcndon Press (1988), and P. Va
nicek and N. Christou, cds.. Geoid and its Geopttysical lnterpresations, CRC
Press (1994). We also quote W.M. Kaula, Theory of Satellite Geodesy, Blais
dell, wal rham. Massachusetts (1966). Topics of Chs. 2 and 5 are described in
more depth by D.L. Turcottc and G. Schubcrt. Geodynamics. Cambridge Uni
versity Press (2002). On the transformation properties of the spherical func
tions under rotations and their relation to irreducible representations of the cor
responding groups, mentioned in Sec. 2.1, see A. Bdmoms. Angular Momen
film in Qualltlllll Mechanics , Princeton University Press ( 1957) or E.P. Wigner,
Group Theory and its Applications to QlIantum Mechanics. Academic Press
( 1959). The EGM96 gravity model is described in detail, both conceptually
and practically, by F. Lemoine et al.. The development of the joint NASA
GSrc and the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) geopoten
tial model EGM96. NASA/TP 20686J. July 1998. High-degree gravity
models of the terrestrial planets (including the Moon) fram satellite tracking
can be obtained from the Web pages of Planetary Data System maintained
at the Washington University, S1. Louis (http://pds ·geophys.wustl.edujpdsf).
Special issues of the Icarus journal arc devoted to results of recent space mis
sions to planetary bodies: icarus 139, Nr. I, (1999) for Venus (Magcllan radar
track ing), learns 155, Nr. I. (2002) for Eras (the NEAR/Shoemaker mission),
lcarus 144, Nr. 2. (2000) for Mars (the Mars Global Surveyor mission), lcarus
ISO, Nr. I, (200 1) for the Moon (the Lunar Prospector mission).



Chapter 3

PLANETARY ROTATION

The present and the following chapter arc devoted to a complex subject
which bri ngs together three different fields: astromcrry, geophysics and celes
tial mechan ics. The Earth provides the basic frame of reference in which most
of our ce lest ial observations arc expressed : the determ inat ion of its (variab le)
rotat ion wi th respec t to very distan t matter (c .g., quasars) is a funda mental task
of asrro rnetry, the discipline that de termines the position, the distance and the
motion of celest ial objects. In this wayan inertial reference sys tem is pro
vided. This chapter is also an appropriate place to introd uce the prob lem of
time and di stance measurement in space physics. The Earth's rotation pro
duces an oblareness and, at the same time, is affected by its internal motion, an
important topic in geophysics. The presence of other bodies in the solar sys
tem also deeply infl uences the structure and rotation of a planet through tidal
phenomena.

In this chapter we shall also develop two idealized models which are of
great help in understanding the rotational dynamics of an isolated body. We
can rigorously compute the effect of a uniform and slow rotation upon a liquid
mass; ar the opposite extreme, the rotation of a rigid body shows precession
and, possibly, nutation. The effects of external gravitating bodies, in particular
tides, are considered in the following chapter.

3.1 Measurements of time and distance
The definition of the second of time uses very accurate frequency standards

provided by radio resonances in atomic and nuclear systems: they provide a
clock which counts the numher N = T v of periods elapsed in a time inter
val T. The fract ional accuracy in T is equal to the fractional accuracy in the
frequency Y. The main frequency standard currently available and operational
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Fj!!U1~' 3. /. Measured Allan deviation IT~ ( T ) as function of the integ ration time r of frequency
standards based Upon hydro gen masers (MS I and MS]:) and ce sium osc illators (CO I and COl).
relative 10 the main frequency standard kepi at the National Hureau of Standards (Boulder,
USA). TIle Allan deviation (eq. ( 19.36» is a measure of the fractional frequency fluctuations
//(1) = 8.v(t) / v . If !fA t) is the (running) average of y(1) in the interval (t- r / 2. 1+ r /2 l, (Ty(r ) =
«(y, (( + r) - y, (t) 1/2). Long-term drifts have been filled out for the hydrogen maser signals.
These results are obtained in the laboratory comparing seve ral standards: operational ll-masers
have a worse per formanc e at long integration times. with a minimum in Allun deviation at about
10.000 s. Data kindly provided by J. Lipa and T. Parker.

is the hydrogen l1Iuser, a microwave cavity tuned to the hypcrfinc frequency
v = 1.420. 405, 75 1.68 Hz of the ground level of atomic hydrogen due to the
spin interact ion between the electron and the nucle us. For averaging times of
the order of one day it" frequenc y can be stabilized to better than a part in 10 15

(Fig. 3. 11.
lt has been found that different atomic frequency standards agree within

their present accuracy and are stable over long timcscalcs : in agreement with
the equivalence principle, this justifies the choice of the atomic time as the
fundamental time variable. Thi s variable is identified with the proper time of
gene ral relativity and provides the geometrical structu re of spacctimc. Another
importanr rimc variable - mainly concerning astronomica l observations - is the
phase q;(t) of the Earth with rcspccr to dis tant stars ("Earth rotation angle").
Conventionally its origin is the intersection of the equatoria l plane with the
plane of the ecl iptic at a fixed epoch (" y point"; see Fig. 3.3). Instead of the
angle 'Pone often uses the Universa l Tim e

UTil I) = ~(I)lwo .

obtained with a nominal and cons tant Earth rotation frequency wo.

(3. 1)
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Figure 3.2 The chronometric measure of dis 
lance. In the spacetime frame (<"I, .r) , we have
M '" (O. i ), P '" k t l - i ,Il). In special relativ
ity the proper length of the hypotenuse MP is
the square root of the dijJnl'/we of the squares
of the time-like and the space-like sides: ,,2""
(i - et l )2 - xl = cl (,12,

Traditionally the unit of length - the centi metre - was defined. through inter
ferometric measurements, as a given multiple of the wavelength Ao of a stable
optical line. By transferring the frequency standard from the microwave 10 the
optical band it is possible to measure the frequency cl...lo and obtain the veloc
ity o f light c (with the d imension cmfs). This transfer over a frequency range of
about 7 orders of magnitude, however, is subject to relevant errors: moreover,
the stability of the lasers used in interf erometric techn iques is much worse than
that of atomic frequency standards . As a consequence, the standard of length
has heen foregone and the veloci ty of light c is a conventionally fixed quantity.
If c = I. lengths arc measured in light seconds; in this book this convention is
used only in Ch. 17.

This point of view is quite appropriate to space physics. in which distances
arc usually m easured with the transit rimes of light or radio pulses, timed with
atomic cloc ks, or by means of the Doppler effect. Thc latter method uses a
radio frequency standard and, by comparing received and transmitted frequen
cies. determ ines the relative velocity of the source and the receiver; integration
over time then gives the change in distance. In both cases, on ly the time stan
dard is used (interfero metric measurements in space have been planned. but
not performed yet).

The theory of relativity provides anothe r argument in support of dropping
the standard of length. Space and time are unified in a single geo metrica l
entity, spacetime, a Rieman nian mani fold with indefinite signature, where an
invariant number - the proper time interval ds - is assigned to any infinitesimal
displacement from an event x to an event .r + dx. If dx is time-like, ds is
measured with a good cloc k; for a point moving along a time-like curve the

integral I ds measures the elapsed proper time. Y- ds2 is the proper length
if the displacement is space-like (see Ch. 17); however, rigid bodies cannot
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be de fined in a ge ner ic slate of motion with re lativistic veloci ties and there is
no fundamental way. independent of frequency standa rds , to measure spatia l
d istances. In thi s fram ework, to use two different units fo r time intervals and
space d istances is similar to have in ord inary physics two indepe nde nt un its of
d istances, on c for horizon tal distances and on e for vertica l heigh ts.

Fig . 3.2 shows how to formu late in a relativistic contex t the measurement
of distance with atomic clocks . A sho rt electro magnet ic pu lse is em itted at the
event P i on a world line t and received at the event P2 after reflection by a
mirror M ; the proper distance between M and an event P on {separated from
P I and Pz by the time intervals rl. t i is

d=c W?. (3.2)

Eq. (3 .2) acco urus for the relativistic corrections due to the lack of simultane
ity; cl is the ordinary d istance in the frame in which P and M are simultaneous.

Time and frequency can be transferred from one point to another by elec
trom agnet ic signa ls. The obse rved frequency Y2 depends on the veloci ty of the
so urce VI , the emitted frequency YI and the velocity of the ob server V2; in llat
spacctimc thc frequency shift is given by (Sec. 17.5)

(3.3)

k is the unit wave vector. The linear ter ms give the ordinary Doppler effec t;
the square root corresponds to the relativistic transversa l Doppler effec t, which
does not vanish even when the motion is orthogo nal to the ray. For a typica l
planetary veloc ity of 30 km/s, the relativistic correc tions are abou t a part in
!OHand easily observable (Prob lem 3.6 ). We also have a gravitational shift,
which can be interp reted as the change in energy, hence of freq uency, that a
photon suffers when its po tent ial energy changes. For example, if the source is
at an altitude h « Rm above the ground, the received photon is blue-shifted
by 9h/c2 . Note that the dis tinct ion betwee n the gravitat iona l shift and the
transversal Dop pler effec t is not invariant : in a freely falling frame there is
no gravity acce leratio n, but the velocities of the two po ints are different. In
interp lanetary communications, where the potential and the kinctie energy arc
gene rally of the same orde r of magnitude, the two effects arc comparable.

With microwave links it is currently possible to measure the absolute di s
tance of a spacec raft in the solar sys tem with an accuracy of a few meters and
its relative veloci ty with an accuracy of o , = Cify = 3 X 1010 X 10- 14 cm/s
=3 um/s, or better. This extraordinary precision can he compared to the one
when on ly opti cal observat ions and, therefore, only ang les between celestial
objects were available; their distance LJ cou ld be deduced from the known
value of the Earth radius R'!> , if the dai ly para llax Re /LJ was measured. The
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distance of the Moon. which has a parallax of about 10
, was known in amiq

uity; but for the Sun. with a parallax of about 8.8". and the planets. things
were much more difficult". To achieve the required accuracy it was necessary
to know well the law of atmospheric refraction. to use telescopes of good opti
cal and mechanical qualities and to be able to locate precisely the image in the
focal plane with a micrometr ic screw.

3.2 Frames of reference
Traditionally the position of a celes tial obje ct on the sky was de fi ned by its

celes tial coordinates. the decl ination and the right asce nsion. The equator and
the ecl iptic plane trace in the sky two grea t circles and intersects in two points.
the vernal equinox (r point) and its antipode. The angle between the circles
is the ohtiquitv E. As the Sun moves relative to the stars. at the equinoxes it
lies in the direction or thogon al to the rotation axis of the Earth . so that days
and nights have the same dura tion (Fig. 3.3). The right ascension of point P
in the sky is the angle between its projection Po on the equator and the vernal
equi nox; the declination is the angle PoP.

The pole of the Eart h is not fixed. Its main motion is a rota tion around
the pole of the ecliptic, at a constant obliquity, with a period of ~ 25, 770 Y
(Sec. 4.1); as a consequence, the equinox moves westward and the celes tial
coo rdinates of a star change. The motion is due to the torque excited by the
Moon and the Sun on the oblate Earth (Sec. 4.1). The angular velocity

n pr ~ 50.29 " /y (3.4)

is the precession constant . There is also a secular decrease de l dt ::::: - 0.468 " / y
in the obliquit y e due to planetary pcrturbarions, and smaller periodic correc
tions in the motion of the pole. Due to these and other effects. in tradit ional
astronomy an accurate definition of the celestial coordinates were achieved by
referring to the equator and the ecliptic at a conventional time. usually noon,
January Ist, 2000; this requ ires a careful integration of planetary orbits. Large
and precise stellar catalogues, in particular FK5, gave the coordinates of each
object in this frame, called J2000.0.

New concepts. With the great increase in the accuracy of measurements of
angles and distances the previous concepts and definitions have become inad-

ITh" ml'asu rem" nt of th" para llax or ~al'i and, imlin:<:lly. ur the Sun. was cam.,.) nut Forthe til'it time in
167:2 by 1. Fl~MSTTfD in England and hy J. RK;Irrr R - an ass istant of G.D. C'''SI''I in Paris - in Cayenne.
The object of the measurement was the dis placeme nt of the image of Man; in a fcw hours due to the rotation
of the Ean h (Sl.... Problem 3.11. Ry Keplcr's third law the value of GM" was then also obta ined. Another
famous determinat ion of the solar parallax was achiev.,.) in l761 and 1769 by nhse r\' ing tran, its of Venus
ac ross the solar disc . Accurate measu rements of the ingre ss and egress times from different places over the
Earth allowed a determination of the so lar parall ax with all uncertainty of about 5%.
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Figure 3.3 The equatorial frame (If
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spect to the instantaneous equator at a
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equate an d a dee pe r analysis is req uired . In 1. NEWTO""S view ab solute space
and absolute time arc at the foundation s of dynam ics and provide an absolute
standard of rest , in which distant stars do not move. A class of fram es of refer
ence connected 10 each other by a Galilci tran sformation - the inertial f rames
- is iden tified , in which the equations of motion have a "privileged" form, with
no appare nt forces, in particular no Coriolis and centrifugal forces. However,
in his seminal work Die Mechanik ill ihrer Entwicklung Historisch-kritisch
Dargestetlr ( 1893; English trans lation publi shed by Ope n Court in 1960 as The
Science of Mechanics: A Critical and Historical Account of its Development) .
E. M ACH pointed out that Newton 's formulation is epis temologically inconsis
tent. He forcefully stressed that there are no absolute kinematical quanti ties:
the motion of a body can be described only in relat ion to other bodies and the
reckoning of lime is nothing but the comparison between two time keeping
devices. The spliui ng of a force in a "real" and an "apparent" component is
arbit rary. The definit ion of inertial frame s as those with respect to which the
acceleration and the rotation of distant matter in the Universe vanish is a vague
statement and implie s that local forces depend on how such matter moves: for
example, rotating distant matter should create locally a Coriolis force. whic h
is cancelled in a suitable rotating frame. According to Mach's view, local dy
namics and the mot ion ofthc Universe should be deeply related. This criticism
of the foundations of dynamics lcd Einstein to search for a theory valid in any
frame, wit h arb itrary acce leration, and to the construction of General Relativity
(Ch. 17); this theory is currently accepted for thc motion of macrosc opic bod
ics. In Genera l Relativity both near and distant matrcr affect the local metric
structure, hence the motion of bodies. throu gh the field equation s; it is widely
regarded as a satisfactory implementation of Mach 's view.
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Dynam ical and kinematical ineniat frome s.c uv both Mach 's view and in Gen
eral Relativity the absolute rotation of a local Cartesian frame can be oper
ationally defined: in the former, by the absence of Con olis and centrifugal
forces in the equations of motion , in the latter by the geometric construction
of parallel propagation (Sec. 17.3). This is the dynamical method , used in
traditio nal astronomy. In practice, observations of the gravitational motion of
bodies near the Earth or in the solar system arc com pared with the predic
tions computed on the basis of both known physical forces and apparent forces
(mainly Coriolis'), in which the angular velocity w of the frame is not well
known . Thi s unknown vecrorial parameter is fitted to the data, together with
all other relevant parameters (in particular, the initial conditions), and its value
is determined . But, in a Mach ian way, one can also say that a local frame does
not rotate if very distant matter is at rest with respect to it; this is the kinema
tical method. Stars of the Galax y. the tradit ional choice, are not appropriate,
since they rotate around a nonn al to the galactic plane with a velocity in prin
ciple unknown . With a galactic rotation period ofe IO~ y, the angular velocity
:::: 30 mas/y is far larger than thc current accuracy e 0.5 mas/y in w . Extra
galactic sources must be used . It is now possi ble to use quasars, point-like
objects at cosmolog ical distances, which em it both in the radio and the optical
band. Very accurate radio positions can be obtained with VLBl measurements.
Quasar coordinates for about 608 objects arc included in 1994 catalogue of
the International Earth Rotation Service (lERS); 212 of them arc called "dcfin
ing". since they provide the officially adopted celestial frame - called Celestial
Ref erence System (CRS) - that has supersede d the tradit ional J2O<X).O frame.
The remain ing objects arc "candidates" , to be used if they prove to be stable
over long time. The kinematical method has the advantage of being indepen
dent from the complex planetary dynamics and is currently maintained with an
accuracy of 0.1 mas (and even 0.02 mas for relative orientation); for a more
extensive discussion see Sec. 20.2. Formally, as the 12000 .0 frame, it co nsists
in the assignment, with respect to known sources , of a conventional equator
and a conventional ec liptic; for convenience they are taken near the equator
and the ecl iptic of the 12000 .0 frame, although they have no dynamical sig
nificance, nor are they related to the motion of the Earth. A Cartesian set
of coo rdinate s is thereby defined, with the origin at the centre of gravity of
the solar system. The time variable I is one provided by current atomic stan
dards. or equivalent- and is maint ained by the Burcau lntcrnuuonalc de l'H curc
(BIH) .

2Rdmivb Tic effects make exact and global synchronization impossi ble : however (sec end of Sec . 11.5).
prope r clod, al resr on the rolali ng geoi d are syrn:hro ni/-cd '<1 (){t, l j,.l). lntema,ion<l l Alomi c Time (TAl)
i~ ohtained a~ a weighl~ mean of alomic d od<-s aro und The world. rl'd"c~ TO Tbegeoid; iT i, used as The
independent variable fo r geocentric coordinates. For the dynamics of bodie s in The sola r system il is more
appropriate to U_'>C the proper time at its barycentre. called l il t!; il differ, from 'IA I due to rcletivisnc effect>.
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In this wa y one can define and measure the angular veloci ty W u of the Uni
verse relative to the local, dynamically defined inert ial frame. Th e fact that w «
is small is a fund am ental feature of our physical world and it would he inte rest
ing to test if. In the accepted cos mological fram ework of General Relativity W o

can be defined and is constrained to be much smaller than the Hubblc constant
H ;;: 1O- lo / y ;;; 2 X 10- 2 mas/ y: the present accuracy in the angular veloc ity
of the CRS (:::::: 0 .5 mas/y), even tak ing into account the expected fut ure im
prove me nts, is not sufficient to mea sure it directly. But on a more fundamental
level. at which standard cosmology is not assumed, it would be interesting to
measure W u w ith an accuracy better than 1/ ; at present this is not possible, but
future astrometric missions. in part icular Gaia, should realize this test.

Though the HIPPARCOS satellite (Sec. 20.2) could not observe thc IERS
"defining" extragalactic objects becau se of their optical faintness. a correspon
dence between its catalogue and thc IERS celestial refc rcnee system has been
achieved with a small number of specifically selected objects, namely radio
stars that emit both in optica l and radio bands. They can thus be observed in
both systems and provide their link. The precision of this method is ,z::: 0.6 mas
at the mean epoch of the HIPPARCOS catalogue and e 0.25 mas/y for the time
evolution. Such a calibration of the star positions is very important and allowed
determination of local galactic dynamics with an unprecedented precision. An
analogous link of the extragalactic frame with the solar system ephernerides
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been realized with lunar laser ranging; a
precision of ,z::: 3 mas is expected for this tie.

The Celestial Reference System defined by quasars must be related to the
Earth-bound reference frame; indeed the majority of astrono mical and space
observations are carried out with ground-based instruments. The Earth, how
ever, is not rigid; in particular, its crust is broken up in tectonic plates which
move with respect each other with velocities of the order of emjy (Sec. 5.4);
since a cm corresponds 10 0.3 mas on the Earth surface. observations over sev
eral years cannot forgo this effect. Fortunately their motion has a simple geo
metrical characterization: each plate can be regarded as rigid and moves hori
zontally with respect to another plate with a constant angular velocity around a
known pole. One can therefore dclinc a conventional frame. as close as possi
ble to the real Earth, with the origin at its centre of mass, called Conventional
Terrestrial Ref erence System (CTRS). For a satisfactory definit ion. an accurate
modelling is required for all the motions on the surface of the Earth in the in
crtial CRS. They arc reviewed below; most of them arc discussed elsewhere
in this book. In principle, the CTRS orientation in CRS cou ld be desc ribed
by three independent parameters (e .g., the Euler angles); however, rradi rion 
ally the Earth rotation is separately described as seen from space and from the
Earth itself. using five parameters - generally called Earth orientation param
eters - grouped three classes:
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• The celestial coordinates of the Earth rotation pole change in time because
of precession and nutation, and so does the colatitude of a given place. The
currently best CRS realization of the rotation pole is the Celestial inter
mediate Pole (ClP); conventionally. it must take into account all celestial
motions of the Earth pole with periods longer than 2 days (shorter varia
tions of the pole posit ion in the inertial space are described as the polar
motion in the terrestrial reference system: see also Sec. 3.5) . The spa
tial position of the CIP is well modelled with a =:: 0.5 mas accuracy with
the lunisolur (and to a less extent planetary) torques on the Earth equato
rial bulge (small additional impacts of atmospheric and oceanic effects are
also included). However, the current precession-muati on model still can
not take into account the variable components due to atmospheric, ocean ic
and Earth internal processes. Differences of the polar CRS position from
the model are monitored using accurate tools, in particular VLHl and the
precise tracking of Earth satellites in the orbits (like LAGEOS) and of the
Moon, and thcy arc reported by the IERS as thc celestial pole off.~et.~.

• For an accurate Earth-bound reference frame the variation with time of the
angular velocity of the Earth wet ) = 2:1: / LOD must be taken into account
(LOO is the length of the day). The rotation of the Earth suffers a mean
decele ration duc to the tidal torque exerted by the Moon, with a minor non
tidal component probably due to atmosp heric effects; records of solar and
lunar eclipses since 700 BC, from the ancient and medieval civilizations of
Babylon, China, Europe and the Arab world, yield

dw ' 2 '- ,- =:: - 4.5 x 10- - rad/s'";
at

(3.5)

the tidal component, accurately known from the laser ranging 10 satellites
and the Moon, amounts to - 6.1 x 10- 22 rad/s2. This mean effect corresponds
to a quadratic term in the universal time (3.1). Thus the LOO increases by
about 1.7 ms/cy (and 2.3 ms/cy due to tides), a substantial amount when
its accumulation over millennia is considered (Problem 3.5). Besides the
secular acceleration, the LOO exhibits a complex behaviour with several
spectral lines, in particular at the frequencies corresponding to the lunar
month, half a lunar month, half a year, a year and e 28 y: part of the power
in the first four is due to tides and atmospheric effects. Figure 3.4 illustrates
these variations; on this timescale, periodic and irregular terms have larger
amplitude than the secular term (3.5). Recent re-evaluation of astronomical
observations back to the mid 17th century also revealed large long-term
changes of LOO; though irregular, a possible periodic term of ::::: 80 y was
suggested. The explicit value of the Universal Time. taking into account
these effects, is provided by IERS.
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Fi;':/lre 3..1. The variation of the length of the day (LOO ). traditionally expressed as the excess
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irregu larities can be noticed. The secular deceleration of the Earth rotation. dashed. is masked
here by these periodic and irregular terms. Data from IERS (hIlP://hpicrs.obspm.frf).

• On the ideal rigid Earth it is convenient to adopt as base the principal axes
of inertia; the moments of inertia fulfil (C - A ) 's- (B - A ) and arc constant.
In this frame - CTRS - the coordinates of all relevant geodetic stations arc
available : e-, the principal axis related to C, is thc tntemational Conven
tional Pole « CP). The position of CIP in the terrestrial f rame is described
by polar motion, roughly circular wandering of the rotation axis with main
periods of :::< 433 d (Chandler's period; see Sec. 3.6) and one year; as men-
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Figure 3.5. The motion of the instantaneou s rotatio n axis in the ideal , body-fixed coo rdinates
(xp, yp) near the pole , with the or ig in at the Intern ation al Conventional Pole (IC P). The rotat ion
p ole moves cou ntc rclockwise on a roughly circula r path with a (Chandler) period of ann ul
14 months. somewhat longer than the free procession period", 305 d; in addition, there is
also evidence of a drift, approximately in the !lp direction. The xp axis is along the Greenwich
reference meridian and the IJp axis is in the direction 90" Ea~1. Data since 1962 from the IERS
Wcb page (hltp;fjh picrs.obspm.frj); curlier from J. vondra k, SWl't'.H in Geophysics 20. 169
(19(9).

tioned above, the CIP motion in this frame should conventionally contain
all variations with frequencies longer than a day. It depends upon the dy
namics of the Eart h inter ior, its atmosphere and oceans; since they cannot
be predicted, it is continuously moni tored and provided every day (even
every 6 h during the last years) by IERS. On the average, the position of the
CIP co incides with the fi gure axis c.. making ju st a small angle of abo ut
0.3 "; however, a linear drift of the pole of rotation was also found in the
data. probably due to horizontal readjus tment of material in the present
post-glacial rebound (sec Fig. 3.5) .

Finally, the determination of the actual position of a station must take into
account the following effects:

• The velocity of the plate where the station is located relative to the CTRS
(Ch. 5).
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(3.6)

• Solid Earth tides (Ch. 4) .

• Ocean and atmospheric loading, deformations of the crust due to the chang
ing we ight of oceans and atm osphere.

• Post-glacial rebound (Sec. 20 .3), the residual upward lift of the high-latitu-
de regions due to the decrease of the ice weight at the end of last glaciation.

As far as the first item is concerned . note that, as discussed in Sec. 5.4. the
CT RS is realized by so lving for the po sition s and velocities (rn, vo) a t a given
time 10 (accelerations are not used so far) of a set o f selected geodetic sites on
the Earth. This is ana logous to the defining quasars of the CRS. The positions
and velocities at any other time I depend on the veloci ty of the plate where the
site is and seve ral other co ntribut ions fro m tidal effects, ocean and atmospheric
loadi ng. etc; their measured values and careful modelling are used for the fit,

3.3 Slowly rotating bodies
Duri ng the remainder of this chapter we quantitatively investigate the ro

tatio n of a grav itating bod y in empty space. neg lecting the effect of externa l
forces (to be discussed in Ch . 4 ), In this section. we determine the shape and
the gra vita tiona l potential of a slow ly rot atin g body. leadi ng to a sma ll de for
mation; the following section deals with bodies in fast rota tion ; in the last two
sec tions we di scuss the rota tion of a bod y in the oppos ite approx imat ion of
rig idity, Both these approximations are useful to unde rstand the behaviour of
the Earth, an intermediate case.

When the rota tion is uniform. the probl em is best set in the rota ting fram e.
where it is reduced to the effect of the ce ntrifugal potential ene rgy (per unit
mass)

l 2 '"1 ' '"I /1cGM( ,)2V(. = --w l-sm- (l = -- - ( I - Y) .
2 3R R

It is exp ressed in terms of He/ma t 's parameter /1<' (cq. ( 1.13» and the spherical
harmonic

(3.7)

o f deg ree e = 2 and order m = O. In a spherical harmonics expansion V c is
sum of a vector in the space S o correspond ing to l = 0, and a vector in S 2

corresponding to C = 2. We co nfine ourselves to slow rotation (;le -e: 1), in
which the induced deformat ion is small.

We need the perturbation DV in the gravitational potential due to the rota
tional deformation produced by the forcing potential Vc' Outside the body it
has the genera l ex press ion (2, 11' ); it is det ermined. for each degree t ' , by the
corres ponding 2{' + I components in the spac e S e. In the linear case we have
a linear mapping from the spaces S () and S 2 onto 5 I '. so lely de termin ed by the
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intrinsic properties of the body in the unperturbed state; they do not contain any
privileged direction , but can depend only upon scalar quantities (like the clas
tic coefficients) . Such mapping operators, and the matrices which determine
them, must therefo re be invariant: their numerical values are independent of
the choice of the base. Now, it can be shown that an invariant linear mapping
from 51 ( onto 51 r exists only if { = t' : and it is a simple proport ionality rela
tion. This is a particular case of the Ctebsch-Gordan theorem and hinges upon
the crucial fact that the spaces 51 { are irreducible under the rotat ion group. We
therefore conclude that OU can have components only in So and 51 2, and they
are proportional to the corresponding co mponents of V c'

Outside the body V is harmonic and axially symmetric. Therefore it must
be of the form (see eq. (2.21»

GMI R 2 ]U = - - , I-h(-;:) y (3.8)

with the constant Ji proportional to J1 e' The quadrupol e correction is suffi
d ent to describe the effect, and no higher terms are present. The total externa l
potential energy W per unit mass is

GM [ (R)' ] ~, GM (')'W = U +Vc = - - 1- 12 - Y --- - (l -Y) .
,. r 3R t?

(3.9)

(3. 10)

The surface of the body, deformed from R to R + or, is an equipotential for
W (eq. (1.38)); neglecting non-linear terms in or/R we have

or l -Y
/i + h Y - J1{" - 3- = const .

The con stant on the right-hand side is undetermined because the unperturbed
radius R has not been defined. Wc require R to be the mean radius; in other
words, the average of 61"(0) over the sphere is to vanish. Since Y(O) also has a
vanishing average, the co nstant is - J1(./ 3, and the condition becomes

6, ( ~,. )/i + 12+ 3 y=o.

The difference between the equator and poles gives the estimate

Re - Rp I
€T = R ='2 (312 +J1,')

The gravity accelera tion is almost radial and reads (in modulu s)

JW GM GM (R )' 2~, GM r9 = - = - -3), - - Y - - - - -(I -Y)
ar ,.2 ~ ,:z r 3 R2R

(3. 10')

(3.11)
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(3.12)

(i f is easy to show that the latitudinal co mponent of the acce leration contributes
to q w ith a term O(P;».On the surface of the body the re is a sma ll change Iig(O)
!n g

8g 6, 2p, ( ' )- = - 2 - - 31, Y - - (I - Y) + 0 p- .
90 R 3 c

with the reference value go = GMIR2•

Combining eqs. (3.12) and (3.10' ) we can eliminate 12 and obtain the C0 0 4

dition
og M 5Y - 2- - - =PC' --- , (3.13)
go R 3

which refers only la quantities measurable on the gro und. Taking the difference
between the poles and the equator, we gel the oblateness (1.14) as a function
of the gravity anomaly

9p -Ye Re -Rp
(/0 + R

511 ('

2
(3.14 )

This relation is due to A.C. O .A1RAlJr .

Unifor m density model. To proceed further and to determi ne h, the internal
de nsity profi le must be specified . With a uniform demit)' (as for a liqu id) r5U
must be harm onic also ins ide the body, since the unperturbed potential (1 .5)
lakes care o f the internal mass; but then the know n ang ular dependence deter
mines the rad ial dependence . We cannot have a func tion of the type (2. 17),
whic h diverge at the origin; we must use instead the class (2.20) o f harmoni c
functio ns. Therefore, for r < R,

(3.15)

The requi remen t of con tinuity wi th the exterior so lution (3.8) at r = R + r5r(O)
impl ies a = 12 and b = 0:

_ GM[3R, -,2 (' )' ]U - -- -12 - y
R 2R2 R

(3 .15')

Let us note an importan t conseq uence of this relation, discovered by 1. NEW

TON . The last eq ua tion shows that the gravi tationa l potential ene rgy inside the
body is a quad rat ic function of the Cartesian coo rdinates (plus a constant);
hence the grav ity acceleration is linea r. Along the coordinate vectors to the
poles and the equator, respectively, we have, therefore, in tcnns of the surface
values 9p and a.. ,

9 = 91' -R •
p

r
9 = 9.. If ;, (3.16)
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,.
g =gPJr

" ,
Y = Ye Rc

f'iKllre 3.6 The "canals" method due 10
Newton; one computes the work needed
to extract fr omthe cent re of the planet a
test bod y along two ca nals drilled from
the pole and from the equator, The work
do ne is the same in the IWO cases; hence
the gravity accclc rations arc inversely
pro portio nal to the rad ii rcq. (3. 16' » .

the work to perform to bring a unit mass from the centre to the surface in the
two cases is, respectively, YpRp / 2 and y" R,,/2 . On the other hand, the surface
being an equipotential, they must be equal (see Fig. 3.6):

(3.16 ' )

Therefore the surface oblarcncss ( 1.14) is determined by the gravity anomaly

(3. 17)

(3.18)

(3. 19)

(3 .20)

we have made use of Clairaut's relation (3.14). Using eg. (3.11) we finally get

)1,.
h = "2 .

The centrifugal potential energy Vc (3.6) (or, rather. its part with vanishing
mean) generates a deformation and a change in the potential r5U (the second
term in eq. (3.9)); their ratio on the surface is a constant (eq. (2.3 1»

31, G(e - A)
k~= -=3 2 '\

/-le w R

called secular tove number. We have just shown that for a liquid planet
with uniform density this number is 3/ 2. For a body of finite rigidity u (see
eq. (1.5 1») and uniform density g, Love's number is generalized to

k = ~ 1
,~ 2 I + 19f.JR/ 2G M g ,

which becomes k~ ;:,,: 3G My/ (l 9f.JR) in the high rigidity case, when (he dcfor
mation is small. The value of the secular Love number for the Earth, Jupiter
and Saturn may be computed from the Table 3. 1 and cq. (3.19); for the Earth
ks "" 0.94. It is interesting to note the difference between ks and the Love num
bel' k2 :::: 0 .3 for quadru polc tidal deform ations (cq. (4.23»; clear ly the Earth
responds differently to different stresses (see also Sec. 3.6). Several hypotheses
have been made, but a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this book.
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h lble 3.1. Parameters of interio r models fo r the Earth, Jupiter and Saturn. The first three
columns give the measured values of h. the zona l quadrupole coefficient. jlc. the I lelmen pa
rameter. and 1', the surface oblatcncss. In the fourth column. the fact that AlU = hili," is less
than 0.5 sig nals the prese nce of a cu re. Finally, in the last column, l'r = (3h + 11,.)12 is the
theoretical value o f the ob late ness for a generic model in terms of the me asured values of h and

P

Planet 1, ", , Am "(in 10-3 ) (in 10-3 ) (in 10--\) (in 10-3)

Earth 1.08 3.45 3.35 0.314 3.35
Jupiter 14.7 89.0 64.' 0.165 66.6
Sa turn 16 .3 155.0 98.0 0. 105 1O l.9

Comparison with observations. The separate measurements of the three in
dependent quanti ties c.h and (I - 9,,19p) and the compari son with their ideal
values as functions of /l , yield valuable information about the internal struc
ture of a cosmic body. A core, always denser than the mantle , is expected to
give, for a given Pc> a smaller h (Table 3.1). The change in gravity near the
equator combines three different effects (cq. (3.12» : a larger distance from
the centre (negative), more mass near the equator (pos itive) and the centrifu
gal force (negative) . A denser core mainly attenuates the second and a smaller
gravity anomaly is expected. Finall y, the surface oblateness is a superficial
phenomenon and should not be greatly affected by the core .

The experimental and the theoret ical values of these parameters are shown
in Table 3.1 for the Earth , Jupiter and Saturn. We note that A 20 = h /p, sig
nificantly deviates from the value 0.5 predicted by the uniform density model
(eq. (3.18» , a clear signature of a dense core. On the other hand. the general
constraint (3. 11) between the surface oblateness E , Helmert's para meter p , and
h - for an arbitrary density distribution - is fairly well satisfied. A remark
able agreement between theor y and experiment holds also for the Clai raut 's
relation (3. 14): for Earth this formu la yields I - (Ye/Yr') = 0.00528, while
the observed value is O.()()529 (the simplified formula (3.17) for the uniform
density mode l would give 0.0(431). These results indirectly suggest that the
differential rotation in the interior of these planets, especially in the Earth, is
not significant.

3.4 • Equilibrium shapes of bodies in fas t rotation
When the parameter /l , (and, as a consequence, also E and h ) is not much

smaller than unity, the deformation is large. We restrict our analysis to et
tipsoidat shapes of equilibrium of fluid bodies with uniform density (namely,
self-grav itating incompressible " liquids"). but the quali tative results are more
general. In this case, an obvious solution of Laplace's equation for the gra-
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vitational potential energy (per unit mass) U which genera lizes (3.15') is a
quadratic function of the coordinates:

(3.21)

(3.23a)

(3.23b)

(x . y, z) are Cartesian coordinates along the principal axes of inertia, with the
orig in at the centre of the ellipsoid; A I .A2, A3 are dimensionless constants.
Following a procedure similar to the one used in Sec. 3.3. it can he shown tha t
this solution fulfils the continuity requiremen t for the potential energy at the
surface provided that

fA, = abc 0 du (a2 + u) - J/2(b 2 + 1I)- 1/2(c2 + /1)-1 /2 , (3.22a)

A, = abc1""" du (a 2 + u) -1 /2(h2 + ur3/2(c2 + /lr l/2 , (3.22b)
11

A) = abc10"'" d u (a2 + u)- 1/2(b2 + 1I)- 1/2(c2 + /1)- 3/2 ; (3.22c)

a ,b and c are the semiaxes of the ellipsoid. While in general these integrals
can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals, in particular cases they can be
evaluated analytically. For instance, if 1I = b = c, AI = A2 = A3 = 2/3,
corresponding to a sphere (eq . ( 1.5» ; if a = h > c we have

~ ( ,,------,;)A I = A 2 = e3 arcsine-ev l-e2 ,

A3 = ~ (e- .J1- e2 arcsin e) ,

where e = ( I - c2/ ( 2 )1/2 is the eccentricity of thc oblate, axisymmetric cllip
soid. h orn eq. (3.2 1) the gravity components are still linear functions of the
coordinates;

ete. (3.24)

Macla urin sp heroids. To obtain the equilibrium shape we can apply again
the method of Newton's canals (Fig. 3.6). The work done against gravity
to bring the unit mass from the centre to the surface along the three axes is
rtGrAIa2, n.Gr A2b2 and ::GOA3c2, respectively. If the ellipsoid spins about the
shortest axis c, for the fi rst and second axis the (negative) contribution of the
centrifugal force must be added; since the surface is equipotemial. the work is
the same in the three cases:

(3.25)
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Figure 3.7 The figure shows the
vanannn of the axial ra tios cio
and bJa as a function of the di
r rcnsionle ss parameter w' jnGi}
for Maclaunu spheroi ds {axisym
metric. (J '= b > c: solid line)
and for Jacobi ellipsoids (triax 
ial , II > h > ('; dashed lines);

c is along the sp in axis. Tht;SCel
lipsoidal shapes are eq uilibriu m
solutions for a self-gravitating.
spinning and "liquid" body .
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Figure 3.8 A plo t of the angula r

momentum of rotation L vers us
the axial ratios cla and bill for
Maclauriu spheroids (for which
b/tl is always I ) and for Jacobi
ellipsoids (w husc func tion I .(e/ a)
bifurcates a t cio '" O.5 X] from
the Maclaurin curve). Solid and
dash ed lines correspo nd here to
stable and unstable equilibrium
figures of both types.

For a = b. using cqs. (3.23) and c = a (1 - e2) 1/2, wc obtain a relationship
between w2 and e (or. equivalently, between w2 and ci a):

w
2 'vi - e' l """"-';J-- = - 3 (3 - 2e2) arcsin e - 3e Vl - e2

7-Gg e-
(3.26)

Th e dependence of w2 on eta is illu strated in Fig . 3.7 (solid line). whi le Fig. 3.8
shows the dependence on cla and b[a of the rotati on angular momentum L.
Notice that for slow rotation (J-lc « I) w21r..Gg = 4J-l cI3. f; = e2/2 and we
recove r eq. (3 .17).

The angular momentum L is given by

V3 (lia)'w,L = "/CMJR - '
5

(3.27)
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where R = (abe)1/3 is the radius of the sphere with the same volume as the
spheroid . We notice that, although L increases monotonically with the flat
tening (owing to the rapidly grow ing moment of inert ia), w2/ ':':.Go reaches the
maximum value of 0.449 for cIa:::: 0.367 (namely e :::: 0 .930) . solution of the
eq uation d (w '!. ) l d e = O. i.e .

9 - Se'!.
9 - 2e2 - arcsin e = 0 . (3.28)

e vi- e2

The fact that in the limit eo --+ 0 we obtain not only a quas i-spheric al equi
librium solution. but also a very flattened one , can intuitively be understood
referring to Newton's method . In the flattened spheroidal solutio n. gravity is
much stronger along the polar axis, and this compensates both for the fact that
the equatorial axis is longer and for the centrifugal term. Linear stability anal
ysis shows that triaxial de formations of one of these axisymmcrric solutions
(called Maclaurin sphero ids) become unstable at e :::: 0.813 (i.c., cIa :::: 0.583 ),
corresponding to w 21':':.Gg :::: 0 .374 and LI (GM 3R )I / '!. :::: 0.304 . Since this in
stability lies on the ascending branc h of the w2 versus e relationship. for eaeh
value of w we have only one srablc Maelauri n spheroid.

Jacohi ellipsoids . The faet that cq. (3.25) is symmetrical with respec t to the
exchange a ~ b does nor mean that a = b is a necessary condition for equilib
rium. In fact, as pointed out by K.G,) . h COBI in 1834, if we assume a"* b *" c
we obtain from eqs. (3.25) the w versus shape relationship

, , ,
or A 1a- - A.,b-

- = 2 2 ; (3.29)
..Gg a h~

together with a geometric co ndition, which yields hla if cl a is known, or vice
versa:

a2h2
., ., (A2 - At> = c2A 3 ' (3.30)

a- - h-
This is a sequence of solutions with a ;:: h > c (the so-called iam bi ellipsoids ),
which "bifurcates" from the Maclaurin sequence (a = b) at the point where
the latter become unstable. Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 show also how the axial ratios
cla and b]a vary as a function of w2 and L along thc Jacobi sequence. The
existence of triaxial equilibrium shapes can be understood in the same way as
that of slowly rotating. very flattened ones: for a cigar-shaped body, gravity is
much stronger along the b and c axes, compensating for the smaller centrifugal
contribution. Along the Jacobi sequence. as the axial ratios decrease and the
angular mome ntum grows, the spin rate beeomes slower and slower, owing to
the rapid increase of the mom ent of inertia.

The linear stability analysis can also be applied to Jacobi ellipsoids, for
example. to a small. "pear-shaped" deformation. As shown by H. P OI KCARE

in 1885, such defo rmat ions are unstable when bla < 0.432. cla < 0.345,
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w2/ r:Gg < O.2R4, Lj(G M 3R)1/2 > 0.390. Thus no stable ellipso idal equilib
rium shape is possible for a homogen eou s, self-gravitating body when its angu
lar mome ntum exceeds rhc threshol d O.390(GM3R)' 12 ; for higher values on ly
binary or multiple co nfigurations, with a fraction of the angular momentum ac
counted for the orbital mot ion , may be consistent with equilibriu m. Therefore.
when a nearly homogeneous self-g ravitating body receives an angular momen
turn input (e.g., by an off-centre impact) such that the threshold is exceeded,
fi ssion into two or more components is the expected outcome. We shall dis
cuss in C h. 14 some applications of these results la the origin of some solar
system bodies. It is important to note that it is possible to waive the assump
lion of uniform density and to analyze more general cases, in particular when
the isodensity surfaces are still ellipsoids, but with variable eccentricity, and
when hydrostatic equilibrium with a polytropic law (eq. (1.24)) holds. The
same qualitative features (transition from axisymmctric lO triaxial solutions,
fission instability, etc.) have been found. The arising of triaxial shapes in a
rotating collapsing body is well known in astrophysics. c.g., in rhc formation
of galaxies, where barred and other triaxial structures are often seen.

3.5 Rigid-body dynamics: free precession
Were the Earth rigid, its inertia tensor would be constant and define with its

eigenvectors a body-fi xed basis. Th is is a simple, but very useful model and
a prerequisite for further generalizations; iI will also be used in relation to the
rotation of small solar system bodies (Ch. 14). As discussed in Sec. 3.2. in fact
the real Earth is not a rigid body, due to the eomplcx structure of its inrcrior,
the oceans and the atmosphere. A more refined analysis, outside our scope,
is needed, relying not only on theoretical models, bur also on observationally
adjusted parameters.

In the body-fixed frame Eulcr's equations for the angular velocity W of a
rigid body read

dw. r, . (3.3 Ia )A -+ (C -m wljw , =
dt -

dwy r y , (3.3 1b)B - + (A - C)w.w x =tit ~

dos- r, (3.3 10)C J + (B - A) WXwlj =
at

(A , B and C arc the cigcnvalucs of the inertia tensor). Thc quadratic rcrms
in the angular veloci ty are due to the centrifugal force. When the external
torque r vanishes there are three fundamental solutions in which only one of
the three compo nents of the angular velocity differs from zero and is constant in
time. This shows that a body is free to rotate around a principal axis of inertia;
however, the rotation around the axis corresponding to the middle moment
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of inertia is unstable (Prob lem 3.10). The general solution can be expressed
analytically in term s of Jacob i elliptic functions; but its complexity does not
bring qua litatively new effects, compared to the simple case discussed below;
moreover, the effect of triaxiality. in which A *- B. is small for planets and their
satellites.

Free prec ession: description in th e body-fixed frame. When the body is
axially symmetric (A = B), it is termed oblate if C > A and prolate if C < A;
W : is then constant and the other two components fulfil

dw.
A - + (C - A) w"w. = O.dr " ~

dw ,
A - ' + (A - C) W xtIJz = 0 .

</1

(3.32a)

(3.32 h)

One can easily see that both W x and w y satisfy the equation of a harmonic
osci llator; it is convenient at this point to introduce the dimc nsionlc ss co mplex
variable

The solution
m = 11l{)exp (i O"l)

(3.33)

(3.34)

of eq . (3.32) describes a uniform rotation in the (wnwy ) plane with the free
precession fre quency (I" = W z (C -A)/A and arbi trary com plex amplitude mn; it
is easily seen that the real amplitude is given in term s of the conserved kinetic
energy T and the angular momentum L by

Imol =
T C - I)
A(e - A)

The radius (w~_ + W~)1 12 is constant, and. therefore , so is w. The ax is of rotation
describes a circular cone about the axis of symmetry z; the motion is prograde
in the usual case of an oblate body. In the case of the Earth. the aperture of the
co ne is about 0.2" and Imol ::: 10- 6 • corresponding to about 10 m in distance
at the poles (see Sec. 3.2 and Fig. 3.5). From the express ion (2.3 1) of hand
the value

we get

A =0.329 MR 2 (3.35)

C -A h 1
--=--~-

A 0.329 305'

corresponding to a period 2::/ ifF ~ 305 days. For the Earth the freq uency tT F

is usually termed Ell/er f requency. after L. E U ER for his pioneering work in
this field in 1765.
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Fret' precession: description in the inertial-fixed frame. The motion of an
ax ially symmetric body in an inertial frame can he interpreted with a geo met
rical construction due to L. POIKSOT (sec Fig. 3.9) . Let ex.ey (de termined to
within a rotation ) and ez (the symme try ax is) be the unit vectors along the
princ ipal axes of (he body. Th e (c on stant) angular mom entu m

(3.36)

is the sum of two vec tors of constant size and separated by a co nstant ang le.
Hence the vectors wand c, make a constant ang le with L and describe two
cones (called a and b) having I. as axis. and semi-apertures a and f3 determined
by (see eqs . (3.33) and (3.34»)

COS((Y+ {3)

cosfJ

= wdw = (I + ImoI2)- 1/1 •

= L. /L =Cw _IA 2w2 + (C2 _ A 2)w;r 1/2 ••. ,. ~

(3.37a)

(3.37b)

If C > A. the vectors wand e: lie on opposite sides of L.
In its motion the body - on which the z-axis is fixed - rotates arou nd the

instantaneou s axis of rotation w . The co nc c, which has e: as axis and contains
w , rolls wit hout skidding around a: in fact , this mot ion maintains the requi red
congruence of the triangle and consists of successive infinites imal rotations
around the instantaneous axis w . This axis, a generatrix common to a and c,
rotates around L in the same sense as the main rotation. Seen from the body,
instead, the cone c is fixed and the cone a rolls on it, without skidding, with the
angular velocity 0", draggin g around the angular momentum and the rota tion
axis. In the usual case C > A this motion occu rs in the same sense as the main
rotation ; when C < A (prola te bod y) the sense is opposite.

Writ ing
A =C (I - o) .

for a small flattening (161« I) cqs. (3.37) reduce to

co,~ = : ' [I +0(1-:}0(0')]
(}' = 6sinf3cosf3 (1+0 (6)] ;

(3.38)

(3.39a)

(3.39b)

a is small (ex: 0), while f3 is arbitrary. This shows rhar the rotation s involved in
the problem fall into two classes: the fast class, corresponding to the rolling
of rhc big cone c on the small cone a (approximately the dai ly rotation ), and
the slow class, corresponding to the stow drift of the axis of [he cone a due to
its (fast) rolling on c. In the inerti al frame the symmetry axis z roratcs with
the velocity w around the axis w, almost aligned along the fixed L ; such axis
precesses aro und L with the velocity (1" . In the body frame the plane (L, w)
rotates around z with angular velocity (T .
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Figure 3.9 Pcinsor's cones: the gc
omerncal dispo sition of the sy mmetry
axis , the angul ar mom en tum and the an
gular velocity for an oblate body. In
an inertial frame the parallelogram with
sides Aw and ( C - A )w,e, rotates rigidly
aro und its diagonal L, fixed in space.
In a bod y-fixed frame the cone c r o
tare s without skidding along the cone (I ,

dragging arou nd the principal axis of in
ertia.

In the case of the Earth. in addition, the amplitude of this motion

Imol= f3 + 0 (0') ;:: 0.2 " :::: 10- 6 (3 .40)

is small as well, and a :::: fJb :::: 3 x 10-'} -e: fJ is even smaller. The axis of
instantaneous rotation, as seen by an inertial observer. describes in about a day
a small circle near the pole with radius 3 x 10- 9 R :::: 2 cm (R is the Earth
radius).

Poinsot's geometrical construction also allows recovering the relevant an
gular velocities. Consider the motion of the intercept ions %and R of the sym~

metry axis and the rotation axis with the unit sphere. taking L as a pole. When
161 -s; I the motion is planar. In the inertial frame, since %. Rand L are copla
nar, their displaccmcnts around L read dZ = PW'dl, dR = (lw'dr. say; also.
dZ = (o-+ f3)wd/. In the body fixed frame the velocity of the free precession is
given by dR = (a + p)rrdl. Hence, taking ratios,

[J" = walf3 = w6

as derived above. The angular velocity w' in the inertial frame is

w' = w (n +13)1/3 = w(1 + 6) .

(3.4 1)

(3.41 ' )

Excita tions. Perturbing torques (sometimes called "cxcitations") and/or lack
of rigidity modify this simple model in a complex way; to describe them. one
still has the choice between inertial and body-fixed frame. The first is suitable
with external torques (e.g., to deal with precession and nutation): the second is
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(3.42)

(3.4 3)

useful for internal forces and dis placcmcnts (c .g.• to deal with polar motion ).
Eulcr's equations (3.3 1) in on e of the two fram es arc used to ca lcula te the
change liw in the ang ular velocity; wc show below an exa mple using the bod y
fixed frame (cqs . (3.47)) . To illustra te the approp riate choice we sta rt with
simple kinematical considerations.

Th e bod y-fixed basis rotates with the ins tan taneo us velocity w(t), so that

dex- = w x ex • etc.
dt

Consider a pert urbation c5w (t ) of the equilib rium rotational Slate in which Wo =

Wo ez is constant (we have seen that this is a very good approximation for the
Earth) ; the corrections o f the body-fixed co mponents

now depend also on the changes of the body-fixed basis

d bc;>;
- ,- - WfI C, x ze, = bw x cx , etc.(/ ~ .

This equation can he form ally solved introducing the periodi c matr ix R which
in a time ' rotates vectors hy an angle wo' around ez (this obviou sly describes
the unpertu rbed motion of the hody axes); it fulfils

dR
- - wo e, x R = O .
dt "

The operation ze, --+ R- 1·bex = bat "unwinds" the rotatio n; using ce, = R-ba.~

we have from (3.43 )

d c'ia
tit .r = R- 1 . (jwx et , oWt = (j ex + woe<:· R · oat. etc.

If the pert urbation bw (t ) has a frequ ency Q « Wo in the inert ial fra me (as in
the case of lunisolar precession). in the quantity oar only the frequ encies .0 and
2 W( ) ± .0 appea r. Hence, (5wx has the frequency components W() ± .0, 2wo ± .0
and 3wo±.o. The lunisolar precession appears in the body-fixed fra me as a side
line of the main rotatio nal frequ ency and its two next harmonics. Vice versa,
a low-frequency component (J e: WO (such as the free osci llation discussed
above) in the body-fixed frame is tra nsferred in the inertial frame to side-bands
of wo. 2w{) and 3W(j. Thus the free pole motion appears in the inertial frame
as a spectral line at the annual frequency bandwidth around Wo. This res ult
corre sponds to eq . (3.4 1' ), where it was obtained geometrically.

Rotation of minor bodies. Wh en the r5 parameter is not sma ll, or the body
is rriaxial . the difference between the proper rotation frequency and the free
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motion of the po le (in the body-fixed frame ) may not be as large as for the
Earth. Then the n = (J" sidcbands aro und the proper frequen cy wo, by which
the rotat ion manifes ts itself in the inertial frame, may produce quite different
frequencies. Such situatio n was observed for co mets (c.g.. P/Halley) and some
small astero ids (c.g.. Toutatis) of irregular shape, for which the rotational mo
tion may not be in the state of lowest energy (i.e. around the principal axis of
the inertia tensor; see also Ch. 14).

3.6 · The rotation of the Earth and its interior structure
In spite of its simplicity, the previous model of po lar motion gives a remark

ably good qualitative picture of what happens; but, due the imperfect rigidity of
the Eart h, this motion, ca lled Chandler's wobble. is not quite circular, nor pe
riodic. Its approx imate period, about 433 days (Chand ler's period ), is greater
than 305 days. Refinements due to oceanic effects and core- mantle interaction
are also needed to exp lain its exact value; there are also other Fourier compo
nents, in particular one with a period of a year, produced by seasonal effec ts
in the atmosphere and in the oceans. We now prese nt a simp le model to de
scribe the e ffec t o f lack of rigidity on free polar motion. Th is is an illuminating
example of how rotat ional dynamics in the planetary sys tem can provide deep
insights into their inter ior structure.

Cha nd ler's wobble in a non-rigid Earth, To deal with the rotationa l dynam
ics of a non-rigid body, Bulcr's equations (3.3 1) must be genera lized. In this
case there is nothing to anchor a body-fixed frame to. and onc must dea l with
a degree of arbitra riness . With an orthonormal base e, at the centre of mass, a
frame S is defined , and so arc the coordinates"; = r . e, of a point of the body.
In this frame. let l ij = Jdill ( ,-1l5ij - ril"j ) be the inertia tensor (eq. (2.26», of
cou rse, in general time dependent. If w is the (inertial) angular velocity of the
base. under a torque r Euler's equations read

dL +w x L =I'.
dr

The angular momentum L of the body

(3 .44)

L = l · w +h (3.45)

is the sum of two term s: the first corresponds to the case in wh ich all its parts
arc at rest in the frame S : h. the second, takes into account the motion of its
element s, of mass dm and relative veloci ty v, with respect to S . This formu
lation was originally given by J. LIOUVILLE in 1858 and (3.44) is usually ca lled
Uouviile equation. To endow this abstrac t formulism with a physical content,
a criterion for the choice of the frame is neede d. Following EE T ISSERA:\D, one
may require h = O. so that in the course of time S continuously adjusts itself
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Fig",,' 3.W In all elastic body, due 10 the
(small) an gle P be tween the ro tation axis e
and the symmetry axis c, axes, the equato
rial bulge is displaced towards the plane n
ort hogonal 10 e. as shown by the shaded ar
eas. Consider the torque r that the centr ifu
gal force F,_. acting on the displaced matter.
exerts on the body. If this matter is symmet
ric around It, r = 0; but, before the displace.
mcnt. when it lies in the Lr . 1/) plane. there is
a IOrll UC which tends 10 increase {3. Problem
3. 14, a simple applic ation of gyroscope the
ory, shows that the displace me nt brings about
an effective red uction in the oblatcne ss.

to the internal motions to rep roduce the rigid body expression of the angular
momentum; the corresponding Cj are called Tisserand mean axes. But for the
Eart h we do have a well defined frame. based on geodetic measurements on
the crust, in which h can acco unt also for the kinematics of the mantle; this is
our choice.

Consider now the unpert urbed state of the Earth in which the inert ia tensor
10 = diag(A, A, C) is diagonal and the rotation is uniform, with angular velocity
Wo around ej : onc would like to include small pcrturbations due to internal
motions and an external torque r . The inertia tensor becomes

(

C Il

I = 10 + C21

C31

CI2

C22

C32

(3.46)

while the angular velocity can be written as ea = WO (C3 + m ). with [m] =
O(lcjjl) -e; 1. 1n l and 11I 2 represent polar motion, while 111 3 gives the change
in the LOO . Similarly to what was done with eq. (3.33), polar motion is best
described with the complex variables lit. = /Il l + i m 2. h... = Iq + i hz• r ... =
r l + if2 and c... = CIJ + ; C23. Liouville's equation (3.44) give. to fi rst order:

dm; 2 (d )woA dt -iwo(C - A ) I1I+ f + - dt +iw(} (h++ uJoc... ) (3 ,47a)

e t/m) t/
Wo dt = f ) - dt (113 + WO C33) . (3 ,47b)

In the linear approximation polar motion and LOO are decouplcd . These for
mal global equations can be used to study the response of a non-rigid body
to a small external torque and to a rotation; but, of course, they must be sup
plemented with a description of it" inner dynamics and mass redistribution, in
particular. the change in the centrifugal force due to a change in w.
Rotational defonnation-: Our main interest is the effect of lack of rigidity on
Chandler's period, in particular, how the m-dependent part in c+ affects polar
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motion (it turns out that the LOO is not affected) . As shown in Fig. 3. 10, when
there is an angular separation {3 between the rotation axis e and the symme
try axis ez• in an elastic body the centrifugal bulge is slightly displaced; we
concentrate on the correction Ci j so produ ced in the inert ia tensor I, neglect
ing the relative angular momentum It (and. of course, the external torque I ').
Rather than a detailed analysis of the elastic response of the interior, we just
note that I, through MacCullagh 's formula (2.28), determines the total externa l
quadrupole gravitationa l potential Ur.2 ; but, on turn, this is related, by Love 's
number k2 of degree 2, to the forcing centrifugal potential U,. = _w 2,2 sin2 e/2
(eq . (4.23)):

where

(R)'Uu(r) = k2 -; Uc.2(r ) . (3.4 8 )

Uc.2( r ) = ~ [3 (w ' r )2 - w2r2] (3 .49 )

is the quadrupole part of U{., the onl y one relevant in this context. To deal with
the correction to cq. (3.48) due to the change in the direc tion of the axis, in
OW = worn we set m3 = 0 and note that

(3.50)

(3.5 1)

From MacCullagh's formula wc get

R 5w2
u

et = - ka 3G mt .

the needed correction to the inerti a tensor. With r t = 0 and !It = I}, Eq. (3.47a)
acq uires the simple form

(
I - ~ )k\.

(3.52)

ks is the secul ar Love number from (3.19) and ift- is the rigid-Earth Euler fre
quency of thc free wobble (eq. (3.34» . The ob vious solution 1Il+= mo cxp(iifct)
shows that ifc is the free wobble frequency corrected for lack of rigidity; it
reduces to (rE when k2 = O. As suggested by Fig. 3.10 and Problem 3. 14,
elasticity decreases the frequency. For the Earth, with a reasonable value of
the ratio k2 /ks ' 2-:r. /ifc :::< 441 days, much closcrto the observed 433 d than the
Eulerian value of 305 days: a striking continuation of this simple theoretical
model. Further refinements include the ocea ns ami the atmosphere, which con
tribute a term h+ depending on III and the interaction betwee n core and mantle.
In general, polar mot ion is affected by differential rotation in the interior of the
planet.
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Free-wobble dissipation. The energy of a prcccssing body is higher than that
of a pure rotation around the princip al axis e, of the inertia tensor. Since the
Earth has a no n-vani shing visco sity, it can he expected tha t. in absence of en
ergy sources, the wobb le will eventually dissipate away (as in Sec . 4.4 . onc
may formally obtain th is resul t by assum ing an imagi nary part of the Love
number k2). It is therefore important to assess the powe r needed to maintain
the observed am plitude j3 ;:;: 0.2 " (ce- fl') of Chand ler' s wobble (he re we refer
to the rigid model fro m Sec . 3.5) . To est imate its energy we consider. bes ides
the real configuration with angu lar mo mentum (eq. (3.36»

L = Cw() (I - {J'6) , (3 .53)

an axially symmetric configuration with the same angular moment um (along
z) and therefore with angular velocity

eo, = WO (I - 13'6) . (3.5 4 )

Internal dynamics conserves L and therefore will tend to make the energy dif
ference El\' between the two configurations as small as possible. This differ
cnce

E ll' = ~ Cw&/P6 (3.55)

is the wobble energy, for Earth ~ 10- 12/ 300 =:: 3 X 10- 15 times the rotational
energy CW~/2 ;< 2 x 1036 erg. In the simple model of a uniform, viscous
Earth the dissipation of the wobble is due to the periodic strain; the relevant
frequency is Chandler' s O"c (a more precise calculation indicates that higher
multiples, notably 20"(., are also present; Problem 3.l 2). A dissiparive mate
rial, in absence of external forces. will damp the mode in a time Td = Q/O"c'
where Q is its quality factor (see Sec. 4.4). Its value is uncertain, but, typi
cally, for solid bodies it ranges from ~ 10 to 200 (as we shall see in Sec. 15.3,
for the Earth's response to lunisolar tides Q =:: 30). The power P = Ew(Tc/ Q
required 10 sustain Chandler 's wobble is about !OIJ erg/s (eq. (3.55» . Th is is
much smaller than the power dissipated by tides ( =:: 3 X 1019 erg/s), predom 
inantly at the ocean bottoms; but it should be noted that this energy must be
supplied globally and j ust at Chandler 's frequency. There are indications that
earthquakes may provide the appropriate energy source: recent analysis of the
1985 to 1996 data of the atmospheric and oceanic circulation suggested rhar,
during this period, Chandler's wobble was dominantly excited by them. How
ever, a derailed understanding of the processes that sustain on a long-term the
free modes of the Earth rotation is a still unsolved geophysical problem; for in
stance, in the late 1920s Chandler' s term nearly disappeared for about a decade
and reappeared only in the 1940s, with a slow increase (Fig. 3. 11).
Dissipation in minor bodies>- In the case of objects which do not have enough
internal energy sources to sustain the free wobble, viscosity leads to its dis
sipation. Approximating (T =:: Jz w =:: k\.p" eo. and assuming a rigidity large
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Figure 3./ /. Scmim ajor and scmiminor axes of Chandl er' s wobble as a function of time (their
small difference is due to the srnal ltriaxlahty o f the Earth). Note the apparent irregularity, with
a sign ificant decrease around 1930. Results obtained from latitude variations of many observing
stations during the last century. Data kindly provided by 1.Vondnik; sec also J. Vondnik, Smwys
in Geophysics 20 , 169 (19 99) .

enough so that Love's secular number reads k.~ .:::: 3GMQ/( 19JIR) (eq. (3.20» ,
we obtain a dissipat ion timcscalc

p Q
T d = K - '-1 . (3.56)

QR ur

The numerical factor K .:::: I depends on the shape of the body. This result has
interesting applicatio ns for the rotation of minor bod ies in the so lar system,
in part icular astero ids and co mets (Secs. 14.3 and 14.5). Mutual co llisions
between astero ids, and the reco il torque due to the non-isotrop ic outgassing
processes for comets, can result in a rotat ion axis not aligned along a principal
axis; in this case the solutio n of Eulcr's equations (3.31) is not sinuso idal.
Eq. (3.56) shows that the lowest frequencies decay faster, so tha t eventually
a harmonic solution will result arou nd a principal axis. This happens more
quickly (in ~ My or less) for R ~ 5 km and is in accordance with the fact that
in the rotational curves of most large astero ids one spectral line prevails. The
torqu es on small astero ids (R ~ 5 km) and comets may be sufficient to change
their rotational state on a timesca le shorter than (3.56) and prevent the settling
of rotation in the lowest energy state .

-PROBLEMS-

3,1. Discuss the parall actic motion of an object in the so lar system due to
the rotatio n of the Earth. For instance, consider an observation of 6
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3.2.
3.3.*

3.4.·

3.5.

3.6.*

3.7.

3.8:

3.9.
3.10.

3.11."

3.12:

3.13:

PHYSICS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

hours ce ntred around midni ght. wh en the source is at the zenith of the
observer.
Evaluate the angle bet ween the vertical and the rad ial direction .
Show that eg. (3 .2 1) for the gravitational pot enti al ene rgy inside a ho
mogeneous ellipso id (with A1, ;\2,A3 given by cqs. (3.2 2) or (3.23»)
reduces to eg. (3 .15'), with h = o. for a sphere.
The prevail ing righ t-hand circulation of cars and lorries creates a net
angular momen tum, wh ose change slightly alters the angular veloc ity
o f the Earth . Co nstruct a rough rnodelto evaluate this effe ct.
Estimate the cumulative effect of the mean Earth rotation braking (3.5)
on the phase o f day for timin g a so lar ecli pse observed by Babylon ian
as tronomers around 7(Xl BC.
A radar track ing of the astero id Golevka in June 199 5 provided the
follo wing values for the round-trip light-time /11 and the Dop pler fre
q uency shift in Xcband (v = 8.5 } GHz):

tit = 4.4 X 107
!-IS «(Tt.! = 0 .2 (.Is) .

L\ v = -3.5 x le? Hz «(T~v = 0.35 Hz) .

Find the distance and the relative radial veloci ty of the telescope and
the asteroid. with their errors? Was the measurement sensitive to the
tran sversal Doppler effect (3.3)?
A model o f the 1964 big earthquake in Alaska con sists in the d isplace
me nt by 22 m of a blo ck with mass 1023 g. Find the change in LOO it
prod uced if the di splacement was along the merid ian.
Study the polar motion of a rigid Earth with sma ll devi at ions fro m
axial symmetry: (C - A) »(A - B) > O. Prove, in particu lar. that the
polar mot ion (3.3 4) become s slightly ellip tic and find the diffe rence
between the major an d min or axis.
Show that eg . (3.26) redu ces to (3 .17 ) when e « 1.
Show that in a tr iaxial rigid bod y with A < B < C the rotatio n around
the middle ax is of inertia B is unstable.
The rotation of the Eart h is affected by atm ospheric phenomena. When
a strong wind from East impinges upon the Rock y Mountains range in
the United States, it slows down the Earth rotation. Estimate this effect
by assuming reasonable values for the length o f the ran ge (from Nort h
to South). its slope, the ve locity of the wind and its duration.
Compute the s tress tensor and the elas tic ene rgy of an elas tic body
with uniform den sity which ro tates according the idea lized Chandler's
wobble (3.52).
Prove that a po int-like bod y with ma ss M at the origin ca uses on a
planet . who se ce ntre of mass is at r = r u . the grav itational torq ue:

r =- u x (fJU j lJu ) :
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here U is their gravitational potential energy. What is the torque when
the planet is small relative to r? (Hint: Use U = M U2, with U2 given
by MacCullagh formula (2 .28) .)

3. 14. The rotation axis e of a rigid and axially symmetric rotating body
makes an angle 13 with the symmetry axis e: (see Fig . 3.10); describe
the effect of a small torque along the direction orthogonal to both vec
tors when it tends to decrease 13.

- FURT HER REA I>lNGS -

The classical textbook on rigid rotation is EJ. Rout h, Advanced Dynamics of
a Sys tem of Rigid Bodies, Dover Editions ( 1955). On the Earth's rotation an
old. hut still good introductory hook is W.H. Munk and G.J .F. Macd onald , The
Rotation of the Ear/h. A Geophysical Discussion , Cambridge University Press
(1960). More recent and complete arc the following: K. Lambcck. The Earth 's
Variahle Rotation: Geophysical Causes and Cons equ ences, Cambridge Uni
versity Press ( 1980), H. Moritz, Theori es ofNutation and Polar Motion, Ohio
State University Press ( 1980), J.M. Wahr, The Earth Rotation, A flI lII . Rev.
Earth Planet. Sci. 16. 23 1 (1988) and Y.N. Zharkov et al., The Ea rth and its
Rotation: Lo w Frequency Geodynomics. H. Wichmann Vcrlag ( 996); see also
Ref erence Frames in Astm nomy and Geophys ics. J. Kovalcvsky, 1.1. Mueller
and B. Koluczek. eds.• Kluwer (1989) . The International Astronomical Union
periodically sponsors colloquia relevant to this topic: J. Kovalevsky, ed .• Ref 
ere nce Sys tems. Reidel ( 1988); A.K. Bubckoc k and a .A. Wilkins. eds .. The
Earth 's Rotation and Ref erence Frames fo r Geodesy and Geodvnamics (IAU
Symposium 128), Kluwer ( 1988); J.A. Hughes, (LA . Smith and a .H. Kaplan.
eds., Ref erence Systems (IAU Colloquium 127), US Naval Observatory Publ.
( 199 1); S. Dick and D. McCarthy, eds., Polar Motion: Historical and Scien 
tific Problems (lAU Colloquium 178). ASP Conf Scr, 208 (200 1). The latest
nutation model. ollicially adopted by IAU, is P.M. Mathcws et al., Modcling
nutation-precession: New nutat ion series for nonrig id Earth, J. Geapbvs . Res.
107, 165 (2002). IERS produces and maintains several documents related to
the subjects of Chs. 2 and 3: they can be found er http://h piers.obspmJ r/ or
http://www.icrs.org. On Sec. 3.4 (figures of rapidly rotating, self-gravitating
bodies), sce S. Chandrasckhar, Ellipsoidal Figures of Equilibrium, Yale Uni
versity Press (1969). More astrophysically oriented is J.4L. Tassoul, STellar
Rota tion, Cambridge University Press (2000), with a fine discussion of (mag
ncto jhydrodynamic s of viscous fluids.



Chapter 4

GRAVITATIONAL TORQUES AND TIDES

In the previous chapter the effects of rotation on an isolated planetary body
(fl uid or rigid) have been discussed; here we study the changes in rotation and
shape due to an externa l gravitating mass. When its distance is much larger
than the size of the body, what counts is the diffe rence in the acceleratio n of
different points; this is the tidal acceleration. Tidal processes are ubiquitous
in the solar system and, as discussed in Ch. 15, are respo nsible for long-term
changes in the rotational and orbital parameters of planetary bodie s; they pro
duce time-dependent deformations and energy dissipation, owing La friction in
sheared flows. The gradients of the accelerations due the Sun and the Moon
produce a to rque on the rotationa l bulge of the Earth and a long-term ehange
in its axis e; as a result . e moves with a period of 25.7 ky on a cone, whose axis
lies approx imately along the di rection norma lto the ecl iptie . This major effec t,
the lunisatar precession, was already known to ancient Greek astronomers.

4.1 Lunisolar precession
As we have already anticipated in Sec. 3.2, the rotation vector W of the Earth

is variable at different timescales due to disparate reasons. Here we discuss lu 
nisolar precession, which changes the direction of w in an inertial frame very
significantly, but with a very long timescale : the vernal equinox. or v-point. in
tersection between the celestial equator and the ecl iptic. moves along the latrcr
at a rate of about 50"/y. Such an effect is easi ly measured with the techniq ues
of positional astronomy and was already known to Greek astronomers: H IPPAR

cos (190· 120 Be ) discovered the precession of [he equinoxes by comparing his
own observations with a stellar catalogue 150 y earlier.

The bulge of the Earth consists in an equatorial belt of mass e J1cM ff! (see
eq. (1. 14» ; an external gravitating body of mass M at a distance R exerts on the
bulge an uccelerarion diffe rent from that OIl the centre by e GM R$ / RJ and. if

95
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Figure 4. t. Geo metry of the solar torque nu the Ilane ned Earth . The S UIl moves in the ec liptic
plant: (~. 'I), while the rotation axis l of the oblate Earth is displaced by the ang le e (the obliquity)
from the normulro the ecl iptic r We assume that the rotation and symmetry axes coincide.

it lines not lie in the equatorial plane , a torqu e r :::; GMJ1cM$R~/R3 :::: GM(C 
A )/ R3. Th is is also the rate of change of the angular mo ment um L = e we. so
that the direction of the axis c changes at a rate e GM(C - A)/ (CR3) . Note that
the ratio GMIR 3 for the Sun is about half the one for the Moon. so that in the
case of the Earth the two contributions are comparable.

For an accurate theory, let R(t) be the inert ial position of the external body
related to the centre of the Earth ; the elementary force on a mass element dMfI)
at the geoce ntric position r is

dF = (

2 )-312R -r R -r r R · r
GMdM$ 3 = GM dM$ - 3- 1+ 2 - 2 - ,-

IR - 'I R R R -

R-' [ R·, (")1= GM dM$ --,- I + 3 - ,- + 0 ---:::; ;
R R - R -

(4 . 1)

since R ce- r, we have used the multipole expansion of the force up to 0(1"/R)
(see eqs. (2.2) and (2.3» . Integrating the corresponding torque d l' = r x d l'
over the Earth's volume V we obtain

1 . GMl 3GMlr = r x dl' =-1 r XR dM$ + - ,- (r · R )(r x R) dMe .
v R v R v

(4 .2)

Since the origin is at the centre of mass. the last but one integral is zero.
For long-term effects we need the torque averaged over an orbital period.

We assume that R(t) is a circular orbit with unit normal N. along the ( axis of
Fig. 4.1. The matrix RR can be evaluated with a powerfu l symmetry argument.
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It must be a linear co mbination of NN and I. the onl y symmetric matrices that- ,
appear in the problem ; hence RR = R-(11 1 + ,BNN), where a and ,B arc two
dim cnsionlcss num bers. Since RR is o rthogonal to N, 0' + 13 = 0; tak ing the
trace, we see tha t 31Y + 13 = I, so that a = -13 = 1/ 2 and

- I 2
RR = 2R ( I - NN) . (4.3)

(4 .4)

The first term, proportional to the unit matrix , does not co ntribute to the torque
(4.2 ); we are left with

r = -~ GM 0 N · Q x N = ~GM0 N · Ix N
2 R3 2 R3 '

where Q is the quadru polc tensor (cq . (2 .25» and I is the inert ia tensor, defined
in (2 .26); they d iffer by the sign and an irrelevant term proportional to the unit
matrix . For a bod y axially symmetr ic aro und the unit vec tor e (wh ich makes
with N the angle t, the obliquity), I = A l + (C - i\) ee, so that

-r 3 GMo • N=- 1"--3- ( ( - A ) COS t x e ._ R (4 .5)

A straightforward com putation show s that when the pertu rbing body has an
elliptic orbit with sem irnajor ax is a and eccentricity e. R3 sho uld be replaced

with (01] )\ where I] =~ (Problem 4 .9); similarly, when the planet is
triuxial . the (C - A) factor should be repl aced by [C- O.5(A + B») (Problem 4.10).
Th e angular mome ntum of the Earth L = C w = Ccae and the mean torque r
arc orrhogonal. so that no work is done and w is co nstant; the axis of rotation
changes accord ing 10

where

de
- = - Q pr N x e"I
3 GMo (C - A) cost"n - - - - --pr -2R3 C w

(4 .6)

(4 .7)

Since cos ~ = N · e is also co nstan t, e moves at the co nsta nt rate !!pr on the cone
with axis N and aperture e. The motion is retrograde, Le.. is seen as clock wise
by an observer standing along N; it ca uses stella r longirudcs to increase with
time. For the Sun, this rate is 15.95 " /y, wi th a period of 8 1.3 ky. Since

Mo ( R~1 'Klfl) 3 ;:; 046
MM<Klfl Ro . ,

the Moon and the Sun give comparable contribu tions. The combined preces
sion vector is

(4.8)
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where No is the normal to the ec liptic and Naoo » the normal to the orbital plane
of the Moon around the Earth; N is closer to N,.blll tha n to No - Neglecting the
small inclin ation 5. 15" of the lunar orbit and. therefore, the diffe rence between
No and N~1ooll ' the total precessio n rate is

!lpr = o.prO + Upr. Moon '::::: (1.46/0.46) HprO .::::: 50A " /y . (4.8' )

corresponding to the smaller period of 25.7 ky (sec cq. (3.4» .
Planetary pen urbations (pr incipally by Jupiter and Venus). higher mulLi 

poles of the Earth gravitational field and general relativistic term s contrib ute
la the mean precession of the terrestrial equatorial plane by a much smaller
total amount "=' 0 .02 "/y. Since the v-point is re ferre d 10 the ecl iptic of dale,
there is also a contribution from lon g-term changes of the ecliptic plane (due to
the planetary pcrturbations) with typical periods of the order 105 y (Sec. 15.1).
Moreover. the axes of the celes tial refere nce sys tem are non-rotating. so that
there is also a small relativistic contribution called geodetic precession (some
~ 0.02 "tr. Sec. 17.4). The resulting mean value of the precession, henceforth
called general precession, is 50.29"Jy.
Nuta ttons. Since the shape and the orientation of the luna r and the so lar orbit
with respect to the Earth change, the main torq ues have small. but faster vari
ations which affect the precessional motio n. Moreover. the perturbation due
to the Sun causes the Moon 's nodal line to make a revolution in 18.6 y. much
small er than the prcccssional period ; thi s changes the di rection N:-'loon and pro
d uces a small variation in the ob liquity (called nodding ) with the same period
and amplitude 9.2 ". Th is is the largest of several similar effects , collec tively
called nutations , with amplitudes ranging from about 0 .01" to about 1/1 , and
per iods from fractions of a luna r orbital period (27 .3 d) to several years. Pre
cession and nutat ion change the right ascension and the decl ination of ce lest ial
objects (Fig . 3.3) and can eas ily be ob ser ved.

Planetary rotation. The dete rmin ation of precession and nutation of the spin
axes of other bod ies in the so lar sys tem is more d iffi cult; note that even the
rotation periods - much more easily observed - have not been measured for
Mereury and Venus till about 1965, when they were obtained by radar ranging
from the ground (sec See. 20 .1). It is much better to have a radio transpon
der or a transmitter on the surface of the planet and to use range or Doppler
measurements. In the ease of Mars, the Viking and the Pathfinder lander s have
provided long and accurate runs of such observations and allowed a detenni
nation of the planet's precession rate - 7.58 "Jy - with an accuracy better than
1%. This value is lower than the EaI1h's due to its greater distance from the Sun
and to the fac t that the small Martian moon s (Phobos and Dcimos) contribute
very little . Since its obliquity is well known, from eq. (4.7) the dynamical el
lipricity para meter (C - A) JC was determined ; with a good measurement of
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(4.10)

the Martian -'2 = (C - A)/ (MR'!. ) (cq . (2.3 1» from the pcrturbations of satellite
orbits. one obtains A and C. placing important constraints on the models of its
interior.

4.2 Tidal potential
The relative acceleration of two test bodies whose distance is much less than

the distance to the sources of the gravitational potential U is best described in
the tidal approximation . This is a situation which often occurs in celestial
mechanics and in the solar system, e.g.. in the theory of tides, in the motion of
a planet-satellite pair in the field of the Sun, and in the dynamics of accretion.
The difference ra - r. = r in the coordinates of two bodies fulfi ls the linear
differential equation

i' = -VU(r2) + V U(r j) = -cr . VV U(r j) + 0 (,.1 ) . (4 .9)

Their relative motion is solely determined by the initial values of the relative
distance and relative veloc ity and in no way depends on rhcir mass and nature.

Tides are the deformations of a planetary body with insufficient rigidity,
subject to the gravitational pull of an external, far away body ; they are dcrcr
mined by the difference in the force per unit mass (4.9) between a given point
and the centre of mass. This difference, of course, attains its maximum at two
points on the surface, along the line p joining the centre of mass and the outer
body. The boundary of a spherical body is raised to a configuration which is
axially symmetric around p. On the Earth the main tides are determined by the
Sun and the Moon; these two points slowly move following their motion. Seen
from the (fast) rotating Earth, tides have a periodicity of 12 hours; however.
this periodicity is not exact, because what counts is the difference between the
angular velocity of the Earth and the mean motion of the Sun and the Moon;
in addition. many other and longer periods are present.

The order of magnitude It, of this rise can easily be established if rigidity
is neglected. which is the case for the oceans. There are two forces at play:
the external agent, the difference between the force per unit mass exerted by
the mass m on a point on the surface and at the centre. and the attraction of
the Earth GMe /R~. We assume that the work done on a fluid clement by these
two forces is of the same order. The external force displaces the fluid by hr;
the resisting force moves fluid masses to the plane perpendicular to p, with a
displacement of order R$. Hence

!2- ~ !!!... (RO)l = Il
r

•
R$ M$ R

This is the characteristic tidal parameter; this estimate will be substantiated in
Sec. 4.3.
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Figure 4.2. Geometry of the tidal effect of the Moon at a point P on the Earth's surface (sizes
and distances not to sca le).

Tid al pot ential in a bound system. Let us consider the external potential U at
a point P on the Earth 's surface caused by the Moon's gravitational field . The
Moon has an angular velocity (mean motion ) n about an axis perpendicular to
the lunar orbit through the centre of mass of the system. Then

Gm I 2 2U = - - - - - - nb
IR - rl 2

(4. 11)

where r and R arc the same as in Sec. 4 .1, m is the mass of the Moon . b is the
d istance of P from the axis of orbital rotation (sec Fig. 4.2). By Kcplcr 's third
law we get

n2R 3 = G (M ", + 111 ) .

Since, as in Sec. 4.1 , r « H, we can expand IIIR- r ] (eq. (2.2» :

(4 .12)

I I " ( " )/IR - rl = R L. R Pr(cos l{!) ,
f;::O

(4. 13)

where wc call e the angle between r and R (r · R = rR cos l/J) . By trigo nometry
(see aga in Fig. 4.2 ) we easily get

cos l/!= sin e' cos ,1 , (4 .14)
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where (j ' is the colatitude o f P with respect (0 the lunar orbit plane and A is its
instantaneous longitude d istance fro m the sublunar point. Moreover,

( mR )' , a ( mR) ,+ ( r sin O ) - 2 rsinO cost
m + M", 111 + M",

( mR)' , a ( mR )= + r sin () - 2 r eosl/! .
m + M", In + Me

Substituting cqs. (4 .12) to (4. 15) in cq . (4 .11) we obtain

Gm ( 1 m ) 1 " . , Gm I (')'U= - - 1 + - -- n- r sm- (/-- - P{(eos !/t) .
R 2 In + Me 2 R ( ?:2 R

(4.15)

(4. 16)

The first term in eq. (4. 16) is just a constant, while the second term can be
interpreted as a rotat ional potenti al about the axis throu gh the Earth's centre
normal to the orbital plane. It has an effect similar (although much smaller,
since 11

2 -e: w 2) to that of the diu rnal rotation of the Earth: it gives rise to a per
manent "equator ial bulge' and contributes to the second degree gcopotcntial.
The last term in eq. (4. 16) is the tidal potential . Since we assume r « R, the
quadrupolc (l = 2) term

Gm (,)' Gm( ,)"U2 =- R" R P2(cOSl/J)= - 2R R (3 cos- !/t - l) (4.17)

dominates and we focu s on it. It deforms the cquipotcnnal surfaces in a pro
late, axisymmctric ellipso id aligned with the pos ition of the Moon in the sl y.
Th is means that t ida l effects have a do minant component of nearly scmidiu mal
periodicity (V 2 depends on A through cos 2,1), exceed ing 12h by about 2Sn1 be
cause of the Moo n' s or bital motion around the Earth. An asy mmetry between
the two diurnal tides (tidal inequality) arises whcn the Moon is displaced fro m
the Earth 's equator ial plane. and at high latitudes this may even cause onc of
the two d iurnal waves to disappear (see Fig . 4 .3). As we shall see , the ellip 
ticity of the lunar orbit and the superposition of solar tides (smaller, but only
by a fuctor e 2; see Sec . 4 .1) results in a complex wave pattern with many
periodicities (Sec. 4 .4) .

Le t us fi rst ass ume that the Earth is rigid. so that its mass d istribu tion is not
changed by the tidal potenti al. Then the fractional tidal variation in the gravity
accel eration is

og, (R;]( ,)u,) m (R.)3 ,-= -- -- =-- - (3 cos-op- I) ,
9 GMe or r= R

e
Me R

(4.18)
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Figure 4.3 The asymmetry
in the diurnal tides when the
Moon lies off the eq uatoria l
plane can be seen by consid
ering two points about 180"
apart along a parallel.

Moon

of order 10- 7 and detectable only with very sensit ive gravi meters .
deflec tion of the vertical oaR is given by

(1)( I DU2) 3 m (R.)l.tan&r
R

= - ---- = - - - sm 21j1,
9 Re at/! 2 Me R

::::: 0 .01 ", The variation in height of the cquipotcntiai surface is

The tidal

(4.19)

(4.20)oh, = U, = -21!:'... (R.)lR. (3co,' ", -I) .
9 Mo> R

of the order of one meter. The higher degree terms «( ~ 3) in the development
of the last term in (4 .16) contribute less, by approximately Rcr,/R ;::: 1/ 60 in the
lunar case.

4.3 Tides in a non-rigid Earth
We now aband on the assumption of rigidity and take into account the Earth 's

deformation. When R » RIfJ we can assume that the response of the solid Earth
is linear in the exte rnal potential (see Sec. 1.4); moreover, since cause and e f
fect must share the same group transformation properties (as in Sec. 3.3, in
relation to the ro tational deform ation ) . on the Ear th the additional po tential
U r( Rffj) genera ted by the defo rmation must be propor tional to U 2(Rffj) and we
can set U r (RIJ) = k2U2(RiJ) . Similarly, h2 is the ratio of the total tidal defor
mation oh, of the surface to the displacement of the geoid ohR (4.20). The
index 2 indicates a respon se to a quadrupole deformation. The dimensionle ss
q uantities 112 and k2 arc two Lo ve 's numbers , which appear also in the theory
of a rotating Earth. sec eq . (3 .20) . Hence

(4.21)

(4.22)
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(4.24)

Since UT =k2lh is a second degree harm oni c ' arisi ng from the masses with in
R

il
, for r > R(fj it must be cc I f r3, and

U, ( r ) = (~~rUT(R+) = (~~rk2 V 2(Re) = - k2~~l (~r(~~rP 2(coSl/!) .

(4.23)
Substituting cqs . (4 . 18), (4. 2 1) and (4. 23 ) into cq . (4 .22) we obtain

og, = - (1-~ k2 + h2)( /)(~.2) = (I -~h + 112)09'"

Anothe r measurable qua ntity is the var iation in heigh t Oz of an eq uipotential
surface with respect to the Earth 's surface (e .g., the surface of a pond with
respect to its bottom). Th e tide wo uld rise the cquipotentia l by (I + k2)U2fg,
but h2U2fg must be subtracted to acc ount for the ri se of the solid bottom , to
yield

(4.25)

Finally, the tilt c'ia1 of the vert ical is different from c'ilf" becau se of the enhance
ment by the factor ( I + /":2) of the potential , an d of a horizo ntal displacement
of the Earth' s crus t which is taken into account by a third coefficient l2 (called
also Shida 's coefficient). In analog y with eq. (4. 19), we have

(4.26)

Measurements o f these tidal effec ts on the Earth's surface , together with the
observed pe rturbations caused by Vr on the orbits of artificial sa tellites, have
yielded for the Earth ' s Love num bers the ap proximate values n: ::= 0.60, ka ::=

0. 30 and /2 ::= 0 .08. T he solid-tide vertical movements are thu s typ icall y tens of
cen time tres . T his static eq uilibrium model , wh ich assumes pe rfec t elastici ty,
is approximate for two reasons. Firs t, the Eart h includes fluid parts - the core
and the ocean s - in which the tidal response may be rate-depe nde nt and ca nnot
be represented by a single set of constants for all kind s of deformations. For
instance, marin e tide s must be treated with a dynami ca l theory. They produce

IFm "ot 1o" dist:ml ,ald li l~-'. terms wilh a d"gre~ ( > 2 may he nc~dcd_ Th~y are ,till axially symm~lric

aro und the line joini ng the twn ce ntres, hilt depend o n the direction as I'/ (cos </l ) req. (4.16)); with the
ap propriate depen dence o n the distance and a different Love 's number kt for each degree. the previous
formulill',ln be genl'r;ll i7~d:

Gm~, (R.) '(R.)'"U,(r>= -R$ L: kf R -; I'd cos ob ) ., (4.23' )
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shallow water waves of wavelength much greater than the water depth H. with
a propagation veloc ity of order (gH)I f2. Were this ve loc ity larger than the
speed (wa> - n) R", of the dr iving tida l fo rce, one wou ld have, like in forced
oscillato rs, a quasi-equilibri um tidal wave in phase with the tida l potential; but
since the opposite holds, wc rather have out-of-phase inverted tides. namely,
low tides where the equilibri um theo ry predicts high ones and vice versa. In
reality the situation is much more complicated because of the complexity of the
sea floor and coastal lines. resu lting in marine tides which depend very much
on the location and, in particu lar geographica l scenarios, can undergo strong
enhancements. The second reason why the equilibrium model is inadequate is
friction, which always occ urs in real materials and is often particularly large
at the interfaces between solid and lluid regions. Like in forced oscillations
with friction, the net result is a phase fag (again, because w$ a- 11), implying
that the maximum tidal bulge at some fixed position occurs after that point
has passed the sublunar longitude. For the Earth, this lag is about 3° (about
12 minutes of time), most of the energy being dissipa ted in tidal currents in
shallow seas. Although small, this dissipativc leg causes important, long-term
cha nges in the dynamical state of the Earth-Moon and other planet-satellite
systems (Sec. 15.3).

4.4 Tidal harmonics
The external gravitational potential U2 given by eq. (4. 17) and the related

effects (both static and dynam ical) contain many different periodicnies, since:
(i] the angle l/t depends on time through the geographical coordinates of the
point P at r-, which rotates with the Earth, and the celestial coordinates of the
Moon and the Sun; (ii) the 1/R 3 factor also changes with time due to their
orbital ecce ntricities and perturbarions. Using the addit ion formula (2.33) for
the spherical harmonics in the com plex representation. the forcing external
potential can be written as

(4 .27)

For an almost circular orbit of the external body, the main frequency depen
dence of this potential, which is written in the body-fixed frame, comes from
the argument R/ R of Ybll and is mainly given by the fast rotation of the Earth
appearing in the exponential exp(iflup) of that harmonic function. Therefore,
the main variation will be at the diurnal frequency (for III = 1) and at the semi
diurnal frequency (for m = 2). In addition, there are also low-frequency lines
(for III = 0). The slower changes of the inertial coordinates of the perturbing
bodies due, in particular, to their eccentricity and inclination will then produce
a cluster of lines around those frequencies.
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As a very simple illustration. consider the case in which the external object
is at rest at a declination 0 and right ascension rr: then one can show that the
coefficients of the external potential (4 .27) are

Yio = v: (3'in'8 - 1) , (4.28a)

Yil N (4.28b)= "'2 sin c cos o exp [-; (,l- (1-) 1

INYi2 2 2 cos2 o exp !- 2i (,1 - a )] ; (4.28c)

,I = wo! is the Greenwich mean time (up to a phase). We see that there are
three lines at frequencies 0, Wo and 2WO ; the second disappears when the body
is on the equator (see Fig. 4.3 and Problem 4.7).

The situation becomes more complex when the external objec t moves, hence
a and (i change in time. Traditionally. the overal l time dependence of Uz ap
pears through a linear combination with integer coefficients of the Doods on
variabtes":

T : The mean hour angle of the Moon, namely the time elapsed from its pas
sage at the meridian; 2r../t is the mean lunar day, equal to 1.03505 mean
solar days (about 24h 50m ) .

s : The mean longitude of the Moon in a geocentric, inertial reference sys
tem; 2r.. / s is the orbital period of the Moon, or Tropic month, equal to
27.3216 days.

q : The mean longitude of the Sun in a geocentric, inertial reference system;
2r.. / iJ is the orbital period of the Earth , or tropic year. equal to 365.242 days.

p : The mean longitude of the lunar perigee ; 27.. / j' = 8.847 y is the apsidal
period of the Moon.

"One ca ll easily relate the Doodson variables to othe r astronomically import ant quantit ies:

(T + .n = '''UI', where I' is the side real time; aad

( t +,' - q) = 'uot' - q = '<-1:01, where t is the mean sola r time . ~1orco..er:

211:/ [1I( )' - N )/ dl] = 27.2122 days is the dmClJllic ",,,,,,11. i.e.. the period betweenlwn pil" al!es nf the "'1'Km
at a node:

21t/ [d(.,' - p l l dl ] = 275 54(, days is the mum",li.,'!i,. !!lOnth . lhe peritKl betwee n two pa"al!es of the M' Km
at perig ee:

21t/ [d(., - q) /dl ] = 295 30(, days is the sytuul i,. mOlllll. Ihe peritld of lunar phases :

2~/ [d(s - 2'1+ p )/dl ] '" 3 1.ll12 days i, the so-called tW Cli" ll period: and

2Jt1l2dls - ql /dl ] = 14.765 days i, the so-culled variation period.

The two la, t periods are those o f the main ,,,Iill" pen urbat iorls on the Moo n's e<:eentric ity. It is worth noting
that so lar and lunar eclipses arc periodic , with a pc nod of '" III years and 11 days v 223 synodic months
'" 239 anomahstic months. This is Sums period . already kno..... n (and used to predi ct ecl ipses) in antiquity.
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h lble -1.1. The main j-ounc r compo nents of the tidal potcmial (the terminology is due to
G.B.OARwrs ).

Origin Symbol Argument Period icity

Lunar principal wave M, " Scmidiurnal
So lar principal wave S , 2t=2r +2.v -2l/ Semidiumal
Lunar eccelltricity wave N, 2r -s +l' Semidiurnal
Lunar declination wave K~ 2t' =2(r + s) Scmidiurnal
I.unar declil/Olio/l wave K'm t ' = T +S Quasi-diurnal
Lunar principal wave (J , r - .~ Quasi-diurnal
Solar pri ncipal wave I' , ' - q Quasi-diu rnal
So lar drclination wave K], t ' = t + q Quasi-diu rnal
Lunar eccentricity wave Q, (r - s) - (s - I ' l Quasi-diurnal
I.unar declina lioll wave Mf " Fortnightly
Lunar eccentricity wave Mm .~ - p Monthly
So lar dec lination wave s; 'q Semiannua l
Lunar constonrflattening Mo Permanent de formation
So lar constantjlattening 5, Permanent defonnntion

N : The mean longitude of the ascending lunar node; IV is negative, 2IT/INI =
18.6 13 y is the Moon's nodal period.

PJ : The mean longitude of the Earth's perihelion. 2r:/ PJ = 20,940 Y is the
Earth's apsidal period around the Sun.

Apart from T (which is measured from the meridian) , all these angles are mea
sured in an equatorial reference frame with respect to a conventional origin
(the instantaneous vernal equinox ). At least over a time not much longer then
a century, the Doodscn variables are linear functions of time, so that they ap
pear in the Fourier expansion for U2. The most important harmonics are listed
in Table 4.1 .

The response of the Earth then determine s the tidal potential UT' already in
troduced at a preliminary level with (4.23). In reality this response is frequen
cy-dependent and a separate Love number k has to be defined for each fre
quency. In addition, the response of an oblate Earth is slightly different for
different values of the degree ( and the order m; moreover, in order to take into
account deviations from a dissipationless clastic behaviour, a small imaginary
part has to be assumed in each Love number. Therefore onc can write for each
f requency f the component of the tidal potential as

Gm R a {R 3 }'fJ

Uy J(r ) = - ~r ( re) ~ ki!,/ (;) Y2:,,(R /R) Y2m(r /r ) ; (4 .29)

the total quadrupole tidal potential is then the sum of terms like (4.29) for all
possible frequencies f (the upper index (f) indicates frequency dependence).
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Love's numbers k of degree 2 arc about 0.3 and they differ by a few tens of a
percent for diffe rent orders. This shows how staggering is the co mplexity of
so lid tides in the real Earth; as qualitatively described above, oceanic tides arc
even more complicated because they arise in a fluid in an irregular environ
ment.

Co mparing the formula (4.29) with the internal geopoter uial field (2. 17) and
(2. 17' ), we realize that the Earth tidal potential can be interpreted through the
change of the second degree coe ffi cients

lieU) = ! !!!... k (f) {( RO)1y* (RIR)}'/) (4 10 )
20 5 M 20 R 20 . , a

/).C1f l _ i!l.S (j) = Y2!!!... k ef) {( RO)1y* (RIR)}l/' (m > 0). (4.30b)
2m 2,., 5 M2m R 2m

Though we have worked out these formu la: for ( = 2, the same approach
applies also to higher degree terms.

Energy loss du e to unelas tic tides, As with all response coefficients in phys
ical processes , one can introduce an imagin ary part 10 describe energy dissi
pation in a phenomenological way. We now discuss the e ffec t of a co mplex
Love's number.

A component of the external potentia l U2 at the frequency! has the real
representation

Re U2 = AV2 cos (2;:.J l + 0') , (4.3 1)

where V2 is a function of r and Aexp{ia) is a complex amp litude. With the
co mplex Love's number k2 = Ik2I exp(iljJ) (with liPl -e; I), the velocity field OV
caused by U2

Re Cv __ - Re (k2V.U,) ,--lk=;' I;-V...,Vc-, A_
(J sin (2;cf r + 0' + f/J)

2, ,[ 2,[
(4.32)

is in quadrarurc with the force unless iP "* O. The energy change t;..E in a period
is then

(4.33)

6£ =

=

=

_12
1';. / / dt 1dm Re o" , VRe U2.

o v

Ik 'A' l '"1f l'- 22 dlcos (2r::.fl +a) sin (2;:.ft + Cl" + iP) dm V V2 , V V2
re! 0 v

I k,I A'~ 1"';--",c'- dm VV2. . VV2
2[- v
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and vanishes if 4> = O. Dissipat ion corresp ond s to a negative 4>. This is usually
described in a dim cnsionlcss wa y with a qua lity fa ctor

(4.34)

where P; is the average over a period of the energy perturbation

1 I ~I A' . 1£ = - v dm Rc a r . V Rc U 2 = ---2 sin- (2 ;(fl + a ) dm VV2 . V V2 ,
(Zef) v

(4 .35 )

I.C .,

Therefore

- IkolA' 1E = - 2 dill VV,., . V Vl .
Z(Zxf) v •

I
Q= :;--I I '_:r. t/J

(4.36)

(4.37)

Dissipation mechanisms in solid bodies arise because of a variety of pro
cesses, including unpinning of dislocation s or sliding at grain bou ndaries. The
quality facror of geophysical phenomena decreases slowly with freque ncy, go
ing: from Q :::: 30 at tidal frequencies to Q "" 100 - 5UOfor the free-osci llations
of the Earth (Sec. 5.2): a power law Q 0:: r°.15is usually assumed. Note that
Q :::: 30 implies an effective phase lag fP of about 0.25 degrees, showing that
the solid Earth tide contributes much less to the tidal braking of the lunar mo
lion . This latter is mainl y due to energy dissipation in the oceans, for which
the phase lag is larger (Sec. 4.3) .

It is worth mentioning that the energy produced in the Earth by the tidal
deforma tion eyele is negligible with respect to the interna l radiogenic sources
(Sec. 5.3) . However, the situation is quite different for some satellites in the
so lar system. In the case of the Galilean satellite 10 of Jupiter, the tidal en
ergy production currently sustains volcanism. Similarly, Ganymede - another
Galilean sate llite - might have been resurfaced due to tida l melting during the
high-eccentricity episodes of its complex orbital evolution (Sec. 14.2).

4.5 • Equilibrium shape of satellites
In Sec. 3.4 wc have derived the equations for the ellipso idal equi librium

shapes for iso lated, spinning objects of uniform density and no internal srrcn
gth. for satellites orbiting near their planet , provided their spin rare is syn
chronized with the orb ital angular velocity (as wc shall sec in Ch. 15, this is
in most cases the natural end-product of tidal evolution), the same kind of the
ory can be applied 10 derive the ellipsoidal equ ilibri um shapes corresponding
to different values of the density, the orbital distance (i.e., by Kepler's third
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law. of the orbital and rotational angular velocity) and the satellite-to-planet
mass ratio (usually much smaller than unity) . Wc can qualitatively expect that
satellites with a slow rotation. and consequently a large orbital distance, are
almost spherical, because tidal and centrifugal forces arc negligible. On the
other hand , satellites clo se to the planet will be distorted more if they arc less
dense. As we shall see in Sec. 14.7, it is also easy to show that below some
minimum orbital distance (the so-called Roche limit), no equilibrium shape
is possible and a satellite with negligible tensile strength would be disrupted
by tidal forces. Of course, all these results, includ ing the concept of Roche
limit, cannot be applied in a straightforward way to bod ies with a finite ma
terial strength. We shall now derive quantitat ively the equilibrium shapes of
homogeneous "fluid" satellites (which are called Roche ellipsoids, because of
a relevant pioneering work by M. Rocuu carried out in 1847) by applying the
same type of argument used in Sec . 3.4 .

Let us consider a homogeneous elli psoidal satellite of den sity g , scmiaxcs
a. b and c (a directed towards the planet 's centre and C orthogonal to the or
bital plane). orbital rad ius R and mass ratio p = m/ M . Its angular velocity
It.l is directed along c and. from the spin-orbit synchronization condition. its
magnitude is given by

w2 = G( M + m) / R 3 = ( I + p) n2, (4 .38)

where /12 = GM/R 3• In a reference system with the origin at the satellite's cen
tre and the axes (x, y, z) directed along (a. b, c), respectively, the centrifugal
potential energy (per unit mass) (3 .6) due to the orbital mot ion is

I , I( MR )2 2]UC =- '2 w- x - M+ m +y , (4. 39)

(4.40)

where we have corrected for the distance between the planet's centre and the
cent re of mass. As for the planet' s gravitational potenti al energy U, we as
Slime that the planet has a spheric al shape (i.e., is not rapidly spinning and is
not distorted by the satellite's gravitational field - this latter assumption be
ing co nsistent only for small values of p and/or large orb ital separations). and
expand U abou t the satellite 's centre:

_ _ G M ( =. 2X! _ y2_ z2 )
U - R I + R + 2R 2 + .. . .

Thus, if W = U" + U, the sate llite's gravity must inelude the tidal terms

i)W GM 2GM ~ ( MR ) z-- = - +-- x + w- x--- = (3+ p )n x , (4.4 la)
Dx R 2 R 3 M + III

mv GM
--a = --3 y +w2y = p n"l y. (4.4 1b)

y R
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Note that fo r the .r-com ponen t, the gravitational pull of the planet and the cen
trifu gal fo rce balance each othe r at the satel lite 's centre (where we have used
cq . (4.38)). Since these add itional gravity terms arc still linearly depend ent
upon the coordinates . wc ca n cons ider, like in Sec. 3.4, th ree Newton's canals
along the scmiaxcs a , b and c, and impose the condition that the work 10 bring
a unit mass to the equipotcnna l surface is the same in the three cases. Wc have

(4.42 a)

(4 .42h)

where A I , A 2 and AJ are the same integ rals defined in Sec . 3.4, and depe nd on
It, band c. From the previous equations we can gel the two relationships

[(3 + p )a2 + c21112 = 21'tGg(A ]{/2_ A3C2)

(p li + ( 2) n2 = 2rr.Gg (A2b2 - A ,1( 2) .

(4.43a)

(4.4 3b)

Given the mass ratio p, by inverting these equations numerically, it is possible
to obtain the two axial ratios cla and b/a as a function ofn (and, via cq. (4.38),
of w or R; sec Fig. 4.4 ).

Figure 4.5 shows the behaviour of the sequences of the Rochc ellipsoids
for p = 0, 1 and p ~ 00 (the last case. provided n --+ 0 and n2 p --+ w2, is
that of a spinning, isolated body. and wc find again the Maclaurin spheroids
- for cla > 0.5826 - and the Jacobi ellipsoids - for cla < 0.5826). In the
case p = I the Roc hc figures arc good approximations to the real equ ilibrium
shapes of the two binar y compo nents only for w2/;:Ge -e: 1. otherwise the
mutual distortion effects cannot be neglected. From the figure it is apparent
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() 0.09009 O.09(K)I) 0.41126 0.51 13
I 0.14132 O.07lX16 0.4903 0.5408

tha t the Roche e llipso ids qua litat ive ly behave as antic ipa ted; in part icul ar, the
fact that w2/ ...Gl} atta ins a maxim um along the Roche sequence (depe nding on
p ) implies that for d istances R less tha n that co rresponding to this maximum no
eq uilibri um so lut ion is possibl e. Th is is ca lled the Roche lim it, and represents.
in other wo rds , the d istance o f closest approach be tween the two components
consisten t with equilibrium . Table 4 .2 shows the propert ies of the "c ritica l"
ellipsoids located at the Roch c limit. for p = 0 and p = I. We sha ll disc uss
so me impo rta nt app licat ions of this co nce pt to planetary rings in Sec. 14.7.

The stability of the Roch c sequence of eq ui lihria - necessary to apply them
to astrono mica l s ituatio ns - has been wi de ly stud ied; they were found stable
up to a critic al point always preceding the maximum of w2/::G(! ; thus the un
expected bran ch in which w decreases for increasing deformat ion is unstabl e.
Wh en a satellite orbit decays (c.g.. by tides) towards its prim ary, the dynam
ical instability se ts in before the last possible configuration (R ochc limit) is
attai ned ; however, the two cases, especially whe n viscos ity is taken into ac
count, are very close, so that this limit is a good approximation to the last
possibl e state of the sate lli te. Ob viously, close to thi s point a more accurate
analysis is need ed than our simplified ap proach; in pa rticular, the cubic and
high er-degree terms in (4 .40 ) cannot be o mitte d and the sa te llite ceases to have
an ellipsoida l shape (it resembles a wa ter drop). Hydrodynam ical simula tion s
have been performed to study these last stability stages.
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- PROIILEMS -

4.1. Evaluate the Coriol is force on a low orbit satellite produced by an error
in the lunisolar prece ssion o f 0 .002 " jy and its effec t on its posit ion for
a mission lastin g 3 y.

4.2. How high is the tide raised by the Earth on the Sun? And that raised
on Saturn by its largest satellite , Titan? (Hint: Use the data tabu lated
in C h. 14. )

4.3. Co mpute in ord er of magnitude the total energy residing in the Earth 's
tidal bulges. Assu ming that 0::: 10 -3 of this energy is d issipated during
one day, what is the corresponding power '!

4.4. What is the critical water depth for inverted marine tides. out of phase
with the tidal potent ial ?

4.5. Us ing the satell ite data listed in Sec . 14.2 and cons ide ring Fig s. 4.4 and
4.5, find the natural satellites for which the expected tidal deformation
exceeds I% of the size.

4.6: Study the dynamics - equitibria and small oscillations - of two mass
points connected by a short. rigid wire, whose centre of mass orbits
on a circular path around the Earth.

4.7: Compute the external gravitational potential U2 due to a body which
moves on a circular orbit at an arbitrary inclination (eqs. (4.27) and
(4.28». Show. in particular. that in the lunar case there are forthnightly
sidebands in the zero and second degree terms in (4.27).

4.8: Study the solutions of eqs. (4.42) formally adopting p = - 1 (this
corresponds to the case of a satellite linearly accelerated toward the
planet). Prove that in this case c = b is a solution that corresponds
to a prolate spheroid (with the longest axis directed to the planet).
Find the Roche limit for this sequence of (so called Jeans) spheroids.
(Hint: Beware that Al and A2 = A3 should be evaluated for prolate
spheroids.)

4.9. Compute the following average over an orbital period for an elliptical
motion:

(Hint: Use the two-body problem. in particular eqs. (11 .6), ( 11 .13) .
( 11.36a).)

4.10. Prove that for a triaxial planet, with principal moments of inertia A <
B < C, the (C - A) factor in the precession rate (4.7) is replaced with
le - O.5(A + B)] .
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- FURTHER REAI>INGS-
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P. Melchior, The Tides of the Planet Earth , Pergamon Press (1983) provides a
comprehensive and systematic trea tment of Earth tides. On marine tides see
H.W. Schwiderski, Ocean tides. Marine Geodesy 3, 161 and 2 19 (1980); C. Le
Provost et al.. Spectroscopy of the world ocean tides from a finite-ele ment
hydrodynamics model. J. Geophys. Res. 99 , 24,777 (1994 ); astronomical
co nsequences of oceanic tides. with emphasi s to the dissipativc phenomena.
are discussed in K. Lamb cck. Tida l d issipation in the oceans: astronomical ,
geophys ical and oceanographic consequences, Phi!. Tram. R. Sac. London
A287 , 545 ( 1977). The theory ofthe Rochc ellipsoids is discussed in S. Chan
drasckhar. Ellipsoidal Figures ofEquilibrium, Yale University Press (1969).



Chapter 5

THE INTERIOR OF THE EARTH

The interior of the Earth (and, a fortiori. of the other planets) is much less
known than the interior of the Sun, and also of stars light years away. The
physics and che mistry of solid and liquid phases at high pressures, essential
for the understanding of terres trial planets and the core of the outer planets.
are much more complex than those of nearly perfect gases (which form stars)
and very lillie known. POl' the Earth, the detailed study of seismic propagation
has provided, especially for the mantle, excellent measurements of its density
distribution and is discussed in this chapter. The model of its interior so ob
tained is quite relevant for the study of its geological history. as well as for
other planets. Planetary interiors arc charac terized by Iwo major features: a
Iluid, conductive core. which generally produces a global magnetic field by the
dynamo process (Ch. 6) ; and the interaction between the crust and the slow
motion of convective eddies in the mantle. Due to this intcraetion, the crust
und e rgoe s continuous deformations. responsible for continental drifts, earth
quakes and the uplifting of mountain chains. They arc called plate tectonics
and arc discussed in some detail here. also in view of the fact that they can be
measured directly from space.

5.1 Seismic propagation
As briefly discussed in Sec. l A, solid bodies respond elastically and linearly

to deforming forces when they arc small enough and of short enough dura
tion. In other words, the strain (measure of deformation) is proportional to the
stress (force per unit area), Within the Earth, transient forces arise mainly due
to earthquakes: sudden fractures in its crust can release as much as 1026 ergs
and the corresponding disturbances can travel to large distances throughout
the planet. The propagation of seismic waves is as a powerful tool to investi
gate the physical propert ies of the Earth's interior; with this tool. the Earth is

11 5
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(he most ex tensively studied planet. Us ing the arrays dep loyed by the Apollo
prog mmmc, the lun ar interior has also been constrained with this technique . al
thou gh wi th far worse data. Whi le on the Earth the pri mary so urce of se ismic
waves arc deep ea rthqua kes, on the Moon they arc mainly produced by rides
raised by the Ea rth. and by surface imp acts. Future missions to Mars (c.g ., the
NctLa ndcr mission scheduled for 20(7) plan to dep loy an alTay of scisrnorne
ters on its surface. Apart from rare impacts, the expected quakes might be
induced by thermoelastic cooling of the lithosphere; normal modes ma y have
a permanent exci tation due to tides.

Neglecting the gravitational term in cq. (1.55) and taking the divergence, we
ob tain (when J1 and ,! arc constant):

(5. 1)

where fi =V · s. Since we are working in the linear approximation, the differ
ence between Euleriun and Lagrangian derivatives is negligible . Alternatively,
the curl of eq. (1.55) gives

(5.2)

The divergence and the curl of s thus propagate as waves, with the velocities
up = ((A + 2J1) /!? 1' /2 and Us = (P Ig) 1/2, respectively, wh ich depend upon the
Lame 's constants of the material . The first (cq. (5.1» are longitudinal Pswaves.
a success ion of dilatations and compressions along the direction of propaga
tion. The seco nd (cq. (5.2» arc transversal S-wm'e.~. con sisting. in general, in a
rotational and a shear deformation; they are described by the vector V X s per
pendicular to the propagation vector and have two co mponents, corresponding
to two polarization modes. In the Earth A ;;; J1 . so that the P waves are faster by
about a factor vI
Refraction or seismic waves . Lct us consi der now a wave front travelling
through a material where g. A and J1 change. as in the interior of a planet.
If - as it normally happens - A and J1 increase with depth faster than g . the
seismic velocities increase with depth also; therefore refraction makes the ray
paths concave toward the planetary surface (reca ll Fermat's least time princi
pie; Sec. 8.4). The difference in travel times of the waves from a given source
to different points on the surface. which ca n be directly measured. depends on
the variation of velocity with depth. and hence on the physical propert ies of the
planetary interior. In a spherically symme tric body it can eas ily be seen that
the quantity (with the dimension of time)

p = r sin il v(r) (5.3)
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Figu re 5./. Consider two neigh bou ring rays start ing at the source 5 and emerging at P and P ' .
Ifm the su rface r = R, i = iu and u = vu, we have sin in = N P' IPP' = [ ~\) d(Lu ) l l IR d(6 AJI =
(oul R)d(An ld(tl A ). Sinee p = r sin ilv is constant along eac h ray, we obtain: p =- d(At )/d(I\A ).

is constant along any given ray1 (here r is the d istance from the centre, v is
the propagation velocity - e ither vI' or VI ' since both waves can be detected
independently - and i is the ang le of the ray with the radial direction; sec
Problem 5.1). IfA is the angle at the centre measured along the ray and ds is
the arc length elemen t, we have sin i = rdtv lds and therefore

? dA
p = - - .

v(r) d s
(5.4)

(5 .5)!!.A =

Using the re latio nship d s2 = (/,2 + ,.2d/\]. , and defining R and "rnm as the radius
o f the p lanet and the smallest radius reached by a given ray. fro m eq . (5.4 ) we
obtain the total angular d istance /),. /\ from the sou rce and the travel tim e /),./

, 1,R dr
- P rno,n rl(r/ v)2 p 2J 1/2 '

i N ds i R (r / v)'!. dr
2 - = 2 ~ ? 11"1

, V , rl (r/' )- -lr J -r""n r", ,"

1,R « r/ v)2 - p 2j l/2
= P 11/\ + 2 dr .

rmin r
(5.6)

From Fig. 5 .1, comparing two neighbou ring rays, wc also see tha t p =
d (M)/d(/),.A); this quantity. therefore, can be meas ured directly (if the location

IThi, i, an elementary application of refracnontheory ; for a more complete discussion. sec Sec. 8.4.
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Figure 5.2. The compressional (tip ) and the shear (u. ) velocities as functions of the distance
from the centre for the spherica lly symmetric reference Earth model PREM. On the bottom, in
the outer core v.. = 0 is due to its lack of rigidity (JI = 0). On the lop, in the upper mantle,
pro minent disconnnuines are show n, includ ing Moho's at the bottom of crust. Se ismic dat a
elaboratedby A.M. Dziewonski and D.L. Andcrson. Phvs. Earth Plane t. lilt. 25. 297 (1981).

of the source of seismic waves is known) by comparing a set of values of !1A
and !it provided by a suitable arr ay of seismometers . The location of an earth
quake is obviously not known a priori, but can be solved for if a large enough
amount of data is available. Putting together data obtained from many earth
quakes and using eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), the function vCr) can be reconstructed
(sce Fig. 5.2) and the internal structure investigated (Sec. 5.2).

Boundary and sur face effects . The mathematical description of seismic wa
ves uses the decomposition of a generic vector field in an irrotational (P vwave)

and a solenoidal (S-wave) component:

s= V u + V x a (V· a = 0) . (5 .7)
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(5.8)

In agreement with the transversal charac ter of the S-waves, the vector potential
a can. without loss of generality, he chose n solcnoid al ; a is perpe nd icula r to
the direction of propaga tion k and there are two state s of polarization. f rom
eqs. (5. 1) and (5.2 ) we get:

(
ll'U ) (a2

a )V' - - v~ V 2u = O. V2 - - v2 V2a = O .
lJt2 I tJt2 .\

Th ese equations must be supp lemented with the appropri ate boundary condi
tions at the surface and any discontinuity. Ifone looks for so lutions of cqs. (5.8)
regular in the whole space , one can use the fact that a harmonic function is a
co nstant and can be taken to be zero. Hence u and a satisfy d'Alc mbcrt cqua
tion for the propagation veloc ities VI' and vs' respec tively. In the more genera l
case of a solutio n in a compact region. 11 and a sati sfy inhomogeneous wave
equations with regular harmonic functio ns on the righ t-han d side.

As we shall see (Sec. 5.2 and Fig. 5.2) , in the Earth interior there are sev
eral discomin uities in the wave velocities, the main one betwee n the outer core
and the mantle ; they dee ply affect seismic wave propagation. which, on turn.
provides important ev idence about their struc tu re and location. Similarly to
what happens with e lectromagnetic waves. discontinuities in the material pru
d uce reflectio n, refract ion, exchange of energy between di fferen t modes, and
eva nesce nt modes (which di minish exponentially on one side); in this contex t.
the two modes of propagation of an S-wave are ca lled SH (horizontal) if a is
para llel to the discontinuity, and SV (vertical) if it is perpendicu lar, Th is topic.
extensively develo ped by seismologi sts, is not disc usse d here in de tail. In an
clast ic medium. however. there is an important novel ty: surface wa ves can
propaga tc below the surface in a thin exponentiallayer. whose thickness of the
order of a wave length . Since they spread energy over two, rather than three, d i
mensions, they are less attenuated than P- and Scwavcs. and provide important
ev idence about the sources. In the Earth they arise from a coupling between
P and SH surface wave s, and are ca lled Rayleigh waves. It can be show n that
pure SH wave s - Love waves - can prop agate and can always be confined to
the neighbourhood of a discon tinuity in the interior. We only discuss Rayleigh
waves .

In an infinite space eqs . (5 .8) are solved by exponen tial func tions expli(wt 
k · r )I , with w =± kvl' (P-waves) and w =± kvs (S-waves); the phase veloc ity
is constant and there is no d ispersion. But nea r the boundary z = 0 of a "flat
Earth" z > O. solutions with a com plex wave vector are possible. In co ntrast
with the usual stability analysis. in which one looks for the freque ncy w as
function of k , in a propagation problem the frequency is fixed by the Fouri er
decomposition of the source, and the wave vector is sought. For propagation
along the x-dircction. the functions

u = ule-,rp~ exp[i(wt - kxx)l . a = a cy = al c'le-"'~' : exp[i(w r - k xx)l (5 .9)
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are solutions of cq. (5.8) if

(rp =kx~I-~q2, (Ts = kx~ [f= (w l vs kx)2j . (5.10)

We have introduced the ratio q = VI" Ivp = .../JlI (A. + 2Jl) « I) of the wave
speeds and the dimensionless measure 1I V( of the wave vecto r k.. The recip
meals I l IT are the penetration depth s (different for the two waves).

The solution is acceptable if the boundary conditions at the discontinuity
z = O. with normal n = (0.0, - 1), are fulfilled. Since there is no matter below.
the stress vector

P;/ lj = Pj} = .lOOj} +2Jlei3 (5.11 )

must vanish-. In general this translates into the boundary conditions at z = ()

(a'u a'u ) (iI'u a'u)2p - , + -- +A - 2 + - 2 = O. (5. 12)
{}z lJx8z iJx iJz

With the exponential so lution this yields the homogeneou s linear system

2ikxITl'u1-(k;+ lrnal = O .

[(2Jl + ,{)(r; - ,tk;1u I + 2iJ1k.~(T_\ al () .

(5.13a)

(5. 13b)

Its determinant is real and its vanishing guaran tees a solution. Some algebra
leads to the cubic equation:

f(~) = ~ 3 - s,,' + 16 (3/2 - l )~ - 16(I - l) = 0 . (5 .14)

Since f (O) = - 16 ( I - q 2) < () and f ( I) = 1 > 0, there is always a real root ~o
in the interval (0 , I). cor responding to a real value of kn uniquely determined
by the frequency. The penetration depth s (5.10) are of the order of Il k.t . It
can be shown that, for realistic values of J1 and .I, the veloc ity of propagation
of Rayleigh waves always lies between 0.874 Vs and 0.955 vs' A typical seis
mogram thus loo ks like in Fig. 5.3 . In this mode l, in which the dependence
of the propagation speeds on the depth is neglec ted. there is no dispe rsion and
no deformation of the pulse, a simplification which in real ity does not hold.
The study of the distortion of Rayleigh waves provides important information
about the structure of the crust and the upper layers of the mamle.

5.2 Internal structure of the Ea rth
Our knowledge of the interior of the Earth is almost entirely derived by the

analysis of se ismic wave propagation and its oscillations. Qualitatively, the

2Inst.:ad. across on a discontinuity inside the Earth P ,jll j must be continuous. corresponding to the fuc t that
the two sides do not slip relative to each other; see Problem 5.3 .
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Fi gure 5.3. Seismogram of a 6.8 magnitude earthquake, with the epicentre in vcnezuela.
recorded on July 9, 1997 at Dublin (Ireland) '" 7. 000 km far away. The amplitude of the signal
(in arbitrary units) vs time is shown for three displacement components: 0) vertical (LHZl, (H)
North-South (LHK), and [iji) East-west (LHE); L stands for long period. The arrival of P-,
s - and surface-waves is indicated by arruws ; the fastest Pvwaves arrive the firs t, and the slow
est surface waves last. Note the high amplitude of surface (Rayleigh) waves, corresponding to
their small damping; they provide the magnitude of the earthquake. Data acquired from the
University of Michigan at Ann Harbor (http:((www.gco.lsa.umich.edur MichScis().
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main result is that, whereas P-wavcs propagatc throughout the entire volume
of the planer, S-waves cannot enter a spherical shell, whose inner and outer
surface can be located at r ;:: 0.20 R and r ;:: 0.54 R, respectively. This is
consistent with an overall structure where a solid mantle encloses a liquid outer
core (liquids arc, of course, unable to withstand shear deformations), which
itself encloses a solid inner core.

The fundamental Earth model with spherical symmetry is called PREM
(Preliminary Reference Earth Model); it has been adjusted to a large num
ber of seismic data and free oscillation modes in the early I980s and assumes
a mean Eart h radius of 6. 37 1 km. Below we briefl y comment on the equa
tions involved in the model construction (except for the free oscillation data).
A number of discominuities. that reflect and transmit seismic waves in a par
ticular way, must be also included. Here are the most prominent ones (see also
Figs. 5.2 and 5.4):

• Mohorm 'iCit discont inuity (or Moho), which separates the Earth crust from
the mantle. There are strong variations in its depth, but the most important
difference is between continents and oceans. Beneath a typical oceanic
crust the Moho lies below a ;::; 6.5 km thick crystalline crust (;::; lO.5 km
below the surface): the crustal thickness of continents is significantly larger,
from e 25 km to over e 75 km (in areas of large mountain building, like
the Himalaya).

• The core-mantle boundary (e M B), at a depth of 2, 890 km. The CMB is
suspected to have some variation in depth (not larger than ~ 5 km) from
place to place, an appealing source for the fluctuations in the length of the
day over the timcscalc of a decade.

• Inner core/outer co re boundary n eB) at a depth of 5, 150 km. The uncer-
tainties in the depth ofCMB and ICB may he ~ 10 km.

There are more, still well documented, but less prominent, global discoruinu
ities at 4 10 km and 660 km depth. Both are very sharp (possibly as sharp as
0::: 4 km) and associated with phase transformations of the olivine-rieh upper
mantle material. At the depth of 0::: 220 km the Lehmann discontinuity has
been observed at numerous places, especially beneath (he continents; perhaps
it marks the lithosphcrc-asthcnosphcrc transition. However, this fcarurc is not
glohal and it might be abandoned in the next generation of spherically sym
metric Earth models.

PREM cannot fit all most recent data and, for this reason, there is currently
an effort to replace it with REM, a full, three-dimensional model. To this end,
sphcrically symmetric models, such as PREM, serve as a reference for local
structures (typical local fluctuations of the seismic velocities VI' and Vs amount
up to 2% of the PREM value). A considerable number of these structures has
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Figure 5.4. Bottom: de nsity profile for the Earth 's interior in the spherically symmetric PREM
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been repo rted over the last decade. with a general consensus between different
model s as far as the largest ones arc concerned. The upper mantle variations
arc largely correlated with tectonic features seen at the surface . There arc
also two major variations on a qua si-global scale , related to the subsiding of
ancient tectonic plates in the western Pacific ocean and along (he west coast
of South America. Another feature on a planetary scale is a huge, hot plume
beneath the African plate. that originates from the outer surface of the core and
expands upward through the mantle. The detected raising of the African plate
is most likely related to this major feature. Very extensive advances have been
made towards a full three-dimensional model, but the picture is still far from
co mplete.
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Figure 5.5. PREM variations of the elastic constants with pressure in the Earth's interim; K is
the bulk modulus and J.I the rigidity.

Construction of the radial model of the Earth. Here we give an elementary
insight on how a simple Earth model can be constructed. Using the known
propagation velocities v.I ( r ) and vl'( r ), we get:

ti P K 2 4 ,
d{J = (! = vI' - 3v; . (5. 15)

Since the bulk modulus K = ,.1 + 2pI3 (eq. (1.53)) and p are not known a
priori, in order to get g(r), we can use the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium
(eqs. ( 1.1) and ( 1.6»)

dg
d,

de dt' g2 GM(r )
=dP dr - K ----;:r- (5 .16)

sometimes referred 10 as the Adams-wittiams equation. Diffe rentiating, this
gives a second-order differential equation for the unknown [I(r) ; inserting the
inferred values of KIg as a function of r, it can he integrated numerically,
using as initial conditions the values at the surface [I (R) :::< 3.3 g/emJ and
tI[I(Rl / tlr. provided by cq. (5.16). Thus [he density profile is obtained and,
from eq. (5.15), one gets K (r), p er) and P(r) (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5).

Plan etary oscillations. The free oscillations of planetary body provide an
other, independent method to obtain information about its interior (especially
the deeper structure). On the Earth they are excited by earthquakes. as a bell
rings when struck with a hammer; they are the low frequency and global coun-
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terpart of the high-frequency seismic waves already discussed, which propa
gate according [ 0 geometrical optics along well-defined rays. Planetary modes
arc eigc nsolutions of the linearized dynamical equations and have well-defined
eigenfrcqucncics: their classification is based upon expa nsions in spherical har
monics (Sec . 2.1). Following up the decomposition (5.7). the solcnoidal (in
co mpressible) part V X a of the displacement s can be uniquely expressed
as the sum of a to roidal and a poloidal component; this corresponds to the
fo llowing deco mposition of a solenoidal vector:

u = aT +ur = w(r)r +V x(v(r ) r) . (5. 17)

In the following chapter th is theorem will be used for the dynamo theory of
the planetary magnetic field. For the displacement s wc now have three com
ponents, spheroidal (compressible), toroidal and poloidal:

s = S + T + P = Vu + V x (w(r) r ) + V x IV x (v(r ) r) ]. (5 . 18)

Consider first the case in which the planet does not rotate and has a spherical
symmetry; the density and the elastic cons tants are given as functions of r.
Each of the three sca lar functions u, w, v can be expanded in spherical harmon
ics, dependent on the degree ( and the order m; the coetliciems II{II/(r ) , Wfm(r),
vrm(r) are function of the distance only and fulfil coupled ordinary differen tial
equations. In the 111 = 0 case. for example, the displacement field lines are
along the parallels fo r the toro idal component. and in the meridian plane for
the toro idal part; it can be shown that the spheroidal modes are coupled with
the polo idal modes. but not with the toroidal ones. The oscillation frequency
W {m of each mode results from this cigenvalue problem; but with spherical
symmetry there is dege neracy, and the cigcnfrcqucncics do not depend on In

(Problem 5. 11). This decomposition also provid es the basis for the study of
the normal modes of the Sun.

For the Earth, in the last 30 years many different modes have been mea
sured with increasing accuracy. f = () corresponds to the fundamental. radial
oscillation mode, with period Po = 20.46 minutes, in a good agreement with
theoretical calculations based on Earth's models. For the low frequency modes
the main restoring force is gravity; hence, on the basis of dimensional ana lysis.
Po must be given, in order of magnitude, by

2r:/Pu ::::: (4;:Gg)1/2 ,

where a is the mean density. This is also Jeans' frequency (eq. (a) in the
Appendix of Ch. 16) and, approx imately, the mean motion of a low-orbiting
spacecraft. As for the gcoporcntial, the next mode t = 1 is not prese nt if the
origin of the coordinates is at the centre of mass; t = 2 corresponds to sue
cessive pro late and oblate deformations and has the longest period , ::::: 53.89
minutes. As { increases, onl y the upper layers are involved.
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Especially for the low frequency modes, whose period is not much shorter
than a day, an accurate treatment should take into account the Coriolis force
due to the rotation . Waves travelling westward and eastward have diffe rent
speeds, and the azimuthal degeneracy is removed. Due to the formal CO!TC

spondc ncc between the Coriolis force and the Lorc nrz force on an electron ,
such multiplcts arc analogous to the Zeeman effect of spectral lines of atoms
in an externa l magnetic field . This frequency splitting has been actually ob
served for a few, very strong earthquakes. A similar effec t is prod uced by the
ellipticity. In these cases spheroidal and toroidul modes are coupled, with great
mathematical complication . Earthquake data allowed the analysis of the Earth
proper frequencies up to degree r :::::: 40 . For some of these lines the attenuation
has been measured and may be expressed in terms of the correspondin g quality
factor Q: 2,,/Q is the fraction of the ene rgy dissipated in a cycle (eq. (4.34».
For the ( = 1- 6 modes (per iods of ID- 50 minutes) we have Q ::::: 250 - 400.
while for t = 6 - 40 (periods of 3 - 10 min utes) Q :::: 100 - 250. Intercstingly,
the purely rad ial osc illations (t = 0) are attenuated less (Q ::::: 800- 6,800): this
con firms that rhc energy damping mainly depend!'> on the shear deformation.

Normal modes of oscillations are import ant for all planetary bodies, for the
Sun and the stars. The sc ismomctcrs deployed by the Apollo spacecraft on
the lunar surface recorded P. and Scwavcs, propaga ting inside the Moon, and
also a limited amount of low-frequency free osci llations. The fundamental
quadrupole and octupole (t = 2, 3) spheroidal modes were detected after im
pacts of large meteoroi ds on the surface.

The study of free osc illations has reached a high degree of sophistication in
the case of the Sun, with the birth of a new scientific discipline - helioseismol
ogy - based upon the detailed spectroscopical decomposition of the velocity
field on its surface. With this method a large number of eige nmodes have been
identified. In this way space missions (in part icular, the SOlar and Hcliosphcric
Observatory (SOHO)) and ground-based projects (in particula r, the Global Os
cillation Network Group (G ONG )) have recently contributed a good deal to
our knowledge of the so lar interior. For the Earth and the Sun. for which the
data are most extensive. fitting of the normal mode frequencies has allowed
discriminating between various theoretical mode ls.

Composition issu es. If we aim at inferring something abou t the composition
from the density profile, we have to extrapolate densities to conditions observ
able in the laboratory. i.c . to a smaller pressure. Pur this purpose we cannot
apply conventional elasticity theory, because, as show n by Pig. 5.5, the clastic
constants, under pressures comparable to their value, change appreci ably. A
simple model can be set up by assuming a linear relation ship. the so-called
Murnaghan's equation

(5.19)
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(5.20)

where subscri pt 0 refers to valu es at zero pressure; we can see fro m Fig . 5.5
that. at leas t fo r the mantle, thi s is a good approx imation. Sin ce K = (ldP/dr .
we have then :

g = (I + K() p) I /K~ = ( !5...) I /K~ ;
.90 Ko Ko

taking fo r the low er mantle Ko :::< 2.25 X 1012 dyne/ern- and Ko:::< 3.35, we ob

tain an "u ncomprcsscd' de nsity go of about 4 g/c mJ (the ext rapo lation to roo m
temperature produce s a mu ch smaller correction ). T his is consistent with a sub
stantially homogen eous chemical compos ition of the whole mantle, formed by
a mixture of high pressure phases of iron. ma gne sium and silicon ox ides.

For the ou ter core the same method is less accurate, but the result (go :::::
6.3 g/c m3 ) ap pears to imply that the main constitue nt is iron , whic h at the
melting poin t (a reason able est imate for the temperature there) ha s a density
of about 7 g/c mJ . Thc e 10% difference between these densit ies implies that
some ligh ter elemen ts are also present as minor con stituents: good candidates
arc sulphur. which alloys with iron even at low pressures and tem peratures,
and oxygen, which can be incorpo rated into iron onl y at high pressures. The
cos mic abu ndance of sulphur is ;:;:; 30% that of iron by mass, but it was a
vo latile in the prcplancrary nebula. The oute r core is a very good candidate
for the liquid, elect rically conduc ting reg ion where the Earth's magn et ic fie ld
is generated (see Ch. 6 ). It might be noted that additiona l light eleme nts in
the core are suspected to favour the molten outer core sta te, an effec t tha t is
necessary to explain mag net ic fields of so me small bodies (e.g., Me rcury).

T he interpretatio n o f inner core data is more difficu lt. Solidity is suggested
by the fin ite rigid ity, but Jl is abnormally low with respect to K for a close
packed crystalline so lid. The mate ria l is very probably a solid nickel -iron al
loy, but its phase is still an ope n question . It is int eresting to notice that the
boundary betw een the so lid mantle and the liquid outer core coinc ides with a
gross diffe rence of compos ition; thi s is probably not the case for the bo unda ry
between inner and outer core. which more likely results j ust from the depen
dence of the melting point of ferrous materials on the pressure. Finally, it is
worth noting that the Earth' s core conta ins about 32% of the total mass of the
planet, a fraction several times larger than that expected on the bas is of the
cosmic abunda nce of iron with respect to all oth er elements. except hydrogen
and helium (see Table 9.1). This is a significant clue for the processes through
which the materi a l, tha t subse q uently formed the Earth, conde nsed from the
primord ial so lar nebula.

5.3 Heat generation and tlow
Althou gh the overall equilibrium of a planet does not explicitly invol ve its

thermal sta te. the conditions prevailin g in a planetary interior are strongly con-
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h lble 5./. Radioactive e lements in the Earth and parameters related to their decay (ppm in
uhund ances means "part per million").

Iso tope Half-lifc Hem product ion Abundance in natural rocks (ppm)
(Gy ) (er£!(s g)) Crust Upper man tle

2J5U 0.70 5.69 10 -3 _ 10-2 10-4

2J8U 4.47 0.95 10- 1- I 10-2

2J2Th 13.90 0. 26 1 - 10 10 .2 - 10.1

"'K 1.25 0 .2') 10 '1_ 10 10 .2 - 10.1

nected with the way heat is generated and transferred, with the resulting tem
perature distribution and with its evolution in time. If the planet is initially
hotter than the surroundings, heat will be released at the surface. causing the
temperature to increase with depth (the energy input received from the Sun,
though very important in determin ing the state of the surface and of the atmo
sphere, makes a negligible contribution to the total heat content of a planet).
The detailed internal distribution at any time depends on three factors:

• The initial state, where for "initial" we intend at the time the planetary
accumula tion process was completed, about 4.5 Gy ago. As we shall see.
for a planet as big as the Earth, the memory of the initial state is probably
not yet lost. Note that if the heat content is proportional to the planet mass,
since the dispersion of energy is proportional to the surface and the density
of solid bodies does not vary strongly in the solar system, the time needed to
cool the interior (in absence of energy generation) is roughly proportional
to the body size.

• The energy generation mechanism. The temperatures in the inrcrior oflargc
planetary bodies arc of thc order of 10" - Iif K, too low for the onset of
thermonuclear reactions; however, the planetary material contains small
fractions of long-lived radioactive elements whose decay causes a conrinu
ous energy input.

• The energy transf er mechanism. Thermal energy can be transported by
radiation. conduction and convection. At least the two latter mechanisms
arc important in the interior of planets.

All of these factors are briefly discussed below.

Heat sources. As a "boundary condirion''. we can use the direct measurements
of the heat flow through the Earth's crust, carried out on a glohal scale during
the last few decades. The heat flux is typically 60 ergj(s cm- ). with a variability
by a factor 2 or 3, depending on the type of crust and the intensity of geologic
activity. However. this is not sufficient to determine uniquely the thermal state
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of the interior. since a wide range of combinations of "primordial" and radioac
tive heating, with different isotopes, may lead to the same surface conditions.
For instance, the fact that the heat flux through the continental crust and the
ocean floors has the same order of magnitude is somewhat surprising; in the
former case the measured concentrations of radioactive elements in the rocks
imply that a large fraction of the heat is generated in the crust itself, while this
is not possible for the much thinner oceanic crust, where virtually all the flux
must come from the mantle.

The decay of radioactive nuclei in a given mass of material occurs according
la the equatio n

dN = - aNdt , (5.2 1)

where tiN is the number of nucle i decayed in the time dt, N is their rotal num
ber and I f is a constant characteristic of every radioactive species. Integration
yields

N(t) = N(O) cxp(-at) = N(O) exp(- t In2/ T112) , (5.22)

where T"l is the half-life of the species. The decay can involve the emission of
massive panicles. gamma rays and neutrinos. Apart from the latter, for which
the Earth is practically transparent. the energy of the emitted particles is rapidly
absorbed by the surrounding material, which is thereby heated. Four radioac
tive nucle i are of particular importance in planetary interiors: 2j5U, 23HU, 232Th
and 40 K. Their properties arc listed in Table 5. 1, including approximate abun
dances in natural rocks.

Taking the upper mantle abundances as representative for the whole Eart h,
we obtain an energy product ion rate of the order of 10-1 ergj(sg). which is
just the order of magnitude needed to give the observed average surface flux
quoted earlier. As mentioned above, the abundances of radioactive elements
in crusta! rocks are in general much higher, so that in the continents (where
the crust is thicker) most radioactive heat probably comes from the crustal
layers. On the other hand, the abundance values found in the upper mantle are
of the same order as those of meteorites. and thus are probably typical of the
primordial solid material out of which the planets accreted. The reason why
the surface layers of the Earth (and of the Moon at the sites sampled in the
Apollo missions) are enr iched in radioactive material is not yet understood.

Apart from the long-lived radionuclidcs, which arc now thc principal heat
sources. the early planets, their embryos and even smaller planetesimals, might
have possessed at least two marc heat sources: (i) energy released by short
lived radionuclidcs (now extinct), and (ii) the gravitational energy of accrcting
plancrcsimals. The most import ant short-lived radionuclidcs arc listed in Ta
ble 5. 2. Obviously, their presence in the protoplanetary nebula requires their
early implantation. This would be consistent with the assumption that its col
lapse has been triggered by a shock wave produced by a nearby supernova
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Parent Daughter Half-live
nuclide nuclide ( ~y)

41Ca " K 0.1
2b A t lbMg 0.7
wF, wNi 1.5
" ae '"B 1.5
Sl M n ,ler 3.7

lO1 Pd lO7 Ag 65
l~ ' Hr )~ 'W 9 .0
12Q [ 129X C 15.7
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Ti/hlt' 5.2 The short-lived radionuclidcs
present in the ea rly solar syste m: the ir
da ughter nuclides and half-Jives.

or wolf-Rayet stars (the ir creation in the so lar system by the energetic cos
mic part icles after collapse began is less likely); the gas that produce s shock
waves from these sou rces carries freshly synthes ized short -lived radionuclides.
The extinct radionuclidcs provide also vcry important co nstraints on the early
chronology in the so lar sys tem. Assuming a uniform distrib ution. the daugh
ter abundances in meteorites and planetary samp les set the relative dating of
thei r orig in. Thi s concerns mainl y objects that were fo rmed very early, such
as meteorites and thei r spec ific parts (c .g., calc ium-aluminium-rich inclusio ns
or chondrulcs : Sec . 14.6), but interesting co nstrai nts were also ob tained for the
lunar for mation. some 30 - 50 My after the origin of the solar sys tem (from
11l2W abu ndance in lunar samples). and for the ori gin of the pri miti ve Earth
atmosph ere, so me 4 .46 Gy ago (fro m 129 Xe atmosph eric abundance) .

The heat de posited by the gravitational energy of accrcti ng plan cresimals
during the early phase of planetary form ation appears to be an impo rtan t mech 
an ism for the giant planets. in particular to explain the excess of their infrared
emissio n (Sec. 6 .5) ; but it is likely m inor for the terrestri al planets. It is also
assumed to be a significant factor for the large tran sneptun ian bod ies with site
;?: 200 km, possibly increasin g their ce ntral temperature above the phase tran
sition of amorphous to crystalline ice .

Heat transfer processes. Co ntras ting with stars. in planetary interiors, wh ere
the te mperature is lower and the opacity very large, radiative tran sfer is not
importan t.
Conduction»- We d iscuss lip-it the role of co nduct ion, governed by the heat
equa tion ( 1.59), in te rms of the heat tran sport coe fficient X and the heat source
S due to rad ioact ivity. Th e (outward) ene rgy flux on the surface is

(5 .23)

whe re Cp is the speci fic hea t at constant pressure and K = cp[JX the ther
mal conductivity. In the lithosphere of the Earth the hea t flux at the sur
face is es timated by mea suring the tem perature grad ient and K; on the ave r-
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(5.24)

age - dT /dr ::=; 15 Kykm and K ::: 4 X 105 erg/Cs cm K), with a heat fl ow of
::: 60 erg/(s ern"). To gain an idea about the timcscalc for this energy loss, note
that the time for the heat to diffuse over a distance L is T :::: L21x . Since for
terrestrial-type materialsX ~ (J.( ) I ern?Is, T is of the order of the age of the solar
system for L ~ 400 km; in the inner planets the initial accretion heat did not
have time to escape hy conduction. It is also interesting to note that the coo ling
time of the oceanic lithosphere , with thickness h ~ 70 km, is about h 2tx.of the
order of a few hund reds My; this is also the order of its surface residence time
in the continental spreading (see Sec. 5.4) between the formation at a ridge
and sinking at a subduction zone. Apparently, the ocea nic lirhosphere remains
at the surface just about the time needed to give up its residual heat and sink
into the mantle again, in agreement with the hypothesis that plate tectonics is
driven by convection curren ts in the mantle.
Convection is the othe r relevant process of heal transfer in planetary interiors.
We need first to recall some thermodynamical principles. Consider a unit mass
of material at the temperature I' and pressure P and let a quantity dQ of heat
enter its volume V = I l g . From the first principle of thermod ynamics

dQ =dU + PdV =dH -VdP = Cl'dI' +[ (~~)t - V j dP '

where U is the internal energy. cp = (lJHIlJT)p is the specific heat at constant
pressure, and H = U + PV the enthalpy. Introduce the entropy S . with d Q =
1'dS . and the free energy F = U - 1'S + PV. wi thdF = - S dT + Vd P; then

(<1H) _T(iJS) + V_V_T[.!!..- (<1P) I-V_T(<1V)
/JP T - {JP T - aT or T I' - aT p

Substituting in (5.24) we obta in

dQ = cl'd I' - T ( ~~ t ar .

In an adiabatic transf ormation d Q = 0, and eq. (5.26) becomes

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

fl v is the volume expansivity at constant pressure . For a perfect gas fl v = I IT
and eq. (5.27) can be derived more simply using the equa tion of state (1 .16);
sec also Problem 5.7).

In hydrostatic equilibriu m dP + ggdr = 0 and

_(dT) = _ (dT ) dP= (T.J3')"q= 9/3, T.
dr s d P s dr c; {J.' Cl '

(5.28)
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Figure 5.6 The convective in
stability produced by a tempera
ture grad ient steeper than the adi
abatic profile : if a fluid ele ment
quickly rises from z to t: + d:
ils temperatu re T ;' is larger than
the temperature T ' of the sur
roun di ng and its moti on contin 

uev. At the other inte rsection :::1
[he temperat ure gradient is less
sleep than the adiabatic profile
and we have a stable situation.

This is the adiabatic temperature gradient. the la rges t gradient that a Iluid at
res t under gravity ca n suppo rt in a sta ble situat ion . Inde ed, if the temperat ure
increases with depth faster than specified by eq . (5.28), an accidental upward
displacement of a fluid element, ifquick enough 10 be adiabatic, brings it to a
region where it is houer than its new surroundings (see Fig. 5.6); its density is
lower and the buoyancy force will rise it further. The motion then continues
in an unstable way until, eventually, the heat exchanged with the environment
brings it back to (he tempera ture equilibrium. The motion then stops and, as
a result , a net amount of heat is carried upward' . A similar process occurs if
the fluid element initially moves downward. Convection is of great importance
in cosmic bodies, where gravity is the main macroscopic force and there are
often internal energy sources which heat a fluid from below. The evaluation
of heat transport in a convec tive - and turbulent - regime is a diffi cult and still
litt le understood problem. Convection is a very efficient way to transport heat
and, with a self-regulating process, tends to keep the temperature gradient just
above the adiabatic gradie nt; in a convective medium the assumption of an
adiabatic temperature profile is often a good approximation.

In a perfect gas the adiabatic gradient (5. 28) is - g/c:p ; but the interiors of
terrestrial planets behave as solids and dilatation, as described by the volume
ex pa nsivity PI" has a different nature; we have a more complex problem. Since
the volume exp ansivity in (5.27 ) is defined at constant pressure P( V, 1') , it can
also be written as

(5.29)

31f the' Tempe ratu re gradient is less Than the' adiabutic gradie nt any initia l motion will be reversed by The
buoyancy force and an uccillatury mode will '>Cl in al the Brunt- Vais;H:i frequency tsee Sec. 7.4 ).
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where K = - V(iJPj a V)T = g(iJPjiJg)T is the bulk modulus (1.53). We need
the rate (a p/tT!')v at which the pressure increases with temperature. A solid
is essentially a set of oscillators. whose restoring forces are due to the inter
actions between the lattice centres. For a lattice spacing d. it is described by
a potential U(6d). function of its change 6d from the reference position. If
the oscillators were strictly harmon ic, healing would just increase their mean
energy. but leave the intcrpaniclc distance d and the pressure unaffected: but
if the elementary interaction potential U(6d) is not even. a temperature change
also displaces the equilibrium positions and generates a pressure. Therefore,
in a solid, thermal expansion is a consequence of the anharmonic character of
the interaction. in particular of the term h(lidp in the potential (Problem 5. 12).
This state of affairs is best described by the dimensionless G runeisein's pa
rameter

(5.30)

mainly determined by the interaction term - h(od )] . It turns out that Ye is close
to unity for virtually all geologically interesting materials, and almost constant
for the range of temperatures and pressures found in the Earth's interior (in
contrast with the variable factors fl v' K and g ). Prom eq. (5.28) wc have then

9 YnQT
K

(5.3 1)

or, in thermodynamic space,

K d T -Ye T d P = ydT - Ye Td[I = O. (5.32)

form ally the same equation ( 1.26b) for a po lytropic gas with Y = Y(J + 1. This
shows how the adiabatic temperatu re profile is constructed with the density
Q(r ).
What happens in the real Earth '! Of course. in the (solid) lithosphere no con
vection is possible and heat is transferred only by conduction. In the mantle. on
the contrary, convection plays a dominant role. At fi rst glance this may seem
surprising. sinec the propagation of shear elastic waves in it (sec Fig. 5.2) guar
antees that the material is not liquid; on the other hand. with the lithosphcric
temperature gradient. at the bottom of the Iithosphere ( 0::::: 70 km in depth) the
temperature becomes 0::::: 1,500 K. close to the melting point of most minerals.
In fact, the mantle is in a state intermediate between the fluid and the solid.
At temperatures somewhat below the melting point, crystalline materials re
spond to shear stresses in a way depending on the timescale: they behave elasti
cally for rapid deformations (such as seismic waves), while for very long times
they are "soft enough" to creep. i.e. undergo a slow, steady deformation. In
other words. rocky materials show a finite viscosity when their temperature ap-
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prouchcs (he melti ng po int. In the Earth's mantle the average melting temper
ature of the vario us mineral components increases with depth (because of the
increasing pressure) at a rate ofe 0 .5 Kzkm. on ly about a factor 2 higher than
the ad iabatic temperature gradie nt (5.28) (T "" 2, 000 K. er "'" 1{)7 crg/(g K),
13\, "'" 10- 5 K- 1) or (5. 3 1) (with Y(J ::::: 1 and K :::: 5 X 1012 dyn e/ern- - sec
Fig. 5.5). On the other hand, since the conduc tivity doe s not depend much on
the temperature, the ad iabatic gradient is too small to allow radioac tive heat
to be transferred upwards by conduct ion only. As a consequence, very slow
convective currents arise. co mpatible with cree p deformations, and the tem
perature increases with depth at a rate which is close both to that of the melt
ing temperature (allowing a low enough viscosi ty) and to that of the adiabatic
gradien t (making convection possi ble)" .

There is indirec t evidence of convection phenomena in thc mantle of other
rcrrcstrial bodies. With a rota tion in 27 d, onc would expect the Moon to have
a centrifugal ob latcncss (C - A )/ B of order Ilc ::::: :3 X 10- 6 (cq. (1.13» ; but
in fact (C - A )/B ::. 6.28 X 10-4 is much larger. This anomalous equatorial
bulge may have been formed by an ancient two-cell convection in the mantle
in presence of a so lid core. As the Moon cooled, the bulge was preserved. This
scenario is also supported by the evidence of an ancient. strong lunar magnetic
field (Sec. 6 .5).

For the liquid outer core. the situation is still different. Here, the material
is fluid and the only co ndition required for convection is a suffi ciently strong
energy generation . This condition is more demanding because; (i) the abun
dance of radioactive elements in the iron core is uncertain, but probably lower
than in the rnantlc for chemical reasons; (ii) the ther mal conductivity is higher,
being dom inated (like for the electrical conductivity of metals) by electrons in
the conduction band. However, an alternative heat source is provided by the
latent heat and gravitational energy released by the growth of the inner sol id
core . Gravitation al energy becomes available because the liquid outer core
co ntains e 10% of light. alloying constituents (like sulphur or oxygen - see
See. 5.2), which are at least partially excl uded from the solid phase and dis
placed upwards as the inner core grows. The formation and growth of the inner
core in planetary centres essentially occur because for iron and iron-rich alloys
the rate of increase of the freezing temperature with pressure is larger than the
adiabatic grad ient (BT /B P):;. which approx imately holds there. Moreover, in
gene ral, the addition of impurities depresse s the freezing point of liquids (if
the co rresponding solid is purer): if the core starts as a liquid and then gradu
ally coo ls, whcn some solid iron forms. the coexisting fluid is richer in lighter

-n., real situation is sti ll more complicated. since - a, ment ione d in S"e. 5.2 - there are ' ignitican t lateral
inhomoge neit ies in the Earth mantle. Som e of them are cle arly ca used by local intrusions of core magma,
much hotter than the surrounding mate rial in the manne.
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co nstituents, and therefore less dense , than the overlying fluid (which has not
frozen yet) and therefore tends to rise and to start a cornpositionally driven
convection. In any case, the onset of convection in the liqu id core - with char
acteristic velocity much faster than the slow creep in the mantle - appears to
be an esse ntial prerequi site fo r the generation of a significant magnetic field on
a planetary scale (see Sec . 6 .4).
How \I/QS this situation established? Even assuming that the Earth started out
co ld (an unlikely case, as we shall see in Sec . 16.3), the radioac tive heat release
was probably sufficient to bring it close to melting in "'" 10 - 100 My (at prese nt
this release is "'" 10- 7 erg/Cs g), but it was hig her in the past by abou t an order
of magnitude - see Table 5.1; the speci fic heat is "'" 107 erg/g); moreover,
it is possible that short-lived radionuclides released more heat than the long
lived ones. Convection then set up and the situation became self-stabilized: a
slower convection wou ld heat up the Earth , but then the material would become
"softer" and convection would be accelerated again . Convec tion stops only
whcn thc hear flux will beco me so low that conduct ive transfer along a quasi
adiabatic temperature gradie nt will match the flux itself.

5.4 Tectonic motions
A scientific revolution has affected geology during the I960s and the 1970s,

transformi ng this discipline from a mostly descriptive one, provid ing exp lana
tions only for small scale features and phenomena, to a mature sc ience, based
on a paradigmatic theory (the so-called plate tecton ics) which explains on a
global scale the most prominent characteristics and the evolution of the Earth's
outermost layers. The evidence fo r extensive horizontal displaccmcnts of large
sections of the Earth's crust relative to each other comes from disparate types
of data and techniques:

• I mpressive similarities exist between continental margi ns now separated by
wide oceans, both in shape (an outs tanding example arc the Atlantic coast
lines of Africa and So uth America) and in geo logical features, palcocli
matic histories, and foss il records of ancient flora and fauna. In the first
decades of the last cen tury this evidence was systematically collected and
used by A. W EGEI'ER to support his theory of continental drift and of the ori
gin of the present continents from a primordial, common land mass. This
theory, though much debated, was rejec ted for a long time by the major.
ity of geophysicists, mainly because no plausib le physical mechanism was
dee med capable of causing the proposed dri ft

• The morphology of oceanic floors, first globally mapped in the 1950s,
shows many prominent linear feature s assoc iated with intense volcanic and
seismic activity, which appears to divide the Ear th's crus t into a number
of huge "plates", including the continents. These linea r features are either
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long ridges, where the sea floo r appears to he generated from below and
then to diverge, or deep trenches, where the surface layer appea rs to plunge
back into the mantle. They are frequently broken into many shorter sectio ns
somewhat displaced horizontally, and co nnected hy transform f aults, i.c.,
shear lines parallel to the dir ection of relative motion between the bou nd
aries. Thus the continents do not "float" like rafts on the mantle, but move
about as a consequence of the continuous generation and destruction of the
oceanic crust.

The new data on oceani c floors also showed clearly that the bipartition of
the Earth' s crust into oceans and continents is not just the result of the pres
ence of large amo unts of liquid water: the oceanic crust is thinner, younger,
different in mineralogical composition (less acidic) and lies on the aver
age some 4.6 km lowe r than the continental shclfs , with a comparatively
steep slope in between. Thi s dichotomy appears to be unique amo ng the
terrestrial- type planets.

• The ideas about continental drift and sea- floor spreading received a de 
tailed and quantitative support from paleomagne tic data, collec ted in the
1950 s and the 1960s. As it will be discussed in Ch . 6, most crustal rocks
retain a record of the local geo magnetic field at the time they cooled and
so lid ified, or were deposited as scdimcrus. In panicular, the orientation
that the geomag netic pole should have had to produce the local field can
be obtained. For rocks younger than e 20 My, these locally determined
polar directions arc consistent and , to a good approximation, para llel or
antiparallcl to the rotational pole (Sec . 6.3); but for earl ier epoc hs the lo
cally deter mined magnetic poles arc not consistent among each other, even
when onc assumes that the rotational pole moves arou nd in the rigid Earth
(Sec. 3.5) . They can be reconciled only if large relative drift s have occ urred
on a tirnescale of :>:: 100 My, in a way fully consistent with Wegener's pic
ture, derived from entirely different data. Moreover, on the oceanic crust,
sea-floor spreading from ridges is confi rmed by the obse rvation of symmet
ric, linear stripes of alternately positive and negative magnetic anomalies on
the two sides of the ridges, as expected from the known occurrence of re
versals of the field polarity, which are recorded by cooling volcanic rocks
(Fig . 6 .3). These data are consistent with spreading rates of I - 10 cm/y,
and allow the determ ination of the relative veloci ty of neighbouring plates.

• Finally, an increase of accuracy in laser ranging to art ificial satellites (like
LAGEOS; see Secs. 18.2 and 20.3), the Global Position ing System satel
lites (Sec. 18.2) and extensive ob servations of extraga lact ic radio sources
with VLBI (Sec. 20 .3) resulted over the past 20 years in direc t evidence for
the motion of the tectonic plates. With a precision in the determ ination of
the position of geodetic sites, now improved to a few centimetres , the direct
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measurement of the plate motion is achievable with accuracy of a few cmjy
or better . This is comparable to that atta ined by above mentio ned analysis
of geological records .

Other large scale crustal features can be interpreted in thi s fra mework. pro
vided the mechanism for horizontal motions of the crust is recognized in their
coupling with vert ical motions in the underlying mant le, assoc iated with con
vective currents (sec Sec . 5.3). The basalti c ocean crust is then see n as a veneer
on the tithosphere. the rigid layer z;:: 70 km thick and broken in different plates,
moving and evolv ing due to convec tion in the de eper, plastic asthenosphere',
At the ocea n tren ches (subduction zones ), the Iithosphcrc bends down forming
a rigid, inclined slab wh ich plunges into the mantle, producing ea rthqua kes
with foc i at inte rmed iate and great depths (contras ting with earthquakes asso
ciated with tran sform faul ts at ocean ridges, wh ich are gen era ted closer to the
surfac e), unt il, at z;:: 700 km of depth, it is re-as similated in the mantle. But
duri ng this process the lighter material differentiates and emerges again as an 
desitic magma, resulti ng into ex tens ive vo lcanism and forming islan d chains
(e.g.• Japan) or bu ilding up cont inental edg es (e.g.• the Ande s) . On the other
hand , when a co llision between two co ntinental blocks occurs, the con tine nta l
crust is too light and thick for sinking int o the mantle, and thus folds and forms
exten sive mountain syste ms (e .g., the Himalaya and the Alps) .

T he only type o f vo lcanic and orogeneuc act ivity which is unrelated to plate
motions and to the upper mantle con vecti on pattern is assoc iated with the so
called hot spots. Some chains of vo lcanic island s (e.g., the Hawaii ), lyin g far
from the plate bou ndaries, show a progressi ve increase o f age, wh ich sugges ts
plate motion across a steady volc ani c so urce. possibly a narrow convec tive
plume orig inating in the lower mantle. Som e 120 hot spots, acti ve in the last
10 My. have been reco gn ized, both inside the continents (c.g., the volc anoes
Nyamlag ira and Ny iragongo in ce ntral Africa ) and in the oceans. e ither super
posed on ridges (c.g., Ice land) or we ll removed from them (e.g. , Hawai i). A
ma p of the main plates and hot spo ts is shown in fig. 5.7. figure 5 .8 show s epi
central locations of the major earthquakes during a s ing le year (nea rly 14 , (XlO
events of magn itude > 3); co mparison with Fig . 5.8 confirms that the earth
quakes arc largely restricted to the plate boundaries (ab ou t 95 % of all earth
quakes). fo llow ing ma inly ocean tren ches or ridges. The obvious sourc e of the
earthquake energ y is a sudden. and largely unpredictab le. re lease of the stra in
between collidi ng pla tes .

~The r'<lr1 h is the nnly known terrew;al body Ihal has developt'd a global-'iCale plate tectoni cs ; bo lh M<l rs
'lIld Venus lad ;1. A pla u, ih1e - and interesling - reason may he o-lal..d to 3 suHk ient 31110ulll of wal..r,
Subductcd water, throu gh sinking ocean plate s. may have softened the upper asrhcnosphcrc. thus allowing
horizontal motion.
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Kinematic description of plate motion. As mentioned in Sec. 3.2. an accu
rate body-fixed reference sys tem requi res the defi nitio n and the realization of
an idea l rigid bod y. with res pect to which the motion of all stations on the con
tinental plates can he referred . Th is is the Conventional Terrestrial Reference
Syste m (CTR S; Sec. 3.2); it is realized by the ass ignment and the accurate
maint enance of the posit ion s and the veloci ties in this frame of a set of special
sites , usually tracking stations or related gro und marks. The position r (r) of any
site results from {i) its motion b.r(t) relative to its own plate. which includ es all
the relevant time-dependent effects (solid Earth tides, oceanic and atmospheric
loading. post-glacial rebound, etc.), obtained with suitable modelling and (ii)
the motion of the plate itself in the CTRS, assumed rigid around the centre of
mass of the Eart h. This is a purely rotational motion. entirely determined by
its angular velocity H pl ; if the acceleration is neglected, the plate component
of the velocity of a point r is

Vpl =!l:pl xr . (5.33)

For small displacements during the geologically short time in which observa
tions are made,

r (J ) = r H + Q pl X ro (1 - to) + D.r (1) , (5.34)

where (rn, vu) arc the initial position and velocity at the lime to. In turn. the
angular velocities !lpl arc obtained by fitting them to the measured positions
and taking into account all the relevant geophysical information, in particular
magnetic measurements (Table 5.3), By definition, to ensure that there is no
average rotation of the frame relative to the crust, the appropriate weighted
average of !lpl must vanish,

Two independent techniques arc used to obtain plate motion: (i) geological
records of the local magnetization of crustal rocks associated with the oceanic
ridges, and (ii) direct measurements with satellite tracking and VLBI. The first
gives averages over geological time spans of at least a few My; the second
provides present-day values. Any acceleration could show up in a discrepancy
between them, with important geophysical consequences; for example, the ac
cumulation of stress energy produced by the interaction between neighbouring
plates may suddenly be released in an earthquake and modify the resistance to
the motion. Recent comparison between the two techniques shows an overall
agreement, but in some particular cases there arc discrepancies. It should also
be noted that in regions where the structure (and the dynamics) of the crust is
complex on a local scale and many micro-plates interact (c.g.. in the Mediter
ranean area), coarse global models arc inadequate. The acquisition of longer
series of satellite and VLBI observations will certainly he of great help for a
better understanding of the causes of eart hquakes and predicting their occur
rence.
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Fi!?lIre 5.8. Epicentres of earthquakes in 1997 with magnitude > 3. Note their correlation with
the boundaries o f the tectonic plates (Fig. 5.7). Data acquired from the Univers ity of Hcrkelcy
(hllp://qua kc .gco.berkeley.edu/cnssn .

Plate

Pacific
Coc os
Nazcu
Caribbean
So uth Ame rica
Antarc tica
India
Austra lia
Africa
Arabia

Eurasia
North America
Juan de Fucn
Philippine
Rivera
Scoria

H,
(mrad /My)

- 1.510
- 10.425

-1.532
-0. 178
-1.03 8
-0.82 1
6 .670
7.839
0.89 1
6 .6K5

-0 .98 1
0.258
5.200

10.090
-9 .390
-0.410

!l.
(mra d/My)

4 ,840

-21.605
-8.577
-3.385
- 1.5 15
- 1.70 1
0.040
5. 124

-3.099
-0.521
-2.3IJ5
-3.599
8.610

-7. 160
-30.960

-2.660

n,
(mrad /My)

-9.970
10.925
9.609
1.581

-0.870
3.706
6.790
6.282
3.922
6.760
3. 153

-0 .153
-5.820
-9.670
12.050
-J.270

Tuhk 5.3 TIlt:glohal kinema
rical mod el NNR ·NUVELl A
with 16 Iithosphcric plate s in
the LiRS according 10 Dc.Mcts
Cl al., Geoonvs. Res. ten. 21,
2. 191 ( 1994). The co mpo
ne nts of the rotation vec tor are
given for each p late.

The CTRS ideal rigid body is tied to the lithosphere and is not directly
related to the interior of the planer: in particular, it can not provide a detenn i
nation of the principal axes of inertia. Any information about motions in the
upper mantle with respect to the CTRS would be a very valuable contribution
to our understanding of the dynamics of the mantle-crust system. "Markers"
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of this kind arc provided by hot spots; as said earlier, they probably arc plumes
of hot material ascending from the deep mantle, unrelated to the lithosphcric
motions; in fact, they have almost fixed positions in the e r RS. The abunda nce
and prominence of hot spot volcanism in regions like Africa and Eastern Asia
(as compared, for instance, with America) are consistent with the very small
(5 I cm/y) velocities of the corresponding plates (see Fig. 5.7). In general,
the e TRS plate velocitie s are not correlated with their size, but , rather, with
the length of the subduction margins; they also seem to anticorrelate with the
extension of their continental parts.

The energy needed to feed the observed seismic, volcanic and orogenetic ac
tivities in the lithosphere is "" IO lll - I() 19 erg's: the thermal energy upward nux
from the Earth's interior, about two orders of magnitude greater, is an amply
adequate source. However, the detaile d interrelation between tectonic motions
and the system of convective currents in the upper mantle is still largely un
known , despite sig niflcaru impro vement s in three-dime nsional modelli ng of
the crust and the mantle .

- PROIILEMS -

5,1. Prove that with in a sphcrically symme tric planet, where the propaga
tion velocit y o of the wave is a function only of the radius r, along any
given ray the quantity p = r sin i /v(r) is a constant (here i is the angle
between the ray and the radial direction). (Hint: Consider three homo
geneous spherical layers and apply Snell 's law at the two boundaries.)

5,2 . Deduce the con stancy of p (previous problem) from the ray equation
(8.39).

5.3,* Compu te as a function of the incidence angle, the energy conversion
factor from S- to P-waves and from p, to Scwavcs at a free boundary,

5,4 . What is the heat flux needed to balance radioactive heat production in
the Earth?

5.5, Estimate the global kinetic energy of plate motion.
5,6. On the basis of the model of DeMets et al. for plate motions (Ta

ble 5.3). compute the relat ive velocity between some important cities.
i.c., New Delhi with respect to Moscow.

5.7. Obtain cq. (5.27) for a perfect gas with a constant polytropic index y .
5.8 .* In a spherical planet of constant initial temperatu re To a radiogenic

heat source with half-life till is located at the cent re. Assume homo
geneous planetary model with thermal diffusivityX and conductivity K.
Neglecting convection. compute the surface temperature of the planet
as a function of time. Discuss also the case in which source is uni
formly distributed throughout the planet.

5.9. Verify that the ::< 25 km mean difference of the crust-mantle bound
ary (MO HO) below co ntinents and oceans is in a rough agreement
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with the Airy co mpensation mechanism (Sec. 2.4). (Hint: Assume a
mean ocean depth of ;;; 4 km and mean crus t and mantle de nsities of
;;; 2 .8 g/cm3 and e 3.3 g/cm\ respectively; Fig. 5.4.)

5.10.* A spherical and homogeneous plane t with radius Rand negligihle
albedo rotates with an angular veloc ity w . Solve for the temperature
d istribut ion assuming a thermal emission from the surface according
the Srctan-Bo ltzrnann law (1.99) . (Hint: In terms of the therm al dif
fus ivity X. the lack of tem perature uniformity is determ ined by the
dimensionle ss parameter XR2t .»; expand in spherical harrnoni cs.)

5.11.* In a simplified model of a hom ogeneous. non-rotating and spherical
planet spheroid al and toro ida l modes of deformation are represented,
respectively, by s = Vu + V x (Vx vr ) and s = V x (wr ) (cq. (5 .18» . De
veloping the sca lar functions (Il , v, w) in spherical harmoni cs and ne
g lecting self-gravity, prove tha t sphero ida l and toroidal deformations
decouple . Co mpute the spectrum of proper spheroidal and toroid al
osci llations o f the planet at the lowest degrees (t ~ 2).

5.12. Evaluate the mean value (r5d) of the change sd of the intcratomic di s
tance d in a lattice fo r the interaction potential U(r5d) = a «(id )2 
b (Od )3 (where a and b are positive) and the linea r expans ion coe ffi
cient (6d) / T .

- FURTHER READINGS -

Three useful, though somew hat o lder, book s exploring in more details the sub
ject of this chapter. are F.D. Stacey , Ptvysics of the Earth. Brookfield Press
(1992); W.M. Kaula. An Introduction to Planetary Physics: the Terrestrial
Planets, 1. Wiley and Sons (1968) and Y N. Zarkov, Internal Structure of the
Earth and the Planets. Nauka-Mir ( 1986). The second part of the last book
also co ntains discussions o f the inter iors o f the Moon and planets. More re
cent are C.M. R. f owler, The Solid Earth: An Introduction to Global Geo
physics , Ca mbridge Universi ty Press ( 1990), I. Jackson, The tiarth mantle:
Composition, structure, and evolution . Ca mbridge Univers ity Press (2000).
and A. Udias. Principles of seismology, Cambridge University Press (2000).
L. Brekhovskikh and V. Goncharov, Mechanics ofContinila and Wave Dyna m
ics, Springer -Vcrlag (1985) contains a clear discussion of wave propagation
in a solid, while A. Bcn-Mcnahcm and S. l it Singh, Seismic waves and sour 
ces, Dover Publications (2000) gives a very complete discussion of this topic.
The issue of convection in the planetary man tle is discussed by G. Schubcrt,
D.L. Turcorrc and P. Olson, Mantle convection in the Earth and planets. Cam
bridge Univers ity Press (20CH ). On the normal modes, there is E.R. Lapwood
and T. Usami , Free Oscillations of the Earth. Cam bridge Universi ty Press
(198 1). The efforts to construc t a new Reference Earth Model (REM) are de
scribed at http://mahi.uesd.edu/Gabi/rem.html. A good, though older. textbo ok
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on planetary interiors, not d iscussed here, and thei r evolution is W.B. Huhhard,
Planetary Interiors, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. (1984) .



Chapter 6

PLANETARY MAGNETISM

The fact thai a small needle of lodestone suspended at its centre of mass
maintains an almost constant orientation with respect to the Earth 's body has
been known for thousands of years and widely used in compasses for naviga
lion purposes. Indeed, the magnetic compass has been employed in China at
least since the 4th ce ntury AD and used by Amalfi ' s seamen since the l Ith
cent ury. Tn 1600 W. G II.BERT associated thi s effec t with the magnet ic properties
of the Earth itself. In his De Magnese. one of the earliest scientific treatises
ever written, Gilbert staled that the Earth behaves like a great perma nent mag
net, similar to a uniform ly magnetized sphere. In spite of these early practical
and theoretical achievement s, the study of the Earth's magnetic field has pro
gressed slowly. Among its difficult aspects are: 0 ) its complex structure and
rapid time variability; {ii) the fact that it is produced by at least three different
sources (currents in the conduct ive. rotating and convective core; magnctiza
tion of crustal rocks; plasma currents in the ionosphere and further out); and
(iii) the problem of its origin and permanence in a highly dissipative medium.
The latter problem was described by A. EI~STEIN as one of the three most dif
ficult, unsolved issues of physics. Today. thanks mainly to space missions. we
have a much more detailed knowledge of the Earth's field and also of the mag
netic properties of other planetary bodies. There is a wide consensus that in a
rotating planet with a fluid and conductive core, a dipole magnetic field parallel
or antiparallc l to the rotation axis arises; however. the details of this complex
process, and its main mode l. the dynamo theory. are still not completely un
derstood.

Magnetic fields provide important evidence about the structure of planetary
interiors and, for the Earth, about the motions of its crust. In addition. the
interaction of a planetary magnetic dipole with the solar wind determines the
complex and peculiar properties of the magnetosphere (Ch. 10).

145
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6.1 The main dipole field
The magnetic field Bu on the Earth 's surface can be expressed in terms of

its rad ial compo nent A (positive downward), its horizontal component H and
the deflection angle D between the latter and the geographical North (positive
eas tward) ; D is the magnetic declination . Also traditionall y used is the angle
I = arctan(H/A) between the line of force and the horizontal p lane (the mag
netic inclination). In Cartesian coordinates x (northward). y (eastward) and z
(downwa rd),

(6.1)

Since no free magnetic monopol e is known 10 exist ( V . B = 0), if local
currents and lime varying electric fields are neglec ted, so that V x B = O. the
magneti c field can be expressed as gradie nt of a harmonic scalar potential v.u:
B = - VV.,. The theory is then forma lly identica l with the theory of the gru
vitational field (Ch. 2), with the di fference that the ma in term in the spherical
harmonics expansion is the dipole. not the mono pole. This component is de
tcrmincd by the dipole vector d . which wc now assume at the centre of the
Earth:

(
d . ' )8 = -V 7 .

In magnetic spherical coord inates

I DV.l t d .
BI/ = -- -,- = 3" sm8M '

r 0°11 ,...

d . r
VII = - ,- .,

DV.\( 2d
Br = - -a = 1'" eos 8.\f ., ,

(6.2)

(6 .3)

(0 ,11 ' the magn etic colatitude, is the angle between d and r and d = ldl). On the
surface r = R

B(lII = - H = B/, sinOM , BD" = - A = 2B/'cos 0.\f ' (6.4 )

where Be = d j R3 ::::< 3 1, 000 nT (corresponding to d ::::< 7.8 X 10}0 nT crrr ' ) ' .
The axis of the magnet ic dipole d makes an angle o.lf = 169" with the Earth 's
polar axis. Although. as recognized by Gilbert. a dipol e field can be generated
by a uniformly magnetized sphere, such large value of d cannot be justified .
The proper source of the magnetic field. residing deep in the Earth interior,
will be discussed in Sec. 6.4.

'cc- unit for the magnetic field is the mmoTe"I" {nTl which is the commonly used SI unit; the older
literature uses mostly the cgs unit Gauss (G) . wkh the transformation: 1G '" I(}' n'I.
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From the previous equation we get

Ba = (Boi + BOr 2) 1/2 = n, ( I + 3 cos2 e...,)1/2 ; (6.5 )

the field at the magnetic poles is two times larger than at the equator and

tan I = Bor / Boo = 2 cot 0..., . (6 .6)

Since B,-/B(I = d r] r dH,\{ . the lines of force r (O\!) are solutions of the differential
equation

I dr
-- = 2 cot O.., .
I' dO,\{ ,

(6. 7)

readily integrated to
(6 .8)

(6.9")(3(8. ) =

Here L is the radial distanc e at which the line of force crosses the (magnetic)
equatorial plane. The distribution of charged particles trapped in the Earth
magnetic field (Sec. 10 .3) is conveniently described in Mcllwain 's coordinates
(fJ = 8 1B l ' L ), a one-to-one map of the magnetic polar coordinates (I'. OM) on
one hemisphere (B I is the equatorial value of the magnetic field strength on a
given field line; fJ 2:. I ). Notably, from (6.3) and (6.8) we have

( I + 3COS2eM) 1/2

sino0..,

L(r. O.I I ) =
,

sin20.., .
(6.9b)

Note that the L = const. coordinate lines are just the field lines of the dipole
magnetic field. to first approx imation followed by trapped charged panicles
(Sec. 10.3). The inverse transformation (fJ.L) _ (1',0..,) cannot be accom
plishcd analytically, but relies on the numerical solution of

(6.10)

Obviously, 1'1L in (6.10) is just sin2 OM'

6.2 Magnetic harmonics and anomalies
If B is curl-free the spherical harmonic expansion of the potential v.", in

general includes terms proportional to 1/1'( + · (due to interna l sources; sec
eq. (2.17» and to 1' ( (for an external source like the ionosphere; sec cq . (2.20».
We thus have

1 (
R L: .Li't m(COs O)X

(~ I m=O
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{[cfm(i)' +(I - C[ ", ) (~ )f + ' l C (mC OSITlr.p +

[Sf mG~r + (I - ~' f m) ( ~)' + I]S ( mSinm<{l} (6 .11)

Here (} and sp arc the geographica l colati tude and longitude and R the mean
Earth radius; the dimcnsionlcss coe fficients C { m and S ( m (lying hctwccn 0 and
1) describe the fractional contributions of the external sources. Unlike for
the gco potcnrial (Ch. 2), in gcomagnctic work associate Lcgcndrc functions
Pf ",(cos B) are co nventionally normalized with the definition

Pf ",(cosB) = NllI,!){",(co s(}) =
( t - m)!

(2- 15",0) Pt ",(cos (J ),
( t + m)!

usually ca lled quasi-normalization . Comparing this with eg. (2 .13) , we see that
the factor (2f + 1) is missing. Given VM from (6. 11), the magnetic field reads

I av....
8 0 = --; iJrJ '

1 aVMB = --- - -
<f r sin R iJI{) ,

avl !
B - - 

r - or ' (6 . 12)

With the tradi tional method, using magncromctcrs Oil the surface of the
Earth r = R. the four sets of coe ffi cients c, s, C, 5 can. in princip le, be mea
surcd (in fac t, 8 0 and B.; do not con tain c and s, but B, does). C. E G AUSS first
appli ed this method in 1839 and with the data available at that time showed
that C { m = S fm = 0, i.e. the gcomagncric field is entirely interna l. Today we
know that this is only a good app roximation. since there arc correctio ns up to
Be/l Oa (w ith typical timescales ranging from milliseconds 10 11 y. the solar
cycle period ) due to currents in the ionosphere and further out in the magne
tosphere. Such ex terna l fields induce elect ric curre nts in the upper mantle and
temporal variations of the internal field which depend upon the conductivity
and can be used to investigate its structure. All these elec tric currents and
time-dependent e lectric fi elds prod uce a cur l of the magnetic field and require.
besides the scalar potential, a vector potent ial as well. Thus the representation
(6. 12), with (6.11), has only a limited value.

The internally generated field (from eq. (6 .11) can be written

(R)'+1 _
VM = R I;. Pl m(COS (J )(Y f mCOS 11lip + h f m sin m ip) ,

t m

where the Gauss ' coeffi cients 9 l m = ( I - Clm) C l m/ R 2, h I m = ( I - C(m) S l m/ R 2

have the d imension of a magnetic field. The { = I terms give the dipo le field:
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30' 60" 90" 110" 150" 1RO"

f i li I/re n.l. The total intensity of the geomagnetic field at the surface (in 10-1 nT or Gauss) in
the upper plot and its secular change (in nT/y) ut the bottom. both for epoeh 2000 .0; data taken
from the International Gcomagncnc Refere nce Field (IG RF1000 ) available at http://www.ngdc.
noaa .gov/.

gw = dz/ R3, « u = d (I R"', h l 1 = dvl R3 [with d.l, dlJ ,dz being geographic
components of the magnetic dipole); the tilt angle is

s; = arctan[(gr . +hr l) t/2IY IIl ] .
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I m g,. h,. dg fmldl dh cm/dl Table 6.1 lGR F2000 Gau ss
coe fficie nts (and their secular

I 11 29.61 5 11 14 .6 0 chang es ) for the dipole , qua-
I I - 1.728 5, 186 10.7 - 22.5 drupole and ocrupolc compo-
2 0 - 2, 267 0 - 12.4 0 ncnts (mea n Eart h radius « =
2 I 3, 072 - 2.478 l.l - 20.6 6371.2 km assumed). Units: nT
2 2 1,672 - 45S - 1.1 - 9.6 and nTjy.
J 11 J. 34 1 11 0.7 11
J I - 2, 290 - 227 - 5.4 6.0

J 2 1.253 296 11.9 - 0.1
J J 7lS - 492 - 7.7 - 14.2

The International Association of Geomagnetism and Aero nomy (lAGA) has
es tablished a working group la elabora te various geomag netic field represen
tations, from which the Earth 's main field and its secular variation can be com 
puted. (AOA also updates about every 5 years Gauss ' coe flicier us, which pro
vide the International Gcomagnctic Reference Field (lGRF); because of the
mentioned limitations of the potent ial representation, they are usually trun
catcd at [ = 10. In Table 6.1 we list them up to ( = 3 for rhc IGRF2000 model,
based on the measurement s of low flying Danish satellite Oersted (a follow 
up of the successful MAGSAT mission launched in 1979). Oersted, with its
coverage and data quality. provided a model up to [ = 20; however, the de
grees ( > 13 have only a statistical relevance, while for f ::5 13 the individual
coefficients arc reliable (Fig. 6.2). In (6.11), however, it is necessary to take
into account the external contribution; the Oersted data showed that the main
coeffic ient CIO C IO/ R2 is about 22.4 nT, well above the measurement uncer
tainty (;;;; I n'T}. With the accurate data from the forthco ming space missions
(Oersted 2 and Champ), relevant improvements are expected in modellin g and
quantitative determination.

Figure 6.1 shows the intensity of the geomagnetic field at the surface and its
secular change. Although the dipo le coefficien ts are larger than the quadrupolc
ones (Table 6.1), the total field intensity at the surface deviates from the pure
dipole pattern . In particular. if wc operationa lly define the "magnetic pole" as
the point where the magne tic field vector is normal to the Earth surface (i.c.,
1 = 90 °), the north pole is at 79.0 ° Nand 105.1° W (geographic coordinates) .
The north pole computed from the dipole fi eld coe fficients only (C = I) is at
79.3° Nand 7 1.5° W. A more spec tacular peculiarity of the Earth magnetic
field is the South Atlantic Anomaly. a significant decrease of the field intensity
to the east of South Amer ica (see Fig. 6.1). Th is feature allows penetration of
energetic cosmic ray particles deep into the ionosphere in this region, which
may affect electric circuits of spacecraft.

In the grav itational case a shift of the origin changes simultaneously the
monopole term and all higher harmonics; in the magnetic case a shift r --+ r +a
in the origin produces an additional quadrupole term. Starting with the pure
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. (6. 13),,'

dipole field we obtain

e . r r 21 -3 r r d · r ? 1 -3 r r
VI! = - ,- + d . ~ . a + . . . = - ,- + Qd : '---:'--'c:.:~ + ...

r- r- ,..

The (traceless) dipo le-originated quadrupolc is then

I
qd = da - :1 1 (d · a) . (6 .14)

From the known quadrupolc field we can determine the actual displacement a
of the dipole from the centre of the Earth as follows. A general quadrupole
term is ofthe fonn (see (2.24»

q :

where q is a symmetric. rracc-free tensor. We can decompose it with respect to
the orthonormal basis e l .e2.e) = eM

Q = q ll cl e . + Qnc2C2 - (QIl + q22) CMCM +Q1 2 (el c2 + e 2c »

+q23 (C2CM + CMC2) + q 31 (CMC I + C ICM) ; (6 .15)

qd is then given by

3 qdl l =3 qd22 = - a,ud , qdI2 =0 . Qdn =a2d. QdJ I= (q d . (6 . 16)

(6. 17)

A simple, but interesting example of a conclus ion about the core can be thus
obtained from the surface magnetic field. Since the quadrupole terms are about
10% of the main dipole (Table 6.1). one expects that a ::::: 0.1 R$; direct evalu
ation shows that a ::::: 0.07 R$.

Fine structure of the geom agn ctic field. Similarly to the gravity field. the in
ternally produced magnetic field is dominated by the lowest degree multipole
component (dipole in this case) far away from the planet: higher degree correc
tions are more and more important as the source is approached. It is interesting
to consider the average of the square of the magnetic fi eld components of de
gree t on the ground, which can be called its "spectrum" or "mean magnetic
energy density", just as (2.39) is for the gravity field; it reads

R{ = (t + l)(R / r )2f+4 L: (g~", + h~m ) '

'"
Components of degree ( have a scale of var iation e R/f; Rf has a very steep
dependence on the degree

(6 .17' )
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Figure 6.2 The spectra K(
of the Oe rsted and rv1AGSAT
magnetic mod els (solid), their
errors (short -dashed) and thei r
difference (long-dashed). The
decrease in Hr in 20 y, well
above the noise (shon -dashcd
lines}, may be an indication
of an inc ipient reversal. Data
kindly provided by G. Hulot ;
see also G. Hulor Cl al., Nature
416 . 620 (2(X)2).
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( 0 be contrasted with the power law C l IX e-2 of Kaula' s rule for gravity. Th is
behaviour is observed up to degree { ~ 14, after which the spec trum levels off
(Fig. 6.2); however, the validity of the potentia l represe ntation for large degrees
is uncertai n, in particular because of exte rna l and time-de pende nt compo nents.
As r / R decreases, each spectral component increases proportionally to (R{r)2f:

log R{ = {( 2 Iog(Rj r ) - log 3.71+ const ;

at r = R (3.7 )- 1/2 :::< 3,300 km the spectrum is approximately independent of
the scale Rl t. Note that for a power law 10g R{ = -(f log [ + eonsl - a common
case for disordered systems - and the logarithm of the spectrum is practically
independent of the degree; it is then natural 10 ascribe thc steep dependence
(6.17') not to its intrinsic spectral "colour", but to the depth of the source.
This argument strongly suggests that the source lies below 3,300 km, in the
conductive and fluid Earth's core.

Interesting results can be obtained when the power spectrum Rr is compared
for two models construc ted at different epochs; this has been recently done for
geopotential models derived from the Oersted data in 2000 and those from the
MAGSAT mission, flown in 1979·1980. Both share the same characteristic
behaviour (6.17' ), but a small and systematic decrease of the low degree corn
ponents was found (Fig. 6.2). In this way a model of the change in the flow
structure in the Earth core was obtained, including the emergence of an asy m
metric patch under South Africa (see also Sec. 5.2). It is possible that these
changes are premonitory signs of a polarity reverse.

6.3 Secu lar changes and reversals
Already in the 17th century it was known that the geomagnetic field is not

steady, but varies in strength and orientation in a coherent way over large areas
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fi gure 6.3 The alternate mng
nctizatio n of the sea floor 011 both
sides of an ocean ridge reveals
the magnetic polarity at the time
at which roc ks emerged fro m the
mantle; black and whi le inter
vals corre spond 10 opposite po..
laritics. Adapted from R.T. Mer
rill et aI., The Muglleli(" Field of
rhe Earth, Academic Press, San
Diego (1998).

of the Earth (sec Fig. 6.1). These variations arc much greater than transient
changes - due to phenom ena in the ionosphere and the mag netosphere (or re
flecting sudden changes in the Earth core) and proba bly occur on all timescales
from e 10 to ::::: 109 y. Direct observations are availab le for the last few cen
turies, showing timescales up to ::::: 104 y. The main observed secular effects
are the following:

• The dipole field decreases in strength by abou t 0.05% per year (::::: 15 nTjy)
and drifts westward in an almost processional way at a rate of about 0.06 °/y.
cor responding to a period ofe 6,000 y.

• The non-dipole part of the field changes more rapidly, by some 50 nTjy.
but with a large scatter. These variations give rise to an average westward
drift of its features of about 0.2 j y (corresponding to a rotation period of
::::: 1, 800 Y with respect to the sol id Earth), hut with a strong variability
between different latitudes and different harmonic compone nts. In fact,
these features deform. shift and disappear; they behave more like eddies in
a fluid stream than permanent or quasi-permanent structures.

As said in Sec. 5.4, the alternat ing magnet ic polarity seen in the magnetiza
tion in the sea floor spreading aro und a mid ocean ridges can reveal impor tant
information about the ancient configuration of the terrestrial magnetic field: as
rocks cool below the Curie temperature, they permanently acquire the magne
tization of that time. Co rresponding layers of alternate magnetization are seen
at the same distance from the ridge and provide a measure of the velocity of
the continental drift (Sec . 5.4). Figure 6.3 illustrates this important concept.

Another important source of information about the ancient gcomagnctic
field is the analysis of deep-sea sedimentary sequenc es (obtained by deep dri-

2The mosl spec lacular o r lhes.: abrupt events are called g<,lmwgn<,lic j<,rh; they appear ,1S sudden changes
in the second deri ,·atives of lhe ge<.lmagnetic polential. separali ng pericH.Is of co n,tam ,e cular varialion.
Prominent je rks occ urred in 1'J69, 1978. 199 1 and 19W . Their origi n is uncertain. but since they imply a
reorgauization of the secu lar variation in the dipole field. they <Ire probably d ue to processes in the core.
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Figure 6.4. Cont inuous sequence of the Earth dipole intensity d over the last magnetic chro n
(Brunhes); time before present (in kYI in absc issa and d (in ]()'u n'T cm'' ) in ord inate. The
last reversal occurs at :::: 0 .78 My. when the signal reaches near zero. The peak value is ""
9 X 10]() n'l' cm', wh ile the time-ave raged value over the Brunhes chron is :::: 6 X 10-11) nl cm' .
Note the significant variations related 10 excursions of the magnetic axis orientation. Mod el
S i nt~gO() based on a large number of magnctostratigraphic meas urements. Data kindly provided
by l P. Valet; sec also Y. Guyodo and l .P. Valet, Nature 399, 249 (1999).

lling). a method called magnetosmuigraptry. An absolute dating of the ex
tracted specimens can be obtained with radiometric means (K-Ar isotope sys
tem is rather precise up to :::::: 5 My) or by correlating micro fossils in geologic
layers on different places on the Earth.

Data collected with these methods form the basis of palaeomognetism.
which investigates the past orientation or the main dipole and, to a lower ac
curacy, its strength, on long timescales. Were the field purely dipolar, the rem
nant magnetic vector at a given place would determine a ficti tious dipole in the
centre of the Earth. Since there are higher degree components, however, the
dipole moments so determined differ from place to place. To eliminate them
one assumes that they have fast variations; averaging the fictitious dipoles over
several thousands years produce a reasonable determination of a well defined.
global dipole. The Earth has been found to possess a dipole magnetic field
since more than 3 Gy and. except during polarity reversals, its intensity has
not varied by a factor larger than 3 (Fig. 6.4). Measurements have shown that
dipole directions strongly cluster within ~ 200 around the rotation axis. This
leads to the axial dipole hypothesis: for most of the time the main magnetic
field is represented by a geocen tric dipole, aligned along the rotation axis in
a parallel or antiparallel state. These polarity stares - each called chnm - arc
scpararcd by quick reversals (fig. 6.5). The sequence of chrons has been re
constructed for the last ~ 160 My; older palaeomagnetic data exist - back to
~ I Gy - but the picture is less continuous. The state of vanishing dipole
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is metastable ; the present tilt angle of 169 0 may be an indicat ion or such a
transient stale.

Therefo re the Earth 's rotation must be an esse ntial ingredient of the mecha
nism generating the field . In reality the reconstruction of the past dipole must
take into accoun t also the different position of the continental plates; th is does
not affec t much the acc uracy of the reconstruction, but, given the history of the
magnetic reversals, it provides information the past positions of the continents
(as it has been discussed in Sec . 5 .4).

The possibilit y that the intensity of the gcomagnctic field undergoes varia
tions modulated by the Earth 's orbital and rota tiona l parameters (see Sec. 7.1)
has been repeated ly suggested; the pcriodic itics of 4 1 ky and 100 ky, known
from the ecce ntricity and obliquity variations, were announced. Nevertheless,
the last stud ies do not seem to unambiguously confirm this hypothesis; it is
thus not known whether the Ea11h orbital para meters have a direct influence on
the gcody namo. Similarly, magnetic reversals display no clear periodicity or
regularity (see Fig. 6 .5). The curre nt reversal rate is a few times per My (the
last one occurred e 0.78 My ago), but this rate has varied a great deal over ge
ological times: two very long periods with no reversal, last ing 36 and 70 My,
began about 11 8 and 320 My ago respectively (the former is usually called
Cretaceous superchrom. Reversals take place in ;:: 103 y; on this timescale
there are also many fl uctuations, incomplete or temporary reversals . referred
lOas palaeomag netic excursions. The timescale or 100 M y in the reversal rate
may, on the other hand, reflect changes in the paner n of convection currents in
the fluid oute r core .

6.4 • The generation of planetary magnetic fields
Under some conditions, which have been reviewed in Ch. 5, the heat con

tent and the intern al pressure of a planet are so high that its core melts and
behaves as a very visco us fluid. When it contains metals, it is also an electric
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conductor and it is in princip le possible that the kinetic energy of its internal
motion is transformed . through magnetohydrcdynamic al (MHO) effects, into
magnetic energy; this is usually called a dynamo problem. Characteristic of the
dynamo problem is the requi rement that there arc no sources of the magnetic
field outside the body (a special variant of a magneto -convective dynamo will
be mentioned in Sec . 6.5). Th e criterion for a successful dynamo is to actively
maint ain the magnet ic field as long as the energy sources of internal motion
exist.

Details of a working dynamo, res ulting in the main dipole field, approxi
matel y aligned with the angular momentum, arc still to some degree a poo rly
understood problem in planetary physics, although its mathematical basis ap
pears - at a first glance - straightforward and deceptively simple. A given
velocity field v (determ ined by exte rnal force s and convec tion) determines the
magnetic field throu gh the magnetic diffu sion equation (1.82):

aH 1
-r- = ,I V-B + V x (v x B) .
iJi

(6 .18)

(6 .19)

Here ,I = c 2/ 4 :t(T is the magnetic d iffusio n coefficien t and (T is the elec tri
cal conductivity. Math ematically. we wish to characterize the veloc ity fi elds v
which can amplify and ma intain a large scale, aligned dipole field and thus pro
vide the dynamo. Thi s is the kinematic dynamo problem: "given v, find B" ne
glec ting the effect of the magnetic field on the veloc ity (as such the problem is
linear in the unknown B and thus apparent ly simple). This kinematic approach
was fou nd unsatisfactor y and it was recognized that any fruitful framework
entails a characterization of the cnergy sources for the fluid motion . Then,
in pr inciple, the so lution for both v and B arc coupled and we have the full
MHD dynamo problem. Such a problem is in general distinctly non-linear and
much more difficult, and must rely on numer ical solutions. St ill, an accep t
able approach is that of part ly decoupling the large-scale (vmacroscopic") and
small-scale (vmic roscopic") field patterns, and approximate the infl uence of
microscop ic e ffects on the large-scal e field (a domain of mean-field electrody
namics; see below).

The inducti on eq uation a nd th e failure or th e larninar d yn amo. The first
term in the right-hand side of (6 .18) describes the irreversible trend to uni
for mity. as in the heat conductio n. The effect of the last term in eq. (6 .18)
has been discussed in Sec. 1.7: it tends to anchor the field lines to the fl uid
e lements. dragg ing them along with the flow (frozen -ill field). In the interior
o f the Earth ,I ::::: 2 X 104 cm2/s; for a dyna mo of size Rc (::::: the Earth core
radius 3.5 x 109 cm) , therefore. the magnetic decay time is

U2
T",= --..£.. :;:, 2 XI 05 y ,

,I
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much less than the age of the Earth. This is the key problem : the field cannot
be a residual primordial magnetization, but must be continuously regenerated .
It is important to note that in terres tria l materials the heat transport coe fficient
is e 1{)5 times smaller, thus allowing the permanence over geological times
of internal heat sources (Sec . 5.3). In the eno rmous diffe rence between these
two diffus ion processes lies the peculiar ity of dynamo proce sses. Magnetic
diffusion processes over a sca le ( are characterize d by the magnetic Reynotds
number

(6.20 )

which gives the order of magni tude of the ratio between the two terms in the
right -hand side of cq . (6.18). We can est imate the velocity u in the Earth's
molten core from the known westward drift of 0.2 o/y of the non-dipole field .
At the radius Rc this corresponds to u :::: 0.0 1-0. 1cm/ s, giving a magnetic Rey
nolds number of :>:: 3(X). Note that this veloci ty is several orders of magni tude
higher than the typical co nvection veloci ty in the mantle (:::: 10-7 cm/s) and
that the kinematical timescale TR = R,, /u :::: 10~ y is much shorter than r,».

Before coming to physics, we discuss some general mathematical properties
of eg. (6.18). Axially symmetric vector fields

B = [B ,(r, 0), B(I(r, 0) , B.;(r , 0)]

can be poloidal (B" = 0) or tomidal (B, = B (I = 0) (Sec . 5 .2). It is easy to see
that the curl operator transforms a poloidal field into a toro idal field, and vice
versa. In fact, consider the fluxcs <Dm and <D" through a surface on a merid ian
plane and through a surface on a plane of parallels. respectively. For poloidal
field , of course. <Dm = 0; for a toroidal field <D p = O. Similarly, consider the
circulations Cm and cl' along a closed circu it on a meridian plane and a closed
circuit on a plane of parallels, respec tively; for the poloidal and toroidal fields
cl' = 0 and Cm = 0, respectively. Since the circulation of the curl of a vector
eq uals its fl ux, the theorem is proved . Note also that the vector product obeys
the simple mult iplication rules

with P I and P 2 arbitrary poloidal vectors and T , T ] and 1' 2 arbitrary toroid al
vectors . In contras t 10 the curl operator, the diffusion operator in eg. (6 .18)
does not change the type of the magnetic field.

The possibility that slowly varying , axia lly symmetric flows can maintain or
ampli fy an overall magnetic field has been investigated, with no success; this
is the lanunur dynamo problem. As a simple st " no go" theorem of this kind,
we show that a toroidal velocity field v (including differential rotation), as re
quired by the axial dipole hypothesis, is not able to compensate diffusion. The
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induction ope rator V X (v X B) gives 0 o r a roroidal field and call never offset
the diffusion opera tor for a poloidal magneti c field; its ge ne ration by a dynamo
process cannot be driven by an axially symmetr ic toroidal velocity flow. Lam
inur dynamos arc inadequate also factua lly: convec tion induces in the core of
the planer turbul ent motions, whose eleme ntary eddies arc not axi ally sy mmet
ric and change in time . Th e perm anent magnet ic field over a planetary scale
can arise from the interaction and interference of ele me ntary magnetic eddi es
driven by convec tion. In fact. a thorou gh mathem at ical analys is culminates in
Cowling 's theorem, which stales that an axisymmetric R cannot be susta ined by
a kinematic dynamo action as an admissible solution of the induction equation
(6.1H) for llny given veloc ity now. Some degree of self-interac tion between
the magnetic and velocity fields is necessary. and simp le examples are shown
below.

Turbulent dyn amo. Some intu itive insight on this interac tion can be gained
by considering the effect of differential rotation and convection on a line of
force (Fig. 6 .6). In general one expects that the core of rotat ing celes tial bod
ies, which have suffered a greater compression. has a larger angular veloc ity.
In the fluid upper core of the Eart h this differential rotation drags around to
the East a poloidal line of force (a) with respec t to the mantle and generates
a roroidal field with a North-South antisymmetry (b. c); this process is usu
ally denoted as wPT . The heat generated below (c.g., as a result of latent heat
released by freezing at the boundary of the solid inner core ; Sec. 6.5) is trans
ported upward by hotter and less dense convective cell s (15 - 20 in number.
say), which rise because of buoyancy. A pressure gradient may then arise in
the hor izontal plane, which pushes in fluid from out side the rising column to
co mpensate for the vertical displacement. When planetary rotation is added,
one expects cyclonic and anticyclonic flows. a very gene ral feature in rotating
atmospheres (Sec. 7.4) . The press ure gradien t is in part balanced by a Corio
lis force due to a circulation in the horizontal plane. with a veloc ity g iven by
eq. (7.50); for a low pressure trough - our case - this circ ulation is counter
clockwise in the northern hemisphere and vice versa. A rising and rotating
convective cell distorts the toroidal lines of force into small scale n.-shaped
kinks (d. c); note that, due to the high value of the magne tic Reynolds number
Re", (eq. (6.20», the magnetic field can be dragged along by the velocity flow
(sec Alfvc n's frozen-flux theorem in Sec. 1.7). Their right sides arc displaced
to deepe r levels by rotation and generate a poloidal, northward component;
the left sides of the kinks arc displaced to lower depth s and gene rate an oppo
site poloidal co mponent by reconnection (this is, in turn, allowed by a finite
value of Rc., and the fact that diffus ion of the magnetic field lines is largest
where strong field gradients occur). The first. however, prevails because of the
smaller volume available. so that the initial poloi dal field is amplifi ed. This
loca l transformation of a toroidal in a poloidal field is called u'TP; we can also
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through the (<.la proc ess: details in the text.

have aPT. Note that, contrary to the ordered, large scale wPT process, this is
a local random and turbulent mechanism. Local poloidalloops then coalesce
(t) into a large-scale poloidal field that enhances the original poloidal "seed" .
It has been found that the same elementary processes can be combined in other
ways to regenerate the initial poloidal field: for instance, in the a 2 dynamo, the
poloidal field is reconstructed with a PT and IlTP processes operating in the
core turbulent cells (see below).

After explaining the principle in physical terms, we now briefly turn to the
mathematical side of mean-field elec trodynamics. As often assumed in the the
ory of turbulence (Sec. 7.5), wc split the fields in a part Bu, Vu, which changes
over the planetary scale R. and a fast varying part B ' , v' , with a scale r -e: R.
The primed quantit ies are stochastic variables with zero mean and describe an
ensemble of planetary configurations with the same large scale fields. By av-
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(6 .2 1)

crag ing ove r the ensemble (indicate d with angular brackets), the properties of
the mean planetary field (B) = 8 0 arc obtained. The avera ge of eq. (6 .18 ) is

a Bn 1

-- = .l v -n o + v x (vo x Bo + C Eo)at
and . by diffe rence, wc gel

aB'
-- = A v2n ' + v x (vo x B ' + v ' x 8 0 + c E' )at (6 .22)

for the stoc hastic field . Here wc introduced an effec tive electric field (also
called electromotive field)

v ' x H ' = c (Eo + E' ) , (6 .23)

with an average c Eo (= (v' x B ' » and a srochas tic part c E' . In (6.22) the
term V x (v ' x Bn), whi ch dri ves the turbulence . must be of the same order of
magn itude as the diffus ion term ,IV2n ' ; that is to say. the magnetic Reynolds
number of the turbulence t v' /A must not be smaller than H' / Bo. Eqs. (6.21)
and (6.22) are coupled through the term c V XEo. The effective elec tric field Eo
describes a macroscopi c effect o f the interplay between the velocity and mag
netic pe n urbation s: sim ilarly to the theory of ordinary isotropic turbulence, one
can pos tulate its express ion in terrn s o f Bo o n the basis of symmetry argume nts.
Since Ho changes little over the turbul ence scale t:one can expa nd

(6 .24)

in terms o f the tensors (tij and {JijA, which depend on the average properties
o f the turbulence . In the simplest ca se in which the medi um is on ave rage
homogeneous, isotrop ic and at rest , 1Yi j = 0' t5ij and in the second term the
magneti c grad ient OJB Ok can only appear with the vec tor V x Bo; any other
choice wo uld require an an isotropic back ground. Hence the electromotive,
large sca le field can be written as

c Eo =O' Bo -J' V x Bo , (6 .24 ' )

where ,,11 is the turbulent magnetic diffusivity. The large-scale field then fulfils

aB" 2 ( ' )- = ,l V Bo +V x (vo xBo + O'Bo) -V x A V xBo .at (6 .2 1' )

T his is a gene ralized induction eq uati on to which Cowling ' s theorem does not
app ly, and - in principle - one can have non -trivial axisym mctric solutions
whe n a ,,11 "* O.

To see under what co nditions n does not vanish, co nsider the transforma
tion prope rties under a reflection of the axes, which leaves the electric vector
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unchanged, hut changes the sign of the magnetic pseudo-vector; hence a is a
pseudo-scalar and goes into - a. Th is shows that the turbulent velocity field
v " must allow the co nstruction of pseudo-scalar quantities. A typical quantity
of this kind is the kinematical helicity v ' . V x v ", which occurs when the mo
tion has a helical structure and it is not possible to find surfaces orthogonal to
the velocity field (the belicit y vanishes when the velocity is proport ional to the
gradient of a scalar). A configuration of this kind arises. for instance. when a
convective cell rises in a rotating planet: when the rotation vector is directed
towards the north pole the helicity is positive in the northern hemisphere and
negative in the southern one (see Problem 6.5).

As regard the a-term in eg. (6.21' ). whose existence and importance was
first noticed in the 1950s by E.N. P ARK ER, we now have the source

V x (/tBo) = Vo' x Bo + /t V x Bo.

With a toroid al large-scale field Bo• the second term is again toroidal and
the planetary magnetic field may be sustained in a steady state (i.e. satisfy
iJn o/Bt = 0). This is the seco nd step in the previously discussed Wft pro
cess . Analogously. with a poloidal magnetic field Bo the second term is of no
use, but if V/t is toroida l. magnet ic amplification will result. This corresponds
to the 0'2 process, in which the large scale velocity plays no role to sustain

Bo·
The advancements of the computational facilitie s and physical modelling of

the core has recently allowed to construct self-consiste nt MHD dynamo rnod
els di rectly from the boun dary conditions for the energy input. This formula
tion requires to solve cons istently for both the velocity v and the magnetic B
field. Conceptually. the principal role of the non-null helicity for sustaining
the large-scale magnet ic field. as descri bed above. has thus been confi rmed. It
appears however, that small-sca le turbulence is not enoug h to drive the field,
but convective motions of every scale with non-vanishing hclicity arc formed
in a rotating fluid, and create a sufficient electromotive field. The geodynamo
is maintained principally by large-scale flows.

6.5 Planetary magnetic fields
As mentioned earlier, in planetary bodies the magnetic decay time is much

shorter that the cooli ng time; the latter, often comparable with the age of the
solar system, allows conse rvation of primordial heat from interna l sources (ra
diogenic for terrestrial planeta ry bodies and gravitational for the giant planets).
In planetary cores, therefore. high temperatures and fluid conditions may en
able dynamo processes to transform rotationa l and thermal energy in magnetic
energy. Table 6.2 shows that in the Earth and the giant planets (Jupiter, Saturn.
Uranus and Neptune. all rotating fast) they are likely to operate.
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Table 6.2. Parameters of the main dipo le field fo r planets and some satellites rindicated with
S); H. is the surface equatorial field and data in {he last column compare the dipole moment to
that of the Ea rth.

R H, t/ = B. R " Tilt to po lar ax is d/d~

( km ) (nT) (nT cm') ( ' )

Mercury 2,440 330 '! 4. X X )027 169 6.2 x I0 4

Ven us 6,052 < 2 < 4.3 x 1026

Ean h 6.37 8 3 1,000 7.8 x I0 3<J 169

M lKIn (5) 1,760 < 0.2 < Ill! ·l

Mars 3,390 5 < 2 x 1026

Jupite r 7 1.398 428,000 1.6 x 10 ' 5 10 2 x l0s

G any mcd c (S) 2.634 750 J.4 x 1028 10 1.6 x l0-·1

10 (5) 1.82 1 1,300 R x 1027 small I o- ~

Saturn 60 ,33 0 2 1.000 5 x 10"" s i 641

Uran us 25,600 23,000 3.8 x 10-'1 59 50

Neptune 24 .765 14,000 2.2 X 1012 47 OR

Oeuernl considerations and outer planets. To get a deeper insight in the
planetary data in Table 6.2. we recall again that a dynamo can operate only
when three (independent) conditions are satisfied:

• there is an electrically conductive

• and fluid region,

• and energy is available to drive an irregular flow.

Conductivity is fairly easy to obtain, either by the presence of metallic iron
- a common element in the terrestrial planets - or by pressure. The largest
energy of free electrons in a solid is their Fermi energy, which increases with
the density; if the pressure in the deep interior raises it above the band gap.
the material becomes conductive. Typically, a pressure of at least 2.5 Mbar is
required, which is attained in planet with the mass of the Earth or larger.

As far as fluidity is concerned. one has to compare the melting temperatures
Till of the major constituents with the interior temperature T; (Sec. 1.1) . In
the giant planets, mainly composed of hydrogen and helium, Till < Te and,
possibly with the exception of a small rocky core, the interior is fluid, indeed
they arc a "bottomless atmosphere" . Jupiter, Saturn and. [() a lesser degree,
Neptune, arc known to lose energy in the infrared band: ~ 5, 440, ~ 2.0 10 and
~ 430 erg/em2{s, respectively (the case of Uranus is less clear, but an intrinsic
flux of ::::.:. 60 crg/cm2js is consistent both with measurements and theoretical
models). Such large energy losses, probably due to primordial heat stored dur
ing the formation of the planet (Sec. 16.4), are larger than the flux that the adia-
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Table 6.3 Low-degree Gauss' eo-
Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune cfticicnts of the gia nt planet inner

g lo 4.242 0.215 0.1l9 0 .097 magnetic field (units in G = 1O~ nT ]:

y" ·0 .659 0. 116 0.03 2 the reference values of the plane-

11[ 1 0.24 1 ·0 . 157 -0.099
tary radi us (N, in km) and rotat ion
rate (w, in mrad/s) are given. From

9 10 ·0 .022 0.0 16 ·OJl6O 0.075 J.E.P. Conncrncy, J. Geopflys. Res.
9 21 -0.7 11 -0 . 126 O.cX17 98, 18,659 ( 1993).

g" 0 .487 0 .002 0 .045

111 1 ·0 .403 0.06 1 0 . 112

1122 0 .072 0 .048 ·0.00 1

R 7 1,372 60 ,{XKl 25,hlKl 24,765

w 0. 1759 0.1638 0. 1012 0.1083

batic temperature gradie nt can support and, as discussed in Sec. 5.3 , convec tive
instabilities must ensue. Another possibility to power convection is a release
of the grav itational ene rgy of den ser material, such as drops of liquid helium,
settling to the ce ntre of the planet. It is not surpris ing, there fore , that a dy
namo is present in all the giant planets. For Jupiter thc rati o of the quadrupole
and octupole to the dipole field (0 .25 and 0 .20, respectively) is greater than for
the Earth (0 .14 and 0 .10), evidence of a larger source region. While Ju piter' s
magnetic till is s imilar to that of the Earth, for Saturn it is less then e 10

•

On the other hand . for the icy giants (Uranus and Neptune; Sec , 14 .1) the tilt
angles are large (some 59 0 and 4r , respectively), in contradiction with the ax
ial fie ld hypot hesis. These planets are oblique rotalOrs; the reason why they
have magne tic fie lds so much more asymmetric than the gas giants (Jupiter
and Saturn) is unknown, Another peculiarity is a possible large spa tial off
set of the magnetic d ipo le (see eg . (6 .14» : e.g . for Nept une, the bulk of the
quadrupolc field may be explained with a spa tial offset o f the dipole as large
as £J :::: 0 .55 R (where R is the planetary radiu s; in case of Uranus a :::: 0 .3 R).
Such an ex treme value ind icates a source near the surface, probab ly in the ion 
ized , ice-rich mantle. Planetary rotation , dra gging around the dipole field in
ob lique rotators. creates in the magnet ospherc a time-dependent magnetic field
and, hence, an electric fie ld (sometimes called the "cororational ele ct ric field" ;
a similar effect happens in rhc pul sars). The latter generally has a compo nent
along the lines of force and can accelerate particles (Problem 6.7). It also has
a radia l co mpo nent that can efficiently eject small charged part icles fro m the
planetary magnetosphere if their Larmor radius is large enough (Sec . 10.7).

For the interiors of the terrestri al planers and the Moon, main ly made of iron
and silicate compounds, the melting temperatu re of pure material is ge nerally
raised by inte rnal pressure to values > Tt; ; but one must take into account the
basic thermodynamica l fact that the addition of another compound X (e.g.. an
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alloy of iron and sulphur) decreases the melt ing temperature. until a critical
co ncentration is reached at the eutectic point. Consider now what may happen
when a (fluid) iron alloy coo ls after the initial forma tion phase with a large
gravitational heating and reaches the freezing poi nt Tm co rrespond ing to its
co mpos ition: so lid iron separates out and, being ge nera lly heavier than the
ot her const ituents, deposits at greater depths and fo rms a so lid core ; above
it the co nce ntratio n of X increases, a lower me lting temperature and a fluid
state is maintain ed . Thi s is indeed the case of the Earth, in which the density
of the fluid outer core is about 10 o/c' less than the density of pure iron at those
conditions. Of course, the formation of a solid inner core is critically dependent
upon the size (which allows a hotte r interior) and the initial composition: it is
thought that it is present only in the Earth. Mercury and the Moon.

This very separation of light and heavy constituents, which occurs at the
outer boundary of a solid iron core and make it grow continuously, brings
about a decrease in gravitationa l binding energy which must somehow be al
lowed to now out and may increase the total energy nux above the adiabatic
value corresponding to the loca l temperature gradient; then convection ensues
and provides an energy source for a dynamo. To quote from Stevenson's paper
mentioned in Further Readings, present-day convection in the Earth's olller
core is probably a consequence of the growth of the inner core. This can ex
plain the absence of a dynamo in Mars and Venus; Mercury's outer core is
probably thin and it is not clear if a dyna mo is operating there capable of ex
plaining the observed magnetic field.

Terrestrial bodies. The Hermean magnetic field was discovered and (poorly)
measured in 1974-75 with two flybys of the Mariner 10 spacec raft: its slow
rotation and probably frozen iron core make a dynamo an unlikely, but still
possible candidate. The analysis of the few Mariner data is complicated by a
possible large contribution of the quadrupolc (and higher degree) components,
due to proximity of Mercury's residual dynamo region ro its surface. The Mes
senger mission of NASA and the BepiColombo mission of the ESA will visit
again the planet in 2009 and 20 11, respectively, and certain ly will clarify this
important issue.

Venus is assumed to possess an active dynamo since early after its accretion,
perhaps of the same streng th as the Earth onc . However, after the energy due
10 the heat left over from the accretion phase dimini shed, there was apparently
no source to replace it. Venus either lacked the necessary internal ingredients
(chemical or physical) for solid core formation , or a comp lete core solidi fica
tion occurred; contrary to a popula r belief, its very slow rotation is a much
less important factor for the absence of a magnetic field. It is also norablc that
Venus would not have maintained any remanent crusta! magnetic fields from its
proposed early period of dynamo activity (in contrast to the Moon and Mars)
because the temperatures in the crus t are expected to be above the Curie point.
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O n the Moo n no global d ipole was detected by the Apo llo orbitcrs. but small
sca le rnagnctic features and even some large sca le anomalies arc present ; their
flux tubes reflect electron s which can be detected from space. Returned lunar
rock samples show significant remnant magnetization , corresponding to mag
netic fields larger in the past , and even reachin g values of the orde r of a Ga uss
near formation so me 4 Gy ago. It is not clear whether these phenom ena are
related to "local" events suc h as big impacts, or whether in the past in the core
of the Moo n a large dynamo was operating. which magnet ized the crust. Thi s
latter hypo thesis requi res a reoriemation of the lunar crus t by a large polar
wander, perhaps as a result o f large impacts. Support for the dynamo hypoth
esis comes from direct detection of a very tiny - residua l - internal magnetic
field by the Lu nar Prospector miss ion. Its streng th is compatible wit h a small
(pe rhaps still molten) lunar co re of radiu s ~ 250- 400 km (this is in agreement
with its rotation state as determ ined from the analysis of the lunar laser ranging
data ; Sec . 20.3).

Interesting ly. a similar situation holds for Mars. The tightest con stra int on
the wea k interna l fi eld of the planet has bee n obtained with the magn eto meter
measurements o f Mars Global Surveyor. So far this is the only spacec raft that
probed the Martian magnetic field at e 150 km altitude, well benea th the iono
sphere , which may produce a confo unding signal. An upper limit of abou t 5 nT
has bee n thus ob tained . Models of Mars' compos ition and thermal history sug
gest several possibilities fo r a past dy namo. in agreement with the evidence for
an iron -rich core ofe 1, 500 km radius. The magnet ization of Mars ' meteorites
seems to favour this hypothesis. Mars Global Surveyor also discove red signif
icant local magnetic anomalies (with peak magn irudcs of ::: 500 nT). which
appear to he conce ntrated around the most heavil y cratcred and oldest terra ins.
A possible origin of these anomalies thus invol ves an iron-rich magma (intru
sive or due to impact) , coo ling in the presence of a strong primordial magnetic
field . The acquired permanent co mpo nent may thus record the orie ntatio n of
the global field at that epoch. All these facts seems to indicate that the once
strong field was later inhibited ; the exact time at which the Martian dynamo
turned on , and how long it lasted , is still a debated problem. The situation is
further co mplicated by the anal ysis of Mars Global Surveyor orb it indicating
that Mars may still possess a molten co re.

Jupiter sa tellites. The magnetometer on board of the Galileo spacecraft re
vealed very interesting , and sometimes unexpected, facts about the internal
magnetic field s of the fo ur Galil ean satellites of Jupiter. Ganymede, the largest
satellite in the solar sys tem (R ::::< 2,634 km), is a differentiated body with a
nearly cert ain ongoin g internal dynamo. The estima ted core radius is about
660 km and the internal dipole moment is l A x 10211 nT cm' .

Similarly, 10 - the Galilean satellite closest to Jupiter - likely has an active
dynamo. though in this case the fact that it is em bedded in the rat her strong
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ambient magnetic field of Jupiter and the surrounding plasma seems to modify
the classical dynamo process (called then magneto-convective dynamo). The
ambient magnetic field facilitates the a -effect (conversion of the toroidal field
to local poloidal loops) because the corresponding Lorentz force, acting on the
raising elements of the core, supports appropriate turbulent motion. Note that
without this field the turbulence in the core requires a strong enough buoyancy
force. which poses a constraint on the minimum temperature gradient in the
core. Its radius is estimated to be about 950 km. a fair fraction of the whole
satellite, with radius of I, S2 l km. and the internally generated dipole moment
is 8 x 1027 nT cm3. In both cases of Ganymede and 10 the magnetic dipole
is roughly aligned with the external magnetic fi eld of Jupiter at the satellite
position.

Another interesting case is Europa. Galileo's Oyby indicated rather large
perturbarions of the background Jovian magnetic field, but interpretation is
complicated. Mostlikely, this satellite does not have an internal dynamo. since
its core is solidified; the observed effect may be due (0 Europa's interaction
with surrounding plasma. Another possibility is an induced magnetic field by
its salty subsurface ocean, about 100 km deep. Such ocean is supported also
by observations of Europa' s icy surface, which shows many faults and cracks,
resembling moving ice blocks on a liquid layer.

Finally, the diversity of the Galilean satellites, as far as their physical char
acteristics arc concerned. is stressed by Callisto, which does not show any trace
of internal magnetic field; the very weak signal of Galileo 's magnetometer dur
ing its flyby is most likely related to changes in the Jovian plasma around this
satellite. Gravity data also indicate a low degree of differentiation, despite of
its large size (its 2,403 km radius is comparable to Ganymede' s). The large
difference between Ganymede and Callisto has been for some time one of the
major puzzling facts of the Galilean satellites. It is possible that a different
orbital history is responsible for their different physical properties. The orbit
of Ganymede , involved in the 2/1 orbital resonance with Europa. and in the
Laplacian resonance with 10 and Europa. might have undergone periods of sig
nificantly increased eccentricity. later damped by tidal effects (see Sec. 14.2).
In the high-eccentricity phases Ganymede could suffer a tidally-driven melting
that triggered differentiation. On the contrary, Callisto's orbit is the only one,
among the Galilcan satel lites, which is not resonant. Its past orbital eccentricity
could have been low enough 10 prevent such melting. It is, however, also pos
sible that conditions in the proroncbula around Jupiter favoured Ganymcdc's
melting. while left Callisto undifferentiated (Sec. 16.4). In both cases, the so
lidified core of Callisto thus does not allow dynamo processes.
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- PROIILEMS -
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6.1. Show that a uniformly magnetized sphere produces the same field of
a suitable dipole situa ted at its centre . (Hint: Consider two spheres
made of monopolcs of opposing polaritics. with a small shift.)

6.2. rind the vector potentia l o f which the dipolar field is the curl.
6.3. Pind rhc tolal energy of the di pole field of the Earth and compare it

with its rota tional energy.
6.4. Suppose that the d ipole fi eld of the Eart h is produced by a uniformly

magnetized sphere of radius r . If the magnetic energy is equal to the
kinetic energy of co nvection. estimate its rms speed.

6 .5. Calculate the helicity of the veloci ty field composed of a radial, uni
fo rm flow and an axial rotation with uniform angular speed.

6.6. Find . as a function of lati tude and long itude. the declination D and the
deflectio n from the horizontal plane 1 of a dipole field of g iven axis.

6 .7, Estim ate the energy gain of a proton due to the corota tional electric
Held in the magnetospheres of giant planets.

6 .8. Draw a grid of the Mcll wain coordina tes L = const. and fJ = B/ Bo =
const. in the region R ;?: I and OM E (0, .... / 2) (sec cqs. (6.9».

6.9: A simple mode l for the source of a planetary mag netic field is an
az imuthal cur rent density Jd> = I F(I' )G(cos (j), with total current I;
for exa mple, for an eq uatorial ring at a d istance a from the centre
F(r ) = 6(1' - a) and G(x) = 6(x). Deter mine Gauss' coe fficients g {m
and h {m . What happens if the ring has a small disp lacement ort hogo
nal to the equatorial plane .

- FURTHER READINGS -

The standard textbooks on geomagnetis m are R.T. Merrill . M.W. McElhin ny
and PI.. Mcfudden. The Magnetic Field of the Earth . Academic Press ( 1998)
and W. Campbel l. Introduction to Geomagnetic Fields, Cambridge University
Press (1997). Older, but still valuable, is E.N. Parker, Cosmical Magnetic
Fields, Clarendon Press ( 1979). Palaeomagnerism is discussed in l .A. Jacobs,
Reversals of the Earth 's Magnetic Field. Cam bridge Univers ity Press (1994).
On dy namo processes and planetary mag netism in general, sec H.K. Moffa r,
Magnetic Field Generation in Electrically Conducting Fluids. Cambridge Uni
vers ity Press ( 1978) , and F. Krau se and K.H. Radlcr, M ean -field Magneto
hydrodynamics and Dynamo Theory, Pcrgamon Press (1980). The most up
to-date reviews of the Earth dy namo arc P.H. Rob crts and G.A. Glarzmaicr,
Gcodynamo theory and simulations, Rn '. Mod. Phvs. 72 , 108 1 (200 1) and
G.A. Glatzmaic r, Geodynamo simulations - How realisti c arc they? AIlI/. Rev.
Earth Planer. Sci. 30 , 237 (200 2); planetary magnetic field s are discussed ill
DJ . Srevenso n. Planetary magnetic fields, Rep. Prog. Phys. 46 , 555 (1983),
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with an update for Mars in DJ. Stcvcnson, Mars ' core and magnetism , Na
ture 412, 2 14 (200 1). Magneto-convection and related issues arc d iscussed in
Lectu res 011 Solar and Planetary Dynamos, M.R.E. Proctor and A.D. Gilbert ,
eds., Cambridge University Press ( 1994 ). D.P. Stern, A milleniurn of gco mag
nctism. Rev. Geoptiys. 40 , 1 (2002 ) is a goo d historical review. Many useful
da ta re lated [ 0 the Earth magnetic field and the magncrosphcre arc available
fro m http ://www.ngdc.noaa.govjseglpotftdjgeomag.shtml .



Chapter 7

ATMOSPHERES

In gaseous bodies like the outer planets the distinction between the interior
and the atmosphere is not sharp; in the inner, solid planets the atmosphere ter
minates at the ground and is affected by complex interactions with it. In this
and the follow ing chapters we mainly deal with terrestrial atmospheres, tak
ing the Earth as cur focus of attention . As the density decreases with height,
co llisio n mean-free path s ge t larger than spatial sca les and the assumptio n of
local thermody namical equilibrium ceases to hold: in this chapter we deal with
the lower atmosphere, where the fluid description is appropriate. In the up
per part, atmospheres gradually escape to interplanetary space, which makes
them fragile structures ; this issue. together with the geological history of at
mospheres, is discussed in Ch. 8. The atmospheric energy balance is governed
by how solar radiation is absorbed and re-emiued in the infrared spectral band,
as well as by the ensuing greenhouse effect ; radiative transfer mode ls are dis
cussed, to provide a tool for the understanding of these complex phenomena.
Planetary atmospheres arc exceedingly varied and complex according to their
che mical composition, energy sources, phase changes, and so on. The rotation
of a planet drastically affects their dynam ics through Coriolis ' force and leads
to an important flow regime (the geostrop tuc flow) and the generation of vor
ticity and turbulence on a global scale. The atmospheric dynamics of the Earth
is, of co urse, known in great derail. but lies beyond our scope.

7.1 Structure of the atmosphere and climate variations
The atmospheric density profile is determined by eq. (1.38); but when the

thickness is much smaller than the radius R of the planet . the gravitational
accelerat ion 9 = GM/R2 can be considered constant and the "flat Earth" (or
plane-parallel) approximation

dP + 9fj dz = O
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(7 .1)
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is ade quate (with the atmosph ere confined to the half space z > 0). Integrating
fro m the grou nd to infin ity wc get

1'(0) = 9f dzg(z) ,

which gives an estimate of the total mass of the atmosphere

M
aull

= c4::, .::Rc..
2

=-1'.::(0,,)
9

(7 .2)

as funct ion of the average ground pressure P(D). A perfect gas atmosphere (sec
cq . (1.16» has the pressure profile

( t: de' )
P(z ) = P(O) exp - J o II (~' ) (7.3)

with the pressure scale height given by

H = kT (z) ;
Inmol(Z)Y

0,4)

mmol is the mean mo lecul ar weight. Por the Earth, on the ground, H (O) "" 8 km
and

1.013 X 106 dync/ crr r" .

;;: 0 .00129 g/cm" ,
:::=; 29.2 amu = 29.2 x 1.66 X 10- 24 g

1'(0 ) =

e(O)

on average, with the pressure unde rgoing the largest variations. The density {J

decreases exponemially as in (7.3), but the dens ity scale height II' is generally
different from the pressure scale height 1/ :

1 1 dT 1
- =-- +-
H' T dz H

(here we have neglected small variations of the mean molecu lar weight). The
second term is, however, usually unimportant in the troposphere and H' :::< H
(see also f ig. 8. 1). If is also interesting to note that. despite larger differences
in other parameters, the pressure scale height ranges from 8 to abour 20 km for
all planets.

The rcmpcrarurc profile T (z) is determined by heat sources and transport.
On the Earth. where thc solar radiation is little absorbed by the atmosphere
and heats the ground directly. we have a fluid heated from below and. if the
temperature gradient. in abso lute terms, is larger than the adiabatic gradient
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(7 .7)

(Sec. 5.3). the convective instability arises; in this case the former settles a
little above the adiabatic level (cq. (5.28) and Problem 5.7)

-~: = (: = - ( ~/~ td ' (7.5)

For the Eart h the adiabatic gradient! cpl g is about 10 Kfkm and gives a good
model for the actual temperature profile below about 100 km. Above this adi
abatic layer, heat, transport and absorption processes are much more complex
and e fficient and. as a result. the temperature is highe r and the density decrease
slower (see Figs. 8. 1and 8.2) . The composition also changes because of chem
ical reactions, mainly driven by the solar radiation and phase changes.

Solar radiation, the main external energy source. is the determining factor
of the structure of planetary atmosphe res. The solar spectrum, peaked at the
wave length A :::: O.5 l-!m (sec eq. ( 1.98) and Fig. 7.3), has nearly a black body
profile with the temperature T0 ::< 5,770 K, corresponding. in terms of the
Stcfan-Boltzmann constant CT, to the total luminos ity

1-0 = 4;. Rb (TT~ ::< 3.9 x 10.13 ergfs . (7.6)

At a distance D the solar radiation carries an energy flux

2 ( ) '
/<; Ro AV

F = --, = (-) crT6 :::: 1.366 X 106 ergcm- 2s - 1
-

4~ D D D
which. at I AU, is called the solarconstant Fo (Fig. 7.1).

For a planetary body Bond 's albedo is the fraction of the incoming solar
radiation which is not absorbed , so that the fraction (l - A) contributes to the
thermal energy of the body. For the local radia tivc balance, appropriate to the
individual surface elements, onc uses the hemi spheric albedo Ah' equa l to the
fraction of the flux F which is diffused or reflected; it greatly varies with the in
cidence angle s, latitude. longitude. meteorological condi tions, hour of the day.
seasons and other factors (e.g.. is increased by snow and ice). The insolation is
the flux ( I - Ah)F cos t absorbed per unit area; it vanishes on the night side of
the termina tor, lying in the plane onhogonal to the Sun. Another local albedo
coe fficient, the clea r sky albedo Aes• is obta ined from Ah by eliminating the ef
fect of the variable cloud cover, an important climatic factor. Bond's albedo is a
weighted average of the hemispheric albedo over the incidence angle, position
and time.

In equilibrium the absorbed power ( I - A)::R2F must be re-emitted into
space; for an isothermal surface

4 crT~ = (l - A)F .

IMeteorolog ists call/apse rate the temperature drop - dT Id: ill the troposphere.

(7 .8)
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Figure 7./. In the upper 1'101, temporal variations of the solar constant Juring the last two
solar cycles, at high (grey curve) and low lime resolution (black curve). This is a com
pilation from different space measurements (mainly with the spacecraft :\IMBUS-7, SM.\t
ERBE and SOl iD, since 19(6), with the appropriate corrections to acco unt for calibration and
deg radation of the inst ruments . ope rational noise. etc. Th e lower plot shows the mon thl y
averaged sunspot numbers Rw (Sec. 9.1). Data obtained from hllp://www.pmodwrc.chl
solar.consr/solar.consr.html.

and we get the equipanition temperature

(I-A)I/' (I-A)I/'(R .)1/2T = __ p l/4 = __ 2 T
cq 4 4 D 0 0 .9)

This g ives an estimate of the temperature of planets and satelli tes. O f co urse .
act ual values can be very di fferent. in particular, due to the effect of rotation:
the cooler nigh t side requires the day side to be warmer than Teq . This daily
variation is a dom inant e ffect for terrestria l bodies wi th thin atmosphere and
ins ulat ing surface (such as the regolith laye r): Mercury, Moon and Mars (and
the astero ids) . The mean temperatures of Jupiter and Sat urn arc higher (sec Ta
ble 7 .1), an indic at ion of an active internal heat source, ei ther "fossil" thermal
energy from the primordial acc retion phase, or a slow gravitational shrinking.
Th e rcm pcrarurc is also increased by the greenhouse effec t.

At 4 R0 :::< 0 .02 AV the equipartition temperature for A :::::: 0 .3 wou ld be
:::::: 1, 800 K, whic h would make it impossible to place a spacecraft in a bound
orbit at that distan ce from the Sun. To explore in situ this very interesting
regio n, where the so lar wind ari ses, the concept of the Solar Probe has been
dev ised , with an almost parabolic trajectory with perihe lion at 4 R0 . In add ition
to sophisticated the rmal shielding, its thermal safety is ensured by the fact that
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Figure 7.2. The local clear sky albedo of the Earth Ae", averaged over longitude vs lat
itude (in degrees) . The solid line shows the yearly average, the thinner curves indicate
summer and winter values. Note the significant increase in the albedo near the South
Pole and seasonal variations at high latitudes (indicated by the arrow). due to the decrease
of the arctic ice cover in winter. ISLSCP data acquired from hnp:jjdaae.gsfc.nasa.govj
CAMPAIGN_DOC S/l SLSCPjis!scpJ I .htm!.

during the fast transit near the Sun the thermal inertia prevents reaching the
cquipartition temperature (Problem 11.2).

The detailed radiative properties of the Earth atmosphere and their varia
tions arc best studied from space. The International Satellite Land Surface
Climatology Project (ISLSCP ). with about a dozen dedicated satellites, has
provided clim atological data with a remarkable level of detail. accuracy and
co mpleteness. For instance. a net energy loss from the polar regions (due the
cloud cover and higher albedo) and an energy gain by the equatorial belt have
been measured (Pig. 7.2); this unbalance is compensated by atmospheric mo
tions and ocean currents. The solar constant has been monito red from space
and found to change by ,;:: 0.1 % over many umescales. from minutes to years
(Fig. 7. 1). A correlation with the 11 y solar cycle has been observed: the vari
ability over 15 - 30 d is probably related to the solar rotation. It is unknown
whether these minute variations have any climatic effects; but it is remarkable
that the so-called Maunder minimum in the number of sunspots observed at the
cnd of the 17th century corresponds to the "l ittle ice agc'' (see Sec. 9.1).

Climatic effects of planetary dyn ami cs. A striking evidence of astronomical
effects on the climate was obtained with the samples extracted from deep (a few
km) drillings in Antarctica (at the Vostok station) and Green land. Since each
annual snow deposition is made up of seasonal layers. chronological tagg ing is
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poss ible . The isotopic composi tion of these samples has pro vided a record of
the mean temp erature of the Earth d uring the last 420 ky ; its Fou ricr tran sform
was found to have peaks corres ponding to the periods of 19 ky, 23 ky and 4 1 ky ;
all of them , as wc discuss bel ow, arc also present in the orbital and rotat ional
pcrturbat ions of the Earth . Similarly, the abunda nce of 1HO in oceanic scdi
mcnrs also provides c1imatological information to nearly I My back in lime; it
is dominated by a period of !{Xl ky, found also in the C0 2 record of the Vostok
Ice co re.

Firs t, for a planet with orbi tal eccentrici ty e (:::= 0 .017 for the Earth ; see
Fig . 15.1) the equilibrium temperatu re trivially changes by == e T~q from aphe
lion to perihelion (see eqs . ( I 1.18b) and (11.18c»; but, more interesting, any
long-term change of the eccentricity produce s a corresponding modulation of
the temperature, as for the Earth, which has small changes with the periods
of 95 and 125 ky due to planetary pcrturbations. This might be the source
of the lOO ky palacoclimatic signal, but the Earth eccentricity undergoes even
larger variations with a period of 412 ky, entirely missing in the climatic data.
Moreover. thc e J(Xl ky variations are too small to be responsible for sizeable
cl imatic changes and their origin remains an unsolved problem in climatology.
Different hypotheses and models assume a non-linear, or otherw ise complex,
response to the insolation variations or a periodic change of the influx in the
atmosphere of particles in the dust bands (Sec. 14.6), since the 100 ky is also
found in variations of the Earth inclination .

Milankovic hypothesis.- As systematically advocated by M.MILA~KovIC in the
1920s (following an earlie r work of J. CRO LL in the I870s), much more impor
tant than the eccentricity variations are [he variations in the obliquity E, and the
precession rate of the spin axis. For the Earth E changes from 22° 30' to 24° 30'
around the mean 23°2 6' with a period of 41 ky (see the Appendix). while the
precess ion of the Earth rotation axis induces Fourier terms at 23 ky and 4 1 ky,
also found in the ice and sedirnents records (remarkably, the relative amplitude
of the 23 ky and 4 I ky signal is the same in the obliqui ty-precession series
and in the palaeoclimatic data). This raises a genera l question (import an t also
for Mars) fundamental for the astronomical theory of the palaeoclimate: how
obliq uity and precession affect the climate, and how its change arises. The
details of the relevant processes are still not known, especially after striking.
and unexplained, climatic variations have been recently discovered also on the
much short er timcscalc of == 1- 3 ky in ice records in Greenland. Here we only
comment on the gross role of the obliq uity.

The obliquity determines the way how the solar radiation is distributed at
different latitudes during the year. Let <D bc the ecliptic longitude of the Sun
relative to the y-point; <}) = 0 and n correspond to the equinoxes, <}) = ;::/2
and <I) = 3-.:. / 2. respectively, to the summer and the winter solstices. If4J is the
rotational phase and F, the solar flux (7.7), the average fraction of the radiative
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flux impinging on a point at a given latitude is given by

F, JF( O, $; E) = - diP cos l ,
2"
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(7. 10)

where the integral covers only the lit part of the parallel (cos I > 0): in palace
cl imatology F(O, $ ; to ) is sometimes termed dai ly insolati on . When f = 0,
COS t = sin Oeos(iP - $ ), so that F(O. $ ; 0) = sin 0 /" is independent of the sea
son and the poles arc not illuminated at all. A number of insolation indices have
been used in the c1imatologiealliterature, like the daily averaged insolation at
the solstices and equinoxes at a given latitude (e.g.. 65° N): another choice is
the annual average F«();f). It turns out (see Problem 7.1) that. as to increases.
the seaso nal modulat ion increases, but the difference between the average in
solation at the equator and the poles at first dimini shes, reaches 0 at the critical
value e, .::::: 54° and becomes negative beyond (this is the case of Uranus and its
satellites, and Pluto). When e = ... / 2, F(O;ro/2) = (r./ 2)P( r./ 2; ;t/ 2); the poles
are wanner than the equator by the factor (,,/ 2)1/4 .::::: 1, 12. At a large obliquity
there are no ice polar caps, but an ice equator ial belt.

The fact that changes in obliquity may have a profound effect on the cl imate
is supported by the analysis of the well establi shed sequence of recent glacia
tions; the last occurrcd e 2 1 ky ago, as documented by geological records of
major advances of glaciers in Europe and America. Interestingly, during these
periods the Earth 's obliquity was near its minimum and, due re the secular
motion of the apsidal line. aphelion was near the winter solstice. Nor only
the poles received less light. but winter was colder in the North because the
Sun was further away, The possibility that the last glaciation was triggered by
this coincidence is forceful; morc generally, there is no surprise that the 4 1 ky
periodic ity is present in the ice records.

Large (in particular, > 54° ; Problem 7.1) changes in the obliquity would
drastically alfect the climate of a planet. For the Earth, several complex factors.
including the diffe rent land extent in the North and the South, should be taken
into acco unt; but the seasonal temperature excursion could be so large (e.g.•
from 270 K to 350 K at the latitude 85") to make the persistence of life. as we
know it, impossible.

Secular effects of sp in-o rbit inte raction»: In the derivation of the lunisolar prc
cession (eq. (4.6») for the axis e of an oblate planet, the normal to the orbital
plane was assumed fixed: but when [here is a secular change of the node and/or
the inclinatio n (Sec. 15.1), in the right-hand of (4.6) a resonance occurs when
the nodal frequency is equal the precession frequency and a large change in the
obliquity can be expected. We must now distinguish between Np• rhe (moving)
normal to the orbital plane with an inclination I , and N, the fixed normal to the
invariable plane of the solar system. To single out the time dependent terms, it
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is convenient to write (4 .6) in the form

(N I' . C = cos c) , (7 .11)

where

(7 .12)(N · NI' = cos I) .

3 C - (A + 8 ){2 /12
fpr = - -

2 C Wlr~

is a constant positive frequency: A , B, C arc the principal moments of iner
tia. w the mean rotation frequency and 'I =~ (assumed constant). The
rigorous and general discussion of this interaction can be done with the pow
erfu l Hamiltonian for malism, as disc ussed in the Appendix ; here we confine
o urse lves to the simple case of a nodal precession with the single frequency rt

dNp .
dt= n Nx Np

(7 .13)

The rotation axis e is determined by its two compone nts: cos to along NI' and
sin E COS 4' along the ascending node (N x Np)j sin I. Trad itionally the preces
sion angle is defined as if! = 1:/2 - 4'-0, con sistentl y with the definition (1 1.34 )
of the true lo ng itude, so useful when the inclination is small and I/J is reckoned
from a fixed direction; note also that for a retrograde motion of the axis r/J
increases with lime. Using (7. 11) and (7 .12) we easily find

de .
- = -n sinl cos 4J ;
dl

(7 .14)

when I « I the ob liqu ity doe s not change muc h, unless there is a secularity,
The rate of change of the component e -(N x Np ) / sin I provides, after a lengthy,
but straig htfo rward algebra, the other equation

dif> ( cost' . . ) .- = - f pr cos E - cos 1 - -.- sin I sm 4J n ;
dt sm e

when the incli nation is small and the secular change in E is neglected. it gives
the expected precession in presence of a nodal drift

(7 .15)
dif> . .
dt = - ! pr COS E - Q + 0(1) = - n pr - n + 0(1) .

Th e minus sign signals that the precession is prograde. Integrating (7. 13) we
note that a resonance occurs when Q = -n pr = -!pr cos E. that is. (if. as usual ,
cos f > 0 ), when the nodal mot ion is retrograde . In the exact resonance E

and cP are stationary; cP = -;;. / 2 and f satisfies a transcendental equation . In
its neighbourhood. cP Iibrates and the obliquity has large variations [oc ";sin / ;
Problem 7. 13). Outside the resonance, cP circulates and variation s of the obliq
uity are smaller [cc sin I) . Descriptio n of the resonance regime profits from the
Hamiltonian formulation outlined in the Appendix.
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(7. 16)

The precession frequency of the Earth . .opr= 50.4 " / y = 34.8" / y + 15.6 " tv
is due to the comhincd, and comparable. influen ce of the Moon (first term)
and the Sun (second term). With a small inclination 10 .:::< 1.58° 10 the in
variable plane of the planetary system, at present its main noda l frequency
n .:::< S3 = - 18.9 " /y is (in absolute value ) sma ller than the tota l precession,
but larger rhan the solar contribution. The main effe ct of the spin-orbit cou
pling is a small amplitude (.:::< 0.9° ) modulation in obliquity with the period
.:::< 2;;: /(.o pr + s3) .:::< 4 1 ky, j ust that found in the ice records. But this will not
last for ever. Since the rotation frequency eo is greater than the Moon's orbital
frequency, angular momentu m is tran sferre d by tidal friction to the latter: the
lengt h of the day increases at the rate (3.5), and so does its dis tance D. The
lunar con tri bution dim inishes as w//J\ it can be estimated that in ;:,;; 2 Gy the
resonant state (in which the preces sion will mainl y be of solar orig in) will be
reached with large obl iquity variation s (between 0° and up to 8(t ) and dras
Lie consequences fo r the clim ate. It is also interesting to note that witho ut the
Moon the precession freque ncy would be 15.6 " / y. close to the 53 resonance.
producing large variations in ob liquity and , perhaps, making lite impossib le.

Mars is farther away from the Sun and its small moons produce a small
torque, so that the precession is slower (7.58"/y), but near the nodal frequency
s2 = - 6 .57 " /y; large ob liqui ty changes (from 15° to 45° ) arc taking place at
present. Saturn' s large ( == 27" ) obli quity may result from capture in the Ss
secular resonance.
Long-term changes of the solar luminosity»: Another interest ing aspect of pa
lacoc limatology is the increase of the luminosity of the Sun . Its internal tem
pera ture is determined by its mass and radius. but is proport ional to the number
A of nucleo ns in a nucleus (eq. (1.19» . As hydrogen is converted into helium,
A increases, the core becomes hotter and more energy is prod uced in thcnnonu
clear reactions. This trend can be approximately described with

l.oU) == £.0(10) [1 + O.3( I - ~)r '
whe re to = 4.5 Oy is the approx imate age of the Sun . From eqs. (7.7) and (7.9)
a fraeLional change in the lum inosity produces a fract ional change in the sur
face lemperature four limes smaller; as a consequence. in absence of a green
house effect. the mean temperature of the Earth would have been below the
freezing point, in contras t with the abse nce of glacia nons in the first 2.7 Oy;
rhis is ca lled the faint young Sun problem. Similarly. rhis lower insola tion,
and a temperature well below 273 K, is in apparen t conflict with the geologic
evidence of liquid water on the surface of Mars. for both planets onc must
infer that the atmospheric compos ition at that time was different. in particular
with a higher concentration of CO2 • In fact, there is evidence that on the Earth
oxygen was significantly scarser up to ::::: 2 Gy ago. The geologica l balance of
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F igu rI.' 7.3. The upper panel shows the black hody spectral energy fl ux for the temperatures
5, 770 K and 288 K. corres ponding to the solar radiation impinging on the Earth and 10 its
thermal emission; the lower pane l shows the atmospheric transmitta nce (T). the absorption (A)
and the scattered fraction IS), with the indication of the main molecule responsible for the
absorp tion feature .

atm ospheric C02 resu lts from depiction du e. c.g., to weathering processes in
which carbo n replaces silicon in rocks. and from production by the hot mare
riul emerging from the mantle along plate boundaries (in the Earth case). The
situation is further complicated by the possible large concentration of ozone,
which preferentially absorbs the UV solar radiation and may be responsible
for an anti -greenhouse effect, which lowers the temperature. Extensive glacia
lions, by reducing the planetary albedo, could also lower the temperature and
set up a runaway effect.

The greenhouse effect. Thc mean surface temperature T~ of the terrestrial
planets is generally larger than Teq (sec Table 7.1). This is due to the green
house effect : the solar radiation re-emitted by the ground in the infrared may be
partially absorbed by the atmosphere, in particular by water vapour and CO2,

thereby affecting the radiative balance (7.8). For the Earth the main causes of
atmospheric infrared absorption are 0 2, 0 3, H20 and CO2 • The absorption is
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Figure 7.4. Upper panel: long-te rm evolution of the CO~ concentration in the Earth atmo...
sphere. This re-cord has been ob tained from the analysis of the gas trapped in air bubbles in the
3. 623 m deep drilling at the Vostok station in Antarctica. At the bottom: the CO: concentration
on a short and very short rimescule (on the left. data from the Antarctic hole at I.aw Dome: on the
right, atmospheric data from the Manna Loa station). Data acquired from htlp:/Icdiac.ornJ.gov/
Ircnds/co2/contents.htm.

very strong below 0.3 ~m and beyond 15 ~m. with co mplex systems of lines
and bands in between (sec Fig. 7.3). The C02 lines arc particularly important
because arc affected by combustion processes. especially petrol and coal burn...
ing. As a consequence of the curren t increase in the CO2 contem (some % per
year; Fig. 7.4). it is widely bel ieved that in thc next 20 - 40 years the mean
temperature of the Earth will increase and rho globa l climate will be deeply
affected . with negative consequences for life conditions. However, as men
tioned above, a weak greenhouse effect, making T, larger than T~q , has been
essential for the emcrgenee and evolution of life as we know it. The prediction
of a temperature increase due to human activi ty was made by S. ARRHE:-J lus in
1896 . The complex radiation budget of our planet summarized in Fig. 7.5 is
the starting point for models of the greenhouse effect; they must take into aC 4

count many factors, including the large heat capacity of the oceans and various
fcedbacks. such as the additional opacity due to a greater evaporation, leading
to an increased cloud cover.

The simplest model of the greenhouse effect consists in an atmosphere trans
parent to the solar radiation (concentrated below 4 llm) and partially opaque in
the infrared band (peaked at :::::: 1I pm); then less energy is lost to space and a
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Figure 7.5. The rad iation budget of the Earth. The solar flux F . when distributed uniformly
over the Earth. corresponds 10 a flux 1"/ 4 = 342 W/m~ = 100 % (we use here the unit
L OOn crg/cm2js = I W/m2) , of which 107 = 3 1% are reflected back by the atmosphere
(16 = 5%1. by clouds {61 = 18%) and the surface (30 = 9%). The remai ning 235 = 69%
is absorbed by the atmos phere (67 '" 20%) and the ground ( 168 ;; 49%). The grou nd infrared
emiss ion, 390, corresponds to the mean temperat ure T. = 288 K; of this only 40 escape to
(mice space. while the rest. 350, is trapped in the atmosphere , prod ucing the greenhouse ef
fect. The at mosphere , being cooler than the ground. sends down a flux of 324. sma ller than
the upward flux from the ground of 350. and radiates to outer space 195, with a net loss of
324 + 195 - 67 - 350 = 102. This loss is compensated by turbulent heat transfe r and cvapora 
non heat. Obviously, the numerical values arc rough and subject to variation. Gray and black
d istinguish optical and infrared band s: TOA is the top of the atmosphe re.

higher ground temperature Ts results. To quantify th is model. consider a thin
stratified atmosphere. in which every quantity is a funct ion only of the height
z. The rudiative flux, generally dependent on the direction. is described by the
specific intensity I (power per unit area and unit solid angle); absorption means
thar rhis quantity, on passing through a layer of thickness dz; changes by

d l = - crI ds = -IKf}ds . (7 .17)

The quanti ty K (the opacity) is introduced to stress the fact that usually the
absorption coefficie nt u = Kg is proportional to the material density l! (note
that in all other chapters the symbol K deno tes the thermal conductivity). In
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a medium with 11 absorbers per uni t volume and a photon mean free path ...le,
a = 11...le. If a is constant, the intensity decreases exponentially.

Consider now a thin stratified atmosphere , in which every quanti ty is a func
tion on ly of the height z. For a vertical ray, introdu ce the optical depth

(7. 18)

It vanishes on the top of the atmo sphere z = 00 and is determined by the mate
rial above z. In a crude appro ximation , we also neglect scatterin g and assume
solar rays parallel ; in this case the radiation flux F through the area perpendicu
lar to them is just equ al to the intensity I . A transparent and opaque atmosphere
correspond, respectively, to r(O) « I and r (O) >> 1. In th is model the outgoing
infrared flux reads F (z) = F exp(- r (z)] ; the flux escaping from the surface is
thus approximately F exp[- r eO)]. Thi s introdu ces a corresponding attenuat ion
factor in the estimate of the surface temperature. namely Ts :::: T ell exp lr(0) /4 I,
larger than T ell (we neglect the surface albedo ). A substantiated model of the
greenhouse effect is given in Sec. 7.3.

The cloud cover (in the average, little more than half the Earth's surface)
has profound effects on the global climate. first. due to the large latent heats
of- H20 , it affects the thermod ynamics of the atmosphere. In an asccnsional
curren t of damp air the mix ing ratio (ratio of the number of water vapour
molecules to the number of other molecules) remai ns constant, but , as the
pressure and the temperature decrease , the ratio of the water vapou r pressure
to the saturation wafer vapour pressure (the relative humidity) increases; when
it reaches unity condensation occurs and the water droplets or ice grains pre
cipi tate to the ground. Secondl y, scatterin g, absorption and emi ssion by clouds
affect the energy budge t. Generally speaking, a cloud cover can work both
ways: it may cool the planet by reducing the amount of sunlight that reaches
the ground. but it may also increase the surface tempera ture by increasing the
infrared opacity. Although the cloud structure is very com plex. one can gen
erally distinguish between low (below 7 km, say) clouds, with a large albedo
(0.6, say) and nearly black body behaviour in the infrared; and high clo uds,
at lower temperature and made of thinly distributed ice pani cles , with a much
lower albedo and an emissivity smaller than unity (0.75, say ), Calc ulations
show that generally the surface temperatu re is increased high clouds and re
duced by low clouds .

2The specific heal of water at 273 K i~ 4.218 X 107 erglgl K. while the latent heats of fusion uud evaporation
are. respectively, 3.3 x [09 er<,;Jr, and 2.5 x 101Uerg/g.
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h lble 7. /. The main propert ies of the atmo spheres of six planets. A is Bond 's albedo; T<q
(eq . (7 .9) is the equilibriu m tempe ratu re; Tr...J is the radi at ion temperature . given by the tota l
rad uuivc emi ss ion; T, the mean gro und temperature, all in K; the equ ato rial surface gravity q
und the mean ground pressure P(O) arc given ill cmJs2 and bar, respectively; the mass of the
atmosphere Ma'''' (eq. (7.2» is in grams: 2rr./ /.JJ is the rouuion period in days. The adiabatic
temperature gradient - (dT/dz)ad is in K/km. The last two lines give the two main components,
with their abundances in molecular densities . Jupiter and Saturn have no ground and the "sur
face" tempera ture refers to the I bar level. For the inner planets the difference T, - Tcq is due
10 the greenhouse e ffect . Fo r Jupiter and Saturn an int rinsic radiation nux produces a positive
difference T,,,,, - Toq grea ter than the error (sec htlp://at mos.nms u.cduf).
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The Table 7.1 summarizes the main propert ies of planetary atmospheres;
their geological history is discussed in Sec. 8.5. In general. the temperature
and density profi les are similar to the Earth's: a negative. adiabatic temperature
gradient in the lower layers and a gradual and irregular temperature increase in
the upper layers .

Mercury.- Mercury, with its low gravity and large impinging solar fl ux. has
practically no atmosphere; traces of He. O. K. Na and other species have been
detected by Mariner 10 in 1974 and 1975, and later observed from Ihe ground.
The lifetime of a single atom in such a thin and hot gas is very short, and it is
likely that bombardment of the Mercury' s surface by the solar wind provides
the necessa ry rcsupplying mechanism.

Ven/ls.- The main constituent of Venus' atmosphere is C02, a strong infrared
absorber. A deep eloud layer, consisting of a featureless and ubiquitous aeroso l
haze between 45 and 65 km, with its large opacity prevents any optical obser
vation from outside. The main direct investigation of the lower Venusian at
mosphere is difficul t. but much has been achieved with the two Pioneer probes,
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which encountered the planet in December 1978, and with the Magclla n mis
sion in the early 1990s. The large albedo, mainly due to the cloud cover, more
than offsets the smaller distance from the Sun (;;: 0.72 AV), so that Teq is
smaller than the Earth 's value; but, because of a runaway form of the green
house effect, the actual surface temperature is 730 K, higher than the terrestrial
value. In the (P, T) phase diagram of water vapour (fig. 7.6) a monotonically
increasing curve separates the purc vapour phase from the phases in which the
vapour coexists with liquid water. As more water vapour was released in the
past fro m the ground by degassing, its pressure increased and so did, through
the greenhouse effect the infrared absorption and the surface temperature. In
the case of the Earth and Mars this proce ss stops when the transition curve
is reached and water precipitates in oceans or freezes in polar regions; in fact
most water on the Earth is liquid or solid. But on Venus the equilibrium tem
perature above the cloud cover is larger and its increase is suflicier nro avoid the
transition line; no liquid phase can form and the addition of more water vapour
can only increases the surface temperature. Obser vations have shown that the
solar radiation able to penetrate the eloud cover is responsible for heating the
surface (the internally generated heat is negligible); moreover. the lower tem
peratu re prof ile - up to some 45 km. the base of clouds - is characterized by a
mean lapse rare of :::: 8 Kjkm, smaller than the adiabatic value of :::: 10.5 K/km
(cq. (7.5» , corresponding to a stable or a neutral situation (Fig. 7.7).

Large scale convective hear transport seems unlikely. The long Venus day
(117 Earth days) would suggest a large diurnal modulation in pressure and
temperature; but this is not what the observations show, with only e ID K
variations in latitude and longitude. In fact, heat is transferred horizontally by
strong, zonal winds, in particular by a superrotation of the atmosphere, with
a period of ;::,,: 4 - 5 d. against the (sidereal) rotation period of 243 d. On the
equator the wind velocity is .e 100 m/s. The reason for this striking fact is
unknown. It should also be borne in mind that. as for the Earth (Sec. 8. 1).
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the atmospheric hear capac ity is large and these winds mainly affect the upper
atmosphere (rhcrrnosphcrc).
Mars>- Mars suffers greater changes in eccentricity and obliquity than the
Eart h and , similarly to the Milankovic cycles, may have undergone greater
changes in cl imate. There is extensive evidence of ancient flows of liquid wa
ter and long-period changes in the polar caps: a much denser atmosphere, with
a high concentration of C0 2, may have been present in the past. This has led
to important exploration programmes, also aimed at the search for evidence of
earlier life systems (in particular with the two Viking spacecraft, which landed
on Mars in 1976). At present, the thin atmosphere has a small heat capacity
and, with the low thermal conductivity of the ground, there are significant lat
itudinal, diurnal and seasonal variations of the surface temperature. On the
polar caps this causes the seaso nal appearance of frozen C0 2. Near the surface
the thermal lapse vades largely, but it is typically smaller than the adiabatic
value of :::< 4.5 K/km; thus convect ion is usually ineffective. As a response to
the large day-to-night changes in the gro und temperature. there are strong thcr
mal tide winds which, with occasional supcradiabatic thermal gradients. may
cause global dust storms throughout the whole atmosphere.
Giant plane ts> - Their atmospheres arc primordial and differ substantially from
the fragile gas covers of the terrestrial planets. They show a strikingly large ex
cess of heavy elements relative to the solar composition, an evidence that they
formed also under the impact of plancrcsimals: this can only be understood in
relation to their geological history.

Their present state mainly results from the equilibrium between different
sources and sinks of radiative energy (Fig. 7.8). In the lower layers (around
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fig ure 7.8. Temperature profiles for the giant planets, showing two features similar to the
Earth and Venus: in the lower part a linear dependence of logP from T, typical of an adia
batic layer; higher up the temperat ure gradient levels otT, possibly with a temperature inversion.
The Galileo probe data for Jupiter were kindly provided by R. Young; for Saturn. Uranus and
Neptune we used data from G.£-: Lindal, As/ron. J. 103. 967 (1992).

Table 7.2. The main properties of Titan's atmosphere. The same symbols and units as in
Table 7.1. Titan' s rotation period is 16d. with negligible effects.

Albedo T"" T, 9 P(Ol Composition - (dT j d: J;,j

0.20 R6 94 135 1.5 N1 (ma in). Ar, CII4 1.30

I bar), with opacity near one, the absorbed solar radiation is in part re-emitted
in the far infrared and in part produces a nearly adiabatic layer; heat is trans
ported upward by convection. The lapse rate of Jupiter (2 Kzkrn) is larger than
the other giant planets because of its stronger gravity. In the stratosphere the
incoming solar spectrum is absorbed mainly by methane and aerosols, pro
ducing (except on Uranus) a temperature inversion and an irregular behaviour.
depending on the minor constituents. The chemical equilibrium is ensured by
rhc solar radiation and, possibly, also by lightnings. Thc far-infrared radia
tion emitted by the lower layers, heated by the solar radiation and also by the
internal energy source, is mainly absorbed by H2.

Tuan.: The atmosphere of Titan, the main satellite in the Sarumia n system
and the only satellite in the solar system possessing an extensive atmosphere,
is opaque in the visible; it was investigated from outside in the flyby of the
Voyager I mission in November 1980. Spectroscopic observations revealed a
peculiar composition, with aerosols and a complex carbon chemistry. includ-
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Figure 7.9 The geometry of radiativc trans
fer: [Id definition of the specific intensity.
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ing molecules (like HCN) which arc known to polymerize and produce amino
acids, the building blocks of organic molecules. While the very low temper
ature does not encourage thinking about life, this environment may have pre
biotic features, where elementary duplication processes might take place. Re
cently microwave observations. ground telescopes with adaptive optics (Sce.
19.5) and the infrared instruments of the Hubblc Space Telescope were able to
penetrate Titan's atmosphere from the Earth with improved angular resolution
(Titan' s angular size is :::: 0.8" ); a few optically thin methane lines in the in
frared were used. A global prograde circulation and a north-south asymmetry
in brightness (attributed to the seasonal change of the haze density) were de
tected. Titan will be extensively studied with the Cassini mission from 2004
to 2tHJ8. In July 2(Xl4, after insertion on a Suturnian orbit. the spacecra ft will
release the Huygens probe, which will slowly descend into the atmosphere of
Titan and fully investigate its properties. During the subsequent tour of the Sat
urnian system, Titan will be encountered again 43 times and more data about
its atmosphere will be collected.

7.3 · Radiative transfer
For a complete description of the atmospheric radiative budget, tools and

models of the theory of radiutive transfer. a complex and well developed area of
mathematical physics, are necessary . The basic quantity is the specific intensity
lv, defined as follows:

dEv = IvcosO dvdl dS dO (7. 19)

is the energy in the frequency hand (v, Y + dv) which flows in the time interval
(I , t + dt) within the solid angle dO and through the projection of a surface
c1emcnt dS in the plane orthogona l to the my (Pig. 7.9). In general, Iv is a
function of frequency, position, time and direction.

In the geometrical optics approximation, which we adopt, we have rays, de
fined in terms of the refractive index 11,- . In a stationary situation the position
r and the wave vector k = kk are given in terms of the arc S along the ray;
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the frequency is l1J = 21tv = c kin., The specific intensity describes the pho
ton distribution in the space (r, k); its change is mainly due to the interaction
with matter and consists of four different processcs. Photons in the beam can
he eliminated by absorption or created by emission; they can also be scattered
away to a different ray and transferred to a different frequency; finally, scatter
ing and frequency changes can bring photons on the ray and in the frequency
interval. Emission and absorption often occur in resonant lines, when the pho
ton energy hv is equal to the energy difference between quantum levels. Their
width and their displacement from the laboratory value, affected by thermal
and fluid motion, is an important part of radiative transfer, the theory of line
formation. While absorp tion and emission are described by a loss and a gain
function, with the other two processes we have an integro-d ifferential equation
for the specific intensity. where an integral over all wave numbers contributes
to the rate of change dt. Jds along the ray; all rays are coupled, with a con
siderable complexity. It should also be noted that in general the thermal equi
librium between the radiation and the matter may not be guaranteed: in the
non-equi librium case, the occupation of the atomic energy levels - affected by
both interaction with radiation and murual collisions - should be solved con
sistently togcrhcr with the radiarivc transfer problem. In what follows most
of these problems - in particular, refractivity, scattering. energy exchange and
line formation - are neglected: thus only a gross description of the greenhouse
effect is possible. with no detailed spectral informa tion.

Emission is described by the emission coefficient i- . the energy

(7.2 0)

is emitted from the volume dV in the time interval dt within the solid angle
tIn along the ray and in the frequency band dv, for example. for an isotropic
emitter, with a radiated spectral power per unit volume Pv, i, = Pv / (41'C ). In
advancing a distance d.\·through a section dS cos (I, a beam fills a volume dV =
dS dscowe. so that the contribution to the ehange in specific intensity is i vds.
If fl" v is the absorption coefficient (genera lly frequency dependent), the steady
state transpor t equation reads

(7. 21)

where S v = iv/ttv is the source function, We sec that Iv increases (decreases)
along the ray if l , < S v (t, < Sv); radiative transfer can be seen as a relax
ation process, in which l, "tries to approach" 5 ,.. Just as for an ordinary gas
(Sec. 1.8), we assume that matter is in local thermodynamical equilibrium.
with a temperature T generally function of space and time, and the bulk of the
photons have a Planck distribution ( 1.96) at the same temperature. The emis
sion coefficient of a black body is an isotropic and universal function of v and
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li(T) =

C Ilv 2hy 3 1
=

411: (' 2 cxp (hvl kT)

I'" dv BA T) = o-T4
.

1 • (7.2 2a)

(7.22b)

The neglect of all scattering processe s may seem a serious deficiency, but the
assumption oflocul rherrnodynamical equilibrium takes into accou nt. in a gross
way. their overall disordering e ffect. Now the source function S v of a slab of a
black body of thick ness ds along the beam must be j ust By; in fact, were this not
so, when the radiation is in full thermal equilibrium with matter, the speci fi c
intensity would change along the beam , in contradict ion with the assum ption.
Th ermal equilibrium is the state that rad iation tries to attain. This is Kirchhoff's
law: a po rtion ofa black body with an absorption coefficie nt a v has an emissio n
coefficient i- = o-B,.. The transport equation reads then

.u,
- = -It,. (l,. - Bv ) .
ds

(7 .23)

To solve a rad iativc tran sfer problem. start ing from an initial surface. we prop
agate t, with eg . (7.2 1) or (7.2 3) along all the rays to the whole volume of
interest.

We now apply the general theory re a thin and stratified atmosphere. variable
along z, and label the angular di stance from the vertica l with Ji =cos (} (- I :s;
Ji ::; I): upward and downward ftuxes correspo nd. respe ctively. to posit ive and
negative values. In the following the limi ts in integrals over jl arc understood .
The surface element on the unit sphere is dO. = 2;c du. Th e arc length along a
ray is ds = dZ/Ji and the transport equation (7.23) reads

(7 .24)

Th e vert ica l spec tral flux is

(7.2 5)

Stars and outer planets are similar in that their atmospheres continue down 
wards to very large opt ical depth, where one can expect nearly therm al cqui
libri um and an almost isotropic specific intensity. In these dee p layers we can
use Iv = B,. as a starting solution, and solve (7.24) with the expansion

11 ae.
Iv = Bv - - -- + .. .

a v dz
(7 .26)
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The first term carries no flux; and

Fy(z) = _ 21: rdJlJl2 dB y = _ 41': dRy dT .
a y J-I dr 3a y d T dz

This is a heat transport equation for each frequency; for the total now

1"'" 4:t dB d T dTn,)= dv FJ ' ) = - -3 - - - = - KR -
d

.
o . a'N dT dz Z

where
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(7.27)

(7.28)

(7.29)

(7.30)

(7.3 1)

1 d 1~ 1~ dvd",B:';':;:.(T-'.)-- dv By = --
«, dT 0 0 ay dT

gives a mean opacity, called Rassetand opacity. Kt( is the radiative thermal
conductivity coefficient (Sec. 1.5); if a, is temperature independent, Kt( cc '1'3.

Integrating (7.26) over frequency we get

1= [ dVly = /J - !!.... dBdT + , . , .
o IrNdT dz

This shows an important feature of the radiation emitted by planets and stars:
if, as usual, d T /d:. < 0, the centre of the disc, at Jl = 0, is brighter than the
limb. at Jl = O. This is the limb da rkening effect, due to the fact that near the
centre the radiation comes from deeper and hotter layers.

Grey atmosphere. In a terrestrial planet the atmosphere terminates at the
ground at z = 0 and the assumption of a g rey atmosphere, in which the opacity
is frequency independent. is useful; in this case the optical depth T can be used
as independent variable in place of z, with the surface at T, ; T, is the total
atmospheric optical depth, while the top is at T = O. We now assume that
the atmosphere is transparent to the direct (mostly visible) solar radiation and
concentrate on the inf rared rad iation. with the transfer equation

dl,(r)
p -- = Iy - By(T) ,

dr

Note that/y(r ) is a also function ofJl. but B•.(T) is not. Formal integration from
the surface gives

(7.32)

and provides the outgoing specific intensity at the top of the atmosphere, re
sulting from the attenuated nux from the ground and the thermal emission, The
total nux is obtained by integrating Jl I,. over angles and frequencies

(7.33)
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T:, F (r , + 1/2)F (r, + ) F

Fluxcs

Surfac e .J

Figure 7.10 A simple model
of the gree nhouse effect (see
the text}. The upward and
dow nw ard ffuxcs in the a11l10
sphere as functi ons of the op
tical depth T . and their mean.
equ al to T..(T T 4• T he gro u nd

tempe ratu re is gre ater than the
temper a ture T, at the bottom
of the atmosphere.

In steady state F is independen t o f T , so that . using (7.31), wc gCI

11'- du l ; = By
2 - i

and (7.3 1) becomes an integro -differential eq uation.
Integratin g (7.3 1) over the frequency, we finally obta in

dl I [ 'J1 - = 1 - B = 1 - :, dp! = 1 - J .
dr ~ . - I

(7 .34 )

(7 35 )

Th e argumen ts T and 11 are understood. On the surface. in therma l contact
with the ground, the upward rad iation is isotropic and I is co nstant for J1 > 0
(Lambert 's law ); at the top there is no incoming infrared flux and / (0) = 0 for
p < O. As the total optical depth Ts increases. more radiation flows downward.
increasing the surface temperature Ts.

A simple model of the greenhouse effect. Rather than solving (he integro
differential equation (7.35). we use an intuitive model based on the upward
and downward fluxes (both positive)

r, = 2" L'du u l . I "Fd = - 2r. dp p l = Fu - F:-, (73 6)

from eq. (7.35) they fulfil

I ar; I dFd I ' 1°-- =-- = dp l - du t ;
r; dr n dr 0 _I

this implies F is constant. To close the system an assumption must be made
about the function [( p ). In a simple model. one can assume / (p ) constant and
equal to l u (Id) for p > 0 (p < 0). an approach similar to the two -sTream
approximation developed in the radiation transfer theory by A. SC HUSTE R and
K. S CHWARl. SC HI LD around 1900 (Problem 7.17). Then, from eq. (7.36), FIl =
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d u, Fd = ';'.. / ,j and, from the previous equation, we get
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(7.37)
ar, dFd- = - = F u - Fd = F .
dr dr

Both fl uxes are linear functions of 1';since the at the top of the atmosphere (1' =

0) we assume boundary condi tions Fu(O) = F and Fd(O) = 0 (for simplicity,
we ass ume that all optical radiation absorbed by the surface is re-radiated in
infrared) , the solution is

F u = (r + I) F , (7 .38)

(Fig. 7.10). The temperature is given by (eq. (7.35»

2-;:B(1') = 2r.:IT T4(1') = F u + F ,j = (I + 21')F ;

at the bottom of the atmosphere

2:raTT: = ( I + 21',,)F .

(7.3 9)

(7.40)

(7.4 1)

r, increases with the optica l depth as (21's + I)1/4, a quant itative measure of the
greenhouse effect.

This model has an unphysical feature: the ground tempe rature Tg is larger
than the temperature T«of the bottom of the atmosphere. In fact, the ground.
which can emit only upward. gets the flux Fd + F = F« = tur Ti , so that the
temperature ratio

Tg. = ( 21'S+ 2)1/4
T, 21's + I

rends to unity only for large optical depths and is 21/ 4 == 1.19 when r, = O. In
effect. the large temperature gradient that this discontinuity suggests produces
convection. which establishes a nearly adiabatic gradient. In the boundary
layer near the ground. where heat and moisture arc exchanged with complex
processes, static radiativc transport is not adequate.

7.4 Dynamics of atmospheres
On the Earth, an extensive and complex global circulation is present, de

pending also on the distribution of lands and mountain ranges; the larger albedo
at high latitudes (Fig. 7.2) requires an efficient process to transfer heal from low
latitudes to the polar regions. In the stratosphere and above, global dynamics
and heat exchange arc strongly affected by complex chemical reactions and
diffuse aerosols. Monitoring, understanding and predicting this global flow is
the major task of large-scale meteorology and is crucial for predic ting changes
in climate. This topic is not discussed here, but the main underlying concept of
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(7 .42)

geostrophic flow. of much wider relevance . is introduced. Also. we do not dea l
with vertical heal exchange; here a major role is played by thermodynamics,
in particular phase tran sformations of water and the cloud cover. The effe cts
of human activity arc also beyond our scope . Wc co nce ntra te instead on the
basic ph ysical processes , ge nerally relevant for the so lar system, in part icular
on stratified flows and the role of planetary rotat ion (geos rrophic reg ime), and ,
in the foll owing Section, on turbulence.

Gravity waves. Among the large variety of waves which can propagate in
the atmosphere there is not much to say about acoustic waves. which propa
gate with the speed of so und ( 1.20); more interesting arc the waves, at much
lower frequencies, whose restoring force is grav ity. They are already impli citly
mentioned in Sec. 5.3 in relation to the convective instab ility: in the opposite
situa tion in which the density gradient is less than the adiabatic value, hence
stable, an initially dis placed fluid element will j ust oscill ate around its equilib
rium position.

Consi de r a parallely stratified atmos phere in equi librium, with a generic
eq uation of state PV}, S) in terms of the entropy per unit mass S . The equilib
rium conditio n (7. 1) reads, in term s of the speed of sound ( J.20),

dP 2 t/g [JP(g,S)dS
- og =- = c .-+ -- dz S dz as dz

A small fluid clement of volume V and mass g V ar z is acted upon by two
forces: its weight -gg(z)V, and Archimcdcs ' force, equal and opposite re the
we ight of the fluid it displaces. If the clement is displaced to Z + Oz, an unbal
ancc arises due to the change in Archimcdcs' force:

r5F = - gg(z)V + 9tJ( Z + r5z)( V + r5V).

As with the convect ive instability, we ass ume that the volume changes adiabar
ically (r5S = 0), namely

r5 V r5y 61' 6z dP 9
- = -- = --.., = --, - = r5z -:; .
V P (lc; (lC; dz c:

Th e restoring force

r5F = (J V9 (!!.... + ~ d(l) r5Zc; P dz
co rresponds to the Brunt- Viii~·iilii frequency w v' given by

(7 .43)

(7 .44 )

In the troposphere of the Earth W v ~ 0.05 Hz. When S decreases with height
this is negative, leading to co nvective ins tabili ty (the negative sign corres ponds
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Figure 7.JJ The local frame of refer
ence for the atmosphere of a rotating
planet. The z axis is along the vertical.

(7.45)

to a density grad ient stronge r than adiabati c, as explained in Sec . 5.3) ; oth
erwise we have stable osc illations. In this simple model we have neglected
propaga tion, which can be obtained by addin g to the restoring force (7.4 3) the
inertial force (sec Prob lem 7.8).

Horizontal approximation of th e momentum equations, Atmosphe ric dy
namics in rotating planets (with angular velocity tu) is deeply affected by Cori
o lis force, which changes the momentum equation (1.64) to

g(~; + v·vv) + V P + .QV W + 2r w x v= '1[V2v+ ~V(V. V)]

W = U-lwx r I2 /2 (eq . (1.38» includes the centrifugal potential. Following the
same method used fo r the conservation of the vonic hy W = V x v (eq. ( 1.93»
and using the same approx imations, it is easily seen that what is conserved is
the abso lute vonicity (Bjerknes theorem)

wu =w + 2 w =V xv + 2 w . (7.4 6)

Angular momentum is exchanged between planetary rot ation and kincmatical
vorticity. As befo re. this law is violated when there is visco sity. The absolute
vorticity of an inviseid flow fulfils the equa tion

iJw I-aa = V x (\, x wa) + , Vg x VP
I g-

(7.47)

vorticity is generated by the ba rocl inic vector Vg x V P/g2, which vanishes in
a baro rropic flow, when P = P(g ).

Planetary atmospheres arc typically thin and it is appropriate to use a local
Cartesian frame (Fig. 7.1 1). neglecting the curvature. Large scale, prevailing
horizontal veloci ties

u=\' - uzez
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Figure 7.12 Cyclonic and anticy
clo nic flows.

Aruicyclon Cyclon

arc common. In planetary global circulation the vertical motion is hindered by
the strong pressure gradien t and gravity ; horizontal mot ion prevails. On the
Eart h, typ ica lly the hori zontal scale is L ::::: 1, 000 km, while the vert ical scale
11 ::::: 10 km; El "'" 103 cm/s is much larger than Vz ::::: I cm/so We also assume
vcL « ul t . The centrifuga l force amounts to a slight change in the gravity
accelerat ion g = - VU and its con tribution to the definition of the vertical
can be neglected. This leads 10 the (two-dimensional) geastrophic equation
(neglecting viscosity)

au
- + u - Vu =at

f =

1
- - VJ.P- f cz x u .

V
2wcos O= 2 wz .

(7.48a)

(7.48b)

is the Coriotis pa rameter. The vorticity field w is now straight and vert ical.
an essential diffe rence from the three-di mensional case; the vortici ty conser
vation law now says that, if dS is a horizontal surface element tied to the flow,
W azdS = (wz + j)dS is conserve d. This shows how cyclonic and anticyclonic
fea tures arise in a rota ting planet at mid latitudes. A fluid initially at rest is
d rawn into a pressure low and the assoc iated horizontal area diminishes from
dS0 10 dS , say : hence a vertical vonici ty

arises. In the northern hemi sphere, where .f > 0, W z > 0 and the flow is
co untcrcloc kwisc; in the southern hemisphere .f < 0 and W z < 0; this is the
cyclonic flow. Around a pressure high we have an anticyclo n: clockwise in the
North and countercloc kwise in the South (Fig . 7.12).
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In eq . (7.48a) the horizontal pressure grad ient can be balanced either by
inert ia or by the Coriolis acceleration ; their ratio is of order

u
Ro = IJIL . (7.49)

(7 .50)

the Rossby number (on the Earth. not too near the equator, "'" 0 .1). When
Ho « I the pressure gradient is balanced by a now along isobaric lines; in
stationary conditions we have, to the lowest approximation and contrary to
intuition,

I
u = --VJ.P »: ec 'JQ

sometimes called gcostrophic wind. This gives a quantitative description of
cyclo nic and anticyclonic flows. If there is also a frictional acceleration - Vc"

(in particular, with the gro und) , eq. (7.4Ha) gives

1 V,.
U = --VJ.Px c. - - VJ.P ,

fg ~ pg (7.5 1)

with the terms cc 0 neglected. There is a flow also along the pressure gradient,
towards the low pressure side; air flows into cyclonic troughs and out from
anticyclonic peaks, producing a vertical flow to balance the mass.

To see what happens in general, consider a streamline with arc s and unit
tangent vector S = U/II. If Rc is its radius of curvature,

A ds
n = - Rc

ds

is the unit vector orthogon al to .~ in the direction of the cen tre of curvature . The
decomposition of the momentum equation (7.48a) along the local directions s
and n (with coordinate 1/) gives

li lt l ap
- +-- = 0 ,
dt [! as

1/2 I l) p
- + -- + [u = O.u; (} an (7.52)

(7.53)

The pressure grad ient along a streamline only changes the speed; the second
equatio n recovers the gcostrophic solution when Ro « 1. Near the equator,
where the Coriohs parameter (7.48b) is small, or when If is large, the Coriolis
force may be neglected and

u2 I ap
- +-- = 0 ;n; e ()n

this is the cyctostrophic approximation, for which the pressure is balanced by
the centrifugal force. The fluid can still flow along the isobaric lines around a
pressure low. but in an arbitrary sense; indeed , sma ll-sca le vortices, like dust
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Figure 7.13. Rosvby waves; in the local frame of the figure. in the northern hemisphere the
Coriolis parameter (7.4Xh) increases with y. Suppose that a streamline, initially along <I parallel
If = O. is accidentally displaced into a sinusoidal shape (heavy line). Since the absolute vorticity
(7.46) is conserved, the fluid vorriciry of a fluid element decreases (increases) if it moves to
higher (lower) latitudes; as a result, different parts of the streamline arc subject to different
rotations and the initial sinusoid moves to the dashed line. with a westward propagation.

devils or wa ter spouts. can be both cyclonic and an ticyclon ic and do not have
a preferred di rection of rotation. The situation is different for tornadoes. with
large u, for which a cyclon ic (counterclockwise) sense of rotat ion is preferen
tia l in the nort hern hemisphere . Apparently. in the initial stages of its devel
op me nr the Coriolis force deflects air parcel s accelerating toward the centre of
low pressure to the right.

In general, onc should con sider all terms in the geostrophic inviscid cqua
lions (7.52 ). obtain ing thus the gradient flo w approximation . Denoting with
Ugc" = -(/,PJan) J(gf) the geostrophic wind speed (7.50), we obtain (Pro b
lem 7.7)

U g<,,, 1/
- = 1 + - . (7.54)

u f Re
Note that the factor tu]f Re) is just the Rossby number (7 .49) ; since for tropica l
tornadoes this fac tor is of order unity, the gradient wind approximation must
be used instead of the simpler geos tropbic approximation.

Ro ssby waves. As shown in Fig . 7.13. Rossby wave s arise becau se the Coriclis
parameter (7.48b) changes with latitu de. For dist urbances whose exte nsio n in
latitude is not neglig ible, the assumption of constant f is invalid. In a local
Cartesian frame (Fig. 7. 11) tly = -Rdeldt and

dJ
=

dt R

In this formula , for small ampl itude s, (} can be considered constan t; it amou nts
to approx imating the Co riolis parameter with

J = J (O) +f3y ,
2w sin 0

f3 = - .
R '

(7.55)
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(7.56)

this is usually termed the j3-plane approxima tion, In the thin atmosphere ap
proximation and when Ro = 0(1), wha t matters is the vertical component Waz

of the absolute vorticity, of order II IL. Estimating all the terms in eq. (7.47) in
a barotropic flow we gel

iJUJa~
-- + u · V .LWaz + (V .L · u )wa.: = u .aT

Befo re proceeding to the dispersion relation, we introduce a cons iderable
and elegant simplification appli cabl e to an incompressible (two-dimensional)
flow; this is a goo d approximation as long as the fluid velocity is much smaller
than the so und speed. A two-dimensional, divergenc e-fre e vecto r field (/lx, u,/)
can always be represented in terms of a stream funcuon r/J(x, y)

a"u - - -
x- iJy' (7.5 7)

(7.58)

Th e vortic ity w = w e~ lies in the vcnical dir ect ion and

J' ,( -l/t t'rl/t 2
w = w_= - + - = V.Ll/t

~ ()x2 i) y2 .

Vi denotes the two-dimen sion al Lapla ce operator. An elementary, point-like
vortex (eq . (1.9 1» at the or igin with circulat ion C is represented by the har
monic strea m function

with velocity field

c
l/t = -ln r ,

2"
(7.59)

(7.5 9')

(7.60)

Just like for the gravitational field . an arbitrary supcrposition of these ele men
tary solutions provides the general flow in stationary conditions.

Consider now a small perturbation of a uniform flow with velocity Uo along
a parallel, for which

l/t = - /fo Y + l/t' :

the vort icity equation (7.5 6) read s

[a a I(iP", a'''' ) TJ.p'- + U()- -- +-- +{J - = O.
i) t ox Bx2 By2 lJx

As discussed in Sec. 8.3, a wave so lution is obtained by taking l/t' C( exp i (m 
k ,x - kyY), whic h gives the dispersion relation for planetary Rossbv waves

k
(r =k,U() -j3~ .

kx + ky

(7.6 1)
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Th e negative sign shows that they propagate westward wi th respect ( 0 the back
ground flow, with a phase veloc ity whi ch increases with the wave length. For a
wave number of order I{l , 000 km the period is e 1/ 3 of a day and the phase
velocity abo ut 20 mjs .

The geostrophic approximation can also be used for accretion discs. plan.
etary rings and the primordi al so lar nebula. In eq uilibrium, eac h particle in
the plane at the distance r fro m the ce ntral mass M moves with the Keplerian
angular velocity Wx = (GM/r~) 1 /2. In a rotating frame. using the same sym
bols as before, its neighbourhood can be described by the elevation z over the
plane and the displacements x and y in the tangenti al and the radial direction,
respectively. For motion in the plane. Coriolis ' force is Is. x u, with J = 2w.o; ;
cq. (7.55) is replaced by

(f3 = dw. = _ ~ ";GM, -512) ;
dr 4

(7 .62)

the absolute vorticiry is conserved and the same dispersion relation holds.
Rossby number (7.49) is often smaller than unity.

7.5 Turbulence
In general terms. a now becomes fully turbulent if the ratio of inertial to

viscous terms ill the equations of motion, as described by the Rcynolds number
(1.69), is sufficiently large; such large velocit ies arise as an instability develops
to a non-linear regime. Fluid turbulence widely occurs in the solar system. It
governs heat transfer in atmospheres when the temperature gradient is steeper
than the adiabatic value. Although on a much longer timcscalc, convective
turbulence may also be active in planetary interiors, if they arc liquid or plastic,
and heated from below. Near the ground of the Earth, in a boundary layer
a few hundred metres thick, the turbulent heal exchange with the surface is
strongly affected by friction , moisture and surface properties. The solar wind
is also turbulent, with an important role played by non-linear Alfven waves
(Sec. 9.3). In planetary atmospheres the flow is often mainly horizontal and
a peculiar kind of two-dimensional turbulence develops, where Coriolis ' force
has a crucial role: this is the geostroptiic turbulence, to be discussed later.

In the troposphere turbulent inhomogeneities in temperature and density af
feet the refract ive index n, and optical propagation. 1/r - I, proportional to
the density, fluctuates in space and time; a plane surface of constant phase is
warped (sec Sec. 19.5). The image of a point source gathered by an objective
larger than the size of the warps is diffuse and. moreover. moves around in time
(vdancing") . This phenomenon is called scintillation. or seeing, and is of cru
cia l importance in limiting optical astronomical observations from the ground.
In practice. the apparent diameter of a celes tial point-like source is larger than
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I If; a special technology of adaptive optics has been developed to suppress this
disturbance (Sec. 19.5).

In a turbulent now the velocity

v = (v) + v' « v' ) = 0) • (7.63)

is the sum of a mean value (v) and a fluctuating value v' , similarly to what was
assumed in the dynamo theory (Sec. 6.4): (v) is determined by the macroscopic
conditions, but v' changes for different realizations of the same macroscopic
flow and can be studied only by statistical methods. The angular brackets
denote an average over a Gibbs ensemble of realizations of the flow with the
same macroscopic conditions; it is a formal operator which commutes with the
time and space derivatives.

Turbulent viscosit y. The statistical decomposition (7.63) leads to the turbulent
viscosity, with a simple and interesting application to the turbulent atmospheric
dynamics near the ground of a terrestrial planet. While v' has vanishing aver
age, its product v',,' does not; hence the mean change of momentum of a fluid
element has a turbulent contribution (}V . (v' v' ) which acts as a pressure tensor.

Consider, for example, the case in which the turbulent energy is drawn from
the diffe rential motion along the x-direction: (v) = (v(:;), I). 0); this is the case,
for example, when the powerful Ketvin-Hetmholt: instability is present. Since
the undisturbed flow is not homogeneous . the usual linear stability analysis
in terms of sinusoidal functions is not possible and an eigenvalue problem
for ordinary differential equations must be solved, with a great variety of re
sults. To avoid this complication, consider a thin transition layer of thick
ness 6 and vortieity of order 2V/ 6, separating two homogeneous flows with
v(oo) = - v(-oo) = v > O. If, under a small sinusoidal deformation, a section
of the layer is displaced upwards. it encounters a flow v in the positive direc
tion; its vorticity is dragged along, enhancing the deformation; similarly for a
downward displacement. The amplitude of the deformation and the thickness 6
of the transition increase; x-momentum is transferred in the z-dircction. When
the corresponding Reynolds number (cq. (1.69»

evc5
Re= -

'I

is large, turbulence sets is and we expect a turbulent stress (the Reynotds stressv
to develop, proportional to deidr :

, , dv
e (o."v_) = - fh - ;

~ dz
(7.64)

the minus sign indicates that such a transfer tends to destroy the velocity gra
dient; '11 is the coefficient of turbulent viscosity (a similar argument has been
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used in Sec. 6.4 for the turbulent dynam o}. For example, near the ground, with
v' = I cm/s and v = 103 cm/s over a scale of I km, 'Ir / !.? ;::; 102 cm2/s, much
larger than the microscopic value '7 /g :::: 0.1 cm2/s: the momentum transfer in
the boundary layer of the Earth is dominated by turbulence. lt is likely that
turbulent viscosity has played an important role in the formation of the dust
layer in the primordial solar nebula (Sec. 16.2).

A simple description of the effect that the turbulent friction is provided by
Ekman's layer solution. The simple gcosrrophic equatio ns (7.48a) acquire a
dependence on altitude and become

(JP (J2ux
- ,- - f Ull - '11 - -, = 0,
(! OX . Eh

(JP {Pu y
----;- + f U r - '71 - ,- = O.
{J Vlj oz- (7 .65)

lntroducing the geostrophic velocity components (eq. (7.50»

g I ap
u = - - -

x of ay .
1 ap

[! f ('Ix •

and the comp lex variables Z = /Ix + illy and zg = u; + i/l ~. the geostrophic
eqs. (7.65) become

(7 .66)

At the surface z = 0 friction with the ground requires Z = 0: at large altitude
(z ~ (0) wc must recover the geostrophic wind Z = ZI; . The solution is

(7 .67 )

known as the Eonan 's spiral. Above a layer of thickness "/1/'7/. of the order
of I km on the Earth, the flow is well matched by the inviscid geostrophic
wind.

Kclmogorov 's spectrum. The simplest. but still relevant model of fluid turbu
lence. neglects compressibility and assumes at the macroscopic level isotropic
and homogeneous conditions. Consider the mean turbulent kinetic energy per
unit mass of a turbulent flow in a (very large, fi ctitious) volume V

Il" 'I ,,I," -E = - J-,. v - = - (v -) = dk E(k) .
2V v 2 0

(7 .68)

The integral over Fouricr space is really a sum. consistently with the finite
volume. On its boundary the veloc ity and its derivatives arc assumed to van
ish. The two expressions are a consequence of an argument similar to the er
godie theorem: averaging over a large volume is equivalent to averaging over
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all possible realizations. The energy can be decomposed in a Fourier series,
E(k )dk being the contribution to E from wave numbers with modulu s between
k and k + dk ; in an isotropic regime the spectral energy density E(k) of the
microscop ic flow is a function only of the modulus of k, not of its direction.
Each wave number k corresponds to eddies of size J j k. characteristic velocity
v'( k) = [£(k)k )I /2 and timcscalc Tk = I / [kv' (k)] : with a viscosity coefficie nt '7,
the dissipation time

e
Td= - ,

l/k-
(7 .69)

decreases with size; the Reynolds num ber (1.69) (ratio of inerti al to dissipative
forces) for the eddy is

v'(k ) 0 Td
Re(k) = -- =

kr} Tk

An eddy begins to dissipate away when Td < Tk and its wave number ap
proaches "d, say; larger eddies last for a long time. For example, near the
ground, for T/ /{! :::< 0.1 cm2js and v' :::< I cm/s, the two times are equal when
I/ k :::< 10 cm. To see the effect of non-linear processes, note that the Pourier
transform of the product of two functions with wave vectors k l and k2 has
a component at (k , + k2), generally at a larger distance from the origin in
k-spaee3. For an incompressible flow the main non-linearity is due to the con
vective term QV' Vv in the momentum equation ( 1.35). Let E"in = 1.:5 [v' (k.\.)]3 be
the power per unit mass fed into the system at the (small) wave numb er k.\.; this
energy is slowly transferred in a cascade to higher k's, until, at kd, dissipation
prevails. The excitation of smaller and smaller eddie s corresponds to the fact
that a string of panicles. initially smooth. as it is dragged along by the fl ow pro
gressively beco mes longer and more bent and entangled: (his dispersion can be
easily visualized with an insoluble dye. When the comprcssibili ty is small and
the volume is conserved, an area dragged alon g by the flow decreases and. as
a consequence of the conservation of vorricity (1.93), in absence of dissipation
the vorticity increases .

The interval (k5 , kd ) of wave num bers where dissipation is negligible is
called the inertial range . When kd » ks (large inerti al range) the spectrum
cannot depend on TJ and must be a universal function of k and E"in; hence, purely
on dimensional grounds, we have Kobnogorov 's spectrum

(7.70 )

' As an indication. when thc angle between the two vectors is random, their sum has average modulus
(ki + ki)' /2, always large r than k t and k1.
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where A is a dimensionless constant, usually of order unity; for the same rea
son. the turbulent veloc ity has the express ion

(
e )' /3v' (k) = ;\' ~n , (7.71 )

where A' is another dimensionless constant of order unity. This law was first
put forward by A.N. KOU.l0GOROVin 194 1. In this way. from eq. (7.69) and the
condition t i: = Tcf, we obtain the "dis sipative" wave number

( )

3/4
kef ::::: ~ 1;.1/4.

tl III

(7.72)

It is pleasing that Kolmogorov's power spectrum (7.70) is indeed observed
in the turbulent boundary layer on the ground and in other turbulent fl ows in
the solar system (in particular, in the interplanetary solar wind). in spite of
the fact that in all these cases the original assumptions of incompressibility
and isotropy are not fulfilled. On a general level. it should also be noted that
spectral power laws like (7.70) arc typical of distributions arising from non
linear processes.

It is interesting to sec what happens when the viscosity tends to zero. Since
the total energy input is determined by what happens at large scales. the dissi
pated power must stay consrant. In fact, such power has the general form

'}{(Vv' )2) cc I}k4/ 3

and is independent of 'I at the viscous wave numbers (7.72): as '1 _ 0, the
inertial range extends further out. but the velocity gradient (and the vorticity)
increases.

Two-dimensional turbulence. When. as common in planetary atmospheres,
the flow mainly occurs in the horizontal plane, turbulence has quite a differ
ent character. In three dimensions and in absence of viscosity. the lengthening
and bending of materiallines necessarily increases the vorticity: but in two di
mensions the vorticity vector w = wc: is always straight and vertical and can
increase only as a result of the compression of horizontal surface elements: we
now show, with a subtle and powerful argument, that the energy of the flow
does not cascade to smaller eddies. but, rather, migrates to smaller wave num
bers, where there is no dissipation and generates macroscopic fl ow structures;
eventually they escape the turbulent disorder and acquire a permanent charac
ter. These ideas developed in the late 1950s. in particular due to G.K. S ATCHE

I.OR .

In the simple model of an incompressible flow, and in absence of gravity,
the (full) Navicr-Stokcs equations ( 1.64) read (with the Lagrangian derivative)

dv '1 ,
- + VP =- V· v . (7.73)
dt (!
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(7.74 )

Taking the scalar product with v and averaging over the volume V we easily
get

dE 1] 2
- = - - (Iwl ) .
lit !?

We have remarked that in the three-dimensional case the right-hand side re
mains finite even for a very small viscosity. Eq. (1.92) for the vorticiry reads

d w '1 2- = (w . V)v + - V w .
dt g

(7.75)

In the right-hand side, the first term describes the inertial cascade and generally
increases the vonicity: the second is the dissipation and wor ks on ly at large k' s.
We introduce, besides the energy (7.68), another globa l quantity, the enstrophy
(from the Greek root streb or strob, to rotate)

If"I ,e = 2V Jvd r1wl- = Z(lwl-), (7.76)

(7.77)

which measures the total amount of vorticity present. Clearly, it is the first
term in [he right-hand side of (7.75) that allows the enstrophy to increase as
the viscosity decreases.

But in Iwo dimensions things are different . We consider again incompress
ible and isotropic (of cou rse. only in the plane (x, y» turbulence. When the
viscosity is negligible , the vorticit y w = Wz = vit/J is a conserved scalar (sec
eqs. (7.56 ) and (7.58»; the inertial coupling term is abse nt and it is easily seen
that the enstrophy can only decrease

se 1] 2
- = -- (IVLwl )·
dl e

Fe r large values of the Reynold s number the total kinetic energy is constant in
time; therefore the cascade 10 large k's into the dissipation hole is excluded.
But this argume nt doe s not apply 10 the enstrophy. Consider in the plane (x , y)
two closed, neighbouring materia l isovorticity lines corresponding 10 Wo and
Wo + dwo; in an incompressible How the area between them is conserved . But,
since, as a co nsequence of turbul ent diffusion, they become in lime more and
more bent and longer, their separation must decrease; hence the vorticity w
acquires a larger gradient and its spec trum moves to larger k's, The cascade
that in rhrcc dimension occurs for the energy, in this case lakes place for the
enstrop hy: as TJ decreases, IV.L wl:! increases, in such a way as to keep the right
hand side of the previous equation finite ; but the rate of change of the energy
goes 10 zero . In Fourier language and isotropic conditions 2 E(k) = k21l//(k)12,

while 2 E.J,k) = k4IJb(k)l:! = 2k2E(k). The spectral contribution to the enstrophy
mainly comes from large wave numbers, where the dissipation of enstrophy
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Three-dimensional

Two-dimensional

dE /lit

..... finite

o

d[;,/dr

o
..... finite
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Table 7.3 The differen t behaviour of the energy E
and the cnstrop hy £, in three-dimensional and two
dimension al incom pressible turbu lence, as 'I ..... I).
In both eases di ssip ation takes place at large /i's.

occurs ; therefore it is possible for the enstrophy to decrease. leaving E con
stant; but then the decrease of H(k) at large k's must be compensated by its
increase at small k's: in an inverse cascade. the energy moves 10 smaller ed
dies.

Planetary global circulation, Deviations from the two-dimensional geostro
phie model of global circulation are required, for example. to account for
meridional heat transfer. On the Earth this is accomplished with circulation
cells. in which hot air raises from where more heat is deposited (e.g., at the
subsolar latitude) and transports it to where the thermal energy is deficient.
The typical example are ttadley cells. For example. in summer a Hadley cell
brings hot air coming from ;;:- 30° N latitude back to the grou nd at ;;:- 30° S.
Not too near the equator, Coriolis ' force on this current pushes the flow in the
westward direction and produces the easterly jet (also called trade wind); on
the souther nhemisphere the jet flows eastward .

Venus has a large rotation period (243 days); however. its atmosphere has
a much faster. easterly zonal rotation (with a period of 4 - 5 days) with re
spect to the ground (the zonal supcrrotation); in its own frame Corioli s effects
could be important. The Hadley circulation accomplishes the required mcrid
ional heat transfer from the equator to the poles. Another example of slowly
rotating planetary body with significant supcrrotation of the atmosphere is Ti
tan: the zonal wind velocity. recently detected from the Doppler shift of ethane
atmospheric lines. exceeds the surface velocity by a factor of .:::< JO.

But we shirk from the complexity of the atmospheres of terrestrial plan
ets and. venturing into a still not well understood area. discuss the relevance.
on a conceptual level, of the geosrrophic. two-dimensional turbulence in rela
tion to the giant planets. Strong zonal winds. with sharp meridional gradients.
are present in Jupiter and Saturn (Fig. 7.14). Large and stable cyclonic and
anticyclonic structures are a frequent feature of thc atmospheres of giant plan
crs. On Jupiter, what is seen in the visible from outside is a thin cloud layer
(the "weather layer") , with features moving in bands along the parallels; their
velocity - measured using small clouds as tracers - has large meridional gradi
ents. varying from e - 50 to e 175 mjs. The Great Red Spot is a large (26,000
by 13.000 km. the largest dimen sion along the parallel ) anticyclonic vortex
with the high pressure centre at the latitude of _23° . It has been observed for
the first time by R. HOOK in 1665 and G.D. CASSII'I in 1666 and. recently, by
the Voyager and Galileo missions. In this region the vertical scale height is
~ 20 km and it can be assumed that the spot - a big pancake between the al-
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Figure 7.14 The zonal wind
speed in the atmospheres of
Jupiter and Satu rn, in terms
of the planetogruphic latitude .
Data from E. Garcia-Meleudo
and A. Sencbca -Lavcga, tea.
rus 152 . 316 (200 1) and A.
Stinchez-Lavega et aI., lcarus
147, 405 (2l)(X).
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titudes corresponding to ~ 0.7 und e 0.3 mbar - has a thickness of that order.
The centre of the spot is at rest and the velocity reaches a peak of ~ 100 m/s,
corresponding to a Rossby number ~ 0.03. The reason for the red colour is
uncert ain. Other, smaller vortices are present in the outer planets; Neptune has
a similar large structure (the Great Dark Spo t).

On a fast rotating planet the Coriolis force must be taken into account and
requires using the absolute enstrophy 0 a, obtained by replacing in eq. (7.76)
w with the absolute vorticity w + 2w ; the rough model of two-dimensional
turbulence discussed above still holds, with the Coriolis term as a "natural"
source of vorticity.

The relevant physical quantities for Jupiter and Saturn arc comparable: at
mid latitudes f == w == 2x lO-4rad/s, ux = u == 104 cm/s (Fig. 7.14),,8 == wlR ==
2 x 10-14 cm- Is- I. The characteristic scale (along the meridian) is about 10°,
corresponding 10 L == 109 cm, so that in both cases Ro == III(wL) == 0.1 « I
and a Rossby circulation is expected.

The kinetic energy of turbulent eddies generated by this process and other
instabilities moves to smaller k's; what is the threshold km at which they be
come independent of the random turbulence? Let us assume, for simplicity,
that the elementary turbulent modes are Rossby waves with non-linear interac
tions, described by adding in the Lagrangian derivative ofeq. (7.60) the inertial
term u . Vl.W, of order k2u2. The transition occurs when this term is compara
ble with the last term, thc Rossby restoring force, at km = .JP/lt. For Jupiter
and Saturn its reciprocal is e 109 cm, pleasantly consistent with the meridional
scale L. To study the dependence of this transition from the direction of propa
gation, we note the turbulen t frequency scale l i T/;. = kv' (k) increases with wave
number (in Kolmogorov's regime l i T/;. ex: k2/3), while the frequency of Rossby
waves (7.61) decreases as Il k: let km be the value at which the two frcqucn
cics are equal. Only for k < km' when Rossby waves oscillate faster than the
turbulent eddies, the inverse energy cascade can be inhibited. Introducing the
angle U" between the wave vector and the parallel, the inhibition occurs when
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(eq. (7.61» f3 eosa/ k > l /T~ = kv'(k), which, laking v'(km ) = /I , gives

km = ~!!. cos (Y ,
u

(7 .78)

in agreement with the previous estimate. Bur now we sec that km becomes
small for propagation near the meridional direction, making inhibition very
effective: only when tr is small the casc ade can proceed to small wave numbers
and produce coherent structures with great extension along the para llels: they
may be the zonal winds actually observed.

Appendix: Effect of secu lar orb ita l cha nges on the rota tion axis

In Sec . 7. 1 we have shown that when there is a resonance between the lunisolur precession and
the nodal motion ( i.e., whe n Opr+ "1 = 0 ), the ob liquity c is expected to undergo large changes:
fur a com plete analysis we need the full, non- linear solution. Referring to the main text for the
notation. it is co nvenient to adopt moving coo rdinates x' = A x tied to the orbital plane, with
x' ] along ~p and .r" along tbe asce nding node: in the general case they are obtained from the
inertial coordinates x with the tnnc-dc pcudcnr rotation matrix

ccs n
A = - cus / .sin H

sin I sin fl

sin U

cos/cos H

- sin / eos fl

o
sin 1

eos l

(a)

Of course , ;"oI~ = (0, 0, I ); both I and n arc allowed to be time -depen dent as a result of mutual
planetary perturbation tScc . 15.1). In the moving frame the components ('. = (sin I/J +
U) . sin e cos(1/J + U ).cos E) = A e of the axis fulfil

I:~' = (dA/ dl )A-Ie' - JP< (N~' e') (r\~ x e') ,b)

It can be shown that. in terms of X = cos e and the precession longitude 1/1. the equations (b)
follow from the time -dependent Hamiltonian

H(X. I1J ; n = J; Xl - C X + VI - X1 (.:11 sin I/J + :8 cos I/J) ; (c)

X is the generalized momentum conjugate to ojI. The functions of time J'{ = eos !l(11I Idt ) 
sin l ~in rJ(dflldI J, 'B = sin rJ(dl l dl ) + sin 1eosn(dn ldt) and C = 2 sin2(// 2)(d rJ/d t) describe
the effec t of the o rbital pcrturbutions. The ..olution is by no means trivial. but for a ..mall
incli nation it simpl ifies since:Jl = (dQ/dt) + O(/!). 'B = (ti P/tit ) + 0 (/ ' ) and C = 0 (/1).

where l' = sin Isin !l and Q = sin I cos O are tbe non-singular orbita l elements. In Sec . 15.1
we demonstrate that, for the plane t of interest, P and Q are represented by a tinite number of
Fouric r terms: P = E iS i sin(sjI + Y) and Q = L j S i cos(sjI + Yj). where 5j are the cigc nfrc
qncncics of the planetary system; of part icular interest for Earth is SJ '" - 18.75 "Iy. S i arc small
dimens jontess constant.., typica lly of oroer s 0.0 1. Neglectin g the second order term C = 0 (/1)

and those in:Jl and:8. we finally obtain the approx imate form of the Hami lton ian (c)

VI -X! I S jSj cos (I/I + Sj1 + Yi )
i

(d)
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'0'

'g)

With on ly unc forci ng frequency - as whcn the orbital node processes with a cons tant rate 
eq- (d) is often referre d to as Colombo's lOp (Proble m 7. 13).

When S j = 0 there is no sec ular evolution of the orbit: X = Xc. = cos Eo is trivia lly cons tant
and dill /cif :: lJflfrJX = f r><X(j. ln general the obliquity fulfils

~~ = v l - )(2 I > jsj sin (lb + s/ + Yj) .,
obviou sly coupled with the conjugated equ at ion for W. For small changes £ ' = £ - £0 in the
obliquity. we may proceed perturbatively and use Ibll(l) '" ilIo + f l"XlIl. With a quadruture. we
then get, to lowest order.

, " S ,.', ( )£ = 6' eO'llbo(l) +.ijl +Y
j J[" XQ+ sj

When I f'< » Sj (ve ry slow nodal motion) I' is nearly constant and the spin axis has the ability
to track the motion of the orbital plane . The interesting case i, when 1;..Xo + S j = 0 and a
reson ance occ urs; as the obliquity crosses the reso nant vatue, its variat ion is amplified and a
complete mm-linear solution is IK'CeSSary.

- PROBLEMS -

7.1: Determine the yearly insolation F(O; to ) of a spherical planet with fast
rotation; consider, in particula r. the extreme cases f. = 0 and rr. /2.
Prove that F(O; E) > F(r: /2 ;E) for f. ~ 54" . (Hint: We need averaging
cos t in (7.10) over the rotational phase f/J and the phase of the Sun $ in
its ecliptic motion. Starting with the latter. we obtain cos I = sin al!:,
where a is the colatitude of a point with respect to the pole of the
ecl iptic. In the general case , the subsequent daily average requ ires an
elliptic integral.)

7.2: In a local frame of refe rence with the axes poi nting to the South, East
and the Zenith, obta in the motion of the Sun in the sky for each ecliptic
longitude $ . This is the basis for the design of a sundial.

7.3. Find the rat io of the radiativc Iluxcs on the Earth from the full Moon
and the Sun .

7.4: Assuming the ::,; 7% increase of rhc solar luminosi ty in a Gy (7. I6). cs
timarc approx imately when the equ ilibrium rcmpcrarurc of Mars will
increase enough to melt its water supplies (polar caps and underground
reservoirs).

7.5. Compute the "so lar cons tant" for all the planets and evaluate their
equilibrium temperature; determine the distance from the Sun corrc
spe nding to the freezing point of iron. water and hydrogen.

7.6. Calculate, as a function of latitude, the displaceme nt of the vertical
from the radial direction due to the cen trifugal acceleration.

7.7. Prove eq. (7.54). Show also that for the anticyclonic curvature

[J P g Rcf2
- <--
[I n 4
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and hence for ant icyclo nes the pressure gradient decreases toward the
centre (explaining why the pressure gradients arc small and winds
light near the centre of anticyclone).
Using the model of a parallcly-stratificd. isothermal fluid. derive the
dispersion relation for gravity waves.
Derive Kohnogorov's spectrum (7.70).
Compare the value of GMa1m for the Earth atmosphere with the current
uncertamty e 8 x lO5 m3j s2 in GM. Assuming a reasonable value for
the seasonal mass red istribution, es timate the corresponding change
in the position of the centre of mass of the Earth and the atmospheric
loading on the surface for typical values of the crust rigidity (Ch. 5).
Compute, in order of magnitude, the angu lar momentum La1m of the
Earth atmosphere and co mpare it with that of the solid Earth. Which
fraction of La1m is variable. due to zonal winds with a typical speed of
10 mjs? And how much can they change the length of the day?
Find the dispersion relation of surface water waves, whose restoring
fo rce is gravity.
Prove that the Hamiltonian H(X, t/J ;t ) in (d) of the Append ix is in
tegrab le when only one Fouricr term is present; show that this corrc
sponds to the case when only the node of the planetary orbi t drifts with
a constant rate (dQ/dt) and the inclination stays con stant (Sec. 7. 1).
Find the equilibriu m solutions as a function of Jpr/ (dU/d l ) (so called
Cassini slates)?
As a model of the seasons without daily temperature excursions. one
can take a fast rota ting planet , in which the parallels are isotherm al.
but do not exchan ge heat between eaeh other. Find the latitudinal
temperature profile as a function of the position of the Sun in the sky.
Show that the mean radiativc intensity l (T) = ~ JdJ1 Up , T) (cq. (7.35»)
in a plane-parallel atmosphere of infi nite optical thickness has the for
mal solution (Milne equation)

J( T) = ~ [ J(t ) £ I( lt - Tl) dt ( £ I (X) = .r dt exp(-xt)/t )

7.16.· Show that in a generi c radiation field with specific intensity I y(r, k, t)
(cq. (7.19», P = (1/ c) JI (r , k, t ) kkdO is the radiation pressure ten
sor; and in a plane-parallel atmosphere its vertical component Pz: is
equal to K(r ) = ~n JdJ1/(J1 , T)J1 2.

7.17. Consider another variant of the two-stream approximation for a grey
atmosphere, namely I = I u 6(p - I) + Id Mp + I) (6(x ) is the Dirac
function). Com pare the result for upward and downward ff uxes with
those obtained in Sec. 7.3.
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7.)8.* Consider a two-dimensional flow ", = c~ x 'il t/J with velocity given by
a stream function l/J (Sec. 7.4). With elliptic coordinates (g,I/) defined

by .r = Va2 - h2 cosh gcos '1and y = Va2 - b2 sinhg sin'l (a > h are
arbitrary constants), draw the velocity field associated to

4' in = - ~ (q + 1) (cosh2 g coS2 1] + q2 sinh2 gsin2 '1)
q

for g :::; go (tanh t'o = bla = I / q), and

!/lout - :~: (I + t' - t'o) _ (q2 -1) (1 - cos21/) sinh2t'

- cos 211 cxp 12(go - g)!

for g ~ go: lit = (Kb2/4)!/l and arbitrary K > O. Compute the corre
sponding vorticit y w.
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Chapter 8

UPPER ATMOSPHERES

The rarefied , upper part of planetary atmospheres (for the Earth, above
:::: 100 km) is characterized by mean-free paths bigger than the scale height
(and consequently lacks thermodynamical equilibrium), by a strong infl uence
of sular radiation and a close co ntact with outer space. Complex photochemical
reactions take place; as a consequence, the composi tion changes with heigh t
and a weakly ion ized gas is present with a comp lex dynamics. This gas form s
the ionosphere, in contact with the magnetosphere outside. In the ionosphere
the dispersive refractive index deeply affects the propa gation of electromag
netic waves: at lower altitudes, refraction in the neutral atmosphere has im
portant consequences on astronomical observations . In this chapter we also
briefly discuss the evolution of planetary atmospheres . In the giar uplaners the
atmospheres arc a continuation of their interiors and coeva l with them; they
probably have not undergone great changes since their formation. In terrestrial
planets, atmospheres have been affected by four factors, which make their gc
ological evolution complex and uncertain: thc earl y, strong depiction of light
gases (hydrogen and helium, in particu lar) in the solar nebula; the degassing
of planetary mantles as a consequence of the beat produced in the accre tion
phase; volatile delivery by different carrie rs from different sources in the solar
system; and the co ntinuous escape of gas, especial ly of lighter molecules, to
outer space.

8.1 General properties
An atmosphere is characterized by four functions, related by the equation of

state, of the altitude z: the temperatu re T , the density r. the pressure P and the
co mposition, succinctly described by the mean molecular weight /n OlO] ' Fig
ures 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and the following text often refer to the Earth as the main

211
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Figllll ' 8./ . Average physical quanti ties for the upper atmosphere of the Ean h as a function
of height z (in km) (night. thin lines; day, thic k lines): the temperature T (in K); the mean
molecular weight 111,...>1 ; the density tl in 10-6 gzcru': the pressure in 10.1 dyne/cm~ (from the
MsrS -E-90 atmospher ic model at http://n ssdc .gsfc.nasa.gov/space/modcl).

example. As explained in the previous chapter, at low altitudes, in the tro
posphere, most of the thermal energy comes from the ground in the infrared;
dT / dz is negative and approximately maintained at the adiabatic level. Above
::::: 10 km, in the stratosphere. solar heating prevails, the temperature gradient
is reversed and Ihe temperature increases from 240 K 10 270 K. In the mcso
sphere, between 50 and 85 km, as the gas gets thinner. the absorbed radiation
from the Sun becomes inadequate to balance cooling 10 space and the gradient
becomes negative again. Finally, above it in the thermosphere. with very low
densities. even a small fraction of the solar radiation in the far ultraviolet is
sufficient to heat again the gas to high temperatures; this is a direct effect, with
large tcmpcruturc changes between day to night (Fig. 8.2). but not with altitude .
An important transition. which separates the homosphere and the heterosphere.
occurs between 100 and 200 km: the composition becomes dependent on the
altitude, H and He slowly becoming the major constirucnrs. f ig. 8.1 shows that
at all altitudes the density and the pressure arc roughly exponential; however,
in the heterosphere the scale height (eq. (7.4») H = kT /(mm o1 9) ::::: 80 km is
larger. and different for different species (Fig. 8.3).
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Due to energetic DV solar photons and scarcity of collisions many unusual
and excited molecular and atomic species are present in the upper atmosphere,
with a very complex chemistry. For example , even at lower altitudes (15 
35 km), 0 J (ozone) is produced by collisions and photo-dissociated. Excited
molecules. in particular atomic oxygen, produce the airglow, a diffuse and
strucrurclcss radiation present at all latitudes; it is different from the aurone ,
which are confined to high latitudes and due to the solar wind.

Around 400 - 600 km, depending on the process, collision mean free paths
beeomc comparable with the scale height and local thermal equilibrium does
not hold; we have instead the Knudsen regime and thc fluid approximation is
inadequa te. Above is the exosphere. For each species. with a mean free path
E,., a critical height z.::q is defined by

(8.1)

below which thermal equilibrium can be assumed. Moreover, different com
poncnts may be thermally isolated from caeh other and have different temper
aturcs; for example, the distribution of a molecular species in its excited levels
is characterized by a molecular temperature. often higher than thc kinetic rem
peraturc . The density profile of each component mainly results from a balance
between the outward diffusion and the inward settling down due to gravity; fast
molecules may altogcther escape to interplanetary space .

The neutral upper atmosphere is affected by many wave phenomena, in
particular gravity and tidal waves. In this context the word "tide" is used to
describe the general swell and wane of the atmosphere under the influence
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Figure 8.3. Atmospheric abundances of diff erent species ror June 15, 19S9 (near the solar
maximum) at midnight, local time, and above the equator, Molecules (in particular, ~1 and °1 )

prevail in the troposphere and the ionosphere. whi le atomic species tH, He and 0 ) dom inate in
the thcr mosphcrc. Note the flat profile of H and He in the thcrmosphcrc; ut the solar minimum
they begin tn dominate at 500 - 600 km (MSIS-E-90 model at http://nssde.gsfc.nasa.gov/space/
mod e l).

(gravitational or thermal) of the Sun. Especia lly above lOO km. in the thcrmo
sphere, tides are mainl y due to solar heating. Just like in atmospheric dynamics
(Sec. 7.4), the velocity response depends on the balance between the pressure
gradient and the Ccriolis force . Near the equator the former prevails and the
gas rises near the local noon; at mid latitudes we have a large scale. roughly
cyclonic flow, rotat ing cou nterclockwise (cloc kwise) in the northern (south
ern) hemisphere around the point where the Sun is at the Zen ith. The velocity
reaches its maximum (even 150 mjs in the thermosphere) a few hours earlier
and later. As seen from the Earth, the disturbance travels westward with the
motion of the Sun in the sky. Besides the obvious component with the period
of 24 h, higher harmonics, in part icular at 12 h. are prese nt. The fl ow is much
variable with latitude, season and the atmospheric structure.

Besides their effect on neutral molecules , ultraviolet solar radiat ion and en
ergetic particle s ionize molecules and produce a plasma (in the average neutral)
made of electro ns. positive and negative ions. The terrestrial ionosphere is tra
ditionally distinguished in the D, E and F layers. with a peak in the electro n
densi ty at ;;:: 300 - 500 km (Fig. 8.4). Since the composition changes with
height. different ionization and recombination processes prevail in different
layers .
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The ionosphere shows great variat ions with the hour of the day, the latitude.
the season and the 11y solar cycle; during the day and near- the maximum of the
solar cycle the ionosphere is hotter and bigger (Fig. 8.2). In the polar regions
the precipitatio n of solar wind particles enhances the ionization. Bursts of so
lar wind produce magnetic storms, lasting a few days, with subs tantial changes
in the electron ionospheric den sity. Because of the friction between ions and
neutral atom s, the cxosphcric dynami cs involves co mplex interactions, espc
cially near the poles, between the charged and the neut ra l compo nents. There
are four relevant energy sources :

• so lar ultravio let and X radia tion;

• d issipation of ionospheric clcc rric curren ts;

• d issipation of tidal and gravi ty waves;

• energet ic particles of the solar wind.
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While a mi no r const ituent in terms of part icle numbers, the plasma has a
profound effec t on the prop agation of electro magnetic waves. St rong refrac
tion and reflect ion can turn a radio beam downward and enable communica
tion s over the who le globe. Irregularities in the ionosphere, ge nera lly follow
ing a power law in their wave number, have a co mp lex dynamics and can be
investigated with the scintillation they produ ce in radio s ignals .

8.2 Ionosphere
Th ree main ioni zing agents arc active in the upper atmosphe re of the Earth:

so lar radiat ion, in particular in the ultraviolet band be low 004 pm and X ray s;
ga lac t ic cosm ic rays; and energetic part icle s from the solar wind . Among the
molecular species, NO, with an ionizat ion energy Ej = 9.25 eV, is the eas iest
to ionize ; next is 0 2, with E; = 12.08 eV. Of course, the ionization cross
section IT ; abruptly drops to zero below Ei. The rate at which free elect rons
are produced main ly de pends upon the so lar ionizi ng flux F and the number
de nsi ty 11' of the re levant mol ecul es. Consider an exponential profile

II'(Z) =n' (Zo ) cxp l- (z - zo) / H J ' (8 .2)

with a constant sca le heigh t 11 and Zo a reference altitude ; integrating the pho
ton balance equ ation o f r ig. 8.5 we obta in

whe re

F(z) = F (oo) expl -T(Z)] , (8 .3 )

r (z) = [d::.'T/(T;n'(z' ) secX = T/ lT;n' (Z) H sec X (8 04)

is the optical depth at the alt itude z. F(oo) is the solar flux outs ide the atmo
sphe re and 1J is the ionization efficiency, the fraction of the ab sorbed rad iation
used for ioni zation . Below T =:: I there are much fewer photon s; but since
the molecular density q uickly drops with heigh t, one ca n expect that most of
the ionization occurs arou nd an o ptica l dept h of order unity; this is the gis t
o f Chopman's theory outline d bel ow. For a typical value o-, ;;;;I 10- 17 cm:!
and HN , =:: 40 km, at T =:: I the density of nitrogen is 11'., (z; ) = l / (O";H ) :>;:

- " 2
2 X 1010 er n":'. correspo nd ing to altitude of about lOO km.

Recom bination requ ires that a free charged part icle looscs eno ugh energy to
become bound to an oppos ite charge. Of co urse , an elas tic co llisio n between
an electron and an ion canno t prod uce a neutra l atom; there mu st be an energy
loss. In the radkuive recombination

(8.5)

energy is carried away by inve rse Bremsstrahlun g. A simi lar, two-body process
is dissociative recombination,

e" + 0 ; ---+ O· + 0 , (8.6)
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where onc of the resultant atoms is in an excited state , At higher electron
densities, in a coltisional recombination, the extra energy can be removed in a
three-body encounter. like

e" + X+ + Y" _ X + Y" . (8 .7 )

It is also possible to have a two-stage process: charge exchange, like 0 '"+Nz _
NO+ + Nz. followed by dissociative recombination NO+ + c" _ N + 0 ; the
overall rate is determined by the fastes t of these two stages. In these reactions ,
when there is on ly on e type of ioni zed molec ules. the recombination rate is
proport ional ro (n e)P, where p is the number of charged particles involved:
p = I in charge exchange, p = 3 in a co llisional recom bination, p = 2 in
dissocia tive and rad iative recombination.

For sake of illustration. consider the representative p = 2 ease , with a re
combination rate tr n; ; l r is the recombination coefficient. In a stationary state,
equating the production TI /1' Ftr .. sec X to the recombination, the elec tron density

/1" =
11 F lTi /1 '

a cos X
(8.8 )

(8.9)

is obtained ; for simplicity, the ionization cross section if; is assumed energy
independent and the mass motion is neglected. In this case the electro n density
profile can be obtained analytically (Problem 8.3); the larges t density occu rs at
Z = Z where Fn' is largest and hence T = I. The width 6 of the layer can be
estimated with a parabolic approximation ne(Z) = 11,,(':) [1 - (z - z)z16zl. so that

6' = -4[ Pn' ] = 4 1/'
([2(Fn' )l dz2 e .

The angle X has a daily and seasonal variatio n; dxl dt is of the order of the
angular veloc ity of the Earth. The altitude ': of the maximum changes with X,
with the timcscalc of a few hOUTS, according to

cos.r exp(Z/H) = const , (8.10)
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while the peak electron density is constant.
To get a feeling of the numbers involved, consider at Z = 200 km the ion

ization equilibrium for atomic 0 , with a density no > 1010 ern":' (Fig. 8.3). lis
ionization energy Ei = 13.6 cV corresponds to the wavelength 0. 1urn, at which
(Fig. 9.1) we have an average spectral energy flux cDA = 3 X 10- 3 W/ (m2 urn)
= 3 erg/ (cm2!-lm s), correspo nding, over the bandwidth 0.05 to 0 .1 urn, to the
number flux F = cD.1 !:J.A / E; .::::: 1010 cm- 2 S- l. With a phoro-iomzatio n cross
section CT i'::::: 10- 17 cm", '1'::::: I and a recombination coefficient Cl"'::::: 10-7 cm3Js

(8 .11 )

with a fractional ionization of e 10-5.
This simple stationary model is useful only during the day; during the night

(or during solar ecl ipses) slow recombination processes gradually dimin ish the
ionization. Additional ionization may be also caused by more exotic processes.
like precipitating electrons, micrometeorite bombardment and mass motion.
When a differen t recombinati on process with an exponent p -:I- 2 prevails, the
electron density is proportional to (11' F) l/ p and we have a similar behaviour
(Problem 8.8).

The structure of the ionosphere is greatly affected by the complex chemistry
and the variability of ionizing agcrus and neutral components. At the bottom,
in the D and E layers, phoro-ionization of molecular oxygen (02 ) and nitrogen
(Nz) produces a sudden increase in the electron density with height. In the
higher F] layer the stronger solar radiation primari ly ionizes atomic oxygen °
and Nz. The first process prevails also in [he upper F2 region, where the optical
thickness is very low.

Planetary ionospheres>- Venus and Mars, as well as the giant planets. possess
ionospheres, whose properties, primarily the electron and ion density profiles.
have been probed with radio occu ltation measurements of interplanetary space
craft. Similarly 10 the terrestrial E layer, they have a peak electron density at
.::::: 150 km due to photo-ionization of 0 2; an important source is also the far
more abundant C0 2 molecule (Table 7 .1). Interestingly, the ionosphere Venus,
in spite of its very slow rotation, survives in the night side, with only a small
drop in electron density. It has been suggested that thermal winds across the
terminator may carry sufficient amount of ions from the day to the night side.
The Vcnusian and Martian ionospheres have important implications for their
magnetosphere (Sec. 10 .7). The atmospheres of the giant planets arc domi
nated by molecular hydrogen, whose photo-ionization may result in either H~ ,

or H+H+; atomic hydrogen is further ionized to W . Radiativc reeombinati()n
of H I is very slow and the hydroge n ion is expected to last a long time. The
peaks of the electron density are in the range 1(r - 1(}'i cm- 3. but its profile in-
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dicatcs many narrow layers with con siderable latitudinal. diurnal and temporal
variations.

A dynamo effect in the ionosphere. In a weakly ionized gas the velocity U of
the main neutral component may affec t differently the charged components and
generate, with a dynamo process, currents and magnetic fields. The best way
to describe this effect is an extension of Ohm's law (1.75"), norma lly used to
get the electric current driven by an electr ic field; here the driver is the Lorentz
force. The veloci ty of each species (electrons and singly charged ions. say), is
determined by

e
- fIl" V" (v" - U) - - v" x B 0 ,

c
e

- fII i Vi (v; - U) + - v; x B = O .
c

(8.12a)

18.1 2b)

We have neglected elec tric and pressure forces and denoted with v". Vi the fric
tion frequencies of electrons and ions with the gas. For a uniform magnetic
field along n we have

ne
Ve + - \'" X n = U .

v,
n;

Vi - - Vi X n = U .
V;

B
Hi = 2, 900 - - Hz

A Be

(8.13)

(8.14)

are the cyclotron f requencies « 1.105) and ( l . l06»), referred to the surface mag
netic Held of the Earth H.. == 30, 000 nT: A is the mean atomic number of the
ions. When Q « y the magnetic force is negligible and the charged fluid is
driven along U; but in the opposite case Q ce- y the velocity is or thogonal to
both U and n and changes sign with the charge . As a consequence, there is a
current density

(ve v; )J =-en..(v" - v;) = -ell,, - +- o x Un, .0;
(8.15)

(the velocity co mponents along n have been neglected). It turns out that the
transition v = n occurs at ~ 75 km for electrons and ~ 120 km for ions.
Below 75 km friction prevails; above 150 km the density drops and there is
little effect. This current generates a magnetic field which contributes to the
potential expansion (6.1I) with the efmand se,« terms corresponding to externa l
sources.

As an example, consider what happens at low latitudes. as a co nsequences
of the vertical velocit y U = UCz (ascending during the day) due to the rhermo
spheric tide . Neglecting the magnetic declination. we take n = e, along the
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sout hern merid ian, so that a current
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l y = e ll.. ( ;;: + ~J (8 .16)

is generated along the parall el. Thi s is the equatorial etectrojet. a strong current
around 100 km of altitude, spread around a few degrees of latitude. It 110ws
eastward in the day and westward in the night , when the thcrmosphcrc cools.
The corres pond ing electron velocity is several 100 m/s. The magnetic field so
generated is routinely measured with ground mag ncromcrcrs. The elcctroje t
irregularities in the E layer arc detected by radar and rocket soundings.

8.3 Waves in an electron plasma
This is a good place to introduce from first princip les the theory of plasma

waves, o f great importance in space phy sics. Shirkin g from an excursion into
co mplex plasma physics, wc confine ourselves to a paradigmatic problem,
wave pro pagation in a pol ytropic elec tron gas, leading to longitudin al plasma
waves and to the profound effect that a plasma has on electromagnetic propa
gation. We consider a frequency w so high that ions - singly charged and with
density nj- arc unaffected and at rest. Electrons, with charge - e, have a density
ne (equal to lIi when there is charge neutrality), a mean velocity v and a prc s
sure Pe(Ve) , function of their mass density VI' = me ne on ly; c = ../dPeldVe is
constant. Conservation of mass and momentum gives:

all..
-;:j'""" + v · (n"v) = 0 , (8. 17a)
of

( /) + Vc + v .v)v + c~ Vn.. + _ e_ (E + ~v x n)= O.
/H 'lie /l e m e C 8( . l7 b)

For a simple description of momentum dissipation, a frict iona l accele ration
- vc v has been added; Vc = Vr ell sCTc is the electron collision freque ncy, ex
pressed in terms of their thermal speed UT'" the density n s of sca tterers (mos tly
neutral particles) and the re levant cross section CT" . Consider a small distur
bance of a background. assumed uni form , at rest and with no magnetic field
(see Problem 8.2 for a gene ralization). Denoting with a prime the perturba
lions, we consider onl y linear term s in n~ = Ill' - nt, v, E, K, all proportional to
exp[i(wt- k . r) ]. Each quantity has a forma l complex amplitude, but only its
real part is meaningful. Then alat = iw, V = - ik and the d ifferent ial opera tors
become algebra ic; the dynamical equatio ns (8.17) read

wll~ = ni k . v , n ew - iv ) v - c2n' k = _....!!..- EI c ,I e . .
1111..

(8 . J8)

They give the current den sity .J = - en; \' with a generalization of Ohm 's law

(8 . J9)
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here

22 1

(8.20)

is the conductivity tensor. When w = k = 0 thi s gives the usua l, real conduc
tivity ,

e-n ,.
IT = -- .

InI'VC
(8.2 1)

T he conductivity (8.2 0) is a scalar also when the phase ve loc ity up = w/k is
much larger than the sound speed cs:

(8 .22)

purely imaginary whe n Vc = O. When the conduct ivity tensor is complex, the
imaginary part increases the phase tP = wt - k r of the electr ic field by ;e/2 and
produces a cu rrent in qu adrature with it. An imagina ry part o f the conduct ivity
thus does not contribute to the mean o f the Jou le 's dissipation power

W = Re J · lmE :

in fact, W in this case is a product of a sine and a cosine of the same argum ent,
which in the average vanishes . Onl y the real part of the con ductivity brings
about a mean d iss ipation. In addition, we have Maxwell 's equa tions ( 1.70) and
( 1.71), now in algebraic fonn

1
- ik x B = - (iw E +4rr:J)

c
k x E = ~ wB :

c
(8.23)

they give the current as a function of the electr ic field (k = k / I.:)

') 2 ~ ~

4"-' = - ;w [(l- n; J E + n, (k· E)k ] .

T he refractive index
c k

nr = 
w

(8.24)

(8.25)

is the rati o o f the light speed to the phase velocit y up = ctn-: vI) = dcoldk =
up [ I - k (cl InI1r/d l.: )] is the group velocity. d ifferent fro m t'p whe n the medium
is d ispersive. Note that the two di vergen ce equations for B and E follow fro m
(8.23 ) and the co nservation eq uat ion ( first of cqs. (8. 18» . Using Ohm 's law
(8. 19) . a sys tem of three linear and hom ogeneou s equations for the electric
field

. [( ') '"- ]DijE j = O. DU = 4 :::(Ti j + IW 1 - 11; liij + n,l.:;kj • (8.26)
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is obtained ; it has a non-trivial solution only if the determin ant of the cocffi
cicnts vanishes. This is the dispersion relation

D(w. k ) = del IID ij ll = 0 . (R.27)

A background magnetic field changes only the matrix DU' Note that only the
collision frequency v(. introduces a time asymmetry; when v<, = O. - w is a
solution if eo is.

The dispersion relation can be used in two ways. One can solve for w when
k is real; this gives the development in time of an initial sinusoida l disturbance.
Each root w(k) characterizes a mode of propagation: if w is real the amplitude
remains con stant and the wave propagates with the phase velocity up and the
group velocity Vg = dwl dk. A positive imag inary part Im w of the frequency
corresponds to a damped mode : but when Im w < 0 the amplitude grows expo
neruially and soon leads to a violation of the linearizarion assumption; this is
the way how the stability of a homogeneous system is investigated. To obtain
the time development of a generic init ial configuration. its Fourier expansion
in k-modcs is used.

Sometimes one wishes to find out what happens when a wave of given Ire
qucncy w encounters a change in the plasma conditions, for example, when a
radio wave impinges from below upon a ionospheric layer. In the geo metrical
op tics approximation. the rays arc determined by cq. (8.39). where the wave
number k is a root of the dispersion relation (8.27) for each point of the ray. Ifk
is real the wave is still approximately sinusoidal in .r, but if k: has an imaginary
and negative part. the wave is damped and does not propagate.

In the case (8.26) the dispersion matrix reads

(8.28)

w p is the plasma frequency (cq. (1.104». Taking k = k: (0, O. I) along z, D (w , k)
splits in two factors. corresponding to the following two cases:

• When

both Ex and £ '1 may be different from zero ; the wave is transversal. with
two polarization modes.

• When
w'

D _. = p - 1 = 0
~. w(w - ivc) - c;k2

only Ez may be present and the mode is longitudinal.
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,
2 Wi,

11 = I - (K29)
r w(w -ive)

and at high frequencies electromagnetic waves are recovered. When there is
no dissipation (ve = 0), (8.29 ) reads

w2 = w~ + k2c2 . (8.30)

The geometric mean between the phase velocity vp and the group velocity v'l
is j ust the veloc ity of light: v'l w/k = cl ; this confirms that. although the phase
velocity is larger than c, signals are slower than light, in agreement with the
theory of relativity. It is interesting to note that the dispersion relation (8.30)
has the same form as de Brogl ic's "matter waves" for a relati vistic particle with
a rest energy equal to tiw p .

When an electromagnetic wave impinges upon a ionospheric layer with an
incidence angle t, it encounters a medium with a smaller index of refraction
and is deviated away from the normal; if Vc = 0, when

g '. . P
I > le = arCSlllll r = arcslll· I - ---:>

w
(8.3 1)

there is total reflection . Ve produces an imaginary part of the refractive index
and a fraction of the beam is absorbed. Thi s explains why radio waves of
sufficiently low frequency (say, below to MHz) arc confined within the layer
between the ionosphere and the ground and can propagate worldw ide: this ef
fect changes from day to night . with latitude, season and solar activity. The
X-ray flux of a solar flare enhances the ionization of the 0 layer and its reflec
tivity. If a wave of frequency w is emitted vertically, it is reflected back from
the height z; where w = wp(Zr) ' Ifa pulse, supcrpos ition of different frequen
cies, is emitted. its co mponents arrive back at different times; from their travel
times the electron density profile 11..(':) as a function of height is obtained.

When Du = 0 we have longitudinal plasma waves, with dispersion relation

( ' ) ' k"w w - I V,. = c , ' + w p. (8.32)

This mode generalizes acoustic waves and shows the effect of an electric restor
ing force, in addition to pressure. Note that at large wavelengths the plasma
resonates with the absolute frequency wp , a peculiar hehaviour very different
from ordinary sys tems (like a bell), whose resonant frequency depends upon
the size.

The effect of a background magnetic field , When there is a backgrou nd
magnetic field Bo, constant in time and space, the cyclotron frequency (1.105)
plays an important role. The case of propagation along the magnetic field
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is particularly simple: the two transversal modes have left and right circular
polarization. and refractive indices

2
,., W t'

Il;;right) = I - W[(W . )
<Vc

!l,]' (8 .33)

which reduce to (8.29) when Bo = O. In absence of dissipation the index
of refraction of the right mode has an unphysical divergence at w = 0 e; but
d issipation affects a neighbourhood of orde r Vc of the resonance and restores
nr(righll ( !~ ) to the finite value I + i w; / (w vc). This cyclotron resonance is typ
ical. and occurs for ions as well: when a plasma is invested by an electromag
netic wave with a frequency near n .. . the motion of the particles suffers a large
perturbation, with a short wavele ngth .

At low frequencies (w « ne,w,,)

2
2 w l'

nneig h!) = -----n- + . . .
W'"

(8.34)

this is the whistler mode, with a group velocity cc yw. The travel time of
a Pouricr component of a pulse is cc II vw; higher frequencies arrive first,
similar to a whistle. This mode is very little dam ped and can propagate to long
d istances along the lines of force. Whistlers, generated by lightning di scharges,
were first not iced in the 1950s; they may be also emitted artificially from a
point on the ground . In both cases the whistler can be detected at the conjugate
point in the other hem isphere, even after onc or more reflections (Fig. 8.6).
The propagation path can extend far out into the mugncrosphcrc: the di stortion
of a pulsed signal provides a way to measure the density distribution of the
eold plasma that, in addition to the high energy particle population trapped
in the van Alien belts. is confi ned up to 4 - 5 Re by the dipole fi eld. The
transmitter can also be 011 a spacec raft. as the "plasma imager' 011 the IMAGE
satellite. Whistlers have also been obs erved in the Jovian magnetosphere and
the ionosphere of Venus.

The diffe rence between the two indexes of refract ion (8 .33) makes the me
dium birefringent and gives rise to the Faraday effect. In a circularly polarized
wave the electric field rotates around the propagation vector with the phase
wr - k - r = w(t - Ilrk ' r/e). When the medium changes slowly along the ray
this phase differs for the two pola rizarions by

D.rP = - k.rds D.nrtr(s) . (8.35)

It can be shown that at high freque ncy. for propagation at a generic angle ()
from the lines of force.
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FigUl'f' 8.6 The whistle r effect. A
short pulse (the spike in (a) emit
ted fro m a ground statio n P can be
received back at P after a reflection
at the conj ugate point P' ; the signal
(11) is drawn out in time. the higher
freq uen cies arriving fi rst. (I V) and
(VI) represent the signals after two
and three round trips, respect ively.
(b) shows the pulses detected at P ' af
ter nnc. three and five one -way trips.
The frequency Y is give n in ki lt. and
the time I in seconds; the numerical
values are illustrative.

, A ,
wj, ~~e Wp

1 - 2 + - -j - cos 8 + . .
W W

2 A 2
W ,> ~ l.e W p

1 - - , ---,- cos(J+ . . .
W w'

(8.36)
(he case 8 = 0 is recovered from eq. (8 .33) . The two indice s of refraction d iffer
by

so that

n .. w~ - 4
Sn, = lI r{righl) - n r(ld t) = 2 cos 0 --,- + O(w ) ,

w'
(8.37)

lif/J cc ~2 f d s nA s) 8 0{s) COS (}{s ) (8.38)

decreases with frequency as l / w'1 (Problem 8.11). The Faraday effect provides
a way to measure the magnetic field in space. Two coherent. circ ularly po
larized waves at different frequencies arc emitted by a spacec raft and received
on the ground; the ang le liifJ between their planes of polarization - the rota 
tion measure - is obtai ned . If the electron densit y ne is known , this provides
information about magnetic field along the ray.

8.4 Atmospheric refraction
Electro magnetic propagation is deeply influenced by atmos pheric refractiv

ity even in the optical band , although n, is almost unity, and greatly affects
astronom ical observatio ns. When the medium is sufficiently homogeneous,
geometrical op tics holds and rays r (s') arc defined , as solut ions of

:!... (n/ r)
= v», (8.39)

d s ds

(Problem 8.1). When the medium has a small refractivity, n, 
(8.39) becomes

d'r (drd)- = V 1.0 ll r = v - - - Oll r '
ds2 dsds

= sn, -e; I.

(RA O)
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Occultations, or near occultations, of a point source, like a star, by a plan
etary bod y or by the Sun arc an important too l in space physics. Ifthe body
has no atmosphere, the ingress and egress time s, at which the source is extin
guished and reappears again, provide accurate information about the position
and the rad ius of the bod y. Whcn there is an atmo sphere , refract ion and ab
sorption, depending on its compos ition and density profile. the ingress and the
egress are not sharp (Problem 8.10). The bending can be usefu lly described in
the thin screen approximation , in which one assume s that the refractivity OUr
is confi ned to the plane (x, y) onhogonal to the ray (alo ng z). Then the unit
tangent vector t = dr l ds is deflected by

6,t = V .L J dZlSnr = -~ V 1 J dZW; .
2w-

(RAI )

The explicit expression holds for a plasma (eq. (8.29). like the solar coron a;
the deflection is proport ional to the gradient of the electro n columnar content
along the ray and is in the outward direction. Th is effect, and phase fl uctuations
due to the plasma, make radio propagation through the solar corona di fficult.
even impossible . In the case of the Sun there is a smaller, inward gravi tational
co ntribution (Sec. 17.6).

It should also be noted that in geometrical optics diffraction is neglected and,
for a finite wavelength ,t , Fresnet optics must be taken into account. If(x, y ) is
the point P on the screen on the geo metrical ray, the phase at the receiver at a
distance I. is, in e ffect. the superposi tion of the phases from all the points on
the screen within a circle centred at I' with approximate rad ius d, = v,ll.I T:. .
If the inhomogeneit ies of the screen do not have a sca le larger than d F • rays are
not we ll defined and diffraction effects must be taken into account.

A neutral atmosphere causes an inward bending. In the exceptional case in
which the occultation is perfect - when the path of the star in the sky crosses
the centre of the planet - a dramatic effect, the central flash, may take place. In
the case of a spherically sym metric atmosphere. when the centre of the planet
is on the line joining the star and the observer, all rays are focused on this line,
and the star behind the planet suddenly reappears; the limb of its atmo sphere
acts as a huge convergent lens. Thi s flash is preceded and followed by rays
near the ingress and the egress limbs. The perfect focusing is not attained due
to the oblareness and atmospheric inhomogeneit ies. As an example, on July 3.
1989 the star 28 Sgr had an almost central occultation by Sat urn (and its rings);
the star reappeared for e 15 s with a lumin osity I - 2% the normal value, and
prov ided import ant inform ation about the atmosp here. A similar phenomenon
occurs due to the gravitational field of a mass between the star and the observe r,
which acts as a sphcrically symmetric refractive index , produc ing a relevant
amplification (see Sec. 16.5).
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Figure 8.7 Refraction in the
atmosphere diminishes the rs-

'.f nithal distance of a star from
- f) to the apparent value X( R).

This correction 1/1 (refraction
angle ) is largest whe n the star
is at the horizon. On the side,
a plot of the refraction index ne
with the altitude, according to
the (approximate) Gladstonc
Dale law nr - 1 eX e (the den
sity).

Effect on ground-based astronomical observations. Refraction affects as
tronomical observations from the ground. In a parallely stratified medium, in
which the index of refrac tion ",-(z) is a function of altitude. the propagation
is entirely described by the angle X(z) that the ray makes with the vertical di
rection. By applying the elementary Snell's law to an infinitesimal increment
from 11,- to flr + dn, we get

lIrctgXdX +dllr = 0 ,

which integrates directly to

11 ,-sinj- = const . (8.42)

For an extended atmosphere, or for low elevation, the radius of the Earth must
be taken into account. As shown in Ch. 5. eq. (5.3). when 11 ,-(1') has spherical
symmetry,

p = 1'11 ,- sinX (8.43)

is constant along the ray. with zenithal distance x:total reflection occurs when
mr(r) = p . When I' does not change much. (8.42) is recovered .

When there is no refrac tion a star in the .r-direction is seen from a point
at a distance r from the centre at a zenithal distance X = - 0 (positive in the
clockwise sense; see Fig. 8.7); to compute the constant p from (8,43), we
evaluate r sinx for large 1'. Then

(8.44)

gives the zenithal distance X (R) on the ground. The refraction angle if! = () + X
measures the difference between the apparent and the true zenithal distance:
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(8 .46 )

(8.45)

we want 10 sec how t/J changes alon g the ray. From eq. (8.43)

dn, dr
- + - + ctgX dX = 0 ;
n, r

and from the infinitesimal right triangle with carhetuses (dr, Tt/(}) and dr =
rctgx d&; we thus obtain

dn,
dl/J = -tanX- ·

0 ,

As expected, in a uniform med ium the refraction angle does n01 change; it
d iminishes when II r increases. Integrating from r = R 10 infinity with the index
of refraction itself as integration variable, wc gel

I. " r(HI dn;
ifi(R) = - tanX •

I n,
where X is expressed in terms of r (and n, ) through eqs. (8.43) and (8.44): at
infinity 1Ir(00) = 1. For a small refractivity this becomes

I,
6nrlHl

w(R) = R sinX(R) d(on,)(? - R2sin2X( R)r1/2 .
o

One needs the radial profile of 011" normally propo rtiona l to the density r(r)
of the atmosphere (Gledstone-Dale law; Fig. 8.1). For higher accuracy. more
complex, often empirically adjusted, models are used.

The correction in e levation of an extraterrestrial object is very important
for accurate optica l observations. The Earth atmosphere has a small e ffective
thick ness 11 -s; R; when the elevation e = rt/2- X(R ) = 0 (11/ R) -sc I. the effec
tive length of the path is ::::; R. rather than H , and the refraction angle is larger.
In Problem 8.9a we propose the calculation of t/J(R) when the refrac tivity onr
is constant below H and zero above (single layer model) . One finds

~(R) = on,( RHe' + 2HjR)- 1/2 . (8.47 )

When e = 0(1 ) wc recover the previous estim ate. When I » e» ..J2H/ R.
t/J = onr/e; hut when e.e: ..J2H/ R the refraction angle rends to the constant
value

~" = 60, ~2: . (8.48)

This result is confirmed with the more accurate model of an expo nential armo
sphere (Problem 8.9b). For thc Earth , with on, ::::; 3x 10- 4 and H ::::; 8 km (in the
lowest layer in the troposphere), we obtain the est imate ifio ::::; 6 x 10- 3, while
the actual value is 35' ::::: 10- 2 red (the difference is due to the contribution of
higher laycrs). This corresponds to a delay of about 138 s in the setting time of
a star. It should be also noted that the horizonta l refraction sensitively depends
on physical conditions on the surface (temperature. pressure, amo unt of water
vapour etc.); low elevation observations - e ::s; 10". say - are ofte n discarded.
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8.5 Evolution of atmospheres
Understanding the structure, the variety and the evolution of the atmosphe

res of the terrestrial planets is a difficult . and still partly unaccom plished task.
This issue is essential to establish the chain of events which led to the emer
gence and the evolution of biological replica tors on ou r own planet. and to
assess the probability of life. It shou ld also be noted that. because of their
small mass (for the Earth. Mutm :::: 10- 6 Me , see Table 7.1). these atmospheres
do not appreciably affect planetary dynamics and thermal structure. We con
fine ourselves to a discussion of the main processes at work. stress ing physi
cal, rather than chemical aspects; and adopt the commonly accepted view that
planets did not form directly from the nebula r gas. but out of acc retion of small
plancrcsimals settled in the median plane; the resul ting planetary embryos then
underwent a gradual grow th to planets by non-disruptive co llisions (Sec. 16.3).

Formation processes. It is useful to preface our main topic with a discussion
of compositiona l differences. At present the terrestrial atmospheres co ntain
no H and very litt le He. at striking variance with the outer planets; but, since
these light gases are quickly lost to the outer regions (see below), no conclu
sion about the ir primordial composition can be drawn from the present state.
The concentration of noble gases. in particular Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, in the atmo
spheres of terrestrial planets and in chondrites is several orders of magnitudcs
lower than what one would expect from their solar abundances. This is due
to the fact that they have no chemical affinity. hence did not participate in the
condensation process out of which grains and. later, planctcsimals arose; they
have been swept away with the gaseous part of the solar nebula. Apparently
the present. very scarce inventory of nob le gases in the terrestrial atmospheres
has been produced later by a variety of proce sses. including implantation of
solar wind molecules. adsorption by gra ins and gravitational capture before
the complete dissipation of the solar nebula.

The identification of a primordial reservoir for an element present in the
atmosphere is greatly facilitated wheneve r its isotopic co mposition is known.
The most important example concerns hydrogen. namely the D/H isotopic ra
tio . Deuterium has been formed in thc cosmological nuclcosynthcsis and sub
scqucntly dcsrroycd in stars; the primordial deuterium in the interstellar gas of
the Galaxy has been progressively dilu ted by the deute rium-free hydrogen re
leased in stellar winds and explosions. In [he local interstellar medium the D/H
ratio has been found to bc e 15 x 10-6; this is also the ratio in the primordial
solar nebula. Deuterium enrichmen t come s from the isotopic dependence of
chemical reactions. ill particular those involving water; it is measured by the
deuterium enrichment factor f = (DjH) HlO/(DjH )Hp the rat io between the
D/H value ill water and in hydrogen: f > I means that deuterium is favoured
in the synthesis of water. The D/H = (20 ± 4) x 10 ·(, ratio in the solar wind
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has been measured in lunar soils, exposed to the wind over geolog ical tirncs;
a similar value was found for Saturn and Jupiter. The discrepancy with the
Earth value ( 149 ± 3) x ID- () is striking. Carbonacccu s chondrircs (Sec. 14.6) 

the oldest objects in the solar system, whose source is at the outer edge of the
asteroid belt - contain hydrogen both in clay minerals and organic molecu les;
their D/H ratio is variable, but higher than the protosolar value and consistent
with the Earth's.

While the chemistry of deuter ium in the interstellar gas and the solar system
is poorly known. two basic facts should be pointed out. First, planetary atmo
spheres preferentially lose to outer space H and H2 (sec below); in the case of
Mars, this is born out by the fact that the D/H ratio is larger in the atmosphere
than on the ground. Secondly, the differences in the reaction rates between H
and 0 arc important while they arc in the atomic or molecular state, but much
less in compounds, whose isotopic separation is much more diffi cult (the ra
tios of thermal speeds between ordinary and dcuterated compounds is V2 for
H, y3 /2 for H2 and y 19/ IS =:::: 1.027 for water). In the proronebula, and on
Jupiter and Saturn, f = I; but nearer the Sun. with a higher temperature, f is
larger, and more deuterium-free hydrogen was produced and swept away by
the early solar wind. As a result , as the temperature of the protonebula de
creased. a gradient in the D/ H ratio developed, decreasing with the distance
r . As the water vapour co ndensed into the planetesimals its D/H ratio became
greater than in the early nebula, increasing with r .

In our current understanding. life co uld not have arisen on the Earth without
an adequate amount of water. Certainly volatiles, in particular water, have been
delivered 10 the terr estrial planet s by comcrary impacts; this is the late veneer
se.-enario, widely held in the past. But the ratio D/ H of comets is well known
and much higher ( :=::; 309 x 10- 6); this is an important reason to discard this pos
sibility. Carbon accous chondrites, made of water-rich material (up to =:::: 10%
in mass), do not faec this difficulty. Ordinary chondrites, whose source is in
the inner part of the asteroid belt, arc very dry, with only > 0.05 - 0.1% water
content in mass. These facts sugges t that on the Earth H2 0 mainly comes from
the outer asteroid belt region and that it was delivered in a few big impacts of
planetary embryos swept inward by the gravitational influence of Jupiter and
their mutual perturbations. Note that the planetesirnals and planetary embryos
that mainly contributed to the terrestrial planets. formed in the inner part of the
solar system (::s; 2 AV, say) and had only a very small water content. As a re
suit, water vapour concentration in early atmospheres evolved through discrete
violent events, rather than a gentle increase due to outgass ing from the mantle.

In ou r current understanding terrestria l planets formed late and gradually
by violent collisions of planetary embryos (Sec. 16.3). The gaseous composi
tion of planetesimals is uncertain, but a fraction of chemically affine molecules
must have condensed and prod uced trapped volatiles. or compounds with vola-
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tile molecules. In the accretion phase of planeta ry format ion, a primitive at
mosphere arose from the release of these volanlcs and/or the melt ing of the
mantle. Of course, big impacts, ejec ting material into space, erode the atmo
sphere; but the gas itself, by slowing down these impacts (projec tiles with size
::; 0 .1 - I km, say), might have prevented eros ion and played the role of a
regulator. The amount of outgassed volatiles from the early terrestrial planets
crucially depends on the available heat sources . Besides the direct solar radia
tion, which determines the equilibrium temperature Tt q cc 1/ yr(eq. (7.9» , the
thermal energy generated in the accretion process must be taken into account.

Three processes arc at work here: radiative loss, gain in gravitational bind
ing energy and heat exchange with the acc reting material. The last onc cru
cially depends on the state and the thermal conductivity of the mantle, very
difficult to assess; in a simple model one can assume that the incomin g marc
rial, at a constant temperature To, instantaneou sly sheds its thermal energy to
an upper layer - the "mantle" - of thickness 'lR (" < I). Its density [! and spc
cific heat c, arc also con stant. The main part of the planet, which has mass M
and radius H, is unaffected by accretion. The (constant) rate M of mass inflow
is the driving parameter; of course. it doe s not include materi al ejected back to
space. The energy balance equation reads:

(8 .49)

tit McpeT - To) is the heal energy which the accreted mass deposits in a time dt
in the layer, assumed with infinite conductivity; 4:t R).TJcp!! T is the total ther
mal energy uf the layer. The first and the last terms on the right-hand side
correspond to the gravitational energy acquired through the accretion process
and the thermal radiated energy. When there is no mass inflow (M = 0), the
"marule'' slowly cools by radiation. The effectiveness of accretional heating
critically depends on the rate M, rather than on the total acc reted mass; and
on the three times sca les of mass growt h, heat exchange and radiative loss.
Even the possibility of partial vaporization of the mantle has been entertained.
Planetary interiors have also been heated by the differentia tion of the core, in
which heavier elements sank below; and by the decay of radioactive elemen ts
(Sec. 5.3 ). More exotic processes, such as phase changes in the core, resulting
in release of latent heat (Sec. 6.5), have been sugges ted. The evolution is too
complex and uncertain for a clear-cur and reliable picture: moreover, besides a
steady, spherieally symme tric process, isolated , high energy impacts occurred.
Of course, the formation of a terrestrial atmosphere is a differenti al process,
in which different sources produce different volatilc s, as in the case of water.
After the subsequent coo ling phase, only the low meltin g point compounds
remained. It is thus very likely that. due to all these inner and outer heat sour-
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ccs, volati le parts of the mantle have been rele ased and formed a primord ial
atmosphere.

Th e origin and the evo lution of the atmos pheres of the giant planets is
closely related to their formation . discus sed in Sec. 16.4 . In the "b aseline'
core-i nstability scenario . the collapsing part of the proroncbula , with the com
ponent of solid plan ctesimals present at that time and tha t place, differentiated
in an inner, hig h density and high Z core, and an outer gaseous mantle, where H
and other light gases were prevailin g. The present abundances reflect the pro
portio ns between the two components of the co llapsing gas : H2 and rare gases
from the protcn ebula ; C and N from bot h the protonebula and the planetesi
mals : silicates and water from the sol id component. The present co mposition
is also affected by the differential destru ction of plan ete simals and the material
vaporized fro m the core. The acc retion radi ation emitted by the core (in par
ticular for Jupiter) had also an important role . The C/H ratios, larger than the
solar ab undance valu e for allthc four gia nt planet s, is evidenc e of this compl ex
mix ing process. Th e ultimate fate o f a planetcsimal - whether it is engulfed in
the eore or rema ins embedded in the atmospheric envelope - depends on the
drag due to the gas and its turbulence, on the evaporation . and other factors
dependent on the size and the composition of the body.

In the ex tensive satellite syst ems of the outer planets, on ly Sat urn 's TItan
has a dense atmos phere. This satellite, whi ch will be ex tensively investigated
with the Ca ssini space probe during its tour of the Satumian system fro m 2004
to 2008 , has a parti cularly interesting atmosphere, mainly composed of N2,
Ar. CH-l and H2. Since it is opt ically opaque, it can be investigated only by
radio waves or in situ ex ploration. Under the UV solar spectrum, CH-t is
phoro-diss ociatcd to hydro gen and heavier hydrocarbons (like C2H2), with a
lifet ime of abou t lOO My: the inference of an oceanic source (on the surface
or underground) of hydrocarbon s is nearly inescapable. One should talk not
of an atmos phere , but of a liq uid and gaseous sys tem whose parts are in close
interaction. In Titan 's atmosphere molecules of high molecul ar weight (like
C4N2) and compounds subjec t to polymeri zation into organic molecu les (like
HCN) have been detected: although the surface tem pera ture is low ( ~ 100 K),
it is possible that prebiotic co nditions. for example in shallow pools on the
surface, are present, whe re large organic molecu les are produced. The or
ga nic chemistry o f Titan 's atmos pheric system is a majo r task o f Cassini's
mis sion .

Depletion and evolution processes. While the primordial atmospheres of rcr
restrial planets have bee n produced by similar processes and probably were
similar, on ly fro m the pec uliarities of their subsequent evolution the stri kingly
different present atmospheres could arise. We briefl y review here the main
processes at work.
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Thermal [Jeans] deple tion> The main depletio n process is a gradual and dif
fcrcntialloss to space. Let us first derive the diffusion equilibrium cond ition for
a species with mass m' and number density n' embedded in the main species of
molecular mass III with scale height H = kT I (mg). The reasoning of Fig . 1.3
can eas ily be adapted to get the (upward) diffusion flux F~i lr = -r:. v~ dll ' Id::.;
[~ i s the mean free path and v~ = ykT lm' is the thermal speed of 111'; to this
we must add the net dow nward fl ux due to the fac t that a molecule. starting at
c - f~/2 , crosses the height z with the veloci ty v~ - gt:./(2v~ ) , with a (down
ward) grav itational nu x F; rav = -n'gt:./v~ . In stationary conditions the total
nux vanishes and we get the usual expo nential density profile with the appro
priate scale height

, '
, "r ~ kT m

H = - = - = - H (8.50)
9 l1I'g m'

heavier spec ies settle at lower altitudes . This ana lysis show s the basic princi
ple , but the vertical diffus ion of atmospheric species may be complicated by
seve ral processes. For insta nce. when the atmosphere is turbulent. c.g., due to
a supcradiabatic temperature gradient or tidal gravity waves . as it happens for
the Earth , molecular vertical d iffusion is dominated by turbulence.

The main loss 10 interp lanetary space in the exosphcrc has been described
by J.H. J13A1\s. For a given spec ies with mean free path ( ., its exohase is defined
as the altitude ::'~'q ju st one mean free path away fro m empty space (cq. (H. J)j:

(8.5 1)

One can say, below this level this spec ies is in local thermod ynamica l equi
librium. while above collisions arc negligible . When a molecule, which had
its last coll ision at the altitude Z::q with a main mo lecule. travels upwards, it
does not find enough molecu les to collide with and continues its motion und is
turbed . Therefore. abo ve this critical altitude the species has a net upw ard flow
and loses all the t ime molecu les to outer space. In what follows the argument
::.~ is understood. To evaluate this loss, assume that all molecules which at
this height have a positive upward velocity Il z = U cos 0 > () and a positive
Kcplcrian energy. i.c. ,

., ., 2GM
u- > t/~ = -- , (8.52)

o R+ ~

do not collide any more and are lost to space in a hyperbol ic orbit. If f( u )d3u

is the Maxwellian veloc ity distribut ion of the species (eq. (1.94)). the flux of
lost particles is easily obtained with an integration over (I {the angle from the
vert ica l) from 0 to -;: /2 and o ver u from Un to 00:

2 ,
Fcs<;; = -n

..fi
(8.53a)
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(8.53b)f. _ GMm' _ (Vm ) '
csc - kT(R + ~q) - UT

is the e.~cape parameter. The factor m' in the exponent makes the nux strongly
dependent on the mass (Problem 8.12). Since all the N ' = 4::R2H'n' part icles
contained in a layer H' deep are subjec t to this loss, at the rate 4::R2Fe,c,

N ' H'n'
Tese = -- = - -

. Fesc Fes<:
(8 .54)

is the mean loss time. Because of the exponential behaviour in (8 .53a). the
confinement is more effec tive for heavi er atoms; this is why all the terrestrial
planets cannot retain H, He and H2. This proce ss forcefully points out the
fragili ty of their atmospheres. For the out er planets. where M /(TR) is much
larger, even the escape of hydrogen is negligible .

In a more acc urate model other processes sho uld be taken into account. At
the exobase the outer tail of the velocity dist ribution is depleted . so that the
assum ption of thermal equilibrium ove restimates the loss. Diffusion tran sport s
heavier molecules above their exobase, enhancing the escape. Loss and diffu
sion do not depend on the atomic number (and chemical properties), but solely
on the molecular mass; they arc very effective in determining the isotopic com
position of the atmosphere. In turn . isotopic abunda nces (e.g .• of deuterium)
arc an impo rtant too l to investigate exchanges betwee n atmospheres and outer
space.

Non- thermal escape processes> There are also non- thermal losses. including:

• Dissociatio n (c.g. , photo-di ssociation) splits a molecule in two which cs
cape more easily.

• Sputtering. the process with which a fast atom or ion (c.g.. a cosmic ray
part icle), co lliding with an atom, imparts to it suffi cient energy to escape.
Very rarefied atmospheres, like the Moon's and Mercury's, may be in part
due to this effect. In absence of an internal magnetic field charged parti
cles may also d irectly interact with the solar wind. a process referred to as
solar wind sweeping (likel y important for the past evol ution of the Martia n
atmosphere).

• In a cha rge exchange a fast ion (e .g .. from the so lar wind) gains an electron
from a neutral atom and . free from any magnetic force. may escape.

Other evolutionary processes> Even a small concentration of hydro gen makes
an atmosphere reducing, favouring reactions like CO 2 + H2 ~ CO + H20 ,
N2 + 3 H2 ~ 2NH3. CO + 3 H2 ~ CJ-4 + H20 and C + 2 Hl ~ CH4 ;
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when hydrogen is scarce, the atmosphere is oxidizing and the opposite reac
tions prevail. A loss of hydrogen, for terrestrial atmospheres inevitable. ox i
dizes the atmospheric compos ition with typical end-products such as C02, CO
and N2. Ifthe present atmosp heres of the terrestrial planets were primordial,
hydrogen-depleted remnants, due to the above reactions they would he com
posed of C0 2 (63%), Ne (22%) and N2 (10%), very different from what is
observed. This points to a significant chemical evolution. under many, still
uncertain processes; besides the losses already ment ioned, they include:

• The greenhouse effect (Secs. 7. 1 and 7.3).

• Exchanges with the mantle , including weatherin g, in which C02 dissolves
in water and produces various salts.

• Astero ida l and cometary impacts, which have brought in large amounts of
water and hydrocarbons.

• On the Earth, biological pho tosynthetic activity, which has increased the
oxygen content over geo logical times.

• Effects of human activity on the climate. In the last half a century the
production of C0 2 and other greenhouse gases (Fig. 7.4), together with
diminished oxygen production due to disappearance of rain forests, may
have affected the cl imate and produced measured rise in the mean atmo
spheric temperature. Predictions about climate evolution are not easy to
make, due to the complex chemical reactions between atmo spheric gases
and pollu tants, the vast and little known heat reservoirs in the oceans and
the non-linear, di tlicult to model, interactions; but a major climate change
in the next century, with a global increase of the oceanic water level, is a
distinct possibility.

• Impacts of large meteorites up to small-asteroid size. The best known ex
ample is an object 10- 20 km in size which fell close to the Yucaran penin
sula at the transition between the Cretaceous and the Teniary e 65 My
ago . The deposited kinetic energy, ::::: 1031 erg , corresponding to 3 months
of sunshine. spread over the globe a clay layer 1 cm [hick, producing a
large opacity and evapora ting about I m of ocean ic wafer. Dinosaurs were
extinguished. with a major effect on biological evolution. The Moon has
evidence of much bigger, earlier impacts, between 3.8 and 4.1 Gy ago (the
late heavy bom bardment phase); at that epoch the Earth must have had
even bigger impac ts. The energy of a body 400 km across, ;:::: 1035 erg. is
sufficient to vaporize allterrestrial oceans; it seems difficult that life. if it
existed before the bombardment. could have survived such a catastrophe if
co nfined to the surface.
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• Deposition of interplanetary dust. Th is is a much softer process, which,
however. may have effects on the atmosphere. The 100 ky climatic varia
lions (Sec. 7. 1) may be related - through the changes in the orbital incli
nation - to the periodic accretion of dust particles from the astcroidal dust
bands (Sec. 14.6).

As mentioned above, the main problem of the atmospheres of terrestrial
planet is their great diversity. The processes responsible for this evolution
ary divergence is a still unsolved problem, though the gross features are likely
understood: (i) Venus - very close to the Sun - suffered a runaway green
house effect by which liquid water was vaporized and later photo-dissociated
in the upper layers: hydrogen quickly escaped and a hot atmosphere was left
behind. where the dominant C02 molecules trapped the infrared radiation. (ii)
Mars, due 10 its low mass, lost most of its atmospheric compo unds via thermal
and non-thermal depletion processes (such as solar wind sweeping) . Dramatic
changes of the Mars climate might also have been enhanced by the chaotic
excursions of the planet's obliquity (Appendix of Ch. 7). Many of the above
processes have either random features or poorly unders tood aspccrs (e.g., as
shown by large variations of the atmospheric parameters on a very short time
span, Fig. 7.4): reliable models of the atmospheric evolut ion arc still not avail
able.

- PROIILEMS -

8.1. Derive the ray equation (8.39) from Fermat's principle. which says
that the integral J ds n, between two fixed point s is a minimum.

8.2! Generalize the dispersion relation (8.26) and (8.27) for plasma waves
to include the effect of an external cons tant magnetic fi eld ; one obtains
a biquadratic equat ion for the refract ive index (Booker's equation).
Discuss various limits: w --'I 00;W _ 0: parallel propagation: near the
electron cyclo tron frequency when a resonance occurs: etc.

8.3. Derive the altitude dependence of the electron production rate Q(z )
with the simplifying assumptions of Sec. 8.2 (an exponential decrease
of ionized molecules with constant cross section and ionization em
cieney). Prove that

Q(zl = Qm cxp J1 - y - cxp(-y)!

where Q", is the maximum production rate, at the altitude Zand y =
(z - tJ/ H ; this is Chapman 's function. Study its mathematical proper
ties for large Iyl.

8.4. Using appropriate coordinates prove that (8.42) and (8.43) arc first in
tegrals of the differential equation (8.39) in plane-parallel and spheri
cal symmetry.
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8.S.* In the accretion heating equation (8.49). T * = cpT Rj (GM) is the ap
prop riatc dim cnsionlcss temperature variable, « 1 in the late phase.
Discuss the solution when the heat exchange term is negligible, in par
ticular the steady state temperature.

8.6.* Estimate the timcsculc in which Mars lost significant amount of its
or iginal atmosphere and the ratio between the escape tluxes of H and
D.

8.7. Find the velocity of a charged species with friction with a neutral com
ponent for an arbitrary value of the ratio vj !2 (cqs. (8. 13)).

8.8. Discuss Chapman's theory for the recombination rate ft ll~ . Compare
the resulti ng stationary electron profiles for different values of p .

8.9. a) Evaluate the refraction angle for a uniform atmosphere of thick
ness H « R and a weak refractivity on, = I1r - I « I. b) Using
eq. (8.46). evaluate the refraction angle for an expon ential atmosphere
with a sca le height IJ .

8.10: Study the role of refraction and absorption in a planetary atmosphere
on the reduction of the relative intensi ty I j 10 of a distant point-like
radia tion source during an occultation; I is the observed rad iation flux
and 10 is the unperturbed radiation flux. Formul ate the conditions un
der which one of the two mechanisms for the flux atten uation prevails.
(Hint: Assume an exponen tial atmo sphere with constant scale height
H .)

8.11. Faraday rotation : a) Prove eq. (8.35) for the rotation of the plane of
polarization. b) Conc eptually design a simple measurement of the
electron columnar content in the ionosphere using two carriers at I
and 2 GHz emitted by an Earth orbiting spacec raft. c) What is the
orde r of magnitude of the effect for a source in the Galactic cent re?

8.12 . From Fig. 8.3 estimate the scale height in the outer atmosphere and
the lifetimes of 0 2. N2. H and He.

- FURTH ER R~:A()(NGS -

A good treatise on the ionosphere and the magnctosphcrc is J.K. Hargrcavcs,
The Solar-terrestnat Environment , Cambri dge University Press (1992) . See al
so S. Kato, Dynamics of the Uppe r Atmosphere. Reidcl (1980) and M.H. Rccs,
Physics and Chemistry of the Uppe r Atmosphere, Cambridge University Press
(1989) . A comprehensive text on pla sma wave propagation is T.H. Stix, The
Theory of Plasma Waves, Mcfiraw-Hill (1962). Among [he many textbooks
of plasma physics we quote the short classic L. Spitzcr, Jr.. Physics of Fully
Ionized Gases, Inrcrscicncc ( 1962); more rece nt. F.E Chen, Introduction to
Hasma Physics and Controlled Fusion. \-h/. J. Plasma Physics. Plenum Press
(1984). and R.A. Treumann and W. Baumjobann, Advanced Space Plasma
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Physics . Imperial College Press (1997). About wave propagation in the iono
sphere, sec. e.g .• the lectures on Mognetoionic Theory by K.G. Buddcn in Geo
physique Exterieure, C. De Win . J. Hiehlot and A. Lcbcau, cds.. Gordon and
Breach (1962 ). For the planets, R.W. Schunk and A.E Nagy, Ionospheres:
Physics, Plasma Phys ics and Chemistry , Ca mbridge University Press (2000)
and the o lder textbook S.K. Atreyu, A tmospheres and Ionospheres of the Outer
Planets and their Satellites. Springc r-Vcrlag (l986). Sec also Ch. 7 of lntro
auction to Space Pttysics . M.G . Kivelson and C.T. Russcll , cds.• Cambridge
University Press (1995).



Chapter 9

THE SUN AND THE SOLAR WIND

Some 4.56 billion years ago. out of the gravi tational collapse of a cloud in
the interstellar med ium with angular momentum L. a rota ting star - the Sun 
was fo rmed, and began to burn hydrogen into helium and heavier nuclei. A ga
seous disc in the plane orthogonal to L developed ; its che mical composition.
initially the same as in the solar photosphere. quickly diffcrcrniatcd. giving
li se to a variety of planets according to the distance from the Sun. The Sun
is an electromagnetically active bod y. with great variability, including a cycle
of :::: 11 y; it deeply affects the enti re solar system, not only through its steady
radiation, but also through its variable electromagnetic emission and the solar
wind, a flow of charged particl es heated and emitted at supersonic speed by
the corona. This plasma dra gs the solar magne tic field outward and, coupling
with matter in interplanetary space, carries away angular momentum. It inter
acts with the planets and their dipole magnetic fields in a variety of complex
processes and produces local manifestations of solar activity. At still larger dis
tances, beyond the plane ts, the solar wind merges through a termination shock
with the interstellar medium, confining the heliosphere.

9.1 The Sun
The Sun is a gaseous mass M0 :>: 1.99 x lO.n g, 743 times larger than the

total planeta ry mass, with a radius R0 :>: 6.96 X 1010 em and a mean density
l! :>: 1.4 glcm3• Such a high value is consistent with the gaseous state because of
the very high pressure in the interior. To a first approximation, and especially
in the outer part, the Sun may be considered composed of a perfect gas in
hydrostatic equilibrium: this lead s to the estimate 3 x 10- 9 crg > 1.8 ke V :::<

2 X 107 K for the central temperatur e T (O) (eq. (1.l 9» . com pared with the true
value T(O ) :>: 1.5 X 107 K. The central den sity Q(O) "'" 150 glcm3 is much larger

239
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rhan rhc mean value and co rres ponds to a pressure P(O) ::::: 2.3 X 10 17 dyne/ern".
The Sun is mainly composed of ionized hyd rogen and helium.

The internal temperature results from a delicate balance between the nuclear
fusion reactions in the core, which have a strong temperat ure dependence, and
the large opacity, which makes the loss of photons ( 0 the surface a very slow
process. The large temperature gradien t facilitates convection (Sec. 5.3) , which
appreciably contributes to the energy transport . Th is balance regulates nuclear
co mbustion processes in the Sun, which, starting from the centre , slowly turn
hydrogen into heli um and heavier nuclei . The basic fusion process of four
protons into an alpha part icle (the pp cycle) releases about 0.3% of the initial
rest energy; the energy made available in this way is sufficien t to ensure the
currcnr luminosity ~ :::. 4 x lO:n erg/s for the pas t life of the Sun and for a
co mparable time in the fu ture. After this the Sun will move to the red giant
stellar phase, significantly extendi ng its radius (perhaps up to the Earth orb it).

The esc ape veloc ity

~2GMOv"'sc = --;:: 620 km / sRo
(9. 1)

corresponds to the proton thermal energy at the centre T (O), much larger than
the surface temperature T, ::::< 5,770 K (Fig. 9.2). The escape velocity is much
smaller than the light velocity, corresponding to the fact that the rad ius Ro
is much larger than the gravitational radius G M o/c2 = 1,43 km (eq. (1.12».
Relativistic effects in the solar system, at a distance r from the Sun, are of order
G M o/ c2r (see Ch. 17), on the surface 2 x 10- 6 .

G. GAWH pub lished in 1613 a detailed report on his obse rvations of sun
spots and a determination of the solar rotation; however, it look other 250
years before R.e. C ARRI.'1GTO :"l established, aga in by tracking the apparent mo
tion of sunspots, that the sur face solar rotation rate wo(O) increases with the
hcliosphcric colatitude 0; the outer layers are in a state of differenri£ll rota
(ion. Traditionally w o(O) may be represented by a function symmetric about
the equator like

wo(O) :::. 2.76x 10-6 (1 - 0.12 l:os2 0 - 0.14 cos4 B+ 0.05 sin 0) rad/ s . (9.2)

obtained from interior solutions using the rotational splitting of acou stic cigcn
modes of the Sun (similar values arc obt ained with radio maps of the solar
surface ). This corresponds to rotation periods of about 25 d near the equator
and 35 d near the poles, As discussed in Ch. 16, so lar rotation has an important
bearing on the evolu tion of the angular momentum of the planetary nebula. The
observed surface rotation rates of you ng solar-type stars arc up to 50 times that
of the Sun, and it is likely that some of its angular momentum was transferred
by the magnetized solar wind to the outer parts of the nebula. The rotat ion axis
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(9.3)

has an obliquity ~ ::. 7° 15' . Neglecting differential rotation. the rotational
energy is ~ 1.3 X 1043 erg and the angular mome ntum is "':: 9 X l<fll g em2/s .
The deformation parameter (1.13) is

wbR~ (WoRO)( Ro) 2 3 10-5J-lc = - - = -- - :::. . X .
GMo c mo

The quadrupole moment Ji is much less, due to the large mass concentration
near the centre ; in the standard, rigid ly rotating model of the Sun. h == 1.8 x
10- 7 ; its direct measurement is an important and still unsolved problem (sec
Sec. 20.4).

The surface undergoes osc illations which have been extensively studied
spcctroscopically through the Doppler effect. The most extensive observations
were obtained by the Global Osci llation Network Group (GONG project), a
fifteen-station network of extremely sensitive and stable velocity imaging sys
tems, spread at six different longitudes to obtain a continuous monitoring. High
resolution maps of the velocity field as function of heliographic latitude and
longitude arc obtained; their Fourier spectrum co nsists of discrete frequencies,
each mode corresponding to a spherica l harmonic (C, m ). This method allowed
the identification of thousands of proper modes; one can recognize both deep,
gravity-driven modes, and shallow, faster modes, whose restoring force is the
pressure; their periods range from minutes to hours. In a way similar 10 the
study of the Earth with its proper modes, solar osc illations have opened up
a new discipline, tielioseismologv, for the investigation of the interior of the
Sun. The deep interior shows up mainly in the low-frequency modes, which,
however, are dilIicult to observe. Detailed models of the interior and its differ
ential rotation are available and can be co nfronted with observations; contrary
to what one would expect if the mantle has slowed down, there is no substan
tial increase of thc angular velocity with depth. although available data arc
able to constrain well the solar structure down to a radius of ::. 0.3 Ro. Near the
base of the convective zone there appears to be a rather abrupt transition from
a latitudinally dependent, surface-like rota tion, to a nearly latitudinally inde
pendent rotation in the radiarivc interior: this is the solar tachociine. at about
0.7 Ro from the centre. Above, and perhaps near. this sutface we have a global
meridional circulation of materia l; bencath the tachoclinc, the rotation rate is
roughly 2.71 x 10-6 rad/s and no significant meridional circulation is detected
(although recent models aimed to correc tly describe the latitudinal distribution
of sunspots during the solar cycle seem to require a deeper meridional flow in
the Sun).

Sola r radiation. The - prevailingly optical - solar radiation (sec Fig. 9.1)
has a nearly black body spectrum. correspo nding to a surface temperature
T, :::. 5, 770 K. This radiation has profound effects on the solar system, as sep
arately discussed in other chapters. It heats bodies to a tem perature inversely
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proportional to the distance from the Sun (cq. (7.9» and determines the differ
ential condensation and solidification of particles in the solar nebula according
to their chemical composition (Ch. 16); it is the main energy source for the at
mospheres and the surfaces of planetary bodies, and the essential factor in the
appearance and the maintaining of life, and determining its quality (i.c. , the
evolution of eyes; Ch. 7); it generates thermal tides in the upper atmospheres
of planets (Ch. 8) and. with its high energy photons, it produces ionospheres;
its momentum exerts an important repulsive force on dust grains (Sec. 15.4)
and artificial satellites (Ch. 18); the recoil of an unisotropically re-emitted ra
diation may affect the long-term dynamics of small asteroids and meteoroids
(C h. 14).

In a sola r eclipse the Sun is occulted by a planetary body. On the Earth it
is a major astronomical and social phenomenon: since the angular diameter of
the Sun (::< 30') is almost equal to the one of the Moon, if the centres of the
three bodies arc aligned (rural eclipse). there is no direct illumination. Before
and aftcr this time only a fraction of the solar disc is in view and we have the
pen umbra (Problem 9.2). During a total eclipse, ground astronomical observa
tions near the Sun, otherwise prevented by the scattered radiation. are possible
and allow observations of the coro na and measurements of the gravitational de
flection of light by the Sun (Sec. 17.6). The passage of an artificia l satellite in
the shadow of a planetary body has a complex effect on its thermal behaviour
(depending on its thermal conductivity and thermal capacity) and, through the
radiation recoil, on its orbit.

The optical radiation is emitted from the uppermost layer of the solar at
mosphere - the photosphere. about 500 km thick - between an optical depth
of order unity and the limit of transparency. The main microscopic processes
responsible for the opacity arc photo-cxcitations and bound-free transitions.
There is also a marked limb-darkening effect (sce Sec. 7.3). The solar optical
spectrum shows many (::::: 25,0(0 ) absorption lines. the Frauntiofer spectrum
(Fig. 9.1); they are due to resonant photon absorption, corresponding to bound
bound and bound-free processes in the photosphere, at a smaller depth than the
continuum. The Sun is also a powerful ultraviolet and X-ray source, with an
e ffective temperature of 105 to 106 K. These emissions vary very much accord
ing to solar activity and the 11 y cycle (Fig. 9.1). In the radio band there are
strong bursts and a steady emission as well.

The properties and the evolut ion of the solar system crucially depends on
the chemical composition of the primordial solar nebula. One way to dcrcr
mine it uses the ratio of the inrcnsitics of absorption lines; the photospherc,
in fact, is not affected by nuclcosynrbcsis and did not change in composition
since the formation of the Sun. Chemical analysis of meteorites - whose corn
position also reflects the primordial nebula - and the spectroscopy of the solar
corona gives very similar results (Table 9.1); in the Sun there is only a deficit
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Hgure 1).1. Upper part: The solar elect romagne tic spectrum (thick curve) and the black body
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sunbatfung/sunspccuum.hnn (upper part) and ftp://argn.luc.nOao.edu/pub/atlas/ (lower part).
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of lithium, beryll ium and horon du e to thei r co mbustion in thermonuclear re
actions. The presence of elements other than hydrogen and hel ium, which arc
produced on ly in stellar nuclcos yntbcsis, is due to the fact that the Sun and
most stars in its neighbourhood arc not first ge neration stars and have bee n
formed partly out of materia l already processed in earlier. more massive stars
in the Galaxy and ejec ted by stellar winds and explosions. The chemical com
pos ition of the interstellar med ium , especially in our neighbourhood, has also
been widely investigated with the spectrornetry of the gas nea r main sequence
stars and the composition of cosm ic rays. They provide abundance ratios very
similar to solar system data, with the discrepancy that neon is more abundant
(by about 10%) in interstellar medium. This is evidence that in the last 4.5 Gy
the Galaxy has kept in our neighbourh ood nearly the same com position, and
prov ides informa tion abo ut its che mica l evolution and stellar nucleosymbe
sis. Most of the helium (accounting for about 0.28 of the total mass"). how
ever, has been produced in primordial cosmology. The presence, although in
smaller concentration, of heavier nuclei, in particular carbon, in the nebula ou t
of which planets formed, has crucia lly cond itione d their evolution, the appear
ance of atmospheres and the origin of life: in the early phase of the evolution
of galaxies no che mistry, nor life was possible .

Solar activity a nd varia bility, Due to its large opacity, in the layer below the
surface, the heat generated in the interior is transported upwards by convection.
The convection cells arc visible (fro m space) on the surface and form the solar
granulation . A granule, of sizc e 700 km. consists in an interior with hotter,
rising gas (at == 2 km/s) and a roughly hexagonal boundary (a Benard cell,
also observed in the laboratory), with descendi ng fluid. The granules appear
and disappear with a rimescale ofe 10 minutes. Larger and deeper convection
cells, supergranutation, are also present; their characte ristic scale is about the
Earth size; the veloci ties reach == 500 mjs and their lifetim e is about a day. At
the edges of supergranu le cells we find that the magnetic field is concentrated
around == I T; such intense flux tubes occur especially at the ju nction between
three cells.

Sunspots. regularly observed on the solar disc since the 17th century, con sist
of a dark central region (the umbra) surrounded by a brighter area (the p el1l1m 

bra), composed of light and dark filament s. They are about of the Earth size.
Sunspots are dragged aro und by solar rotat ion and last one or more periods;
their number changes with a period of "'" 11 Y(the solar cycle, see Pig. 7.1). At
the beginning of the cycle they appear at ±20" to ±30" of latitude ; later they
drift towards the equator and disappear altoge ther at the end of the cycle. 22 y,

Il n astronomic al literature the ImlSS fractions of H. He and heavier elements are referred 1O as X, Y and Z.
The mean solar values are X '" 0.707. r '" 0 .274 and Z '" 0.0 19. with errors of' a few percent
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T able 9./. The primordi al abu nda nces of the elem ents in the solar system notal over all sta
ble nuclides assumed) . If N is the number density and In the atomic mass , the fourth and

fifth columns give the abundance by number N INJI and the abu ndance by weight mN / (m/fN II )

relative to hydroge n in the solar photosphere (hydroge n values normalized to unit y ]. For com 

parison , the las t column shows the numerical abundance of elements in C I ordi nary chondrites
(see Sec. 14 .6) . Data from E. Andc rs and N. Grevesse. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 53, 197
( 1989).

Atomic Ele ment Atomic Numerical Abundance Xumerical
number mass abundan ce by mass abundance in CC

I II 1.0 1 \.0 \.0 I. (}

2 He 4.00 0.0977 0.3880 0.0975

6 0 16.tXl 8.51 x 10-4 0JJ1 35 8.53 x 10-4

s C 12.01 3.63 x 10 -4 OJ.l043 3.62 x 10.4

26 Fe 55.85 4.68 x 10-5 0.0026 3.23 x 1O - ~

10 Ne 20.18 1.23 x 10-4 0.()(}25 1.23 x 10-4

7 N 14.01 1.12 xl0 4 0.00 16 1.12 x 10 .4

14 Si 21U19 3.55 x 10-5 9.89 X 10- 4 3.5 8 x ro- '

12 Mg 24.31 3.80 x 10-5 9. 16 x lO-4 3.85 X 10-5

16 S 32.07 1.62 x 10-5 5.15 X 10-4 1.85 X 10-5

2X Ni 58.69 J.78 x 10 ~ 1.04 X 10 .4 1.76 x 10 ~

20 Ca 40.08 2.29 x 10-6 9, 11 x IO- ~ 2.19xI O-6

13 Al 26.98 2.95 x 1O - ~ 7.90 x 1O - ~ 3.04 x 1O -~

24 C, 52.tXl 4.68 x 10-1 2.41 x IO- ~ 4.83 X 10- 7

25 ~I [] 54.94 2.46 x 10 .1 1.34 x IO · ~ 3.42 x 10 .7

17 Cl 35.45 3. 16 x 10-7 1.1 1 x I o- ~ 1.89 X 10-7

and longer. pcriodicitics are also observed. In the plane (time, latitude) the av
erage density of spots appears like a sequence of butterflies aligned along the
equator. In the period between about 1645 and 1715 sunspots almost disap
peared (Maunder minimum); it is remarkable that at th is time the temperature
of the Earth was lower (the little ice age). a correla tion still not well understood
(Sec. 7. 1). A strong magnetic field between 0.1 and 0.3 T may be present in
the umbra; the spots often occur in pairs of oppos ite magnetic polarity. aligned
along a parallel. Thi s field may be produced by local dynamo processes in
the convection zone; arising cells may bring up to the surface a magnetic tube
in the form of an arch , at whose feet two spots with opposite polarit y appear.
It can be shown that a magnetic fi eld raises the thresho ld of the temperature
grad ient required for the onset of convective instability (Sec. 5.3); within a
sunspot, therefore. co nvection is weaker and the gas is cooler and dimmer.

A solar fla re. a major event in solar physics. mainly manifests itself as a
strong and short (say. half an hour ) electromagnetic burst from a region on the
surface of a typical size of one thousandth the disc; with an estimated thick-
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ness of 20 km. the total volume of the source is ::::: lO14 km' . Besides the
op tical continuum and the characteristic Balme r Ha line (656 .2 nm) emissions.
there are also DV and X; this is evidence of very large temperatures. larger
than 107 K ::::: I keY. Even more interesting, there is a polarized radio emission
produced by high energy particles which emit synchrotron radiation spiralling
along lines of force. and MeV photons (y rays) from the excitation of nuclear
energy levels and electron-positron annihi lation. With a total energy larger
than e 1032 erg and an energy density of 10 erg/cm ", nare s cannot be powered
by therma l energy. A standard model consists in a magnetic loop near the sur
face on which a hot and dense plasma slowly accumu lates, until it suddenly
blows up. carrying upward s lines of force ; the driving mecha nism is magnet ic
reconnection - the process by which parallellines of force of opposite direc
tion annihilate each other, transforming magnetic energy in kinetic energy (sec
Sec. 10.1) - in the middle section. With such large and fast-varying magnetic
f ields there is no wonde r that intense electr ic fields along rhc lines of force
arise, capable to accelerate particles to high energies. Other forms of solar ac
tivity arc the fa cukr. bright regions in the Ha line, and the prominences, dark
filaments pushing out into the corona. often associated with sunspots. They
will not be discussed here.

Solar flares, beside the radiation and particl e burst, arc sometimes associated
with COIVf/al mass ej ec tions (CMEs). Big lumps of plasma, up to 1015- 16 g,
are emitted with velocities falling in a broad range of 20 up to 2, 000 km/s with
a median value of =::: 450 km/s; a significant fraction of CMEs thus propagates
much faster than the solar wind (Sec. 9.2). During periods of high activity
one to three may occur each day. With an equivalent mean mass-loss rate of
about 101] g/s, CMEs contribute by about ]() % to the total mass loss of the
Sun, principally the solar wind. Their main significance, however, consist in a
co mplete reconflgu ration of the coronal magnetic field on a large-scale. Most
CMEs arc characterized by a three-pan structure when observed in white light:
a bright , high-density front moving ahead of a dark. low-density cavity, within
which a bright. relatively high-den sity core is observed . This, in fact, reflects
the structure of the helmet streamer associated with the generating solar flare.

Observations of the Sun in X-band show dark and cool patches. lasting sev
eral rotation periods; they are semi-permanent. but variable. especially near the
poles. These co ronal holes are the origin of open magnetic field lines and the
source of fast co mponents of the solar wind.

The understanding the global structure of the solar activity was boosted
main ly by high latitude observations carried out by the spacecraft Ulysscs in
the mid 1990s. A large scale. dipol e-like and mueh weaker magnetic field
is present. with a typical surface value of 2 x 105 nT and an axis tilted by
10° - 20° with respect to the rotation axis. Its obvio us origin is a dynamo
process in the convective and differentially rotating interior. Evide nce for this
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field is obtained with in situ observations at large distances. where the lines of
force are stretched out and distorted by the solar wind. It shows up with open
field lines at high latitudes, with opposite polarity in the North and the South;
at low latitudes (below 200. say) we have closed field lines, often mixed up
with variable and complex local loops arising from the surface. The overall
field is particularly evident around solar minima; around solar maxima a much
more disordered configuration appears and there is evidence of an inversion
of its polarity, with a complete cycle of 22 y. The nature of the solar cycle
characterized by the global magnetic field reversal is unknown.

The solar activity has a profound influence on the magnerospheres. iono
spheres and atmospheres of planetary bodies. When solar fl are particles or
CME bursts impinge upon the Earth, they compress the magnetosphere. change
the particle density in the iono sphere and, in the ensuing magnetic storm. glob
ally affect radio communications and even electrical power lines. We can say.
we have a "space weathe r" , with the problem of its prediction; SOHO (SOlar
and Heliospheric Observatory), ACE (Advanced Composition Explorer) and
Wind, three spacecraft near the L j Lagrangian point between the Earth and
the Sun (Sec. 13.2). arc very helpful in monitoring the solar activity for this
purpose.

Painstaking observations of solar activity during more than a century are
summarized in some empirical indices; here we only quote two. The Wolf
sunspot numbe r Rw is a combination of the number of sunspots and the num
bcr of active areas, averaged over a month or a year; sunspot observations are
available since 1848 on a daily base, hut the annual sunspor numbers have been
estimated since the telescope was invented in 1610. Most importantly, the Wolf
number is related to the rate of flares. Wc have also the total radio flux F 10.7

from the Sun at .1 = 10.7 cm (2, 800 MHz), again highly correlated with R""
Similar empiri cal indices of activity have been introduced for the ionosphere
(Sec. 8.1) and the magnetosphere (Sec. 10.1); their correlation opens a way
to understand the complex effect of solar activity and its relation to magneto
spheric dynamics.

9.2 The solar wind
As shown in Fig. 9.2, the temperature in the neighbourhood of the Sun

reaches a minimum just above the phorosphcrc: beyond, it increases again by
more than two orders of magnitude. This hot region - the co rona - is visible,
especially in an eclipse, up to a few solar radii, due to the solar radiation scar
rcrcd by free elec trons and emission lines of highly ionized atoms. The process
by which such large amounts of energy (::::: 105 erg cm- 2 S-l ) can he deposited
far above the surface of the Sun, where the temperature is higher, is still unccr
rain and will not be discussed in detail in this book, devoted to the solar system.
Turbulence and explosive phenomena like flares are evidence of a large reser-
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Figure 9.2. The tem perature profile in the solar atmosphe re and the corona (FAL·C model ):

the upper plot shows the large increase, which lakes place abruptly at '" 2, l OO km. at the bottom
of the corona. The alti tude l in the atmosphere is co nventionally measu red fro m the level at
which the opt ical depth Tat 500lJm wavelen gth is unity. T he bottom panel shows a zoom or the
phorosphe re and chromosphere . On the right , the electron density 11, and the neutral hydrogen
density 1/" are shown. Data kindly provided by E.II. Avren and R. Loe s c r.

voir of energy in the photosphere in for m of mass motion, intense magnetic
fields and energetic particles far from thermal equi librium: a number of wave
phenomena have been suggested to propagate upwa rd to the chromosphere and
the corona, depositing there their energy by some form of dissipation. Obvi
ously, the ultimate reservoir is the system of convective eddies below the solar
surface, on tum fed by the large temperature gradient es tablished in the core
by thermo nuclear burning.

The solar corona is the source of the solar wind, a supersonic radial flow of
charged particles from the Sun. At I AU it has a veloc ity v between 400 and
800 km/s, always larger than the sound speed c, and Alfvcn veloci ty VA• At
low latitudes Mach's number M , = v/cs is about 8. The temperature T ;::; 105 K
is somewhat lower than the coronal value; the directed proton kinetic energy
can reach I keY, 100 times larger than their thermal energy. The supersonic
regime has three important consequences. Since the square of Mach's number
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gives the ratio between inertial and pressure forces, the solar wind is affected
mainly by gravity and, at large distances, has a small acceleration. Shocks
arise when it encounters obstacles or a slow fluid. In the moving frame, wave
perturbation» have a phase velocity v" less than v; hence a disturbance with a
wave number k in the solar system frame has a frequency k . v generally larger
than the proper frequency kv".

The wind is a fully ionized gas composed of electrons, with density n" ~

5 cm- J (and plasma frequency wl' ;:;; 1.2 X llr~ rad/s), protons and a-particles
at the solar abundance (5% by number); its density is {} ;:;; ""mp ' These (very
variable) values refer to a distance of I AV . The solar wind is deflected by
planetary bodies and their magnetospheres. with a large variety of phenomena,
including bow shocks, wakes, magnetic storms and generation of fast neutral
particles by charge exchange (Ch. 10). It sweeps the tails of comets near the
Sun in the outward direction. Its fast particles affect the surfaces of orbiting
spacecraft and deteriorates their optical properties. Its refractivity, although
weak, deeply influences radio propagation in interplanetary space, in particular
near the Sun (Sec. 19.5).

Condition for 3 sta tic atmosphere. In a thin atmosphere, with a temperature
profil e T( z), the pressure for a perfect gas in static equilibrium (eq. (7.1» is

1'(' ) = P (O) ex [_ rz
dr Qm

l1l 0 1 j.
" p In c kT (z) ,

9 is the acceleration of gravity and mm". the mean molecular mass. The armo
sphere is fin ite if the pressure tends to zero for z --+ 00 and this requires that
the integral in the exponent diverges. If at great heights T(z) C( z", this holds
only for n < I; in particular, an isothermal atmosphere is finite. In spherical
symmetry things arc different. The equilibrium condition (1.6) for a perfect
gas with a radial profile T(r ) can be readily integrated

[L' de GMmm"' 1P(r ) =P(R) exp - ---::;- ':"';0;-"'"
R IJ ~ kT(r' )

(9.4)

If at large distance T(r) cc r ' the integral in the exponent diverges if s < - I ;
only in this case the atmosphere is finite. A static isothermal atmosphere does
not exist. Any process which makes the temperature gradient less steep, such
as an efficient energy transport. facilitates the onset of a wind.

Across the sonic point. The previous difficulty can be dissolved only rclin
quishing the assumption of static configuration and allowing a radial flow; this
is the case of the Sun. around which the corona is dynamically heated from
below by turbulent processes and the plasma ensures a high thermal conduc
tivity. In the lower corona the sound speed is less than the escape velocity and
it can be easily shown that, for typical scales of the order of the distance r, the
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(9 .5)

hydrostatic pressure is still we aker than gravity ; notwithstandi ng the flow is
accelerated . Onc can understand thi s as follows: when the veloci ty is inde pen
de nt of distance , mass conservation implies th at the density decreases as 1/ ,.1;
but an acceleration, with doldr > O. requires a steeper decrease, and a larger
pressure grad ient is produced. Since at first the flow is subsonic, the balance
between gravity and pressure determ ines the velocity gradient. This process
co ntinues until the sonic po int is reached ; beyond that the pressure force be
comes progressivel y negl igible and the velocity doe s not change much. The
so lar wind is a general phenomenon whic h appears eve ry time the atm osphere
o f a grav ita ting bod y has sufficiently large heat conductivity : it occurs in stars
and galax ies as well. A simple, but deep mathematical insight iruo this striking
phenome non has been de veloped by E.N . P ARK ER in 1958.

Le t us ass ume a radial flow, whose conservation requires

? ... dM
4r; n(r)v(r ) = 47t ooVO~o = - -

~ ... dt

in terms of the mass loss - elM / d t (sec cq. ( 1.34», The suffix 0 indicates the
value at the base tu ::::: 1.0 1Rc of the solar wind , above the heating region
(F ig. 9.2 ). Con servation of mo mentum requ ires, in an adiaba tic flow with the
sound speed cA r) (cqs. (1. 3 1) and (1. 20)),

dv 2 d lng GM 0v-+ c. - - + - ,- = .d r . dr r-

Using cq. (9 .5) this reads

do ( C;) GM 2e;v - I - - = --, + - =: H (r ) .
dr v2 r- r

(9.6)

(9 .7)

When the te mperature does not vary much, the function H (r ) near the Sun is
dominated by the firs t term and is negative there, bU I becomes posi tive as r
increases. Let re be the point where H vanishes .

We can guess the ge neral fea tures of the solution by looking at the sign of
the derivative dv /(ir in the ( r. v) plane (rig. 9 .3). which changes at r = r,. and at
the sonic value v = C.I, . Startin g at the sur face wi th a low, subsonic value uo, the
velocity cannot penetrate in the double-va lue region IV (cu rve e). Region 11
(curve c), where the velocity decreases. is excl uded for the following reason.
Th e density is form all y obtained from eq. (9.6) as

lL' dr( dv GM)],g( r) = £,( ro) cxp - 2" v - + - ,-
'0 ( s d r r

For an iso lated body the density g(r) must vanish at infin ity, so that the inte
gral must tend to + 00 , Assum ing that the sound speed c tends to a constant,
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Figure 9.3. Qualnatrve features of Bernoulli's equation (9.7) for an isothermal flow k , =
const.). The outgoing solar wind corresponds !O the critical curve bj ; a) describes an inward
accretion now (sec Sec. 16.4). The bottom panel shows the function lI(r ) (cq . (9.7» .

the second term in the integral contributes with a finite constant, so that the
required divergence is possible only if v(r) increases at large distances. There
fore the approp riate solution is b), which cro sses fro m I into Ill , beco min g
sonic j ust at the critical distance re; beyond it the velocity slowly increases.
Th e time-reversed solutio n a) correspo nds to an inflow of gas and is important
for the accretion problem (sce Sec. 16.4).

Whcn the sound speed Cs is constant, appropriate for the isotherma l model ,
we obtain

v;~ IT
rL• = Ro 4d ::::; 9 Ro '/TQ6K '

in terms of the escape velocity Vesc (9 .1). In this case cq. (9.7) integrates di
rcctly to

" ( '1Er -Vii ) vn'o GM GM
--- + c- In -- --- +-- = 0 -2 - ,~ v r2 r rn '

(9 .9)

at large distances the velocity grows very slow ly; here un is the velocity at the
base of the co rona ro.
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(9 . 11 )

In this model the flow is radial and the azimuthal veloc ity v", is neglected .
One would expect that the rotation of the lines of force , which are anchored
to the rotating surface, produ ces such a com ponent of the velocity along a par
allel; it has an important role in the balance of angular momentum. However,
since the wind speed is much larger than the Alfven velocity VA (eq. (l O.4}),
the radial flow is not much affected.

Corotating interacting regions. The solar wind, far from constant and uni
form, is affected by fast streams and sudden explosions; a coronal mass ejec
tion may be em itted from a small area on the surface and persist for severa l
rotations. At a given time its outer boundary separates a fast component from
the outer. normal wind. Thi s is a corotating interacting region (Cl R ). often
co nsist ing of a leading-edge shoc k wave with an inner rarefac tion wave. To
deter mine its shape. consider an emission from a corotating point at the co
latitude 0 and the longitude cf;o . equal to wt in the inertial frame; also. neglect
d ifferential rotation and, fo r illustration, the velocity gradient doldr. At the
inert ial longitude cf; the stream has travelled for the time «(fJo - (fJ) /w and has
reached the distance

r = ro + ~(rfJo - cf; ) = ro + v (t - ~ ) . (9 .10 )

The equator ial projection of this curve is Archimedes ' spiral, In space it lies in
the co ne of colatitude R and makes with the radial direction the angle t/J given
by

. dcf; rw sin8 ( r l(400 km/s ) .tan t/J = r sm8 - = - :::: - 1.1 -- sm(J
dr v IAU v

(Fig. 9.4). The CIR rotates around the rotation axis of the Sun with its rotation
frequency w . At large distances (~ 10 AV at low latitudes) t/J tends to 90° , so
that different streams merge and coa lesce into wider struc tures.

9.3 The heliosphere
The Ulysses mission of the Europea n Space Agency has for the first time

explored the heliosphe re in three dimensions. spann ing more than a solar cy
cle. including the last maximum in 2000 (Fig. 7.1). This spacecraft. launched
in October 1990 on a solar orbit with an inclination of 79.4° with respect the
ecl iptic plane and a period of 6.2 y, has passed twice over the South Pole of
the Sun (in 1994 and 20(0) and twice over the North Pole (in 1995 and 200 }).
exp loring for the first time high latitude regions of the solar system. Its simple,
but accurate instruments have measured in situ elec tromagnetic fields and par
ticle d istributions. Using also simultaneous observations ca rried out with the
NASA satellite Wind near the L , Lagrangian point of the Earth -Sun system, a
rough, but clear picture of the three-dimensional solar wind and its dynamics
has emerged (Fig. 9.5 ).
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Figure 9.4 The family of three
dimensional spirals which de
scribe the locus of fast streams
and of lines of force in the solar
wind. The frozen magnetic field
is dragged around with the so
lar angular frequency W 0 ' Dis
tances are given in a logarithmic
scale and the unit is R0 : the so
lar surface is folded at the ori
gin. A dashed circle with radius
of 1 AU is drawn in the equate
rial plane for reference .

Parker's model (Sec. 9.2) neglects the magnetic field in the solar wind and
simplistically uses elementary fluid mechan ics; before briefly describing the
picture that has emerged. we need some theoret ical complements.

Theoretical compleme nts. The fluid approximation requ ires that the colli
sion mean free path be smaller than the characteristic sca le t, When the force
between panicles is inversely proportion al to the square of their distance, the
relaxation to local thermal equilibrium is due to encounters spanning a large
range of the impact parameter b. In a plasma. below h = e2/ kT we have
strong collisions; but even when b > e2jkT many weak collisions produce a
cumulative effect ofrhc same order; the largest effective value of the irnpacr pa~

ramctcr is the Dcbyc length ,lJ) (1.102). beyond which collective interactions
prevail. Essentially the same occurs for a "gas" of gravitating part icles and
is relevant for planctesimal accumulation into planetary embryos (Sec. 16.3).
In a plasma the problem is further complicated by the presence of different
relaxation processes, including attainin g an isotropic veloci ty distribution, a
Maxwellian velocity distribution and temperat ure equality between different
species; each of them has its own relaxation frequency. As in the gravitational
case, the collision frequency vc is propo rtional to lle/T312; at 1 AV, for pro
tons, vc :=:: 5 X 10- 7 Hz and the mean free path {,. = vT/VC is e 1 AV; as a
result, at large distances the fl ow is. by and large, collision-free and dissipation
is provided by more complex, small scale wave-wave interactions.

In principle one should use a descrip tion in phase space, like vlasov's cqua
rion (Sec. 1.8). In part icular, a thermodynam ical temperat ure cannot be de
fined; not only the mean kinet ic energy of electrons and ions are different,
but also their velocity distribution is not isotropic around their mean velocity,
and the stress tensor is not a scalar. It can he expected. however. that axial
symmetry around the direction of the local line of force holds, so that onc can
define two "temperatures" T. and T J. ' parallel and orthogonal, respectively, to
the magnetic field. It is thus remarkable, that in spite of all these complications
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(9 .12)

required by the lack of local thermal equilibrium, the ordinary fluid approx
imation, as the onc used in the previous Section, can still provide a correct
insight into the dynamics of the solar wind.

The interplanetary plasma is a good electric conductor and the question
arises, whether the frozen-field approx imation (1.76) holds. As discussed in
Sec. 6.4, this is determined by the magnetic Reynolds number Rem=4::{V(T/c?
(T = ll ee2 / (mevc) is the electrical conductivity (eq. (1.75' » , independent of
the density and proportional to r3l2. In the corona and interplanetary space
this number is huge (even 1012) and this approximation can safely be trusted.
Near the Sun, especially at low latitudes, where the magnetic field is strong
and the wind speed moderate , the latter's flow is thwarted and slowed down if
closed lines of force are present. At large distances and above coronal holes,
where the lines of force are open, the opposite occurs: the wind flows ra
dia1ly, nearly unaffected by the magnetic field and drags along the lines of
force.

We now show that in this case the open lines of force, which are anchored to
a point of the rotating Sun. are deformed to the same helica l shape previously
discussed. In this simple model, if the Sun were not rotating, the lines of force
would be stretched to a radial direction; but rotation produces a component
along a parallel. With axial symmetry we have only the components B r( r , O)

and B4J( r , O). In a corotating frame the lines of force are at rest and the flow, in
addit ion to the radial veloci ty v (assumed constant) has the velocity -wrsinO
along q, and makes with the radial direc tion the angle I.{/ defined by tan I.{/ =
- wr sinO/v. Since there is no change in time, the velocity and the field arc
parallel; a line of force, determined by the function r (q,) , lies on a cone of
constant latitude and fulfils

B4J . dq, , wrsinO
- =rsm(J- = tanl/t (r ) =- ,
Br d r V

the same equation (9.11) as before (Fig. 9.4; see also Problem 9.10).
This rotating magnetic pattern extends to large distances and, interacting

with conductive bodies, transfers to them part of the angular momentum of the
Sun; in this way, in the early protonebula dust might have acquired angular
momentum, pa rtly compensating its inward drift by gas drag.

Configura tion 01' the hellosphere. With its high latitude orbit. the Ulysses
probe has allowed a thorough investigation of the two modes of the solar wind
(f ig. 9.5). In 1995, near the solar minimum, the quick transition. at about
±30° of latitude, from the low ( :=::: 400 km/s) mode to the high velocity (800 or
even 900 km/s) mode is clear: these states arc also evident in the density (bot
tom panel), in agreement with the conservation law (9.5). In the polar regions
large coronal holes with open field lines are observed, where the wind can be
emitted without magnet ic impediments. Fast streams are also occasionally ob-
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Figure 9.5. Ulysscs measurement of the solar wind parameters. Tbe upper panels show the
radial he liocentric distance and the latitude of the spacecraft (note the Jupiter t1 yby in January
1992, used to attain the required large inclination). The bottom panels show the radial speed
and the proton density. The two regimes of high speed, low density and, near the equato r,
Inw speed, high density. are evident. especially near the solar minimum in 1995. Data from
http://helin.cstcl;.csa.nl/ulysscs/Archivc/'

served at low latitudes, often corresponding to local coronal holes. The large
scale, dipole-like lines of force are deformed in a spiral structure. as approxi
mately described by eq. (9.12); since they have opposite directions in the two
hemispheres, a heliospheric cu rrent sheet (HCS) develops near the magnetic
equator, where the magnetic lield changes sign (Fig. 9.6); there reconnection
processes may lake place, with sudden transformation of magnetic into kinetic
energy. In this schematic model, due to the magnetic tilt, the ecliptic is di
vided in two IIU1RlJetic secto rs, corresponding respectively to the northern and
the southern field: this structure rotates with the solar rotation frequency. An
observer in the eeliptic plane (whose normal makes with the rotation axis an
angle smaller than the magnetic tilt) crosses the HCS twice every solar rora
rion (Fig. 9.6). In reality these magnetic sectors are more irregular and vari
able, since the HCS is warped and oscillates around the magnetic equator; they
have been extensively investigated with low inclination spacecraft. Ulysscs
has measured the angle oiff between the magnetic line of force and the direc
tion of the spiral and has confirmed that at low latitudes, for much of the time,
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Figure 9.6 A scheme of the mag
netic con figuratio n of the solar wind
far from till: solar maximum. At
high latitudes the radially flowing
wind stretc hes away the lines of
force from the poles, but near the
magnetic equator its flow is slowed
down by d osed loo ps. Furth er out
the hcliosphe ric current sheet (lIe S)
near the magnetic equator separates
regions where the radia l magnetic
field has opposi te directions. The
(small) tilt of the magnetic axis pro
duces a rotation of the configuration
with the solar rotation period.

it is near ()" or 180"; at high latitudes it is always near one of the two states.
Ulysses has also confirmed the general three-dimensional structure of corotar
ing interacting regions, which appear up to latitudes ofe 30".

Fig. 9.5 shows also two other crossings of the 30" latitude at times not too
far from the solar minimum, at the beginning of 1993 and at the end of 1996;
the wind speed shows a clear periodic pattern. evidence of the fact that. as the
latitude decreased. the satellite encountered a persistent corotating interaction
region each solar rotation period, with a temporary transition between fast and
slow modes. The last crossings of the 30" latitude. one at the beginning of
1999. two in 2001 and one in 2003. occur near the solar maximum; the transi
tion between a low and a fast wind is still present. but is less evident and with
strong fluctuations. Near a solar maximum the ordered large scale structure of
the magnetic field is much less evident. Most of the surface is covered with
closed loops and. in particular in the polar rcgions, there are no large scale
coronal holes; the fast solar wind is rare and local. CME occur at a faster rate
(ten times the solar minimum rate) at all latitudes. The dipole-like magnetic
structure slowly disappears. leading to a reversal. in a complex and drawn out
process lasting several rotations. The oscillations of the l ie S wildly extend to
high latitudes .

The solar wind is determined by two source functions near the Sun: the
velocity and the magnetic field, which in principle can be estimated from ob
servations. If maps of the coronal holes arc available, onc can attribute a fast
speed to their interiors and a slow speed outside; [he magnetic field can also be
measured spectroscopically. Just like in Parker's model the veloci ty near the
surface is propagated outwards, in a more realistic approach the MHD equa
tions. with an empirical source term for the energy input in the corona, can be
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numerically integrated and predict the velocity and the magnetic structure of
the solar wind (in particular the shape of the HCS), with the dependence on the
phase of rotation and of the solar cycle. It is remarkable that, especially near
solar minimum, these numerical models arc consistent with observations.

The solar wind plasma is a turbulent medium, with different wave phenom
ena over a very wide frequency range. Of particular importance are transverse
and incompressible Alfven waves (Sec. lOA ), characterized by the relation
( IOA8) between the perturbations in the velocity v' and the magnetic field H' .
This relation appears in the data as a correlation between these two vectors and
shows which of the two helicities is predominant. The energy spectra of the
perturbation energy have been found to approximately follow a power law over
several decades of the wave number k. bctwccn Sx 10- x and 5 x 10- 6 km"l; the
exponent. especially for a low speed wind, is remarkably close to - 5/ 3. This
value is the same as in the power law for the cnergy of isotropic and incom
pressible turbulence in an ordinary fluid at large Rcynolds number (Sec. 7.5,
eq. (7.70); Kolmogorov's regime); it is remarkable that this simple law seems
to be applicable also in much more complex and inhomogencous conditions.

Interaction with the interstellar medium, The properties of the interstel
lar medium are very variable, also due to the energy inputs from nearby stars
and supc rnove. The Sun is embedded in a local cloud mainly composed of
H and He with the cosmic abundance. a temperature .e 7,000 K. a density
;::,: 0.2 atoms/cm] and a small ionization fraction of ;::,: 5 x 10- 2; in addition,
there is a magnetic field Bim ;::,: 0.5 nT. In the rest frame of the Sun, this
cloud fl ows with a supersonic velocity of Vo ::: 25 krn/s and is separated from
the heliosphere by a transition region. The supersonic expansion of the so
lar wind stops when its kinetic pressure [!v2/2 equals the magnetic pressure
P im = H~ /87.;::': 10- 12 dyne/cmt ; referring to the density 1/ 1 :: 5 cm- J at 1AV,m
and assuming v ::: 400 km/s constant, this occurs at the distance

,
[!I V- ;::,: 80 AV ;
2P im

(9 .13)

at this point a (collisio nlcss) termination shock abruptly dissipates the kinetic
energy of the solar wind in thermal energy. with a compression rario « 4 and
a final tcmpcraturc > IOfi K. On the bow of the hcliosphcrc an interstella r
bow shock deflects on its sides the flow of the interstellar medium and extends
behind in a long, comet-like wake. dragging along also the solar wind: be
tween them, in the heliopause. there is a hot plasma in a compressed magnetic
field. In gross terms the heliospheric how shock has a similar structure as in
a planetary magncrosphcrc Wig. 10.1). but here the inner structure is the solar
wind and the pressure of the outer gas is its magnetic pressure, rather than di
rected kinetic energy. Independent observations locate the termination shock
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upstream the interstellar flow at 80 -100 AV, with a variation ofe 20 AV over
the solar cycle; the distance is smaller after the maximum of solar activity. The
spacecraft Voyager I and 2 now (in 20(2) move in the upstream direction and
will cross the termination shock hy 2005 (in summer 2002 Voyager 1 was at
;;: 86 AU, moving nearly radially at e 3.6 AU/y). Their simultaneous measure
ments, together with the obse rvations of Pioneer 10 downstream , will provide
important constraints on the interaction between the heliosphere and the solar
wind.

Most of the interstellar mediu m is neutral and penetrates undisturbed inside
the heliosphere, providing importa nt evidence about the galactic environment
of the solar system. However, some atoms (mai nly H and He) get ionized by
UV radiation and charge exchange, and are trapped in the interplanetary mag
netic field; they show up in velocity space as a nearly isotropic distribution,
which bears trace of the tem perature and the velocity of the interstell ar me
dium, superimposed to solar wind ions largely disp laced in the radial direction
from the origin . Anomalous cosmic m y are observed in the solar system with
a broad spectrum peaked at 100 MeV (for protons), up to more than I GeV;
since their de nsity does not decrease with the distance, an interstellar origin is
likely. One possibility is that they are neutral atoms ionized in the transition
region, and subsequently accelerated in the turbulent termin ation shock.

- PROBLEMS -

9,1,* Evaluate the angular momentum and the rotational energy of the Sun
in the following cases: (i) rigid rotation and unifrom density; (ii) uni
form density and the rotation law (9.2); (iii) uniform rotation and a
central core, with the seco nd model of Problem 1.2.

9,2, Evaluate the illumination of a point of the Earth during a total eclipse.

9,3, Evaluate the magne tic Reynolds number in the solar wind.

9,4, Generalize eq. (9. 12) for the motion of lines of force to a generic ve
locity v(r ).

9,5, Evaluate the energy flux from the Sun needed to support the coronal
loss to the wind.

9,6. Find the Cartesian equa tion of Archimedes' spiral in three dimensions.

9,7: Model the ejection of material from the volcanoes of 10. Assuming
a free flow under gravity. find the flux of escaped material per unit
surface at a given temperature.

9,8. For sake of illustration, in Sec. 9.2 we considered isothermal solar
wind flow; derive the corresponding results for a polytropic flow with
P cc !! r (see eq. (1.33)). Show, in particular, that the cri tical distance
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re and veloc ity Ve of the sonic point are given by
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5 - 3y
re = 4(y _ 1) Ro '

v, = v,~ (Ro )l!2 = [4(Y _ I ) ]1/2
2 'e 5 - 3y 2

9.9: Study the linear pcrt urbations of the stationary solar wind solution
(Sec. 9.2) .

9.10: Derive formally cq. (9.12) for the tilt between the interplanetary mag
netic field and the radial direction. In the inertial space assume a
purely radial and stationary wind and the magnetic field B constrained
by the Maxwell's equations V . B = 0 and V x E = I), with E =
- (v X 8 )/ e (c q . ( 1.76» .

- FU RT HER R EAI>INGS -

An introductory text on the Sun and its act ivity is RJ . Tayler, The Sun as a
Star. Cambridge University Press ( 1997); P. Lamos, Le So lei! en Face, Mas
son (1997) gives a good overview, incl uding the interrelations between solar
activity and magnctosphcric variations. Fundamental issues of the activity of
the Sun, and the relat ion with magne tic field, are discussed in E.R. Priest, So
la r Magnetohydrodynamics. D. Rcidcl (1984) ; B.C. Low, Coronal mass ejec
tions, magnetic flux ropes, and solar magnetism. J. Geophvs. Res. 106, 25, 141
(20(H ) is a good recent review of the same topic . E.N. Parker, Dynamical
Theory of the Solar Wind, Sp. Sci. Rei'. 4. 066 (1965) is an excellent early
exposition of the theory of the solar wind; more recent and complete is Cosmic
Winds and Heliosphere. J.R. Jopkii . c.P. Semen and M.S. Giampapa , eds.. The
University of Arizona Press (1997). For the corona, bes ides M. Kupcrus and
l. A. Ionsons. On the theory of coronal heating mechanisms, An11. Rev. As
m m. Astropttys. 19. 7 ( 198 1). see also L. Golub and J.M. Pasachotl, The Solar
Corona , Cambridge University Press (1997). For this and the following chap
ter we sugges t Introduction to Space Physics, M.G. Kivelson and c.T. Russell.
eds., Cambridge University Press (1995). A number of special issues of the
journal Space Science Rel'iew.\ have been devoted to the Sun, its variability,
large and small sca le magnetic field and heliosphere. On the turbulence of
the solar wind and non-linear Alfven waves, see the comprehensive review by
CY, Tu and E. Marsch, MHD structures. waves and turbulence in the solar
wind: Observations and theories, Sp. Sei. Rei'. 73, ( (1995).



Chapter 10

MAGNETOSPHERES

A planetary magnet ic dipole acts as an obstacle to the supersonic flow of the
so lar wind. Upstream. on the bow of thi s obstacle. a shoc k wave develops; on
the stem, a wake arises. which extends to a very large d istanc e downstream.
Solar wind particles can penetrate the magnetic dipole cavity and Tench the
ionosphere through the pola r regions . Th is complex interaction is highly vari
able : there is a seasonal effect due to the changing angle between the mag netic
axis and the solar wind; the interplanetary magnetic field may invert its direc
tion. trigge ring reconnection of lines of force. which result s in major mag ne
tospheric perturbations; solar activity produces gusts in the wind. The study
of planetary magnetospheres is mainly based on spacecraft measurements that
use in situ instrumentation, radio propagation and active experiments which
affect the state of the plasma . In this chapte r. three topics are selected for
more detailed discussion, with particular reference to the Earth: the motion of
part icles in an intense magnetic field in the guiding centre approx imation and
their trapping in the magnetosphere; the upstream bow shock. which deflects
the solar wind on the sides; and Alfvcn waves, a generalization of acoustic
waves. The magnctosphcrcs of other planetary bodies are reviewed in the last
Section.

10.1 The solar wind and the magnetosphere
The magnetosphere is the magneti c dipole region as modified by the solar

wind (Fig. 10. 1). A dipolar magnetic field at a distance I' from the centre of the
planet of radius R is characterized by a pressure (eq. ( 1.79»)

(10.1)
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I llte rpl~uetaf)' magnetic ~eld lille ,

Fig llll' /0.1. A sketch nfthe Ea rth mugnctospherc. as modified by the solar wind. at magnetic
eq uinox, when the dipo le is orthogona l to its d irection . Under its powerful kinetic pressure
the d ipole is co mpressed upstream and defo rmed into a long tail downstream. On the bow the
flow is deflected sideways and slowed dow n through a shock some of its particles are able to
penetrate into the ionosphere throug h the open lines of force in the polar regions.

where H" =d{R3 is the ground equat orial value for a dipole d. When the wind
has penetrated deep enough, so that its kinetic pressure (!1.fv2/2 is about equal
10 the magnetic pressure, it behaves as a supersonic flow encountering a soft
obstacle; this happens at the stand-offdistance

(
112 )1/6

- R 'r, - 2
4:-:: VI,l 'v

(10.2)

for the Earth about 10 RIjj.
The perturbation induced upstream by the obstacle generates the bow shock.

a transition layer behind which the wind is hotter (reaching 5 x ]06 K), sub
sonic and deflected sideways. Thermodynamically, it is character ized by a
transformation of directed kinetic energy in random thermal energy, hence by
an increase in entropy: but this is not due to collisions, as in ordinary shocks,
but to small-scale, non-linear wave-wave interact ions which scatter panicles
at random in velocity space. Downstream, the wind flows around the flanks,
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( 10,3)

along the magnetopause, the boundary of the inner magne tic cav ity from which
the main flow is excluded. The region between the bow shock and the magne
topause - the magnetosneatn. 2 or 3 Earth's radi i thick - it is characterized by
strong turbu lence and a magnetic field smaller than inside the magnetopause.
Inside, in the sunward direction, the dipolar lines of force are genera lly com
pressed ; however, below about 5 Rill the magnetic field is smaller than the
dipole value, by about liB ~ 0.3 nT or more, due to the ring current. to be
di scussed in the next sec tion. Downstream the lines of force are stretched to
very large distances in the magneto/ail.

The lines of force or igina ting from the magne tic poles, when reaching the
magnetopause, "split". so to speak, in opposite d irections; at these neutral
points . lying at the magnetic latitudes ~ ±77° and noon when the Sun is at
eq uinox and the local meridian , the magne tic fi eld vanishes. They are the main
entry regions for the solar wind; energetic particles, travelling along the lines
of force of the polar cusps , can reach thc polar regions. In this way the iono
sphere is directly connected with thc so lar wind and responds to its variability.
In these regions the magnctie structu re is complica ted by the Earth rota tion,
which drags around the lines of force. Once pene trated in rhc magnetic cav
ity. solar wind particles can eventually reach a region where the dipole field
is strong enough: they become hound to a line of force and arc (rapped in a
periodic mot ion between two points of opposite magnetic latitude. In this way
they fill up the Hili Alien belts and may create safety problems for astron auts
in extra-vehicular act ivity. Some plasma of so lar origi n is found in a boundary
layer below the magnetopa use; it transport s inside the tail a large amount of
momentum.

The magnetotail of the Earth has been obse rved up to 250 Rill. with a diam
eter of about 5 R$ and a slow expansion. Just like in ordinary wakes in water,
vortices with dimensions of severa l Eart h radii deve lop in the tail, probably due
to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Since in the magnetotai l the lines of force
originate either from the North o r the South pole. correspondi ng to opposite
d irections. there is a transit ion region (the plasma sheet) where the magnetic
field vanishes .

Magneti c reconnection. If opposite field lines coa lesce, magnetic energy is
lost and made available for heat and particle motion. Th is is a wides pread and
often stunning process in astrophysics and space physics, which affects the
g lobal topol ogy of field lines. Although its details are complex and still only
part ially understood, it can be qualitatively described with the simplest model
of a planar cu rrent shee t, in which the magnetic field B = B(z) ex. directed
along .r, vanishes at Z=0 and tend s to ±B"" at large Izl (like B = Be", tanh(zI O;
Problem 10.14). It is supported by a current layer of thickness ( :

c dB
J - - - '

lJ - 4n: dz .
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z

•
Fig ul"l'10. 2 Magnetic reconnection in a
curren t sheet in the Sweet-Par ker model.
As a consequence of the magnetic dis
sipation in the small shaded box. the
p lasma Flows in, pushing in the lines of

force , and escapes to the right and the left
(fluid velocities arc indicated wit h heavy
arrows). Reconnection occ urs by means
of shocks (das hed lines in an X-shape)
through which the magnetic field cha nges
directio n.
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the plasma is at rest, balan ced by the fluid pressure

Ji2( .)
1'( ::) = 1'(0 ) - 8TI:'" , (lOA)

with a maximum at z = O. Thi s configuration is unstable due to magnetic d is
sipation. which. according to cq. ( 1.82), is largest at c = 0, where the field
gradient has its maximum. The disappearance of the field there creates a pres
sure unbalancc. which drives plasma in; with a large conductivity this flow
carries along the outer magnetic field. which decreases t and increases the dis
sipation; above and below the reconnection box the lines of force are pushed
in. This occurs in a limited stretch of length Dox along the direction x; outside
this stretch the lines of force on the opposite side of the plane z = 0 recon
nect, eliminating the vanishing field. To conserve mass. the incoming flow
from large lzl is squeezed along x, on both sides, and pushes our the rccon
nccted lines of force (Fig. 10.2). This rough model , due to P. A. SWEET anti
E.N . PA RKER, is nor vel)' effective when. as usual. the asymptotic value of the
magnetic Reynolds number Rem (6.2()) is very large anti a very small thickness
( is required to have dissipation.

H.E. P ETSCIII;K has pointed out that a more efficient reconnection can occur
outside the small dissipation box (of sizes (and L\.x) by means of shock waves.
The simple fluid dynamics shock described in Sec. 10.5 can be easily be gen
eralized to the case in which a magnetic field is present; since the flux coming
out a small cylinder orthogonal to the shock surface must vanish. the normal
component of B is constant. The tangential component, however, can change
through the transition. supported by a current layer. Pcrschck considered in
the (x, z) plane four shocks. in the shape of an X. issuing from the central dis
sipation region near the origin and making a small angle 6 with the x-axis.
Far from the central box, because of the non-vanishing value of 6, the large
magnetic field just outside the shock can be turned into the z-dircction and
reconnects with an opposite line of force on the other side; similarly. the direc
tion of the flow is turned by 90° . Shocks of this kind have in fact been detected
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in the magncrotail. In fact, the process generally has a fast time variability and
often occur in bursts, with the generation of fast particle streams.

Magnetic reconnection is the driving mechanism for the generation of fast
particle streams in solar flares. In the magncrosphcrc it plays an essential role
in magnetic storms and substorms. Storms typically arise when a fast blob of
solar plasma (as in a coronal mass ejec tion; Sec. 9.1) impinges upon the bow
shock and compresses the day-side magnetosphcre, with a sudden increase
of the field at the ground. The magnetotail is also affected and reconnection
may ensue, producing an enhanced ring current and a decrease of the ground
intensity; the disturbance decays in a few days. This process is crucial for the
energy transfer of the solar wind to the ionosphere.

Subsrorrns arc produced when the interplanetary magnetic field becomes
untiparullel to the magnerospheric dipole field at the bow shock; they last for
about an hour and their disturbance s are most evident in the polar regions. The
initial reconnection on the day side releases field lines. which enhance the mag
netorail field and produce new reconnecting "X transitions" at ~ 15 R$; bursts
of energetic particles, with velocities up to 1, 000 km/soare produced, which
impinge upon the night side, producing auroral subsrorms, with the timescale
of tens of minutes. Entering the ionosphere near the poles, they excite neutral
molecules and give rise to the aurora l glow, concentrated in an oval around the
pole and turning with the Sun: they also affect the complex electrodynamics
in the polar regions. Both processes produce strong fluctuations in the iono
spheric plasma density thcrc and underline the strong dependence of the elec
tromagnetic propagation (including radio communications) on solar activity.

The magnctosphcrc has a large number of oscillation modes. Many of them
show up in the ground magnetic field and are called microputsations, with
amplitudes below 10- 4 B, and periods from 0.2 s to 10 minutes. The basis
for their understanding is the plasma dispersion relation (Sec. 8.3); cyclotron
rcsonunccs play an important role. At lower frequencies there arc magnetic
hydrodynamica l modes, in particular Alfvcn waves (Sec. 10.4).

Quantitative diagno slics of' ma gnelospheric activity. Changes in the mag
netic field have been routinely observed and recorded for more than a century
with an array of ground stations. The main part of the variation has the obvious
period of a day, with an amplitude sensitive to seasonal effects and to long
term solar activity: there is also a smaller component with the lunar day period
(nearly 25 d), probably due to gravitational tides. Faster variations, mainly due
to storms, are obtained by subtracting out slow components: they change much
with latitude and longitude. A great effort has been devoted to empirically cor
relate ground magnetic measurements with solar activity, notwithstanding our
poor understanding of the mechanisms involved. The traditional way summa
rizes, for each station, the fast variability of the magnetic field with an integer
between 0 and 9 (the K index. from the German Kennriffer), corresponding to
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Solar flare

-- Gcomaguctic response

:'lay 20:'lay 10

__ T hcrmocphcric density
response

May IApr20

0 .4

o. J L;:;----c-'-::;:------c::-'-7-----,-:-"-,;:-----:7
Apr to

FiM/lre /0.3 . Effect of a solar flare on the Eart h magncrosphcrc and thcrrnosphcrc. Top: Daily
values of the solar radio flux at 10.7 cm (the F m 7 index. Scc. 9.1). Middle: the gcomugnctic
index Kp. Bottom: the thermospheric density !! measured with a very sensitive accelerometer on
board of the f rench satellite CASTOR in Apri l and May 1976, near the minimum of the sola r
cycle. The data. obtained near perigee, have been referred to the same altitude of 275 km and the
local time 11': h (vevening") . The arrows indicate the major disturbance; note the e 3 days delay
between the flare. as seen ill the radio data, and the magnctovphcre disturbance: this corresponds
to the vclocity e 500 kmfs of the equa torial solar wind. The thcrmosphcric response follow>
with a further delay of about 4.5 h.

a range in the average of the intensity over 3 hours; for each integer this range
is approximately double the preceding onc. Since thc ground response statis
tically increases with latitude, in order to give a uniform measure of the solar
influcnee, different ranges arc adopted for different latitudes: for the Nicmcgk
Observa tory, for example, at the lati tude 48.80

• the lowest interval K = 0 is
o - 5 nT and tbc lower bound for the top interval K = 9 is 500 nT. At lati
rudcs > 600 the response inercascs much faster and is less reliable . A number
with a planetary significance, the Kp index , also an integer bcrwccn 0 and 9. is
obtained with a suitable averaging over a set of 13 stations. Ap is constructed
with the same data. but it is expressed in a linear scale and averaged over a day.
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In recent times other better indexes have been introduced, but Kp is still much
used. Several corre latio ns with the solar activity have been empirically found;
for example, the solar wind speed fulfils the interesting relation

u = (8.44 ± 0.74) e; + (330 ± 17) km / s ,

where Kp is the average of Kp over a day.

( 10.5)

Space measurements. Ou r current unders tanding of the magnetosphere and
its interaction with the solar wind is mai nly the res ult o f extensive spacecra ft
measurements, in par ticular with: elec tros tatic de tec tors to determine the den
sity and the ve loc ity distribu tion o f the di lTerent kinds o f charged particles, sen
sitive three-dimensio nal mag nerome ters, and radio receivers to detect plasma
waves. Since the plasma is not in ther mal eq uilib rium, it is important to mea
sure the full three-dimensional dis tribution in velocity space. with seve re re
q uireme nts on the bit rare. The work done by the International Sun-Earth Ex
plorer (ISEE I and 2) sate lli tes is particula rly remarkable.

Aside from the ge neral morpho logical descri ption, an important part of this
work requi res the identification o f the physical nature of the wave phenomena.
They appear at the spacecraft as an oscillating qua ntity wi th frequency (w 
k . v), where w is the freq uency in the rest frame of the plasma and v is the
velocity of the spacecraft in this frame. In order to get the frequency w we need
to know the wave vec tor k ; with two spacecraft separated by 6 r the relat ive
phase k . 6 r can be measured , leading to the d ispersion relation tv (k ) and the
identi ficatio n of the mode. ESA's mission Cluster, launched in summe r 2000.
co nsists o f fo ur satell ites ca pable of these correlated measu reme nts. During
the mission they keep a tetrahedro n d isposition. allowing the determination of
the co mponents of the wave vector along the sides . hence its full value. The
orbits of all members of the cluster have an apogee at 20 Re . outside the how
shoc k or. s ix months later. in the rnagnctorail: and a perigee at 4 Rffi in the
inner magncrosphcre. Thus it allows a thoro ugh and significant coverage of
magnetospheric wave phenomena.

Active ex perime nts have also been performed, e.g. by releasing in space
sma ll quantities of eas ily ionizablc ma terial and obse rving its diff usion . F ly
ing lo ng (""' 5 km or more ) conduc ting wires connec ting two (tethered) satel 
lites has provided an interesting means ro prod uce a large electromotive force
(of the orde r of VOrbB/c ::::: 0.2 V/m), due to their orbital mot ion through the
dipo le field. The CUITcnt ca rried by thc wire closes through the magnetosphcric
plasma. The corresponding Lorcntz force produces a force along the motion
and can lower or raise the sys tem, pro viding an interesting and natural propu l
sion system. A similar effect is probably at work in the innermost Ju piter's
large satelli te. 10 (Sec. 10.7) .
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(10 .6)

(10.7)

10.2 Motion of charged particles in a strong magnetic field
The analysis of magnctosphcric plasma dynamic s is complicated because

the appropriate physical descr iption is neither magnctohydrodynamics, where
one deals with mean quantities like pressure or bulk veloc ity. nor a medium
where trajectories of individual particles are independent. It is. however. inter
esting to gain some insight by treating these limiting (and not exactly satisfied)
models. We start with the motion of individual particles in given force fields.
in particular electromagnet ic.

Motion in a co nsta nt and uniform electromagnetic field. When the mag
netic ficld is constant and uniform a charged particle moves in the plane or
thogonal to the line of force with a circular motion around the guiding centre
and is accelerated by the parallel electric field along the line itself. With these
simplifying assumptions, the split in accelerated motion along the magnetic
field lines and gyration about the drift ing guiding cen tre is an exact so lution.
When some of the previous assumptio ns arc weakly violated, this solution is
still useful as the lowest level descripti on ; this is the gist of the RlIidinR centre
approximation , anchoring the motion to a line of force in a helical trajectory
with a drift of the gyration centre.

In the motion of a particle with charge q and mass m,

m d .. =q (E+ ! X n),
d t c

only the electric field produces work; the magnetic field only changes the di
rection of the velocity ".

With a uniform and co nstant electromagnetic field, the motion along the
lines of force is determined by the electric field E. = E · RIB:

du. .
mdt' = q /~ 1 1

The suffixes 11 and l. denote respec tively the co mponents along. and parallel to.
the magnetic field. For the perpendicular motion, consider a frame of reference
moving with the drift velocity

E x B
vj) = c- -,-,

B-
(10.8)

1[I is int~restin g to r unethal when Ih~re is n" eleclJic field, the relalivistic generalizali,m or the l'tjumi" ns or
motion is simple. tn the dcfinuio n of mo mentum p : mV wc must use the relat ivistic mass

"'0m : = y m\l.

~
Since the magnelic fon:e does not perform wor k the- magllilmle of Ihe momentum. henl'e the relath,islic
fuctor y. is unchanged and it all bo ils dow n to the new meaning of Ill, in particular in the cyclotron frequency
n, (10.10). This is relevant in the s!Udy of the mag netic deflection of co-mic ra~ >.
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which is orthogonal to the magnetic field and does not depend on El" In this
frame the perpendicular velocity u = " 1. - " " obeys the simpler equation

dU =..!:L u x B .
dr me

(10 .9)

This describes a ci rcular and uniform motion B with the angular velocity

'ISn,, = 
m e

(10.10)

the cyclotron frequency (in order to gain forma l simplicity we allow this fre
quency and, later. the magnetic moment. to have the sign of the charge). The
centre of the circle is [he RllidinR eelllre and

u
c = -Lin e! . (10 . 11 )

the Larmor radius. is its radius. Indeed. from cq. (10.9) the acceleration is
normal to the orbit and the speed u is constant. Introducing the tangent unit
vector U = U / II and the arc length s along a line of force, we have

"ldUI= Iqu x BI =Iq1uB .
ds me mc

which means that the radius of curvature of the orbit is constant and is given
by eq. ( 10.11). When q > 0 the circulation is clockwise for an observer who
stands along the line of force . The overall motion is helical. with a pitch angle
X (the constant angle between the velocity vector and the magnetic field) given
by (Fig. 10.4)

It rL1Q.1
tan j- = - = -- ; (10. 12)

V. VII

When there is an additional constant force F (like gravity F = mg). the drift
velocity of the gyration cen tre ( 10.8) becomes

vlJ = e (E+ ~) x B, .
q B-

( IO.W)

If the force F is not proportional to the charge an electric current is generated;
note that drift due to the electric field E is the same for both positive and
negative charges and thus does not result in a current.

The diamagnetic properties of a plasma become apparent upon noting that
a single gyrating charge. with angular momentum L = mu rt. , generates a mag
netic dipole

q I ')
d = -- L = - mu- ;

2mc 2B
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Figure lOA The motion of a charged
particle in a uniform magnetic field with
a pitch angle x. The velocity v is decem
posed in its parallel component 1'1 and its
perpendicular component 11.

q /{2m c) is the gyromagnetic ratio , In thermal equi librium the transversal ki
netic energy B1. = mu2/2 has two degrees of freedom and, in the average, is
kT. With n particles per unit volume, its value in a perfect gas is just the total
pressure P =nkI , giving a magnetization

P
M= fj

The resulting magnet ic field reads

( 4"P) ( fJ )H =B - 4;.: M =B I - 8 2 =B I - '2 (10 . 13)

j3 is the ratio of pressure P to magnetic pressure 8 2/ (8:,,) ( 1.80) . Even when B
is curl-free - which we assume - a diam agnetic current (V x H ) is generated,
with de nsity

(
P ) 8 [ (8 . 'il)8 ]J Jia = cB xV 1 =(' - , X V P - 2P '"I

Ii- n Ii-
( 10. 14)

(10 .15)

We have used the propel1y, valid for a curl-free fi eld. 8 V8 = (8 . V)B.
This fundamental solution is a good description of the motion when the

electromagnetic field does not vary appreciably in a Larmor radius and in a
cyclotron period

I J iilil I"Viii---- « J -- « J
n cB Dt ' B •

so that in a gyra tion the particle feels a nearly constant field. f or the gcomag
netic dipole the field is inversely proport ional to the cube of the distance, from
the centre of the Earth and the seco nd condition reads 3 , / « r, For protons
with a speed of 400 km/s (about the solar wind speed) this is fulfilled below
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about 200 Earth radii. In this region protons arc bound to a line of force by
their helical motion; parallel motion is free .

Motion in a time-variable homogeneous magnetic field. To discuss the ef
fect of gradients of thc magnetic field it is useful to study first the motion of
a charged particle in a magnetic field B =B{t ) 11 uniform in space, but slowly
changing with rime; indeed, when B changes along n the gyrat ion centre feels a
rimc-dcpcndcnr magne tic intensity, and the effect is the same. In this auxiliary
problem Maxwell's equation

v x E = _ dB n
c d t

(10.16)

(10. 18)

requires an electric field orthogona l to the magnetic field, with a component
along the perpendicular velocity u. The change in ti/:;1- in /:;1- during a cyclotron
period is easily evaluated by means of Stokes' formula and eq. ( ]O. 16):

65 = <,j ( ~mu2) = - q j ' dl ' E = - q j ' dS n . V x E = q ;r ,.2 dB , (10.17)
J. 2 L c dt

Here the line integral is taken around the gyration circle in the appropriate,
countcrclockwisc sense; the minus sign is required because when the field
points upwards (which wc assume for simplicity, and with no lack of gcn
orality). the motion is clockwise. Using (10.17) wc get

(~'8 = °1 27t(1:/ dt) = 5 1 08 .
~ 8 c 8

From here we directly obtain

(10. 19)

the orb it adjusts itself in such a way as to keep the magnetic tlux embraced in
a gyration constant. Th is flux is proportional to the magnetic momellt, or first
ad iabatic invariant

perpendicular kinetic energy mul m.2
ji ", = = - -= - / 12,.

cyclotron frequency 2!lc 2 L
(10.20)

This result holds when the magnetic field acting on a particle during a gyration
period slowly changes in time . Consider now the case in which Bu-) is time
indepe ndent. but not uniform in space, with a small fractional change in a
Larmor radius. Then what counts is the magnetic field acting on the gyration
centre as it moves, and the same theorem applies.
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Getting a deeper illsight.- A more accurate analysis is required to assess the
limits of this approximation . It turns out that, in term s of the smallness param
eter

I dH e< - --- ( 10.21 )- n~ d t '

in a period we have 6pm/Pm = 0 (1'"2). The proof requires the methods of singu
lar pe rturbation theory to deal with a sys tem of ordinary differe ntia l equations,
whose solutions arc not analyt ic funct ions of the small parameter e, as it tend s
to zero. This is equivalent to the limit ne--+ 00, all other qua ntit ies being fixed;
the radius of the Lurmor circle tend s to zero. It is inte resting to note tha t the
expression ( 10.20) of the magnetic moment ca n be corrected to yield a quantity
which is constant to an arbitrary order in c.

Th e magnetic moment is an adiabatic invariant, referring to the slow change
of the ex terna l magnetic fi eld. This result has a close ana logy in the theory of
a harmonic osc illa tor with a slowly varying frequency-

(10 .22)

If the correspond ing I'" (the frac tional change of the frequency .Q in a period ,
like in (10.21» is small, the quantity

Pm =
average kinetic energy

frequency
=

2fl
(10 .23 )

is indeed an adiabatic invariant (sec Problem 10.5) .
The appropriate mathematical model for ad iabatic invariance is a Hamilto

nian quasi-periodic sys tem. With one degree of freedom . consider the action

S = Pdx P= 4':': llm , (10 .24 )

i.e ., the area in the phase plane (x, p ) enclosed in a period . It can be shown that
when the Hamiltonian varies slowly with time, S is ad iabatically invariant. An
appli cation of this theorem concerns an elliptic Keplerian motion with a slowly
varying centra l mass: the ratio of the total energy to the orbital frequency is an
adiabatic constant (see Problem 10.5). Incidentally, the theorem pro vides also
the necessary j ustification for the Bohr-Sommerfeld quamization rule, which
requires the action to be a multipl e o f Planck's constant. Th is ru le would be

2T h('" connection betwee n cq. (1 0 .9). wi th a time -vary ing magne tic field along the a direction. with the

harmonic oscillator. is obtained by imroduct ng w " u, + il l y ; it fulfils

u,. t n~ (1 t ic )w" tJ .
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inconsistent if small changes of the externa l conditions affect the action: only
discrete jumps in S are allowed by quantum mechanics.

Drift of the gyra tion centre in a non-uniform magnetic field. The general
theory of the motion of the guiding centre is based upon the splitting of the
position of the part icle

r (t) = roU) + rLU) (10.25)

in the position of the centre ro(t) and the Larmor gyrat ion vector r L(t) , which
describes a small circular motion of radius r L and with frequency nearound
rn. The magnet ic field is expande d aro und rn in powers of r; and the equati on
of motion is averaged over a gyration period .

Let us now follow the motion of a gyration centre along a line of force, with
arc length s. Since the magnetic field does not perform any work, the change in
the orthogona l kinetic energy must be compensa ted by a change in the parallel
kinetic energy

dV11 dv, d u dH,. ml/2 d B
m Vm- = m - = - 1Il1l- = - ;'1/11 -- = --- -- = F elr . (10.26)

ds dt lis ds 2/J ds

We have an effective parallel force (independent of the charge) Felr and an
effective potential energy

The quantit y

U ctf( S) = P m n ,.( s ) . (10.27)

(10.29)

1 20ctr = ZIlJV
m

+ P m Q A s ) (10.28)

is ad iabatically conserved during the motion .
Wc consider now the case in which there is no elec tric field and the magnct ie

field is a gene ric, slowly varying function of space. As the gyration centre is
dragged along a curved line of force it is subject to a cen trifugal force along its
radiu s of curvature

F .L = _mv2 .!!..- (!!) = _mv2~ [(B · V)B] .
C ' ds B I1 112 .L

There is also a correction to the Lorcntz force q ux (r
L

·V)B(c due to the fact that
in its gyration the particle feels a changing magnetic field; this expression , in
which u and r

l
. change rapidl y and sinusoidally with the cyclotron frequency,

must be averaged over a period , with the result

q
F I 1 = - - IU'/. V B . (10.30). 2e

The addi tional drift velocity reads (cq, (10.8'»

me(1 2 ' )vlJ = - 3 - 11 + v- B xVB .
qH 2 m

(10.3 1)
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Th is drift changes sign with the charge and generates an electr ic curre nt To
obta in the current density, note tha t in thermal equilibrium the averages of
mu'2/2 and mU: are both kT; summing over all particles in a unit volume we
get

2eP
J ,) = B4 8 X (8 · V)8 . (10.32)

With an isotropic veloci ty dis tributi on this current cancels exactly the second
term of the diamagnetic current (10. 14) , so that the total current is

B
J =Jo +Jdia = CS XV P (10.33)

and does not depend on the gradient of B.
On the Earth , th is is the ring current: for a dipole field with a pressure P

grow ing inward it is directed along a parallel. in the clockwise direction for an
ob server stand ing on the Nort h pole. This toro idal current generates a poloidal
magnetic field which, with an "a ntidynarno proce ss" , diminishes the dipole
field by an amount of order 4r:P/ B "'" /3 B/2. In effect, this simple descripti on
hides the fac t that what counts is the particle energy den sity, which may he
mainly deter mined not by the bulk of the particl es. but by their high energy
tail. During a magnetic storm, when a gust in the so lar wind injects more
energe tic part icles into the magnetosphere, the ring current increases and the
decrease liB in the magnetic intensity is larger. Ifthe storm is slow enough, the
adiabatic invariant (10 .20) remains constant and the particle energy in the mag
netosphere decreases. Colli sion s and field inhomogeneities govern the decay
of the phenomenon.

10.3 Trapped particles
Due to the co nstancy of the magnetic moment (l 0.20), the parallel motion of

a charged particle in the dipole field slows dow n as it moves to higher lat itudes,
until Udf = 0ctf and the parallel veloci ty vanis h (see (10 .28) ): we have there
a turning (or mirror) poin t and the possibility of trapping particles (Fi g. 10.5) .
Since the total speed is constant, it is convenient to describe the effect by means
of the pitch angle ( 10.12). From eq. ( ID.20) we have

sin'2 X = sin2Xo ne . (10 .34)
Q,o

where the index () refers to the magnetic equator. The turning point is at the
point s o n the line of force where

,n..( s) sin2Xo = 0 ,,0 . (10.35)
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(10.36)

Figure 10.5. As particles approac h the ionosphere, where the tield is stronger, they have a
smaller Lannor radius and a smaller longitudinal velocity; eventually, their motion along the
line of force may be turned around. The inhomo geneity of the magnetic field makes them drif't

around along the para llels in opposite directions.

Th e largest magnetic field on a given line of force occurs at the top of the
ionosp here, where the mo tion is hindered by collis ions and the theory di s
cussed in this sectio n does not apply. If the inde x I refers to this maximum. the
population of trapped particles is determined by the relationship

. (Ba.
SlnXo > " "'B; = SlnXI .

The particles inside XI (the lass cOlle) escape into the ionosphere. Th is picture.
however. does not hold for energetic particles which violate the ad iabatic con 
dition ( 10. 15). Not ice also tha t th is e ffect destroys any isotropy in velo city that
the population may have ; they are far from thermal equilibrium. Those that
esc ape into the pol ar ionosph ere induce, by collisional exci tation of the neutral
molecules. the auroral glow.

To have a rough idea of the numbers involved, note that - as we shall see
later - the kinetic energy of the particle s mu st be appreciably less than that of
the trapping field. abo ut 8.4 X 1024 erg (sec Problem 10. 1); indeed. this energy
is about 6 X 1022 erg. Aurora have a widely varyi ng energy deposition rate. say
;;; 3 - 3, 000 erg cm-2s- 1 over ;;; 0 .1 sterad, corresponding to a power of lOll!
to 1021 erg/so Th erefore the lifet ime of trapped part icles ranges from 6. 00 0 s
to 6 X Ht ' s.
The second adiabatic invariant. Another application of the adiabatic invari
ants concerns the case in which the field is not quite axially symmetric. or
changes slowly with time . A part icle is turned around in its parallel motion
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figu re 10.6 A typical profile of the pro
Ion nux <D in particles per cm? s sterad as a
function of the pitch angle X for energies of
the order of I MeY.

(10.37 )

at the point given by eq. (10.35); but as the magnetic field experienced by the
particle changes becau se of time variations or the drift of its gyration centre.
the effective energy (10.28) cannot be considered as constant any more. In the
lowest approximation we have a periodic motion along the line of force with
period

l " d sp _ o __
- - S I V/ 5)'

where 05) and S2 are the solutions of eq . (10.35). For « 0.1 MeV electrons in
the inner rad iation belt (Fig. 10.7). the corresponding bounee period is abou t
0.1 s: this is a timcscale appreciably longer than the gyration period. If the
fractional change of .0,.( 05 ) in this time is small, we can apply the general theory
of adiabatic invariants, which states that [he action (10.24) or. to within a facror,

(10 .38)

is. to a good approx imation, constant in time; S is usually refe rred to as the
second (longi tudinal) adiabatic invariant , Using the value B ] = Bol sin::! Xu of
the magnetic intensity at the turning points in terms of the pitch angleXo at the
equator, from the constancy of the magnetic moment we get

so that

B(,)i - v2(s) = i --• R] •

. l " H i(S)S =v ds 1- - - .
.1' 1 Il ]

(10.39)

(10.40)

For example, consider particles of the solar wind entering the equatorial
region during the day. Their pitch angle Xo determines the turning point. The
solar wind compresses the equatorial magnetic field. but leaves the field more
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Figure 10.7. Mean isoflux contours in the meridian plane for electrons and pro tons trapped in
the Van Allen belts for different energy thresholds. Distances are measured in R~ ; the labels on
the contours give the logarithm of the flux in punides/em 2/s. More energetic panicles penetrat e
neare r to the Ea rth . as expected . Electrons have two maxima. o ne in the inner and one in the
outer belt; protons have a sing le max imum. The dat a , from the AP-8 and AE·8 mod els at sola r
ma ximu m. arc available at htl p://n ssdc .gsfc .nasa.gov/s paee/ model/magnetos/ radbch .htmI. They
take into acco unt large satel lite da ta sets, but do not show the fast response to var iations of the
Ea rth magnetic field .

or less unchanged at high latitudes; the velocity v is also unchanged. When
night comes the field lines expand and the equatorial pitch angle must change in
such a way as to keep the action S constant. One can see from simple examples
(Problem 10.3) that the equatoria l pitch angle grows with the field, so that at
night time particles are able to penetrate deeper into the upper atmosphere at
high magnetic latitudes.

Van Alien belts of trapped particles. The belts of high energy particles in
the inner Earth magnetosphcre were discovered by J.A. VA~ ALUI'O during the
first spacecraft flights in the 1960s and named after him; they have been con
tinuously monitored since then. also for the hazard they pose 10 astronauts in
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extra-vehicular activi ty. These particles. with energies above 100 keY and up
to hundreds MeY, arc trapped by the relatively und isturbed dipole field in two
low latitude regio ns. There is no clear distinction between these particles and
those in the ring current, to which they contribute at low latitudes, where at
mos pheric losses arc small. The Van Alien belts cons ist of two main reg ions
(Fig. 10.7) : in the inner belt , at abou t L == 1.5 - 2Re (in terms of Mcllwain 's
coordinates: see Sec . 6 .1), there are electrons up to a few MeY, but protons at
tain hundreds MeY; in the outer belt. extending up to L == 4 - 5 R~j, protons and
electrons reach a few MeV The ring current, with much larger particle den si
ties, is do minated by oxygen ions below == 10 keY. Recen t measurements by
the SA MPEX satellite on a near-polar orbit showed that the flux of inne r bell
protons appears to have a solar cycle variation ant i-co rrelated with the sunspot
numbe r; the outer radiat ion belt elec trons vary also on semiannual and solar
rotat ion time scale s.

At low energies rhc ionosphere and the solar wind arc obvious source s; ac
cclcra tion processes may he at work in the magnc tosphcrc, in so lar flares and
in interpl anetary shocks assoc iated with high spee d solar wind stream s cruanat
ing from persistent coronal holes near the solar minimum (rhus explaining the
anti -correlation of the trapped-part icle s flux and the sunspot numbers ). Dur
ing geomagnctic storms the energies and composition of the belts and the ring
current change. a clear signal of their origin. The largest energies, however;
require other sources . The remarkable. highe st energy proton s in the inner belt
could be due to neutrons in the secondary cosmic rays produced in the armo
sphere by the primary component; subsequently they can generate high energy
protons, either by charge exc hange. or by spontaneous f3~decay in a proton, an
electron and an antineutrino. If these proton s are produced in the right place
with the right velocity, they remain trapped for a long time.

10.4 Magnetohydrodynamic waves
Besides hig h frequency electron plasma waves. discussed in Ch. 8, at low

frequency we have magnetohydrodynamic wUl'es , in which the ion dynamics
plays an essential role . They arc very important in planetary mag netospheres
and the solar wind. A background magnetic field 8 0 modifies the acoustic
waves and introduces two new modes. Shear A/fi'en IWl ves arise because the
stress tensor of the magnetic field has. besides a scalar component which acts
like a pressure. a co mponent along the lines of force of opposite sign. which
has the effec t o f stretching the m and allow ing the propagation of a transverse
mode. Its veloc ity is Alfl'h l speed ( 1.8 1)

( 10.4 1)
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A simple and exac t description of this mode, va lid also for large amplitudes,
can be gained fro m the MHD system equations for infinite co nductivity (1.8 5),
assuming that all variables depe nd onl y on the t ime t and the space coordinate
z = r . n along the (co nstant) uni t vector n ; moreover, the magnetic field has
the form

H = Bun + B' (t , z) ,

where Bo is co nstant and 8 ', not necessari ly small, is orthogonal to n ; V(/ , 2) is
also orthogonal to n , so that the flow is incompressible and {! = (It ) is a constant.
The MH D eq uat ions then reduce to the simple form

iJv 8 0 oB' aB' av«s = -4 --;:- , -a = BOa.. ' (10 .42 )t ;to,- t <-

so that both v and H' fulfil d ' Alembert o ne-di men sional equation with propa
gation velocity VA . For propagati on in the positive (negat ive) z direction the
o nly independen t variable is ( _ = Z - VAt «(+ = z + VAt): hence the vec tor
v + VAB' / Bo (v - VAS ' /Bo) is a constant and can be set 10 zero. The flow
veloc ity is always parallel to the magnetic perturbation. For this reason the
dynamics o f these waves is usefully invest igated using the Elsasse r variables

(10.43 )

one of them vanishes when there is propagation only in onc sense. Th e non
linear interactions between forward and backward waves is described by qua
dratic terms in these variables. They are a useful too l for the investigation of
the turbu lence in the solar wind .
Perturbation analysis>- In the gen era l case, the small pe rturbation s of ( 1.85)
(g' = g - ,Po, v, B' ) fulfil (with a barotrop ic rela tion d P/ dg = c;)

ad
-=-+ .QoV · v = 0 , (l0.44a)at
aV ... , Bo,«s + c; Vg = - (V x H ) x n , ( 1O.44b)4,

iJB'ot = Bo V x (v x n ) ; (l 0.44c)

o f cou rse. V . B' = 0 from the corres ponding Maxwcll' s equation. With the
functional dependence ex: exp i(wt - k . r ) the system becomes algebraic:

o 0 /1° 1 " Iw-l.'ov - c~l.,<) ( k · v)k + w - (k . n )B - (n B )k = 0, (l 0.45a)
4,

w B'+ /lo /(k· n )v -(k· v)n l = 0 , (10.45 b)

and k - B' = O. Consider first the case in which both v and B' arc orthogonal to
both n and k. with components V.L and B~ . They fu lfil

4:t Wf'<) V.L + kBn cos ()B~ = 0 , kBocos (JV.L + w B'.L = 0 , (10 .46)
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where k cos 0 = (k -n) gives the angtc 0(* 0) between the propagation direction
and the unperturbed magnet ic field. Th ere is a solution only if the relation

(10 .47)

is fulfilled; the shear Alfvcn wave previously disc ussed is recovered when 0 =
O. For the two modes w = ±kV", eosO and wc also ge t the relat ion

( 10.4 8)

( 10.49 )

leading to the Elsasscr variables (10 .43) also for 0 *O.
These arc the specific MHD waves pred icted in 1942 by H. AlYVt !\, and

later experimentally de tected by S. L IJ!\IDQI;I ST in 1949 . As an application to
rnagncrosphcric physics, we note that under a shear Alfven wave a dipole line
of force osci llates with the period

2" Jds r /2
ds ..j!!o(O,>/)- = - = 2 V'4;. d01.J - ' .

W VA 0 (10.'4 BoW..,)

BO(OM) is the dipole field expressed in Icons of the magnetic colatitude OM,
while S(OM) is its arc length; their expressions can be obtained from eqs. (6 .5)

and (6.8), name ly ds = Jdr2 + ,.2dB;f = rdfl .., ..)1 + 2 ctg201.J ' For exam

ple, a line of fo rce which crosses the equator at 3 R(J) has a length 1.' of abou t
60, 000 km; the magnetic fi eld is abo ut 30,000 /27 :::< 1, 000 nT, with an elec
tron density of, say, lOO cm>' . Then the period is :::< 2 ..)4;:flIlL'1Ho ::>: 20 s.

Th e remain ing four eq uations in ( 10.45) fo r the componen ts of v and R'
along n and k lead , after some algebra , la the biq uadratic dispers ion relat ion

It can be show n to have four rea l roots, g iven by

(10.50)

(c2 + V 2)2 _ 4 (.2 V2 cos20!
~ A ~ A . (10.5 1)

These two mod es are compressional and ca lled magnetoacoustic Wlll'es. The
upper sign + corresponds to the faSl/1/ode (P), whose speed is greater than the
larges t of c, and VA ; it reduces to ordinary acoustic waves when VA -e; C'"

The lower sign is a new mode - the slow mode (S) - with speed less than the
smallest of c, and VA; in the same limit it givesw2 = k2 V~cos2(} + O( V~ /c;) .

The shear Alfven wave (10.47) has a phase veloc ity intermediate between the
two, nam ely

( IO.S1' )
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Figure IO.N. Th e wave fro nt of the dis turbance prod uce d by a po int obstacle at 0 in a subsonic
(a) and a supersonic (h) flow.

10.5 The bow shock
The disturbance produced in a compressible flow by a po int obstacle at 0

reaches after a time t the surface of a sphere of radius c .t , centred at vt , In
the subsonic case eventually the disturbance spreads over all the flow; this is
the case, for example, of the Galilcan satellites, 10 in particular, as they orbit
in Jupiter's magnetosphere (Sec. 10.7). If instead v > c, only the interior
of Mach 's COlIC, with semi-aperture arcsinCcs/v) = arcsin(1/Ms), is affected
(Fig. 10.8). In the solar wind this angle is ~ 7° . Mach's cone sharply separates
the disturbed from the undisturbed flow and is the locus of a discontinuity.
Ahead of a finite obstacle a discontinuity develops upstream. which deflects
the fl ow and slows down to subsonic speed. Mathematically. shock waves
arise because the equations for an inviscid fl uid cannot fulfil with continuous
functions the required boundary conditio ns. In effect, the neglect of viscosity
is allowed only when the scale of the transition is greater (in terms of the
kinematic viscosity n) than

6 = !!... ,
QV

obtained by equating in cq. ( 1.64) the inertial and the viscous terms. In ordi
nary fluids this gives, in order of magnitude, the thickness of the shock front.

In the case of the Eart h. rhc obstaele is the compressed magnetic dipole;
however, since the mean free path is very large, [he thickness and the srruc
ture of the shock is not determined by viscosity, but by microscopic rurbu
\cnce, which has been extensively investigated with in situ detectors, Generally
speaking, across the shock the density and the magnetic field increase, while
the velocity and Mach's numbers decrease; but onc finds a great variety of situ
ations according the values of the upstream Mach's numbers and the angle \fiB

between the normal to the front and the interplanetary magnetic field, When
'Ps e: I ("parallel" shock), the particles' velocity component normal to the
front is little affected by the magnetic field and the structure of the transition is
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smooth and similar to the hydrodynamic case; but if IfS fJ is large (say. near 90° )
ions are reflected back upstream; magnetic and electric turbulence is present
there in the precursor and the transition is much less sharp.

A collisionlcss shock is a case of collisiantess dissipation . in which the
large and ordered kinetic energy of the wind is disordered and "thcrmalizcd"
by small scale, high frequency electric fields: a still little understood pro
cess, which requires the collisionlcss Boltzmann-Vlasov equation (Sec. 1.8)
in the non-linear regime. Although a fluid description of the shock transition
is clearly poor. it still shows how much one can learn from the laws of con
servation. without any assumption about its internal structure. except that it
is confined to a (thin and plane) layer. In this model one just requires the
conservation of the relevant physical quantities across a layer which separates
two stationary states; the transition between them is governed by the Rankine
Hugoniot relations. Here we confine ourselves to a paradigmatic and simple
case, which is not much affected by the fact that in reality the flow is not sta
tionary. Besides the case of the bow shock, in which the velocity component
perpendicular to it does not vanish, we also have comael discontinuities . in
which the fluid flows parallel to the transition and has a sharp change there;
this is the case of the magnetopause.

Hydrodynamic description of a shock. For a plane shock. since there are no
forces acting in its plane, the tangential velocity component is constant across
the shock and can be cancelled with a Galilei transformation. Mass, rnomen
turn and energy conservation then connect density. velocity and temperature
on the two sides. While the magnetic fi eld increases across the how shock.
as a result of a tangential current gradient, its dynamical effect is not a drastic
one and will be neglected in this illustrative discussion. Denoting upstream
and downstream quant ities with the suffixes I and 2, respectively, mass and
momentum conservation require

= ll2VZ.,
= l?2Vi + Pz

(l0.53a)

( IO.53b)

(v is the velocity component normal to the shock plane). In terms of the internal
energy per unit mass U the energy flow is llV(U + v2 /2); its change is equal
to the power of the work done by the pressure and the magnetic field (through
both its pressure and tension) as the fluid moves; therefore

, 2
Uj V2- + H , = - + H" .2 2 -

(l0.53c)

Here H = U + Pi ll is the specific enthalpy, equal to Py j ( y - 1) in a perfect.
polytropic gas (Sec. 5.3).
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(10.54)

( 10.55)
T2 2y (y - 1) ,
- = M -
Tl (y + 1):: I

While the full solution requires some algebra, in our highly supersonic case,
in which PI can be neglected in ( 1O.53b) and ( 10.53c), we easily find the com-

pression ratio (!2 VI Y + I - 2
- = - = -- + O(M, ) ,
(!l V2 Y - 1

equal [0 4 for the usual value y = 5/3. In terms of the upstream Mach's
number M l = Vl /C$I = VI yQd(yPJJ we also get the rat ios of pressures and
temperatures, of order U(M I):

P2 _ 2y M2
PI - Y + I I '

In a strong shock (MI ce- I) the gas is sign ificantly heated. The Mach number
M2downstream reads

, y - I -2
M; = -- + O(M, ) , ( 10.56)

2y
and the motion becomes subsonic for any value of the polytropic exponent y .

A simple model ofa contact discontinuity, In the previous simplified analysis
we neglected the effect of thc mag netic field ; it must be taken into account
when the magnetic stress tensor becomes dominant over the pressure P. The
magnetap ause is the transition surface between the outer, rarefied flow and the
stagnant plasma inside, dominated by the magnetic press ure of the compressed
dipo le. A COf/wct disconun uuy provides a simple model of this transition;
it is similar to the current sheet used to descr ibe reconnection, but here, in
addi tion, the velocity, parallel to the surface. abruptly drops to zero inside. If
the disco ntinu ity surface is z = 0 (with the half space z < 0 inside) and the
magnetic field is along .r. the model, with thickness f .

H; (Z)
P(z) + -- =p (oo) ,

8,
gives a qualitative picture, in which the ou ter magnetic fi eld is neglected. In the
front side of the magnetopause. where a strong velocity gradient is prese nt, in
stabilities may develop which release the shear kinetic energy available, prob
ably through the Kelvin-Helmhottz mechanism (Sec . 7.5). They are probably
responsible for the generation of low frequency oscillat ions, with periods of
the order of minutes, resulting also in pulsations of the magneti c field on the
ground. The plasma blobs created by this process allow the penetration of so
lar wind plasma into the magncrosphcrc at low latitudes. In the magnetopause
ions and electrons arc deflected tangentially by the inner magnetic field . This
deflection cannot occur over a distance smal ler than the Lannor rad ius (10. 11),
about 100 m for elec trons and 20 km for protons; hence a positive charge layer
will develop, unless the magnetosphere supplies an electron layer. This charge
separation produces a polarization electric field and an electron current in the
tangential direction.
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h lble /0 ./. The four main trapping regions of cosm ic rays and [heir parameters.

Trapping Size Magnetic Typical f'l ux Energy
region ficld energy density

(nr ) (GcV/nucleon) (em -z S- I ) (eV/ cm ')

M agnctosph cre 109 c m 10,000 < 0 . 1 1 ~; 1110

Sola r
neighbourhood 10' ly 1 10- 100 O. I 1

Galactic halo I O-~ ty 0 . 1 10 -' - I (}~ 10 -b 10 -2

Cluste r
of galaxies 107 1y 10.3(? ) ]()7 _I Cf 10 -10 < !O S

10.6 • Cosmic rays and the magnetosphere

The main component of cosmic rays are light nuclei: protons and a-particles
account for about 97% of all particles; at low energies (up to ~ 1012 eV) there
are also nuclei of C. N anti O. Primary cosmic rays have a composition similar
to the interstellar gas (see Sec. 9.1), with fewer a -part icles and more heavier
nuclei. No antiparticles have been observed. Thei r differential spectrum (flux
per unit energy interval) follows a power law E- k in all the observed range,
from 1010 to !O 20 eV. The index k varies, however, from 2.7 at lower energies
to the steeper value 3.2 at high energies; the transition at 1016 eV is called the
knee of the spectrum. At ultrabigh energies (> 1019 eV) the spectrum seems to
become shallow again. In addition, there is a muonic component (muons and
pions) and a soft component (e+, e: and y ).

Table 10.1 lists four main trapping regions of cosmic rays and the corre
sponding parameters. Most cosmic rays are generated in our own Galaxy and
confined there in its weak (;;: nT) and irregular magnetic field. extending also to
the halo. In 1949 E. F ERMt proposed an ef ficie n t acceleration mechanism based
on the interaction of charged particles with randomly moving magnetic barri
ers. If v is their velocity, the change in the particle 's energy has a part linear and
a part quadratic in v; both of them can accelerate particles. even 10 relativistic
energies. Acceleration processes are at work also in magnetic stars (in particu
lar in pulsars, where very large potential differences are created by the rotation
along open lines of force). The primary source and the acceleration mecha
nisms of ultra-energetic cosmic rays, however, is still an unsolved problem.
At lower energies, in the solar system, particles arc accelerated in non-thermal
processes in interplanetary shoeks and reconnection events. Solar flares are
also an important source of particles with energies larger than 1 Mev jnoctcon,
up to hundreds Mev/nucleon: they ean be seen as a suprathermal tail of the
solar wind.
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(10.57)

In order to reach the ground, primary cos mic rays must penetrate the magnc
rosphcrc. Substantial deflection does not occur if the Larmor radius e v/IQ,- I =
vymoc/( lqIB) is larger than the scale r of the magncrosphcre at a distance r ;
this can be expressed in terms of the rigidity

lIlo)'Cv
7' = - Iql- s B, .

For different panicles with the same rigidity the deflection cond ition at a give n
place is the same; for relativistic particles. laking B :::. 30 , 000 nT and r :::.

Rm• it gives the approx imate lowcr limit o f 60 GeV for undeflccted protons or
electrons: trapped particles start below. ar e 10 Gcv. AtlORmthis limit is two
orders of magnitude smaller, 0 .1 GeV. Of course, one expects part icles to reach
the ground more easi ly at large latitudes. where the lines of force arc open.
A derailed. but complex analysis of the accessibility of an axially symmetric
magnctosphcrc (in part icular, a dipole ) is possible with the powerful effective
potential method for the equations of motion of a relativistic particle . It is
similar to rhc one used for the three-bod y problem (Pro blem 10.12) and has
been originally developed by C. ST0RMER around 1930.

Cosmic ray parti cles. upon co lliding with a nucleus in the atmosphere, lead
to three kinds of processes. The prod uction of protons and neutrons proceeds
in a cascade with many generations; charged pions produce narrow fill/on j ets
which may arrive at the ground befo re they decay, in a timc e 2 x 10- 6 s;
neut ral pions quickly decay in large numbers of photons and pairs of elec
tron and positrons. which can be detected with large detector arrays on the
ground as a shower. The ground-based observations of primary cosmic rays is
a rapidly evo lving experimental field, with several international projects ; space
experiments. such as satellite observations of fluorescent tracks in the Earth at
mosphere, arc also planned. The ionizing power of cosmic rays has practical
consequences. e.g., for the safety of unpro tected astronauts.

The interplanetary cosmic ray flux. about fo ur particles per ern- and second,
has been painstakingly investigated with ground instruments; in part icular, its
time variation and its dependence on direction and magnetic latitude were de
termined. At low energies, besides obvious meteorological changes due to the
co nditions of the atmosphere. there is a daily variation (about 0 .15%. with a
yearly modulation), d ue to the e ffect o f the Earth mag netic fi eld . Much studied
are also the Porbush decreases. sudden reduction s of the flux, often in asso cia
lion to magnetic storms. They occur simultaneously over the world and are due
to a sudden increase of the interplanetary magnetic field in the solar wind (see
Ch . 9), which denies to energetic pani cles of galac tic origin access to the inner
solar sys tem. Solar ac tivity enhances also the direct production of cosmic rays.

Dating with cosmic rays. Radioactivity and nuclear reactions induced by cos
mic rays in exposed material in the solar sys tem provide important too ls to
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Table 10.2 Typical values for the solar
wind in the outer sola r system; n is the
distanc e from the Sun in All .

Alfvenic Mach 's numbe r M, = X

Sonic Mach's number ,H, = 8/rY 1_1

establish an abso lute chronology. An exa mple is the production of a carbon
isotope by low energy neutrons: 14N + n ~ 14C + p; subsequently 14C decays
into 14N + c" with a half lifetime of 5, 568 y. It has been shown that the aver
age intensity of cosmic rays has remained constant to within 10% during the
last mill ion years and to a factor 2 in the last Gy; wc can therefore assume
that material exposed to cosmic rays has a fixed activity, resulting from the
balance between prod uct ion and decay . Once 14C is created, it participates in
all the geochemica l and biological cycles with the same chemical propertie s
of the main isotope 12C; then its activity allows to measure the duration of the
exposure and to accurately date the material for tirnescale s of historical and
prehistorical relevance. Radioactive dating is very importan t also for mete
orites, where seve ral isotope s act as markers to date their form ation and the
time they spent on route to the Earth from their parent bodie s (Sec . 14.6).

10.7 Planetary magnetospheres
As d iscussed in Sec. 6.5 , six planets and four, possibly fi ve, natural satellites

possess an internally genera ted magnetic field , so that there is enough informa
tion for a comparative magnerospberic physics. Most of the present data abou t
planetary magnetospheres, including the Earth's, have been pro vided by in situ
spacecra ft measurement s. For the giant planets we had the Voyager 1 and 2
missions; for Jupiter, in particular its moo ns, exce ptional obse rvations have
been carried out by Galileo and Ulysscs .

To es timate the size of a mag netospbere . consider a simple solar wind model
in which the radial speed u is consta nt, so that, in term s of the distance D from
the Sun. the densi ty is proporti onal to I{D2 (Table 10.2) . With a po lytropic
coefficien t y = 5/3 the temperature decreases as I/D4/3 (eq. ( 1.26b)). In the
ou ter so lar sys tem the magnetic field is almost orthogonal to the rad ial direction
and IJ ::::: IJ", cc 1{D. The flow is always supersonic and super-Alfvenic, and
a bow shock is expec ted . Eq. (10.2) gives the stand-off distance when the
kinet ic pressure is supponcd by the planetary mag netic field : remarkably. it is
independent of thc radius R of thc planet and scales with the dipole strength d
and the d istance D (in AV ) as

(10.58)
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Jupiter

60,000

'"

Saruru

1,000

17

Uranus

640

15

Xeprune

eoo
24

Table 10.1 Approximate stand-off distances,
in 1,000 km and planetary rad ii, for the giant
planet magnetospheres.

To have a magnetosphe re, this quantity must be larger than R, a condition
marginally fulfilled for Mercury. For the outer planets, using the Tab le 6.2, we
get the approximate stand-off distances, as given in the Table 10.3. The very
large magnctosphcrc of Jupiter is due to the large dipole strength and the low
density of the solar wind . A further factor is the atmosphere of 10, produced
by volcanic eruptions; its particles acquire a net charge by impact ionization or
photoioni zation and are driven to coro tatio n with the planet by magnetic for
ces at its angular veloc ity wr This mass input and the resul ting large plasma
density are sufficient to distort the main dipole fi eld in a big magnetic disc
(indicated in Fig. 10.9) and a plasma torus around Io's orbit. In Uranus and
Neptune and, to a less degree , in Jupiter, the magnetic dipole makes a large
angle (59°, 47" and 9.6". respect ively) with the rotation axes, mak ing them
oblique rotators, as discussed in Sec. 6.5. For the ice giants, apart from the ob
vious seasonal variation. there is also an important diurnal variation related to
the change of the sunward direction with respect to the magnetic axis, directly
affecting magnctosphcr ic dynamic s.

A spec ial type of magnetosphere. known as induced magnetosphere. de
velops when the planet does not possess an internal magnetic Held, but has a
ionosphere (Sec. 8.2); this is the case of Venus and Mars (and , to some ex
tent, comets). There arc no belt s of trapped radiation . such as the Van Alien
belts (Sec. 10.3). and there is no magncrorail with fields of planetary origin .
The ionospheric obstacle to the solar wind defines a surface - the ionopause
- at which the solar wind dynamical pressure outside balances the thermal
pressure inside. A bow shock fonns upstream, which deflects the solar wind
sideways along the magnctoshcath (sometimes called the ionosheaths . Inside
the ionopausc the plasma is subsonic and of ionospheric character.

For Venus, the interaction between the solar wind and the ionosphere was
first investigated with the Pioneer Venus mission. At the solar cycle maximum
the ionopausc boundary was found upstream at an altitude of ~ 300 km and
~ 800 km near the terminator. This boundary moves up and down in response
to changes in the external pressure. In the night side the ionosphere is fed by
the plasma flow across the terminator and the situation is more co mplex and
fluctuating.

Mars' induced magnctosphcrc was extensively studied by the Mars Global
Surveyor. A close similarity with Venus' magncrosphcrc was eonfinn ed, with
the (well mapped) bow shock, the ionopausc, a direct interaction of the solar
wind with the ionosphere, etc. In the sunward direction the bow shock stands
at ::< 0.5 R; an asymmetry of the shock about the Mars-Sun line was reported.
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Saturn

Jupi ter
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FigUrl ' fO.I}. Planetary magnetospheres and their rel ative sizes. The angle between the mag
netic dipo le and the Sun's direction changes seaso nally due to the plane tary obliqu ity. and dai ly
due to the magnetic tilt with respect to the rota tion axis . For Jupiter the large magne tic disc pm
duccd by 10 is also shown. Saturn's dipole is ncarly parallel to the po le of the ecliptic. Merc ury
has a tiny maguctovphcrc and a very weak field. perhaps nOI dominated by a dipole. The scales
are in plane tary radii, hut a length in km is also given for reference.

At the terminator, the typical ionopau se altitude is between 300 - 500 km. As
in the Venus case, near the midnight side streamers of cold plasma detached
fro m the ionosphere were found.
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Individual configurations. Hereafter, wc briefly comment on planetary mag
nctosphcrcs with an internal magnetic field.

Mercury.- Very little is known about the magnetosphere of Mercury, discov
ered in 1974 by Mariner 10 in two Ilybys. Although they occurred on the
night side, the bow shock and the magnetopause crossing were detected, with
storm-like features. Gro und observations of the distribution of Na and K in the
cxosphcrc bear indirect evidence about the magnetosphcric geometry and its
processes at high latitudes, No ionosphere has been dctccrcd and the mccha
nism by which electric currents can close is not clear: a thin shcarh of photo
electrons close to the sunlit surface may act as a conductor and do [he job.
Although the radius of the planet is grea ter than R~/3 . the magncrosphcrc
is only 3% that of the Earth: this, and the stronger and more variable so
lar wind is likely to cause strong fluctuations, Thi s, and the Hermean mag
netic field . is a very interesting investigation target and one of the objects of
the BepiColombo space mission under development by the European Space
Agency.

Jupiter -: Jupiter is particularly interesting because of its huge dipole, its fast
rotation and the fact that all its satellites arc inside the magnctosphcrc. The
sunward rnagncropausc. in agreement with the Table 10.3, osc illates between
50 and 100Rj : a very long tail extends downstream to more than 700, O(X) km,
sweeping lines of force perhaps even beyond Saturn 's orbit. Due to the corora
tion of the mugnetospberic plasma, its interaction with satellites is determined
by the relative veloc ity

Vrd = (w J - It) r , ( 10.59)

sub-Alfvcnic in all cases (sec Table 10.4: n = .../GMJ / r3 is the corresponding
Keplcrian frequency). High energy particles arc trapped in radiation belts; like
for the Earth, they scatter and precipitate into the atmosphere and produce
auroral emissions which have been observed by the Galileo spacecraft. The
peak electron and proton ftuxes at Jupiter arc, however, about l, O(X) times
greater than at the Earth for energies z 3 MeV, und z 30 MeV respectively.

Co ntrary to the Earth, much of the maucr in the magnctosphcrc has an in
rcrnal origin, being supplied by le's volcanic activity at [he rate of 106 gjs,
mostly in the form of neutral oxyge n and sulphur, Th is fairly dense gas (about
4 x 103 ions per cm' and up to 2 x lif ions per cnr' in the wake of 10 ), ini
tially confined near the surface, is subsequently heated and ionized by tbe fast
rotating and energetic magnctosphcric plasma and spreads out in a doughnut
shape - 10 's torus - around its orbit. The torus is hot and visible in the UV,
Its composition ha" been determined by the Ga lileo probe in close 10 f1 ybys;
once- and twice-ionized oxygen and sulfur ions account for nearly 95%. the
remaining being heavier ions, Centrifuga l diffusion extends this matter (in to-
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h lble lOA. Magnetosphcric parameters of the four Galilean sate llites (adapted from E M.
Neubau er.v. Ge0l'hYJ. Res. 103, 19,843 (1998 )).

Satellite Radius Rela tive Electron .\1ilg m:ti\: M , Mean Ion
velocity density field Ion mass temp.

(km) (km,ls) (c m -J ) (nT) (cV )

In 1.821 45 3.600 1.800 OJ 20 100
Europa 1.569 ss 130 4 20 0 .39 13.7 270
Ganymede 2,631 180 3.7 120 0.48 13 360
Cullistu 2,403 175 J.I 35 0 .94 15 200

tal, about 1012 g) farther out, even beyond Europe's orbit, whose atmosphere is
co ntinually maintained by sputter ing and recombination. The interaction be
tween Ganyrncde's d ipole field and the corotuting magnctosphcre is fairly well
understood. The satellite magnetic d ipole, nearly parallel to Jupiter 's dipole,
co ncentrates the outer lines of force within a tube of radius ~ 2 R£;; in addi
tion , its upstream side is compressed and the downstream side expanded by the
exte rna l pressure .

Much more complex is the interaction with 10. Its motion through the Jovian
magnctosphcrc . like a body moving subsonically in a gas , is a source of wave
phenomena; it prod uces Alfven waves at periods of order 2 Rlo/ VA ~ 30 s and
deforms the intersected lines of forces. In our current understanding this defor
mation and bunching travels to the North (and South) magnetic pole in about
12 minutes and is reflected back to the o ther pole, com pleting a few round trips
before being dissipated; during this time 10 (with an orbital period of 1.769 d)
advances by a few degrees. But the key feature of this interaction is a strong
and pulsed radio emission in the frequency range 10 to 40 MHz (dccametric
radiationv: in 1964 it was fou nd to be highly correlated with lo's orbital phase.
This has pointed ou t a complex and unexpected rnagnerospheric phenomenon
at work, still nor completely understood. The radiation is 100% elliptically po
larized, as fo r resonant plasma emission at the cyclotron frequency. With this
identification it is possible to locate the source at (he feet of the lines of fo rce
issuing from 10, where they enter Jupiter' s ionosphere. Onc way to understand
this is based on the remark that Io's body, whose core is hot, is electrically con
ductivc. The motion across the lines of force generates a potential difference
of order 2 RloVrelB/c ~ 400 kV, for an elec tric field E = vrel B/c ~ 0.1 V/m ,
between {he two points of the satellite nearest to, and furthest from. the planet.
This produces mi ldly relativistic elec trons which travel along the flux tubes to
the magnetic poles, where they emit cyclotron radiat ion. The radiating electron
population, of course, is modu lated by Alfven waves prod uced by Io's motion;
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this shows up in the characteristic arc-like structures of the received pulses in
the time-frequency plane. Similarly, Amalthea's motion, closer to the planet,
induces Alfven and other types of waves that affect the inner parts of the Jo
vian radiation belt, causing relativistic synchrotron radiation with frequencies
0.1 - 15 GHz (aecimetric radiation v.
Satu rn»- The magnetosphere of Saturn, probed by the Pioneer and Voyager fly
bys. will be extensively studied from 2004 to 2008 by the Cassini mission. Its
magnctopausc extends about 20 Rs ' with great variat ions; inside, several satel
lites and rings arc plasma sources and generate an oxygen-i on rich torus with a
density of I - 100 particles/cm". Satellites and rings arc also plasma sinks and
produce local minima in the particle density around each orbit: for the same
reason Saturn's particle belts terminate at the main rings. A peculiar plasma
sheet of hydrogen , heliu m, oxy gen and carbon spreads in the outer magneto
sphere as far as Titan' s orbit: with its dense atmosphere, Titan supplies ionized
particles. Titan's status, at a distance of 20 Rs ' is specia l also because it is em
bedded in the planetary magnetosphere only part of the lime, as its boundary
moves in response to the variable solar wind. Kilometnc radiation modul ated
at 10.657 h is em itted, probably in resonance with the rotation period of Saturn.
Uranus and Neptune»: Voyager 2 has explored Uranus in 19H5-H6and Neptune
in 1990. TIle large tilts (590 for Uranus and 470 for Neptune) and offsets from
the centre (0.3 Ru and 0.55 R>;, respectively) of their dipoles produce co mplex
and unconventional magnerospheres. The large obliqu ity of Uranus makes the
interaction of its major satellites (orbiting in the equatorial plane with a semi
major axis smaller than the stand-off distance) with the magnetosphere very
complex, in spite of its low particle density (0.1 - I partic le/cm' ).

In Neptune, large tilts of both the magnetic and rotation axes cause a very
peculiar situation: in a planetary rotation a configuration similar to the Earth
alternates with a geometry where the magnetic axis point s toward the Sun and
the solar wind penetrates directly into the planet's polar cusps . Triton, the
largest satellite of Neptune, only modes tly contributes to the magnetospheric
plasma. Auroral activity has been observed aro und the magnetic poles of both
planets. Severa l radio emissions in the frequency range from a few to several
hundreds kHz are also present.

Cha rged dust dynamics, Dust grain s, widespread throughour the solar system
(Sec. 14.6), can acquire a net charge and give rise to several interesting dynam
ical effects. A solid body initially placed in a plasma in thermal equili brium at
a temperat ure T at first gets a negative charge, since the electron flux is greater
than the ion flux by the square root of the mass ratio. Within about a Debye
length ,.In (1.102) a negative elec trostatic potcntial c develops which depresses
the elec tron density until the collected current vanishes; it can be shown that
this happens when - eop ;:,: kT . In a 1 eV plasma with S f ions, for example,
kT /e is I V and op ::::< - 3.9 V. For a spherical body of radius R, the charge is
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expressed in terms of the number of elementary charges. Different additional
charging mechan isms. however, can also contribute:

• If the e lectron is energetic enough. its impact can extract more than one
e lectro n and a positive charge is added .

• The photoe lectric effect due to the solar UV radiation can also contribute a
positive charge.

• Accret ion of ions is relevant when the velocity of the grain relative to the
plasma is larger than the ion thermal speed.

Of course. Q is generally time-dependent, an effect which is neglected here.
Charged dust in Jup iter's magncto sphcrc. where lo's volcanic emission pro

fusely contributes neutral particles. has been investigated by the Ulysscs and
Galileo space probes; we introduce here its dynami cs. The observed dust
grains in le's torus have a size less than I pm; the electric potential If is
generally negative (as much as - 30 V) because of the dense enough plasma
environ ment. Elsewhere If is positive, ;;:: 3 V. since the electron emission by
electron and photon impact typically prevail (this is also true for interp lanetary
particles). In its flyby in 1992 Ulysses found recurrent outgoing streams of
such grains. with a poss ible periodi city of 28 ± 3 d.

The equations of mot ion of the grain. of mass m,.• read

(p~ = R(~ dr XB+E) - GMir.
df- m, c d t r3

( 10.6 1)

The grain has its own cyclotron frequency IQIB/(m5c) and. for a sufficiently
uniform magnetic field. a gyration centre which anchors it to a line of force;
but the planet 's gravity must also be taken into account. In a simple model,
consider a magnetic dipole, rigidly corotaring with Jupi ter's at its angular ve
locity w,. aligned with its rotation axis and with an equatorial value Be; in an
inertial frame and in a perfect condu ctor an electric field (known as corota
tional electric field)

(10 .62)

appears in the meridia n plane. Like the gravitational force, it decreases with
the distance r from the planet as l /r2; in the equatorial plane it is outward
and radia l, with modu lus E = rco .Blc . so that for a positive charge it weakens
gravity. Ina more involved approximation. the magnetic field can he expressed
as a gradie nt of the magnetic potential (Ch. 6) and a small tilt between the
rotation and magnetic axes can be taken into account.
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In eg . ( 10.6 1) the Lorcntz force does not perform work; using pola r coordi
nates, appropriate to this prohl em with axial symmetry, one can show (Prob
lem 10.11) that the electric force (10.62) is co nservative and the total potent ial
energy per unit mass is

(10.63)

Eq. (10.61) becomes a generalization of Kcplc r' s problem and can be solved
with the effec tive potential method, as in Ch. 11. Here we confine ourselves to
the simple remark that when

( 10.64)

the radial gradient becomes repul sive and unbound orbits appear. For a given,
positive potential If' and a mass densi ty of the grain (J.I ;;: 1 glcm3, this sets a
lower limit to the radius R,I· below which it may become unbound; for the case
o f Jupiter, R;, ;$ 0. 13 l-lm. In effe ct. escaping orbits fi ll up a spiral pauem at
low latitude, extending up to I, O{Xl Rp and beyond; the acquired asymptotic
veloci ty for e 10- 18 g particles may reach 200 - 300 km/so

This effect is further complicated by two pcriodicitics: 10, the main source
of dust, has an orb ital period of 1.77 d: in its rotation, with the period of 0.4 1 d.
Ju piter drags around the tilt ed dipole. A possible explanation of the observed
per iodicity of e 28 d is a high order resonance between them.

-PROBL EMS -

10,1. Calculate the energy of the magnetic dipole fi eld outside a sphere of a
g iven rad ius and evaluate it for the Earth.

10.2. What is the aperture of the equatorial loss cone as a function of L, the
d istance of the eq uatorial interception of a line of force?

111.3 .* A model for the change in the trapped particle distribution when the
magnetic field is compressed . We must choose a magnetic profi le with
a minimum at s = 0 and wings which do not change much when the
minimum is changed. A simple exam ple (with appro pria te units of
length ) is B = Bo+Bl.s2. Show that the second invarian t S (eq . (10.40»
is proportional to

[B;; cos :! Xo

'/ B; sinXo

and plot Xo as a function of Ba.
10.4: Derive the dispersion relation of the general MHD waves when the

background state is characterized by a uniform veloc ity vo.
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10.5: Show that ( 10.23) is adiabati call y invar iant for the ha rmo nic oscillator.
Hin t: T he limit 0 -; 00 (mo re accurately, 0 2 » lQI) of cq. (10. 22)
is a prob lem of s ing ular perturbation theory . To formally describe
the limi t 0 -; 00 , while keeping finite the timcscalc IOlda /dtl of the
frequency onc ca n s imply write a /€' in place of 0 and let -; O. The
resul ting equa tion 2} + a2x = 0 is then solved wit h the Ansatz

(
5. )x = exp 7 + S I + S 2 + . . . .

10.6" Study the jump conditions for a shock of arbitrary stre ngth: include
the magnetic transition .

10.7. Two spacecraft measure the variations in the local plasma de nsity due
to a linear wave . What information can one derive about the disper
sio n relat ion? (Hint: Study the phase differen ce in each Fourier com
ponent.)

10.8 . Estimate the total ring current, assumin g a thickness of 2 R$ for the
region of magnet ic depression .

10.9" A simple model o f magnetic reconnection in the lim it o f infinite plas
ma co nductivity. Th e induction eq . ( 1.82) simplifies to aB/at=11\72B.
Assume one-d imens ional field B = H(::.. / )e, with the initial data H =
Ell for z > 0 and B = - Bo for z < 0 and show that B = Boerf( zl -..l4r:. r).
Evaluate the related current de nsity .J and the plasma flow.

to.IO. Derive the dispersion relation ( ID.50) of magncroacoustic waves.
lO.t t. Wri te in polar coordinates the dy na mical equa tions (ID.61), (1 0.62)

for a dust particle and prove that the angu lar momentum and the en
ergy arc co nstant. Just like for the two-bod y problem, the elimination
of the longitudin al degree of freedo m reduces the problem to quad ra
tures.

10.12: Stu dy the mot ion of a relati vistic particle with charge q and rest-mass
me in dipole magne tic field . Neglect ing gravita tional effects and plan
etary rotation , the co rres ponding Lagrangian reads

1 , q
I , = - ymov· + - v . A ,

2 c

where y = 1/ .../ 1 - v2/ c2 is the Lorenrz factor (c the light velocity)
and A the vec tor potential of the magnet ic field Aq.,(r, O) = d sinO/r2

for the dipole field with moment d. Eliminating the ignorable coordi
nate 4J (due to the ax isymmctry). de term ine the forbi dden regions of
the motion in the meridional plane for part icles coming from infinity.
(Hint: Derive the ene rgy integral.)

10.13: The same as in the Problem 10.12 , neglecting the relat ivistic factor
y but considering planetary rotat ion and tak ing into account gravity,
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with the potential energy - G Ml r. Find the equi librium solutions (cir
cular orbits) ; prove that, depending on free parameters, such as the
particle's charge and energy, the equili bria may occur off the equato
rial plane of the planet (the so-called halo orbits).

10.14: Con sider a stationary model of a neutral sheet with the magnetic field
B and plasma press ure given by

B(z) = Bn tanh(z/ h)e, , p(z) = posech 2( zlh).

Verify that the total pressure is constant if Po = Jl~/ (8;c) and that there
is an equ ilibrium between the pressure gradie nt Vp and (J x R)/ c.
Study the motion of test charged particles. in particular near the neutral
sheet.
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Chapter II

THE TWO-BODY PROBLEM

For about two thousand years, the efforts of Western astronomers have been
largely devoted to the understand ing of the motion of the Su n, the Moon and
the planets in the sky. More and more complex geome trical and kinematical
models, both geocentric and heliocentric. were devised in order to reprod uce
observational datu of increasing accuracy. The final outcome of this effort, and
at the same lime the starting point of a sc ientific revolut ion, can be traced back
to J. Kn >IH's theory of planetary motion s. Giving up the long-standing a priori
requirement of circular paths and uniform velocities (or of finite combinations
of them. resulting in epicyclic trajectories), Kepler ' s three laws (elliptic orb its
with the Sun at one focus, constant areal velocit ies, and 3/2-powe r dependence
of orbital periods on scmimajor axes) fitted astronomical observations with
unprecedented accuracy, and at the same time summarized in a few simple
mathematica l relationsh ips most of the ava ilable ob servations.

With in less than a hundred year s. I. NEWTOK discovered the deep dyna mica l
nature of Kepler 's laws and put forward a completely new synthes is. in which
the motion of celestial bodies. as well as man y orhcr physica l phenomena, be
came accessible to understandi ng, calculation and prediction. Newton 's theory
of gravitatio n. together with his formulation of the laws of motio n, found its
first and simplest challenge in the two-bod y problem: to find the positions and
velocities at any point in time of two massive, point -like particles moving un
der their gravitational forces. as a function of their initial values. This is the
basis of ce les tial mechani cs and the subject of this chapter.

11.1 Reduction to a central force problem
It is a lucky coincidence that the planetary motions arc well repre sented by

solutio ns of the two-bod y problem; thi s is due to the fact tha t the ratios of all
the planetary masses to the solar mass are small « 10-3) , and also that close
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encounters among the major bodies of the solar system arc very unlikely (sec
Sec. 15.1 for comments on this issue). The discovery of the universal gravi
tation law and the develo pment of celestial mechani cs would have been much
more diffi cult in a planet ary sys tem around a pair of binary stars of comparJ.
blc masses. The three-body problem (Ch. 13) is hard to solve and to visua lize.
In addition , most planetary orbits arc almost circular and coplanar: for these
reasons, historically the motion of planets could be unders tood and predicted
on a geometrical basis, long before the di scovery of the law of gravi tation. It
is interesting to note that the major sys tems of satelli tes, in part icular Jupiter 's
and Saturn 's. have the same fea ture: to a good approx imation their motions are
(coplanar and circ ular) so lutions of the two-bod y problem in the Held of the
central plane t. Corrections to this approximation, mainly due to the aspher ical
shape of the central body and interaction with the other bodies, are the subject
o f perturbation theory, to be discussed in Ch . 12.

The gravitational forces F 1 and F2 acting on thc masses rnl and rn2 arc

I1IIm2 r
F 1 = F2 = - G --,- - •

r- r
(1 1.1)

Here, G = 6.674 X 10- 8 cm' g- I s-2 is the gravitational cons tant and r is the
relative vector of the two bodies. If r r, r a are the position vectors of the two
bodies in an inertial re ference frame (so that r = r 2 - r j ), we have

(l1.2a)

(l 1.2b)

Adding these two equations, wc get

(1 1.3)

which expresses the conservation of the total momentum of the system, resulr
ing in the linear and uniform motion of the centre of mass R; 111 =111 1+rn2 is the
total mass. An inertial reference sys tem where R = 0 is refe rred to as a centre
of mass fra me. Dividing eqs. (l 1.2a) and (I1.2b) by 111 1 and m2, respectively,
and subtracting, we obtain

.. Gm
r = -- r .

,.3
(1 1.4)

which involves on ly the relative vector r . The problem is thus co mpletely
eq uivalent to that of a single particle moving under the gravitational pull of a
mass 111 . For any rad ial force the angular momentum integral per unit mass

h=r xt (1 1.5)
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is a constant of the motion . Then the motion is planar (it always occurs in the
plane perpendicular ((J h) and can he studied using polar coordinates ( r . 0) . The
velocity has a radia l component v, = r and a transverse component VI = -«
The constancy of , .

h = rVI = ,-0 (11.6)

is equivalent to Kepler 's second law, since h is easily shown to he equal to
twice the areatvelocity. the rate of change of the area described by the radius
vector r . A second integral of the motion is provided by the conservation of
energy. Taking the scalar product of r with eq. ( 11.4) and integrating with
respect to time. we obtain the energy of the relative motion per unit mass

02 Gm
E = - - - = constant .

2 r

where v2 = r ' r = if,. + V; . Note that the total energy of the system

(1 1.7)

( 11.8)

is sum of the kinetic energy of the centre of mass with the mass III and the
relative energy with the reduced mass Ji, =ml//l2/m.

Since the radial component of the accelera tion is r - ,. iP, we can write the
radial part of cq. (1 1.4) in the form

d2r ,,2 Gm dV(r )
= ---=---

till. r 3 r 2 dr
( 11.9 )

Here iJ has been eliminated using eg. (J 1.6). Note that the radial motion is
determined by the competition of the gravitational (attractive) force with the
apparent centrifugal (repulsive) force, the two terms having a diffe rent power
dependence upon r, Both these forces can be derived from a potential. so that
the problem can be qualitatively studied with the usual techniques applicable
to one-dimensional conservative systems, i.e.. examining the effective potential
el/ergy

Gm h2
V(r) = --+ - .

r 2,.2
(1 1.10 )

The centrifugal and the gravitational contributions prevail, respectively. at
small and large distances. so that V(r ) has a negative minimum at r = ro =
h2/Gm . This corresponds to a circular orbit with radius proporti onal to the
- 2/ 3 power of the angula r velocity (from cq. (1 1.6» , in agreement with Ke
pier' s third law. Its relative energy (11. 7) is V(ro) . In the plane (r, V). at the
points where V(r ) = E. the radial velocity i- vanishes. When V(ro) < E < 0
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UNBOUND ORBITS

Hyperbolic orbi t

-------------------------------------------r
'"

27P/Crommclin
r

'"
L<;::,Golcvka

BOUND ORB ITS

ri' Ta

o

- 0.2

- 0 .4
o 5 10 IS 20

r( A U )

Figure / / ./. Ana lysis o f the Keple rian mo tio n with the effective poten tial V(r. 11 ) (eq. (J 1. J0) .
Provided h *- O. V has a negative minimum at TO. which correspo nds to a circular orbit. For
higher, but negative energy levels E, the motion occur s between the two extrcma TJ' and T".
When the energy is posit ive or zero. the motion is unbound. Three solar system objec ts arc
shown with approximately the same angular momentum per unit mass. but different energies
(and thu s eccentricities): Mars. astero id Golcvka and comet P/Crommclin; a hyperbolic orb it is
also indicutcd.

there are two such points , at which the dis tance r has a maximum and a mini
mum; they are called apocerure andpericenrn:, and the orbit is bounded. When
f: ~ 0 there is only one such point and the orb it comes from infinity and goes
back there (Fig. 11 .1).

11.2 Keplertan orbits
The di fferential equation (1 1.9) can be directly solved for u = l /r, using

(11.6) and the angle ()as indepe ndent variable. We obtain

d2u Gm
dB2 + u = h2 . (1 1.11)

This is the eq uation of the harmonic oscillator with a constant external force;
it has the general solution

Gm
u = - , +A cos(B -w) , (1 1.1 2)

h-
where A and w are two constants of integration. Going back to the variable r,
eq . (1 1.12) beco mes

h2/Gm
I +ecos(B-w ) '

(1 1.13)
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where we have introduced the new constant (the orbital eccent ricity)

",
e = A 

Gm

30 1

(1 1.14)

Eq. ( 11 . I3) gives the general form of a conic section in polar coordinates. The
value of the eccentricity discriminates among elliptical (e < I), parabolic (e =
I) and hyperbolic orbits (e > I). When e = 0 the ellipse degenerates into a
circle. If e < 0, replacing w with w + n. we go back to the previous cases,
so that e can be assumed positive. The minimum value of r (the pe rice r ure
distance r l' ) is reached when 8 = w, implying

,,2

ri' = Gm(l + e)

since at this distance j ' = O. the velocity has a tangential direct ion and is given
by

h Gm(1 + e)
vf' = - = hr,

Substituting these values into eg. (1 1.7) we obtain

(1 1.15)

( 11.16)

showing that the energy is negative. zero and positive for e lliptic, parabolic and
hyperbolic orbits. respectively. The se results can be obtained in a different way
by analyzing the propenies of the lent: veCTOr (in some textbooks also called
Laplace vector)

r xh r
e = - - - 

Gm r'
As a consequence of eqs. ( 1IA.5.7,15). the following relationships can easily
be shown to hold

e 0; e · h = O ; (1 1.17a)

h2
e · e = e2 .e ·' -- r ; (1 1.I 7b)

Gm

Therefore e is a constan t of motion, lies in the orbital plane and its magnitude
is the eccentricity. If we define the true anomaly f as the angle between e
and r , from the first eq. (1 1.17b) we find again the polar equation of (he conic
sections. By comparison with eq. ( 11.13) we obtain f = O-w; that is to say. the
Lenz vector is directed along the apsidal tine. namely towards the pericenrre
of the orbit.
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D Figure 11.2 Geometry of elliptica l or
bits. We ha ve the fo llow ing relation

ships: a '" CA '" FID; ae '" CFI; b '"
CO = a VI - e2; rp = "' lA = u(1 - cl;
r" = F1E =u(l +e).

F,cE!---- - --j=-- ----'----! A

11.3 Bound orbits
Let us first describe in some more detail the most interesting case, that of

e lliptic motion. It is easy to show (see Fig. 11.2) that

rp + ra 112
b= a17=a~.a (11.18a)

2 G m{1 - e2) ,

'"
= a(l - e), (l 1.18b)

'0 = a (l +e). (l 1.I8e)

are, respect ively, the semimajor and semimi nor axes, the pericentre (f = 0 )
and upocer ure (J = n) di stances (in astrono mical literature, r p and r« are often
denoted q and Q, respectively). Since the total area of the ellipse nah is swept
by the radius vec tor in an orbital perio d T equals twice the areal velocity, we
obtain (eq. ( 11.6»

T = 2';( (/2'1 = ")_ ~ a3 (1 1.19)
h _.. Gm '

which shows that the period does not depend on the eccentricity, but only on
the power 3/2 of the scnumajor axis and the sum of the masses. In the solar
system, this sum is always approximately equal (to within e 0.1% ) to the mass
of the Sun, so that Kepter's third law (11.19) states that a3 / T2 is constant for
all planets. The same holds within each satellite system. Introducing the mean
motion n = 27o / T (i .e., the mean angular velocity along the orbit), we may
write (1 1.1 9) in the more usual form

(11.19')

Eq. (11.19) points to a widely used way to obtain the product Gm for a ce
lestial body, based on the measurement of the semimajor axis and the orbital
period of a satellite (with negligible mass). Notc that in astrod ynamic s and
celestial mechanics the mass m never appears separately and is not a relevant
quantity. To get the mass, one must use the laboratory value of the graviratio
nal constant G, for instance with Cavendish-type experiments with attracting
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bodies of known mass. It should also be pointed out that the fractional unccr
rainty in Gm (for the Ba rth s 10- 9 ) is several orders of magnitude smaller than
rhc fractional uncertaint y in G, about 10- 5.

Conversely, if the semimajor axis is co nstant or if its variations can be ac
curately predicted, cq . ( IU9) provides a good clock. A nice example is the
Moo n, which has been used for a long time as an astronomical clock to de
rive accurate longitude dctcrminations on ships. Another outstanding exam
plc is provided by the binary pulsar PSR 19 13+16. a binary sys tem in which
one member, a pulsar, emit" a rotating beacon-like signal modulated by its or
bital motion. This effect pro vides a very precise way to measure the orbita l
period. It was found that this period (T = 27, 908 s) decreases at the rate
t = - 2.1 x 10--12; the corresponding energy loss is derived from the decrease
in the semimajor axis (see eq. (1 1.20» and is most likely due to emission of
gravitational WlH'es.

The semimajor axis of an elliptica l orbit can be related to the energy integral
by using eq. ( 11.15) for the eccentricity:

112/Gm
2EII2/(Gm)2

Gm
2t"

(11.20)

(11.22a)

(l1.22b)

Thus the semimajor axis depends on the energy, but not on the angular mo
mentum . from cqs. ( 11.7,20 ) wc can obtain the veloci ty as a function of r in
an elliptic or bit

"2 = Gm (~_ ~). ( 11.21), a

Note that if the body starts at the di stance r, its semi major axis (and therefore
its orbital period ) does not depend on the direction, but onl y on the magni tude
of the initial velocity. Of course the eccentricity. and the shape of the orbit, will
depend on the initial direction of the motion . The radial and transverse com
ponents of the veloci ty vector are also known as functions of the true anomaly
J from cqs. ( 11 .6,13):

. h2 e sin f df Gm .
vr = r = - , - = -eslllj ,

Gm ( I + ecos /)- tit 11
. h Gm

VI = 1'0 = - = - ( I + e cos f) .
r h

Besides the geometrical shape of the orbit, wc arc intere sted in the time law
of the motion, notably the function f( t ). To get it, we introduce an additional
angular varia ble u (the eccentric anomaly ) such that

I' = 1I(1 - e cosu). (1 1.23)
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Figure J1.3 Geometric interpretation (If
thl;' eccen tric anomaly u, Fro m the two re

lationships: FR '" r ose ] '" eR - er '"
acoslI -ae anu "H = {sin! = (b /al QR =
Y]- e2u sin ll, eq. (1 1.23) immediately
follows. Note that here we have a para
metric representation of the ellipse with
the orig in at the centre.

Reference
direction

Fig. 11.3 gives its geometric interp retation. From the relationships hetween r
and j , and between I' and u, it also follows that

1/"1 (I+e) ' u
tan 2' = l -e tan 2: . (1 1.24)

Fro m the conservation of angular momentum (eq. (11.6», we have now

i f
h (t - fa) = d j ' ru' ).

o

where to is the time of a passage through pcriccntrc.
easily show n that

I1d 11

ecos 1/

and therefo re we have

( 11.25)

By cq. (1 1.24) it can be

(1 1.26)

["
h (1 -10 ) =(/!-'/ du'( l -e cos u').

, 0

Since It is twice the ureal veloc ity we have

M = 11 (t - to) = u - c sin // .

(1 1.27)

(1 1.28)

Here M is the mean anomaly. by definition a linear function of time, which
increases by 2:: (as f and u also do) per revolution. If we know n (or T)
and the time elapsed sinee the last pericentre passage, i.c. Mln, by inverting
eq. (1 1.28) (known as Kepler 's equations we can obtain 11(1). Then we can
der ive f from eq . (1 1.24) and. finally, the position along the orbit. Keplcr's
equation admits analytical solution on ly for small values of the eccentrici ty
(e.g., the infinite series method of Problem 11 .11), while for a generic value of
e it must be solved numerically, usually with successive approximations. As
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long as the eccentricity rem ains small. their convergence is very fast; care must
be paid to situations with a very high eccentricity, for which tai lored num erical
methods were developed .

Orbits in three dimensions. To entirely specify the orbital mot ion one needs
six qua ntities. A freq uen t choice is that of the Keplerian elements (discussed
below), but note that Hamiltonian pert urbation methods may profi t from other
paramctcrizations. Three ele ments arc needed to identify the posi tion in the
or bital plan e. For example. we can give the semimajor axis a , the eccentri city
e and the true anomaly f(t ) at a specified time t (or, equivalen tly. the mean
anomaly at epoch MU ); conventionally, onc often choos es the mean anomaly
at the origin of time . namely o: = - nto. where to corresponds to an arbitrary
passage through the pcriccntrc). In a Cartesian syste m with ori gin at the ccn
tre of mass. with the .e-axis towards the pericent re and the z-axis along ! h
(rig. 11.4). the coordinates of the body arc r(cos I, sin f, 0). with r given by
eq. (11.13), or equivalently, a (cos u - e.n sin 11, 0).

Th ree additional eleme nts are now required to spec ify the orientatio n of
the orbit with respect to an arbitrary inertial reference fram e (e.t> ey, e . ). Al
though the cho ice of the latte r is in principle arbitrary, when add itional forces
are present particular choices are suitable ; fo r example, in the solar sys tem one
often takes ez toward the pole of ecl iptic and ex toward the y point (Fig. 3.3 ).
For sate llite dynamics. when planetary oblateness prod uces the principal per
turbation , it is ad vantageous to identify the (cx, cy) plane with the equatoria l
plane of some date .

Th e rotation between the inert ial frame (ex, ey•e. ) and the orbit-bound ref
erence frame, introduced abo ve, is chara cterized by three Euler angles: the
longitude of the ascending node .0., the inclination / and the arXllment ofperi
centre w. Defining a unit vec tor ea along the intersection of the orbital plane
with the reference plane (ex, e,, ). we thu s have

Th e inclination / is then the angle between Cc and h . namely

cos! = cz ' h/ h .

(11.29)

(11.30 )

Usua lly I is assum ed to range from 0 to n; prograde and retrograde or bits are
those for which / < -;;./2 and / > ,,/2. respectively. Finally, the argumen t of
per icen tre w is the ang le between ell and e. from the ascending node to the
apsidal line :

cos w = Ca • cp •

IAn observer standing along h sees the body moving in the coumercloc kwise SCJl>e.

(11.31 )
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Figure 1 lA. The orbit-bound vectors needed to define the angular orbital elements w.n and I
with respect 10an arbitrary inertial reference system with unit vectors c ,. e, and e..

with e, = eie (Fig. 11.4). The five parame ters a, e, I , n and w spec ify the
orbit completely ; for the same purpose we cou ld also take the two vectors e, h
(whose six components are not independent because c . h = 0). They can be
obtained from the initial co nditions ro, i'o with the integrals of motion E, h
and c. As a sixth element we can take (T = - l1fO; the whole set of Keplerian
elements is then denoted by

Cif. = (a, e, J, n ,w , - nto) (t = 1,2. ... ,6). (1 1.32)

It should be noticed that any set of six orbi tal elements is indeterminate for
some orbits. As an example , the Kcplcrian elements (11.32) arc unsuitable
for circular (wand nto indeterminate) , equatorial (n and eo indeterminate) and
co llision orb its (1. n and w indetermina te). In cases where the argument of
pcrieen tre w becomes meaningless (equatorial or circ ular orbits). it is better to
use instead of w

li7 = w+n . (1 1.33)

the longitude ofpericentre , reckoned from the origin of longrtudcs. The angu
lar position along the orbit can be meas ured with the fme longitude

A =Q + w + f = riJ + f .

or, more conveniently, with the mean longitude

A=!l + w +M= ro- +M

(1 1.34)

(1 1.35)
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in tenus of the mean anomaly M.
The elements q determin e the position r (t; q ) and the velocity v = r(t ; q )

on the elliptic orbit at an arbitrary time t. Adopti ng the true anomaly f as
independent variable we have

\' =

r = r [cos f cl' + sinf cQ/

nn [ I- - sin /cl' + (e + cos!) cl!
ry

(11.36a)

(1 1.36b)

where we have introduced

(11.37)

Similarly. in terms of the eccentri c anomaly u we have

r a !(cos u - e) e, + 1J Sinll eQ]

v = I Ia (~) l-sin ll el'+" cos ll eQ]'

(11.38a)

(11.38b)

The unit vectors e, and eQcan be expressed in term s of the angu lar elements
(O, l .w). name ly:

[

c~s ncoSW -cos ISi n nS~nW ]
sin Iz cos co-e cos r cos fz sin cc .

sin lsinw

(11.39a)

(1 1.39b)

sin I cos w

- cosn Sin w- coS/ SinnCOSW] .
- sin n sin eo + cos I cos n COS(L!= [

11.4 Unbound orbits
Unbound Keplerian orbits, either parabolic (e = 1) or hyperbol ic (e > 1).

also play an important role in solar system dynam ics (for instance when one
deals with the orbital evolution of co mets, with a Ilyby 's of a space probe near
a planel or a minor body, or with close encounters of two orbiting bodies).

Parabolic o rbits. For a parabolic orbit, the equation corresponding to (11. 13)
IS

2 rp r»
r = (1 1.40 )

I + cos f cos2(f / 2) •

where r, is the distance from the origin (the focus) to the pcr iccntrc. namely
the vertex of the parabola (see Fig. 11.5) and the true anoma ly f is measured
from the pericentre; r" is used here because in this case e = 1 and a -t 00.
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Figu re 1/.5. Geometry of parabolic and hyperbolic orbits.

The true anomaly f ranges in the interval ( - T;:, rt). At r = r p the velocity
vector is perpendicular to the radiu s vector, and from eqs. ( 11 .6,7), with E = 0,
we infer that h = "j2Gm rp and the velocity at infinity vanishes. Then, from
cqs. (11.6,40) wc get ,

r p df = h
cos4(j/ 2) dt

and, integrating by sepa rating the variables,

(1 1.4 1)

(f) 1 '(f) (cm)'"tan :;- + - tan' ::;- = - J (t - to) .
.. 3 - 2'1'

(1 1.42)

Here to is the time of the pericentre passage. This cubic equation - called
Barker 's equation >- can be solved analytically with a unique real solution.

Hyp erbolic or bi ts. For hyperbo lic orbits r; > 0 and, as a consequence, we
ob tain a < 0 and e > I (see eqs . ( 11.15,20»2. The eqs. (11.13,18a,18b.20,2 J)
are still valid. Some useful relationships hold for hyperbolic orbits relating
the angle 6 between the two asymptotes (which defines the range of variation
(6/2 - rr. , ';'. -6/ 2) of the true anomaly), the pcriccnt rc distance r p • the veloc ity at
infinity Vox> and the impact parameter p (distance of the asymptote from the fo
cus; see Fig. 11.5). We can formally introduce a scmimajor axis a = - Gm/t?;""
if the energy, in analogy with the elliptical case, is E = - Gm/2a. Since for

2Somctimcs u is assumed positive for hyperbo lic orbits. lOO; thi, requires appropriate changes of sign in the
de finit ions. namely h2 = Gm 0(,,2 - I ) instead (1 1,18a/ and u = Gm /C21:.·) instead of ( 11.20).
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r ~ 00 wc have f ~ arccos(- I/ e). we obtain

2 arecos( l je) = 2 arceos (. Gm 2)
Gm + r p Vrx>

(
G2m2) 1/2 Gm

rp = ,,2 + - - --,- = a ( l- e)
v:, v;.,

(
p2v:.)-1

I + ---'----2 .G-m
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(l 1.43a)

( 11.43b)

(11.43c)

These relationships can eas ily he proven using the angular momentum (h =
P vrx» and the energy (E = v;,j 2) integrals. Interestingly, these formula: are
valid also fo r Gm < 0, which formally applies to small dust particles (~ urn
size ) of interplanetary or interstellar origin, for which the radiation force is
larger than the gravitatio nal attrac tion (See. 15.4). Due to gravitat ional deflec
tion, the effective cross -sectio n (Tcff of a planet with radius R mov ing through a
cloud of massless particles with relative velocity Vrx> is larger than the geometric
cross-section tTg = r;.R 2• From ( 11.43 b) we obtain

( ryG ) ( ' )_ m ve'l:
(Tetf = ifg 1 + -

2
- = <Tg 1 + 2 '

Rv= v"'"
(11.44)

(11.45)

where Vcsc = 'l/2Gm j R is the escape velocity from the planet' s surface. Parti
cles accre ting on the planet with a small velocit y at infinity (v"", « vcsc) thus
are subject to a much larger effective cro ss-section; [ I + (vc~c /v"", )21 is usually
termed the gravitational enhancement factor. To illustrate this focusing effec t,
co nsider dust pan icles approaching the Earth with v"" ::::: 2 km/s (corresponding
to low-eccen tricity, heliocentric and progradc orbits); since Vcsc ::::: 11.2 km/s.
the Earth cross-sect ion is enhanced by a fuctor e 30 (this happens for u m par
ticles in the dust bands discussed in Sec . 14.6). During the runaway phase of
the planetary embryo fo rmation the gravitational enhancement factor can be as
large as e 1000 (Sec. 16 .3).

Fro m d t = ? d f/ h, using eqs. (1 1.13, ISa), we have also

[
Gm ]'

/
2 dl

dt - ::--=-=- a\ t- e2 )3 - (I + ecosj)l '

and integrating from tu (pericen tre passage) to t with the substitutio n

(I) (e+1)'/2 (F)tan 2' = e _ 1 tanh 2 ,

we find that

~~; (1- to) = e sinh F - F ,

(11.46)

(11.47)
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ana logous to Kcplcr' s eq uation (1 1.28 ) for elliptical orbits (recall that F = f =
Oat pcriccn rrc) . From F onc can find r via f or. directly, through the equation

r = - a (e cos h F - I) .

which is equivalent to (11.23) for elliptic orbits.

- PROIlLEMS -

(1 1.48)

ILL The weak ness of gravity. To balance the grav itationa l force between
two bodies onc can place on each of them, for every nucleon. a positive
charge eq ual to the frac tion of a proton. Wh at is E?

11.2. The orbit of the So lar Probe . An artificial satellite is in a circular
orbit at I AV. Evaluate the velocity decrement necessary to inject it
in an elliptical orbit with perihelion of 4 R0 . Estimate its equ ilibrium
temperature when the distance r from the centre of the Sun is below
8 R0 and the approximate time spent in this range of r.

11.3. Write a simple program to solve iteratively Keplers equation with the
following procedure: Uo = M , Il ] = M + e sin IlO, etc. Calculate within
5 " the eccentric anomaly of Jupiter 3 years after its perihelion pas
sage. knowing that 2...[ n = 11.8622 Yand e = 0.048 ; the same for the
asteroid Icarus. with 2r. /fl = 1.1191 Y and e = 0.823 (in the second
case use the Ncwton-Raphson method).

11.4. Show that the orb ital effect of the solar radiation on a perfectly ab
sorbing body of mass III and cross-section S is equ ivalent to a change
liC in the gravitational constant, and calculate it.

11.5. A solar sail is a spacec raft with a rat io f3r = -oGIG greater than unity;
in principle it can be used for interstellar travel. Assuming an instan
taneous deployment in a circular solar orbit at I AU, evaluate the time
needed to reach the nearest star (1 Ccntauri, 4.3 light -years away,

11.6: Radial motion of two point-like bodie s (this prob lem is equivalent
to the dynamics of an isot rop ic and homogeneous universe under its
own gravitational force , when its entire mass-energy con tent is the rest
mass). If they are initially at rest at the distance "0. find r(t ) and the
time T to the collision; prove the similarity law T r~31 '! = const fo r the
zero energy case.

11.7. An artificial sa tellite is placed at the distance ro from the Earth's centre
with a velocity VQ orthogonal to the radius. In what conditions it is
bound 10 the Earth? What are its semimajor axis and eccentricity?
What is the minimu m value of VQ for which no re-entry occurs?

11.8.· Determine the trajectory of the warhead of an intercontinental ballistic
missile released by its booster at a height h above the Earth 's surface
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with a speed Vo directed at an angle y from the radial direction. Which
is the value of y which yields the largest range? Show that the same
initial conditions correspon d. for a given range, to the trajectory of
minimum energy.

11.9.* A test body moves around the Sun in an almost circular orbit Find
its motion by linearizing the equations (11.4). What happens if the
force depends upon the distance with a power law with an exponent
di tlereru from -2'! (Him: For the correction in the orbital plane use
complex coordina tes.)

11.10. Find the rate at which the binary pulsar loses orbital energy and its
lifet ime (see See. 11.3).

11.11.* The eccentricity introduces in a orbit harmonic s of the orbital period .
Evaluate their amplitude for a small eccentricity e a and large har
monic order p, and show that it decreases as exp(-p[ln(2 je) - ID.
(Hint: In computing the Fourier transform of, say, the distance r in
terms of the eccentric anomaly u, use the property

N

exp(ipe sin u) = I l q(ep) exp(iqu)
q=- "'"

of the Bessel functions and their asymptotic (Debye's) expansions for
a larger order. See R C. Plummer, An introductory treat ise 01/ d)'lWIII'
teal aSlronomy , Dover ( 1960).)

11.12.* The position ro and the velocity V (J at an arbitrary time to define a basis
in the orbital plane; the position vector r (l ) on an elliptic orbit can be
thus expressed as r (t) = J (t, fo) ro + g(t, 10) vo. The coefficients are
referred to as J- and y-functions; find the coefficients of their polyno
mial expansions in (t - 10) in terms of the initial values of ro = Ir ol,
ro=(ro . vo)!"o and the semimajor axis.

11.13,* Express the two-body equations of motion (11.4) in terms of the regu
larizing time T defined by dt = r dr (Sundmon 's transformation). The
variable T is important for the numerical integration of the N-body
problem if collisions are not excluded. Show that the integration of
this relationship with respect to T provides an alternative derivation of
Kepler's equa tion.

11.14.* Evaluate the orbital average of a second order polynomial in eos u and
sin u. At a more generallevcl. prove

~ r~ (~ )Y (O'( )'lI ) dM = (_ ~ )i . ~ (y + 2 ) F( j - r - 1 j - r .).+ ].('l)
Jt j o 1I 2 }! I (y+ 2 j l 2 ' 2 ' . .
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where y and j are arbitrary real and integer numbers. respectively, and
e is the ecce ntricity; r and F are the gamma and the hypcrgcomctric
functions, respectively.

11.15. Using the adiabatic invariance (Sec. 10.2) show that when the mass m
changes slowly with time, the semimajor axis (I of an elliptical Kcplc
rian orbit is inversely proportional to Ill. What is the rate of change of
the semimajor axis of the Earth due to the solar wind?

11.16: The Lagrange expansion theorem gives the powe r expansion

"'" e j d j - I . .
y = .r + ~ "'7" - .- (/f(x ))l

~ ) ~ dx] - l
] = 1

o r a function y(x , e) imp licitly defined by y = x + nf!(IJ) (c < I and
I/J(y ) is an arbitrary function). Use this theorem to obtain the elliptic
expansion in powers of the eccentricity of the true anomaly f in terms
of the mean anomaly M. (Hint: fi rst express M as a function of f
from the angular momentum conservation law (1 1.6).)



Chapter 12

PERTURBATION THEORY

In the two-body approximation di scussed in the previou s chapter the sys
tems of planets and their satellites are described by listing their Keplenan ele
ments co in re lation to their primary; but to investigate the dynam ical evolution
of the solar sys tem we need to understand the changes in the elements. Th is
chap ter is devoted to this crucial problem. with its subtle mathematical aspects.
The main concept here is the oscillating orbit : the motion is represented, us
ing a one -to-one mapping, by a changing elliptical orbit . In order 10 solve this
prob lem, we need the rates of change o f its six orbital elements C" . For a single
body under the influence of a generic perturbing acceleration F. they arc the fa
mous Ga uss equatio ns. Four of them can be derived in a direct and ele mentary
way from the conservation principles (energy and angular moment um) and, as
an exa mple. arc used 10 describe the effec t o f atmospheric drag on a space vc
hide and its re-entry. When F is conservative and determined by a perturbing
funct ion, the techniques of Hamiltonian dynamics arc more effi cient. leading
to the Lagrange equations; as an illustration, we apply them to the effect of the
ob lateness of the primary. Solving them in terms of the osculating elements
requires an understanding of subtle approximations. in particular in relation to
long-term secular effects and the problem of resonances. Some of these more
co mplex issues will be discussed in Ch. 15.

12.1 Gauss perturbation equations
When perturbations are present, the variations of the conserved quantities

of the two-bod y problem, in particul ar the energy and the angular momentum,
show up the corresponding variations of the orbital clements upon which they
depend. By this technique we can easily obtain four of the six Gauss cqua
tions. Below. we use a more formal approach - with a prec ise defin ition of the
oscu lating elements - to deri ve the remaining two Gau ss equations.

3 13
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Figure 12.1 The standard decompo
sition of the pe rturbing force F in
thr ee ort hogonal components: rad ial
e. transvcrsc T and normal to the orbit
w.
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Perturbations t'rom conservation laws . Wc cons ider a perturbed Kcplcr mo
tion

d1r Gm
- = - - ,+ F (12.1)
d 12 r 3

where .1" is a generic function of posi tion, veloc ity and time; the validity of
the appro ximati on methods intro duced below requires F to be in some sense
small, but the Gauss equations are correct for any perturbation F. Since its
e ffects strongly depend on the relation between its direction and the orbital
geometry. it is useful - and practically necessary - to decompose it in three
or thogonal components. The most obv ious is: H, in the radial dir ection r = ri ;
W, along the angular momentum per unit mass h = h h normal to the orbital
plane; and T , transversally in the orbital plane and along 11 x r:

R = F · r , W = F · h , T = F· 0; x r } . (l 2 .2 )

(12.3)

Other deco mpositions may be sui table in particular problems; for instance, we
may use the components P, = F· cp , F

Q
= F" . c

Q
and W, with c, toward

the pericemre of the osculating o rbit and c
Q

from eqs. (11.39). Since the basis

(e,,, eQ' 11) changes slowly, this cho ice is suitable for pen urbations F with the
same property (c.g.. the solar radiativc force on a body orbiting a planet).

The unperturbed energy per unit of mass E = - Gm / (2a} = v"Z/2 - G m ]r
changes at the rate dE/dt = F · v , the power of the perturbing force F. With
cqs- (11.22 ) we obtain

dE . Gm
- = Hvr + T v{ = [R (esmf}+ T (l + ecosf)] - .
dt h

and for the osculating scmim ajor axis

do 2a! dE 2
- = - - = - [T +e(Tcosf + Rsinj)] ,
dt Gm d t nT/

(12.4)
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( 12.5)

where we have used also eqs . ( 11.20) and ( 11.18a) for the osculating energy E
and the angular momentum h; n = .JCm/a3 is the osculating mean motion and

'} = VI - e2• as in Ch. I J. In the limit e ~ O. doi dt = 2T/ 1T + O(e ). Thus the
transverse component T is the most effective onc in changing the size and, by
Kcplc r's third law. the period of the orbit. For instance, in the case of a circular
orbit with a small, but constant T, the orbital radius and the orbital period
change linearly with time; as a consequence, the change in mean longitude
accu mulates quadratically and can become quite large. It is intriguing to notice
that a drag force. which has a negative T component and causes an overall
energy loss, by eq. (12.4) produce s a decrease in the semimajor axis; in turn.
by Kepler's third law. the orbital velocity and the kineti c energy increase. Thus
orbiting bodies. contrary to common sense. accelera te when subjected to drag
(see Problem 12.1).

The magnitude h of the angular momentum is changed by the torque r T
along h, namely

dti "
- = F · (h x r -) = r T .
dt

Differentiating the first eq uation in ( 11.18a). which gives h in terms of the
oscu lating elements, we get

r T = till = Gm I'lda _ 2 ea de] ( 12.6)
dt u. dt dt

Solving for de /ti t. substituting rand da ldt from eqs. ( 11.23) and (12.4). re
spectively, we obtain

de "I . I- = - R sm f + T (cos f + cos u)
tit na

( 12.7)

where COSl/ = (e + cosf)/( I + ecosf) (see rig. 11.3). Prom eqs. (12.4) and
(12.7) we see that only forces in the orbital plane can change both the size and
the shape of the orb it, namely a and e.

When using the (Fp, F
Q

, W) decomposi tion of the perturbing force, we ob
tain instead

de "[ ( sin' J ) . ]-=- F
Q

2 - -Fpsm fcosu.
dt na 1 + ecosf

( 12.8)

A force with a constant or slowly varying compone nts (Fp, FQ) causes a secular
change in the eccentricity, as, for example. the solar radiation force on a dust
particle orbit ing arou nd a planet. Since the main change in (Fp,F

Q
) is due to

the orbital motion of the planet around the Sun. the eccentricity is modul ated
with the planet 's orb ital period.
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The orientation of the osculating orbital plane, determined by h (or by the
inclination I and the nodal longitude (l) , is changed only if W *" 0, prod ucing
a torq ue orthogonal to h :

dh ( ' )h - = lV r x h
dt

( 12.9)

(12. 10)

( 12.11)

(12.12)

Thus the unit vec tor 11 moves with the angular velocity ( lV/h) r . Let us split
this torque into the component r W sinew + f) along the nodal line and the
component perpend icular to it in the orbital plane, r W cos(w + f) (recall that
the torque is perpendicular to r). The fi rst is perpendicular to h and et (the
reference axis for the inclination) and causes h to prcccss abou t et with angular
velocity

dn rW sin(w + f ) W (r)
- = = - sinew + f) ;
dt h sin l nal} sin J a

I is the angle between ee and h. The second component turns h around the
nodal linc and changes the inclin ation at the ratc

d! = r W cos(w + f) = w ( ~) cos(w + f)
dt " ncnt a

(the angle between h and the nodal line is, by definition. 7../ 2). The luniso
lar precession (4.7) is an example of the nodal d rift (12. 10) ; more generally.
eqs . (12. 10) and (12. 11) can be interpreted as the effec t of an externa l torque
upon a gyroscope with angular mome ntum h aligned along the normal to the
orb ital plane.

In Sec. 12.3 we apply the previous results to the drag due to neutra l molecu
les experienced by a satellite in an atmosphere.

"Osculating elements a nd the last Gauss' equa tions. Though the conser
vations laws might also be used to derive Gauss' equations of the last two
element s (Problem 12.19), at this point we take the opportunity to define the
oscula ting elements exactly and derive them with a general mathematical pro
cedure. Consider in the space (r , v) a generic dynamical system fulfilling the
equations

dr (' (~ dv
- = ~o + ~ . - = Fo + F .
tit tit

where (G( r . \'. t). F(r. v.t)) are "pc rturbations". In the non-relativistic two
body problem Go = v, G = 0 and Fo = - Gm r / r~ . Let (r(ca•1). v(ca, r): a. h =
1, 2, . .. . 6) be the general solution of the unperturbed problem, where the con
stants of integration (the orbi tal elementsv eo = (c l, . .. . (6 ) describe the whole
six-d imensional set; they are defined by

ur (c" . /) ( '
iJt = ~() ,

/)v (c" ,/) = F
n

.
<Jt

(12 .13)
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We now let ea be time dependent, so that a Lagrangian (d / dt) and a Eulcnan
(a/at) derivat ive arc defined (the summation convention for repeated indexes
is assumed)

d a de" o
- =-+--.
tit iJt tir o-;

Ifthe osculating conditions

iJr(ca, 1) dCij = G
OCij dt '

o"(e,,,I) dCa = F
OCa tir

(12.14)

are satisfied, the functions ( r (caU) , t) , \ '(c,,(I ). 1) fulfil (12.12) - whence c,,(t)
are the osculating elements. This is similar 10 the interaction representation
of quantum theory. If't' is a funetion of r and v, it depends on time both di
rcctly and, through the orbital elements, indirectly; its Lagrangran and Eulerian
derivatives differ only because of the perturbation :

In the Kepler case, if 't' is a function of r only.

d't' iJ't' o't' dCa--- = - - = 0 .
dt iJt ika dt

(12. 15)

(12.16)

(12.17)

Perturbation of the argum ent of the pericentre anti o: = -1110.- To obtain the
motion of the pcrtccrurc wc take 't' = r = h2/ IGm(l + e cos f )] in (12. 16). and
recall rT dt = dn (cq. (12.6)). The true anomaly J has a direct dependence
on time through the conservation of angular momentum ( 11.6) ; but. since it is
measured from the pcriccnrrc. whose longitude w, on turn, is reckoned from
the node, is affected by hoth . IfdO is the absolute change in longitude, from
Fig. 11.4 we see that dJ = dO- dw - cos Idn , and

dJ iJf dw dn
- - - = -- - cos/- .
dt at dt dt

Using (he previous equation and eg. (12.1 6) for 't' = r, we obtain:

(
dW dn ) 27' deesinJ - + cos/- = ~ - - cos J - ;
dt dt fill dt

using (12 .7) for the ecce ntricity, this boils down to

dw dn ~ [ ( . 1 )]- + cos /- =- - R cos f + T smf + -sin u
dt dt nae 11

(12.18)
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Th e pcriccn trc argument ea has no meaning when the eccentricity and/or the in
cl ination vanish; in Sec. 11.3 we poin ted ou t that then the pcriccnt rc longitude
m = n + w provides a better descript ion of its mot ion. It fulfils

dm 2 dn " [ ( I )]- - 2 sin (// 2) - = - - R cos f + T sin f + - sin u
dt dt na e 11

(12 .19)

These equations exhibit an app arent singularity when e _ O. a result of the loss
o f defin itio n of the pericentre itself, hence its argument wand its longitude m:
for a change ow, the actual observable is eoco. Thi s anomaly can be remed ied
by using the no n-singu lar elements h and k given in (12.5 0); the correspond
ing Ga uss ' equations are obtained in an elementary way from eqs. (12 .7) and
( 12. 19).

For the last element, the narve choice is - nto (see ( 11.32», where to is the
time of a given passage at pericentre . However, when the mean anomaly n
changes this is not a su itab le definition . In the unpert urbed case the mea n
angular advance from the pcrice ntre is the mean anomaly M =n(1 - to); bur if
the scmimajor axis (and n) is time dependent, such advanee is rathe rX (t )- x (1o),
where

XCi) = I,'dt' n (t ' ) .
u

1\ satisfactory choice for the last element is then

C6 = fe' = M -I,'tit' n(1' ) = M - XCi ) ;
o

the orig in of time is co nventional. Its rate

(12 .20)

(1 2.21)

( 12.22)dE' = ( ~) dll _ de sin 11 _ 11 .
dt a dt dt

is expressed in terms of the total derivative du ldt. Note that in the unperturbed
motion we have (I - ecosu) (du/dt) = n , which direc tly follows from the
Kcplcr cquarion u -esin u = n(t -to). Now we use again (12. 16) for P = r =
a(l - e cos 11), this time expressed in terms of the eccentric anomaly u, and we
get:

ae . 1(')du I de da ( ')q Sill f ~ dt - 11 = a dt cos It - dt ~ .

Co mbining this equation with ( 12.22), (12.4 ) and (12.7), we fi nally obtain the
required rate:

d t:' =_.3..- (~)R _ rl( dW + COS l
dQ

).
dt 1/(/ a dt dt

(12 .23)
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As menti oned earlie r, at small inclinations

E = UT + M - X(t ) = E' + UT

3 19

(12.24)

is a bctrcr choice then E' . Its rare is immediately obtain ed using (12. 10) and
(12.18 ), namely

dE 2r dUT. ~ ~1
- = - - - R + (l - Tl) - + 2'7 sm- U /2) - .
dt na a dt tit

(12.25)

With no n-gravi ta tional effects such as the Yarkovsky and Poymin g-Robert
son drags (Sec . 15.4), or tides (Sec. 15.3). the most importan t long-term orbita l
per turbati on in the mean anoma ly is due to X (eq. (12.2 1». while the effect
of the change o f E is usuall y much smaller. Indeed . a sec ular cha nge Sa in
the semimajor ax is prod uces, from Kep ler 's third law, the fractio nal change
linin = - (3/ 2)tMJ /a in the me an mot ion . Integration shows that X de pe nds
q uadratically on time. wh ile the cha nge in E is at most linear. When there arc
only gravitat ional effec ts, and no secular drift of the semimajor axis occ urs. ('
and X may he of the same impo rtan ce.

12.2 Lagrange perturbation equations
When the perturbi ng force is conservative, to wit, is given by a scalar 1? 

the perturbing function - as F = - V1?, the use of the R. T and W co mponents
is ge nerally not su itable, but the more powerful Hamiltonian approac h ca n be
used. We now give a bare compendium, wi thout proofs, of the mathem at ics
we need. to be used also in Ch . 17.

A com pend iu m of analytical m echanics. In an N·dimensiona l configuration
space wit h coordinates t/ (i , j = 1, 2, . . . N; sometimes, for shortness, the in
dex is understood) we envisage a dynami cal sys tem wh ich fulfils a principle
of stationary action, characterized by a /a grange f unction l,{q. if , I) and the
corresponding action

j '"S[q(t )) = dtl.(q.q.t) .

"
(12.26)

which takes values in the space of function s q( t ) in the interval (tl , /2). The
action principl e says that q(t ) is a possible trajec tory o f the sys tem if S is sta
tionary on it, i.c., if the ehangc oS vanishes for arbitrary infini tesima l variations
oq(/ ) o f q(t), null at the bo undary : oq(tt> = oq(t2) = O. Th is is eq uivalent to
the second order Euter-Lagrange equations:

(12.27)
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Gravitational motion in a potential VCr) (per unit mass) corresponds ro the
Lagrangc function L = 1t'12/2 - V(r ). The quantity

DL
Pi = ail (12 .28)

is the momentum conjugate to qi. If L does not depend on qi, called then
an ignorable coordinate , thc corresponding momentum is a constant of the
motion.

To construct the Hamiltonian theory, one assumes that eC). (12.28) can he
uniquely solved with respect to il, giving (/(q , p, 1); rhis allows working in
a 2N-d imensional phase space ' (qi, Pi )' We then construct the Hamiltonian
function

H (q, p . t ) = i/pi - L . (12.2 9)

It is easily shown that the orb it (q(t). p(t » in phase space fulfils (he set of 2N
first order Hamilton equations

(12.30)

which are equivalent to the Lagrange equat ions ( 12.27). For any pair F,C of
functions in phase space. we define the Poisson bracket

of iJC oc OF
IFGI =-{G FI =----- ·

• • dq; Bp; dq; Bp; •

they fulfi l the Jacobi identity

lE, {F,GI I + {F, {G,E ll + IG, {E, FII = O.

(12 .3 1)

(12.3 2)

The motion ( 12.30) generates a fl ow in phase space; a function Ftq. p, r) chan
ges according to

dF of
- =- + {F. H I ,
dt ot

with an important corollary for the Hamiltonian itself:

dH oHz r s: '

(12 .33)

(12.34)

H is a constant of the motion when it does not depend explicitely on time.

1We write the inde", ; in the upper nnd lower JXh ition to e",p~" the fact that the infinitesimal quantitie, <Iq'
and <If'; arc, respectively. covurinru and comravariant with respect to generic coordinate transformation , in
phase spal."e : we also understand summation with respect to the same index, if repeated in the two positions.
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The question arises. under which conditions new coordinates (q ' i , P;, i =
1, ..N) in phase space still fulfil the Hamiltonian equations? A mapping from
(qi. Pi) to (q", p;) with this property is a contact transforma tion and is charac
terized by a generating function W(q . q' , t ), such that

the new Hamiltonian is

, aw
Pi = - iJq'i •

aw
Pi = iJqi ; ( 12.35)

, , , 8W
// (q , p . 1) = // (q, p, r) + - 0- •",

The Hamlhon-Jacobi equation for the generating function W

( 12.36)

(12 .37)

( 12.3 8)

lI (q.aW,t)+ aw = 0aq at
follows from a requirement /1' = o. It turns out that when // is time- indepen
dent. W = - Et+ Wc/ q. q' ) (in terms of the energy E); then the Hamilton-Jaeobi
eq uation reduces to

+. a~O) =E
The new Hamiltonian H ' is constant. and so are the new coordinates q' . p' :
they provide the solution q(t). p{t ) as function of 2N arbitrary constants. In the
two-body problem this allows the construction of Kepleria n orbital elements
which are conjugate variables <Problems 12.9 and 12. 10). In general. however.
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation ( 12.38) rarely admits a solution and the problem
is generally not integrable.

Perturbed systems. We now split the Hamiltonian H = Ho + 'R in an "un
perturbed term" Ho and a "pe rturbatio n" 'R. We just compare two dynamical
systems and. so far, make no assumption about smallness. Introduce now 2N
constants of the mot ion eo for the unperturbed dynamical system. fulfilling

{Ho.c,,} = 0;

then. from eq. (12.33). we obtain the requ ired

dcu '" [)<R
- ,- = lca.'R} = LJ {ca.Cb }~ .
c t b O( }

(1 2.39)

(12 .40)

In addition to the Poisson brackets, we define the Lagrange bracket for two
functions F and G in phase space as

F C l _ _ G F _ [Jqi iJPi _ iJqi [Jp i .
I , - [ . I - aFaG ,1G aF . ( 12.4 1)
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(12.43)

the part ial de rivatives w ith respect to F and G imply that the 2N - 2 other
dynamical variables are kep t constant. In part icu lar, fo r the con sta nts of the
motion Ca,

Bqi BPi Bqi f)Pi
[Ca, Cb] = -- - -- .

lk a l} cb lJcb f)cb

Applying the compo und differentiation rule, so that

aC'1 .iJ oCa 0(/ oCa ap;
- = 6 = - - + - -
a Cb a tJqi l)Cb Bp; [JCb '

it is easy to show that the two kind s of brackets generate Iwo reciprocal 2N x 2N
matrices

I {ca, Cb } [Cb,CdJ = - (j(ltl · ( 12.42 )
b

This is a useful relat ion, becau se if the Lagrangc brac kets arc easier to calc u
late, the Pois son bracke ts are obtained by inversion . Note that the l .agrange
bracket of two con stant s of motion is also constant.

Perturbation of the Kepl er problem. For the perturbation of Kepler ' s prob
lem N = 3, qi = ,; and Pi = Vi are Cartesian coordinates (the distinctio n
between covarian t and contravariant indic es is now irrelevant) and

I ') Gm
H = Ho + 'R = - p--- + 'R .

2 r

The first-hand choice of the Keplerian elements is

(a , e, 1, .0.. w. tr = - //to) ;

the perturbing function 'R depends on these elements? and on time. Since the
Lagrangc brackets arc constant, onc can compute them at the pcriccntrc (c.g.,
from cqs. (1 1.36) or ( I 1.38)). considerably simplifyi ng the algebra. It turns out
that on ly six brackets do not vanish . namel y:

nWI I WI1 na
(n , a l = T cos I, lw, a ) = 2 ' [IT, a! ="2 ' (12.44)

na2e 2 • I/(Pe
[e, .o.1 =-- co s I . [I, 0 1=nu 11 sin r , [e. w l =--.

~ q

After a brief algebra, one gets from ( 12.40) the Lugrunge perturba tion equa
tions:'

2 iJ'R1 da
={/ tit - nal BeT '

(12.45a)

2A, already discussed in Sec. 12.1. o: i, not very suitab le and sh<l ll be replaced .
3'R in our defin ition ( 12.43) ha, a meaning.of the perturbing potentia l cnergy per uni t ma ss: many textbooks
use a "potential function" with the inverse sign .
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(12.45f)

(12.45c)

(12.45c)

( 12.45d)

(12.45b)de q (iYR UR )
dt = na2e lJw - " lJif

dJ = .., 1 ( lJ'R _ cos J lfR)
dt nu-n sin J lJn lJw

d n I lJ'R
=

dt na2" sin J tii .
dw cot / iJ'R 17 iJR

= - - - - - - - - -
dt na2,! Of 1ll/2e De
do: 2 iJ'R rp, i'fR
-=-- +----
dt na Dll n1l2e ile .

It is noteworthy that the time derivatives of a, e and J contain on ly the partial
derivatives of with respect to .0., wand o: and vice versa .

As fo r Gauss's equations, the choice as an orbita l element of (T = - 111o ,

which appears in the mean anomaly M = nt + (T , is naive and not suitable.
When the semirnajor axis, hence n, changes, M has no physical meaning; the
mean phase is really X = J11 dt (eq. (12.2 1». To see the bad con sequences of
the previous choice in the Hamiltonian formulation, note that 'R depends on the
semimajor axis both explicitly and, throu gh M and Kepler 's law, implicitly

lJM dn 311
- = / - = -1 -.all da 2a

Hence the fi rst and the sixth eq uations read, in fact

I da 2 iJR
= - - -

a dt /ll/2 iJM '

do- 2 f(/rR) 3" irR] 'I' irR
dt =;;::; aa IJ=COl1 , t - 1 2a aM + na2e Be .

(12.46a)

(12.46b)

The coe fficient linear in I is unphysical and awkward. The element (equation
(12 .2 1))

~' = M - x(l) = nt + (T - x (l)

solves the prob lem. Indeed, since

de' da In
- =- +1- ,
dt dt dt

the two Lagrangc equations read now

I Ju 2lYR
=

a dt - na 2 Bc '

de' 2 (iYR) ,I' irR
dt =;;::; aa 11 + 1ll/2e iJe •

(12.47a)

(12 .47b)
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with the proviso that the mean motion n in 'R is an indepe ndent variable (the
hracket (. . ' )/1 reminds that the corresponding derivative takes care of the ex
plicit dependence ofR on (I only). It is carried forwa rd in time by

dn d 2X 311 da 3 iYR
= = - - - =

dt dt 2 2a dt a2 lIE.' .
(12.48)

Hereafter we shall st ick to this choice. Using eq. (12 .48) we replace the time
integration in the definition of X(t ). but this is achieved at the expense of a
double integration (since (12.48 ) is a seco nd-o rder differential equation) . At
the first sight, it may thus appear that a superfluous constant of integration
was introduced in the system, but this is not true beca use dx ldf = n, which is
constrained by the third Kcplc r law.

Especially at low inclin ation, the clement e = UT + e' (cq . (12.24») is more
appropriate and leads to another form of Lagrange equations for the perturbing
function 'R(a, e. I , n, UJ, e; t). A straightforw ard calculation leads to:

I da 2 8'R
;; dt - na2 l)t' .

de = ...!L [ lfR + (I _ 'I) rfR ]
dt /w 2e l)UJ rh,

«, 1 [fI1I. +2 Sin2~ ( fI1I. +{tR )]
dt na2'1 sin 1 an 2 aUJ ('if:

dO 1 fI1I.
=

'''nUf2) fI1I.
I/a2'1 7ii '

(12.49a)

(12.49b)

(l2.49c)

(l2.49d)

(12.490)

(12.49IJ

Together with eq . ( 12.48 ), whieh yiclds j-u), the system (12.49) is the standard
form of the Lagrange pertu rbation equations for solar system work.

Some coe fficients diverge fo r e _ 0, and for 1 _ () or 1 _ n. However, this
is not due to a physical singular ity. but to the geo metrical definition of w and
n (and nr): in this limit , where large changes of these angles affect the orbit
very little, they lose the ir significance . This coordinate effect ean be removed
by introduci ng in place of I, n ,e, tzr the non-s ingular elements

h = e sm ta , k e e cce m ,

P = sin r sin H : Q = sin /cos f! .

(12.50a )

(l2.50b)
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(12.5 2)

If terms quadratic in e and / arc neglected, it can be show n that they obey the
equations

dh I irR dk I iYR- = - na2 iJk ' - - - , ( 12.5 1a)
dt <it 1/a2 /ill

dP I WR d Q I iYR
dt - nal (}Q ' dt - '9 ' (12,5 Ib)

na- ( P

These equatio ns will be used in Ch. 15 for the ana lysis of the long-term evo lu
tion of the solar sys tem.

Eqs. (12.45) and (12.49) become invalid also for parabolic orbits ( '7 = 0) ;
their main use is fo r the elliptic case e < I.

12,3 Atmospheric drag
In this sec tion only the material of Sec. 12.1 is needed. When an object

orbits no t too far from the Earth 's surface , it is subjec t to the drag due to the
atmospheri c gas . A knowledge of its orbital effects is impor rant, both to avoid
degradation of orbital pred ictions (sec Sec . 18.2 ) and re obtain inform ation on
the upper atmosphere, in particul ar its density [1: low-alt itude orbits and their
accurate determination arc also important to dctcnn ine high-degree compo
nents of the geo potential. If the gas is assu med at rest in an inertial reference
frame and the objec t, of mass In and cross section S (normal to its veloci ty v),
absorbs all the impinging molecules. the drag force - the momentum change
per unit time - is - (SVl!) v. In general the drag acce lerat ion is written as

I I
- 2m Cf)S(}VV = - 2ygvv .

Thi s is Stokes ' drag; it depends on the body only thro ugh the parameter y =
CDS [ m, The numerical coefficient (o f order unity) Cu /2 acco unts for the real
shape of the body and the way it interacts with the molecules. A surface ele
ment of the spacecraft can absorb. reflect and diffuse incident molecules in a
co mplex way, depending on its composition and microscopic structure; the ra
tio between the therma l velocity of the gas and v is also relevant. Note also that
the atmosphere is not quite at rest . but rotates with an angular veloc ity w A close
to the angular velocity of the EaI1h; hence " - V.~ . with V.... .:::: W .... x r , should
replace v in (12 .52). As a consequence, in general the drag force depends in a
co mplex way on the geometry and orientation of the orbit and, although it has
the order of magnitude (12.52). it may have a different direc tion . Finally, this
model applies to the case in which molecules interact independently with the
body, which requires that their mean free path re(Sec . 1.8) be larger than the
body (" Knudscn regime"). If this does not hold the drag is a fluid-dyna mical
phenomenon , involving heat transfer. boundary layers and a wake, to be de
scribed with the appropriate part ial differen tial equations. In this case the drag
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is generally a steeper fun ction of the relat ive ve loc ity. For the mome nt, we
shall neglect these co mplica tio ns, and use eq. ( 12.52) as suc h, wi th y constant.
If the density and the sha pe of the objects do not cha nge, this quantity in in
versely proportional to the s ize : small objects re-e ntry first. Wc also ass ume
that the atmos pheric de nsity Q is a fun ction only of the alt itude h = r - Re
above a sphe rical Earth .

Perturbatlons of the se m imaj or axis and eccentricity. In terms of the force
components ( 12.2), since FIJ is di rected along - v , T = - Y(!lJv,j2 and R =
- yglJvr /2 . Using eqs . ( 11 .22) for the radial and tran sversal veloci ties Vr and

Vr, we get fro m eq . (12 .4)

da 2a2
= --- F v =

dt GMm n

fo r the scmimajor axis and fro m ( J2.7)

( 12.53)

de
- = - (e + cos J) [ryv
<il

(1 2.54)

for the eccentrici ty. We are interested in the case in wh ich the eleme nts change
little in an orbita l period, so that in the right-hand sides they ca n be taken
constant (as approxima ted by (12.76». If the changes o f the eleme nts in a
pe riod D.l.u diffe r from ze ro, over tim e they steadily acc umulate and we have
secular effects ; this is the cruc ial point to be heeded. For this purpose, in our

case it is simpler to use the eccentric anoma ly u. The en ergy integ ral, using eq.
(11.2 1), reads

Note also that

, (2 I) ')') I + e cos u
if =GMe - - - =n-a- .

r a l c- e cos «
(12.5 5)

da da ldt da ldt
- = -- = -- (J - e cos u)
du du ldt 11 '

and similarly for e. Su bst ituting into cqs . (12.53) and ( 12.54). and integrating
over one orbital period 2../11, we ob tain

,- ( )' /'_.. l +ecosu -
D.a = -ya2 1 ( I + e cosu)(I(r )du .

o l e e cos «

, ( )'/'.., _:'I: 1 +e cOS lt -
D.e=-ya( l-e-) l e (r )cos u du .

o l - e cos lt

( 12.56a)

( 12.56b)

with r = a( 1 - e cos u). From these equations we can already draw some
qualitat ive concl us ions. First. D.a < 0: the scmimajor axis and the orbita l
period decrease, so that the speed increases (the "pe rversity" of gravitation; see
Problem 12. 1). Secondly. for every density distribution which dec reases wi th
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( 12.57)

altitude - the normal ease - Se < 0, the ecce ntricity decreases until the orbit
becomes circular. This can be seen from the last integral, since the intcgrund
is posit ive for - r: /2 < Il < ';'., /2 and negat ive for rr. / 2 < 11 < 3';'., /2 , while
both the fraction and (! arc larger in the orbital segment closer to the pcricc ntrc .
Since the greatest drag is experienced near the perigee, the satellite does not
swing out so far on the opposite side of the orbit and . as a result, the apocenrrc
is lowered, without affecting much the perice ntre itse lf (Problem 12.17) . If
the geopotentia l pert urbutions are included, in particular the odd degree zonal
terms, the ecce ntricity might be forced to acqu ire a small but non- zero value
and an analysis with non-singular elemen ts is necessary.

Re-entry in a locally exponen tia l atmosphere. To further dis cuss the effects
of drag, we introduce a locally exponential atmosphere. in which the scale
heigh t (sec Sec. 7.1)

(
d l )- 'H (r ) = - d:(!

changes over a scale ( = H / (dH /dr ) much greater than H itself (H ::::: 40 km
for low-altitude satell ites) .

For a thin atmosphere, and for a small orbita l eccentricity, in eq. ( 12.53 )
we can evaluate (u3 /n 2a) at the planetary radiu s R and use the simpler form
(h , a - R)

dt. =:;-;;
dl = - Q(h)y yGMeR ; (12 .58)

r =::. a has been rep laced by R in the square root term . It turns out that this is a
fairly good appro ximation, given the exponential decrea se of the density. We
see that the re-entry timescale

(
dl )- ' 1

Tr(h) = - - ' = """;"'w
a d t yllRg(h)

(12 .59)

decreases very rap idly with decreasing height h. Of course, when u r , ;:; I.
the approxi mation does ho ld any more and the final, accelerated decay takes
place. To obtain aft ), the integral of eq. (12.58) can be approximated by using,
in analogy with the optical depth (cq. (7 .18». the dimcnsionlc ss variable

t ' de
I; = JR H (r' ) '

in terms of which the density is (! = (10 exp( -f) (the inde x 0 refers to the plan
etary surface) . We then get

=:;-;; I dt. 1 r- ,- y t y GMeR = - = - elf H(~ ) exp «( ) ;
g(h) [10 0
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Fi.~ llfe J2.2 . Orbital decay due 10 the atmos pheric drag. Thc panels show the scmirn ajor axis
a (in km) and the eccentricit y of the French satel lite CASTOR V'i time (in days un cr the launch.
on June 29, 1975). The short -term wigg les a re mainly due to the oc tupole term J (ofthe Earth
gravitational field (Problem 12.4 ). The data (black curve) are obta ined from satelli te obser ve
rions. while the grey curve is a theoretical pred iction using the thcrm osphcric mode l TDgR (for

other examples, sec http:// sirrah. troja.mlf.cllni.c7.("alcs/dellsily_thcnnf) . No adju stmcm of the
model paramete rs was performed ; sec also Prob lem 12.13. Observations kindly provided by
F.Burlie r and C. Bcrgc r,

the re-entry occurs at 1 = O. The primitive of H(~) exp (~) can be expressed as
a series in the derivatives of H(~) , each term being smaller than the previous
one by HI {

d(e'(H - H' + HO- . .. ») = He' dl; .

For an exactly exponential atmosphere (H = Hu = const.), we have a "loga
rithmic" re-entry

a - R [ ruN]1;= - - = ln I- y nl - .
Ho Ho

For a slowly changing scale hcight H one can solve the equation

(1 2.60)

(12 .6 1)

where terms of order HIf have been neglected. In this approximation the decay
rate reaches its maximum at 1 = 0, hut in real life, as shown in Fig. J2.2, it is
"catastrophic".
Changes of inclination, node and pericentre-: In the simplest model used
above, the other orbital elements do not undergo secular perturbations due to
drag: for the inelination I and the nodal longitude Q this corresponds (() the
fact that a force along the orbital veloci ty v has no our-of-plane component
(W = 0). As for the argument of pericentre eo, substituting in eq. (12.18)
tin l dt = 0, we obtain
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dco '} I (2 +ecOS/)]- =- - Rcos f+ T sin j
dt nue 1 + ecosj

where T and R arc prop ortional to gvv, and gvv, -, respectively. For VT and VI wc
can use cqs. (1 1.22) to obta in

dw Y{JV.
- = - - sin j" , (12.62)
dt e

Since g and V are both even functions of the true anomaly f , dw/dl has a
vanishing average.

If a sate llite has a complex shape (e.g .. due to the antenna and the so lar pan
e ls). and molecular interaction s other than absorption are present . the previous
analysis is approximate and typically a lift force with W "* 0 occurs. However.
even fo r a spherical satell ite experiencing no aerodynamic lift. the rotation of
the atmo sphere produces new components of the drag. For example. the out
of-plane component on a circul ar orbit is. approx imately,

W = - F f) W ,l sin /cos(w+ f) ,
n

(12 .63)

where we have assumed the ratio w..J n :5 0 .1. small. Using eqs. (12.10) and
(12.11), we obt ain :

dQ 1"0 w A= -- - cos(w + j)sin(w + f) . (12 .64)
<it nn n

tll F" w A 2 (12 .65)- = - - - sin /cos (w + j).
<it /la n

Atmospheric rotation has no long-term effect on the node (due to the fact that
the torque caused by the spin ning atmosphe re is direc ted along the Earth's
polar axis); but the change of / in onc orbital period

(
Fo ) w,/1/ = - ;I: - ,- -- sin /
n~a 11

(12.66)

does not vanish. and the inclination dimini shes. During the last phase, the
satellite's inclinatio n typically changes by ;::: 0 .1° - 0.4 ° , an easily observ
able effect. Measurements of th is decrease have yielded informa tion about the
atmospheric rotation rate, which, due to strong eastwardly winds at high alti
tudcs. is significantly greater rhan that of the Earth (Sec . 8.1).

More realisti c models. Our ignorance about [he atmospheric density profile
is mainl y due to its time variability, which may be as large as onc order of
magnitude; significant daily and seasonal variations are present. in particular
below 1,000 km (Fig. 12.3). Moreover, spherical symmetry is onl y a crude ap
proximation and there are import ant latitudin al variations. Over longer times,
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Figure J23. Daily variation of the atmospheric density at fixed altitu de intervals: the density
(' (in 10 - 1 ~ g/cm1)averaged over many satellite observatio ns is given versus the local solar time
T in hours (T '" 0 h at midnight, T '" 12 h at noon). ~OIC the expo nential decrease with
altitude and the dai ly wave : at a ll a ltitu de bands there is a factor '" 3 between the minimu m
and ma ximum values; the maximum at e 14 h (arrows) is delayed due to thermal inertia . Data
acquired by the French satellite CASTO R during a minimum of the solar cycle and kindly
provided by F. Barlier and C. Berger,

corre lations with the solar and geomagnetic activity are observed. In the up
per atmosphere density models. these latter phenomena are correlated with the
phase of the solar cycle. the solar radio nux FIO.7 and indices of geomagnetic
activity such as Kp (Secs . 9.1 and 10.1). The primary physical processes in the
upper atmosphere are sensitive to variations of the solar ultraviolet radiation
and the solar wind; none of these are measured directly on ground, but this
causal dependence shows up in the correlation with the above parameters. At
heights between 100 and 200 km, where the catastrophic decay of a space
craft starts, reliable and accurate predictions for the atmospheric density are
impossible; in general, the exact re-entry time, and its location, for an uncon
trolled object cannot be predicted well in advance . Even with a very successful
long-term a posteriori model (Fig. 12.2), one gets an err or of a few days in the
re-entry time; an a priori prediction of the satellite lifetime is usually much
worse. since we arc not able to accurately predict the solar and geomag netic
activity. The lowest altitude at which operational satellites can be maintained
without an excessive fuel consumption is about 180 kill; note that there arc
no means for in situ and semi-permanent exploration of the atmosphere be
low this altitude and above about 30 km (above which airplanes and balloons
cannot fly).
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12.4 Oblateness ofthe primary
In Sec. 4. 1 we computed the torque exerted on an oblate planet by an exter

nal orbiting body, and found that its average over an orbital period is perpen
dicular to both the spin axis and the orbital angular momentum. By Newton's
third law, an equal and opposite secular torque is exerted by the planet on a
satellite. Hence the angular momentum h has a constant magnitude and rotates
about the planetary spin axis with a rate dO /dl given by

dO . 3 Gm .
-d hsm / = --2 -l(C - i\)sm /cos /

t ,

(compare with eq. (4.7». Thus over a long time (see (I 2.73b) below)

dO. = _2}'> II (~ )2 cos /
dt 2-a rf '

(12 .67)

(12.68)

where we have introduced the quadrupole coefficient h by eq. (2.31). The
nodal motion is negative (positive) for progradc (retrograde) orbits; for a low
spacecraft, unless the inclination is near 900

, it amounts to several degrees per
day. The inclination is secularly constant, due to the axial symmetry of the
disturbing potential (eq. (2.21». Indeed, writing the kinetic energy as 1;-2 +
? (tp. + sin2 fl~2)] /2, we note that the longitude if! is an ignorable coordinate
and

iJL '>. 2 .- . =r: SlO fl if!
a~

is a constant; but this is just h: = h cos I , the z-compcnent of the angular
momentum.

What about a and e? Since the force can be derived from a time independent
potential. the total energy is conserved. The change of the osculating energy,
equal to the work done by the perturbing force, vanishes in an orbital period;
hence, by cqs. (12.4) the scmimajor axis is secularly constant. We have men
tioned above that, due to the perturbing interaction between the planet and the
satellite. this holds also for the angular momentum; combining this result with
the stability of the scmimajor axis. we conclude that also the eccentricity has
no secular evolution. However, the angular velocity dw /dt of the pcriccnrrc
has a non-vanishing average of the same order as dO /dt; as a consequence, the
orbit rotates in its own plane and on a long term it is not well approximated by
a close ellipse.

We now recover the above results with Lagrange's method and the perturb
ing function (see Ch. 2)

Gm R ]:
'R= - (- ) 1, (3 cos'0 - 1)

2, r
(12 .69)
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Fi/!,ure 12A The relation cos e =
sin I sin( w + fJ is obtained by appl y
ing the sine theorem 10 the spherica l
triangle Nr'P; P is the orbiting holly

and P' its projection on the equaro
ria l plane .

N

Nodal line

P'

fI is the colat itude o f the lest body (sec Fig . 12.4). S ince cos (} = sin I s in(w+f).
we obtain

Gm (R)'(a)' r 3 3 ]'R = -- - - 12 1 - - sin2 I + - sin2 I cos(2w + 2J) .
2aar 22

(12.70)

T he fun ctions {/3/ r3 and 0 3cos(2w + 2f) j r3 arc pe riodic in the mea n anom aly
M . As dis cussed in Sec . 1 ~5 . the sec ular perturbat ion» arc described by the
effective potenti al fu nction 'R. the average of'R over an orbital pe riod (to low
est order, this is equivalent to the simp le average ove r the unpe rturbed mea n
anom aly M). We need

!o
h (/3

dM 3' cos(2w + 2J) = 0 ,
o r-

(12.7 1)

where we have used the relarions r = (J 1]2/ ( 1 + e cos f) and ,.2 d f [d t = llu2'1
(see Ch. 11). Hence

_ Gm(R)2 2 -3sin2
/

'R = - - - Jz =--"'T"--'-
4£1 a ,,3

(12.72)

With the change 'R ~ 'R, the Lagrange equations (12.45) and (12.47b) now
read:

<la de d /
= = 0 , (12.73a)

dl <11 dl
dn 3 (RfCOS' ( 12.73b)= - - ll l " - --
dl 2 ~ a ,}4 '

dw 3 (Rf I - S cas2 J (12.73c)- = - -Il l " -
dl 4 • a 'T
d,' 3 (Rf l -3COS

2
/ ( 12.73d)= --nh -

dt 4 a ,p
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We thus confirm that, to lowest order, a. e and / do not have secular changes,
whi le Q and eo grow linea rly with tim e. For low-al titud e satellites, their rates
are cc 11h , so that the corresponding rimescale is "'" 1/ h ;;; 103 revo lutions.
With an orbita l period of about two hours, n and w may circulate around the
Eart h on a timcscalc as short as "'" 2 months. Th e rate of chan ge of M has
also a correc tion due to the increase in the radial pull in the equatorial plane
produced by the equatorial bulge.

The equation for dcoldt shows that the orbi t turn s in its ow n plan e with a
rate which becomes negative for high incl inations and vanishes at the critical
inclination arccos(1/ VS) == 63° 26 ' . Near this value the beha viour of the peri
centre is determ ined by higher-order terms, obt ained by using in the righ t-hand
sides of the previous equations the first order solution; w and e become non
trivially coupled and, rather than the steady circulation solution of eq. ( J2.73c ),
w switches to a smalllibration regime. Orbit s at the critical inclination are used
by so me satel lites on very eccentric orbits with orb ital period of 12 h (e .g. , the
Soviet Mo lniya sate llites , Fig. 18.5); every day. at perigee, they tran sit over the
same latitude range.

The previous results ca n be ex tended to high er-degree zonal harmonics in
a straightforwa rd way. However. major complications arise with tesseral and
sec toria l harmonics. Axially symmetric perturbations , like the zonal terms
in the potential. are time independent ; with non-zonal terms the potential be
co mes time dep enden t. The resonance phenomena between the planetary ro
tatio n and the sate llite mean motion then result in computational complexities
(qualitatively outlined in Sec. 12.5). The most obvious resonance is 1/ I, the
gcosync hronous or bit (Sec. 18.2). However, the whole spec tm m of rcsonanccs
down to 16/ 1, at about 240 km. may affect in a non-trivial way the fine details
of the satellite dynamics. Moreover, when the resonance orbit has a crit ica l
inclinatio n (and a high eccentr icity) the orbital problem becom es very compli
cated .

12.5 Approximation methods

A general discussion of the way how pert urbat ion theory can provide ap
pro xima te solutions (deall with in an empirical way in the previous applica
tion) is now in order. The osc ulating elements caU), defined in an abstract way,
fulfil eq uations o f the form

( 12.74)

if the pertu rba tion is switched off at the time 1', they remain constant thereafter
and give the Kepleri an orbit valid for t > r, Though there is no restriction in
their validity, they are useful only if, in some sense, the functions f a are small.
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(12 .75)

(12 .76)

Th is can be formalized with the smallness parameter

'R 'R pCl1urb ing acceleration
11 = Cm/a z:: n2a2 ::::: n2a

rat io of the perturbing to the undisturbed energy in the Lagra ngian form alism,
or ratio of the pert urbing to the Kcplcrian acceleration in the general case (fol
low ing fro m cqs . (12.\4» . The rates of change of the elements Ca (for the
semimajor axis, the frac tiona l rate of change dotco dt» are of order J-l1I, wh ile
fo r the orbital phase (eq . ( 12.48» d2xld,l = O(pn2).

Th e most straightforward, but naive. app roxi mation method is Picard's iter
ation process, in which the argument ea(t) of the funct ions f a is replaced first
with its initial value cn(O). to give the first order approximation

co(t ) = cJO) + r' d t' j,,(Ch(O),t') .
J"

For a finite lime span the changes eaU) - cu(O) arc formally O(P), but this so
lution will differ from the exact solution by terms O(p.2) and the cq. (12.76)
becomes invalid for large t. For a higher order solution, wc may use c,,(1)

from cq. (12.7 6) in the argument of L and integrate again (12.74); this pro
cess may be iterated as many times as necessary. Successive iterations, usuall y
pcrfonncd with a combination of Fo uricr expansions and power series (also
called Poisson series), soon become very cumbersome. Moreover. these "au
tomatically" ge nerated series, although practically used (e.g .• for ep hemerides
pred ictions), raise serious convergence questions, seldom answered positively.
Indeed. since H. POl~CARE we know that most prob lems in ce lestial mechan
ics are not integrable. and thus series approx ima tions of their so lution lead to
divergences.

That the assumption of a fi nite time span may be inadequate is illustrated by
the motion around a point mass with a d isturb ing function 'R (or by the R, T
and W compo nents) which does not explicitely depend on time . Its variability
o nly depends on the variability o f the Keple rian elements and has a timescale
de termined by the mean motion n. In a finite time the changes in the elements
have an amplitude O(j.l) and the sa me umcscalc; these are short-period pe rtur
bations. However, if the average of 'R over one orh ital period does not vanish.
these changes accu mulate and eventua lly. after a time O( I / (I1/l )). become of
order unity, leading to a sig nificantly differen t orbit: these are the secular or
long-period perturtxuions. usuall y the majo r feature to investigate. Note that
in eq. (l 2.49a). alaE = a/aM; hence, to lowest order. the semimajor axis has
no secular or long-term change. Some examples have been discussed in the
previous two sect ions.

Planetary pcrturbations. The motion of N interacting plane ts (or satellites)
is the majo r problem in ce lestial mechanics. We illustrate. mostly qua litat ively.
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the complexities that are encountered in construc tion of the theory of planetary
perturbations. More detailed quantitative di scussion of sec ular effects is found
in Sec. 15.1.

Since gravitatio nal forces are co nservative. it is natural to use the Harnil
ronia n approach . It is also co nvenie nt to wor k with the relative coo rdinate
I' = R - Ro of a planet with respect to the Sun. With onl y two planets. for the
f irst we have

( 12.77)

with 1'12 = Il'l - 1'21. For the second planet I and 2 are interchanged . The scalar

(
1 r , . r2)

'R12 = - GM2 - - -- .
"rz ri (12.78)

a function of 1'1 and 1'2 . is thc perturbing function for the first planer' . Its first
rcrm - rhc direct pe rturbation - is the interaction energy of thc two pla ners;
rhc second rcrm - the indirect perturbation - takes into account the motion
of the Sun arou nd the centre of mass of thc sys tem duc to the othe r planet.
If seve ral perturbing bodies are present. 'R12 is repl aced by the sum over all
pairs (see Ch. 15). Wh en the di stances and the planetary masses are generic
(in particular, barr ing close encounters). the ratio of'R to the main potential
energy is o f the orde r o f the ratio o f the masses Jl = O(M Jl M0, M z/M0 ) « I.

As usua l in the literature, we express 'R12 in term s of the oscu lat ing orbital
e lements o f the two planets. With the choice (a, e. I , n , UT, E) reIalive to a
fixed ecl iptic plane (Sec. 12.2). and using the mean longitude .i = X + E. we
note that 'R12 is periodic in the angular variab les (n l • UTI, , 11; n 2, UT2, ,.12): hence
it can be ex panded in a six-d ime nsional Pou rier series. wh ich can be shown to
incl ude only cos ine terms:

'R12 I Cijt cos(jl "l l + iZA2 + ) IUT I + h rJ2 + k ln l + kzn 2) =

= I Cijt COScDijk . ( 12.79 )

The summa tion extends over all the intege r values of the indic es (i.), k) =
(i l• .... kz). with onc import ant exception : the 'R function must not change

4Wh..:n dealing with motion of a test-bod y. whose own gravnationa! fie ld is negligible. such an astc rtuds or
a comet. the posluon Q U ) of the planer is give n and we have TOsolve on ly for r l .
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under an arbitrary rotation about the pole of the ecliptic and, since the an
gles appearing in the argume nt of ( 12.79) arc reckoned from a common ori
gin, "L1: l(i, + h + k/) = 0 (d 'Alembert rule). The Cccoe fficicnts have been
traditionally evaluated in terms of very cumbersome series in powers of the ec
centricities (el ,e2 ) and the inclinations (sin / 1, sin 12) which. fortunately, in the
solar system arc generally small (Laplace-typc development); when the ratio
a = a l /a 2 is small, a power series in a is also used to describe, for instance,
the perturbation by an outer planet on an inner one (Kaula-type development).
Today efficien t algebraic manipulators are used to push such expansions to
very high orders and store them in the computer memory. The Cvcoe flicier us
can also be evaluated numerically for given orbit s; the lack of generality is
compensated by extremely rapid Past Fourier Transform codes; much higher
orders may thus be attained. which turns out important when eccentricities,
inclinations or It become large.

Secular perturbations and averaging. As outlined above,fin t order pertur
bations are obtained by substituting in the right-hand sides of Lagrange equa
tions ( 12.49) the constant (initial) values of a. e, I , n and 173, while A = nt + E

for both planets; the equations are then easily integrated by quadratures. We
can see from ( 12.79) that the terms il = ;2 = 0 in the summation give constant
phases l1\ jI; in ( 12.79) and therefore produce secular terms, linearly growing
with time. This holds for all the elements. but not for the semirnajor axes; in
fact, except for resonances (see below), d a i ldt IX L;l Cijk sin <Dij k vanishes
when the phases <Di jk are constant (and similarly for the second planet). This
is an elementary stability theorem: the size of planetary orbits cannot change
much in I/p orbital periods".

When the unpert urbed system is periodic. as for an elliptic orbit around an
oblate planet. the direct removal ~ short-period terms is easily accomplished:
wc just replace 'R with its average 'R over an orbital period , so that the Lagrangc
equations ( 12.49) give the change of the orbital elements in the same time. BUI
a rwo-planct system is nor periodic and the problem is marc dclieate. Wc deal
first with the nail-resonant case. in which the ration n 2/ 1I1 of the mean motions
is not near the ratio of two. not large. integers. The removal (to O(P» of short
period terms can be done, instead of using the Fouricr expansion ( 12.79), by
replacing the perturbing function 'R with its average over the torus (0 < ,11 :5
2;;:.0 < ,ll :5 2;;:)

(12 .80)

SThi~ is ~ famous finding by J .L. LAGRA~·Gr, ; later F.F. TISSt R""''' proved tha t the planetary scmimajor axes
are sec ularly stable to the second order in J.I, hence contain no secular term over I /J.I~ orbital periods.
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To understand its physical meaning. note that we arc look ing for pcrturbatio ns
over a tirncscalc T much longer than the orbital periods P I and P2, but also
shorter than the characteristic tim e T of the long-term evolution. The equality
of the roroidal average and the time average

'1''R = - dt 'R
T ()

(lHI )

is a form of the ergodic problem. whic h studies the conditions under which
in a dynamical sys tem the average over phase space equals the average over a
time T when T _ 00. In our case, when the two orbital periods are incommen
surable, any unpertu rbed trajectory ,11 = nIl + E l , ,lz = II l 1 + E2 cannot close
on itself and , afte r suffi cien tly long time, passes arbitrari ly near any po int on
the torus, so that all its point s are expected to equally contribute to the time
average". The applicab ility of the toroidal average when T is fi nite is a delicate
mancr and must take into acco unt how near the system is 10 a resonance. In
the case of N planets we have an N-dim ensional torus and a similar average
appli es.

When the mean motions nl and 1/2 are gene rically O(n). eq. ( 12.80) leads to
changes of the orbital elements in the period 2.... [ n of order O(p ) and cannot be
used for times longer than 2:r. f (np ). AI higher orders the longitudes of the node
and the pcriccntrc (and the mean anomaly phases e) acquire slow changes that
split the revo lution -frequency lines in the spectrum of'R in an infinite number
of sidcbands. On the other hand, there is a strong motivation to search for
higher order secular terms. To seco nd order the change of the elements in a
period is O(p z), so that it takes l / Jl2 periods to reach the limit of validity; for
J1 <'::: 10-3, as in the solar sys tem, we need the secu lar changes to O(P3) for
a solution valid for its age <'::: 109 y. f rom here stems a major di ffi culty in
understanding its long-term evolution. Powerful algebraic method s". based on
cano nica l transformations, have been devised to obtain an "equivalent" average
d isturbing function to represent secular effects to O(p n), Il ;?: 2.

In the genera l case of the Gauss equations , first order secular pcrturbatio ns
are formally dealt with by averag ing ove r the mean longitude A. In this case
the theory of higher order secular perturbations has been less sysrcmarically
elaborated; however. the relevant perturb ations are often small and the first
ord er theory is sufficient.

6A fine example of the use of the ave rage t 12.80) is the drift of the node of an outer planet due to an inner
one. like Mercury. For ci rcular or bits. ('R)'mu, <k"",ribe' the inleracti" 'l bet wee n two uniform ring>of matter
with linear density Mlt 2:-.a): it can be described with elementary mec hanic s and. ilthey arc inclined , leads
to precession. The inner plane r has the same effect as an additiona l solar oblatcncss (Problem 12.3).
7Given their mathem atical com plexity. we do nO! discuss these methods. and suggest to interested readers
Morbidclli's book in Further Readings .
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(a)

-•

•

Figure /2.5. Rcsonanccs and crgod ic behaviour for two bod ies in Kcplctian orbits around a
primary, wit h meanlongirudes .t l and ,12' The perturbing func tion 'R is pe riodi c in bot h, and can
he represe nted on a torus. When the mean motions are commensurable. the orbi t is closed. (a)
shows the reso nance n Jin2 = 18/7 (as for the asteroid Pullas and Jupiter); starting at nuy point
on the torus. the orbit closes after 18 periods of .l " the mean longitude of Pallas. If they are
incommensurable , as in [b ), it passes arbitrarily near any point and the time average of 'Rcan be
replaced with its average over the to rus. Th e plot of the path has bee n stopped before the single
turns become indist ingu ishable.

Resonances. Going back to the first orde r solution of the two -planet problem
( 12.79), we have an exact resonance when there is a pair of integers (il , h ) such
that (itn l + i2n 2) = 0; then the integration produces ter ms ex: I and. eventually.
its valid ity ceases. The crgodic propetty on the torus (0 < ,.11 ::; 2... 0 < ,.12 :5
2;,; ) spanned by the mean longitudcs provides a geo metrica l insight on this
fa ilure of secular perturbation theory (Fig. 12.5). Ifthe mean mot ions n j , n2 are
incommensurable, the unp erturbed orbit Al = 1I1 f+ f" I . J 2 = n2f+ f"2 is not closed
and the crgodic property. used above. holds; but when the mean motions are
comme nsurable, the unperturbed o rbit is closed, there is no crgodic behav iour
and it is not true that the orbit gets as near as one wishes to an arb itrary po int.
Toroid al averaging is not appl icabl e and sec ular perturbat ion theory fails, eve n
to first orde r.

However, this is an abs trac t ma thematica l arg ument; since any irrationa l
number ca n be app roximated as we ll as one likes with a rat ional number wi th
large enough nume rator and denominator. in the infinite Fourier series (12.79)
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no upper hou nd can he placed to the integral of each term , even when the ratio
IIJ /1I2 is irrational. The assumption of a power series in u, valid for an infinite
time, requires a deeper discussion. We must deal with app roximate re.WJ11 {/IICeS,
when (i [1l1 + i2.n2) is in some sense small. In ge neral, the integration of a sine
or a cosine term gives a cosine or a sine of the same argument; its amplitude
is divided by (1[11 1 + i2112) and undergoes a large amplification. In particular, if
11 is the (common) order of magnitud e of II I and 112, and the coefficients Care
D(J-l) . the changes of the orbital elements in a period 2c;. /1I are of order J-l in the
generic case, bUI near resonance, after a time of order I / li JIlJ + i21121, become
of order l1J1/ li [111 + i21121. Hence the approxi mation linear in J-l breaks down if
this quantity is D( I), at the same time as the break ing down in the non-resonant
case. 1'0 1' the anomaly X. obtained with a double integration of (12.48), the first
order appro ximation is even worse: with a quadratic divisor (i )1l1 + i2112)2 the
solution becomes of order J-l(I1 / lil ll ) + i21121)2 after a lime 1/ li ]lIJ + i21/21, and
fails before the non-resonant breaking down. The failure occurs after 11 / li )lI ) +
i2112 1 = Vii orbital periods. At higher orders . the pcn urbation s generically
contain higher powers of these divisors and the situation is more complex.

For a given (approximately) resonant ratio 112 /111, there arc two ways in
which the term s in the expansio n ( 12.79) may he affected. Given the positive
integers (p, q ), all pairs (it = - Cp , i2 = cq), with c an arbitrary integer, give
small divisors; moreover, the same ratio 112/111 can be (possibly better) approx
imated by slightly different rational numbers, like (mp + l ) / (mq + I), where
III is a large integer. For example, a 5/2 reso nance amplifies the terms corre
sponding to the pair s (- 2. 5), (- 4, W ). (- 6, 15), . . . and (- 21, 5 1). (-20. 49),
etc. In genera l. there are infinite such terms. The smallness of eccentricities
and inclinations in the planetary and the satellite systems "save" the situation.
Let e e: 1 denote their (common) orde r of magnitude . In planetary dynamics
a large amount of work has been devoted to the expansion of the disturbing
function in powers of e. and the general prope rties of the ir coefficients. Each
term in the expansion (12.79) is distingu ished by the integer k = liJ + i21,
called its order. For example, the pairs listed above have the orders 3, 6, 9,30
and 29. Il turns out that the C-eoe ffieients in (12.79) are 0(..1); hence the
main effect of the resonance is given by the resonant terms of lowes t order
in ecce ntricity and incli nation. Moreover, the principal failure of secular per
turbation theory is important only for rcsonanccs with a mean motion ratio
p/q whose order k = Iq - p i is not too large, as ola = I, 1/ 2. 1/ 3, 2/3,
ete; then they significantly affect the motion and new stability (or instability)
propert ies arise. In Sec. 15.2 wc shall discuss severa l examples of this phe
nomenon. which has strongly influenced the dynamica l structure of the solar
system. However. unders tanding their long-term evolution (for which even the
order J.13 may be relevant) requi res estimating the effect of (i) high order terms
and (ii) resonances appearing at higher order of the iteration approx imation.
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As an example. we me ntion the role of high order rcsonanccs wit h Ju piter, and
multiple rcsonanccs with Jupi ter and Saturn, that see m to play important ro le
in the long-term (e u. l - I Gy) evo lution of the asteroi d belt (Sec . 14.3).

Th e resonance condition becomes more co mplex beyond the lowest order
in /1. when secular effec ts arc taken into account. At resonance. a phase $ in
cq . (12 .79) is stationary. which gives the condition

(1 2.82)

Near enough i[" j +i2n2 = 0 the additional terms may be relevant. Since the co
efficients i, . .. . ,k2 arc arbitrary (except for d'Alcmbcrt constraint), each line
is split in a multiplet with infinite members. When the secular terms are due
to the mutual planetary perturbations, their separation is very small (in terms
of the semimajor axis. typicully e 10 -4 AV); rnultiplet lines may overlap. a
typical route toward chaotic motion. A natural satellite presents another in
teresting situation. when the secular terms in ( 12.82) are due to the planetary
oblareness, much larger than the mass ratio. The lines of a multipler may be
separated much more and occur at significantly different distances from the
planet. Jupiter 's and Saturn 's systems offer several examples in which tidal
evolution might have driven a satellite from a multipler line to another, causing
a particular final slate in the eccentricity and the inclination (as for Mimes and
Tcthys. a much studied case) .

A new type of resonance occurs for il = i2 = 0 in eq. (12.82); they arc called
secular resonances, since thcy arc caused by secular cvolurion. Their impor
ranee was realized only in the 1970s, whcn the inner truncation of the main
asteroid belt was unambiguously associated with the V6 resonance (Sec. 15.1).
In Picard's method they appear only at the second iteration, which might sug
gest their weakness (oc J12 at least): but this conclusion is not true, since the
denominator appearing in their integration is the secular rate of the correspond
ing angle. hence of order J1 (from here the difficulty of their description stems).
As a result , the principa l secular resonances are very important for the accu
rate understanding of the solar system dynamics. Apart from the motion of
minor bodies (asteroids, comets. etc.), their interaction is suspected to trigger
an overall chaotic behaviour in the motion of terrestrial planets.

- PROIILEMS -

12.1: The "perversity" of gravitation shows up in the positive along-track
acceleration produced by drag (Sec. 12.3). rind out when an arbitrary
radial force F = - dU/dr is "perverse". (H int: Consider a circular
orbit with velocity given by v2 = - r dU/dr, U(r) heing rhc potential,
and compute its change when the energy £ is slowly changed. Show
that the sign of (dv/dt)/ (dE/dt) is determined by the dimensionless
parameter r({P U/d r )/ (dU/dr).)
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12.2.* The perturbative force F in (12.1) can be expressed in ter ms of its
components W. T ' parallel to the velocity and R' perpend icular to the
velocity in the orbital plane . Thi s set is the same as (R, T. lV) only
when e = O. Express R' and T' as a function of R, T . the eccent ricity
and the true anomaly and write down the new form of Gauss's equa
tions.

12.3. The averaged gravitational effec t of Mercury on the Earth motion may
be approximated by an effective increase of the solar J: value. Evalu
ate this correct ion and estimate its effect on the node and the perihelion
of the Earth .

12.4. Consider the effect of the geopotential octupolc term

Gm (R )' ,R= -2r ~ h cosO(5 cos- O- 3)

on the mot ion of an artificial satellite. Evaluate its average R and show
that the long-term change in ecce ntricity is modulated by the period
of the pcriccntrc circulation.

12.5.* Calculate the secular precession of the node due to oblarcncss in an el
ementary way, using the Cartesian expressio n (2.28) of the quadrupole
potential to obtain the change in the orbital angular momentum.

12.6* A circular orbit is perturbed by a small arbitra ry potential liU( r,O)
with axial and mirror symmetry relative to the equatorial plane (i.e.,
with only even zonal term s). Compute the frequ encies of radia l and
latitudinal oscillation s. Us ing the conserv ation of angul ar momentum ,
derive the co nstant and the periodic change in the along-track velocity.
Fro m the previous analysis, derive the motion of the peri cen tre and the
node.

12.7. Evaluate the sec ular effects of the perturbing function R = (Gm/I') X

(Gm/rc2), where m is the central mass. Thi s perturb ation is typ ica l of
relativistic corrections (see Ch. 17); in part icular, compare the secu lar
effect on pertcerure with that of eq. (17.54).

12.8.* Before Gene ral Relativity. in order to explain the anomalous advance
of thc perihelion of Mercury, a gravitational force cc 1/ ,2 +6 was as
sumed. Study the secular pcrtu rbarions of a Keplerian orbit when
101 « I. The same for a potential cc exp(- A1')/1', with 1/ A. ce- r.

12.9: The Hamilron-Jaco bi equatio n (12.38) provides a way to obtain ca
nonically conjuga te variables for the two-body problem. One set is
Detaunay variables L = "';G1II(/, G = L1], H = G cosl , conjugate to
{ = M , 9 = w, h = .0., respective ly. The tradit ional symbols arc used
here.

12.10. Ano ther. derived set (Poincare variables) is: L. "';2(L G) cos(g +
h). .y2(G H ) eosh. respectively canonically conjugate to { + 9 +
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h, - .y2(L- G) sin(g + 11), - .y2(G -H) sin ll. They are non -singular
for small eccen tricities and inclination s. Show that the transformation
between the two sets is a con tact transformation.

12.11. With the atmospheric den sity profile of Fig . 8.1. est imate the height
at which the molecular mean free path is 5 m, a typical size of an
artificial satellite.

12.12. The resonance paradigm . Discuss the response of a damped harmonic
oscillato r d2x/dr2 + vdxldt + w~ x = 0 to an externa l force cc COS W"I .

(Hint: Use complex variables and Fourier transform s.)
12.13. Compare the ob served decay of the CAS TOR sate llite (Fig. 12.2) with

the simple pred iction (12.60). The satellite had an aerodynamic al co
effi cient Cn = 2.1 and an area-to-mass ratio 5 / 111 = 0.0056 m2Jkg;
the initial semimajor axis was ao = 7, 147 km (neglect the small ec
centricity ::::: 0.07 ). Use an expo nential atmosph ere with Ho = 40 km,
start ing at 150 km with a density go = 10- 12 g/cm3.

12.14.* Following the Problem 12. 12, discuss the response of a harmonic os
cillator to a periodic acce leration £1(1) = aCt + P) ; using its Fourier
series, anal yse the cases in which PWo/ (2r.) is an integer, or nearly an
intege r. What happens when there is a small d issipation?

12.15. Rewrite Lagrange's eqs. (12.49 ), and their simplified form (12.5 1),
using the complex vari ables ( = sin(J / 2) exp(i!l) and ( = e exp(iro).

12.16.* Using Gauss's equations, evaluate the changes of the Keplcrian el
ements whcn the perturbing force F = F. o(r - I.) occurs instan
taneou sly at time t. (o( x) is Dirac's delta func tion). Th is prob lem
describes the effec t of a short thru st on a spacecraft, or a collisional
impact.

12.17. The effect of atmospheric drag on an eccentric spacecraft can be de
scribed by a decrease OUT in the transverse (along-track) veloc ity at the
pericentre. Following the previous probl em, show that the pericentre
is unchanged , while in a revolution the apocentre distance decreases

by 4 Vi - e20v
T /na.

12.18.* The flow in phase space defined by the Hamilton eqs. (12.30 ) changes
a function F(q,p) accord ing to d F/d t = { "~ H l . Defining ..c}/' =
IF, H I and L~/F = L}I..c~7 1 F, prove that

usually ca lled Lie series of F under the Hamilton now .
12.19. The rate of change of argument (or longitude) of pcnccnrrc can be

straightforwardly derived from variation of the Lenz vector e (1 1.16).
Find eqs. (12. 18) and ( 12.19) by thi s method .
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The following are useful general textbook s of celestia l mechanics. where vari
ous pert urbation techniques are treated at increas ing levels of depth and math 
e matical rigour: E. Pinlay-Freu ndlich. Celestial Mechanics, Pergamon Press
(1958); E R. Moulton , An Introduction /0 Celestial Mechanics. Dover (1970);
J. Kovalcvsky, Introduction to Celestial Mechanics. D. Rcidcl (1967); A.E.
Roy, Orbital Motion. A. Hilgcr (1978); D. Brouwcr and G.M. Clcmcncc,
Methods of Celestial Mechanics, Academic Press (1961) . Modem perturba
tion techniques in celes tial mechanics, focusing on both secular and resonant
dynamics. arc d iscussed in A Morbidclli, Mode m Celestial Mechanics: A.~ 

peers of Solar System Dynamics. Taylor and Francis (2002). For stability and
chaos, sec A.J . Lichrcnbcrg and M.A Licbcrmann, Regular and Stochastic
Motion, Springer-Verlag (198 3). For many applications to artificial satellites.
sec Le Mouvement du vehicuie Spatial en Orbite. CN ES, Tou louse (1980). and
A. Milani , AM. Nobi li and P. Parineilu. Non-g ravitational Perturbations and
Satellite Geodesy, A. Hilger ( 1987) . A classical treatise of satellite motion in
an atmosp here is D. King-Hele, Theo ry of Satellite Orhits in al l Atmosphere,
Buuerworths (1964). Our derivation of the Gauss equations has been partly
based on that by l .A . Bums, Elementary derivation of the perturbation equa
lions of celes tial mechanics, Am. J . Physics 44, 944 (1976).



Chapter 13

THE THREE-BODY PROBLEM

The determin ation of the mot ion of N point-like masses subject to their mu
tual gravitational forces is the fundamental problem in celestial mechanics.
with important astrophysical applications, including the dynamics of planetary
and satellite system s and the evo lution of stellar systems (ranging from mul
tiple stars to stel lar clu sters and ga lax ies) . From the perspective of theoretical
physics, this has always been a core probl em in gravitation theory ; thro ugh
observations of the motion of celestial bodies it can be tested, quantitatively
validated, or eve n dispro ved. However, even for N as small as 3. it is impossi
ble 10 find general solutions in terms of simple analytical functions (as for the
two-body prob lem). A great variety of orbi ts are possible and it can be shown
that only particular initial conditions give rise to periodic behaviour. Even the
pcrtu rbativc techniques worked out in Ch. 12 can be success fully applied only
in the particular case of hierarchical sys tems. where the attraction of one body
prevails (sec Sec. 15.1). As a consequence. the general grav itational N body
problem has been studied by two alternative methods which can yield only
partial results, but arc in some way complementary. The first is numerical in·
rcgrarion. starting from given initia l conditions. In this way the motion can be
determined in detail. but only for a limited span of time (due to both limira
non s in computer time and accumulation of numerical errors; sec Sec . 15.1);
in addit ion, it is often impossible to determine the region of phase space where
a property of the numerically determ ined orbits hold s. The second method is
the search for general cons traints or criteria regarding qualitative features of
the motion. such as its periodic char acter. its stability and its geometrica l and
topo logical properties.

We discuss in deta il the simplest N~body probl em (for N > 2), namel y the
so-called restricted three -body problem. studied for the first time by J .L. LA·

345
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(,RA:-.IGE in 1772. A test body with a neg ligible mass moves under the grav ita
tional at tractio n of two finite rn ,LSSCS M and III < M (usually called primaries) ,
which are assumed to follow Kcplerian orbits aro und their centre of mass.
When their orbits arc circular, we refer to the circular restricted three-body
problem; otherwise wc have the elliptic problem. Here we limit ourselves to
the forme r, but will comment on the complex ities of the latter.

The three-body problem is thereby highly simplified and reduced to three
deg rees of freedo m, 10 be compared with 3N for the genera l case . In spite
of this the restric ted problem has been extensively studied: indee d, many of
the important results discussed in the fo llowing can be extended. or adapted,
to more complex cases (e .g. , to the gene ral three-body prob lem with three fi
nite masses). Understanding the richness and diversity of possible solutions
of the restricted three-body problem. including thei r chao tic behaviour. repre
sents the most important step towar ds understand ing the complexity of N dy
dy namics, and strongly con tras ts with the "trivial" character of the two,body
problem. Moreover. several interes ting systems can be approximated with a
restricted problem. includ ing: a space probe journeying from the Earth to the
Moon , a minor planet under the influence of the Sun and Jupiter, and a planet
about a binary stellar system with sma ll eccentrici ty. In the former two cases.
the eccentricity of the relative orbit of the two primaries is ::: 0 .05. hence the
ci rcular restricted problem is a rough, but physically illum inating approxima
tion .

13.1 Equations of motion and the .Jacobi constant
We recall that the circular orb its o f two bodies with masses M and m arc

coplanar, with their centres at the centre of mass ; their radii. in terms of thei r
constant dis tance a, arc lIla/ (m +M ) and M a/ (m+M), respectively. The masses
arc always aligned with the centre placed between them and , by Kepler' s third

law (11.19' ). rotate with the constant angu lar veloci ty n = ..jG(M + m) /a3.
Let us choose the units of mass, dis tance and time in such a way that G (m +

M) . Q and the gravitat ional constant G are equal to unity. Hence the angular
velocity 11 is also equal to unity and the period of revo lution is 2;<:. In these units
m is equal to 11 = m / Cm + M) ; time is reckoned with the dimensionless variable
T = nt , The d istances of M and m from the centre of mass are. respectively, 11
and ( 1-11), and are constant in rime. Without loss of generality we also assume
that the orbital plane of primaries is the (X, Y) plane of an inertia l refe rence
system.

Wc now write the equation s of motion in a frame - usually ca lled synod ic
system - rotating with angular velocity 1/ = I about the normal to the orbital
plane thro ugh the centre of mass; m and M are at fixed posi tion s on the .r-axis
(see Fig. 13.1). If (x . !f, z) are the coordinates ofthe test mass, we have
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I - 2y ( 1 -I,j(X+ P) ~(x - I +p)
(13.1a)x -

c' c'I 2

ii + 2.k
(I -p)y py

(l3. l b)= y - .c' c'1 2

Z
( I - p ) z p z

(13. le)= .c' c'1 2

where rt = I(x + 11 )2 + y2 + .::211/ 2 and "z = l (x - 1 + p )2 + y2 + Z2] t /2 are,
respectively, the distances of the test mass from M and m. Dots mean dcriva
rivcs with respect to thc (dimcnsionlcss) time T. which is just the phase angle
of the synodic x-axis with respect to the inertial X~axi s . If z = 0 we have a
planar problem. On the left-hand sides of (13.1a) and (l 3.1b) we have added
the Coriolis acceleration. leaving on the right-hand sides the centrifugal accel
eration and the gravitational pull of the two massive bodies. The motion along
c, the direction normal to the orbital plane of the primaries. does not contain
apparent accelerarions. All the right-hand side terms are functions only of the
coordinates (x, y , z), and can be derived from the potential function (an effec
tive potential)

eqs. (13.1) can be rewritten as

(13.2)

I - 2y
ii + 2i

- tJW/dx = - iKl j tJx ,
- a Wjay = - i/O/ i/y ,

= - lJWj D::. =- lJQ j lJz- z .

( l 3.3a)

( l 3.3b)

(l 3.3e)
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(13.5)

For a more symmetric ex pression of the po tential, the function

z' + jJ(1 - jJ) (ri 1) ('3 1)Q(X, lj , Z) = IV - = -(1 -jJl -+- - jJ -+- , (13.4)
2 2 r ( 2 rz

has bee n introduced . Eqs. (13.3) are similar to the law of mot ion of a charged
part icle in a constant and uniform magneti c field and in a conservative electric
field.

.lacobl integral. If we multiply eqs. ( 13.3) by .r, y and t, respectively, and
integrate with respect to time , we obtain the Jacobi integ ral of the motion

12' (x 2 + y 2 + .<:2) = - W(x , y . z) + C •

where C is a constant of inte gration determined by the initial conditions. The
derivation of eq. (13.5) has an ob vious analogy wit h the conservation of energy
for a point mass in a curl-free force field ; however, s ince we are in a rotating
frame. the Iacobi C:0 1/SWnl C is not the energy. The Jacobi integral (13.5) is the
on ly first integral o f eqs. (13.3). Unfortunately even in the planar proble m it is
not suffi cient to determine the so lution . Note also that the Coriolis force doe s
not perform work, nor affects the conservation equation (13.5), but influences
the motion in a crucial way.

An importan t conseq uence of cq . (13.5) is that, since the "kinetic energy"
u2/2 is never negative. the motion can occur only in regions where

W(x.y, Z) ::::; C . (13.6)

Thi s constraint depend s on the value of the Jacobi constant, hence on the ini tial
cond itions. For a given value of C, the equation W(x,y , z) = C defines the
boundary o f the "a llowed" region, i.e . one of Hill 's zero-velocity surfaces
(since the test mass can reach it only when its velocity in the rotating frame
vanishe s). In the planar problem we have Hilt 's zero-velocity curves.

To understand the topology of the "a llowed" regions. note first that - W
becomes very large whenever (X! + !?) is large or, alternati vely, when 1"t or 1"2
arc small. Therefore if - C is large the test mass must remain either outside
a large eylinde r defined by x2 + 1/ = -2 C, or inside one of two very small
circles surroundi ng the two massive bodies. defined by 1" \ = (p - 1)/C and
1'2 = - }l IC (sec Fig. 13.3,a). In the form er case the test mass "feels " the
two gravitat ing centres approximately as a single one: in the lartcr only onc
of the masses is important. Since in this limiting case the three regions where
the motion is allowed arc disconnected, the test mass will remain for ever in
the region whe re it is initially placed. We shall investigat e in some detail the
topological charac ter of the zero-velocity curves , especially in the (x , y ) plan e,
for an arbitrary value of C in the next Section .
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A note on the elliptic restricted problem. The equations of motion of the
elliptic restricted three-body problem may he put in a similar fo rrn as (13.3)
with the following important difference. The synodic system. in which the
primaries are fixed on the .c-axis, does not rotate uniformly in inertial space
and the scale of its axes changes with time (it is therefore called a p ulsating
systems . After a tedio us calculations one may show that eqs . 0 3.3) still hold,
provided (x, y, z) are the coordinates in the pulsating synodic syste m, hut the
potential function is now n ' = !l/( I + ecosj): f is the true anomaly of the
elliptic motion of the primaries, which replaces the scaled time var iable T,

and e is the ecce ntricity of their orbits around their centre of mass. Since n '
is now an explicit function of [ , the Jacobi integral does not exist. Its lack
obviously makes the investiga tion of solutions in the elliptic problem much
more complicated.

13.2 Lagrangian points and zero-velocity curves
Starting with a simple matter. we first de termine the eq uilibrium positions

of the problem, where the test mass feels a zero net force. and thus can stay
at rest in the rotating frame . First. from cq. (l 3. lc) we conclude that z = O.
This is easily understood, since in the synodic frame no inertial acceleration
has a z-componcnr and thus the gravita tiona l pull of the primaries toward their
orbital plane cannot be compensated.

We thus investigate the equi librium points in the orbital plane of the pri
mar ies. We require that (since z = 0)

( 13.7)

where r = (x, y .O), r l = ( x + J-l. Y,O), r z = (x - 1 + P,!J,O) (see fig. 13.1).
Since the origin is at the centre of mass, we have

(13.8)

and. substituting into eq . (13.7), we obtain

(13.9)

If the equilibrium points arc not on the .r-axis. cq. (13.9) is satisfied only for
q = r2 = I, namely at the two eq uilateral equilibrium points which arc at the
same distance from the two massive bodies and form with them two equilateral
triangles. Traditionally, they arc called 4 and L5. with L4 preceding the lighter
primary with mass m on its orbit around the centre of mass ; their position is
given by 4 .5 = (1/ 2 - u. ± V3/ 2.0).
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(13 .10)
P

I - p

On the x-axis eg . ( 13.9) is an algebraic. fifth degre e equ at ion and its roots
do not have a simple ex press ion. Th e x-axi s is divided by the primari es in three
interva ls; because of the absolute value s, its analytica l form depends on which
of the intervals one considers. Wc can argue, howeve r. tha t the re arc just three
rea l roo ts, onc in ea ch interval, co rrespo nding to the three collinear equilibrium
points Lt, L2 and L3. Con sider first the interval ( 1- u, +(0) on the righ t of both
primaries. The force - d Wld x tends to - 00 as x - I - J1 . whe re the mass
m is; fo r x very large the centrifu gal repulsion prevails and - dW/dx -t +00.
Because of the simple functional dependence of both competing forces, it is
clear that in this interval there is just one equilibrium point. calledI L2. A
similar argument can be used for the interval between the primaries. with an
equilibrium point called LI, and for the interval to the left of the primaries, with
LJ. When ,u -s; I, satisfied in most cases, the roots of (13.9 ) can be studied with
power expansions; we shall see that, while the LJ solution is analytic in,u , the
other two arc analytic in ,u1/3.

Starting with the easies t one, for ,u = 0 the equilibrium point L3 is at x = - 1,
under the attraction of the main body and the (equal) centrifugal repulsion;
for ,u > 0 there is an additional gravitational pull and (he point shifts to the
left, to use more centrifugal force . In most applications .r = - I is all wc
need; to get the power expansion, wc note that in this interval r l =- q e.• and
r2 = - ( I + r J) e.•. After some algebra cq. (13.9) now reads

0- r; )(1 + q )2

ri (3 + 3r l + rT )
Wc then compute the power series of q in terms of ,u/( I - ,u), by comparing its
successive powers Oil both sides of the cq. (13.10). and get

r L _ I _ 2. _ p_ + 2. (...L)2_13. 223 (_1,_)3+ 0 4.
1( 3) - 12 I _ p 12 I - p 20. 736 I _ p (p ) •

finally we obtain

5 1, 127 1 4
x(LJ) = -u - rJ (/.) = - 1 - 12 It + 20. 736,u- + O(,u ) (13 .11)

in terms of the small parameter,u.
To deal with L l and L2, note that when ,u =0 there is an equilibrium point at

x = I. With a small mass n , to keep a point at rest at a small distance "z from it
we must balance the gravitational pull of the lighter mass ,u/~ with the sum of

lThe nOlalion Lj and Ll is nol unifon n in the a.tro nomical l i leral u~; we follow ,;e, 'eraJ textblKlks on
celestial mechanics. includin g: Il rouw er and Ctcmcnce's . V. SIUI-IIF.LY. in his classical work on the three
bod y problem. uses the inverted notanou.
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Figure 13.2 The positio ns o f

th e five Lagrangian equ ilibrium
points in the rotating reference

syst em for 11 = 0 .1.

( 13. 12)

the centrifugal force and the attrac tion by the larger primary I - jl . This sum,
which vanishes at .r = I - u, in the neighbourhood of this poin t is linear and
given by kr: on the right and - kr: on the left (k is a positive constant). Hence
there are two equi librium point s on eac h side of the small mass and at the same
distance "z = (p. lk )1 /3. The y are L I (on the teft ) and /,2 (on the right). The
corresponding power expansion is best obtained by taking r2 as the unknown .
For L I . r l = ( I - r2) ex and r 2 = - r: ex; substituting in eq. (J 3.9) we obtain

3 ! - r2 + "; /3
= r, -

1-1) - (I + 1'2 + 'i )(1 - r~)

with the power expansion -

1 11', = f __ ~ __ f 3 + 0 (.4 ) .
- 3 9

( 13. 13)

At L2. r j = ( I + 1'2 ) Cx and ra = r:Cot ; the same equation as (13.12) is obta ined.
with r: changed into - rr. To the lowest order in 1-1. L I and L2 are at the same
distance (p. 13)1{3 from the smaller mass; however, th is symmetry is violated by
the higher order terms. To co nclude.

2For a systematic approach Lagrangc's inversion method of Problem 11.16 can be used. In fact, cq. (13.12)
can be writte n in (he same form. <I.>f"2 '" f + f</J(f"2 ). with

</J(f"2l "' l[ 1- f"2 +'1 /3 )-1/3_11 .
{I +f"2+ '1){l -r;l

-111Csame approach eau be used to gel the power expansion of (13.10).
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(1 3. 15)

In Fig. 13.2 we show (he po sitions of the five equilibrium (or Lograng ianv
poin ts L], ... , L5 in the rotating fram e. The distance between LI and the small
mass, to the lowest order, is called Rocne :s (o r Hill's) radius; in ordinary units
(a is the distan ce of primaries)

(
m )113

r2(L I) = a 3M = R Rochc .

As me ntioned above, the equations of motion for the elliptic restricted three
body problem are formally identical to those of the circular problem, provided
the coordinates are referred to the pulsa ting synodic system and the potential
function is time-dependent, to wit H' = H/ ( l + e cos!) (in the orbital plane
of primaries, z = 0, n coincides with W up to a constant). Thu s it imme
diately follows that the equi librium points exist also in the elliptic problem
and. moreover, they are located at exactly the same positions as in the circular
problem (recall that the coordinates arc now referred to the pulsating system).
Obviously. their stability may be quite different than in the circular problem
(discussed in Sec. 13.3).

Zero-velocity curves. We now tum to the problem of the shape of zero
velocity curves in the orbital plane of the primaries. isolevels of the func
tion W(x.y.O); actually, it is conventional to work with the function n =
W - p( l -p)/ 2 and refer the value of the Jaeobi cons tant C to n. We fi rst deter
mine the value off.! at rhe live stationary points Ll ' . . . , Ls and their topological
character. The first derivatives of f.! vanish: we need the second derivatives and
the Hessian determinant

(1 3. 16)

(for brevity. hereinafter wc shall use the notation iJxx for iJ2/iJx2• etc.). This
analysis shows that

(13 .17)

and also that L4, Lj arc two maxima, while Ll, L2 and L.~ arc saddle points;
moreover, !!(Lj ) = !!(4) = - 1.5 for all values of Ji. As C increases from very
large and negative values, the topological structure of the zero-velocity curves
changes as it crosses the four thresholds (13.17). The entire range (- 00. + (0)

for C is divided in five intervals (Fig. 13.3):

(a) C < U(Ld : the motion is allowed only within two small regions surround
ing the massive bodies and outside a large boundary including both of them
(in the former ease the test mass can be viewed as a satellite of one of the
primaries. in the latter as a planet orbiting around the pair).

(b) !l(L2) > C > Q (L I ) : a channel opens up at L1 between the two allowed
regions about the massive bodies and the test body may go from one to
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Figure 13.3. The four d ifferent topologies of zero-velocity curves in the restricted three-body
problem for increasing values of the Jacobi constant C [corrcspondmg to the cases (aHe) dis
cussed in the text and 11 = 0.1). The positions of the two masses M and III and of the five
Lagrungian points are ind icated. Case (e). when the motion is allowed in the whole (X. If) plane.
is not shown.

another, but is bound 10 the pair. The orbit of a spacecraft from the Earth to
the Moon belongs to this class and has an eight-like shape, with the crossing
point near LI.

(c) n (L] ) > C > n (L2) : the allowed region opens up behind the smaller mass;
the test body can pass through this hole either to escape from. or to pene
trate into, the neighbourhood of the massive bodies. Several comets (c.g.,
PjOterma) belong to this class. with the Sun and Jupiter as primaries; their
orb its alternate between the inner and the outer regions, passing through the
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Figllll ' /3 A . Cross sect ions of the zero-ve locity surfaces with the (x . .::) and (y• .::) planes for the
restricted three -body problem for different values of the Jucobi constant C; 11 = 0. 1 as before.

neck j ust beyond Jupiter. The forbidden zone is shaped like a horseshoe.
Th e surface Q(x. y ) has two equal peaks at L4 and Ls and a ridge through
L).

(d) Q(Lj ) = Q (L 4) = - 1.5 > C > Q (L ) : a channel open s up also beh ind the
bigger primary. Zero-velocity curves are di sconnected and closed around
L4 and L, ; the motion is forbidden only in the inner reg ions. Th is is a
typical situation of the tadpole orbits di scussed in Sec. 13.3.

(c) C > UU-4) = nu.s) = - 1.5 : the whole (x, y ) plane is allowed.

In view of its topological nature, this classificati on hold s for an arbitrary
value of J.1 . of course with the three co llinear Lag rangian po ints at their correct
pos itions on the .r-axis. obtained numerically or with a power expansion. In
the elliptic proble m. when the eccentric ity is not too large, this classification
is useful to charac terize the hierarchical stability of the system. namel y the
possibility that a hierarchical structure like a planet- satellite pair plus a distant
d isturbing bod y can take up drastically different configura tions (e.g., with the
satellite orbiting around the distant body): an obviously interesting questio n for
natural satellites. asteroids and comets. The value of the Jacobi constant can
also discriminate whether the eject ion of the lest mass to infinity is possib le
or not (e.g.. whether an interplanetary probe moving chiefly in the field of a
planet and the Sun can or cannot leave the solar system) .

Exte ns ion to the three-dimensional case. For very large and negative val
ues of the Jacobi constant zero-velocity surfaces (Sec . 13.1 and Fig. 13.4) are
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nearly spherical around the primaries, with a cylindrical surface at great di s
ranee. As the value of C increases toward the critical value Q(Ll ), the closed
surfaces deform to a drop- like shape and can still keep <I test mass near one of
the primaries, as discussed above (it is interesting to note that this was origi
nally Hill 's argument for the long term stability of the lunar orbit around the
Earth , and an evidence against the hypoth esis of the origin of the Moon by
capture). At C = n (Ld the two deform ed surfaces [ouch at the L l point and
are called Roche tones. At slightly higher values of C a throat opens between
the two reg ions and a test mass can move from the vicinity of one primary to
the vicinity of the other.

Th is concept has important applica tions in astrophysics. In ordinary stel
lar binary sys tems atmospheric material can spill through the Ll channel from
one component to the other, affectin g its chemical, spectroscopical and evolu
tionary properties. When one componen t of the binary system is very dense
(such as a white dwarf or a neutron star), the accrc ting material from the other
ga ins much energy in the strong gravi ty field and, due to the angular momcn
turn co nservation. forms an accretion disc (a class ical model ofthc cataclysm ic
variables). The system may become an intense source of Xcrays: this is. in fact,
a standard model fo r galact ic Xcray sources due to collapsed stars. Even more
violent effects may occur when onc component is a black hole. Rochc's rad ius
(13.15) also gives approx imately the largest size of a cloud of partic les which
can be confined near the position of the secondary; this is also the largest size
of a natural satellite. with no cohesion, which is not broken up by the tidal
forces of the planet (see Secs. 4.5 and 14.7).

13.3 Stability analysis and motion near the Lagrangian
points

Arc the five Lagrangian points stable? Does a test mass initially placed in a
small neighbou rhood near onc of them remain there for ever, or does it esca pe?
In view of the importance of dynamical stability for rhc solar sys tem. it is
useful to introduce first this problem in a genera l way. for an N- dimensional
dynamical system gove rned by the equations

ds ,dt = Vi(x) (i = 1.2. .. . N ) . (13.18)

the question of the stability of a solution xo(t) consists in the invest igation of
the long-term evolution of small change s 6x(O) in the initial conditions xo(O)
at t = O. Specifically, we arc interested in finding out the behaviour for large
t of the magnitude of the displacemen t !6x(t)! when the initial displacement
16x(O)1tends to zero. It may happen that 16x(t)I, after a sufficiently long time,
becomes very large. however sma ll we choose 16x(O)I: then a small cause pro
duces very large effects. In princip le the solution is still uniquely determined
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by the initial conditions; but, in practice , since the acc uracy with which they
can be assigned is alw ays finite, determini sm is not real izable. This problem is
closely connected with chaotic behaviour.

In the linear approximation the displacement fulfils

d lix ( ' )dI = 8 (X(J(I)) . 8x + 0 18xl • (
8 = ay)

ax (13. J9)

(13 .20)

The simplest situation occurs when the N x N matrix B is inde pendent of time;
this is the case when the solu tion xo(t ) is time-independent, i.e. an equilib
rium point. Then the previous equation is so lved by a linear co mbination of N
functions cc exp At, where A is one of the N eigenval ues of B. If B is rea l the
eigenvalue s are either also real. or appear in complex conjugated pairs. When
there is at least one eigenvalue with a positive real part K = ReA > 0, the
norm lox(t )1of the displacement diverges expon entiall y as f ~ 00 and we have
(linear) inst ability. Ana lytic tools for the linear stability anal ys is have bee n
also developed for periodic so lutions xo(l), but the mat hematics is much more
involved than in the stationary point case .
lxapunov exponents> - When the corrections ox are large. either bec ause they
arc so ini tially, or beca use the system is unstable, the linear approx imation doe s
not hold any more, chaotic behaviou r may ensue and more sophisticated tools
arc needed , which arc beyond o ur scope. However, since this is an importan t
problem in the dynam ical evolution of the solar system (Ch . 15), it is appro
priate to briefly discuss here a generalization of the concept of stability to the
non-linear regime.

Wc arc looking for the conditions under which the size (in Euclidc an space)
Ibx(t)1 of a correction, in some sense, diverges cxponcntially ''. Note that in
the linear approxima tion. if (ix(t) is known, the real part of the expo nent A
responsible for the instabi lity can be expressed as

K{ = lim ~ In lox(l)1 .
• ' ..... 00, I6x(Oll.....O ( lox(O)1

Fe r large time s the limit kills all oscillatory terms. This quantity gives the
l.sapunov exponents KL relat ive to the solution X()(l); they measure the mea n
exponential rate of di vergence of the trajectories. This definit ion applies also
to the general case in which the basic solution xo(l) is time -dependen t (and not
necessarily periodic ) and non- linear terms in the correction arc taken into ac
count. It can be shown that there arc N (po ssibly non-distinc t) such exponents,

.1 A, before , the ~ Iabil ily of the so lUlion i, violated if !,)x(n l becomes "la rge" for wha tever ' mull inilial value
1<,"x(Oll: however, when lox{/)I increase, exponenlially - a, in the linear approximalion - the in'lahi lity
characte rizes the chaotic behav iour of the particular or bit xo(/ ). Since the vector space of x may be bound
te.g .. surface of a sphere ). the exponentia l d ivergence o f close by orbits i, always meantlocally.
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corresponding to initial conditions 6x(O) in N different subspaccs. In the limit,
the component corresponding to the largest among the Lyapunov exponents,
the maximum l.yapunov exponent KU II' prevails and determines the properties
of a generic solution. The long-term behaviour of the solution is qualitatively
different when Kiln :5 0 or Ku n > O. In practice this is shown by the behaviour
of the time-dependent quantity

I I 16x(l)1
KL(1) = r n Ibx(O)1 . (13.20' )

As in the linear case, after initial large fluctuations. it decays, roughly as 1/ /.
to its asymptotic value. which. when positive, gives, in order of magnitude,
the growth rate of the initial correction. The largest of these values provide a
measure of the stochastic character of the solution.

The numerical computation of ( 13.20') is not obvious, especially for chaotic
orbits for which lb"x(t)1quickly changes. In practice, numerical integration of
the lincarizcd system ( 13.19) with arbitrary initial conditions is carried out for
time T until lb"x(T)1 reaches a chosen limit; then the difference vector b"x(T ) is
rescalcd by a factor SI, namely b"x(T) --t b"x(T)/ .sI, and the integration carried
for another time step T ; after a second rescaling with the factor S2 the scheme
reiterated. After I steps, the quantity

(13.20" )

approximates the maximum Lyapunov exponent ( 13.20' ).

Stability of the Lagrangian points. In the case of the restricted three-body
problem, were it not for the velocity-dependent Coriolis force. the answer
would be easy: none of the Lagrangian points, extreme for the potential W.
would be stable, since /." /.2 and L3 are saddle points and 1.4, L5 are max
ima. But the Coriolis force modifies this conclusion in an essential way. Let
(xo, Yn, 0) be onc of the live equilibrium points and ox. by . Oz a small displace
ment. Substituting into (1 3.3) and keeping only first-order terms, wc obtain

iJ"i - 2 r5y + [).uW ox + D' Ij W oy = o, (13.2 Ia)

r5y + 2 8i + ByyW by + BxyW r5x = o, (l 3,2 Ib)

<5i + [)~ Woz = o. (l 3.2 Ie)

The second derivatives of W are computed at the Lagrangian point. Of course,
these equations can he written as a set of six first order equations and the pre
vious discussion holds; but it is convenient to stick to the second order form .
Note that the linear motion in the z-direction is decoupled from the motion in
the (x, !}) plane, a result of the fact that {}.zW IX Z and lJ'IZW cc z. Provided
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iJ;:z W > 0 (as the case is for all Lagrangian points), the last equation is a har
monic oscillator with frequency ,ja:.zw; for the equ ilatera l points Q:;:lV = 1
for all values of /1, so that vertical oscillations have a frequency identical to
the orbital frequency o f the primaries. The fact that vertical motion is always
houn d is physically clear: the gravity pull of the primaries lends to restore the
test mass to their orbital plane.

Thus we cons ider on ly motion in the (x, /j) plan e. as described by the equa
tions (l 3.21a) and (l3.2 Ib). Putting (recall that with the variable T. the mean
mo tion 11 = 1)

6X(T) = a cxp(...lr) . oy(r) = b exp(Ar) .

we get the linear and homogeneous sys tem

a (,12 + OxxW) + b (-2A + OXI/W) = O .

a (2.l +r1xyW ) +h (A2 + r1yyW) = O.

( 13.22)

( 13.23a)

(1 3.23b)

a and b arc arbitrary complex numbers; in ob vious analogy with the prcvi
ou s, first-order formulation , wc have a solution only if the determinant of the
coefficients

(13 .24)

vanishes, with four roots; 'H is the Hessian (13. 16) computed at the equilibrium
point. If a root ,l = K + ill" of this biquadratic equation has a positive rea l part
K, the corres pond ing solution diverges and the point is unstable. Whcn the
d iscriminant

D.' = (l).uW + oyyW+ 4 )2 - 411 (13 .25)

o f the q uadratic equation for w = ,12 is po sitive, its roots IL'1 and IL'2 are real.
Thi s is the case of the collinear points, of the saddle type with 'H < 0: the roots
arc also of opposite sign. The posi tive onc gives two real and opposi te values
for ,I. corres pond ing, respectively, to an exponentially growing (,1" = K" > 0)
and an cxponcnrially damped solution: the negati ve root yields two imaginary
conjuga te values for ,I, corres po nding to purely oscill ating solutions. Therefore
the colli ncar po ints arc unstable. In the four-dim ensional manifold of ini tial
co nditions, however, the re is a subspacc correspo nding to stable solutions.

In real situations the inaccuracy in orbit determination and in manccuvrcs,
the time dependence of the eccent ricity of the primaries and/or orhcr distur
bances prevent this arrangement to ensure confinement. Wha t matte rs, how
ever, is the e- folding time It«; for the equilibrium point : since we have chosen
the mean motion 11 of the primaries as unit of frequency, its ord er of magnitude
is the orbital period divided by 2:1:; thu s it possible to keep a spacecraft near a
Lagrangian point with appropriate manccuvres. For the Sun and the Earth this
timescale is one or two months. for practica l purposes "comfortably" long . A
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suite of Sun-observing satellites (SO HO, ACE and Wind) was placed near L I,
with only several orbit corrections every year. Similarly, the importa nt and del
icate astromctric satellite Gaia is planned to orbit in the vicinity of L2 for the
Sun-Eart h system, assuring the environmental (in particular thermal) stability
of the spacecraft.

At the two triangular points, on the other hand, eg. ( 13.24) becomes

with positive coefficients. If the discriminant (cq. (13.25»

11' = 1 - 27p(1 -p)

(13.26 )

(13.27)

is negat ive, we get two complex conjugate solutions for ,12; the values for ,I are
two complex conjugate pairs, whose real parts arc opposi te. They correspond
to oscillatory solutions with increasing and decreasing amplitudes and give
rise to instability. BUI if tJ.' ;::: 0, the solutions for ,12 are real and negative.A is
always imaginary and we obtain stable oscillations. It is easy to show that the
condition tJ.' ;::: 0 is equivalent to

p ~ PO' = (1 - "/23 / 27 )/ 2 = 0.0385 2 . (13.28)

~ and L5 are linearly stable for a sufficiently small mass ratio. The roots
,I = xkr arc imaginary and give the osc illation frequencies

' Tj = ±~(I+ ../ 1 - 27p(l - p») /2 .

" 2 = ±~(I - "/1 -271, (I -p») /2 .

(13.29a)

(13.29b)

of which eT::. is smaller (Fig. 13.5). At j.J = jier the two frequencies coincide, so
that the cq. ( 13.26) has two pairs of degenerate cigcnvalucs : as in a critically
damped oscillator, terms cc r cxpuo-r ) appear and the amplitude increases.

Motion around th e equilateral points in the sola r system. As mentioned
above, the hierarchical structure of the solar system olfers several examples
in which a small body moves in the gravitational field of two principal bodies
(primaries) and the effect of other objects may be considered as perturbation.
For the Sun-Jupiter pair, with u :::>< 1/1.047, wc have some asteroids, short
period comets, ctc.; for the Earth-Moon pair, with J1 ::.:. 1/8 1, there arc space
probes: for other satellite systems of the giant planets (c.g., the Satum-Tcthys
pair with J1 ~ 10-6), other small satellites may be close ro the equilateral points.
The mass ratio is typically smaller than rhc critical value jier "" 0.03852, with
the exception of the Pluro-Charon system, for which J1 ~ 1/ 10. The possibility
of motion near the equilateral points may be thus confronted with reality; but
we should take into account more realistic conditions, in particular, the effect
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Figure /3.5. Eigenfrequencies (m dis place me nts around the equil ateral po ints vs the mass
ratio /,. For small enough values of Jil)l < /1", ). the eigenvalucs are purely imaginary and COT
respo nd 10 oscillations with the freque ncies ITI and {T1 . At J1 = j.I,., they are in 1/ 1 resonance;
they acquire real pans ±K and linear instability sets on. In the non- linear regime we have insta
bility also for JI < 11,,, when the cigcnfrcqucnci cs arc resonant and their ratio is 2/1 or 3/ 1 (their
positi ons arc indicated ).

o f non-linear terms. the ecce ntricity of the orbit of the primaries and other
disturbing forces. both gravitational and non-gravitatio nal. We now comment
on some of them.

First, in the elliptic problem, when the eccen tricity increases. small oscilla
tions around the equilateral points typically beco me unstable even for J1 < I'er:
this may be expected, since the distance from the primaries pulsates and even
tually may get small enough to produce instability. However, in the so lar sys
tem the ecce ntricity of the primaries is generally small, with little effect on
the instability region. 1\ subtler effect arises from the secular evolution of the
orb it of the less massive primary due to interaction with othe r bodies. This is.
for instance. the case of Jupiter, whose node processes due Saturn and other
planets. The Trojan asteroids". the most outstanding example of motion near

4These asteroids oscillate around two points on Jupiter's orbh.Ieading and trailing the planet by 60°. Some
times th"' le"ding gm up is c"lkd "Greek, ' "nd l h~ trailing gmup ''Troj"ns'' (\\ ith. respectively. ahout 7] 0
and 470 known members in April 2003; for updates. sec the web site hnp:/lwww.daf.on.br(froiglpetTa) .
The asteroids themselves have names taken from the corresponding sides. as mentioned in Homer' s Iliad.
These >: 1,200 kn{lwn t><Jdies an: on ly a tiny fnll" tion ut"estimated number >: 2 X ](1' objects larger than
I km in this region. The reason for the asymmetry in the numbcr of Greek« and Trojan, i, not precisely
known; an observational bias and an asym metric primordial accumu lation around the leading and trailing
lihranons points due to the nebular drag are possible hypotheses.
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the equilateral points in the solar system, arc affec ted by this precession; as a
re sult. Trojan orbits with incl inations larger than 25° are highly unstable and,
indeed, only a few asteroids on such orbits are observed. These secular rcso
nances may be also responsible for the very-long-term ( ~ Gy) instability of the
Trojan clouds.

In practice non-linear terms, neglected in eqs. (13 .2 1) and generally of order
(amplitude/se mimajor axis)2, are often important. f or instance, Trojans have
a mean libration amplitude in longitude of ~ 14". with a maximum as Iargc
as :::::: 30°. Moreover, as hinted earlier in thc gcnera1discussion. linear stability
does not necessarily extend to the non-linear case . Indeed, low-order rcso
nanecs between the frequencies (T l and (T 2 (sec Fig. 13.5) may trigger a non
linear instability; this is the case of 2/ 1 and 3/1 rcsonanccs. occurring for spc
eifie values of the mass ratio u, However. for different. typically smaller, values
of u, if the initial displacement from the cqu ilatera1point is small eno ugh, sra
ble Iibrations ensue. These arc the tadpole orbits (Figure 13.6a). Note, that 
similarly to the linear solution given above - the tadpole orbits are composed
of a long-period librarion along the orbi t of less massive primary and short
period oscillations in the perpendicular direction. For Trojans typical values
are ~ ISO Yand se 11.9 y; the latter is close to the revolution period of Jupiter,
since (T l ~ I for small Ji (see Fig. 13.5). Note also that these libranons are typ
ically asymmetric with respect to the equi lateral point. with a larger excursion
in longitude toward the I.) point. As shown above, I.) itself is unstable, so its
vicinity is characterized by a stable and an unstable manifold in phase space. A
co nnection of the famil y of tadpo le orbits with the dynam ical structure around
I.) may result in its extension into one that encloses both equi lateral points
L t and 1.5 as well (see Fig. 13.6b). These solutions are called horses/we or
bit s , with several interesting examples in the solar system. One is the coorbital
satellites in the Saturnian system. to be discussed in Sec . 13.4. Another is
given by the asteroid Cruithnc. captured in a complicated, three-dimensional
variant of the horseshoe orbit relative to the Earth: it is very likely unstable on
a long-term (e tcns of My), so that Cru ithnc eventually will move away. Other
terrestrial planets have similar temporary "visitors" , namely. small asteroids
on assoc iated tadpole or horseshoe orbits: Eureka is Mars' Trojan, 1989 VA
is on a Trojan orbit assoc iated with Venus and there are some 10 other exam
ples known. Several small asteroids were even reported in the 1/1 resona nccs
with the most massive one. Ceres. alternating on a very long timescale be
tween horseshoe and tadpole orbits. Details of the processes that populate
such rnetastable configurations are still unkno wn.

Horseshoe orbit s are less stable than tadpole orbits (and, in fact. their very
long-term stability is poorly known). A typical cause for instability is a close
encounter with the less massive primary. as shown on Fig. 13.6c; as expected,
at this stage the test body is dominated by the grav itational influence of the
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FiKUI"l' /3.6. Examples of "con fined" om its near the equilatera l po ints of the circul ar restr ic ted
three -body prob lem in the plane of primaries. Ca se (a) shows a tadpo le orbit near L : ca se
(b) shows an horseshoe orbit enclosing both equilateral points. At some critical value of the
oscillation amplitude, the horseshoe orbit becomes unstable and the motion irregular. A typical
onset of instability is due to a close encounter with the less massive primary. us shown in le) ,
and, in a zoo med plot. in (d). The mass ratio is p '" 0 .001 in all cases.

mass III and locally is well described with a hyperbolic orbit. In Sec. 18.4 wc
shall comment on how such ftyby events may be used for interp lanetary motion
of space probes.

It is com monly believed that the Trojan-like (tadpole) orbits around the La
grangian points of Saturn, Uranus and Neptune should be populated: comets
scattered by the giant planets and those leaking from the Kuipcr belt (Sec. 14.4)
should suffice. In January 2003, the discovery of the first Neptune's Trojan has
been announced, but no such objects around Saturn 's and Uran us' Lagrangian
points are known yet. Anot her interesting question is whether such perma nent
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populations for these planets were present since the early stages of the solar
system, such as most of Jupiter 's Trojans. This is an unsolved problem that
currently attracts theoretical and observational efforts. The most likely stable
population may exist around the equilateral points of Neptune. whose stability
is perhaps not much different from that of Jupiter's Trojans; on the other hand,
Jupiter's pc rturbations are likely to destabiliz e, on the e Gy tirncscule. tadpole
orbits around the equilateral points of Saturn and Uran us.

Analysis of general orbits in the restricted three-body problem. So far,
we have described motion near the "unit circle", i.e. solutions that stay at
about the same distance from the origin as the less massive primary III and
correspond to small values of the Jacohi constant. However, the totality of
solutions of the restricted three-body problem is much richer. What do we
know about them? We have already mentioned that the set of periodic or
bits has measure zero in phase space; yet, they are very important since they,
and structures related to them, provide a "skeleton" for the whole set of so
lutions. For this reason, the existence and the initial data of periodic orbits,
grouped in families in ranges of different parameters such as the Jacobi con
stant, have been extensively studied. Many such families, together with their
stability, termination and/or bifurcations points have been identified, especially
in the planar and circular restricted problem (and a related Hill's problem;
Sec. 13.4).

Orbits that are not exactly periodic, but close to, may still exhibit some de
gree of regularity and are thus referred to as regular orbits. Fourier analysis
indicates that their spectrum is sufficiently well characterized by a finite num
ber of lines, at least on the available time span of the numerical integration,
This property comrusts with the fact that the majority of other orbits (relative
to the set of initial data) behave chao tically. In the case of the planar, circu
lar restricted three-body problem an efficient tool, called method of surf ace of
section (or Poincare section), to distinguish between regular and chaotic orbits
was developed (in fact, this method dates back to early studies of the chaotic
character of stellar motion in a galaxy). The particle's motion in phase space
(x , If, i , If) is constrained by the Jacobi first integral C; as a result, one of the
variables - !f, say - can be determined. up to its sign, from the other variables
and C (determi ned by the initial conditions), If another, independent integral of
motion C exists, we could further constrain the motion and express If as a func
tion of Lr , .t), C and C ; then the problem would be integrable and the solution
could be expressed by quadraturcs. To test this hypothesis one can numerically
follow an orbit and dcrcrminc its intersections with the If = 0 plane (with, say,
y > 0). It is clear that the additional integral would confine the successive in
rcrscctions of the orbit with If = 0 plane on a line; otherwise [hey would cover
a two-dimensional region. The peculiarity of the three-body problem, already
discovered in galactic dynamics, is that the both these alternatives are present.
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Depending on the initial condit ions, orbits in some regio ns of phase space be
have nearly regu larly (suggest ing the existence of a first integ ral), wh ile othe rs
are chaotic. The regions of regularity arc typically ass ociated with periodic
orbits, that appear as poi nts on the surface of section.

When orbits arc not confined to the (x, If) plane the situation is more com
plicatcd and the method of surfaces of sect ion cannot be used. Mo re general
tools for de termining thei r chaotic character were thus deve loped , in particular
the Lyapunov ex ponents, discussed earlier. Some consequences will be also
discussed in Sec. 15.1.

In view of the app lications to the astero ids, much atten tion has been paid to
orbits near periodic solutions in 1/2,2/3. 1/3 etc. resonances with the period of
the primaries. The existence and location of regular and ehaotie orbits related
to them have been extensively studied by the surfaces of section technique and
other means. Numerical experiments have been performed letting Jupiter 's or
bit evolve secularly: the related secular rcsonanccs (sec Sec. 15.1) may trigger
instabilities in the regular regions and cau se the obse rved depiction of asteroids
in some parts of the asteroid belt.

13.4 Hill's problem
An important variant of the three-bod y problem, closely related to the cir

cular. restricted case, was originally formulated by a .w. HlI.1. in 1871. Hill 's
goal was the lunar motion, but the underlying equation s have much wider ap
plications, in particu lar to natural satellites. the dynamic s of planetary rings
and even of globular clusters in galaxies.

Wc want to investigate the relative motion of two bodie s so near each other
that the gravitational inlluenee of a third, distant body is well approximated by
its tidal force. Wc denote with m l ,ln2.IIl } their masses. with (! the separation
between I and 2 and with r the distance of the third body from the centre of
mass C of the pair (to underline the conceptual difference with the restricted
rhrcc-body problem we use Greek letters for the relative vector of I and 2). In
Sec. 4.2 we discussed the case in which the effect of 3 for the system of I and
2 is a small perturbation relative to their mutual attraction; in terms of the tidal
pa rameter, cq. (4. 10), this means

11I3 (0)3J.l T = :=. « I .
1nl + 11I2 (

Here. in a more rigorous appro ach , this approximation is dropped and J.l T =
D( I): in the limit in which the mass ratio J.l = (1nl + mzJ/In; is small wc require
V/r = D(J.ll/3). In the tidal expansion the octupole terms are smaller by a factor
se vlt and are neglected.

Close encounters between two small gravitating bodies orb iting around an
other one are discussed in general in Sec. 18.4 (and also Sec. 13.5); the so-
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Figure 13.7. Ililt's problem: in the rotating frame and the appropriate units the biggest body
3 is at rest on the .r-axis at a distance p from the origin 0 - the centre of mass of the whole
system. The centre of mass C of I and 2 is ahn on the .r-axis. at .r = 1 - p : their coordinates
are lh = (I - pl c, - 1Il2/ (/II j + m2) (;:>. (;:>2 = ( I - J1 )C, + /II I/(m l + 1111 )(;:> . The scaling J1 =
( /Il] + 1Il1) / m J « 1 and i' = O(J1 II., ) is assu med: in this way one can investigate the effect of the
tidal force produced by 3 on the relative motion of 1 and 2. In the lunar application 3 is the Sun,
J the Eart h and 2 the Moon .

lution consists in matching a short inner hyperbo lic arc. where the mutual at
traction prevails. to two outer elliptic arcs around the third body. The mass
ratio J1 is still small. but mJ/ f :::::: (m l + ml) /g, so that the inner timescale
../g3/ (IIIJ + ml) :::::: (! y m3/ t :::::: Q/( tn) is much smaller than the outer timcscalc
l / n. But whcn the orbit s of I and 2 arc nearly circular, their interaction may
last longer. In the generic case in which their distance is g « £. their mean mo
tions differ by tin :::::: ne / f . the interaction timcscalc is g/ (f tin ) :::::: 1/ 11 and the
matching is impossible. The attraction of the main body is always important
and Hill' s method is needed to dea l with this case .

Consider the following, unperturbed two-body problem: the centre of mass
C of I and 2 (with mass m l + 1112) moves in the plane (x. y ) on a circular orbit
with mean motion n = "/C(1Il1 + IIll + m3)/ t 3 around the centre of mass 0
of C and 3. As before. it is convenient to work with scaled units such that
the total mass III I + 1Il2 + 1Il3 = I. f = I and fl = C = I; to lowest order
Ifll + 1112 = J1 , mJ = I - JL We also introduce Cartesian synodic coordinates
(x. y. z) rotating with the angular velocity n around the origin 0 ; the time t is
just the revolution phase of the two-body system (C, 3) (see Fig. 13.7).

The relative acceleration ij of 2 relative to I, besides the obvious Coriolis
term, includes the ir mutual attraction. the tidal forces due to 3 and the centrifu
gal forces. All these three terms derive from a potential, so that the relative
vector V = V2 - VI = (f . 'I, () formally fulfils the same equation as ( 13.3)

§ - 2~ = - awlliu/ag . (13.30a)

ij +~ = - l1WHillla" . ( 13.3 0b)

t = - iHVHiU IiI( . (13.30e)
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Wc now evaluate Hill's potential Wllill . The mutua l attraction corresponds to
the potential - J-l ! U = O(p 2t»; note that the timcscalc of the relative motion of
I and 2 is .j{}3!J-l = O(J-l° ). The gravitational force exerted by 3 on I reads

ex - 1n2e !(I1l] + m2)
- IIlJ

le x - m2e ! (11I1 + 1n 2) IJ

similarly. the one on 2 is

ex + I1I le!(m l + m2)
-m~

. IC_ t + nl le /(ml + 1II2)IJ

in both. O(p2/J ) terms have been dropped. Their difference (3§ et - il) corrc
sponds to the quadrupole potential - (3 ~2 - vz)/ 2 = _(2 §2_ TJ2_ ( 2)/2 . Finally,
the centrifugal forces 011 I and 2 arc. in components. respectively.

( '"' '"')(j = I - J-l - - ( . 111 = - - TJ. 0
- m l +mZ - m l+m2

_ '"-,1,--- ~. 0)
1111 + 1nl

Their difference (§.1], 0) derives from the potential _ (~2 + 1]2)/2, also O(p2/J).

We finally obtain

~ I ( , ' )WHill = -- - - 3(- - ( - (11 - 2 - TJ - 1)(·g 2 ' - tytP .
(13.3 1)

To the traditional Hill's potential we have added the novel ter m (1} /OP 2 - ' lu l )§
to describe violations of the equivalence principle : I + 1]ul = (my/mj) l . and
similarly for the second body. is the ratio of its gravitational and inertialmasses
In y and III j . As discussed in Sec. 17.1, in the Newtonian theory of gravitation.
as well as in the General Relativity, this dimen sionless ratio is assumed 10 be a
universal constant equal for all bodies (and taken to be one) - an assumptio n
which holds to a very high accuracy. But it is important to question it and to
verify it experimentally : the mass is a compound quantity and the equivalence
principle requires that all its components equally contribute to the two masses.
Only when it holds, the masses drop out from the equation of gravitational
motion, which thereby acquires a geomctrieal significance. Already I. NEW
TON pointed out, and latcr P.S. L APL\CE elaborated on, that the motion of three
gravitating bodies is very sensitive to a violation of the equivalence pri nciple.
Here we only point out how this effect formally appears in Hill's problem as a
dipole term. giving a constant relative acceleration in the direction of the third
body (see also eq. (17.4» ; this opens the way for its application to the motion
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of the Moon and the Earth, to he discussed in Sec. 17.1 in the context of the
lunar laser rangin g experim ent .

Hill's problem has only two eq uilibrium solutions, called L I and L '1 , where
wmu has saddle points; they are on the f -axis. at ±{J1j3)1 1J. They are obvi
ously related to the Lagrangian points with the same names in the restricted
problem. In these configurations the mutual aur action is balanced by the tidal
and the centrifugal forces: in inertial space the two bodies move in circular
orb its around 0 with the same phase. Eqs. ( 13.30) sti ll admit Jacobi's integral
of the motion (see eq. ( 13.5»

I . '1 '1 . ?
2'(f + ;, + ( - ) + WIli Il(f . 1]. ( ) = CW Il . (1 3.32)

As before, the zero-veloc ity surfaces WHiU(,f. 1], () = C Hill constrain the topol
ogy of the solution. as shown in Fig. 13.8 for the (f. 1]) plane. For large and
negative values of CH ill , the zero- velocity curves have a nearly circular com
ponent around body I and one nearly parallel to the 11-axis; as CHill increases
and approaches the critical limit ( _34/.lj12/3/ 2 ) = Wllill (LI) = WlI il1 (L'1 ). the
circl es deform to a prolate shape. In three dim ensions this is just the cquipo
rcntial surface used in Sec. 4.2 to describe Earth tides. Below this limit. mutual
attraction prevails; 1{ (p / 3) 1/3] is the largest distance along f between I and 2
below which tidal forces arc not strong enough to disrupt the pair. This dis
tance is called Hilt 's radi us and is ju st the ge neral ization of Rochc's radius to
the case in which the masses are comparable : for a body in the field of the
Eart h and the Sun it has the value 1.3 x 101 1 cm. At still higher values of CHill
the equipotentials become If-shaped. with the axis along the ,,-d irection; in the
inert ial frame they appear like a horseshoe.

Note also that when the mass ratio m2/m l is very small. in the rotat ing
frame the mass /IIJ is at rest at C and we recove r the circular restricted three
body problem. Finally, we note that the dependence of Hill's equa tions ( 13.30)
on the mass ratio u is trivial; the scaling " = pJ /3,,' brings them in a universal
form. independent also from the mass ratio 1112 /InJ :

f' - 21;' = (3 - g~3 )<" (13.33a)

~" + ¥' ,(
(13.33b)= - !/3 '

t = _ ( 1 + _1 ) " . (1 3.33c)
!/ 3 -

Applica tions of Hill's problem . Hill 's original work about the lunar motion
dealt with the planar version of the problem (on z = 0). ju stified by the small
(5.1° ) incli nation of the Moon. He concentrated on proving the existence of
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Figure /3. 8. Topology of zero-veloci ty curves for Hill's problem in the <f.III plane and Jl =
0.1: L1 and L2 are the equilibrium points.

a fa mily of periodic orb its (also called variational curves; corresponding to
large negative value of the Jacobi con stant and therefore confined to the vicin
ity of the Earth. Due to solar tide s, they are deformed ovals with the shorter
axis towards the Sun, in the ~-d i rec t i on. He discovered that at a critical value
of the Jucobi constant the variati ona l curve develops two cusps on the 1J-axis
(i.e. in quadrarure, when angle between the Moon and the Sun is 9(n and
was led to believe that this implies the termination of the family. H. POIr\CARE
de monstrated , however, that Hill 's family continues, with two loops beyond
the cusps; were this the case, between new and full Moon we would have three
q uadraturcs. In rea lity the orbit of the Moon is close 10 the critica l variationa l
curve ; Hill developed a detailed (and ingenious) theory of small pcnurbatio ns
around it. Together with the amendments by E.W. B ROW :"! , the resulting lunar
theory has been for nearly 70 years the fundamental tool for the study of lunar
motion. With today' s precision of lunar laser rang ing (Sec. 20 .3) the rhcory
has been superseded by more accurate num erical integrations.

Motion of coorbital sate ltites-: Another interesting applica tion of Hill' s ap
proach is the coo rbital motion in satellite systems. It was prompted by the
Voyagcr I discovery of two Sarumian satellites - Janus and Epimcthcus - on
orbits with nearly identica l scmi major axes of 15 1, 472 km and 151. 422 km ,
respectively. Since their sizes arc about 175 km and 105 km, respectively, there
must exist some protection mechanism to prevent collis ions in their close ap
proaches. Moreover, since thei r mas s ratio InF /InJ ~ 0.25 is not small, Hill 's
method, in which the mass ratio m 2/InI is arbitrary, is more suitable than the
circular restricted three-body problem. In this framework, it was found that
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Figure 13.9. Motion of the coorbita l satellites Janus and Epimctheus: la) evolution of the
coordinates (in km) of Epituetheus relative to Janus during a close encounter; (b ) motion (not
to scale) of the satellites in a Suturn-ccntnc frame rotating with the mean angular velocity of
e ither satellite.

Epimetheus may be on a horsesh oe orbit relative to Janus. Their relative mo
lion corresponds to a small value of the Jacobi constant C Hi ll and is confi ned
close to one of the If-shaped zero-velocity curves shown in Fig. 13.8. f ig
ure 13.9a shows the reialive motion of the pair near their encoumer, which
occurs approximately eve ry 4 years. The minim um separation of the two bod
ies is "'" 14, 800 km, largely sufficient to preven t collisions. The motion around
Saturn of both satellites in the frame rotating with the mean mot ion of either
satellite is shown in Fig. 13.9b. Interestingly. the geometrical parameters of
the Jan us and Epimcthcus orb its allowed the determination of their masses;
with the sizes determined by thc Voyager images , their mean dens ities was cs
rimatcd as "'" 0.65 g/crrr' . Th is surprisingly low value indicates an iey compo
sition of both satellites with significant porosity, similar to the onc assumed for
most distant (small) objects in the solar system, including irregular satelli tes of
giant planets, Ccntaurs, rransncptunian objects and most eomets (Ch. 14).

Interaction between satelli tes and planeta ry rings> Hill' s framework also pro
vidcs a beautiful explanation of several fea tures of plane tary rings related to
shepherding and embedded satell ites. The theory of shepherding satelli tes was
stimulated by the puzzling obse rvation in thc late 1970s of vcry narrow and
strongly radially confined rings of Uranus: a similarcxamplc was also observed
in Saturn 's F ring. They contradict the common sense view that, on a long term ,
such structures should disperse away because of mutual collisions and radiativc
effects. It was proposed that this confinemen t is due to small satellites on each
side of the ring which, as shepherds. maintain its constituent particles together
by gravitationa l interaction. Indeed. later the Voyager mission confirmed their
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Figure 11./0. Scattering properti es in Hill's problem (see text}. f and '!' are the scaled coor
dina tes in the rotat ing fra me of body 2 relative 10 1. both orbiting around a large and far away
planet (placed in the negative (' d irection). Note the compression in the horizonta l scale and
remember that the stationa ry points arc at <' '" ± ( 1/ 3)JIJ. The curves arc numerical solutions of
the normalized Hill's equations ( IJ.:B). Adap ted [m m C. Mu rray and S. Dermott, Solar Spll'm
D.'"1I11111;("$ , Cambridge University Press ( 1999 ).

ex istence : Cordelia anti Op helia for Uranus ' E ring ; Promerheus and Pandora
for Saturn' s F ring . Skipping complicated collective phenomena due to mutual
collisions of the ring particles (however, necessary for a full solution). a basic
understanding of this phenomenon can be obtained using Hill's approach.

Outside the confinement region bounded by the equipotential surface thro
ugh the equilibrium points, the two bodies scatter each other. Referring to
Pig. 13.10, before the encounter they are assumed in circular orbits; as shown
by the arrows. body 2 overt akes I in the lower right and is overtaken by I in
the upper left. ]f the impact parameter is large enough, the encounter modi
fies the circular orbits very little, corresponding to the upper and lower shaded
areas. In the inertial frame the mutual interaction produces a non-vanishing
and permanent eccentricity; in thc rotating frame this shows up in oscillations
in the relative radial coordinate ~, which become bigger and bigger as the im
pact parameter decreases. Eventually, the interaction becomes strong enough
to exchange the inner and the outer body; as a result. ~ changes sign and the
"overtaker is overtaken", This class of orbits is highly irregular and unstable.
Finally, if the impact parameter is smaller than Hill's radius, centrifugal and
tidal forces turn back the body in a Ll-shapcd trajectory. resembling the coor
bital motion of Janus and Epimetheus. This corresponds to the inner shaded
area of long-term stability.
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The basic model of a planetary ring consists in a scr of non-interacting par
ticles in Kcplcrian circular orbits in the equator ial plane. If a satellite with
suffi cie nt mass is embedded in the ring. also on a circ ular orbit. we can expect
a situation qualitativel y similar to Fig. 13.10. Particles inside the intermediate
region between the shaded areas are in irregular motion . with frequent mutual
collisions (and collisions with the embedded satellite) that eventually destroy
them; the edges of the gap so developed show a wavy pattern. At the centre of
the gap. a very thin ring on 1/1 resonant orbits with the satellite may surv ive,
with an interru ption at its position . A beautiful confirmation of this picture
was provided by the Voyager observation of the Encke gap in the Satumian A
ring, which shows just this predicted structure . Eventually, also the embedded
satellite - Pan - was found in the Voyager images. More in general. satel
lites embedded in planetary rings are expected to cause sharp grad ients in their
density.

Similarly. a growing planet in a proroplancrary disc may open a gap by
accreting gas on the geome trically crossi ng orbits (Sec. 16.4). This situation
is. however. more complicated because the thermal velocity of the gas in the
disc may be non -negligible, especially for a low-ma ss planet. Accretion may
rhcn continue along two streams formed near the Lt and L2 points and a full
hydrod ynamic solution of the problem is necessary.

Other aoptications-: Hill' s problem has found applications even out side plan
etary dynamics. Wc only quote stellar dynamics in globular clu sters. subjec t
to the tidal forces of the parent galaxy and the attraction of the cluster itself.
It has been fou nd, as an example. that stars with a Jacobi constant larger than
the critical value corresponding to the equilibrium points, intuitively expected
to escape from the clu ster, may in fact repeatedly return and remain bound to
it for a long time ; thus its dispersion is significantly slowed down.

13.5 • Tisserand's criterion
In the restricted three-body probl em with a small mass ratio the test body

may undergo large orbita l changes in a hyperbol ic ftyhy with the smaller mass.
For example. in an encounter with Jupiter a comet can change so drastically
its orbit to make its ident ification at different apparitions not straightforward.
A con nection between the orbital seg ments before and after an encounter can
be obtained with Jacobi's integral C (neglecting the effects of Jupiter ' s eccen
tricity); for this purpose C has to be expressed as a function of the comet's
heliocentric orbital elements in a non-rotating refe rence system.

Let (x, y, z) and (xo,Yo, zo) be, respectively, the coordinates of the comet in
the frame rotating with Jupiter 's mean motion n and in the non-rotating frame
(with the same or igin at the centre of mass). Then we have

, 2 · 2 , 2 · 2 2 ( . . ) , ( " ').r + y =xo + Yo - n xoyo - y()XO + n x" +y (13.34 )
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and therefore, from eqs. (13.2) and (13.5), we get for the Jacobi integral C (in
three dimensions)

I ., .2 . 2 . . GM Gm
::;(Xo+ !lo + ;.) - n(xo!Jo - !lOXo) = - .- + - + C.
_ 1 1 r2

M and III are the masses of the Sun and Jupiter; YI and "z the distances of the
comet from them. Since their mass ratio (::::; 103) is large. we can neglect the
displacement of the Sun from the centre of mass and express the left-hand side
of eq . (13.35) as a function of the osculatin g heliocentric orbital elemen ts of
the co rner. From the two-body energy and angular momentum integrals we get

1 (. , . '" . , )'2 x(i + !I(i + ; i

.l:olio - !Join

= GM(-'- -~) ,
r l 2a

lGMa (1 - e2)J1/2 cos I .

(13.36a)

( 13.36b)

The inclination I is referred to Jupiter's orb ital plane. Substitution of these
express ions in eq. ( 13.35), together with Kcpler's third law applied to Jupiter's
orbit ( 1I 2 11~ = GM , neglecting terms of order m/M) , yields Tisserand's param
eter

[ ]

1/'
. . II p II , - 2 ap Gm
f : - + 2 - (I- e- ) cosf = - - ( - + c) .

II lip GM r2
(13.37)

Far from the planet the solar potential prevails and in the right-hand side C :::::
G M/Y[ » Gm/r2 . Therefore before and after the encounter T is well approxi
mated by the constant

a
T ~ - 2C G~ ' (13.38)

This provides a test that the obje cts seen in two successive apparitions are
the same comet, regardless of the change in the orbital elements. However,
the issue of comet identifi cation may show additional com plexity due to non
gravitational forces due to the recoi l of material anisotropically evaporating
from the head at perihelion passages; on a long-term, they affect the value
of Jacobi constant and may invalidate the test. A full numerical simulation,
with appropriate modelling of these force s, is then needed ; T may serve as an
"assisting parameter".

In this way, for instance, it was possible to identify the comet P/d' Arrest
(observed since 1851) with the lost comcrary body La Hire (named after his
discoverer in 1678; thus P/d' Arrest is the oldest known comet of the Jupircr
family). During the gap of ncarly two centuries the comet underwent 5 en
co unters with Jupiter, with approximate conservation of Tisscrand's parameter
(13.37). Note that this strictly holds only in the circular three-body problem:
Jupiter's eccent ricity ::< 0.04 may produce in an encounter a change in T of
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:>: 2%. It was also necessary to take into account non-gravitational forces.
Tisscrand 's parameter with respect to Jupiter is also used for comctary classi
fication in general (scc Sec. 14.5).

As discussed in Sec. 18.4, a cometary flyby can be described as a matching
between a hyperbolic orbit near a planet with a solar Keplerian orbit before and
another afterwards. In the rest frame of the planet the velocity v is constant in
size, but changes direction: this is a well exploi ted too l in space navigatio n.
As poin ted out by E. Q PIK, we now show that v is related to T . Consider. c.g.,
the asymptotic co merary orbit before the encounter in the neighbourhood of
Jupiter, at a distance lip from the Sun and with an inclination l , According to
the two-body problem (see eqs. (1 1.21) and (I l. 22b) , the transverse and the
radial velocity of the comet in the solar system frame are given by

(13.39a)

( 13.39b)

The transverse compone nt VI> orthogo nal to the radial direction towards the
Sun, can be decomposed in a pan ( VI cos I) in the orbita l plane of Jupiter and
in a part (V/ sin f) orthogona l to it. Subt racting from the former the velocity
Vp = (G M/ lip) 1{2 of the planet, we obtain the magnitude of the relative velocity
v at the encounter:

i = [ (GM)'I' I'V/ eos/ - ~ + (VI sin !)2 + V;=

GM( up [ a , 1
1
/
2 GM= - 3 -- -2 - ( l - e-) cos/l = -(3 -T).

lip (J (Jp IIp

( 13.40)

Of course, this is an asymptotic value and does not take into account the plan
etary gravitational field. The initial value of T (or of v) is unchanged, but each
of a sequence of encounters changes the cometary helioce ntric elements by
rotating v = V - VI' by an amount depending on the impact parameter (see
r ;g. I X.7).

It is easily confirmed that Tlsserand's para meter fulfi ls the relationship

GM
- T = 2 (IlL, - E ) ,
u p

(13.41)

where E = - GM/2a is the asymptotic energy and L, = hcos ! is the z
component of the asymptotic angular momentum L of the comet (per unit
mass). In this form we can investigate long-term changes of T due to the other
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h lble 13./. Three meteor streams occ urring every year utthe indicmed dates rday and month),
likely to be assoc iated with the cornet P/M achhollz 1. We give the osc ulating Keplerian elements
for the epoc h 8 1950 .0 : perihelion distance ' 1" eccentricity, inclin ation . longi tude of the node
und o f the peri helion. In t he lasttwo co l umns . the size e of th c ve loc ity re lative 10 the Eart h ( in

uni ts of its orbi tal velocity V., "" 29.X km/s) and the ungte (I with V5 ' I' and tJ are cons tant on a
sec ular timescale: the small difference in their values for the three streams , in spite of their wry
differe nt orbi ta l eleme nts. is a stro ng indicat ion that they originate from the same parent comet.
The northern (N) and sout hern (5 ) branches o f <5 Aquarids approximate ly differ by the mirro r
symmetry n -+ n + Jtand w -+ w +Jtabo ut the ecliptic plane . Data adapted from O. B. Valsccchi
et al., MOll . Not. R. Am : Soc .3(l~. 743 and 75 1 (1999), where other meteor st reams possibly
assoc iated with this cornet are indicated .

Stream name Dates " e / " '" " cos (I

CAU ) (dcg ) (deg ) (dcgl

Quudrantids 2/ 1- 4/1 0.98 0.68 " 282 171 1.35 - 0.53

N s Aquands 5/8 - 25/ 1; 0.10 0.95 21 142 :U8 1.34 - 0.44

S 6 Aqu ar ids 2 1j7 - 'I' n .OK 0.97 27 ] OK 151 1.39 - 0.42

planets (ass uming that the co met is periodic and has no other close encounters.
except with Jupiter). Planetary perturbation theory (Sec. 12.5) ensures that, to
lowest order, the semimajor axes a and ap. hence the energy E. are constant.
In absence of mean motion rcsonances. the secular effect of planetary pcrtur
bations on L is the same as if the perturbing planet were rep laced by a circular
ring of matter; it only produces a precession of L around the norma) to the
ecl iptic. keeping the inclination I and L: constant. Thu s T (and the velocity v
relative to the planet, eq. (13.40» does not undergo secular changes. contrary
to other orbital elements (the longitud es of the node and the perihelion can
change by as much as several tens of degrees per century).

This fact has an interesting application to the problem of meteor streams.
which regularly impinge upon the Earth around a fi xed date every year and.
as they burn in entering the atmosphere. become visible as "shooting stars"
(Sec. 14.6). It is believed that one such stream consists of fragments released
(with a small relative velocity) by a comet along its orbit in its previous his
tory. To lest this assumption. note that a meteor is characterized by its own
Tisserand's invariant (ap and m now refer lO the Earth), which. in view of the
absence of secular variations, should approximately be the same as the onc of
the parent corner. But also cos 0, the angle between v and the velocity Vp of
the Earth is secularly invarian t; in fact. spelling out the energy of the meteor.
we ean express cos B in terms or E and v:

~GM GM ,2 -- v cosB=--- v-- E.
lip li p

(13.42)
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Note that meteors of a stream are observed every year, in d ifferent directio ns
and on diffe rent asymptotic orbits; they are ejec ted by the comet at different
times and in course of time unde rgo differ ent secular evolutions; but if the as
sumption is COITCCt, the values of T (and v) and cos 0 they carry along are those
of the parent comet and should approximately he the same. This powerful
identification criterion, enhanced by the fact that v and cos 0 are dir ectly mea
surable q uantities, is superior to other methods using a distance in the space
of orbital ele ments. For instance. the comet P/Machholtt I has been shown to
be a likely parent for up to g meteor streams, including Quadrantids, northern
and southern {j Aquarids (Table 13.1). Obviously, such identification may suc
ceed only if the streams did not undergo a clo se encounter with Jupiter, which
would destroy the secular stability of v and cos O. As for the comets, ano ther
limitation is due to non-gravitational forces as ment ioned above.

-PROBL EMS-

13.1. Show that the equations of motion of the res tricted three-body problem
arc the same (apart from the meanin g of the constants) as those of
a charged particle moving in an elec tros tatic porcn rial W(x , y) and a
uniform magneti c field directed alon g the z-axi s.

13.2. Compute to first order in J1 the function W( x,y,O ) at the five La
grangian points.

13.3. What is the posit ion of the fi ve Lagrangian point s in the ease J1 = 1/ 2,
Le. when the two massive bod ies are eq ual (called thc Copenhagen
pmbJem)?

13.4: On the general three -body problem: show that three point s with to
tal mass M In I at the vertices of an equi lateral triangle of side d are in
equilibrium if they rotate rigidl y around the centre of mass with an
gular velocity (GMwt /d 3)1/2. Can this result be generalized to four or
more arbitrary masses at the vertexes of a regul ar polygon?

13.5: In the planar, restricted three-body problem with the Sun and Jupiter
as main bod ies, consider an asteroid at distance .to from the origi n,
eollinear with them and with transversal velocity ...JGMQ/xo. Neglect
ing term s O(M j /M0 )2, compute the Jacob i constant and the largest
value of .to for wh ieh the asteroi d does not cross Jupi ter 's orbit. What
is the maximum heliocentri c di stance it can reach for a generic value
of xo?

13.6. Assume that the Tisscrand paramete r of a comet with respect to Jupiter
is 2.9. Neglecting Jupiter's ecce ntrici ty, what are the minimum peri
helion distance, the maximum aphelio n distance and inclination (with
respect to Jupiter's orbital plane) that the comet can ever reach? In
general, for which range of values of T can a comet be ejected from
the so lar sys tem after a close encounter with Jupiter?
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Co mpute num erically fo r the Earth and for Jupiter the shape of Hi ll 's
lobe, i.e., the cquipotcntia l curve through the L1 and L2 equi libri um
poin ts of Hill 's problem.
Show that the fixed po ints in Hill's problem arc linearl y unstable.
The Sitnikov problem: a massless part icle move s along the z-axis, per
pendicular 10 the plane of the primaries and passing through their cen 
tre of mass. Show that if their orbit is circular, the problem is inte
grable; find its bound and unbound solutio ns and obtain the period
for the former ones. Wh at happen s when the orbit of the primaries is
ecce ntric'?
Find the equilibrium points of a test-particle in the gravitational field
of a triaxial ellipsoid with homogeneous densi ty distribution . uniform
ly rotating around the shortest axis. Investigate their linear stability.
(Hint: Find the exterior potential of an homogeneous triaxial ellipsoid
in a way similar to eq. (3.2 1).)
The Roy -Ovenden theorem: three arbitrary masses are initially aligned
along e,with veloc ities coplanar and perpendicular to e:prove that the
motion is period ic . The motion of the Earth-Moon-Sun system is close
to such situation; what is the relevant period?
Using the lincarizcd theory of small oscillations around the equilib
rium poin t L2 of the Sun-Earth system. cons truct an orbit that avoids
solar ecl ipses (necessary for Gaia ; see Sec. 20.2).

- FURTHER READINGS -

The most extensive treatises on the three-body probl em are V. Szebe hely's.
Theory of Orbits, Academic Press ( 1967) and C. MarchaJ's, The Three Body
Problem , Elsevier Science (1990). The class ical text D. Brewer and G.M. C1e
mence. Methods (~r Celestial Mechanics. Academic Press ( 1961) is always a
main reference. See also A.E. Roy, Orhital M otion, Hilger (1978). Ch. 5;
ER. Moulton. AnIntroduction to Celestial Mechan ics. Dover ( 1970), Ch. VI1l;
and E. Finlay-Freundlich . Celestial Mechanics. Pergamon Press (1958) , Ch s. I
and 11. On stability and chaos we suggest AJ. Lichtcnbcrg and M.A. Licbcr
mann, Regular and Stochastic Motion, Springer-Vcrlag (1983). An exha us
tive analysis of the families of periodic orbits in the three-body problem is
given in M, Hcnon , Generating Fam ilies in rhe Restricted Three-Body Proh
lem , Springer-Verlag (1997). The lunar motion is discussed in historical de
tail in M.C. Gutzwil lcr, Moon-Earth-Sun: the oldest three-body problem, Rev.
Mod. Phvs. 70. 589 ( 1998).



Chapter 14

THE PLANETARY SYSTEM

In this chapter we give an overview of the properties of our planetary sys
tem - both those related to its dyna mical structu re, namely the orbital and
rotational motion s of the co nstituent bodies, and those connec ted with their
physical nature (e.g.• size. composition, the presence of an atmosphere and/or
of a solid surface). As discussed in the Introduction. our principal aim is not
descripti ve, but rather 10 provide insight into the main physical principles and
processes: thus some data will be presented in the form of tables and ligures
with synthetic captions only. In the case of minor bodies. we mainly focus on
presenti ng orbital clu stcrings and their interrela tions; often the individual or
bits in these populations are not stable throughout the age of the solar system,
and the problem of sustaining the entire family by adequately efficient sources
is fundamental. In this context we note that the formation of orbital structures
in the inner solar system, sueh as the main astero id belt, is coarsely understood .
The unsolved issues include how the unstable popula tion of planet-crossing ob
jeets (e.g., the ncar-Earth object s) is sustained over a long per iod of time. A
major unanswered question is how structures in the outer solar system, such
as the Kuiper belt and related populations of objects, have been formed. This
problem is also intimately linked to the formation of the giant planets, a very
attractive topic due to the discovery of cxtrasolar planetary systems. Significant
co ntributions to the understanding of the highly unstable cometary populations
have been made in the last decade. yet some problems remain unsolved (such
as the appearance of dormant comets in the outer asteroid belt and among the
near-Earth object popul ation ).

14.1 Planets
Planetary physical properties. such as gravitational and magnetic fields, at

mospheres and magnerospheres. are discussed in Chs. 2 to 10: long-term dy-
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h lble /4./ . Dynamical properties o f the planets and the Sun: a is the semimajo r axis . in AU; P
is the orbital period : e the ecce ntricity; I the incl ination, in degrees; P, the side real spin period.
in days; e the obliquity. in degrees (for Sun referred to the ecliptic). All orbital elements arc
mean except from Pluto. for whic h wc give the osculat ing elements at naOD.a.

Ohjec t u P r J r , ,
Su n 25.3W 7.25

M ercur y O.311 7 87.97 d 0.206 7.005 58.646 "" 0. 1

Venus 0.723 224.70 d 0, 007 3.395 243.0 19 177.36

Ea rth I .()()() 305.25 d O.O]? O.I}(J() 0.99 7 23.45

Mars 1.524 686 .97 d 0.093 1.850 1.026 25.19

Jupiter 5.203 11.86 Y 0.048 1.303 0.4 14 3.12

Saturn 9.555 29.46 Y 0.1)56 2.489 0,4 44 26.73

Uranus 19.2 18 114.02 y 0,04 6 0.773 0.718 97.92

Neptune 30. 110 164 .77 Y OJ'X19 1.770 0.671 28.80

Plu lO 39.44 247 .69 Y 0.254 17.14 6.387 122.53

'The Sun h a~ a ditr... rcnlial rolmion in lautnde teq. (9.2»): rbe period ranges from ::z 25 d (equalor) to ::z 35 d
(po les).

namics. includin g the stability of planetary orbit s, is treated in Sec. 15.1 and
planetary for matio n in Ch. 16. In this Section we review and comment on
the principal planetary data given in Tables 14.1 and 14.2. Pluto is included
for tradit ional reasons, altho ugh it is the large st of many similar objects in the
transneprunian region (in particular, those belonging to the plutino popu lation :
Sec. 14.4).
Planetary orbits show, in general, a fairly regular pattern: eccentricities and
inclina tions are small; the semimajor axes roughly fi t a geome tric progression
with a ratio d ose to 2. This feature was discovered in the 18th century and is
called the Tit/lis-Bode law (Problem 14.1). The wider gap between Mars and
Jupiter cor responds 10 the location of the as teroid belt : it is likely that gravi
tational perrurbations due 10 the ear ly-formed and massive Jupiter prevented
the material in this belt from forming a planet. The regularity in the planetary
sequence is main ly due to thc requirement of orbiral stability, in part icular to
avoid close encounters between planets for a time span ranging from 107 to
1010 orbital periods (sec also See. 15.1). It is interesting that the largest cccc n
rricitics and inclinations occur at the inner and outer boun daries, for Mercury
and Pluto. Today we observe only the final state of the rapid. complex and still
poorly understood formation of the solar system, which lasted a few tens to
hundreds My. The forming planets were surrounded by a myriad of planctcs
imals and perhaps even a num ber of additional planetary cores that failed to
accrete enough material to compete with their more massive neighbours (e.g.,
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Table 14.2. Physical pro perties of the pla nets and the Sun. The co lumns show: Rc. the equa-
toria l radi us in km (for the gia nt planets the I bar level ); M , the mass in g; i.', the mean density
in g/c m3; A. rhc visual geometric albedo; *, the surface mater ials; u , the main constitue nts of
the atm osp here.

Object R, M e A • ..
Sun 696,O(Kl 1.99 x 103.1 1.4 1 H. Hc

Mercu ry 2,440 3.30 x 10:>6 5.43 0. 11 Igneous rocks 0 2. Na

Venus 6,051 4.87 x 1[}-"7 5.20 0.65 Basaltic rocks CO.::
Earth 6,378 5.97 x Ion 5.52 0.37 Water. basaltic :-i2,02

and granit ic rocks

MaN 3,396 6.42 x Iuzt' 3.93 0. 15 Basa ltic roc ks, dust CO .::
J upite r 7 I ,492 1.90 x 10.10 1.33 0.5 2 H!, He

Saturn 60 .268 5.68 x IoN 0. 69 0,47 H~,He

Ura nus 25.559 8.68 x l()l~ 1.32 0,5 1 " ", lie, CH l
Neptune 24.764 1.02 x 1O~ 1.64 0,4 1 " ", lie, en,
PInto 1,15 1 1.27 x I()ls 2. 1 0.55 CH4. 1I10 . CO ices Thin CII4

Jupiter and Saturn ). Subsequently these small bodie s were swept out of the
earl y solar system by gravitational perturbations caused by the planets. leaving
behind a well sett led progre ssion of orbi ts able to survive for a long time. Dur
ing this early and violen t evolution most of the remaining major planets may
have radially moved away from the formation zone ; this process of planetary
migration may be due to tidal interaction with the so lar nebula or unbalanced
exchange of orbital angular momentum with smaller bodie s (Sec . 16.4). Nep
tune may have moved out ward by as much as 6- 10 AV , while capturing a sig
nificaru fraction of transneptunian planeresimals in the 3/2 exte rior resonance
(Sec. 14.4).

Planetary rotations are much less regular; their only common feature (though
violated by the two innermost planets) is a remarkable clustering of rotation
periods near I day over a mass range of several orders of magnitude (including
astero ids). The sense of rotation is approximately progradc, except for Venus.
Uranus and Pluto.

In the ideal formati on of a star in interstellar space from a nebula of radius R.
the angular veloc ity is always directed along the (co nstant) angular momentum
L and increases as 1/ R2; but in the solar system the material which contributes
to forming a planet shares the angular momentum of the nebula and. more
over, eac h accrcting planctcsimal bring s its own individual conrribution. As
for planetary orbits. we must distingui sh the rapid format ion period from thc
subsequent long-term evolution. Consider first rho giant planets. whose angu
lar mome ntum likely has undergone little change . with on ly a slow and stable
precession due to the solar torque (Sec. 4.1). In a standard formation model.
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neg lecting pluncrcsimals, suppose that the gas cloud, as it cle ared its feeding
zone and uncoupled from the disc, had init ially a spherica l shape (slightly elo n
gated by tides) de termined by the balance between pressure and self gravi ty;
and that if wa s at rest in the rotating fram e, with angular veloc ity n. During
its colla pse, with a velocity V toward s the ce ntre of mass at R = 0, it was
subject to the Coriolis for ce .Fe = - 2 n: x V and a progrode torque R x Fc'
so that its final state is likely a prograde rotation (Problem 14. 12). Th is sce
nar io is cons istent with Jupi ter 's small obliquity and, partiall y, wit h Satu rn' s
and Neptune's, but it does not fit well with Uranus. Perhaps in this region the
gaseous protonebula had locally more complex, three-dimensional structures;
it should also be noted that Uranus (and Neptune) have substantial rocky cores
and icy mantles (with rnass e 10- 15 M(j) , certa inly arisen out of planetesima l
material, some of which might have accreted in planetary embryos, with large
and random angular momentum. For Saturn. though, the most likely model as
sumes the rotation axis captured in the Ss spin-orbit resonance with the nodal
drift of Neptune (Sec. 7.1). A Jupiter-like initial obliquity is pushed by this
mechanism to the currently observed value in a fcw hundreds of My. Interest
ingly, this scenario also sets limits on the primordi al mass in rhc Kuiper belt
zone and rimcscalc of its fading.

In the accretio n of planctcsimal s - the accepted formation mode of terres
trial planets - however, the process is more complex and must he studied in
the framework of Hill 's problem (Sec. 13.4). Since Hill's interior and exterior
orbits arc symmetric, generally the addition of posi tive and negative angular
momentum is equally likely; the sense and the value of the final rotation de
pends on tine details, such as the distribution of eccentricities and inclinations
of plancresimals. Models based on a classical Kcplcrian cloud and a regular
accretion do lead to a final prograde rotation, but its amount is of the order of
the mean motion and cannot explain the present large values for the Earth and
Mars. The impacts of remaining planetary embryos (evidenced by the likely
collisional origin of the Moon) during the final phase of planetary formation
may have changed the original rotational state; moreover, significant long-term
evolution may have occurred due to tidal effects and resonan t interaction with
orbital dynamics (see Sec. 7.1 and Appendix of Ch. 7), resulting in a large
increase of the rotation period and a significant change in the obliquity.

The geological history of the obliquities of the terrestrial planets is particu
larly interesting. As noted in Sec. 7.1, the lunar gravitational influence appre
ciably increased the precession constant of the Earth from e l6 " /y to more
than 50 " /y ; as a result, the only secular resonance between the precession and
the orbital motion through which the EaI1h axis probably passed altered the
obliquity by e 0.5° . Venus, before acquiring the current obliquity of e 178°,
might have suffe red the most remarkabl e evolution. In a possible scenario. a
chaotic diffusion due to resonant interaction with the orbit increased the obliq-
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uity to 0:::: 90° ; later, atmospheric tides and core- mantle interaction produced its
steady secular increase. Both effects also dcspun Venus to the present. very
slow rotation period of 0:::: 243 d. Mercury is locked in a strange 3/2 spin-orbit
resonance. Its likely fast primordial rotation period was slowed by solar tides
(Sec. 15.3). but the exact time and mechanism of capture in this resonance is
not known. The current value of Mars' obliquity. close to the Earth's. is a coin
cidence. since it can undergo on a short timescale ( 0:::: My) large variations be
tween 00 to 0:::: 600. due to resonances between precession and orbital evolution
(mentioned earlier). This fact had an important influence on the palaeoclimate
and the evolution of the atmosphere of the planet.
Mass and angular momen/um distribution>- The total mass of the planets is
only 0. 15% that of the Sun; the four inner planets. though denser, contain
less then 0.5% of the whole planetary mass, the remaining part residing in the
four giant planets (most of it in Jupiter and Saturn). Jupiter 's size is about 10
times smaller than that of the Sun and 10 times larger than that of the Earth.
Bodies in the solar system are much smaller than their distances. Finally, the
rotation of the Sun contributes only a small part ( 0:::: 1%) to the total angular
momentum L of the system; h is not surprising that the polar axis of the Sun.
which contributes to L a small and uncoupled amount. has a significant tilt
(~ 7°).
Planetary "taxonomv".« Table 14.2 clearly shows the traditional distinction
between the inner and the outer planets. of terrestrial and Jovian type. respec
tively: the latter arc much larger and less dense than the former, a consequence
of the large abundances of the same light gases (hydrogen and helium) which
prevail in the Sun. This difference is clearly related to the different efficiency
with which light gases were accreted by planetary embryos in the primordial
solar nebula (sce Sec. 16.4). However, in the outer group, Uranus and Neptune
arc distinctly different from Jupiter and Saturn. and have a greater proportion
of ices (C. N, 0 and H compounds) ; they arc sometimes called ice giants, as
compared to Jupiter and Sarum, the gaseous giants. Pluto, with its small size.
solid icy surface and peculiar orbit, seemingly does not fit well in this group.
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Since its discovery. in 1930, it presented a problem for planet ary taxonomy un
til the 1990s. when a large populat ion of com posi rionally and orbitully similar
obj ects was found at the outski rts of the so lar system (Scc. 14.4) .

In the inner planets the obse rve d den sity gradient is also related to corn
pos it iona l differences. with a distin ctly larger fract ion of iron (the only heavy
clement ab unda nt enough) in Mercury tha n in the other planets (Fig . 14 .1). It is
d ifficult, however, to explain its high density with the distribution of eleme nts
in the protoplanetary neb ula alone; a mo re plausible sce na rio assumes that, at
the end of the planetary formation period, a giant impact stripped Mercury of
most of its mantle. The two-component model of a planet described in the
second part of the Problem 1.2 leads to the relation

R, (!! - [Jm )113
R = (}c - !!m (14 .1 )

between the mean density [J and the densities of the mantle [Jmand the core l!c .
For Mercury, the value {} = 5.42 glem3 can be justified, for example, with an
iron core of radius 0.75 R and densi ty (le ;:: 10 glem3 and a mantle of density
(lrn ;:: 2.5 gjcm3•

14.2 Satellites
Natural satellites d isplay a rich variety of orbital configurations and histo

ries, often intimately linked with their surface and interior characteris tics. As
in the case of planets, we have a deta iled information about many satellites
from spacecraft reconnaissance. However, since orbital histor ies of satellites
are typically much more complex than those of planets, the interpretation of
the data is generally very complicated and in many cases still debated.

The striking difference between the satellites of the terrestrial planets (the
two Martian satellites are poorly understood and the Earth's Moon is likely
due to a giant impact) and the extens ive satellite systems around the gase
ous giants has to do with the cond itions in the early solar system and their
unique formation mechanism. The slow acc retion of terres trial planets de 
prived the surrounding space of mate rial to make satellites. Additio nally, as
argued in Sec. 15.3, the significant slowing down of Mercury 's and Venus' spin
rate would place their hypothetical satellites on orbits inside the corotation ra
dius; further tidal evolution would drive them toward tidal disruption near the
planet. In contrast to thc terrestrial planets, the rapid accretion of giant planets
allowed the formation of large systems similar to the solar system itself. The
major satellites, especially the Galilean satellites of Jupiter, mimic the orbital
and bulk propert ies of planets. They all lie near the equatoria l plane of the
centra l planet , orbiting in the prograde sense and with spacing in approximate
geometric progression. Their mean densi ty decreases, while the abundance of
ice increases, with planetocentric distance. The explanation of th is pattern is
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Table 14.3. Orbital da ta of satell ites with radii <= 100 km. We give: a . the semimajur axi s in
unit s of 1,000 km: P. the period in da ys: e, the eccent rici ty: I, the incl ination in degrees with
respect to the planer's equator, except for some distant satellites and the Moon (marked by a
dagger ), for which it is referre d to the orbital plane of the planet; P" the period of rotation in
da ys (1lT S if syn chronous. C if chaotic) .

Pla net Satellite a r e I P,

Eart h Moo n 384.4 27.322 0.0549 5. ISt S

Jupiter Amalthca 181.4 0 .498 0.003 0.40 S

Jupiter 10 42 1.!l 1.769 0.004 ' 0.04 S

Jupiter Europa 67 1.1 3.552 0.009 ' 0.4 7 S

Jupiter G any mcdc 1,070.4 7.155 0.002' 0.20 S

Jupiter Ca llisto 1,882 .8 16 .6 89 0.007 n.2!! S

Sat um Mimas 185.5 0 .942 0.020 l.5 3 S

Sal um Enccludus 238.0 1.370 0.005 0.02 S

Sat urn Tcthys 294 .7 1.888 0.000 l.09 S

Saturn D ione 377 ,4 2.737 0.002 0.02 S

Sat urn Rhca 527. 0 4 .5 18 0.00 1 0.35 S

Sat urn T itan 1.22 1.9 15.945 0.029 0.33 S

Saturn Hyperion 1.48 1.1 21.277 0. 104 0.4 3 C

Saturn lapetus 3,56 1.3 79 .330 0.028 7.52 S

Sat urn P hoe h e 12,952.0 550.4 8 0. 163 175.3t 0.4

Uranus Miranda 129.8 1.413 0.003 4.22 S

Uranus Aric! 191,2 2.520 0.003 0.31 S

Uranus Umb ric l 266 .0 4 .144 0.005 0.36 S

Urunus Titu nia 435.8 8.706 0.002 0. 10 S

Uran us Ohcmn 582 .6 13.463 0.00 1 o.r () S

Neptune Lari ssu 73.5 0 .555 0.000 0.20

Neptune Proteus 117 .6 1.122 0.000 0.55

Ne ptune Triron 354 ,8 5.877 0.000 156.83 S

Ne ptune ~erciJ 5.513.4 360.136 0.751 7.23 t

P luto Char on 19 .4 6.38 7 < 0.007" 96.2t S

~ The eccentricities of 10 and Europa are d ominated by the forced terms due to the Laplacian resonance:
c"n\'~ l>dy. Gan)'",~d,", ~cc~nt rici ty is mainly Fee". with a minor ('" O.l)()()6 ) forc~d contrihution; for ddails
sec Fcrraz-Mcllo's book quoted in Further Readings 01"1:-11, 1$,

probably again similar: the region close to the collapsing central body was
too hot for rho most volatile materials in the prow-solar and rhc proto-Jovian
nebula; to condense. This is also consistent with the absence of a similar par
rcrn in the Saturnian and rhc Uranian systems, whose formation was probably
associated with a much weaker energy outflow than for Jupiter. The obvious
compactness of these satellite systems, if compared to the planetary system,
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h lble /4.4. Physical properties of satellites. We show: R. the mean radius in km (if 1101
resolved bener); {'. the mean dens ity in g/cm.1; A , the visual geome tric albedo; *the surface (o r
atmospheric) composition.

Planet Sate llite R e A •
Earth Moon 1,737.5 3.34 0. 12 Anonhositic and

bas altic roc ks, dUSI

Jupiter Am althca 131x73 x67 3.07 0 .09 Rocks, sulph urous
coating?

Jupiter 10 1,82 1 3.53 0 .61 Sulphur compounds

Jupiter Europa 1,561 3.01 0 .68 H20 ice

Jup iter Gan ymede 2, 63 1 1.94 0 .44 11: 0 ice. dirt

Jupiter Cu llisto 2AIO J.M 0.20 11: 0 ice, d irt

Satu rn Mimas 209 x 196 x 19 1 1.14 0 .56 H20 ice

Saturn Enceludus 256 x 247 x 245 I I 1120 ice

Saturn Tct hys 536 x 528 x 526 I 0 .90 H,G ice

Saturn Dione 51iO 1.50 0 .6 Dirty H,O ice

Satu rn Rh ea 764 1.24 0 .6 H20 ice

Satu rn Titan 2,575 l.XX 0. 22 Liquid? Cl 14 • ices;
N2, CH4 atmosphe re

Satu rn Hypcrion 175 x 140 x 133 1.25 0 .3 Dirty ice '!

Satu rn lape rus 7 18 1.02 0.05/0.5 1120 ice. icy din?

Satu rn Phoc be 115 xl lO x 105 2.3 O.OX lee. carbo-
n aceou s din'!

Uranus Mirandu 240 x 234 x 233 1.20 0 .32 H20 ice . din

Uranus A rie1 58 1 x 578 1.67 0 .39 Ih O ice. dirt

Uranus Umbriel 585 1.40 0. 21 1120 ice. dirt

Uranus Titania 789 1.72 0 .27 H20 ice, dirt

Ura nus Obcron 76 1 1.63 0. 23 H20 ice, dirt

Neptune Larissa [()4 x X9 1.3'! 0.06 .,
Neptune Pro te us 2 18 x 208 x 20 1 1.3'1 0 .06 ,
Neptune Triton 1,353 2.06 0 .76 CH 4, Nr. H20 ices; thin

N2, CH . atmos phere

Neptune Nc rcid 170 1.5? 0 .16 ?

Plu to Chamn 600-64 0 1.3 (J.38 H20 ice

undoubtedly arises from the limited size of the region in which the planet is
gravitationally dominant over the Sun. There is, however, one significant dif
ference between them: the total angular momenta of the satellite systems are
only about I ('/0 of the spin angular momentum of the respective giant planet,
certainly a consequence of the different formation mechanism.
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The natural satell ites span a wide range of sizes. Seven (the Moon, the four
Galilean satell ites, Titan and Triton) are more than 2,500 km across, larger
than Pluro and almost reaching the size of Mercury. They arc small "planetary
worlds". All the other ~ 90 known satellites have sizes comparab le to those of
the observable main belt asteroids and transneptunian objects, from about 10
to 1, 500 km, and could be included in a general category "small solar system
bodies". Tables 14.3 and 14.4 give orbital and physical data of the natural
satellites with radii larger than ~ 100 km. The inventory of smaller satellites
includes: the two Mart ian moons Pbobos and Deimos; 55 Jovian satellites (3
in the inner part of the syste m and 52 irregular satellites in the oute r part);
22 Sau unian satellites (4 at the outer edge of the ring system, 2 coorbitals
between the rings and Mirnas. 2 Trojans! of Tethys and I Trojan of Dione,
and 13 distant, irregular satellites); 16 Uranian satellites (11 of which lying
between the rings and Miranda and 5 distant satellites); 4 Neptunian moons
inside the orbit of Larissa: and. of course, all the planetary ring particles with
dimensions up to ~ 10 m. The existence of kilometre-size, not yet discovered,
moonlct s embedded in the rings of the outer planets is also likely; the Cassini
mission to Saturn should bc able ro detect some of these objects.

Advancements in observational technology, such as large ground-based tele
scopes, adaptive optics and the Hubblc Space Telescope, have allowed the dis
covery of an impressive numbe r of distant satellites. These objects, with orbits
very different from the regular ones, pose interesting problems for models of
their origin and evolution. For instance, Fig. 14.2 indicates a paucity of distant
satellite orb its with inelination between 50" to 140" to the eeliptie. For orbits
in this part icular range of inclination, solar perturbations cause large oscilla
tion in eccentricity (this process has been first studied by Y. KOZAI in 1962 for
high-inclination orbits of asteroids, whence the usual name Kozai mechanism;
see also the related Problem 14.8). When the eccent ricity reaches its maximum
for orbits in this "exclusion zone", the moon crosses the orb its of the regular
sate llites near its pericentre and collisions quickly remove the irregular satellite
from its orbit.

Orbita l evolution of natural satellites. In spite of some similarities, the or
bital evolution of natural satellites is distinct from the orbital evolution of the
planetary system (Sec. 15.1); in particular, they evolve much faster due to the
profound effect of anelastic tidal phenomena. As it will be quantitatively dis
cussed in Sec. 15.3, tides affect (i) satellite orbits by slowly changing their
mean distance to the planet. and (ii) the rotation state of both the satellite and
the planet, main ly causing them to slow down and tilt the spin axis in a specific
direction with respect to the orbit. In many cases the characteristic timescale

IIn analogy with Jupircrs Trojan and Greek asteroid systems. wc call "Trojan" a body placed in the ~ or
Ls Lagrangtnu points of the planet-satellite system (Sec. 13.3).
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Figure 1-1.2. Orbital properties of the irregular satellites of giant planets. In the polar coordi
nates adopted here, the angle from the abscissa is the inclination J relative to the 12(x)() ecl iptic;
radial lines indicate the range of variation between pcriccmrc and apcccntrc. with the scmimajo r
axis a at the centre; the unit is l /ill·.s radius Rn of the correspo nding: planet. Ncrcid is the only
known irregular satell ite of Xeptune. Dashed lines indicate high inclination states, that would
be coupled with large variations in eccentricity by the Kozai mechanism; bodies on these orbits
would get scattered by inner satellites.

of these effects is as short as :::: 0.0I - 0.1 My; this explains why most satellites
rotate synchronously with their revolution (Table 14.3). Ideally, such a tidally
evolved system consists of both the planet and the satellite in synchronous ro
tation and circular orbits with vanishing obliquity. As far as we know, only
the Pluto-Charon couple has reached this ultimate state; in other cases (includ
ing the Earth and Moon) (he characteristic timcscalc to dcspin the planet is far
longer than the age of the solar system.

Satellite systems also evolve by rcsonances . In multiple systems, like those
of the giant planets, the most natural cases are due to commensurability of
their mean motions; however, more complex effects may occur when secu
lar frequencies of the node or the pcricentre arc involved. The eccentricity,
the inclination, or both, may undergo secular evolution. A complicated inter
play between tidal evolution and rcsonanccs may occur: tides may drive the
orbit toward commensurab ility, but also cause ifs exit from it, with a process
which, depending on the resonance structure, may be well estimated, or unpre
dictable. The temporary increase of the orbital eccentricity may often influence
the internal structure of the satellite. The heat generated in its interior by the
anclastic response to the time-variable internal stress along an eccentric orbit
may eventually result in its entire or partial melting (as for 10 and Ganymede;
Sec. 15.3). Less spectacular, but also importan t, may be the periodic strain of
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the satellite's fragile surface. resulting in character istic alterations (e.g., the icy
surface of Europa).

Iiarth-Moon sys tem> - The Moon is believed to have consolidated in the equa
torial plane of the Earth from debris stripped off the Earth 's mantle by a giant
impact. Since the Roche radius of the Earth is e 2.9 Rw (Secs. 4.5 and 14.7),
there is no difficul ty for a very rapid lunar accre tion (on the timcscalc of e I y)
beyond this d istance (Fig. 16.7). Aftcr formation the Moon steadily receded
from the Earth due 10tides, and soon synchronized its rotation (the same tidal
torque likely caused large variations in its ob liqu ity, driving it to the present
Cassini state). Prom the curre nt rarc > 3.8 cmly of the lunar reces sion, known
from laser ranging (Secs. 20.3 and 2004), the past time evolution of the distance
r(t) was slowing down and can be determined from the spin-orbit coupling,
which leads to cq. (15.31). It turns out that, if the tidal angu lar lag Er had been
constant. the Moon would have been at a distance equal to the Earth's rad ius
less than e 2 Gy ago. The impact origin of the Moon some 4.5 Gy ago thus
requires that t.T was smaller in the far past. Such change in the strength of tidal
coupling is likely due to the different distributi on of continents and shallow
seas . where most dissipation occurs today. As mentioned in Sec. 3.2, there is
also a small non-tidal component of unknown origin. Important problems are
raised by the ::::: 10° inc lination of the lunar orbit with respect to the Earth equa
tor, and its eccentricity > 0.055 (particularly because lunar formation occurred
on an almost circu lar orbit in the equatorial plane). A complicated sequence
of resonances involving the secular d rift of the node and perigee are likely
candida te for the ecce ntricity and inclination perturbation. Alternatively, the
incl ination of the lunar orbit may have been increased by interaction with the
debris disc, which survived for about 100 Yinside the corotation radius of the
Earth, by the following process: anelastically damped surface waves, as those
observed in a planetary disc, were likely present; if the debris mass was large
enough (com parable with the Moon 's) their gravitational field would increase
lunar orbit incl ination by as much as 150

• However, details of the long-term
orbital history of the Moon still remain uncertain.

Satellites of Mars.- Phobos is presently loca ted well inside the eorotation ra
dius of Mars, while Dcimos is just outside . Tides drive Phobos inward and in
a few tens of My will bring about its disruption; but Dcimos is receding from
Mars. Interestingly, Phobos is already inside the Roche radi us corresponding
to a mean density of 2 gjem 3 (Sec. 4.5). It needs a shear strength of at least
::::: 105 dyne/ern- to resist the Manian tidal field. Long-term orbital histories
of both moon s are compatib le with their forma tion near the cororation rad ius
and a mean Martian value of the quali ty factor Q ::::< 100 (cq. (4.37» . The
non-zero value of Phobos ' orbi tal eccentricity warran ts investigation, since a
simple backward tracing of its orb it would lead to unaccepta bly large values,
with a nearly certain co llision with Deimos, well after their formation. As in
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(he lunar ca se, a numbe r of complex rcson anccs between Phobos" mean mo
lion , Mars ' ro tat ion freq uency, and the Sun's apparent motion arc sus pected
as the cause of its presen t value . Another pos sible solution is tha t Phobos and
Dcimos were once a sing le body that was collisio nally dis rupted near the coro
ration orbit.

Jupiter sys tem»: The satellites of Jupiter present a vast orbi tal and physical
complexity. They are d ivided in three distinct groups: (i ) four small inner
satellites . (ii) four major Galilean sa tellites, and OH) 52 small and dista nt ir
regulars. Satellites in the inner group quickly synchronized their rotation due
la planetary tides; much like a similar grou p of Saturnia n satellites, they may
have undergone episodes of eollisional break-up and rcasscmbly due to the
impacts of ecl iptic comets. Collisions with Amalthea and Metis feed the inner
and outer gossamer rings with microscopic particles. Distant irregulars. split in
two families with different inclinations (Fig . 14.2), arc most likely eollisional
fragments of a few larger precursors. Their rotation periods (between 8 - 14 h),
match ing typical asrcro idal or eometary values. arc unaffected by tidal effects
due to their large distanc e from Jupiter.

The main problems in Jupiter' s system co ncern its four major satellites 10,
Europa. Ganymede and Callisto. named after the ir discove rer Galilean satel
lites. Observations by the Galileo spacecraft put severe constraints O il the past
o rbital evolution of the syste m. Gan ymede's internal magnetic fi eld (Sec. 6.5)
and the measurement of its gravitational field imply a di ffere ntiated body with
a fluid conducting core. Ganymede must have undergone a period of nearly
complete, or pallial, melting over its history. Also. its surface exhibi ts anoma
lous features, with about 40 % heav ily cratered terrain, and the remainder con
sisting of tectonic plates with low crater density. On the contrary, Callisto.
with a similar size, lacks a magnetic field, while its gra vity data indicate only
a partial different iation . Its surface is heavily eratered, with no indication of
endogenic activity.

The most striking orbital characteristics of the Galilean satellites are the
three-body resonance relationships 11, - 311E + 211G = 0, 111 - 211 E + riT1 = 0,
II I - 211E + riTE = 0 and I1E - 211G + 'riT E = 0 between the mean motions 11!,

"e and I1G of 10, Europ a and Ganymcdc and their pcriccmrc dri fts w: Cal
lisro, the fou rth satel lite, is not involved. The frequencies WJ = fll - 211E and
W2 = I1 E - 21/G arc in a 1/1 resonance (named after Laplacc). likely not pri
mordial; the key point is that the tidal expansion of lo's and Ganymcdc's orbits
arc, due to their different distances from Jupiter, respectively the fastest and
the slowest. If initially the three satellites were at a generic position in their
present order, Io 's fas t evolution would lead to its capture in a 2/1 mean mo
tion resonance with Europa; then , in this locked state, the two satellites would
evolve toward a three-body resonan ce with Ganymede. The timing of this se
quence is unknown, but Ganymede's capture may have been relatively recent.
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At this stage Gunymcdc's eccentricity might have been sig nificantly increased,
with tidal ge neration of heat and surface, or even globa l melt ing. This model
explains the difference between Ca llisto and Ga nymc dc mentioned above; it
also provides an exp lanation for the prese nt eccentricity of 10, necessary to
susta in its active volc anism. Europa's peculiar surface features suggest an in
ter ior ocean ; however, the energy source need ed to ma inta in a liquid layer at a
depth of'e ISO km is a difficult and unsolved probl em. since the tides do not
see m enough.

Sa turn system> - Th e 17 Sa turnian sate llites disp lay a rich varie ty of rcsonanccs
and interactio ns with the rings, some with a peculi ar histo ry. Most of the 9
inner sa tel lites have expe rienced at least one collisional disruption eve nt due
to co mc tary impacts, made signi ficantly more likely by Sa turn's gravitational
focusing . Th e resulting debris, in part accrcrcd aga in on the target sa te llites
and in part may ha ve been driven away from the original orbit by Saturnian
tidal shear; Trojan sate llites and other coorbita ls may also be exp lained in this
way (Sec. 13.4). Rings may also be efficiently fed, someti mes even modified ,
by these events. The sys tem harbours the enigmatic and large moon Titan. the
on ly satelli te in the solar system with a dense nitrogen atmosphere. In 2000
the very di stan t Phoe be was found to be accompanied by other 12 irreg ular
sate llites, mos t likely captured coUisional ejecra (Fig. 14 .2).

Th ere are six mean motion resonances between the regular satell ites , wit h
the foll owing values of p /q: 2/ 1 between M imas and Tcthys, and Bnceladus
and Dione, 4/3 between Titan and Hyperion (Sec. 15.2); 1/ 1 between the coor
bitals Janu s and Epimethe us (Sec . 13.4 ), Dione and Helena (wh ich is near L4
eq uilate ral po int of Dione). and Tethys, Telesto and Calypso (the last two li
brati ng aro und 1.4 and Lj eq uilateral poin ts relative to Tethys). Evolutionary
sche mes invol ving tida l capture from generic initia l orbits have been satisfac
toril y developed for the two sys tems in the 2/ 1 resonance , though this sce na rio
does not expla in all the pecul iarities of Enceladus. T his sa te llite has a young,
crate r-free surface , not older than e I Gy, and a large albedo o f nearly unity.
indi cating recent frost. It is be lieved to be a so urce for 5atu111\, E ring. No re
liable energy so urce for this activity has been found yet. The ori gin of the 4/3
resonance ofTitan and Hyperion is a more complica ted problem . A tidal orig in
has been suggested, due to the fas ter tidal expansion of Titan ' s orbi t; bur this
is pro blemat ic. s ince close approaches bet ween the two satellites would take
place well before the resonance is es tablished. Alt ernatively, Hyperion may
have accrcrcd from debris material previously cap tured in this resonance. De
spite the poor understanding of its orbital orig in, other pro perties of Hyperion
arc we ll understood. Hyperion has a chaotic rotation due to irs large orbit al cc
cen tricity and a highl y irregul ar shape, with significant triaxiality (the moments
of inertia fulfil (B - A)/C :::: 0.51 ). The origin of this anoma lous shape, with
a size e 300 km. is due to cometary impacts . Contrary to all other cases, the
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small width of this resonance prevents rc-accumulanon of cjccra. s ince nearly
all of them co llide with Titan .

An interest ing problem is presented by Iapctus. whose albedo strongly de
pends on the angle be tween the position and the orbital veloc ity : the leading
and the tra iling hemisphere s have, respect ively. A ::::: 0.05 and A ::::: 0.5. The
likely cause is dust from Ph ocb c. which has a larger and retrograde orbit. Dust
grains. affec ted by the Poynting-Robcrtson effect (Sec. 15.4 ). spiral in and im
pact mainly the lead ing hemisphere of Iapc rus. on a progradc orbit. Since
laperus' orbital pe riod is equal to its rotation period due to tidal interaction , the
d ust accumulates on the same region of the satellite.

Uranus system> Uranus has three distinct groups of satellites: (i) small in
ne r satellites embedded in its extens ive ring system: (ii) class ical satellites be
tween , and including, Miranda and Ob eron: (iii) five distant irregular satelli tes,
whose origin is similar to those of Ju pite r and Saturn. Uranus" system is spe
cial amo ng the giant planets because it lacks any orbital resonance. Th e orbit of
Mirunda (w ith inclination c 4.2° ) and the surface anoma lies of Mi randa . Arid
and Titania. however, requ ire past reso nant transitions. Cand ida te configura
tions have been found, namely the 5/3 Mirand a-Aricl and the 3/ 1 Mira nda
Umbri el mean mot ion rcsonanccs. Mirand a has one of the most peculiar satel
lite surfaces in the so lar system: o ld, densely cratcrcd terrain s arc interrupted
by young, oval and rrapczoid al patterns (called co rone) of co nce ntric groove s
and ridges. These feat ures are not well unde rstood.

Neptune system.- As in the case of Saturn, the Ne ptunian satellite system has
onl y one sizable member, Triton. Its orbi t - fai rly close to the planet , nearly
ci rcular, and retro grade (with inclination e 15]0) - is highly irregular. Com
pared to the other giant planets, on ly few other satell ites of Nep tune arc known,
namely, the six inner satellites disco vered by Voyage r and, very distant, Ncrcid.
with its large eccentricity of:::: 0.75. Triton. with its unusual orbital history, is
o ne of the most inte restin g objects in the Neptune system. It is likely that this
giant sate llite was captured fro m a heliocentric orbit in a close encounter or a
co llis ion with a sma ll Ncpt unia n satellite, or by gas drag in the proto-Ncptunian
nebula. The initial , high ly ecce ntric orbit was quick ly (in e 0 .5 Gy ) circular
ized by stro ng tide s (consis tently with the satellite's young surfa ce) and driven
to synchronous rotation. Triton's orb it is still subj ect to stro ng tidal decay.
Model s of its future evolution predict tidal disrup tion inside the Ro c he limi t in
;:::: 3.5 - 4 Gy, if the satellite 's binding energy is negligible. Interestin gly, such
a major event wo uld lead to a spectacular set o f rings aro und Neptune, with a
mass far excee ding tha t o f Saturn 's rings.

If a regular primordial satelli te system wa s presen t in the inner lone, it is
likely that Tr iton's init ial eccentric orbit produced, by co llisions and close en
co unter s with Triton itself and among eac h other. a ge nera l disorde r: Nereid
might be a "lucky" leftover of this process, It is also possible that the current
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inner satellites arc a seco ndary popul ation , re-accumulated out of debris of the
first generation destroyed by Triton's passages.
Pluto- Cha ron sys tenc-- Because of its d istance and the lack of flyby observa
tions. this is the least known satellite system. Very litt le is known about Pluto
and Charon's composition and internal structure. Their comparable masses
(:::: 1.3 X 1025 g against e J.5 X 1024 g) suggest an unusual origin, perhaps a
giant impact like that fo r the Moon. The ir tidal influence (Pluto on Charon and
vice versa) is also comparable and large (~ 10-4 ) : this suggests that the present.
dou bly synchronous state, in which both rotat ional periods are equa l to the or
bital period 01'6.39 d. has been attained very quickly, perhaps in 10 - 100 My.
Perturbations in the system may be produced by encounters with comets from
the transneptunian region, but should quickly damp out. Recent Hubble Space
Telescope and ground-based adapti ve optics observations indicate an anoma
lous ecce r urtcity s; 0.0075 for this system. perhaps an indication of a recent
impact on one of the two bodies; however, this result is debated.

14.3 Asteroids
Among the observed members of the solar system , asteroid s represent by

far the most numerous population . The numbe r of catalogued bodies is now
greater than 3 x IDs (of which ~ 50,000 have very precisely determ ined or
bits and have been given a catalogue number ): ~ 95% of them orbit around
the Sun in mode rately eccentri c and inclined orbits in a large toro idal region
between 2.1 and 3.3 AU, the main asteroid belt. In this belt the accretion of
a planet-size object was interrupted in the early stage of the solar system cvo
Iution. leaving the asteroid population. The orbital and physical parameters of
the ten largest asteroid s arc listed in the Table 14.5. Moreover, some 5, 000
asteroids - called planet -crossing - arc known, with perihelia inside the orbits
of the inner planets. The best cha racterized is the popul ation of near-Earth
asteroids (w ith abou t 1, 600 known objects), which occa sionally approach the
Earth; this allows precise optical and radar observations. Th eir possible coll i
sion with the Earth makes them a potential hazard. Beyond the main belt, near
Jupiter' s triangula r Lagrangian points (Sec. 13.3), there arc the two groups of
Trojan anti Greek asteroids.

Orbital str uctures in th e main belt . Understanding the orbital dynamics in
the asteroid belt is not straightforward, because Jupiter and Saturn cause sig
nifieant variations in most orbita l elements. For instance, typical variations in
eccentricity and inclination may be of order ~ 0. 1 - 0.3 and ~ 5° - lO° rcspcc
rivcly, with rimcscalc s ranging from years to hundreds of millennia. Thus it
is necessary to first subtract these pcrturb ation s. The outcome of this delicate
correction, performed at different levels of sophistication either ana lytically
or numerically, are the so called proper orbital elem ents (Sec. 15.1). Except
in resonances, the angular variab les undergo a steady circulation, so that only
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h lble /4.5. Orb ital and physica l parameter s of the ten largest asteroids : (a ,e,l) are proper
orb ital elements (from hltp://new ton.dm.unipUt), D is the mean size estimated with infrared
observat ions of the IRAS spacecraft , P the spin pe riod and LV the range of vari at ion of the light
curve (from http ://cfa ·w ww.harvard .cdu/i ~l u/li sts/LightCllrvcDat.hlm ) . r or a triaxial ellipsoid.
assuming that the br ightness is prop orti onal to the cross-sec tion as see n from the Earth (un iform
albed o appruximation], the lig ht-c urve var ia tio n gives an indication of the ra tios of the principal
axes.

xo. ~alllc a (AU) e I (<.leg) f) (k m) * P (h) LV ( magj

Ceres 2.767 0. 116 9.66 84 8.4 9.075 0.ll4
2 Palfa s 2.77 1 0 .28 1 33.20 49 8. 1 7.8 11 O.oJ· O.16

4 Vcsta 2,362 OJl99 6.39 461U 5.3 42 0 .12

10 l lygiea 3. 142 0 .136 5.10 407. 1 27.62 3 0. 11·0.33

511 David a 3.174 0 .190 14.25 326. 1 5.129 (J.()6-0.25

704 Imc rnmnia 3.06 1 0.1 04 18.79 3 16.6 8.727 0.03-0.11

52 Europa H197 0 .119 6.37 302 .5 5.63 3 0.09·0.20

" Sylvia 3.4X5 0 .054 9.85 260 .9 5.184 0.30-0.62

31 Euphrnsync 3.155 0. 208 26.5 4 255.9 5.531 0.09·0.13

15 Eunomia 2.644 0 .149 13. 10 255.3 6.0 83 0.40-0.56

The IRA S sizes are likely underestimates; mosc preci se ob..cn-atiuns by thc ISO spacecraft yield
959.2 km. S74.0 km and S71H)km fur the maju r axes of Ccres. PalJas and Vcsta. respectively,

sernirnajo r axis. eccentricity and inclination acquire prope r values. The proper
e lements are never ideal orbital constants. but their valid ity is limited to some
time interval. Typically. a stab ility over ~ My is attained. but attempting to
stretch this limit to hund reds of My or Gy, still shorter than the age of the
solar system, is dangerous. Tiny details of gravitational pcrt urbauon s due to
the planets may cause instab ility (e.g.• effects related to high-order rcsonanccs ;
Sec. 12.5); also some non-gravitational forces may cause orb ital changes for
asteroids smaller than z;:< 20 km in size (e .g., the Yarkovsky effect; Sec. 15.4).

Figure 14.3 shows the distribution of the proper elements in the main as
teroid belt. Within the estimated stability interval of e 10 My, each point
represents a single as teroid. A closer look indicates the major structural fea
tures. of dynamical and collisional origin: (i) paucity of asteroids in the mean
mot ion and secular resonances with the planet s; (ii) several distinct groupings
of the proper elements throughout the whole belt; and (iii) truncation of the
belt at the encounter threshold with Mars (peri helion « 1.66 AU). The large
mean values of the proper eccentrici ty and inclin ation (ll .::::< 0.13 and I ::::: r
respective ly) do not fit the simplest expec tation of a disc with objects on pr i
mordial orbits with low eccentricity and inclination . Apparently some process
"excited" the ir o rbits since the astero ids accreted in this zone some 4.5 Gy ago .

The acquired mean velocity can be estimated as :::: !na Ve2 + j2 ::::< 1.7 km/s
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Figure /4.3. Proper orbital elements of the main -belt asteroid s in the (11, sin /) (top) and ((I, e)
planes; on the bottom, q and Q are, respectively. the per ihe lion and aph elion d istances. The
main belt is delimited by the 1'6 resonance at the bottom (Cl :::: 2.1 AU ), and the 2/ 1 mean motion
resonance with Jupiter on top (a '" 3.25 AU). There arc othe r mean motion rcsona nccs (3/1 ,
5/ 2, etc.] associated with the paucity of as teroid s due to the fast chaotic evolution towards very
eccentric states (Kirkwood gaps) ; solid lines indicate the borders of the correspo nding resu...
nanees . Unstab le orb its with large inclinations are due to the Vs and 1' 16 resonanccs (Sec. 15. 1).
so that onl y a small stable island is popul ated by the Phoc e as. On the other hand. the first order
mean motion rcsonanccs with Jupiter - 2/1, 3/2. 4/3 - harbour small populutions of sta ble orbits.
A number of as tero ids are cl ustered in families. of which the most signil1cunt ones arc labelled.
More than 35, 000 asteroids have been included, which are numbered or have been obse rved in
more than one opposi tion ; data from htlp Jlne wlon.dm.unipi.i tj.
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(11 is the mean motion and a ::::; 2.5 AV), while the mean relative velocity is
;;: 5 kmjs ; this is approximately 4 t imes higher than the escape veloc ity of the
larges t astero id, Cc rcs. and ca uses di sruptive co llisio ns, rather than accumula
tion. Moreo ver, the estimated total mass in the main belt - about 5 X 10- 4 Me 
is two or thre e orde rs of mag nitude below the mass estimated in rhis zone fro m
a smooth distribution of the surface density in the primordial planetary nebula
(Fig. 16.1). This again gives a hint into the "violent history" in th is zone of the
solar sys tem.

Dynam ical f eatures in the main asteroid belt: resonances» - Resonances with
the major planets sculpt both the borders of the main asteroid belt and the re
gions inside; at their locations a significant paucity of asteroids is observed.
These empty regions - Kirkwood gaps - in the asteroid distribution were no
ticed by D. KIRK W OOD as early as in the middlc 19th century. The most promi
nent of them are associated with low order, mean motion commcnsurabilitics,
like 3/ 1or 5/2, with Jupiter. As noted in Sec. 12.5, higher-order rcsonanccs are
less significant; however, what matters is their structure. Resonance dynam
ics in the main asteroid bclt has been understood in derail only with the help
of advanced analytic techniques and extensive numerica l exper iments. It was
found. for instance. that thc 3/ 1 mean motion commensurability with Jupiter at
se 2.5 AV is highly unstable, due to secular rcsonanccs locarcd inside its phase
space region. Objects injected in this region quickly (in e My) increase their
eccentricity to very high values (close to unity) by collisions. or slow diffu
sion due to the Yarkov sky effect. As a consequence. typically they eventually
fall into the Sun. unless they are released from the resonance by a close en
counter with one of the inner planets. or with Jupiter (in ::::: 5% of the cases );
then the asteroid becomes a member of the planet-crossing population. On the
other hand. the first-order (2/1, 3/2. 4/3) mean motion resonances with Jupiter
harbour limited stable regions where asteroids may reside for e Gy: they are
called Zhongguo group (2/1), Hilda group (3/2 ) and Thule group (4/3). The
large populations of Trojans and Greeks (Sec. 13.3) arc also in the 1/1 reso
nance with Jupiter.

The second kind of resonanecs significant for astcroida l motion are the secu
lar ones; they occur when the mean drift of the pcnccntrc or the node becomes
commensurable with one of the proper frequencies of the planetary system
(Sec. 15.1). The most significant one - called V6 - appears when the lon
gitude of the periccntrc (jJ drifts, due to planetary pcrturbations", at the rate
96 ;;< 28.2"/y. This resonance truncates the belt at ::::: 2. 1 AV and also causes
the "bent" boundary in the (a. /) plane (Fig. 14.3). As in the 3/1 case. astcroidal

2[t is ,, ["[en i nu~curate ly ,luled thal thi , i' a resonance with Saturn 's p<>ri ~e n lre drift; the princ ipul penurhing
effect. however, arises due to Jupiter, which pcriccrarc is a l~o [argely affecte d. but not dominated, by this
Frequency: see Fig. IS.l b.
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orbits injected in its zone evolve on a z;:: My timcscalc toward a very eccentr ic
state where they either arc released from the resonance due to a clo se encounter
with an inner planet , or co llide with the Sun.

Collisional and Yar kovsky-driven injection mechanisms resupply objects in
the 3/1 ,5/2 and Y(, reso nances at a rate far too low to compe nsate the fast eccen
trici ty evo lution. This is the reason why we see only a few obje cts im ide their
phase space regio n. In spite of this. the injection rate seems enough to kee p
the populat ion of planet-crossing asteroid s in an appro ximate steady state. The
higher-order, and thus weaker, rcsonanccs also produ ce long-term instabi lities
by increasing the eccentricity. In these cases, however, the tirncscalc is much
longer (c.g., z;:: 0. 1 Gy fo r cases like 7/3, 9/4 ctc.) , which allows evolution
processes strong enough to resupply asteroids (and meteoroids); no significant
vo id in their d istr ibution is observed. Note also that their widths (depending
on the order) arc small as we ll. On the who le, resonant effec ts cause a penna
nent leakage of asteroids fro m the main belt . important for understanding their
populations on planet-crossing orbits.

Coll isional f eatures in the main asteroid belt: asteroid families> - As discov
ered in 1918 by K. H [RAYA~1A , the orbital parameters of astero ids indicate
prominent grou pings in the space of proper elements . Hirayama suggested
that the or igin of each of these asteroid fa milies could be traced back to the
co llisional breakup of a parent body. which ejected fragments into heliocentric
or bits with relative veloc ities much lower than their orbital speed. An increas
ing number of prec ise ly known asteroidal orbits have allowed us to identify
so me 40 families across the whole main belt ; families may also exist amo ng
the Trojans and even in the transneptunian region. They are usually named
after the largest mem ber.

Physical studies have show n that the members of the most po pulous fam
ilies (associated with Therms, Eos, Koron is and Vesta) have similar surface
co mpositions. supporting the hypothesis of a common orig in. It also opened
up the possibility of inves tiga ting direc tly by astronom ica l observations the in
terior structure of the pare nt bodies; this has been acco mplished. in fact. after
recen t d iscove ry of a very young asteroid cluster inside the Koronis family
(Fig. 14.4). named after its biggest member the Karin cluster; it has been in
terpreted as an output of a collisi onal disruption of::::: 25 km size parent body
occurred only some 5.8 My ago . Because of its very young age, the Karin clu s
ter has undergone little dynamical and collisional evo lution. and is thus ideal
to investigate physical processes in co llisions o f small asteroids. Several other
tight aste roida l clusters of collisional origin have been rece ntly di scovered.

Collisio nal fragmentation has been show n to he a plausib le formation pro
cess for families , from the poi nt of view of the collision probability. Studies of
size distribution of families members indicate that at leas t the most prominent
of them are I - 3 Gy o ld (except for (he Karin cluster. whose age is known
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f i gu re N A. The Koronts asteroid family (thick dots on the left) on the plane (a, 1'); back
ground asteroids, nOI associated with the family. arc shown by thin dots, Note the sharp trunca
tion of the family by the 5/2 and 7/3 mean motion resonanccs with Jupiter; the offset in proper
eccentrici ty at larger values of the proper scrmmajor axis (vPromcthcus group") is due to an in
teraction with a weak secular resonance (dashed line). A recent secondary break up of a member
of this family with size e 25 km has created the Karin cluster (right); for comparison, the es·
tinuncd size of the Koronts parent body is '" 120 km, Proper elements from hltp://newton.drn.
unlpi.it/; sec also w. F. Bottkc et al., Sciellt'e 294, 1693 (200 1) and D. Ncsvomy cl al., Nature
417, 120 (2002).

much more precisely). They also suggest a wide variety of collisional modes:
from the entire disruption of the target body by a projectile of comparable mass
(e.g. the case of Koronis family), to a family composed of a swarm of small as
teroids, probably all ejecra from a large target hit by a small projectile (e.g. the
Vestu family). Asteroidal collisions have been simulated in laboratory experi
ments with high-velocity impacts on solid targets, and on computers using very
sophisticated numerical programs. It has been thus verified that most energetic
collisions are disruptive simply because the relative velocities of asteroids, due
to their eccentricities and inclinations, largely exceed their escape velocit ies:
even impacts with projectile-re-target mass ratios e 0.1% can impart energies
exceeding the binding energy of the target bodies, The large estimated age
of the principal families and the short-term validi ty of proper elements imply
that they might have undergone dynamical evolution. It is likely that families
were initially represented in the space of proper elements by more compact
clusters and then expanded, due to long-term pcrturbations, such as high-order
rcsonanccs and the Yarkovsky effect (t his latter for sizes :5 20 km). This kind
of dynamical aging, aside from collisional grinding. also explains why many
asteroid families arc sharply truncated by the strongest rcsonanccs in the main
asteroid belt (Fig. 14.4 ). There is another important consequence of this sce
nario: asteroid families and the entire main asteroid belt, though Gys old. may
still be very efficient in delivering multi-kilometre asteroids to the principal
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Fi gure /4.5. Keplcrian orbital e lements of near-Earth objec ts tq ~ 1.3 AU and Q z 0.( 83 ) in
the (a, e) and (a , 1) planes . Apollos and Ateus are on Ea rth-crossing orbits: Amors are on near
Earth-crossing orbits (most of them will cross the Earth orbit within next e 1 0"' -1 (}~ y }; orbits
entirely inside the Earth orbit - (l EO ) with Q < 0.983 AV - have not yet been detected so fur
due to stro ng ohservutional bias. Objects on Jupite r-crowing omits have Q :5 4.61 AV (long
term minim um perihelion distance of Jupiter). approximately coincide with those having the
Tisscrund parameter T = 3 for zero inclin ation (see Sec . 14.5). Location of the Jupiter fam ily
co mets is indicated by JFC. Data of more than 1. 600 asteroids from hllp:jjncwton.dm.unipi.il/ .

resonances in the belt (such as the mean motion commcnsurabilirics 3/ 1 and
5/2 with Jupiter or the V6 secular resonance), allowing them to maintain an
approximately constant number of the near-Earth asteroids.

"Heating" the main belt. The large mean values of eccentricity and incli
nation, and a significant mass-loss in the main asteroid belt , require particu
larly strong pcrturbations, possibly acting during the early stages of its cvo
lution: a similar problem is encountered when explaining orbital structures in
the transncptunian region (Sec. 14.4). The depiction of the primordial main
belt may be produced by a combination of two processes: (i) sweeping mean
motion rrsonances with Jupiter, and (i i) the scattering action ofmassive plan 
etesimats, later ejected from the solar system by planetary perturbaticns.
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The first mechanism rel ics on the fact that early Jupiter and Saturn likely
changed their distances from the Sun by about a fraction of an AV due to
scattering of plancrcsimals (Sec . 16.4). Whi le Jupiter migrated inward, the
mean motion rcsonanccs followed and affec ted a much larger portion of the
belt. An alternative model assumes that initially a d uster of cores of similar
mass form ed in the Jupiter zone and reso nantly affected a much larger region
befo re they collapsed to for m the planet. This mechanism explain s the current
paucity of asteroids with {/ ~ 3.3 AV, including the limited population inside
fi rst-order resona nces, pro tected from close encounters with Jupiter ; but it fails
la explain rhe e 99% mass loss from the or iginal belt.

The second scenario relies on the exis tence of large planctcsim als (of Moon
to-Mars size ). a left over of planetary formation in the early asteroid belt or the
result of injection by Jupiter 's pcnurbations. If they hap pened to remain in
this region for ~ 10 - 50 My, before being ejected out of the solar syste m by
Jupiter 's influence. they might have eas ily excited the eccentricity and incli na
tion of the remaining population to the obse rved values. This may also explain
the very peculiar orbit of Pallas, the second largest astero id. wit h e ;;; 0.28 and
J ;;; 33 .2° . and the significant mass deplet ion in the belt zone. Giant co llisions
may also explain existence of a few large metallic asteroids, including Psy
che, ;;; 260 km acro ss, which co uld be remnant cores of large, differentiated
primord ial objects. stripped of their mantle .

Nea r-Ea rth objects. By co nvention, the near-Earth objects (NEOs) are those
with perih elion q S 1.3 AV and aphelion Q ~ 0.983 AV . Traditional groups
of this populatio n include the /lpoflos (a ~ I AV and q S 1.0167 AV) and
!\tens (a < I AV and Q 2: 0 .983 AV) : curre ntly both cross the Earth orbit (and
may hit the Earth at their node: note that its eccen trici ty is ;;; 0 .0167). These
two groups are ca lled Earth-crossing objects (ECOs). Amor objects are those
with 1.0167 < q s 1.3 AV; they can currently app roac h the Earth orbit, but not
collide with it. However, eccentricity variations produced by planetary pertur
bation may allow AmON to beco me Apol los for so me limited time, o f order
10-1 - 105 y. Figure 14.5 summarizes the o rbita l classes of NEOs. The largest
NEOs are currently in the Amor population: Ganymede. ~ 38.5 km across.
Ero s and Don Quixotc.', both with sizes of ~ 20 km . Among EeOs, Ivar and
Betulia arc the largest bodies, ~ Rkm across. Th e smalles t known members of
the NEO popul ation are a few metres big. aside from the meteorites and dust
particles discussed in Sec . 14.6.

A typical dynamical lifetime of a NEO orbit is > 10 My; on a longer
timescale the bod ies either co llide with a terrestri al planet or the Sun, or are

' Due to its uusttrail. this obj~t is suspeeted tn be a comet remnant. The name near-Earth objects. rather
than astero ids. is adopted because pan of them may be of comctary origin. The most updated models.
however. indicate that comets contribute to the population by less than 10% tfor those with a < 7.4 AV).
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ejected out of the solar system. Thu s the NEO popula tion must be continu
ou sly replenished to keep an appro ximate steady state, witnessed by a roughly
constant flux of impacting bod ies on the lunar surface over the last e 3 Gy. Fast
co mputers and sophisticated integration codes allowed during the past decade
major adva nces in understanding this deli cate prob lem . The main asteroid belt
- the nearest vast reservoir - appears to be the dominant source of NEO s wit h
a < 7.4 AV via a two-step process: (i) collisional or Yarkovsky-dr iven in
jection into the powerful 3/1 and V6 resonun ces, and the subsequent evolutio n
into the planet-crossing zone; and (ii) slow leakage of asteroids into a Mars
crossing (but not NEO) population via weak resonan ce» in the inner part of the
main bell (main ly high-o rder and mult iple cornmensurabilities with g iant plan
ets or exterior resonances with Mars), and subseque nt evolution into the NEO
region by encounters with Mars. These sources altoge ther account for some
:::: 80 - 90 % of NEO s; as tero ids in the outer part of the main belt con tribute by
:::< 8%. Comets - for a long time a favou red source - con tribute the remaining
part.

A specific probl em of the ECO population is the collis ion risk with the Earth
and evaluation of the relat ed danger for mank ind. Sophis ticated automated
programmes to survey the NEO popul ation and determine the orbit of the po
tentially hazardous objects (PHO ) have been set up. In the currcr udefin ition a
PHO has an absolute magnitude (sec Useful physical quantities) smaller than
22 (roughly objects larger than 200 Ill) and the largest distance between its or
bit and the Earth' s orbit is 0.05 AU. To find the impac t hazard, two procedures
arc usually adop ted : (0 furth er ob servations and more accurate orbit determi
nation until the risk is found inexistent ; or (ii) if the objec t is too faint , virtual
impactors are investigated. The orbit of a PHD has an uncertainty which de
term ines a tube around its mean; in the set of all possible orbit s, those that
correspond to objec ts which will in fact impac t the Earth are computed, and
the time at which they will be again obse rvable assessed. In a worldwide ef
fort , obse rvations are carried out; if subsequent tracki ng of one of such virtual
impactor does not confi rm its existence, the corres pondi ng risk is set as ide .

Obviously, one is mostly interested in hazardous objects a kilometre across
or larger. Onl y e 50 - 60 % of them are presently known (of which none is
a potential impacting body over next century or so). The unk nown part of
the kilo metre-size NEO population reside s on highly eccentric and inclined
orbits that arc very difficult to obse rve; nevertheless. the current obser vatio n
prog rammes by about 2014 shou ld determin e 90% of this populat ion (ncw
ground-based projec ts, like PanSTARRS, may reach th is completion limit even
curlier): but this fraction dra sticall y decreases for smaller objects.

Size distribution and collisions of asteroids, Collisional evolution has also
substantially affected the mass (and size) distribution of aste roids. The largest
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Figllll' /4.6. Left: number of asteroids in half-magnitude bins vs their absol ute magnitude
H for three zones in the main asteroid belt. The observe d population given by the histogram;
the true population is approximated by the dashed lines (the difference is due to observational
limitations ). Adapted from R. Jcdickc and T S, Mcrcalfc . tcarus 13 1, :!45 ( 1998), with updates .
R ight: the incremental (numbe r of as teroids w ith size less than 0) s ixe d istr ibu tion, as deduced

from the magnitude data: its ca libration is affected by the uncertainty in several parameters,
including (he reflection coefficient of the surface for sunlight (the geo metr ic albedo ). Mean
values are assume d. A theoretical mood (dashed line for the initial slate. solid line for the
evolved populati on) is also indicated. Data kindly provided by D. Durda and W.r. Bottkc: sec
also D. Durda et ul.. tcarus 135, 431 ( 1()1)8).

one, Ccrcs. is about 950 km across. There arc about 30 larger than 200 km,
250 larger than 100 km. 700 larger than 50 km. At smaller diameters 0 the
size distribution becomes less known (current observations and models indi
cate there might be some 0.7 to 1 million asteroids larger than onc km in the
whole belt). The incremental main belt population is usually represented by a
power law (r ig, 14.6)

dN (X m- er dill (X O fJ dl) (j3 = 2 - 3u-). (14 .2)

The observed value of (f ranges from 1.3 to 2.0. implying that most of the as
teroid mass lies in the largest bodies. The total mass is 2 or 3 times the onc
of Ccrcs. determined to be 1.56 X 10- 4 M f£! from the gravitational deflection of
nearby objects. Variations of tr in different size intervals likely reflcet sinks
of the small-object popularions by non-gravitational effects and their fragility
against impact disruption. With respect to an exact power law there is an excess
of bodies with D >::::: 100 km; this may be related to the fact that at this size the
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self-gravitational binding energy. by re-accumulating the fragments ejected at
speeds lower than the escape velocity into a "rubble pile" (Sec. 14.8), becomes
important in determining the outcome of a disruptive impact. The distribution
(14.2), with rr .;0: 1.8. has also been observed in fragments produced in lab
oratory impact experiments. However, astcrcidal collisions involve sizes and
energies which are typically J()l' and 101~ times larger than those studied in the
laboratory; scaling up outcomes of collisions by so many orders of magnitude
is not straightforward. In the disruption of a laboratory object. part of the en
ergy is necessary to overcome the tensile strength and to heat the body. while
the rest goes to the kinetic energy of the ejecta; in asteroids. especially for
events that lead to the formation of families, gravity confi nement starts to play
a dominant role. As we know today, the transition between the strength to the
gravity regimes occurs at ::::: 200 m size. Escaping ejecta might also enter into
bound orbits, sometimes resulting in the formation of binary objects. For these
reasons. collisions between asteroid-size objects is far more complicated than
laboratory experiments. Observational data of families and numerical models
indicate for large sizes (;;: 10 km) a very steep distribution with er <::::< 2. 1. which
at small sizes becomes shallower, with n <::::< lA - basically identical to that of
the background population: this is probably due to collisional grinding. The
observed size distribution of NEOs in the I - 10 km size range is little steeper
(with rr <::::< 1.58) than the corresponding population of the main belt. possibly
due to size-selective transport processes, such as the Yarkovsky effect.

Rotation rates and their relation to asteroid structure. Most data about the
rotation and the shape of asteroids come from light-curve photometry. which
has provided rotational periods for e 1,000 bodies. and polar directions for
::::: lOO asteroids (Fig. 14.7). The median rotation period is about e 10 hours
for large-size asteroids (<: 20 km), and gets smaller for smaller sizes; but a large
dispersion is present. and periods as short as 2.1 hours and as long as weeks
have been observed. The correlations between spin period and taxonomic class
is not yet understood. but a dependence on the mean density has been suggested
(in the average C-type and M-type asteroids rotate. respectively. slower and
faster). Since the asteroid angular momenta have been affected in a complex
way by, and to a large degree acquired in, collisional and dynamical processes,
rotation states certainly are not primordial.

Apart from the "normally" rotating population, we have two extreme sub
populations (Fig. 14.7): (i) slow rota/on, with periods typically larger than a
day, the slowest at e 47 d; and (ii) f ast rota/on, with periods less than e 2.1 h.
This limit derives from condition w~r <::::< ~ r: G g, which sets the largest angular
velocity WeT for a homogeneous body of density D :::::. 2.5 g/crr r' and vanish
ing strength against rotational fission. Interestingly, this limit is clearly seen
in the small-asteroid rotation data down to sizes of e 150 m (Fig. 14.7), sup
potting the idea that they have fractured and low-strength internal strucrures.
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Figure /4.7. Asteroids in the (diameter. spin rate ] plane, in logarithmic units. The thick line
shows the average spin mic for objects larger than 1 km. The shallow min imum at '" 100 km
co rresponds to the "angular mo me ntum dr ain" proce ss: when the velocit ies of the fragments
[mm an impact are near the escape veloc ity, more obj ect s escape in the prog rad e se nse rel at ive
to the rotat ion of the asteroid, and with their recoil slow down the spin. Full circles below
the dashed line. at three standard deviations fmm the mean, are slow rotators, with unusually
long per iods. up 10 a few months. Full squares on the upper left arc fast rotators - small near
Earth asteroids with periods as short as a few minutes. The horizo ntalfine at ::. 12 rev/day. a
population boundary abov e the size of ::. 150 m, is due to the disruption of loosely hound, faster
ob jects by the centrifugal force; a single exception is the recently discovered 2001 OE~. with
a rotation period of 29. 19 min and a size of about 900 rn. Note that in the population of small
bodies, all the near-Earth astero ids observa ble during a very short window of time. there is a
large observational bias toward short periods. Data for nearly I, ()(X) asteroids kindly provided
by P. Pravcc.

Only objects with small sites, which likely are monolithic, can rotate faster.
The sub-population of slow rotators is still unexplained; one viable scenario
assumes that asteroids undergo braking due to a loss of a close satellite. At
smaller sizes, radiation torques may also despin the body (Problem 15.10).

The accidental discovery by the Galileo spacecraft in 1993 of Dactyl, a small
satellite orbiting about the asteroid lda. opened the investigation of binary us
teroids. In mid 2002 10 more binary systems in the main bell were known.
including onc satellite of a Trojan asteroid. These pairs were discovered with
very high resolution techniques using adaptive optics and large optical tele
scopes (including the Hubble Space Telescope). 13 more binary systems were
found in the NEO population by optical and radar observations. The orbital
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motion of binary asteroids yields valuable informa tion about their mass and
mean density, typically difficult to access. Current estimates sugges t a fractio n
of a few % of binary systems among the main belt asteroids. but up to 20%
among NEOs. The ratio of sizes of thc two components ranges between 0.01
and I, from a primary with a small satellite to a truly double system. The NEO
binary systems arc characterized by a small separation (not exceeding 10 times
the radius of primary) and a small eccentricity of the relative motion (.:5 0.1);
there is also indication that the prima ry always has a short rotatio n period in
the 2 - 3 h range. The origin of binar y astero ids, as well as their long-term
dynamical stabil ity. is not well known. Some of them might be ejec ta that. un
der favourab le conditions, formed during collision of a parent body (as during
fami ly formation); anoth er possibility is a capture of ejecta in a non-disruptive
cratering event on the primary. In the case of NEOs there might be more pos
sibilities: tidal fission due to close encounter with a planet or rotational fission
duc to thc YORP effect (sec Problem 15.10).

Chemica l composition of asteroids. In the last few decades an intense obser
vational effort has shed light on the problem of asteroid compos ition, which
has been found to be very diverse. The main source of information is spectral
analysis of reflected sunlight. but other techniques. like infrared observations.
polarime try and planetary radar. have been applied as wel l. These data have
then been interpreted by co mparing them with the propertie s of minerals found
in different meteori te types.

A clear diffe rence among various types of surfaces is found in rhc distri
bution of albedo. When observational biases against darker objects arc ac
cou nted for, some 75% of the asteroids arc found to be very dark, with average
A ~ 0.04 . A distinct group of bodies have a moderate alhedo of about 0.15,
with few asteroids lying in between and a tail of "bright" bodies with A up to
0.4 and more. A better discrimin ation is possihle if spectrophotometry data
arc used, yield ing the behaviour of the reflection spectrum over a wide wave
length interval (Fig. 14.8). Some absorption bands are unequivocal evidence of
silicates, water ice and hydra ted mineral s, hut in many cases these prominent
features are lacking . and any inference about the mineral composition must be
regarded as conjec tural.

Statistical clustering techniques have been applied to sets of observational
parameters. potentially relevant for the surface composition of asteroids, in or
der to define the so called taxonomic types. Cctypc asteroids have a very low
albedo and a flat spectrum throughout the visible and the near infrared; they arc
proba bly similar in composition to carbonaceous chondritic mcrcoritcs, which
arc primitive mineral assemblages subjected to little, or no, metamorphism af
ter their conde nsation. D-typc objects arc also dark, but have very red spectra.
suggesting the presence of low-temperature organic compounds. These ob
jects are similar to many low-albedo. reddish small hodies found in the outer
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the Scctass, an evidence for silicates on the surface. Data from hltp:/ls mass.miLcdu/.

so lar system, incl uding some comets observed at low activity and a few small
satellites (e.g.• Pboebe). Sctype asteroids have a relatively high albedo, and
their spec tra show absorpt ion bands due to silicates, like pyroxene and olivine
(Fig. 14.8). It is debated whether they are analogous to stony-iro n meteorites
(probably derived from core -mantle interfaces of differentiated parent bod
ies), or ordinary chondrites, interpreted as assemb lages of primitive nebular
grains of different compositions, subsequently moderately heated and meta
morphosed . I f surface alteration by energetic solar radiation. cosmic rays and
micromctco ritc impacts (gene rally called space weatheringv is taken into ac
co unt, the analogy with ordinary chondritcs appears likely; in particular. spec
tral analysis of S-type NEOs allowed to establish a link between these objects
and the ordinary chondrircs meteorite class. M-type asteroids have an albedo
of about 0.1. with slightly redd ish spect ra. suggesting a significant content of
nickel-iron alloy (this interpretation has been confirmed by radar observations;
in the modem class ification system this group is part of the Xvtypc class). It is
likely that they arc akin to iron meteorites, and hence represent pieces of cores
of differentiated precursors.

Of great interest is the fact that different taxonomic types arc, on average,
preferentially located at different heliocentric distances. This order ly progres
sion is usually interpreted as reflecting both variations in the composition of
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the material which condensed in the solar nebula, due to the decrease in tem
perature with solar distance, and the different relevance of subsequent melt
ing events and metamorphism. Indeed, the most primit ive types (C and D,
corresponding to least metamorphosed material) rend to lie in the outer belr,
where most asteroids significantly resemble comctary nuclei. However. the
borders between the radial location of asteroids with diffe rent spectral proper
ties are not sharp, and overlap by a fraction of AV. This feature likely origi
nates in the early violent perturbation of the asteroid belt by massive planetes
imals.

14.4 Transneptunlan objects and Centaurs
The discovery in the 1990s of a population of objects beyond Neptune,

named transnep tunian objects (TNOs), was a major event in planetary science,
on a par with the discovery of the solar wind and planetary magncrosphcrcs
earlier in the 20th century. For the first time after 180 1, when the first asteroid
was observed by G. P IAZZI, an entirely new class of objec ts in the solar system
was discovered. The pred iction on theoretical grounds of Kuiper belt objects
before their discovery strengthens its importance.

From the historical viewpoint, the theoret ical arguments were basically two.
First , as mentioned in Sec . 14.1, Pluto has always appeared an oddity among
planets and it was also not clear why accrcrional formation of the solar sys
tem objects should stop at Neptune's distance (with the exception of the tiny
Pluto). This was the original motivation which led a .p. KUPER, and, indepen
dently, K.E. ElXiEWORTII. in the 1940s and 1950s to expect a disc of objects in
the transncptunian region. A more immediate motivation came from study of
the Jupiter family comets (Sec. 14.5). This numerou s population is character
ized by low inclinations and there is no known physical mechanism that could
confine their orb its to the invariable plane of the solar system when the source
is far away and isotropic (like the Oort cloud: Sec. 14.5). Pe r that reason, the
orists in the 1980s postulated a disc of cometary objects beyond Neptune that
cou ld act as a source for short-period comets.

The turning point was discovery of 1992 QBJ. the first transneptunian body
(apart from Pluto and its satellite Charon ). Since that time somc e 800 more
members of this popula tion have been observed. with an aceelerating rate of
discovery in the past few years. So far the largest known members of the
TNO population arc about 900 km across (there are about 4 objects with this
size, including 2000 WR lO6 , named Varuna). Thi s is about the same size as
Ccrcs, the largest asteroid. Their number rapidly increases with diminishing
size, with an estimate ofe 40.000 objects larger than lOO km. Tbe smallest
observed TNOs have a size of about 25 km, but little is known about bodies
below e 50 km. Pluto is also not alone to have a satellite among the TNO
population. Seven more TNOs possess a companion: the best known system,
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after the Pluro-Char on pair. is the binary 1998 WW31. whose secondary has
a much larger eccentricity ( =:: 0 .8) than Charon. Part ly due to obse rvational
limitations, the TNO binary systems arc somewhat anomalous. with a large
separation (up to I. O(Xl the size of primary). Their origin is unknown and ap
parentl y puzzling; as an example. the tidal evolution of very distant systems
typically resultx in unaccept ably fast rotat ion of the larger primary if at the be
ginning the separation of the two components was a few Roche radii. A more
likely sce nario assumes the capture of a secondary during a close encounter in
side Hill's sphere of influence of the primary; the loss of relative energy needed
to form a stable binary may occur due to dynam ical friction from surrounding
small bodies. or through gravitational scattering of a third body.

Orbital structures beyond Neptune. The orbital distribution of TNOs con
tains import ant information about objects at the edge of the solar system. With
about 800 bod ies, this population is still poorly known (com pared to ::::: 3 x 105

known asteroids). but several orbital groupings have been identified . It should
be also noted that on ly about hal f of the known TNOs have been observed
during mul tiple oppositions, needed for good orbit determination, and some
20% only on very short arcs (less then a week) . Hence, follow -up program mes
to improve such weakly constrained orbits arc very important. We now give
a list of the impor tant orb ital sub-populations in the outer solar system (sec
Figs. 14.9 and 14.10).
- The "classical belt" between 40 and 48 AV is so named because it most re
sembles the Kuiper belt originally searched for. namely a group of bodies on
nearly circular and low-inclination orbit s. This belt is assumed to be a leftover
of the planetesima l disc. that never succeeded in accreting into planetary-size
objects. This descrip tion. however, is too simple. First of all. the estimated
mass of objects in the classical Kuiper belt is two or three orders of magnitude
smaller than that expected from the planetesirnal disc models (see r ig. 16.1).
Second ly, the orbital eccentricit ies e and inclinations / are not small. similarly
to the asteroid belt. The mean excitation w (e2 + p)1 /2 =:: 0.23 of bodies
between 30 and 55 AV suggests that primordial eoplanar and near-circular or
bits in this region were subject to significant penurbation s. With this value.
the currently observed lOO - 1,000 km Kuiper-belt bodies could never have
accrcrcd, because mutual collisions would be disruptive, rather than allowing
growth. Anothe r feature is the truncation of eccentricities produced by Nep
tune encounters; in pcriccnrrc distance. q = a(l- e) < 35 AV (Nept une' s mean
distance from the Sun is to bc augmented by a few Hill radii). Because of this
natural limit. the inclination distribution of the Kuipcr belt objec ts is assumed
to reflect more clearly the dynamical pcrturbarions to which the initially "cold
disc" (low e and l) was subjected.

- Ptutinos. like Pluto , are trapped in the 2/ 3 mean motion resonance with Nep
tune and their semimajor axes are thus confined (within about 0.3 AV) to the
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Neptune are shown as large c ircles. The dashed curve in the lower plol correspond s to orhits
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regions). Exception are high-eccentricity plutinos. that are protected by the 2/3 resonance from
close encou nters with Neptune . The pos ition of Ihe most important mean motion rcsonanccs
with Neptune (3/4 , 2/3. 3/5 and 1/2) is shown by their borders. The instabilily between 40 and
42 A(J is due 10 the secular resrmances Vii and v l~, shown in the upper graph (no orbits could
survive in this zone for longer than e JO - [(Xl My). Cemau rs. given by crosses. arc objects
that escaped from the more stable "1":";0 regions. with short-li ved orbits. The w o rn on the right
shows pluunos in the 2/3 mean motion commensurability with Neptu ne. Meaning of the lines:
solid, the scparurrix del imiting the resonance: short-dashed and dotted, the secular rcsonanccs }'R

and VIR; duvh-dottcd . location of the exactly period ic orbit corresponding 10the 2/3 resonance;
long-dashed. orbits orbits with perihelion at Neptune 's distance from the Sun. Orhital data from
hllp://cfa-www.harvard.edujcfa/pS/mpc.htrnl; the position and the structure of the 2/3 case have
been kindly provided by D. Xcsvnm y.

mean value of ::::: 39.5 AU. Some plutinos (like Pluto) have q < 30 AU. hut
the resonance prevents close encounters with Neptune . This popu lation is thus
truncated at e ::::: 004, when enco unters with Uranus are possible. Bodies in this
state may reside on their orbi ts for e Gy without being significantly affected
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by planetary perrurbarions. This numerous group of;;: 130 objects currently
represe nts an apparent fraction of == 20% of the whole TNO population; mod
els suggest that even taking into acco unt their eas ier discovery. they should
represe nt some == 5 - 10% of the "true" TNO population. Any theory aim
ing at explaining orbital populations beyond Neptune must also explain their
origin.

- TNOs with a = 36 - 39 AV and small e and I (:5 n. (5 ) are predicted to be
stable over a Gy time span, but few of them have been detected (note that they
are not subject 10 strong observational biase s). This implies that the dyna mical
processes that sculpted the belt left here few objec ts (there is no reason why
primordial bodies could not acc rete in this zone).

- Obj ects in the 1{2 mea n motion resonance with Nep tune, at a == 47 .8 AV,
have not been obse rved for a long time. At this distance observations arc d iffi
cult and orbit determination requires special care (recoveries at several appari
tions are necessary to firmly place an orbit in this resonance). Nevertheless,
there arc currently some 10 candidates in its stable zone. Being the most dis
tant first-order mean motion resonance in the solar system. it marks a natural
d ivision in the transncptunian region. There is an intense debate about whether
the classical Kuiper belt really terminates at the corresponding distance from
the Sun; no one knows whether there are objects with moderately low ecce n-
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rrici rics and inclinatio ns beyo nd it. None have been observed so far, but it
should be remembered that this population is most heavily biased again st di s
co very ; it is much easier to discover objects at very large sc mimajor axis and
large eccentric ity with a close pcricentre. It is still quite possible that beyond
48 AV there is a populat ion of low-e and / orbits , never subjected ro the exc ita
tion mechanism s that affected orbits within 48 AV. Another possibility is that
the truncation of the TNO pop ulation at =:: 50 AV was caused by the perturbing
effect of a closely passing star during the early evolution phase or by inhi bited
formation o f large bodies at this great distance.

- Scattered-disc population are objec ts beyond Neptune with highly eccentri c
orbits (e ~ 0 .4 say, though there is no firm definition ). Th ere arc presently
about 200 know n objects in the scattered disc. but some of their orbit s arc
rather uncertain. Obviously. most of these objects arc observed at perihel ion
passage. because their semimajo r axes mig ht be as large as hundreds of AV
(where they wo uld not be observa ble); if observat ional biases are taken into
account. the scattered-disc populat ion is probably as large as the classica l belt .
The scatte red disc ca n be populated by two distinct mechani sms: (i) escape
from the classical Kuiper be lt due to Neptune' s perturbation s. and (ii) primor
d ial emplaceme nt at an early epoc h. when the planets cleared out the outer
so lar sys tem of leftover plan etesirnals. The first scenario seems to be viab le in
populating orbits with q :s 35 AV, where the grav itationa l influence of Nep 
tune is still import ant. Orbit al da ta in Fig . 14.10 may indicate a gap between
the scatte red disc objects with q :S 35 AV and q ~ 37 AV. For the latter pop
ulation, emplacement by the Neptune in the curren t orbi t see ms implausible,
and they may in fact rep resent a sub-po pulation whose orbits arc primordial;
this structure is so metimes call ed extended or f ossilized scattered disc.

- Centaurs inside 30 AV represent the transiti on population between the short
period comets and the ir source region outside Ne ptune's orbit. Th e first Cen
taur - (2060) Chiron - was d iscovered in 1977 ; preseruly e 30 are know n. For
that reason, some authors ass ume tha t Ceruaurs are part o f the larger popula
tion o f eclip tic comets, which incl udes also the Jupiter family of short period
co mets. Centaurs are the least stable populat ion in the ou ter solar sys tem; with
a typical dynamical li fetime of e 10 - lOO My. they need a steady source like:
(i) the classical Kuipcr belt , losing objects by long-term dynamical instabili ties
or co llisions; and/or (ii) the scattered disc. Th e larrcr, more favoured possibil
ity. is ju st a co ntinua tion of the process by which the Kuipc r belt populates the
sca ttere d disc.

Th is co mple tes the inventory of minor objects in the oute r solar system;
co mets in the traditional sense arc dea lt with in sec. 14.5. They are character
ized by low incli nations (Fig. 14.9): the largest I for Ccnrau rs is :::: 35 °. while
:::: 40 ° for the transnept unian populatio ns (Plutinos, classical Kuiper belt and
scattered disc) .
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Formation of orbital structures. Orbital data, in particular. the comparatively
la rge values of e and J, and the sign ifica nt ma ss depletion require strong dy
na mical processes that perturbed the init ial populat ion of the tran sncptunian
obj ects . Identifying them. and understanding how they acted is onc of the ma
jor quest ions in planetary sc ience, most likel y intimately lin ked with the for
mat ion of g iant planet s. It is possible. but not necessar y. that a sing le process
de picted the TNO zon e and in the sa me rime dynamica lly exc ited thei r orbi ts .

It is interesting 10 note that the timing of these processes is partly constrained
by the observed size distribution of the Kuipcr heir objects. At the time the
perturbation started, accretion ceased and the size of large objects froze: bodies
grew no longer, and the con tinued collisional activity over the age of the solar
system affected only the dimensions of small bodies, bringi ng them roughly
to collisional equilibrium. The critical size at which the very steep primordial
d istribution bends to thc shallower equili brium distribution is uncertain and is
estimated to be between ~ 25-50 km. This means that the observed differen tial
size d istribution of TNOs - with a pow er law index f3 .:::< - 4.4 (eq. (14.2»
- was reached by the end of the accre tion period in this region. Accretion
theories constrain the time when, starting with a kilometre-size planetesimal
population. this slope was reached to ~ 0. 1 - I Gy after the formation of the
so lar system. with a pre ference for the fi rst value.

The main possibilities for dynamical exci tation processes of the current
structures beyond Neptune arc, similarly to the main asteroid belt (i) the effect
of sweeping meal/ 1II0ti0/1 rrsonanccs, and {ii) the perturbations due to plan
etary embryos (see also Sec. 14.3). Interaction of early Uranus and Neptune
with interplanetary planeresirnals may have caused these planets to drift out
wards from where they uccreted. by a few AV (Fig. 16.6). TNOs, originally on
nearly circular and coplanar orbits might have been trapped in Neptune's mean
motion resonances as they swe pt past. Th is mechanism provides a natural ex
planation for the plutinos with large e and I . However. swee ping resonances
(i) provide in the elass ical belt zone beyond ~ 42 AV nearly no exc itation in
e, and especially I , and (ii) little mass dep letion is obtained. These effects
are effi ciently prod uced by giant-p lanet embryos (lunar- to Earth-size), likely
formed simultaneously with their eores and subseq uently scattered into orbits
that repeatedly passed through the Kuiper belt befo re ejec tion. Alternatively,
addit ional cores of giant planets , ineluding Uranus and Neptune themselves,
might have formed in the Jupiter-Saturn zone and played the role of embryos.
A sing le Earth -mass embryo residing in the belt regio n for "'" lOO My would
produce mean values of e and I of about 0.3, while causing significant mass
depiction. In Sec. 14.2 we mentioned that the early impac t of such a planctcs
imal on Pluto may have resulted in form ation of its satellite Charon. Likely a
co mbination of these processes acted to form the struc tures presently observed
in the transneptunian region.
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Physical observations of TNOs and Centaurs. Physical studies of TNOs
(and Centaurs) arc severely limited by their intrinsic faintness. Up to now.
obse rvations include optical and submillimetrc detections using broad band
f ilters; when IR data became available . albedo and the size were determined
(as for w 50 TNOs and Ccntaurs). Known values of the albedo are typi
cally smaller than 0. 1, comparable to primitive carbonaccous surfaces devoid
of ices. with a slight trend toward higher values for larger objects. Pluto and
Charon arc different, with large A ;;; 0.55 and 0.38. respectively. perhaps due
to surface frosts freshly deposited from a tenuous atmosphere. Interestingly,
Pluto's albedo is very variable, and reached e 0.7 in 1950s. perhaps due to a
sublimated southern polar cap. Optical, broad-han d spectroscopy in the blue,
visible and red yields the B - V and V - R colour-indexes. TNOs and Cen
raurs are thought to form two distinct groups in the plane of these indexes:
the Centau r-domin ated group with "solar type" values, indicating somewhat
grey surfaces. and significantly redder objects (high V - Rand JJ - V) in the
transneprunian region. Grey colours generally signal the presence of carbon
rich materials (assumed primitive in the solar system). while the red colours
arc indicative of complex hydrocarbons on icy surfaces. However. this sus
pccted dichotomy may not be real, but may he a consequence of complicated
evolutionary processes: the primitive, grey surfaces redden in time due to ir
radiation by eosmic rays and UV radiation. while resurfacing due to impacts
may excavate the primitive grey material. Nevertheless. recent observations
indicate a more solid corre lation: the spectra of TNO arc systematically grey
for high inclinations and redder at low inclinations.

The near lR spectra, available for a couple of Centaurs. suggest a large
diversity in this group. For instance, the spectrum of Pholus is interpreted
as due to black carbon with a mixture of clivin c. water and methanol. resulting
in an extremely red colour and low albedo. It is a dark, primitive surface,
slowly evolved by long-term irradiation of carbon- and nitrogen-bearing ices.
On the contrary, the spectrum of Chiron, consistent with a composition of water
ice and olivinc. suggests that the surface may he dom inated by non-irradiated
dust from its interior. Chiron is known for its cometary activity. so that the
continuous deposition of suh-orbital cometary debris falling onto its surface
may be consistent with this model. These periods of comcrary activity make
the Cenraur population rather spectrally heterogeneous.

Moderate resolut ion spectra in the ncar-lk zone have also been obtained
for a few TNOs, with evidence of absorption features for methane (CH4 ) and
other hydrocarbon ices. like ethane (C;lH6 ) , ethylene (C2H4) and acetylene
(C2H2). The presence of molecular nitrogen (N;:) is debated; it has important
consequences for their sizes. since it would imply temperatures low enough to
prevent sublimation, yielding higher albedo and thus smaller sizes. On Pluto a
weak N2 absorption line was found at 2 urn: since its strength is small. nitrogen
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abundance should be high and may dominate its ten uous atmosph ere. Churon.
Plu to's satellite, has a surface domin ated by water ice.

The observed differential size distribution (14,2) of Kuipcr belt objects is
very steep - f3 :::< - 4.4 - down [0 sizes of about 25 - 50 km. Below this
threshold it is assumed to approximately follow the coll isional equilibrium,
characterized by' fJ ::::< - 3.5. The cutoff at ~ 25 - 50 km is important, since with
a steep slope down to a kilometre the Kuiper belt would be too massive", The
best estimate of the mass in this zone, betwee n 30 and 50 AV. is ::< 0,1 M!il ' As
noted above, this is two orde rs of magn itude smaller than the expected initial
value ( .z:: 20 - 50 Me ), needed for accret ion of the largest Kuiper belt objects
from kilometre-size planetesimals. The most severe constraint comes from the
prese nce of Pluto and Charon: however, it is still possible that objects larger
than Pluto reside in the more distant regions of the transneptuman belt .

There is a very limited knowledge of the ligh t curves of these distant bodies.
Rotation periods of 6 - 10 h were determined for a few Ccntaurs (including Ch
iron and Pholus), matching those of some asteroids (Fig. 14.7). These Kuipcr
belt objec ts have somew hat anomalous rotation curves with large amplitudes
(up to ::::< 0 .5 magnitude in the V band), and a large num ber of rather short pe
riods clustered around 3 - 5 h. Given their large size, about 300 - 500 km. the
data were surprisingly interpreted as due to lack of spherica l symmetry with
typical axes ratio of e 1.2. With a mean dens ity of e 1 g/c m3• a fraction of
the bodies rotate near the critical value for rotational fission. This would have
important implications for their internal structure and collis ional effects in the
transneptunian region. The observed sample of objects. however. is still very
poor and sometimes contradictory.

Given the limited number of objects which have been discovered beyond
Neptune, and the even more restricted number of known TNOs for which we
have physical data, conclusions about this region and its role in the formation
of the solar system can only be pre liminary.

14.5 Comets
Bright co mets, possibly the most spectac ular celestial objects, appear as dif

fuse sources slowly moving in the sky, often visible to the naked eye for weeks.
Although their apparitions had been repor ted as early as several centuries B.C.

4A~ explained above, the presence of "primitive" slop..-of thc distnbuuon at thc large-size end of thc sJX'C
trum is unique and a very ir uponant source of information for the primordial accretion phase in this region.
Whethcr this has Ix...,n smeartxl ill the astero id ""It due to the co llisional hrea kup of many huge hlKlies is
currently debated.
~An inlcrest in!!con ' lraint un the initia l mas, ill the Kuiperbeh fOne l"<lme, from the low ecc<:ntricity (O.OO9)
of Neptune. as co mpared to the higher & cen tricities of all other giant planets. Neptune·, ecce ntricity might
have bee n decreased through thc inte raction with an initially massive disc further out. This constrains the
initialmass from " both sides", since a too massive disc would leave xeprunc with an even lower value.
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by Ch inese and Chaldcan astronomers. Tvcno BRAIl E first obtained observa
tional evidence that they are celestial bodi es more distant than the Moon, in
contrast with the scholastic view of objects in the cislunar region. A century
later, E. HALLEY, by demo nstrating the periodical nature of the comet P/Halley,
determined that comets move on highly eccentric Keplc rian orbits around the
Sun . When J. PAUTZSCHsaw it again 76 y later and conclusively confirmed its
elliptic orbit, the validity of Newton 's gravitational law had been probed up
to 35 AV - the periheli on distance computed with Kepler laws - , more than
three times farther than Saturn. Later, FW. Bessur.• investigating the motion
of the short period comet P/Encke, sugges ted that the recoil due to the outflow
from the comerary nucleu s is the cause or the observed irregularities. the first
evidence of non-gravitational perturbations for sola r syste m objects.

A major revolution in com ctary scie nce took place within a short time span
in the 1950s with three developments: ( i) the identification. from kinematic
studies. of a d istant reservoir of co mets, now known as the Oon cloud; (ii)
the icy conglomerate (vdirty snowball") model of the corncrary nucleus; and
(iii) the explanations of the displacement of co rnctary plasma tails due to in
teraction with the so lar wind. These out standing results are comparable to
the theoretical formulation and discovery of the Kuiper belt in the 1980s and
I990s. Given our space limits. and in agree ment with the previous sections.
we focu s on the orb ital classification of comets. their stability and sources. and
sugges t in Further Readings some literature on their chemistry and physics.

Orbital taxonomy: old and new schemes . Historically co mets have been
divided into two groups according to their period 1': (i) long-period comets
(I' > 200 y) and (ii) sho rt-period comets (I' < 200 y). They served the purpose
to determine whether a newly discovered comet had been seen before or not
(observations more than two centuries ago were not rel iable).

When the semimajor axis determi nation improved and rhc number of ob
served comets increased. a dynamical distinction in the long-period group
between new and retu rning comets was introduced. J.H. O ORT observed that
the distribution of the scm imajor axes a = - GMo/ E of ncarly parabolic eo
mets. determined by their bindin g energy to the Sun E. becomes much more
populated beyond ;:,: 20, 000 AV ; the maximum of the distribution of 1/(1 is
sometimes called the Oort peak. Since its width is about an order of magni
tude smaller than the value e 2 M. / (aMo) corresponding to the energy change
11 /::;:,: HMJ/Mo (mainly determined by Jupiter) in its passing throu gh the solar
system. these comets must be visiting the planetary region for the first time
and are called " new come ts?" . The remarkable clustering of cornetary orbits

{'()Or! also pnwed that the few slig.btly bype rboli c or bit, can bI" expla ined witb planetary perturbation,.
When this effec t is taken into account. comet ary binding energies 10 the Su n become slightly negative. even
when the osculating values are positive. Therefore. ahbougb an orig inally very eccentric. elliptical orbit
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T < 2 T > 2.

7>3 T >3

Figun' /4.// . Dynami cal ctassincanon nf comets. Th e ruling qu ant ity is the value of the
Tisscrand para meter T related to Jupiter's orbit. Objects with T > 2 have orbits wi th no t too
large inclinations (none with I > 50" and a mean o f "" 10" ): the family of objec ts with T < 2
co ntains dis tant come ts on nearly isotrop ic orbi ts . Adapted from H. l.evison. Comet taxonom y.
in: Comple ting Ihl' Inventory ofthe Solar System. cds . T.W. Rcttig and J.M. Hahn (Astronomical
Society of the Paci fic). p. 173 ( 1996).

ut a ;:::; 20, 000 AV, later confirmed when more data became available. led to
the hypo thesis of a large reservoir of long-period comets in a vast swarm - the
0 011 cloud - surrounding the solar system at a large distance. lis boundary is
approximately set by the radius of the solar Hill's sphere of influence related
to the Galaxy, namely 0::: (Mo/3MG )t /J R

G
0::: 2 X l(}'i AV (Mo and Ro are the

mass of the Galaxy and the Sun's distance from its centre, respectively). Be
yond this distance the galactic tide efficiently strips comets to the interstellar
region. A minority of long-period comets with semimajor axis smaller than
"= 20, 000 AV have been in the 0011 peak before and were removed by plan
etary pcrrurbations. They are designated "returning", since they arc observed
during their repeated visits. The division between new and returning corners
was taken, somewhat arbitrarily. at a "= 10,000 AV.

Short-period comets were traditionally subdivided in Hatlev-type (P > 20 y)
and Jupiter family (JFC) (P < 20 y). The main motivation for this division are
different orbital properties: JFCs have a strong concentration of the semimajor
axes between 3 and 4 AV. with the aphelion close to Jupiter 's mean distance

may sometimes appear hyperbolic when the cornet is observed erose to its perihelion. comets do indeed
belong to the solar system.
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from the Sun. and a flat inclination distribution (with mean inclination of ;z:: 10°
only); Hallcy-typc comets are consistent with the assumption of an isotropic
orbital distribution.

New discoveries and related theoretical investigations in the past decade
have signtficamly changed our view of the orbital classification of comets,
their relations, and sources. The new scheme provides a better lit to the current
knowledge about comctary sources and the long-term evolution of their orbits.
It also removes some arbitrariness in the previous classification; most impor
tant, the 200 y threshold betwee n the two principal classes of short- and long
period comets is eliminated. Instead, the most significant division is based
on a dynamical quantity, namely the value of the Tisscrand parameter T with
respect to Jupiter (eq. (13.37)) - Figs. 14.11 and 14.12. Comets with T > 2
arc designated ecliptic comets, since most of their members have small incli
nations: comets with T < 2 are called nea rly isotropic comets. reflecting their
inclination distribution. T is almost constant if only Jupiter' s perturbation. the
main effect, is taken into account, and changes little due to the gravitational
perturbarions of other planets or non-gravitational effects. Numerical simu
lations show that T == const. over the dynamical lifetime of cometary orbits
(some 5 x 105 y). which makes this division significant.

Ecliptic comets can be further subdivided into three groups: (i) the Jupi ter
[amilv with 2 < T < 3; (i i) Encke-type comets with T > 3 and a < a J ; and (iii)
Chiron-tvpe comets with T > 3 and a > aJ • Note that only objects with T :::; 3
encounter Jupiter (cq. (13.40)) , so that the last two populations have orbits
entirely inside and outside the Jupiter's orbit. respectively; the group (ii i) arc
probably the same as the Ccnraurs (Sec. 14.4). Within a limited range. the cvo
lution through the T = 3 threshold is possible, so that Chiron-typc orbits can
evolve into JFC orbits". Since the first arc resupplied from the rransncprunian
region, this latter source is the likely origin of all ecliptic comets. Apparently,
the most difficult problem is tracing the evolution route toward the Bnckc-typc
interior orbit s, since non-gravitational effects seem to play an important role.
Much less evolution is observed for the known comets through the T = 2
threshold, which adds to the significance of the new taxonom ic scheme.

The nearly isotropic comets arc subdivided in two groups: new and return
ing. The new ones have the same definition as before. The group of returning
cornets covers a much larger range than previously described. from those with
a < 10. 000 AV down to those with orbital periods near 20 y; it includes
some that used to belong to the Halley-type. Their orbits are isotropically dis
tributed in space. As for ecliptic comets. orbits may change subclass when

7ln fnct, the dynamics nea r T " J may he .-ery complicall"d due 10 lempomry satellite captures around
Jupi ter , and bouncing between truns- and sub-Jovian orbits. o ften associated with mean motion rcsonances
with Jupiter.
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Figure 14.12. Position of known comets in the plane of the Tisserand parameter T and the
ratio (I lia between the semimajor axes of Jupiter and the comet the unphysical regions are
in dark grey. Dashed lines indicate the values T = 2 and 3 (see Fig. 14.11); the thin dashed
line labe lled q = 2.5 shows T for a 2.5 AV perihelion comet in the ecliptic (objects above and
to the left of this curve arc very difficult to detect because they never gel close 10 the Sun).
Adapted from 11. Le vison . Comet ta xon omy, in : Completing the fllrf'll/o/}' of rh" Solar System,
eds. T.W . Rcnig and J .~ . Hahn (Astronomical Society of the Pacific ), p. 173 (1996).

newly arrived comets arc gravi rationally captured. The 0011 cloud appears to
be the source for the nearly isotropi c co mets and, if it is ahundant enough, re
plenishes its popu lation when momentum is exchanged with passing stars and
de nse inters tellar clo uds'' (problem 14 .6). From the present star density in the
so lar neighbou rhood (::: 0 .1I pc3) and the typical stellar veloc ity relative to the
Sun (::: 20 kmjs), it can be estimated that about one stella r passage per mill ion
years occurs within 105 AV from the Sun. HIPPARCOS astrometric data indi
cate that the next close approach will occ ur in 1.4 My with the star Gliese 7 10,
ar c 82,500 AV. A minimum distance of ;:, 10.000 AV occurs about every
::: 0.5 Gy and results in a huge increase in the co metary nux in the inner solar
system. On a long term, about 10 new comets per year beco me observable,
a fraction of the e 100 comets whose per ihelia gel inside Saturn's orbit, with
q < 10 AV. Of course, there is a strong observational bias against fi nding co 
mets with q <: I AV. Th us every stellar passage may Iorce e 108 come ts to

RAnoth~r plau, ibk meehanism for comet ~xtmclioll frum rne O" n ",loud h a cycle of eourl ~d e,:centricity
and inclinat ion varia tions due to the galactic tide (Problem 14.IIJ. a process resem bling. the Kozai mechani sm
which prevents high inclinations of dis tam irregular satell ites of gi,mt planets (Sec. 14 .2).
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bring their perihelia in the planetary region, with a transverse vclocity e 2% of
the circular velocity in the 0 011 cloud; with an isotropic velocity distribution,
at any given time only one cornet in 104 belongs to this group. Combining
these two factors, we estimate the total population of comets in the 0 011 cloud
to be of order 1012. Assuming typical masses of cornctary nuclei between 10 15

and 1016 g, corresponding to thcir typical sizes of ~ I km and densities of
I g/cm3. the total mass of the cloud is of the order of I - 10 Me .

Formation of the Oort cloud. The new orbital taxonomy of comets reflec ts
the principal immediate sources, the transneptunian region and the Oort cloud.
The first, a left-over of an aborted planetary accumulation at the outskirts of
the solar system. is primordial. An important question is when the Oort cloud
fonncd and what was its source.

The compositional similarity of all comets suggests that the source was the
immediate transneptunian zone or, possibly, the whole giant planets region.
In Sec. 14.4 we found that the current orbital structures in this region require
a violent perturbing mechanism in the early solar system, capable of depler
ing nearly 99% of the original population. The expected mass loss is about
20 - 50 Me, sufficient enough to explain the estimated e 1- 10 Me mass of the
present Oort cloud. Certainly the mechanism of its formation is not fully ef
fidem in delivering material; collisions between cometary objects are thought
to decrease the efficiency by a factor e 10. There is also some leakage from
the Oort cloud into the interstellar medium.

While mass estimates support the scenario of delivery of primordial objects
from the transneptunian region, it remains to be seen if gravitational planetary
pcrturbations. stellar flybys and the tidal field of the Galaxy can ultimately pro
duce an isotropic 0 011 cloud within a reasonab ly short time span. Extensive
numerical work suggests a positive answer (Fig. 14.13). The principal mccha
nisrn of ejection to distant orbits is close encounters with the outer planets (pos
sible details of this scenario arc discussed in Sec. 14.4), while the randomiza
tion of the inclinations and the circularization is due to external effects, namely
passing stars and galactic tides. The formation timcscale - perhaps 0.1- 0.5 Gy
- is shorter than the age ofthc solar system and matches the expected timescale
for formation of structures in the transneptunian region (Sec. J4.4 ).

Cometary physical studies. It is impossible to resolve a comcrary nucleus
inside the gaseous come by Earth-bound observations. However, a model of
cometary nuclei capable of explaining a large body of observational evidence
about the behaviour of comets as they approach the Sun, as well as the srruc
rurc and chcmieal composition of coma: and rails, was proposed in 1950 by
E WHIPPLE. In this model, frequently called the "dirty snowball", the nucleus
is a small solid body, generally I to 10 km across, consisting of a conglomerate
of ices and silicate particles. As the comet approaches the Sun, ices sublimate
and the resultant gas and released meteoric dust are available to form the coma
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Figure /4.13. Formmion of the 0011 cloud and the structures in the transncpumiuu region:
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circ ular orbits (e = I = OJ with scmimajor uxcs (I between 4 and 40 AV. Le ft: perihelion dis 
ranee q vs a ut 0.01, 0.25 and 1 Gy : right : I vs a at the same times. The simulation includes
gravitational per turbations due to the giant planets, the galac tic tidalfi eld and passing sta rs. The
isotropic Oort cloud at a 2: 10' AV, truncated at a '" It}' AV due to the galact ic tide, is rapidly
formed; the observed structu res in the tran sncpnm ian region {plutino and scattered disc popu
larions) are also clearly seen. While the plurino popu lation is primarily composed of objects
initia lly in the tranvneptunian region, both the scattered disc and the Du n cloud popularions arc
a mixture of planetcsimal s initially at a ~ 8 AV. Data kind ly provided by I.. Dunes.
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and tail. Direct evidence about the parent gas molecules has been missing for a
long lime because their emi ssion spectra arc in the far-infra red and submilli mc
Ire band; wate r, a dom inant component, was thus directly confirmed by obser
vations only in 1985. However. they become ioniz ed by the solar rad iation and
the so lar wind, and shine in the optical and ultraviole t. Solid debris can beco me
meteoroids strewn along the comet's orbi t, affected by Pcynting-Robcrtson and
radiation forces (see Sec. 15.4) and occasionally hittin g the Earth (thus pro
ducing me teors and fi reballs) . The reaction of the nucleu s 10 the ejec tion of
this material provides an explanation for non-gravitationa l effects in cometary
dynamic s. The model correctly predicts stronger out ward rad ial compone nts
of non-gravitation al fo rces (the ejected material being most abundant on the
Sun-facing side of the nucleu s) and significant transverse components due to
the cornet's rotation and a thermal Jag between the d irection of maximum mass
ejection and the subsolar meridian (see Sec. 15.4) . The nucleus must be weakly
bound, since seve ral cases of comet splitting and breakup have been observed,
sometimes due to a tidal gravitational fi eld , as the comet DjShoemaker· Levy
9 , disru pted in 1992 in a close app roach to Jupiter ; there arc other cases where
super-critical rotation or thermal stresses are suspected to be the eause of f is
sion. In many cases the volatile component is prob ably covered by an ourcr
shell of dark, refractory material (with albedo ~ 0.02 - 0.05) and gaseous jets
may emerge from localized fractures or spots, sometimes causing sudden cut
bursts. The covering of the free sublimation region ranges from less than I% to
nearly the whole surface (fo r smaller objects). Remarkabl y. the model has been
confirmed by in situ observation s and measurements by the Giotto and Vega
mission s in March 1986 during thei r very close flyby with Halley 's comet and
by the Deep Space I visit of comet P/Borrelly in December 2001.

In analogy with asteroids, spectral observations of chemical spec ies in the
gaseous co ma allow a physical class ification of comets. Abun dances of OH,
CN. C2,C3 and NH resulted in recognition of two distinct classes of objects: (i)
typ icaLcorners have a prod uction of C2 proportional to CN, both normalized to
rhc production of OH; (ii) depleted corners have a significantly lower yield of
C2 with respe ct to eN. Interestingly, there is a rela tionship between the phys
ical and orbital class ification of comets : nearly all isotropi c comets arc phys
ically typ ical, while about 50% of the ecl iptic comets are class ified as typica l
and 509'0 as depleted. Th is is interpreted as a chemical gradient in the solar neb
ula ; typical comets formed mainly inside a cri tica l di stance e 36 - 42 AV. de
pleted co mets beyond. Most o r the former ones were placed in the Oon cloud,
but in part remai ned in the transneptunian region untillate diffusion in ecliptic
orbits. Depleted comets acc umulated in the distant zone of the transneptunian
region. the on ly one has a low probabil ity of feed ing the 0 011 cloud.

Cometarv timescales>- Among the minor bodies in the solar system the spec ific
feature of comets is their fast evolution, both orbital and physica l. Figure 14.14
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account the parametric uncertainty. The nucleus is assumed rigid: if the tensile streng th is small,
Tdonor may be an order of magnitude smaller. Td. and T. , are. respectively, the characteristic times
for dcvolaulizurion of the comet and to excite rotation around a generic axis by the torque due to
the non-uniform outgassing, For JFCs the comparatively frequent passages near the Sun make
their lifetime with respect to tolal outgusxing and/or disintegration nmlarger than some e J. OIKl
revolutions. "" ro- y. shorter than their dynamical lifetime "" 5 x If}' y. The crosses indicate
a few known rotation periods: note they are close to the disruption limit (short-dashed line at

"" 3.3 h); for elongated objects this value mcrcascs 10 "" 6 h. close r to the minimum of the
observed periods. Adapted from D. Jcwit t. Earth. M oo/l and /' /tIllCI5 79. 35 (1997).

summarizes the characteristic timescales of different processes and indicates
several important facts.

First, the timeseale fo r dcvolatilization (Tu\!) is shorter than the comctary
lifetime, especially for the JFC comets which outlive their supply of volatilcs.
As a consequence, "dead" JFC comets may exist, provided they are not phys
ically destroyed by other mechanism (in such objects the icy component is ci
ther exhausted or covered with an insulating crust, preventing further cometary
activity). The fact that relatively few such objects are known is presumably a
consequence of observational selection. A more complete survey of the inner
solar system may uncover more dormant cometary nuelei; similarly, the outer
part of the asteroid belt might also host extinct comet s. The fact that the near
Earth asteroid Phrcton is a parent body of the Geminid meteor stream supports
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the suspicion that some bodies in the inner solar system arc extinct comets.
Other examples of dormant or extinct comets arc: Blst-Pizzaro. showing tem
pomry outgassing events probably due to meteorite impacts. can be classified
both as a comet and an asteroid; Wilson-Harrington and Oljaro. both showing
ion tails and CN-band emission. For objects smaller than about 100 m, Tu"
becomes comparable to, or shorter than. the revolution period around the Sun.
This should indicate a truncation in the size distribution of the JFCs. or at least
a steeper size distribution if a fraction of these small bodies become extinct.
Another consequence is that, although the typical final slate of large JFC co
mets may be the dormant phase. possibly interrupted by temporary outgassing
events. the typical end of small cometary bodies may be complete disintegra
tion into meteoroid streams. On the whole, comets are efficient suppliers of gas
and dust particles to interplanetary space. A related slightly different problem
is the fate of nearly isotropic comets: the orbital evolution models that bring
new comets into the returning group predict many times more objects than ob
served - this is usually referred to as thc fat/ ing problem. One possible solution
is that a majority of the new ones beeomc dormant, but this seems incompatible
with both physical models and observations. New comets arc more likely dis
integrate on their path into the inner solar system by thermal gradients, volatile
pressure buildup. or disruption due ro rotational spin-up.

Secondly. when rev > Te,;: , the timescale for outgassing processes to pro
duce a rotation around an axis not aligned along an axis of inertia. we might
expect to find comets in an excited rotation state. Note that only for very large
objects rcx < t uamp, the timcscalc to damp excited rotational states by dissi
pative processes. This conclusion. however. depends on the unknown internal
structure and holds only if the internal strength is large enough; for weakly
bound objects (vrubblc piles"; see Sec. 14.8) " damp may become very short for
small objects, too. Comet P/Halley is so far the only convincing case of excited
rotation among comets. but there are other possible examples.

Star-grazing comels.- An interesting fi nal state was noticed. or at least sus
pected, back in the 17th and 18th century: Sun-grazing cometary objects, with
perihelia within e ZR0 . They were first systematically studied by H. KREtJ1"Z at
the end of the 19th century, whence this population is called the Kreutz group.
For most pan. they arc discovered at the solar limb before reaching perihelion,
but often do not reappear later. This is taken as evidence for their tidal or ther
mal disintegration in the solar atmosphere. Observations in rhc 1990s by coro
nagraphs on board of the satellites SOLWIND, SMM, and especially SOHO,
discovered many Sun-grazers; in 2000 SOHO alone observed some 70. Nearly
400 arc now known. It has been suggested that many of them arc related to one
another. possibly as outcome's of a few massive comets which disintegrated
passing close to the Sun centuries ago. The most viable dynamical origin of
these peculiar orbits are high-inclination states (l :::=: 9(0

) of returning comets.
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whose perihelia diminished as a result of secular evo lution caused by planets
(see the related Problem 14.8).

Interestingly, there is evide nce of star-grazing comctary objects around sev
eral young stars , including rhc well studied system,8 Pictoris. about 20 pc from
o ur Sun. Repeated (hundreds events per yea r are obse rved) . time-depend ent
redshifted absorption features in their spec trum have been interpreted as co
mets evapo rating in the immediate vicinity of the star, perhaps falling into it.
Since this flux requ ires a dy namical mechanism, such as secular or mean mo
tion resonances with planetary orbit s or strong scauering by massive planetary
cores , star-graz ing comets indi rectly impl y a planetary system. It should be re
membered that these stars are probably much yo unger than the Sun; j'3 Pictoris
should be "" 100 - 2(X) Myoid. At that time the solar sys tem was in its final
"cleaning" phase with intense planetesimal delivery onto the Sun.

14.6 Interplanetary material and meteorites
Interplanetary space contains a large number of bodies and particles 10 0

small to be individuall y detectable by telescopic obse rvatio n. These bodies,
whose motion is often atlecred by non-gravitat iona l forces and whose orbital
lifetime is generally much shorter than the age of the solar system (Sec. 15.4 ),
are tho ught to originate from the three populations of small and relatively prim
itive bodies previously discussed: asteroids, TNOs and comets. The number
of astero ids and TNOs rapidly gro ws with decreasing size (see eq. (14.2»), and
there is no reason to believe that thi s trend does not cont inue down to those
which arc not detectable (in the main asteroid belt . "" km in size) . On the other
hand, eometary activity is characterized by emission not only of gas. but also
of dust, and solid particles as large as "" 10 m; in some cases. catastrophic
d isintegration of a cometary nucleus in a swarm of sol id debris can occur. The
lack of accurate orbital information is partially compensated by collect ion and
laboratory investigation , fac ilitated by their high flux near the Earth.

Observational methods. Since the small objects of inte rest in this Sectio n
span an eno rmo us range of more than 20 orders of magni tude in mass. they
have been investigated using man y different observational techniques. Here
we review only the most important ones.

Our genera l knowledge of bodies - collectively called meteoroids and dust
particles (for small sizes ) - in interplanetary .\J)(/ce is observationally very
limited . It bas ica lly consists of ground- or space -based opt ical and infrared
ob servations of (i ) the zodiacal light and (ii) the solar Fvcorona (a150 "fa lse
corona"). Both arc due to reflected solar radi ation and therm al emission by
small interplanetary dust particl es arranged in a large di sc-like structure on the
ecl iptic. Zod iaca l light is caused by a true, large-angle reflectio n of sunlight;
the F-corona is attributed to small-angle diffractive scattering by particles close
to the solar line of sight. For an Earth observ er, zodiacal light can barely be
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seen westward toward the evening twilight , or eastward befo re sunrise; it looks
like a fa int. glow ing band of rcdiffuscd sunlight extending up from the horizon
and along the ecliptic plane . The Fccorona is primarily observed during so
lar eclipses. The second important constraint for the large-scale distribution
of interplanetary dust co mes from in situ spacecraft measurement s; remark
able observations were performed by the Galileo and Ulysses missions, whose
plasma detectors recorded the ion and electron cloud released after the impact
of micrometeorcids and tiny dust particle s. In this way a flux of particles as
small as "'" 10- 21 g was measured . During the next few years , NASA Stardust
mission plans important observations of interplanetary and interstellar dust.
both close to the main target. comet P/Wild 2, and during the cruise phase;
dust samples should be returned to the Earth by 2006 .

However. the most natural "collector" of meteoroids at our disposal is the
Earth itself, which provides a substantial amoun t of information about their
flux at I AV from the Sun , ineluding temporal variations over the past My's.
A flux of the smallest particles. down to "'" 1O- 111 g. was detected by various
spacecraft sensors; remarkable informati on was provided by the Long Dura
tion Exposure Facility. a spacecraft released by Space Shuttle in 1985 and
returned to Earth in 1991. Lower in the atmosphere (below 100 km), where
particles smaller than e I pm - called Brownlee particles - arc dccc lcrarcd
below the limit of a destructive impact. high-altitude flights and balloons make
their collection and laboratory analysis possible. A large sample of dust peru
cles and rnicrometeorites was also co llected in Antarctica. This yields detailed
information about their chemical and mineral composition. an important clue
to their sources: typically. they are irregular glassy silicate and metallic aggre
gates of smaller dust grains. The characteristic mean density is significantly
below I gzcm', as also evidenced by meteor observations. but particles with
higher density (up to ::::; 3 glcmJ ) are also detected. Long-term variations in
the rrucrorneteoroid nux on the Earth is recorded by the variations of several
"tracers" - elements of the rare Earth platinum group (in particular. Ir and
Os) and extraterrestrial helium 3He - deposited in mar ine scdimcnts and polar
ICC.

When larger micromctcoroids (;:: 10- 10 g) ente r the atmo sphere, radar sig
nals may be reflected by the electron and ion components in their train. Radar
echoes allow us to quantify their flux. When combined with a solution of the
particle motion in the atmo sphere. which depends on the atmospheric density
and thermal spallation. radar data also yield information on several important
parameters. including the orbi tal elements, the sit e distri bution outside the at
mosphere and entry velocities.

Interaction of larger meteoroids (;:: 10- 4 g) with the atmosphere arc obscrv
able as visual me teo rs that momentarily flash across the sky. Multiple-station
observations allow more precise reconstruction of the pre-atmospheric orbit
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(though with lower accuracy than that attainable for larger NEOs) . Variations
in the flux and the apparent source in the sky during the year arc observed.
Most meteors arc far too small to sustain heating due to atmospheric drag and
"bum" up at altitudes betwee n 75 and lOOkm.

Larger meteors called fi reballs are bright and spectacular, but often explode
before hitting the ground. This is an indication of their fragility, consistent
with the low density - typically between 0.2 - 0.7 gjem3 - inferred from the
observed decelerations due to atmospheric frict ion. When a meteoro id is large.
its relative veloc ity at entry is low enoug h, and its strength is high , so that it
may he not entirely destroyed by atmospher ic heating. At an altitude below
::: 75 km, its largest pieces decelerate to a velocity ofe 3 kmfs; the surface
temperature drops below a critical sublimation value of <::: 2.200 K and the
body continues a dark flight to the ground. The surface layer of the meteoro id
solid ifies and forms a crust.

Rocky samples recovered on the Earth surface are called meteorite finds:
falls and finds have been witnessed for centuries. Only in rare cases the bol ide
and its meteor trail were observed with enough accu racy to determ ine its orbit
outside the atmosphere. and in the same time the meteorite found; there are 7 of
them, all ordinary chondritcs. exce pt the important case of Tagish Lake, a ear
bonuccous chondritc meteorite . In humid environments stony meteorit es erode
within a few thousand of years. However. in arid or semiarid conditions, their
terres trial age (the time since fall) can be significantly longer: meteorites col
lected in deserts and Antarctica can survive up to My, with typical ages around
0.1 My. Exceptions arc fossil meteorites, of which the best documented arc
stony meteorites in limestone quarries in Sweden. Their location in the sur
rounding geolog ic layers allow accurate determination of the time of their fall.
the middle/early Ordovician ::: 480 My ago. On the basis of the abundance of
these fossil meteori tes, its has been estimated that the accretion rate during the
early Ordovician was one or two orders of magnitude larger than today, prob
ably a consequence of u major collisional event in the asteroid belt (poss ibly a
family formation; Sec. 14.3).

The largest known meteorite. Hoba. found in Namibia. is a few metres
across, with an estimated mass at fall ::: 88 tons. The flux in this size range
is low. roughly one per a decade on average. They experie nce little armo
spheric ablation and, though they still typica lly detonate in the atmosphere.
their largest fragments hit the groun d forming explosion craters. Since the
Earth is the most endogenically active of the terrestrial planets, it has retained
the poorest sample of such impacts; on ly <::: 160 impact structures arc known.
Erosion biases the crater record toward the youngest and largest events. 111 4

rcrcstingly, somc « 10% of the largest known craters are found in close pairs.
as for Venu s and, to a smaller extent .::::< 2%, for Mars. Since the separation
is too large to be consistent with a tidally disrupted objec t, they are usually
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interpreted as due to binary asteroids. The lunar crater record is much better
preserved and, thanks to the possibility of absolute dating of surface features,
provides important constraints on the past flux at I AV. Its impact rate has been
nearly constant over the last few Gy, while a much more intense bombardment
occurrcd e 3.8 - 4 Gy ago. This primordial (late) heavy bombardment was
probably due to the sweeping by the majo r planetary bodies of the residual
solid materialleft over from the accumulation of planeresimals (see Ch. 16).
For large impactors the typical interval between fall s is roughly proport ional
to the square of their size, consistent with the distribution ( 14.2) with exponent
a :::: 1.8 (Pig. 14.15a). This relationship appears to hold up to the catastrophic
impacts of Earth -crossing asteroids. several kilometres across. Such large im
pacts occur every 10 to 100 My and may cause global ecological catastrophes
(such as that occu rred at the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, which caused the
extinction of major fauna; its impact crater - Chicxulub close to the Yucatan
peninsula - was discovered in thc 1990s).

On average » 10 11 g of meteoritic materia l hits the Earth annually (Fig.
14.15b ), mostly due to large bodies; a single body of ;::: 1017 g hits the Earth
every e 107 y. Objects with mass less then e 101\ g. mostly small parti
cles. hit the Earth annually and contribute about 3 x 1010 g. This is shown
in Fig. 14.1 5b: the incremental mass infl ux has maxima at e 5 X 10- 5 g and
;::: 1010 g, with a less pronounced maximum ai e I g; given plausible densi
ties, the first and the second correspond, respect ively, to sizes of::::: 100 urn and
;::: 20 m; their relative overabundance was determined by the Spacewatch and
NEAT observat ions of small NEOs. For many particles in the I - 10 um size
range. radiat ion pressure is larger than the solar gravitational attraction; once
released from the parent body they qu ickly escape on hyperbolic orbits and
are usually termed f3-meteoroids (the ratio of radiat ion to gravitational forces
is dcnotcd S,.; Sec. 15.4). Their flux inside the Earth orbit has been determined
by satellite and radar measurements. Since particles of this size systematically
escape the solar system, somewhat larger meteoro ids (:::: 100 - 2(X)[.lm) have
prolonged collisionallifctimcs: moreover, slightly larger particles are removed
by collisions on a timcscalc smaller than their transport time from initial orbits
in the main asteroid belt or get efficiently scattered out of the solar system by
Jupiter if comctary by origin. Both effects explain the corresponding maxi
mum in p(m) in Fig. 14.15a. The situation for the 20 m size objects is more
co mplicated and no convincing explanation has yet been given.

Sources of interplanetary dust. The Poynring-Robcrtson effect and the solar
wind drag (Sec. 15.4) remove micromcrrc-sizc particles from the inner solar
system on timcscalcs of ;::: O.()J - I My. Somewhat larger part icles are more
efficiently destroyed by collisions than removed by dynamical effects. with
a timescale still many orders of magnitude smaller than the age of the solar
system. Any particle observed today must have been injected onto its orbit. in
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geo logical terms, very recently. Traditionally. comets were presumed to supply
the lost dust; but in the last decade a significant contribution was found to
come from asteroids. The fractional input of asteroids in the inner solar system
is still debated. but it may be high. especial ly on the Earth. since asteroidal
dust particles typically have a smaller relative velocity and the effective cross
section is larger (cq. (11.44)) . In the region beyond Saturn the contribution due
to the dust produced by TNOs is assu med to be dominating the comctary input.

Asteroid dust. « The 1984 observations of IRAS (Infrared Astronomica l Satcl
lite). later confirmed by COBE (Cosmic Background Explorer). revealed cir
cumsolar bands of IR emission near the ecliptic about 1- 2% above the smooth
zodiacal light background. Two pairs of prominent dust bands were observed
near the ecliptic latitudes ±2° and el O": they closely corre spond to the proper
inclination (Sec. 15.1) of the three most populous asteroid families Eos, The-
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mis and Koronis (Figs. 14.3 and 14.4). A finer structure in the zodiacal light
was also investigated in connection with another asteroid families acting as a
source. A classical model assumes that dust produced by collisions of aster
oids in these families quickly escapes due to the systematic decrease of the
scmimajor axis produced by non-gravitational forces; particles cross the as
teroid belt in ::; I My, at a ratc inversely proportional to their size (a typical
particle in the observed dust bands has a sit e in the 10 - 200 flm range). Al
ternatively. dust bands might be associated with very recent disruptions, such
as the Karin cluster, of a few asteroids (with an age of ::; 10 My); the re
cently identified secondary breakup in the Veritas asteroid family is the most
promising candidate for the ± I(f band. Since planetary pen urbations cause
the secular drift of the orbital node, dust orbits in the asteroid belt fonn a char
acteristic disc-like structure, sharply bound in latitude. When particles reach
the inner boundary of the belt, delimited by the Vf>resonance (Fig. 14.3), their
orbital inclination and eccentricity become random and thus feed the diffuse
component of the zodiacal cloud. As they continue to spiral towards the Sun
under the influence of drag forces, some smaller particles may he caprurcd in
first-order exterior rcsonanccs with the Eart h (such as 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 . ctc.). Their
combined effect results in the formation of a near-Earth rem llant dust ring ,
This struc rurc has been confirmed by IRAS and COBE observations of the 7:0~

diacal IR emission produced by the particles of this ring trailing behind the
Earth.

Cometary and TNO dust>- IRAS observations also revealed evidence of a eo
metury contribution to the zodiacal cloud, as trails of/R emission coincide with
the orbits of numerous short-period comets, in particular P/Encke, P(femple 2
and P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1; some trails were observed with no con
nection with known comets and may result from comet disruptions similar
to PfWest. These trails are composed of particles probably z I mm in size,
that were ejected from their parent comet in tens to hundreds of revolutions.
On these timescales they evolve into meteoroid streams. discovered through
the analysis of the frequency of meteor appearance. The permanent meteor
nux, due to spo radic meteor.' , is such that on an average night about 3 mete
ors per hour can be seen before midnight and about IS meteors per hour after
midnight. This component of the micrometeoroid dust was found to reach
the Earth along five different directions (including hclion. anrihclion and apex
lines): the entry velocities in the atmosphere arc very high, several tens of
km/s. suggesting cometary origin in general. But Oil certain dates, always at
the same heliocentric longitude of the Earth, meteor showers of 60 or more
meteors per hour can be seen, all radiating from one direction in the sky. The
most widely known is the Perseid shower. which shows up around August 12,
with bright meteors streaking across the sky every few minutes from the di
rection of the constellation of Perseus. The annual recurrence is indicative of
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streams of part icles dispersed around an elliptical orbi t. Their duration - a
few days to some weeks - imply stream widths ranging from 106 to 108 km
at the Eart h orbit cross ing point. In 1866 G.V. SCHIAPAREl U discovered that
the Pcrscid meteor shower appears whenever the Earth crosses the orbit of the
co met P/Swift-Tultle, implying that the shower is spread out along it. Many
other relationships were subsequently found between specific meteor show
ers and specific comets. Variations of their activity in different years allows
to study filamentary structure of the corresponding stream. The conclusion
that most meteors are comeiary debris is not at odds with the fact that for
the most conspicuous annual shower - the December Gem inids - Pheth on.
an asteroid-looking parent object , was discovered by IRAS. The orbit of this
Earth-crossing object, with a very high eccentricity (;;:: 0.89), sugges ts that it
might be an extinct cometary nucleus , with no more volatile component on the
surface. This interpretation, however. contrasts with numerical studies. which
sugges t that the probabili ty of a Jupiter family come t to evolve into Phaithon's
orbit is extremely small. The rela ted stream may be produced by more "exotic"
phenomena; for example, thc surface may he stripped by thermal. collisional
or e1cctromagnetic ctfccts.

The Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft provided the first evidence about the
dust environment at large dista nce (::::: 30 - 50 AV) from the Sun. Analysis of
their data suggests that isotropic co mets might not be a sufficient source and
that the bod ies in the immediate transnept unian region may also contribute.
Similarly to the dust produced in the asteroid belt, very small grains origi
nating in the transncptunian region are qu ickly blown out of the solar system
by radiation pressure, while the rest slowly spiral toward the Sun due to the
Poynting-Robcrtson and solar wind drag. During their journey they gravita
tionall y interact with planets and can be either scattered or trapped into mean
motion rcsonanccs: models indicate that much of this dust should be captured
in the Trojan zone of Neptune. Quantitatively, a ::::: 20% fraction of the grains
with sizes s: 9 !Jm and :::::: 50 !Jm are expected to survive colli sional shattering
(efficient to remove grains with intermediate sizes) and can eventually reach
the Sun or acc rete on the Earth. Interestingly, observations of several stars
revealed dust discs approximately extending to 50 AV or more.

"Exotic " dust. « There arc at least two additional sources of dust in the inter
planetary med ium: (i) inte rstella r dust, and (ii) planetary/satellite dust. The
Ulysscs spacecraft discovered both components while it travelled near Jupiter
(rig. 9.5). The interstellar origin of the measu red dust was proved by corre
lating di rectional charac teristics of the flux with the corresponding flux of the
interstellar helium and by the fact that it does not depend on the solar dis
tance. Interestingly, it has been sugges ted that the most significant strea m of
interstellar particles is compatible with ejec tion from the fJ Pictori s system at
an escape speed of ::::: 20 km/s, some My ago. They should be the equiva-
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lent of ,8-metcoroids in thc solar system (Sec. 15.4). Interstellar grains are
typically small, ranging from 10- 21 g to 10- 11 g: using radar, particles with
higher mass have been also observed entering the Earth atmosphere. The flux
of interstellar dust is co rrelated with the solar activi ty cycle. in particular the
polarity of the solar magnetic dipole field (Sec. 9.3). which hinders the influx
of interstellar charged particles, depe nding on their directio n. An additional
source of information about interstellar dust in the solar system are primitive
meteorites; they conta in small concentrations of presola r grains. which sur
vived largely unaltered the process of its formation. Isotopic analyses reveal
their stellar origin. which provides support for the classical formation scenario
IC h. (6).

Ulysscs also detected bursts of dust originating from the Jovian system; the
surprisingly small mean mass of these particles (:::: 10- 21 g) was compensated
by a high relative velocity of e 200 - 300 km/so Later the Galileo space
craft observed the same particles near Jupiter: theoretical modelli ng indicates
their close coupling with the Jovian magnctosphcrc, with 10 a likely source
(Sec. IO.? ).

Meteorites. The meteori te flux shows a prominent diuma l variation. controlled
by the direction of the motion of the Earth with respect to the zenith of the
observing site. The sweeping effec t of the Earth 's motion, com bined with the
higher energy of head-on co llisions, tends to increase the influx on the morning
(AM) side of the Earth (leading in the orbital motion) . where smaller particles
of higher geocentric velocity are generally observed . On the other hand. the
prevailing prograde motion of meteoroids on orbits with semimajor axes larger
than I AV favours the (tra iling) evening (PM) side. compensating for the ve
locity etlect . For meteorite falls of most taxono mic classes (see below). the net
result is an excess on the PM side: some 68% of all chondri tes are observed to
fall in the afternoon (this is usually termed "PM fall ratio"). Yearly variations,
if any. are less significant.

The most detailed orbital information related to meteorite sources co mes
from pro-atmosphe ric Kcp lerian elements determined by the network of fire
ball cameras. Orbits do not seem to exhibit any definite streaming pattern and
basically resemble those of Apollo-type NEOs (Fig. 14.5); an interesting ex
ception is a close similarity of the pre-atmospheric orbi tal parameters of the
Ptfbram and Neuschwanstein meteori tes (fe ll in 1959 and 2002. respectively).
sugges ting a possi ble meteoritic stream along this particular orbit. Very few
pre-atrnospheric orbits lie close to the T = 3 thresho ld of the Jupiter family
co mets (Fig. 14.5), consistent with a scenario where most fi reballs come from
the main astero id belt.
Meteorite taxonomy.- Some 30.000 known meteorites have been classified in
several types with respect 10 their mineral properties; only about one sixth of
meteorites are as yet unclassified. The three principal classes are: (i) ction -
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drites. characte rized by the presence of small (== I mm) chondrulcs. formerly
melted minerals incorporated in a surrounding matrix; ordinari ly they range
from volat ile-rich primit ive materials which never underwent melting or dif
ferentiation , like corhonaceous chondrites, to more chemically evo lved bod
ies containing iron and, so metimes, collisionally brccciarcd material. like the
so-called ordinary chondrites. (ii) achondrites. stony meteorites without chon
drules. basically igneous. basaltic-type rocks indicating extens ive volcanic ac
tivity of the ir parent bodies; and (iii) iron meteorites . made of crys talline iron
nickel alloy (stony-irons if they are mixed with basalt rocks), which presum
ably come from the metallic cores of differentiated bodies. Ordinary chon 
drites are the most abundant group, accounting for e 85% of falls and e 60%
of finds; given their iron content, they are traditionally subdivided into the
subc lasses H. I. and LL (for high , low and very low). Though S-ty pe as
teroids, mostly located in the inner part of the belt , are the likely parent ob
jects of ord inary chondrites , as eviden ced by spectral simil arity and feasibility
of transport most achondritcs arc linked to their parcr us in a more convinc
ing way. The HED-Rmup (standing for Howarditcs-Bucrit cs-Diogcnitcs) arc,
on mineralogical bas is. uniquely related to the surface layers of the asteroid
Vesta. The SNC-Rroup (standing for Shergottitcs-Nakhlircs-Chass ignites ) arc
of the Martian origin, as evidenced by the similarity to the Martian basalt and
plutonic roc ks, and the Martian isotopic composition of the gas enclosed in
their pores. There arc also some 20 achondrircs of lunar origin. Iron me
teorites resemble the composi tion of the outer core of the Earth; among the
asteroids their clo sest spec tral counterpart arc the M-types. However, it is un
clear whether initially in the main belt there were large eno ugh, differentiated
asteroids stripped by colli sion s of their mantle to explain the current flux of
iron meteorites. Carbonaceou s chondrites" . the least bound and the most prim
itive by composition, may originate in the outer part of the main bell. where
C- and D-type astero ids are common; they might also be of cornetary origin .
They contain water-bearing minerals and organic compounds; about 92 am ino
acid s were found in the Murchison meteorite, o f which only 19 present on the
Earth.

Most meteorites are believed to be fragmen ts of asteroids, ejec ted by high
velocity impacts; they are either (i) directl y injected into unstable resonant
orbits, rapidly lead ing to enco unters with the inner planets, or (ii) may be
parked for some time in the main asteroid belt ; in their subsequent evolution,
d ue to slow, but secular Yarkovsky change in semim ajor axis, or secondary

qw~ du not dwell on lht"complex c1assitication of mctcorue s A, an exampl ~. Wt" nOle that carbnnaceous
chondrites are ,ulxlivide<l in grou p, named after the ir typic al representative, : Cl for lruna. CM for .\l igh<"i.
CV for Vigarano. e R for Rcnazzo. etc. In another scheme. used in the detenni nation of abundan ces (Table
9.1) , they are classified on a petrological basis from C l to C6 according to their snue of alteration.
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fragmentat ion. they reach the resonant region . Th is prolonged transport sce
nario is evidenced by their distribution of cosm ic ray exposure ages (discussed
below). Though the properties of various meteori te types and asteroid taxa
appear to fit closely to one another, there are still major uncertainties in the
determination of most meteorite parent bodies, except for the case s mentioned
above.

Cosmogenic meteorite ugrs>- Radiometric studies of rncrcor itcs allow dcrcr
mination of thrcc fundamental rimcscalcs: (i) the crystallization age, since thc
time at which the various isotopes were locked into a closed system; (ii) the
cosmic ray exposure (CRE) age , the time during which the meteorite was ex
posed to the cosmic ray flux in space or near the surface of the pare nt asteroid;
and (iii) the terrestrial age. their reside nce time on Earth's surface before the
meteorit e was found.

The crys tallizatio n age is given by the time at which a rock cooled, or other
wise became chemically isolated from its surroundings, so that the radioactive
system was closed; subsequently the isotopic ratios of radio nuclidc s changed
with time acco rding to the expone ntial laws (5.2 1) and (5.22). IfD(t) and p (t )
arc the concen trations of the daugh ter and the parent isotopes, with a decay
constant ,I, D (t ) = 0 (0 ) + p (t ) (exp(At) - 1) (Sec. 5.3). Since in practice abso
lute co ncentrations arc difficult to measure, the ratios DID.• ami PID5 relative
to a stable isotope (usually of the daughter nuclide) are determined . Very im
portant is the pair of IORb ~87Sr. with a 49 Gy half-life ; 80Sr is used as a
stable reference isotope. If different minera ls of the same meteori te, with dif
ferent conce ntrations of the radioactive parent, are sampled, the linear relation
between J) and P is an isochron; its slope (exp(,l t ) - I) can be used to calculate
the crysta llization age f.

The oldest known co mponents in meteorites arc calcium-aluminium-rich in
ctusions in primit ive carbonaceous chondri tcs. thought to be the first to solidify
in the cooling hot nebula; their age, as determined by the Allende carbonaceous
chondritc, is 4.566 ± 0 .002 Gy. This is the generally accepted time of form a
tion of the solar system. Chondrulcs have crys tallizatio n ages very close to
this, but are younger by "'" (l - ID) My. Since chondrules are also thought
to have formed in the nebular disc from condensation of refractory material ,
this variation may reflect the age of the protoplanetary nebula. Crys tallization
ages of most lunar meteorites vary between 3.9 and 4.3 Gy, interpreted as the
formation of the crust of the Moon. Simi larly, Martian meteorites have crys
tallization ages largely scattered between e 200 My to nearly 4.5 Gy. In both
these cases, the Rb-Sr cloc k may have been rese t by strong shock events related
to their ejec tion from Mars' surface.

The CRE age of a meteorite measures the interva l between the time it be
came a metre-site object upon its remova l from a shielded location within the
parent body and its fall on the Earth . During this phase , interplanetary cosmic
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rays - mostly high-ene rgy protons and alpha particles of galactic origi n - pro
duce: (i) a damage of the mineral lattice (within the upper e I00 tlm surface
layer), detectable with a microscope ; and (ii) nuclear reactions within a depth
0 1' ::::< 1 - 2 m. which produce new cosmogenic nuclides. The most interesting
among the newly created isotopes are noble gases. whose natural abundance is
small and which do not have radioa ctive precursors (e.g. , 3He, 21.22Ne, 38Ar.
78.80Kr and 124J26Xe). and cosmogcnic radionuclidcs (c.g., lO Be. 26AI. 3°CI.
4o K. 53 Mn and 81 Kr). Gene rally, the longer was the exposure to the cosmic ray
flux, the greater the concentration of produced isotopes and noble gases; cos
mogcnic radionuclidcs decay. so that after a few half-lives their concentration
saturates to a con stant value (Probl em 14.9). The determi nation of the e RE
age is further complicated by a possible pro-irradiation near (he surface of the
parent planetary body. varia tions ill the flux of cosmic rays, ctc.; the rcsulr
ing e RE ages of meteorites arc precise within e 2Qi'/o . much worse than their
crystallization ages. Anyway. they yield important constraints on meteorite
transport time s from their source to the Earth .
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Most of the ordinary chondritcs and HED achondrircs have C RE ages be
tween 5 - 50 My, with (i) an important paucity of ShOl1 e RE ages, and (ii) a
significant fraction of meteorites with e RE age clustered around sharp values
(e.g., ~ 8 My for H chondr itcs or ~ 20 My for HEO achondrites: Pig. 14.16).
These sharp maxima presumably correspond to meteorites ejected in a few, un
usually large collision events in the main asteroid bell (e.g., the ~ 8 My peak
for H chondri tes is often associ ated with a large impact on the asteroid Hebe).
The smooth CRE age continuum, mainly seen in L chondrires (Fig. 14.16b),
is due meteorites delivered to the Earth-crossing region by a slow change of
their orbits by the Yarko vsky effect and secondary collisions; since the colli
sional lifetime of decametre-size objects is about the same as their obse rved
CR E ages, the number of meteorites with long e RE ages is smaller. Iron
meteorites have significantly longer CRE ages - several hundreds My up to
::>: 2 Gy - mainly due to their long survival times against collisional breakup
and slower secular changes of their scmimajo r axes due to the Yarkovsky ef
fect. Conversely, carbonaccous ehondri tes have very short CRE ages, mostly
within 0.5 - 2 My: a reason may be their weak bind ing energy, but other effects
may be responsible for their short delivery times.

14.7 Planetary rings and circumplanetary dust
Since the mid 17th century, Saturn was the only planet with an obse rved

ring; G. GAUlH fi rst spotted its existence in 16 10, but it was C. H UYGENS who
in 1656 interpreted the observations as sunlight reflected by a thin disc of ma
terial surrounding the planet. Thus the puzzling appearance and disappearance
that previously obscured its interp retation found an elegant geometric solution.
In 1675 G.D. CASS I1\"I'S observation of the prom inent division proved that the
ring is not a single, rigid body (the smaller division outside Cassin i's gap was
discovered by J.F. EM:KE in 1837). Much later, in a span of ju st seven years,
rings were discovered arou nd the other three giant planets : in 1977 nine narrow
rings about Uranus from stellar occu ltation data; in 1979 Voyager I discovered
a faint ring circl ing Jupiter; in 1984, again a star occultation allowed detecting
pieces of rings (but not full rings) around Neptune. The Voyagcr 2 spacecraft.
on its way toward the ice giants. provided important in situ observations of
Uranus' and Neptune' s rings. In both cases these data provided a variety of
unexpected features that do not have an analogy in the ring systems of Jupiter
and Saturn. In the late 1990s, observations by the Galileo spacecraft greatly
increased our understanding of the faint Jupiters rings, suggesting that their
co nstituents are on ly ephemeral. A major boost in the investigation of Saturn 's
rings is expected from the Cassini mission. which will tour around the planet
from 2004 to 2008.

The principal advance in this field, which remaine d static for a long time , is
the recog nition that rings are both common and. at the same time, more vari-
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able and co mplex than thou ght before: no two sys tems look alike. Many of the
d ifferences, to so me ex tent disc ussed below, have to do with their interactio ns
with ringmoons (s ma ll sa te lli tes inside or close to the rings) and the part icle
density inside the rings, as evidenced by their optical depth .

Comm on features of th e known rin g syste ms. Since the 19th century, plan
etary rings have been known to be "comprised of an indefi nite number of un
connected particles" (using the words of J.c. M AXWFU ., who. in 1857. first
de monstrated that this was the only stab le configuration). This view super
seded the previous conclusion of P.S. L AI'LACE, who around 1800 realized that
Saturn's rings cannot be solid; the tensile strength of known materials is too
small to resist tidal forces of Saturn. However. he wrongly concluded that it
may consist of several distinct ringlets. Besides Maxwcll's view about their
structure. planetary rings share two other features: (i) a significant flatness and
concentration in the equatorial plane of the planet. where they spread as thin
discs; and (ii) the ir location near the planet, extending radially to a distance
comparable with the Roche limit. Both can be understood on the basis of sim
ple considerations.
Flatness>- Any initial, thick and/or non-equatorial ring tends to swiftly flat
ten to a thin equatorial disc. In fact, the planet' s oblatencss causes the orbital
planes of the ring particles to preccss around the axis at a rate dependent on
their orbital radius (see Sec. 12.4). This drift allows particles to collide, re
ducing their relative velocities, in particular the vertical components. Note that
these collisions conserve angular momentum. but are anelastic and dissipate
energy. This damping of orbital motions in the equatorial plane is rapid and
very e flicier u. as indicated by the fact that the vertical thickness of Saturn's
ring system is a tiny fraction, of the order of 10-6. of its width.

To quantitatively con f irm this conclusion, we estimate in order of magnitude
the frequency of inrcrparticlc collisions in a ring. A basic property of rings is
their normal optical depth T . which determines the extinction of radiation flux
by the material of the ring (sec the definition eq. (7.18) ; when the observation
geometry is known, T can be fairly well measured using an occultation of a star
by the ring, observed either from ground or a spacecraft. Assuming particles of
equal cross section S and density 11, the normal optical depth for a thickness H
is T :::::: "S H, and the collision frequency is }'c :::::: ns o. v is the relative velocity;
it can be estimated with its vertical componcnt > QrJ :::: QH, where Q is the
mean motion, r the distance from the centre of the planet and ! thc effective
inclination of tbc particle orbits. Hence wc obtain

(i 4.3)

With T :::: I for principal Saturn rings (Table 14 .6), particles typically collide
a few times per revolution. The ring will settle on the equatorial plane of the
plnnet in a time of order Lyv- > I/ (Q r) .
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However, this damp ing never produces a perfectly thin layer. Low-velocit y
collisions still occur in a thin disc due to the (small) ecce ntricities and inclina
tions. and the gradie nt in the Kcplcrian velocity, combined with the finite size
of the part icles; gravitational scattering also takes place between bod ies bigger
than =::: 10 m. In this way a small random relative velocity arises, which pro
duces a ring at least several particle s thick : this velocity can be estimated from
the dam ping of spiral waves produced by the gravitational field of nearby satel
lites to be of the order of mm/s to cm/s. This persistent collisi onal activi ty has
the important consequence of an irreversible tendency to radially spread the
ring. In a Keplerian disc a collis ion statistically slows down the particles com
ing from the inside, which move inwards. and pushes forward those from the
ou tside , whieh then move away from the planet. At the boundary lost particles
carry away angular momentum. Random veloci ties act as an effective kinema
tical viscosity I} ~ v/.{; . where l e is the mean free path ; for this reason the ring
structures arc often modelled as a viscou s fluid. The charac teristic timcscalc
=::: (or)2/1J of the diffusion is about the random walk time for the panicle to
cross a fraction of the disc of radial extent Or. Ring spreading typically occurs
on a rimcscalc orders of magnitude longer than ring flattening , but still appre
ciably shorter than the age of the solar system. The discovery of the sharply
bound Uranus' rings showed that add itional confi ning processes are <It work.

An importa nt exception to the norm of vertical thinne ss arc the diaphanous
Joviun rings and Saturn 's innermost 0 and outermost G and E rings, all char
acterized by a very low normal optical dept h (=::: 1O-11 _ IO-f' , Table 14.6; from
their major component, they are sometimes called "dusty rings"), In this case
the effective viscosity is less effective than other proce sses (like sputter ing,
Poynting-Roberlson or plasma drag), which efficientl y eliminate particles; in
rerparticle co llisions becom e unimp ortant and the structure of the ring is basi
cally ruled by single particle dynamics. Their vertical spread is governed by
excursions abo ve and below the equatorial plane of thei r source moo ns or other
effects: e .g. the width of the Jovian gossamer rings appears to directly follow
from the orbital incl ination of Amalthca and Thcbe (the case of Eneeladu s and
the E ring is somewhat more complicated). A special situation occurs for the
halo, the innermost part of rhc Jovian rings, which is vertically spread as a
result of a non-equ atorial eomponcnt of the Lorcntz force, produced by the
Jovian misaligned magnetic dipole field (Sec. 15.4).

Radial conjinement.s- The second common feature of ring systems is their prox
imity to their planets. inside the orbits of the major satellites. Th is is due to
the fact that in the neighbourhood of a planet the strong gravity gradie nt can
prevent the accretion of sizable satellites and even lead to disruption of existing
bodies, provided their tensile strength is small enough.

In a simplified model, consider the retention of loose material on the surface
of a spherical satellite of mass m, radius r and mean density lh (see Fig. 14.17),
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Figure 14.1 7 Roc hc's limit. A
satellite with mass Ill, rad ius r
and mean den sity g, revolves
on a circular orbit with radius
a around a planet with mass
M , radius R and mean density
!lp. A grid of Hitl's zero vc
loc ity cur ves (F ig. 13.3) is also
show n.

Planet Satellite

( 14.4)

orbiting at distance a from the centre of a planer of mass M , radius R and
de nsi ty (Jp . Its rotat ion is synchronous. at a rare cqual to the mean motion
n , The gravitational and centrifugal forces acting on a particle located on its
surface. facing the planet along the radial direction (where the disrupting forces
are largest), balance if

Gm .., GM GM ( r )
- 2 + n ~ (a - r) = .., =:: -,- 1 + 2 -
,. (a -r)- a- (J

Using the relation
M
m

() R 3
. p
;;- '7 .. ,

( 14.5)

we find that the satellite ean retain the surface particle only if

( 0)113 ()1/3~ > 3 - p =:: 1.442 Qp .
R !?s Q,

This critical distance is in substance Rochc's radius (13, 15)

(
m )1/3

RRochc ~ a 3M '

(14 .6)

about the same as Hill 's radius (Ch. 13) and as the disrancc r L of the unstable
libration points from the secondary in the restricted three-body problem. Sra
bility is guaranteed if the satellite radius is smaller then RRoche . which implies
cq. (14. 6).

It is interesting to compare this result with the discussion in Sec. 4.5, where
we considered the equilibrium shape of a hypothetical liquid satellite. Wc
found that for decreasing orbital distances the satellite becomes morc and morc
elongated in the radial direction. unti l at the minimum distance of Roche limit
no shape can fulfil any more the equilibrium conditions. Using the results listed
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Figu r<' 14.18. Loc ation of the ring systems and the inner satellites with respect to the Roc he
limit corresponding to a satel lite with mean density I g!l.:m-'; the radius of the planet is indicated
by a shaded rectangle on the left. Distances arc scaled with the critical value ( 14.6). so that the
Roche limit for the fluid model is "" 1.703. The observed inner edges of the ring systems are at
a distance fair ly close to unity. while the outer edg es arc near the fluid model limit. The moons
inside this threshold must have finite stre ngth, or higher dens ity. which is unlikely. Smallarrow
indicate synchronous rotation distance s: the orbi ts of the n ngmoon s inside this limit evolve
toward the planet by tidal effects (Sec. 15.3). The sizes of the moon s are in arbitrary units. but
linearly scaled to represent their relat ive ratios. Adapted fro m 1.:".1. Cuzzi. Ear/h. Moon and
Plunets 67, 179 ( 1995).

in Table 4.2 (for the p = () case, i.e.. negligible satellite-la- planet mass ratio),
it is easy to show that the equilibrium of a small liquid satellite requires that

(
Q )'13~ > 2.456 -.£ .

R {!s
(14 .7)

The numerical coeffi cients in cqs. (l4.6) and (14 .7) arc different because they
arc derived with diffe rent assump tions about the geometrical con figuration and
physical properties of the orbi ting bodies; as noted in Sec . 4.5 there arc gcn
cralizations of the Roehc limit to a finite tensile streng th, all giving the same
functional dependence on the densities. but different numerica l coe fficients.
This concept is a vcry genera l one and useful whenever we deal with the be
haviour of self-gravitating bodies orbiting in the vicinity of a primary. In par
ticular. as shown by Fig. 14.18, the main part s of the planetary ring systems
actually lie inside or between the different limits derived above.
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Diversity of the ring systems. Wc now come to the principal differences
among the ring systems. So me of the ir major properties are listed in Table 14.6
and show n in Fig. 14.19 ; mos t of thi s knowledge comes fro m in situ recon
naissance of the outer planers by Voyager and Galileo . The chief observation
techni ques include direct (bolomctric or colour) imagi ng of the reflected sun
light, spectral measurements ( important for the determ ination of compos ition)
and occ ultat ion profiles, both of a star and a radio source . Radio occ ultatio ns
arc obtained when a co here nt beam transmi tted by a spacecraft crosses the
ring and is detected by a grou nd anten na. Since the scatte ring cross section
de pends on the rat io between the wave leng th and the size of the part icles, the
use o f multip le frequencies gives informa tion abou t the size distribut ion. Ad
d itionally, both Voyagers, and Galileo 's atmospheric probe ca rried instruments
to study the electrons and ions trap ped in the planeta ry magnetospheres. Rings
(and moons) absorb charged part icles and can be inves tigated with the deple
tion they induce. Finally, sens itive dust detectors on board of Cassini should
be able to measu re the ir co ntent in situ; limited and less prec ise measuremen ts
were also obtained by Galileo and Ulysses.

Jupiter. - The ex tremely ten uous (norma l optical depths < JO- 5) Jovian rings
have three components. Th e innermost is a toroidal halo with co nsiderable
vert ica l thickness; its bright ness decreases with the height above the equatorial
plane and as the planet is approached. Th e Tab le 14.6 indicates the maximum
o bserved thickness, the half-maxi mum thick ness is abou t 12, 500 km. The or
bital inclinations inside the halo are increased by the interaction with Ju piter' s
magnet ic field at the 3/2 Lorentz reso nance; the stronger 2/1 Lorentz reso
nanc e then marks the inner boundary (Sec. 15.4). Th e main ring extends fro m
the halo up to the orbit of Adrastea. The sligh tly larger Metis is embod ied
in the main ring, whose brightness noticeab ly increases inside its orbit. Out
ermos t are two gossamer rings, eac h of them fairl y uniform: one beg ins j ust
inside Amalthca's orbit, while the othe r is inside Thcbc' s orbit As noted be
fore , their vertical thickness is co mparable to the maximum elevations of these
satellites above Jupiter's equatorial plane. In the ir meri d ian cross sectio n they
have a nearly rec tangular shape, with greater intensity at the top and the bot
tom.

These observations arc consistent wi th the idea that the outer edges of these
rings arc determined by the above men tioned satellites, probably by eros ion
caused by microm crcoritc impacts. Observat ions from d ifferen t phase angles,
together with the overall fai ntness, indicate that they arc co mposed of ~ pm
partic les. These grains arc too small for a significant absorption; the ir COIllPO~

sition is nor d irectl y known and can be inferred fro m the compos ition of the
paren t satellites. Silica te and/or carbonaccous compounds arc expec ted, also
because pure ice would rapidly evaporate. Dust particles are subject to signif
icant non -gravitational pert urbations (principally sputtering by energe tic ions
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(A) Jovian rings

Pla netary eq uator, N,
Halo, inne r edge

11<110. oute r edge

Main ring. inner edg e

Main ring. outer edge

Inner Gossamer ring. inner edge

Inner Gossamer ring. ou ter edg e
O uter Gossamer ring, inner edge

Outer Gossamer ring . outer edge

(R) Saturn's rings

Plan et ar y eq uator, Rs
D ring, inne r edg e

C ring, inner edg e (and 0 ring, ou te r edge )
Tita n ringlet

Maxwcll ringlet

R ring, inner edge (and C ring, ou rer edge)

Cassini divis ion . inner edge (and B ring. ou ter edge)

A ring, inner edge (an d Cas-anidivisio n. out er edge)

En cke d ivision ("" 200 km wide)

A ring. oute r edge

F ring. cen tre ( "" 50 km wide)

G ring, centre ("" 8.000 km wide )
E ri ng, inner edge

E ri ng, maximu m

E ring. outer edge

7 1,492

"" 92,000
122, 500
122, 000
12S. ()(X)
129. 000
182, 000
129, 000
224, 900

eo. 268
s 66. (XIO

74, 5()(1

77.871
87.491
9 1,975

117, 5 16
122, 058
133. 589
136, 800
140. 200
169. 500

e 180. 000

"" 230,000
"" 450, ()()()

l r / ll (kml ]

5 x lO 6/ ",, 5 x Hr

3 x l0 8/ "" S,500

Ir /H (km ) ]
5 x J(r~/?

0.05 - 0.21'?

1- 3/ 5. 1
0.05 - 0.15/ 5.1

0.4 -1/ :$ 1
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(e) Uranus ' rings (D) Ne ptu ne's rings

Planetary eq uator , Nu 25.559 [ r J Plane tary equa tor, Rs 24,766 l t [

6 ring 41, 837 0.3 Ga lle (1989N3R) "" 42.000 10 '
.5 ring 42.234 0.5 1.K Ven in ( 1989:-\2R) "" 53. 200 IO-J

4 ring 42.5 70 0.3 lasscl! ( 19!N N4R) "" 53, 200 10-4

It ring 44.718 0.3 Arago ( 1989:\'4R) "" 57.200
f3 ring 45.66 1 0.2 Unnamed 6 1,953

f/ ring 47. 175 0 3 Adams (19S9N IR) 62, 933 10 .2

Yring 47. 627 2 - 4 Ares in Adams ring

8 ring 48,3 (Xl 0.4 Courage & Libcrte 62.933 0.12
A ring 50. 023 0. 1 - 0.5 Egalite 1, :2 62.933 ILl2
s ring 5 1.149 1 - 4 Pratcrnitc 62,933 0.12

Table J.1. fJ. Parameters of the planetary ring system, (the equatorial planetary radi i are given
for reference): the first column is the radi al dis tance in km, the second gives the normal optical
and vert ica l thic kness (r and H. in km) .
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by Voyagcr'~ photo polarimeter durin g the occu ltat ion of the star J Sco. The principal rings and
gaps arc indicated ; the bouom panels show the remarkably similar inner edges of the B and A
rings. Data kindly provided by M. Showalter.

and plasma drag), resulting in a very short lifetime between lOO - ]0,000 y.
This fact points out the necessity of a very efficient panicle resupply,
Satu rn»- Saturn has the most spectacular and complicated ring system, ex
tending some 400,000 km (and some 70,000 km for [he main rings), with
variations of optical depth over all length scales. down to the resolution of the
available data (some 5 km; Fig. 14.20). It harbours the brightest B ring and
the adjacent A ring, separated by the Cassini division : in reality. this division
is not a true gap, but a ::>: 4, 500 km wide annulus in which the optical depth
drops to about 10% of the value outside. While the outer edges of the A and
B rings are maintained by the 2/ 1 and 7/6 resonances with Mimas and Janus,
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Table 14.7 Di stributi on of partic le sizes in Sat -
ring/ reg ion c1,,,;" d,..... P urn's main rings; for the A ring inner/ou ter re-

(c m} (m) fer to the separat ion by the Enc ke ga p. A vim-
plc power law diffe rential di stribution wi th ex-

C ring I 10 -3.1 poncut fJ has been fitted between the particle

Bring 30 20 -2.75 sizes dOl," and d,,,,,,, From infrared observe-

Cassini div , 0.1 20 -2.75 lio ns of the 28 Sgr occu ltat ion; R.G. French and

A ring (in ner ) 30 20 -2.75
P.D. Nic holson. tcarus 145 , 502 (2000).

A ring tou rer) I 20 -2.9

their inner edges - notab ly similar (Fig. 14 .20) - present a more di fficu lt puz
zle. The most likel y explana tion is the balance between collis ions among the
ring particles and the prod uction of debr is from meteoroid collisions (a process
termed ballistic transport). Inside the B ring we have the C ring, characterized
by an intermediate normal optical depth in the range D.OS - 0.2. The main
Saturn's rings exhibit an astonishing microstructure: only some features have
been clearly interpreted as spiral density waves produced by rin gm oon s and
observed, or hypothesized. embedded moonlets. For instance, the Encke gap
near the outer edge of the A ring is cert ainly due to the embedded Pan moon
let (Sec. 13.4); by analogy. the still narrower Keeler gap is believed due to an
unseen object. The richness of radial structures. as seen in Fig. 14.20, is ac
companied by azimuthal irregularities, widely studied since Voyager's obser
vations. Exemplary is the narrow and slightly ccccruric F ring just outside the
A ring, composed of at least four strands. There arc also additional clumps and
kinks, with a fast variability in time. The overall compactness of this peculiar
ring is likely due to (he shepherding nearby moons, Pandora and Promcthcus,
but this - once the accepted explanation - has difficulties. Thus an additional
suite of smaller moonlets has been suggested.

Saturn's main rings are extremely thin relative to their radial extension.
Their thickness, as derived from photometric measurements and viscous damp
ing of spiral density waves, ranges from a few to about a hundred metres. In
frared observations provided important compositional information: both the
IR spectra and the derived high albedo particles indicate almost entirely wa
rcr ice, with only a tenuous pollution by redder components. Radio occulra
rions at multiple wavelength and stellar occultation data then provide informa
tion about the size distribution, which is typically matched by a differential
power law N(d) od o; dP8tJ for the number of particles in the size interval
(d,d + bd); b ::::: 3, comparable to thc asteroids (Table 14.7). This holds in a
range (dmin ::::: I em,dmax ::::: 10 m). Simularions indicate that rransicnt clump
ing of particles, quickly disrupted by collisions. occur in the A and Brings
on the tens to hundred metres scale. Additionally. isolated small embedded
moonlets up to few km across are also assumed to explain the radial srruc-
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rurcs (some 100 to J.000 moon lets larger than km are expected to exist).
Photometric models of Saturn's main rings suggest they are largely depleted
in dust; its primary sites within the main rings are the spokes. These features
were discovered on the Voyager J images as dark radial mark ings in the H ring;
however, in forw ard-scattered light they appear brighter than the surrounding
ring. thereby exhibiting the characteristic phase changes of dust (the estimated
particle sizes are ;::; urn). The spokes, primarily located near the synchronous
orbit, have an unusual dynamics: they form very rapidly (on a timescale of
minutes) as radial filaments soon after the ring emerges from Saturn's shadow,
but gradually get squeezed by differential rotation. Observations indicate that
spoke grains are lifted out of the ring plane (as much as =:: 80 km), presumably
by electromagnetic effects. Their true origin, however. is still uncertain.

Apart from the system of the main rings, Saturn possesses three tenuous,
dusty and difficult to observe rings. composed of urn particles: the innermost
D and the outer G and E. As in Jupiter's case, the outer rings show a non
negligible vertical thickness, about 1, 000 and 10.000 km, respectively. The
most certain data concern the E ring, which spans the orbit of Mimas, Dionc,
Tcthys and Bnccladus and has a distinct brightness peak near the orbit of the
latter. This satellite is likely a source for the ring dust (prohably with a self
interaction process when ring particles hit Enccladus and generate multiple
replacement particles).

Uranus,»- The nine main Uranian rings are all very narrow: to is the broadest,
with a width ranging from 20 - 100 km, but all others arc s; 10 km wide. Until
their discovery in 1977, it seemed natural that all rings should he circular,
since mutual collisions were expected to damp out any eccentric motion: but
Uranus' rings are both eccentric and inclined to the planet' s equatorial plane,
both with typical values of e 10-3. The widest to ring is the most eccentric,
with e == 8 x 10- 3; in all cases the eccentricity increases with distance from
the planet. The rings precess due to the planetary oblateness, but, curiously
enough, the precession of the inner and outer ring edges seems to be locked
together, so that they share the same line of apses. These oddities are most
naturally approached by cons idering gravitational perturbations due to nearby
satellites (such as Cordelia and Opbelia for the principal e ring). ring self
gravity and intcrparticlc co llisions (for the last two wc note that Uranus' rings
are optically thick; Table 14.7).

Similarly to Sarum's main rings, part icles in most Uranian rings have sizes
ranging from e I cm to ::::: 10 m: however, they are compositionally very dif
ferent. In contrast to the bright particles in Saturn 's rings, Uranus' particles
are very dark, with a Bond albcdo .e 0.03, comparable to the comets' . In
both cases this indicates the presence of radiation-darkened ice, a mixture of
complex hydrocarbons embedded in ice. In 1986 an additional ring (called ,I)

was discovered during the Voyager 2 flyby: unlike the other narrow rings, its
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photometry al different phase angle s indicates a compos ition of submicro mct
ric particles . Aside fro m A ring, the Uranian syste m contains additional dust
widely distributed in radi us, di scovered by imaging the ring system at very
high phase angles.

Neptune>- The ten uous rings around Neptune are characterized by significant
azimuthal bright ness vari ations called in the Adams ring arcs, noticed already
d uring the occ ultat ion whi ch led to their di sco very. A 4(jO seg ment of this
ring comprises fi ve arcs, Courage, Liberte. Egalite 1 and 2, and Fratemit e,
with azimuthal extension between 1° and 10° . Each of them is composed of
smaller discrete clumps, dow n 10 the resoluti on limit of a few km. Late 1990s
obse rvations by the Hubble Space Telescope established that the configuration
of the arcs has been stable since the 1984 discovery. A second narrow ring
inside Adams is Le verrier, Both of them appear very similar, except for the
absence of arc-like structures in Le Verrier. They are accompanied by the
fainter Lasscll. whose outer brightening received a separate designation Arago,
and the inner, broad Galle ring.

Owing to the very limited data, the compos ition and sizes of Neptune's ring
particles are uncertain. Nevertheless. the available photometry is best fitted
with a large fraction of dust particles. composirionnlly similar to the material
in Urunus' rings: dark, red. probabl y due to an ice matrix with a high portion
uf hydrocarbons. This is similar to the surface properties of the nearby numer
ous ringrnoons. Among them. the most interesting role is played by Galatea.
j ust outside the Adams ring, to which the confi nement of prominent arcs is
attributed.

Physical and dynamical processes. A great variety of physical and dynamical
processes influences the structure and the lifetime of planetary rings. There is a
consensus about models of the faint rings. although the parameters of the ero
sion and the resupply processes remain uncertain . In the huge Sarumian rings,
the agreement between theory and observations is satisfactory for features due
to gravitational perturbations triggered by the known moon s (especially in the
A ring). Many other observed structures. however, are based on partial or spec
ulative explanations without relation to observed massive satellites.
Processes specific TO dusty rings» - Since the circumplanetary dust particles are
small. with a large area-to-mass ratio. and electrically charged. their motion
is affected by a number of non-gravitational. primari ly electromagnetic. for
ces: radiation effects (including the Poynting-Robertson drag; Sec. 15.4) and
interaction with planetary magnetic field and surrounding plasma.

Direct radiation pressure has usually little effect. possibly except for Sal
urn's B-ring. Numerical simulations hint that urn size particles launched by
Enccladus, located inside this ring, satisfy an orbital resonance condition in
which the pericentre precession induced by the planet oblateness is roughly
cancelled by the regression caused by the corotational field. As a result. the
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pcriccntrc becomes nearly stationary, which allows the solar radiation pressure
ro increase the particles' eccentricity; in this pmcess they cross the orbits of
other Sarumian satellites, resulting in collisions which generate a significant
amount of secondary debr is. This model explains well both the large radial
extent of the E-ring and the surface brightne ss peak at Enccladus (where. on
the other hand. the ring is narrowest); the observed. unusual narrowness of the
particle site distribution is thus also understood.

The Poyr uing-Robcrtson force due to solar radiation causes a permanent de
cay of the orbital energy and a secular change of the scmimajor axis da/dr ::::
- otr with the characteristic timcscale T :::: 530 (,.1 //3r) y: r is the planet mean
distance from the Sun in astronomic units and Pr the radiati on pressure factor
(cq. (15.36)). A typical lifetime to shrink rho orbit of a pm size particle toward
the planet in Jupiter' s and Saturn's faint rings is r :::: 105 y; this is comparable to
the timescale induced by the plasma drag due to collisions with charged pam 
d es. abundant in the inner magnerosphere (Sec. 15 .4). Specific to Jupiter, with
its intense magnetic dipole field, is the orbital perturbation due to the Lorenrz
force on a charged orbiting particle: the corresponding accele ration is :::: 1%
of Jupiter' s gravitational force, by far the strongest non-gravitationa l force on
dust grains. Though the Lorentz force does not dissipate orbital energy, it has
a major influence on the molion when the epicyclic frequency of vertical oscil
lations becomes commensurable with the local variations of the magnetic field
due to the tilt of the dipole. This explains two prominent features in Jupiter's
ring system: (i) formation of a halo (3/2 Lorentz resonance at :::: 1.71 RI )' as the
orbits of the inward drifting particles become significantly more inclined, and
( ji ) its dissolution (2/1 Lorentz resonan ce at :::: 1.4 RJ ) , as further inclination
perturbation disperses the ring material.

Circumplanetary grains are swept out by orbital drag effects. but simulta
neously are destroyed by the fierce environment. Ice part icles may rapidly
sublimate away in the surrounding radiation fields and/or vanish due to the
mass nux. Interplanetary micrometeoroids. which have a very high velocity
due to the planetary gravity. can shatter them; they can also be sputtered away
by the magnetospheric plasma particles. The lifetime against these processes
is not well constrained, but may be remarkably short, cvcn « 103 y for urn size
particles close to Jupiter and Saturn. Evidence for rhcsc ongoing erosive pro
ccsscs is provided by the observation of an "atmosphere" of neutral hydrogen
extending some 0.5 - I Rs above Saturn's rings. The same flux of micromcrc
oro ids that erodes rings also contributes to resupply them with fresh material
by collisions with nearby satelli tes and embedded ringmoon s. either observed
- c.g. Pan - or postulated. The net effec t, either gain or loss. is uncertain .
Impacting interplanetary debris may also change their minera l composition in
several ways: new material is directly added to the system, the more volatile
and fragile components from the rings are preferentially removed etc.
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Gravitational interaction with. satellites and ringmoons-: Th e motion of parti
cles larger than e 1 mm is insens itive to non-gravitational effec ts : a dominant
gravitationa l perturbat ion arises due to sate llites or embedded ringm oons. The
princi pal effec ts - suc h as ring ga ps and boundaries or occurrence of waves 
are related to rcsonanccs: wc give only a bare co nceptual introducti on to these
complica ted and rich topics.

A weakly eccentric and incl ined orbit is well represented in te rms of small
oscill at ion s around a ci rcu lar motion with a uniform angular velocity. In the
Keplerian case this velocity is the mean mot ion 11 and (he osc illations have the
same frequency; but with perturbations (e.g., planetary oblateness or the self
gravity of the disc) the unperturbed velocity changes and a split arises in the
frequency of the perturbations: the out-of-plane and the in-plane oscillations
have , respectively, the frequen cy v (called verticatv and K (called epicyctic;
Prob lem 12.6). The perturbing satellite and the ring particle are charac terized
by the triplets (n',K', v') and (n. «, v), respecti vely. As in (12.79), the pert urbing
potential duc to the satellite can be written in terms of Fourier series with
arguments con taining satellite parameters defining a pattern speed (frequency):
mO/, = 11111' + kK' + pv' , 111 is non-negative and (k, p) are arbi trary integers .
Resonanees occur when some of the arguments of the perturbing function arc
stationary, which allows accumulation of the effect over a long time. The most
prominent of them, with a terminology "borrowed" from galactic dynamics,
arc

• corotation with m(n - Hp) = 0;

• inner (ower) Undblad resonances with m(n - 0 1') = ± K (upper sign for the
inner resonance); and

• inner (ou ter ) vertical re sonances with m(1I - Q p ) = ±v (upper sign for the
inner resonance).

Since v ::>: K ::>: 11. in plane tary rings the last two are only a few percent apart ;
as v > K , due to the ob lateness effect (see eqs. (12.73» , vertical resonances are
loca ted inside the Lindblad resonances. This approach may be reformulated in
terms of a more traditional one in celestial mechanics, discussed in Sec. 12.5.
realizing that K' :::< 11' - tiT and v' :::< 11' - Q (Proble m 12.6); the resonance is
typically referred to as (m + k + p )/ (m ± I). Thi s also implies that its strength,
of order Ik + 1'1, in terms of the satellite mass M ' . the eccentricity e' and the
inclination!' has the form o: M ' e'lkl sin1pl !, . The strongest cases have k = I' =
O when horizontal. and p = I with k = O when vertical.

The outer edges of Saturn's major rings are maint ained by the two strongest
co mmcnsurabilitics in the system: the outer edge of the B ring coincides with
the 2/1 inner Lindblad resonance with Mimas. and the curer edge of A ring
coincides with the 7/6 resonan ce with the coorbitals Jan us and Epimetheus. In
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Figure / 4.2/. Radial profile of the normal optical depth of Saturn 's A ring (worn of l-ig. 14.20
with 5 km resolution) : for each feature the corresponding wave and resonan ce is indicated . The
da mping is due to inelastic co llisio ns between the panicles. The 5/3 bending wave d ue 10Mimas
promin ently appears because it is not associated with density Huctuatiu ns. The overall increase
o f T in this region is mainly due to more frequent collisions, resulting in smaller panicles:
smaller ripples may be due to the fact that. with the small slant angle to the ring plane. the line
of sight may cross seve ral waves. Data kindly provided by M. Showalter.

o rder to open a gap in the ring a resonance must be strong enough to coun
rcrbalancc its visco us spreading; th is happens in the thin C ring. hut not in the
denser B and A. Instead, they excite spi ral waves: the Lindblad rcsonanccs lead
ro spiral density WaI'es, characterized by very rightly packed spiral variations
of the density, while vertical resomm ccs lead to spiral bending waves , corru
gations that move particles off the equator ial plane. Both types arc frequent
in Saturn' s principal rings (Fig. 14.21). Since viscos ity damps both types of
waves. observations may sugges t interesting constraints on collisional effects
in the ring and, indirec tly, its thickness. Similarly, variat ions of the wavele ngth
as a function of distance from the exact resonance constrains the surface den
sity.

The wave pattern s obse rved in Saturn 's case exert. by Newton's third prin
ciplc. a torque on the orbita l motion of the moons ; as a result, similarly to the
effect of terrestrial tides on the Moon. they recede away. Current estimates in
dicate that the charac teristic timescale of this proce ss is short compared to the
solar system age (some lOO My for the inner Saturn 's moon s inside Mimas).
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If there is no othe r forc e to counterbalance this process. the ex istence of close
by moons appare ntly po ints to a recent origin of the ring s.

Related to the resonant torque exchange is the process of shepherding , pro
posed in late I970s to account fo r the narrow ring s of Uranus. Close encounters
with the moon enhances eccentricities of ring pa rticles (scc also Fig. 13.10),
which on turn arc damped by collis ions, with the net result of a repuls ion be
tween the sate llite and the ring. Th e latter acquires a ch aracteristic wavy pat
tern, wit h a wavelength depending on the distance between the two , and an
amplitude function of their masses. A narrow ring can be maintained in this
way by a satellite on each side. Several examples are fou nd both in Saturn 's
sys tem (e .g ., Pandora and Prometheus for the F ring) and in Uranus ' system
(e.g., Cordelia and Ophelia for the E ring). Inverting the argument, it has also
been suggested that the empty gaps in Saturn 's rings are due to embedded small
ringmoons: thus the small satellite Pan in the Eneke gap was discovered , but
for many other gaps the available resolution of the Voyager data is not enough
for the corresponding small moonlcr s. Many of these objects are expec ted to
be discovered by Cassin i mission.

Origin and lifetime of ring systems. Although many individual phenomena
and features have been understood. there is still uncertainty about their orig in
and evolution. If is not ce rtain whether they formed at about the same time
as the planets, as the material with in the Roche limit was tidally prevente d
to agglomerate into satellites . or are much younger and, possib ly, transient
structures d ue to tidally or collisionally disrupted parents. However, several
lines of evidence suggest that rings are youn g.

First, the es timated part icle lifetime in the fain t rings (like Jup iter 's gos
samer rings) is very short, only n.l - 10 ky; unless rep lenished, they would
d isappear on a comparable time scale. Indeed, the available observa tions indi
cate that part icles in these rings are resuppli ed by satellites, like AmaHhea and
Thebe. A less obvious situatio n occurs for big rings. especially those around
Saturn , whose mass is abo ut equal (0 the mass of Mim es, 400 km across. The
expected lifetime for such a large object against coll isional disrup tion (:::: I Gy)
is close to the age of the solar system; in this ease the assumption of ring for
mation by its break up could be debatable . 11 should be noted. however, that
this depends on the (inadequately known ) flux of sufficiently large impactors;
since the lifetime is approx imately proportional to the square roo t of the size,
a 4 km size satellite, still able to feed smaller rings, surv ives disrupt ion only
for abo ut 0.1 Gy. An independent argumcnr comes from the pure ice compo
sition of Saturn 's main rings, despite the steady fall of interplanetary debris,
presuma bly endowed with carbonaccous and silicate material. Were rings pri
mordial. they should be darkened. which is not supported by observation s (their
local varia tions in composition may well be due to differentiation of the par-
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cut body). Moreover, the existence of embedded moons (c.g., Pan) and close
by moons expelled by the resonant torques would he difficult to explain; these
moons make sense if they are merely the largest remaining pieces of a shattered
progenitor.

The general consensus is that rings continuously reconstitute themselves
and material is being recycled with the ringmoon s. Satelli tes gradually sweep
up the particles which have survived removal by eollisional and dynamical
processes, and subsequently resupply them in energetic impacts and tidal dis
ruptions.

Dust around terrestrial planets '! This emerging synthesis also appears to
explain why the inner planets arc ringlcss, at least as far as substantial sys
terns arc concerned: they lack suitable satellites to provide the ring material.
The Earth 's Moon is too big and too far, and any micron-size dust that cs
cape its surface is typically stripped away by solar gravitational and radiation
forces. The observed particles near the Earth are basically a fl ux of microrne
teoroids on unbound orbits that evolve in the solar system due to the Poynting
Robertson drag. The only candidate for a circum planetary dust belt is Mars.
with its two tiny satellites. This question has been repeated ly studied; obser
vations have failed so far to detect it. but theoretical arguments and simula 
tions suggest tenuous Mart ian rings. with an optical depth less than 10- 11 • The
Japanese spacecraft Planet-B (Nozomi) should investigate this possibility with
sensible dust detectors at its arrival to Mars in 2004 .

14.8 • From planets to boulders
Due to the basic properties of two fundam ental physical interactions - the

electromagnetic force, responsible for the solid state strength, and gravitation
- an important transition occurs in the minor bodies of the solar system. for
sizes smaller than a critical threshold, the shape of bodies can be defined as
"irregular", and mainly depends on their origin and history. On the other hand,
at larger sizes and over long limes self gravity can overcome the rigidity of
the material and, if minor surface elevations are neglected, they fit figures of
gravitational equilibrium.

Equilib rium shapes. As discussed in Cbs. 3 and 4, these figures are different,
depending on whether the object can he viewed as isolated or as a satclli rc dis
torted by the rides of its primary, and, of course, depend on the internal density
distribution of the body. While for a star like the Sun the latter factor is very
important (since the central density is :::::: 100 times larger than the mean den
sity), for most small solar system bodies the internal density gradient is low.
Gravitational compression of the interior is limited and, even in cases of com
positionally differentiated interiors. the density cannot decrease by more than a
factor 2 or 3 from the core to the outer layers. Thus. as a first approximation. we
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can ap ply the class ical theory of the equilibri um shapes of homogeneous fluid
bod ies, which speci fics the shape parameters, once the density and the spin rate
of the object arc known. A genera lization to cquilibria of cohes ionless solid
bod ies is also availab le and does not quantitatively ch ange the concl usions. In
all cases of interes t wc assum e ellipsoidal equilibrium figures; if a ~ h ~ c arc
the three sc miaxes, the shapes arc unambiguously determined by the ratios cla
and bia (both s; 1).

For isolated objects the relevant equations have been derived in Sec. 3.4.
We recall that as the angular momentum increases, the initial, almost spherical
shape becomes more and more flattened . A threshold is reached beyond which
the preferred equi librium shape is no more an axisymmetric, bul a triaxia l el
lipso id. Finally, still higher rotational angular momcnta arc n01consistent with
the equilibrium of a single body, and fission into a binary or multiple system is
expected 10 occur. As we shall discuss later, these results can be applied 10 the
shapes of the asteroid s. The shape of small natural sarcllircs. on the other hand,
can be studied by using the theory of Roche ellipsoids summarized in Sec. 4.5.
If the rotation of thc sate llites is synchronized with their orbital motion (this is
the case for all bur the most distant moon s), both the spin rate and the rotation
angular momentum depend on the orbital radiu s. Therefore . for decrea sing or
bital rad ii, the shapes becom e more and more elongated in the radial direction
until. beyond the Roche limit, no equilibrium figure is any more possible (see
Sec. 14.7).

Non-equilibr ium sha pes dominated by the tensile strength. All these equi
librium solutions are independent from the previous history . In general, how
ever. the elastic model for the body 's shape, especially when shear stresses
occur, reta ins an important record of the past. in particu lar when domi nated
by large collisiona! events or close encounters with planets, and depe nds on
implicit assumptions abo ut the existence and the shape of the initial stress-free
state. This becomes important for small objects. First. they have large enough
solid state strength and small gravitational field to prevent relaxation toward
equi librium. Secondly, most of them have undergone a heavy bombardment
by different populations of projectiles, so that the surviving small bodies are
probably the outcome of a process of collisional fragme ntation. The expected
resulting shapes are rugged and ir regular, like those of the fragments which
can be produced in the laborato ry by high-velocity impact experiments.

The critical size for the transition de scribed above can be estimated with
the strength S (Sec. 1.4 ), the stress at which the mate rial undergoes brcakup
or deformation ; one requires that the maximum height hma... of the ground of
a celestial body be such that the corresponding local gravitational stress is of
order S. We have then

S ::::<lJ y h max ::::< 4r:: Gy2 Rhmax /3 , (14 .8)
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where {}, 9 and R arc the density. the surface grav ity and the rad ius of the body,
assumed to be nea rly spherical and homogen eous. Let us define a "regular"
body as one whose altitude differences arc lower than . say, 10% of its radius.
This implies that at the transitio n hma1. = Ree/IO. hence the crit ical radius is

R.:r = (15 S / 2;cG~.h \ / 2 . (14 .9)

It is difficult to give a reliable theoretical estimate of S for the materials fo rm
ing the small bodies of the sol ar system, because it depends on the de tailed
microscopic structure (the electrostatic forces keeping toget her the molecules.
the density and distribution of fault s and cracks . erc.).

An uppe r estimate of S is provided by the latent heat of fusion o f the mate
rial. the energy needed to dest roy the latti ce at constant volume; since then the
ma terial becomes liquid and flows eas ily. it is plausible that a lower energy is
suffic ient to cause either disruption or " fluid" behaviour over long tirncscalcs
(i.c., with very high viscos ity). The heat of fusion is of order kTm /lI1m,,\ ,

where T ill is the melt ing temperature and m mol the molecular mass; hence
S < kTIIl{}/m lllo [ ' For materials of geophysical interes t (e.g. , ice. metals and
sil icates) kTIIl/ lIlm<l\ ;:: ]09 to ]010 erg/g . Laboratory values of S for terrestrial
rocks, ice and meteorites vary between Io-~ and 109 dync/cm - . With den sitie s
of 1 to 3 g/cm3, from eg. (14 .9) we can only conclude that Rcr must be in the
range from 10 to 1.000 km .

However, the rea l situation may be still more complicated . Numerical mod
els indicate that initially intact bodies soon becam e den sely fractured and po~

rous, as a result of non -disruptive impacts. As a result. kilom etre-size and
larger objects like ly have a strength substant ially lower than that of small lab
oratory samples o f similar com pos ition, co nsist ing of weak ly consolidated ag
gregates accumulated under small grav itationa l se lf-compres sion. The extreme
case is that of a rubble pile, a co llect ion o f small fragments held together only
by the ir weak mut ual grav itational attr act ion. In this case the strength is vcry
low and large departures from cquipo tcnua l surfaces arc again not possible;
st ill its ani sot ropic structure significa ntly differs from a fluid and the approx
imate cquilibria may be poorly represe nted by fluid model s. At a dccarnctric
size another transitio n is ex pected : mutu al gravity of the rubble pile compo
nents may become too weak to keep the object together against the increasing
number of mic roimpacts. and o nly monolithic, strength-dominated blocks can
survive, likely with so me degree of porosity. These objects would resemble
the largest meteoroids found on Earth.

Can lo ng-term creep change some of these co nclusions'! For a viscous body
the relaxation tirnesca!e of a non- equili brium bulge o f size comparable with
the rad ius R is

(14.10)
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Apart from the numerical coe fficient k of order unit y. this formula is obtain ed
by recalling that the viscos ity '1 is the ratio between the pressure gradient ~
{llj ::::: GRri and the second spa tia l derivative of the flow veloc ity e (R/T)/R2 =
1/HT (sec Sec. 1.5). Of course, T is greater for topographic featu res of wave
length smaller than R. The viscos ity has a strong temperature depe ndence,
expressed by the empirical for mula

1](T) = ' la cxp (-b Trn IT) ; (14. 11)

'10 and b are experi mentally de termined constants (b ;;; 18 for many materi
als. including water ice), whi le the depend ence on the pressure of the melting
tem perature Tm ca n be neglected up to R ::::: 1,000 km. At temperatures signifi
cantly lower than Tm silicate materials have viscosities at least e I02{, g/(cm s).
Using eq. ( 14.11), it is easy to verify that cold silicate bodies up to sizes of the
order of 1, 000 km can retain their topography against creep deformation for
times comparable with, or longer than, the age of the solar system. On the other
hand, for ice at T :::: Tm a reasonable estimate of the viscosity is 1010 g/(cm s),
although the uncert ainty in applying this to extraterrestrial bodies is consid
erable. Thus eqs. (14.10) and ( 14.11) indicate that the smaller, geologically
inactive icy moons may have retained substantially irregular shapes, while for
larger and/or thermally evolved icy satellites wc expect a fairly fast relaxation
of large scale features (c.g., giant impact craters). These expectations have
been confirmed by the Voyager images of Saturn's satellites.

Available evidence for "rubble piles" and monoliths. Is there evidence
for non-spherical. in particular triaxial, equilibrium shapes of small bodies in
the solar system - in agreement either with the fluid approximation at larger
sizes. or the rubble pile model at smaller sizes - or even for non-equilibrium,
strength-dominated structure at very small bodies'! Direct spacecraft recon
naissance of asteroids and planetary satellites, and additionally radar track
ing of asteroids (Pig. 20.1). have allowed precise determination of the shape
of a few dozens objects. The analysis of their photometric variations ("light
curves") provide a much vaster data set about the departure of their shape from
axial symmetry and their rotation periods. Though these data give only an in
direct picture of the bodies, they can give surprisingly important information
about their structure.

Optical or radar imaging of planetary satellites and several asteroids indi
eate that the transition from near equilibrium to irregular shapes probably oc
curs in the diameter range 100 - 200 km (Fig. 14.22). f or volumes larger
rhan e 107 km'' , corresponding to mean radii of e 150 km, wc have only
nearly spherical objec ts. The largest bodies below this threshold, namely Hy
pcrion. Prometheus, Amalthea and the Saturnian coorbitals, mark the rransi
tion region: some of them may have been distorted by tidal effects or have
had a peculiar collisional history. Interestingly, there are no reliable asteroid
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rlMl/re 14.22. The axial ratios c Ia and hIli for the best fit ellipso ids of satellites (circles) and
some astero ids or cornets (crosses) as a function of the logarithm of their volume (in km3J; R<q i"
the est imated equivalent radius uf the body. The satellites close to the transition from "irregular"
to nearly spherical shapes arc explic itly indicated . The largest satell ites. such as Titan and the
four Galilcan satellites which have nearly spherical shapes and V > 1010 km' . are not shown.

data for this size range, except for the peculiar Kleopatra (Fig. 20. 1). From
eq. (14.8) with Rn ;:;: 150 km, we obtain S ;:;: ]{)7 dyne/cm-, consistent with
the previous estimate of the likely values of S. As mentioned above, it is pos
sible that the e 150 km transit ion reflects the increased proportion of "rubble
piles" and/o r largely fractured bod ies in this size range, rather than the intrin
sic streng th of materials. Giant craters , comparable in size to the parent body,
have been observed ; e.g ., on the asteroid Marhilde. onl y 53 km acro ss, the
NEAR/S hoe maker spacecraft revealed the 33.4 km crater Karoo. Their cxis
tence imply a rubble pile structure ; simulations indicate tbat such a big crarcr
cannot occur on a monoli thic objcet because the corresponding impact energy
would co mpletely shatter the target. Only a high ly poro us and weakly bound
body can withstand such a big impact, since its materia l inefficiently transmits
the impact energy. Another piece of evidence for the rubble pile structure of
small astero ids is thc extreme elongation of some NEOs. Thc shape of Gc
ographos (rig. 20. 1). as an example. was likely prod uced by tidal distortion
of a low-strength body in a close encounter with the Earth. Finally. the weak
strength of some asteroids and come ts is evidenced by the observa tion of (i)
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d irect splitting of the body in the tidal field of a planet (c.g.• the 1992 breakup
of co met DJShocmakcr-Lcvy 9 when it passed withi n e 1.6 radii from Ju piter),
and hi ) doublet craters or crater chains on terrestrial plane ts and Jovian satel
lites, correspo ndi ng to impacts of double astero ids or tidally split objects.

The light-curve data unambiguou sly determin e the rotation period (Figure
14.7). So far wc have little evidence of complex rotation and most dam arc
con sistent wit h a rotat ion around a principa l axis of the inertia tensor. Impacts
tend to rando mly mod ify this lowest-energy slate. but if the internal dissipa
lion is effi cient enough, the principal-axis rotation may be quickly restored.
The corresponding timcscalc T» is estimated by cq . (3.56): if small, consis
tently with the observational data, the corresponding quality factor Q should
be also small, implying an internal structure of low strength. However, a strik
ingly more direct evidence of rubbl e pile structure comes from the ana lysis of
rotation periods (Fig. 14.7). Except a single case. for all bodies in the e 400 III

to ::::: 30 km size range they are clearly bound by the e 12 rev/d threshold. In
Sec. 14.3 we noticed that this limit. due to rotational fission. indicates virtually
zero strength. Only fast rotators. with sizes :$ 150 m. vio late it; the necessary
strength to support a rotation period as short as a minute corresponds to intact
rocks.

On the other hand, the analysis of the best studied small body - the near
Earth astero id Eros observed by the NEA R/Shoemaker spacecraft - brought
about a surprise: it ind icated a nearly homogeneous structure with density of
2.67 ± O. l g/cmJ . Since its IR spectrum is con sistent with an ordinary chondrite
composition. the est imated porosity ranges from about 10 to 30%. The shape,
the craters and other surface structures of this asteroid seem to be con trolled
both by internal strength and gravity: it is not a rubbl e pile. The estimate of
the minimum strength of its material is based on measure ment of its ground
heights; wit h no sign of endogenic evolution, cq. (14.8) and its generalizations
yield information about S.

-PROBLEMS-

14.I .' There are several attempt s to fit the planetary scmim ajor axes a in
simple algebraic series. The best known is the Titius-Bode law, whic h
assumes a power law an = A + Ba ll . with 1/ = 0, . .. , 6 for Venus to
Uranus (ineluding Cere !'>. 11 = 3). Fit the values of A, B and a ; note
that Mercury 's scmimajor axis can be approximately matched wit h
11 = - 00, but neither Neptune nor Pluto fit well. Repeat the same pro
cedure for the satellite systems of Jupi ter. Saturn and Uranus. Com
pare the previous results with the simpler law va:r = A + Bn, where
the parameters A and B are separately fitted to the terre strial planets
with n = 1•. .. , 4 for Mercury to Mars. and to the giant planets with
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11 = 1, . . . •4 for Jupiter to Neptune. The same for the three planets in
v And system.

14.2. Estimate the fraction of thc total angular momentum residing in the ro
tation of the central body for the solar system and the satellite systems
of the outer planets.

14.3. Assume that in the main belt there are 5. 000 bodies capable of shat
tering a target asteroid 200 km across, If the volume of the belt is
;:: 1026 km] and their average relative velocity is ;:: 5 km/sowhat is the
lifetime of the target asteroid against eollisional fragmentation?

14.4. Estimate Roche's limit for two sticking spherical particles aligned in
the radial direction and synchronously spinning about their centre of
mass. as a function of the ratio of their sizes.

14.5. For another estimate of the transition radius Rer (see Sec. 14.8). aS4

sur ne that the largest depth hmax ;:: 0.1Her of a non-collapsing hole in
a quasi-spherical homogeneous body is determined by the condition
that the strength S is equal to the hydrostatic pressure on the surface
of radius Her - hmax.

14.6. A comet in Oon's cloud has a circular orbit with radius of 20. 000 AV.
Assume that. as a consequence of a rapid stellar passage, the orbital
velocity suffers a random deviation. What is the probability that the
perihelion distance becomes smaller than 15 AV?

14.7. Estimate the radius of an asteroid impacting the Earth with a relative
velocity of 10 km/s whose kinetic energy is sufficient to vaporize all
oceans. Such impacts might have occurred ~ 3.84 Gy ago (Sec. 14.6)
and raise the question. whether earlier forms of life might have sur
vived.

14.8: Representing locally the Galaxy with an infinite. homogeneous thin
disc with density [.1(1 ;:: {l.lX5Mo/ pc3• its perturbing potential 'R =:::

2.-.G£.I(I ;;:2 depends on the vertical coordinate z. Prove that for a comet
in the G0I1cloud both the energy E and the z-components of the orbital
angular momentum l z are conserved. while the total angular momen
tum J and the argument of pericemre wg relative to the galactic plane
satisfy:

=

50G0 ' ' (' 'l( J' ) .- (GM
0

)2 L L - J 1- P s ln2uJy ,

'oc", L'I( ' ')( .' )'I (L' ) . , I)(GM
o

)2 i \ j - - J; 1 - 5 slIl- ("'9 + J; 1 + 5 P - J Sin (<.Iq •

where L2 = - Jl / (2£ ), Show that J may experience large-scale oscil
lations; since 1 = "/GM0 u (l e2) the eccentricity e oscillates and
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the orbit escape from the 0011 cloud near the perihelion. (Hint: Use
Dclaunay canonical variables from Problem 12.9.)

14.9. Study the changes in the abundance N of a cosmogenic radionuclide
with decay constant A and production rate P (with a generalization
of (5.21» in the following cases: P constant; P slowly changing; P
suddenly dropping to zero.

14.10. Estimate the optimum size of a planetary satellite to provide small
(sub-metre, say) panicles to the rings. (Hint: Consider the interplay
of small cross-section vs weaker gravity, that allows more material to
escape.)

14.11.* Consider a close binary asteroid of total mass III and binding energy E
passing by a planet of mass M. Working within the Hill' s approxima
tion of planetary influence (Sec. 13.4), show that the rate of change of
£ is given by

dE ( a' 1)
di = GM rr: oR oR R '

where r and r are the relative position and velocity of the asteroid and
R is the planetocemric position vector of the centre of mass (COM)
of the binary. Evaluate total change /\ 1:' during the flyby with two
approximations: (i) the COM moves on a straight line relative to the
planet. (ii) the COM moves on a hyperbolic orbit relative to the planet.
Consider a cumulative effect of many encounters with a reasonable
estimate of the statistical distribution of the impact parameter.

14.12. Compute the torque exerted by Coriolis ' force on a spherical gaseous
cloud in a radial collapse.

- FURTHER READINGS -

Fer a general overview of the current knowledge on the bodies in the solar
system see The Encyclopedia of the Solar System , P.R. Weissman, L.A. Me
Fadden and T.Y. Johnson, eds.. Academic Press (1999) and I. de Pater and
J.1. Lissauer, Planetary Science, Cambridge University Press (2001). The
Space Science Series published by The University of Arizona Press includes
many comprehensive and updated volumes on individual planets and subsys
rcms of the solar system; a complete list can be found on hHp://www.uapress.
arizona.edu/. A basic, but still fresh, textbook with an original. comparative
approach to planetary science is W,K. Hartmann. Moons and Planets (2nd
edition), wadsworth (1983), Physics and dynamics of rhc planetary rings is
discussed in A.M. Fridman and N,N, Gorkavyi, Physics of Planetary Rings,
Springcr-vcrlag (1999); optically thin (dusty) planetary rings arc thoroughly
discussed by J.A. Burns, D.P. Hamilton and M. Showalter, Dusty rings and
eircumplanetary dust: Observations and simple physics, in: tnterptanetary
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Dust. E. Gru n. B.A.S. Gustafson and S.F. Dcrrnort (Springer-Vcrlag j, p. 64 1
(200 1); another recent review ofrings is L.W. Esposito , Planetary rings. Rep.
Progr. Ptiys. 65 , 1741 (2002). Satellite dynamics, includi ng considerations on
their origin . is d iscussed in SJ. Pealc , Origin and evolution of natural satel
lites, Annu. Rev. Astnm . Astropttys. 37, 533 (1999). On the origin of the
Moo n. R.M. Canup and K. Righter, eds.. Origin of the Earth and the Moon ,
The University of Arizona Press (20(X) is an out standing work. Physical and
evolutionary aspects of the rrunsneptunian objects are reviewed by J. LUll and
D.C. Jewiu. Kuiper belt objects: Relics from accretion disk of the Sun, Annu.
Rel: Astnm. Astrophvs . 40. 63 (2002); see also A. Fitzsimmons, D. Jewitt
and R. Wesl, Minor Bodies in the Outer Solar System. Springer-Verlag (2(X)().
There are many professional and semi-popular web sites containing much in
formation about the so lar system; as an example we just quote the JP!. site
http://ssd.jpI.nasa .gov.



C hapter 15

DYNAMICAL EVOLUTION
OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

The solar system is like a large natural laboratory. where ma ny highly struc
tured and complex dynamical processes are simultaneously taking place. They
include: slow orbital evolution by tiny, accumulating changes due to gravita
tional pertu rbations acting over thousands to billions of revolutions (for satcl
lites, even thousands of billions); locking phenomena and protection mccha
nisms caused by gravitational resonances; drastic and essentially unpredict able
orbit al changes assoc iated again with resonances and with close orbi tal en
counters; and steady evolution driven by non-gravitational interactions (c.g.,
tidal friction and radiation forces), continuing until the bodies are disrupted,
removed from the system, or locked into a stable end state. In this chapter
we describe in some detail the most important of these mechanisms, although
skipping over rigorous mathematical derivations and technicalities of many,
already well established. methods of celestial mechanics and dynamical as
tronom y.

15.1 Secular perturbations and the stability of the sola r
system

One of the oldest and most fundamental problems of celestial mechanics is
the stability of the solar system. whether the planetary orbits have always been
more or less the same in the past, and will in the future. Here "always" means,
since its formation (about 4.56 Gy ago) and for a comparable time in the future,
limited by the lifetime of the Sun as a main sequence star. The problem is not
just an abstract one . Life, present on the Eart h since more than 3 Gy ago,
critically depends on the solar illumination which, as discussed in Sec. 7.1. is
a function of its orbital parameters. Current theories on the origin of the solar
system (see Ch. 16) rely on the assumption that the terrestria l planets have not

459
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significantly changed the ir orbits and formed not very far from their present
loca tio ns; but observatio ns of cx trusola r planets suggest instead that important
orbital changes might have taken place . It is frustrating tha t up to now no
definite answer to this question has been fou nd. although powerful computers
and efficient software tool s have broken a long-lasting standstill.

General considerations. The motion of planets is usually studied as a gravi
tatio nal (N + I)-body problem, in which the only forces are New tonian point
mass att ractions. The interacting bodies are the nine plane ts and the Sun; but N
can be less tha n 9 fo r particul ar problems (e.g.• Plu to has negligible dynamical
e ffec ts on othe r bodies and may be di scarded). Th e sys tems of natural satellites
may also be desc ribed as a separate (N + II-body problem. Other bodies. in
part icula r astero ids and co mets , do not affec t the motion o f the res t and have
neg lig ible interaction among themselves; each of them can be treated as a test
mass ". The po int-l ike assumption for planets is mainly vio lated by rotat ional
and tidal deformations; if h g ives their fractional value , the grav itat iona l field
at a distance r has a fractional change ofe h (Rp!rp , generally negligible (in
the Appendix of Ch. 2 such finite-size effects have bee n discussed at a forma l
and general level ). No n-grav itational forces arc important only for small bod
ies (Sec. 15.4); relativist ic effec ts introduce fractional co rrections to Newton' s
fo rce of order GMo ! (c2r ), wh ich never reach ~ 10- 7• even for Mercury. The
mass of the Sun fractionally dec reases due to emission of rad iation and the
solar wind by :>::: 10- J3 pe r year. a negligible effect. Exce pt for special cases
(cometary motion). ga lactic tides are also negligib le.

A further simplificatio n of the problem co mes from the fact that the mass
of the Sun is much larger (by a fac tor > }(}l ) than the mass of any planet. As
d iscussed in Chs. 11 and 12, this allows to defi ne a lowest order solution. in
which every planet moves aro und the Sun in a Kepl erian orbit defined by six
orbital elem ents: semimajo r axis . eccentrici ty, inclination, longitude o f perihe
lion, longi tude of the ascending node and mean longitud e in orbit at the initial
epoch. Th ey are denoted by (a = 1• ..•6)

c; = C".i = (a;. er, l i' 111"i , n i,f'i ) ; (15.1)

I , j = I• ..•N labelthe planets. Th e last clement e, as discusse d in Sec. 12.2, re
places the time of a passage at perieentre to take into acco unr secular change s
in the scmimajor axi s; it is also valid at low incl ina tion. The po sition of a
planet 0 11 its orbit is usually determined by X = f n d t (cq . (12 .20» or by the

1Exceptionally, gruviunional pcn urba tions by large asteroids arc co nside red whe n a smaller body has a
close encounter ",i th onc of the m (with thi, me lhod the maSseS of abOUT a dOlen have been detennint'd],
am! for the purpme of very pred 'iCephemerides, like The lunar motion or orb i" of radar-tr",: ked , near ·E anh
ustcruids. In This latte r case, the biggc« astero ids with Their estim ated masses are considered indiv idually,
and the collective effect of the remaini ng mass in the whole belt is mode lled as tbat of a Torus.
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mean longitude A (eq . (11.3S». When the eccentricity and/o r the inclination
arc small, in place of (e. UT) and (I . Q ) it is convenient to use the non -singular
elements (h,k) and (P, Q). respectively (sec eq . (12.S0». For timcscalc s not
much longer than the periods of revolu tion . the Kcplc rian elem ents arc ap
proximately co nstant (while Ai and Xi arc line ar functions of time).

If we excl ude close app roaches and consider comparable distances. the ra
tios of the mutual gravitational forces bet ween planets and those due to the
Sun are rough ly of the sa me order of mag nitude O(j1) ::::: 10-3 as the ratio of a
planetary mass tu the Sun's. We can then set up a formal approx ima tion with
p as a smallness para meter. consisten tly wi th its definition in ( 12.75). Using
perturbation theory in Lagrange' s form (Sec. 12.2) , we obtain for the rate of
change of the elements of the ) -th planet due to the i-th plan et

(15.2)

Since the gravitationa l force de pen d" linearly on the so urces, the total change
in Cj is obtained by summing over i. Form ally the Kepl erian elements are
co nstant to O(j1° ) and their changes, obtained by direct integration ofeq. (I S.2),
arc co rrect to O(j1) for times less than O( IJp ) revol ution periods. As di scussed
in Sec . 12.S, an iterat ion procedure ca n be set up to any order; however, the
req uired Pouricr and Tay lor expansio ns soon make the calculations intractable.
Since the age of the planetary system is e 1JJ} periods of revol ution, at least
a third-order theory is requi red to dea l with the stability problem.

Averaging. As me ntioned in Sec . 12.5, we are not interes ted in fast-varying
co mponents of the elem ents, at rimcscalcs com parable to the revolution peri
od s. To obtain secular perturlxuions we co nstruc t the average of Fj i over the
torus (0 < ' !i :::; 2", 0 < Aj :::; 27t), wh ich eli minates the components with the
orbital periods of the planets i and j, and co nsider the formal set cj, hereafter
call ed mean orbital elements, whi ch satisfy the simpler equations

( 15.3)

In this method. as discussed in Sec . 12.5, rcso nanccs. which occur when the ra
tio of a pair of mean moti ons is approx imately equal (() the ratio of two (sma ll)
integers. arc neglected : in this case the resulting perturbat ion may accumulate
faster than thc ordering in J1 indieatcs. Thc near-resonance be tween Jupiter and
Saturn is an important example. discussed below.

In Lagrangc's formali sm (Sec . 12.2). the averaging can be applied to the per
turbing function 'Rj i , given in Cartesian coordinates by eq . ( 12.78); cqs. ( 12.4 9)
then give the rate of change of the orbital elements. Not e that, accord ing to eq.
(12.78), m/Rj; is not symmetric in the two indices and is not the interaction
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energy between the f-th and the j -rh planet; it has an extra term, the " indirect"
perturbat ion. However, wc can show that it does not give rise ( 0 first-o rder sec
ular effects. For the true anom aly f of a Kcplcrian motion. using the angular

momentum integral 11, we have TJ(j2d,1 = ?df (1] =~; Sec . 11.3). Now
the average of the indirect term in R j i is proporti onal (0

(r)'(r)'a: a~ ,
where S is the angle between the two planets. The ou ter integral does not
depe nd on rt and trivially vanishes. To lowest order. the required average Wji =

mj ('Rji ) (symmetric in its indices) has a simple physical interpretation: it is
the gravita tional interaction energy between two rings of matter obtained by
spread ing both planeta ry masses along their Kcplerian orbits.

We also recall tagrange's theorem; since da.Idt IX fIR/I],:'i = lJ'R/iJ'{i. for
timescales O( IJp ) orbital periods the mean semimajor axes a;are constant. Of
course. this does not so lve the stability problem : not only it holds for times
much shorter than the age of the solar sys tem, but it on ly refers to the semima
jar axes. The mean eccentricit ies do undergo significant secular perturbations.
which may lead to co llisions.

Sec ular planetary theory d ue to Lagrange. For an arbit rary eccentricity.
the integrals over the mean longitudcs required in the average (R ) arc not el
ementary. due to the transcendental Kepler's equation (1 1.28). However. we
can use the fact that in the so lar system eccentricit ies (and inclinations) are
small. in fact, roughly of order 1/ 112 ; only the two extreme planets. Mercury
and Pluto, make an exception, but they are small and do not significantly affect
the other ones. We can there fo re expand the disturbing function 'R in powers of
eccent ricities and inclinat ion s (or. rather. the non-sing ular elements h, k; P, Q;
Sec. 12.2) with a single formal powe r series in the smallness paramet er Ji. The
shape of a Keplerian orbit is defined by Lenz's vector e. determined by h and k;
its disposition in space is given by the unit vector N normal to the orbital plane.
determined by P and Q. The average interact ion energy Wij = lIlj (Rij ) must
be invariant under the rotation gro up and under a change of sign of Ni ; hence
it can depend on ly on {he scalar quantit ies (e, . Cj ) . (e, . N j )2 and 1 - (Ni ' N j)2

(in the last two the case i = j is irre levant : the last combination has been cho
sen because it is small for the interesting case in which the orbit s arc almost
coplanar). For a given pair (i, j ), none of rhcsc quantities is linear in borh the
ecc ent ricities and the inclinations. and only three arc quadratic: e i ' e j for i = j
and i "* j , and 1- (Ni·N j )2 for i *" j . The exclusion of linear term s is also home
out by direct arguments: a term oc e, would describe an interaction between a
circular ring j and an elliptic ring i; but, since a change of sign in the eccen
tricity is equivalent to [he irrelevant interchange of peri centre and apocenrre.
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it cannot be present. A term DC I; would also give an imposs ible interaction
between two circular rings which changes sign under their interchange.

The first relevant terms in the expansion of W); are those quadratic in h , k ,
P, Q. They are linear combinations of

with coefficients R;) for e, . c) (j *" j) and R;; = R)) when j = j; and of

1 - (Ni' N j ) ' = 2 (p,Pj + QiQ}) - (Pi + pj + Q; + Qj) ,
with coefficient Cl) ; these relations hold up to quadratic terms. The Band C
coefficients depend only on the masses (linearly) and the scmimajo r axes, and
are available in the literature. We end up with the expression (for j *" j )

\Vi) = Wji = - [B;) (h;h) + kik)) + ~B;; (hl + 117 + kl + kD + (15.4)

+C i) ( PiP) + Qi Q )) + ~ Ci; (11 + 1'7+ 0 + Q]) ] .
Lagrangc perturbation equations ( 12.49), linear and homogeneous in the non
singular elements ( 12.5 1), can he written in terms of the matrixes B = B ;j.

e = c.;

= (15.5)

They fulfil the conservation law

I 1II)1I ){/7 (h7+10)= I "' )II ){/]e7 = constant .
) j

(15.6)

Similar equations hold for the other pair P, Q. B and C are symmetric. Their
diagonal elements /1;,(= B jj ) and C;;(= C))) are proport ional to the other mass
Ill) (or In;) and describe the effect that the eccentricity and the inclination of Ill;

have on its interact ion with Ill) . Eq. ( 15.6) shows that eccentricities and incli
nations are bounded. It is convenient to use an N-dimensional vector notation
h = hi, etc. and define

h' - I ( ' )1/2i - I; "'ill i{/i • k' - k ( ' )1/2; - ; m ;Il;{/ ; ,

B;j = Bij / [(1Il)lIjti7)(lIIilliti711 1/2, erc. ;

then the Lagrange equations (15 .5) acquire the simple Hamiltonian form

dh'
- = B' · k' .

<11
dk' = _ Bf . h '
dt '

(15.7)
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and similarly for p i and Q', with C' in place of B' . From their definition, it is
easy to sec that the primed vectors have the dimension of a frequency and the
order of magnitude of the product ofJl and the generic mean motion n. Wc also
note that h", k' , P ' and Q' arc N·dimcnsional harmonic oscillators. fulfilling

d
2

h' = _ B-2 . h '
dt2 • ere. (1 5.8)

Since S ' 2, the square of a symmetric matrix. is also symmetric. it has real and
positive eigenvalues gi; taking its eigenvecto rs as basis. the general so lution of
eqs. (15.5) has the form (called a tagrange or linea r solution)

hi = I R i ) sin(Yjt + P j ) , k i = LRij COS(gj1 + {3j ) . (l 5.9a)

i i

I' = I S ij sin(Sj l + Yj) , Qi = I S ij COS(Sjl + Y j ) ' (l5 .9b),
i i

Rij, S i j arc obtained with a unitary transformat ion from the arbitrary ampli
tudes of the cigcnmodcs: the phases {3j, Yj are also arbitrary constants, both
de te r mined by the initial conditions. (}j and Sj, some times termed cigc nfrc
qucncics of the planetary system, arc of order /l11. typica lly corresponding to
periods between 50 ky and a few My. The solution requ ires the amplitudes R
and S to be small, formally O(p II2). It shoul d also be noted that in the eigen
mode description the indices i, j sti ll range from 1 to N, but label the modes,
not the planets.

To understand its qualitative features, a simple geometric descripti on is
useful : in a fixed re fe rence plane the vectors with components (k j , h j ) and
(P j , Q j ) undergo epicyclic motions, vectorial sums of N circular uni form mo
tions with di fferent angular velociti es; however, one of the eigenfrequencies for
(P, Q) is ze ro, owing to the constraint provided by the conservation of the total
angular momentum L, whose ecliptic component is a linear combination of
the incli nations. Were each planet dominated by a single perturbing body 11/',

each of them would have a nearly circu lar motion with a dom inant frequency
I, superposed to small epicycles; I can associ ated with m' . In the solar system
Jupiter's dominance is not vel)' strong ; there arc several case s of perihelia (and
nodes) which do not have a dominant frequency, The Earth's perihelion is onc
of them, so that its eccentricity changes in a quasi periodic . but complex way
(f ig. 15.1a) , thus contributing ro the complex variations of rhc solar constant,
crucial for palacocli matolo gy.

Anothcr case in which the simple desc ription with one dominating fre
qucncy fails is that of Uranus. Its perihelion is "locked" to Jupiter's perihe
lion: i.e . they share the main epicycl ic freq uency YS :::< Y7, and the angle
t:U) - l'i7u between their pericentres librates aro und 180" with an amplitude of
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about 700 and a period of 1.1 My; thus Uranus ' eccentricity oscillates with the
same period (Fig. 15. l b). Th is reson ance (Sec. 15 .2) must be treated with a
higher-order secular theory. At the linear level a resonance appears as multi
ple eigenvalue S ' 2 or C' 2 and produces a term IX 1exp(igl); bULeve n a small
frequency separation ind icates long-term effects.

Beyond the linea r th eory, How can the Lagrange solution be improved?
Firstly. we cou ld include in the perturbing potent ial the terms of deg ree 4 in
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the eccentricities and inclinations; and second, since e2, [2 = O(P ), wc must
at the same time develop a second-order theory by substituting the complete
first-order solution in the right-hand side of the perturbation equations. Such
a theory (of order 2 and degree 4) has indeed been computed both for the
planets and the asteroids; however, the number of Fourier components used
to describe the motion of the perihelia and nodes is very large. To the eqs.
(15.5) wc must add a right-band side of degree 3 and the result will contain all
the combinations of three fundamental frequencies. Only some of these terms
have significant amplitudes, but it is impossible to know a priori which ones.
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For a third-order and sixth-degree secular theory. the diffi culties become un
surmountable, as the total num ber of Pour icr harmon ics with combinations of
five fundamental frequencies chosen among N grows to billions. A large num
ber of small divisors arises whenever some of the combinations of frequencies
is close to zero; therefore, even the ordering by magnitude is not easy. since
the amplitudes of some third-order terms may be larger than many of second
order. Moreover. the advantage of having constant semimajor axes is lost. As
a conclusion. we can state that secular perturbation theorie s can give a good
approximation to the planetary orbits for times up 10 I - 10 My, but not much
longer.

Pigs. 15.1 show results of the second-order theory of planetary secular mo
tion spanning the full interval of 10 My. Though the mot ion still looks fairly
regular and nearly periodic, the Fourier analysis for the (h. k) pair. which at
the linear level has only N = 8 well separated lines (eq. (l5.9a)). now shows a
much more complicated pattern . especially for the terrestrial planet s. A large
number of spectral lines emerge, some of whieh can be identified as cigcnfrc
quencies of the linear theor y and their combinations; but, more important, they
tend to crowd in particular intervals, suggesting effects at longer timescales, or
even secular. We conclude that the stability of the planetary system cannot be
fully addressed with the second-order secular theory. Even if one succeeded
in constructing the third-order secul ar theor y. the full complexity of the plan
etary motion could not be grasped. Short-period terms. a priori discarded in
the secular approach, at the next, non-linear order may produce resonances and
enhanced. long-term effects on the motion . The most famous approximate res
onance in planetary motion is the 5/2 Jupiter-Saturn case; but a higher-order
three-body resonance between the giant planets may have equally profound
effects (Sec. 15.2).

Numer ica l simulations. Given the difficulti es faced by analytical theorie s, a
more direct approach by numerical integration is attract ive and may seem very
simple: a finite difference approximation to the differential equations of motion
is constructed, with a fixed or variable step size, and initial conditions matching
the observations. However, there are at least three classes of problems that
must be add ressed:

• Can a numerical integration covering a time span not much shorter than the
age of the solar system (i.c., at least :::::; I Gy) be completed with a reasonable
co mputing time?

• Can the output of a numerical integration be compared with analytical the
ories'! Can the interes ting information be extracted from a huge numerical
output (e.g., orbi tal elements as functions of time)?

• Can the numerical error be kept small enough to obtain the required accu
racy?
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The last decade witnessed a great advance for the first class of problems.
Computer power has stea dily increased and hardware sys tems dedicated to
planetary motion have been built ; more impo rtant, special numerical and ana
lytical methods have been developed. allowi ng further spee ding up in the com
putations.

In the Appendix we discuss symplccric integrators, with whic h the numeric
al integration is about an order of magni tude faster than conventional schemes.
Here we briefly present the related powe rful method of symptectic maps2. The
planeta ry Hami ltonian H = HK + H int is the sum of the - time-i ndepend ent
- solar Keplerian part and the interaction Ham iltonian /lim • Being interested
o nly in the long-term evol ution . we are not concerned with the high-frequency
part o f the latter; as di scussed earl ier. because of the problem of reso nances
and higher-orde r effects. averag ing ove r mean longitudes ( 15,3) is not entirely
adeq uate, Note. however. that if high-frequency components of the interaction
arc irrele vant. it should not matter much if Him is multiplied by a fast-varying
factor with a si mple expression, A possible simple choice is

<ll(Ut) = I ,cos(kUr) = 2:: I li(Ut - 2::k) .
k=- oo k= - oo

(15. 10)

We have used here the trigonometric expression for Dirac' s (i-funct ion. .Q is a
typical Frequency, larger rhan the relevant mea n motions. The mapping Harnil
tonian

(15 .\ 1)

replaces the true Hamiltonian H. Th e interaction now acts instantaneously
every period 2;;,/Q and. since it depends onl y on the coordinates of the plan
ets, prod uces a discontinuou s and easi ly realizable change in their velocities,
with no change in posit ions. Between these times tk = 2::k/ 12 the motion is
strictly Keplerian, for which efficient numerical tool s are available; dyna mical
mapp ings of thi s kind between initial and final conditions are of much use in
chaos theo ry. The orbita l integration can now swiftly proceed, alternating in
stantaneo us interactions and Keple rian prop agation. Obviously, this technique
requires care and numerical experimentation; e.g . the arbitrary frequency 12
should nor induce fake resonances .

With symplec tic mapping, it is thus possible to carry out a numerical sim
ulation of the who le planetary system ove r a timescale close 10 its lifetime
(::::; I Gy); and for the secular system on ly (eq . ( 15.3), generalized with the

ZSympled ic spaces are the malhematical "envirorm>enl" fur Hamihon;an dynamics. They have an even
nurn~r"2N of dimensions and the coordinates of a point l are represellletl by (1;.1"'); lhey posses' 3
bilincar, amisymmctric form {d : ldll') = - (dw~h ) for any two infinitcvimal vectors dz: du' 31 a point: in the
canonical represe ntat ion (dddll' ) = d:::idW;' - du ?id l ;'.
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addi tion of the second order terms in J-l ), a rimcsculc longer by an order of
magnitude (Fig. 15.2).

As 10 the seco nd class of problems, the important issue is not to know the
position of the planets at all times - this is impossible, due to chaotic nature
of the motion (Sec. 15.2 and below) - but whether their orbital elements vary
in a quasi-period ic or monotonic way on a physically meaningful timescale
( :::< Gy for the planetary system). which are the longest periods involved and,
in particular. 10 which exte nt sec ular perturbation theories correctly predict the
most important periods or if there arc new dynamical features. To answe r these
questions one can generate a so-called synthetic secular perturbation theory, a
model of the long-term evolution of planetary orbits obtained from numerically
computed positions, neglecting irrelevant. short-period effects. We need for
this a method of digital filte ring: a low-frequency pass filter suitable to the
outpu t and to the predicted spectrum of the data (for examples, sec See. 19.2).
In effect. since the complete out put would require an excess ive computer disc
space, the filter should he applied "on -line" during the numerical integration.

The main difficult y in address ing the last class of problems does not arise
from the inaccuracy inherent in the replacement of differential equations with
a finite diffe rence scheme - the Truncation error, well understood and reli
ably predictable . Computers do not perform arithmetic operations between
real numbers; they can store, hence manipulate, only integers (normally up
to 2( 1

). Real numbers arc approximated with a limited number of decimal
digits. with the consequent rounding-off error. Since usually the extra digits
arc jus t dropped out, the erro r is systematic, and after a very large number of
operatio ns may cause problems. For example, if the round ing-off error in an
integration step has a relative size 11s, after N, steps the accu mulated error is of
order N.;,!s: this corresponds to the fact that a systematic error at each step in
one of the mean motions causes a longitude shift accu mulating quadratically
with time, fas ter than in the random case. In an orbital period e 100 steps are
used; if n»~ 2-~ :::< 3 X 1O -1S, the integration fails after 1/ (100 yrj;) periods.
a few million years for the outer planets and about 10s y for the inner planets.
However, again new integration methods allowed to significantly reduce the
error budget down 10 an almost linear growth with NI' so that the rounding-off
does not pose a problem for planetary simulations even after :::< Gy.

A deeper proble m appeared when the first long-term numerical results for
the planetary system became available: all of them indicated a strong scnsi
rivity on the initial condi tions, especially for the inner planets and Pluto. In
Sec. 13.3 we introduced the concept of Lyapunov exponent KL (cq. (13.20» to
describe non- linear instability and to quantify the logarithmic divergence of
initially neighbouring solutions of dynamical systems ; a positive exponent is
the main indication of "c haos" . For the inner planet orbits I /K/. was found to
be about 5 My: an erro r of :::::: 15 III in the initial posi tion of the Earth' s centre
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of mass (about the current accuracy ) results in an er ror of :::::; 150 m after about
10 My and if grows to I AV in onl y 100 My. Th is implies that practica lly
the cphcmcridcs of the inner planets cannot be constructed over a period be
yond e lOO My. The Laplacian ide al of exact dete rminism must be given up.
However, this affects the angular variables (mean anom aly and longirudes of
the node and the pcriccn trc), hut not the co nj ugate variables scmimajor axis,
eccent rici ty and incli nation. For the sake of the stability problem, we are not
interested in the actual position s of the planets in I Gy, but in changes in the
inclination and the shape the orbit, which may lead to close encounters; this
should not be directly affected by a positive Lyapunov exponent.

Planeta ry' motion over the 100 My timescale:-: The motion is well approxi
mated in gross features by secular perturbation theory. In particular. changes
in eccentricity and inclination arc controlled by first-order effects and there is
no reason to doubt its reliability to O(ji ); over a timcscalc O(p.2) additional
terms do appear, but a basic quasi-periodicity persists. Yet, some subtle and
unexpected features in the evolution of semimajor axes appear. We know that
to first order they are secularly constant (Lagrange's theorem). At the second
order the situation is more complicated; difficult attempts to get an analyti
cal proof of their long-term stability were soon shadowed by doubts arisen
from numerical experiments. Urunus and Neptune. as an example. exchange
some 10- 5 of their orbital energies, with exactly the same 1.1 My periodicity
of the relative osci llation of Jupiter's and Uranus' perihelia . The other planets
show similar effects. These results indicate that at higher order very-long term
changes in semimajor axes may build up. although with relat ively small am
plitudes; no definitive conclusion about their secular stability is thus available.
All numerical studies confirm the chaotic character of planetary motion. as in
dicatcd by the :::::< 5 My Lyapunov umc scalc for the inner planets, and > 20 My
for Pluto. Chaos is. in general, associated with resonant motion (Sec. 15.2);
several weak rcsonanccs, both secular and in mean motion, havc been sug
gested as a mechanism for its arising.

Planetary' motion over the Gy timescale.- In very long term numerical simu
lations of the planetary sys tem. chaos prevents a determini stic evolution and
one should be content with a statistical analysis of stability; a result does not
necessary corresponds to the real solar system. but to neighbouring initial con
ditions.

The longest simulation of the planetary orbit s currently available covers
25 Gy and represents a numerical solution of the second-order secular sys
rem (generalizing (15.3); Fig. 15.2). Its purpose was to study (he stability of
planetary orbits as an abstract dynamical system. Thc results of Fig. 15.2 con
firm earlier conclusions ahout the difference between giant and inner planets
(Pluto is not included, since it is dyna mically similar to Kuiper-belt bodies,
rather than to the planets: see also Sec. 14.1). The giant planets are basically
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stable: in contrast, the inner planets, especially Mars and Mercury. arc vio
lently irregular. In another series of nume rical tests, Mercury was even show n
capable to escape fro m the so lar system O il a Gy time span. Still. th is is the
most idealized case; with higher-order secula r terms a complete description of
the motion , includ ing short-period terms, is expected to be even more com
plex. Preli mina ry insighrs were obtained with a numerical experiment for the
co mple te planetary sys tem over ;= Gy. The mai n lesson from this and other
works is that the planetary mot ion is only marginally stab le: dramati c events,
like the loss or a planet or a mutual co llision. are not definitely excluded in the
future. A marg inal stability of the solar sys tem fi ts our prese nt understandin g
of its orig in (Ch. 16): the aggregation of solid bodies is assumed 10 result in
the formation of the present planets and a huge number of planetary embryos,
with mass between the Moon 's and Mars' . Th is initial phase was strongly un
stable and evo lved toward a less unstable state through collis ional coalescence
of bodies and gravitational scattering. Likely this process stopped as soon as
marg inal stability was achieved.

Test bodies in planetary fields: secula r resonanees and proper elements,
Wc now apply the linear secular theory to a test body under planetary per
rurbations. This has important applications to minor com ponents (astero ids,
Kuipcr-bclt objects and cornets) . To the known plancta ry solution (15.9), with
cigcntrcqucncics qt. we add a test body (denoted with the index 0) with a sma ll
mass lIJ , scmimajo r axis a and mean motion n, Its interac tion energy with the
i-th planet W,u is of order Gmm.la. and so arc the matrix elements H(xl and
H Oi = Hi; we also introduce the qua ntities 9 = Hoo /(mna2), B; = B;/(mna2). of
order JW. With this notation the Lagrange perturbation equations (15.5) for its
elements (h, k) read

dh '\' '
- = gk + L. lJ;ki,
lit ,,

dk l:- = -n/i - /J'h .
dl:> , '

;

(15 .12)

They describe a forced harmonic osci llator, with solutio n

h = e" sin(gt + f3 ) - .L~ sin(g;t + f3i ) ,
i 9 - g,.

k = e" cos(gt + f3) - L~ COS(git + f3i).
i 9 - 9,.

( 15. 13a)

( 15. l3b)

where b, = L j R jiB j and e" and f3 are arbitrary integration constants. Of

course , it is valid only for small eccentricity (e = Vh2 + k2 -e: 1). A simi
lar solution can be obtained for the (P. Q) pair. ep and 9t + f3 are the free ec
centricity and the f ree longitude ofpericentre. respec tively (also ca lled proper
elements; Fig. 15.3). The last terms hf and kf in eqs. 0 5.13) give the f urced
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eccenmcuy er = ~h; + k; (for a typical asteroid in the main belt er ;;; 0.(5);

the corresponding polar angle W"f is the forced longitude of pericentre: both
uniquely depend on the semimajor axis of the test body. It may happen that
the forced contributions prevail; in this interesting case the values of some el
ements of a test body, mainly moving in the field of the Sun. are not arbitrary.
but determined by the whole planetary dynamics. The forced eccentricity (and
inclination) is resonantly amplified when the proper frequency g is near one of
the forcing frequencies gi. These linear secu lar resonances g - gi = 0 occur for
a specified value of the semimajor axis of the test body (such as a ;;; 2.1 AV
when 9 ;;; g6), but in a more complete approach the secular resonances are
located on surfaces in the space of the elements (a, e. /). It is common to de
note by Vi the 9 - gj = 0 rcsonanccs. while the s - Sj = 0 rcsonances for the
(P, Q) pair arc called v I) (see Fig. 14.3). It should also be noted that the sin
gular behaviour due to the null in the denominator may be made ineffective by
higher-order and resonant terms in the disturbing function. The linear proper
elements correspond to more accurate quantities used to study the long-term
evolution of asteroid orbits and to classify asteroids in dynamical families (sec
Sec. 14.3).

15.2 • Resonances and chaotic behaviour
A resonance occurs when the ratio of two periods of a dynamical system

is well approximated by the ratio of two (not too large) integers, or if onc of
its periods is nearly matched by some external, periodic driving force, like in
a forced harmonic oscillator (Problem 12.14). If the dynamics of a system
of bodies like planets, asteroids or satellites depends on a linear combination
of their characteristic frequencies with small integers as coefficients, the same
configuration is periodically repeated; mutual gravitational perturbations play
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the role of a driving resonant force and their effects arc strongly enhanced . Thi s
may have either a stabilizing effect, co nstraining any further evolution of the
system to dynamical routes which preserve r e.SOllant locking (like the Neptune
Pluto mean motion reson ance, the asteroids Hi lda and Troj an . many satellite
pa irs, or even triplets, and the spin-orbit co upling of Mercu ry); alternat ively,
it may lead to instabilities, chaotic behaviour , close enco unters. and even col
lisions. Th e latter case appl ies to any asteroid or sma ll particle tha t origi nally
was in. or subseq uently was injected into, the Kirkwood gaps (Sec. 14.3), the
mean motion resonances in the asteroid belt; or to ring pan icles formed in
such sites as Cassini's division between the main Saturn's rings (Sec. 14.7).
Instability mechanisms related to resonances in asteroidal orbits are especially
important, because they can explain the transport toward the terrestrial planets
of meteori tes and near-Earth asteroids.

A mean motion resona nce: Titan and Hyperion. This model is suitable to
describe the resonance between the two Satumian satellites Titan and Hype
rion. but many of its features arc more general. Two interacting bodies have
eoplanar orbits about a primary; the outer body (Hypcrion) has a negligible
mass, but a significant eccentricity (~ 0.1): the inner body (Titan) has a circu
lar orbit. In effect. both satellites have small (:5 0.5° ) and different inclinations
to the equatorial plane of Saturn and, what is more important. Titan's eccen
tricity (::::: 0.029) does not vanish. We neglect these complications and deal with
a planar. restricted three-body problem. Most important. the orbital periods of
Titan and Hyperion are in a 4/ 3 resonance: Titan completes four revolutions
while Hyperion makes three. Since the order of the resonance is one. in an ex
act resonance conjunctions - when the two bodies are aligned with the primary
and on the same side - repeat at the same planetocentnc longitude every three
orb ital periods of the outer body. However, for this pair we have a constraint
on the longitudcs of the conjunctions (Fig. 15.4). where the gravitational pull
of Titan is strongest.

Ifthe conjunction occurs while Hyperion is moving from pericentre to apoc
entre, with an outward velocity component, the radial component of Titan's at
traction pulls inward; energy and angular momentum are removed from Hype
non's orbit and its semimajor axis and period decrease. The effect is enhanced
by the fact that the point of closest approach. where the pull is strongest, occurs
somewhat earlier. at a time when Titan. which moves faster. still trails behind.
As a consequence of Hyperion's speeding up. the conjunction moves towards
the apocentre. If it occurs while Hyperion is moving from apocemre to peri
centre . the opposite occ urs ; Titan' s pull increases Hyperion's energy, slowing
it down and moving the conjunction again towards the apocentre.

Thus, if the initial ratio of the orbital periods is close enough to 4/ 3, we
expect a stable. pendulum-like oscillation of the conjunction alignment about
the apocentre. that tends to preserve the 4/ 3 ratio against destroying effects,
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as the differential tidal evolution of the two orbits. Like in a pendulum, if at
the stable equilibrium configuration the ratio of the periods is far enough from
commensurability, in principle, conjunctions. instead of oscillating, could cir
culate through 3600. As we shall see later. this latter behaviour is dangerous,
because in this case the alignment is no more constrained to occur near the lon
gitude al which the pcn urbing influence of Titan is weakest, and the resonance
does not provide any more a protection mechanism against close encounters.
As far as the real pair is eoncerncd, wc do indeed observe a libration of the
conjunction position about Hypcrion' s apoccntre, dominated by a term with
the amplirudc ::>: 36° and a pcriod « 1.75 y, and a smaller term of .::>: 13° with
a pcriod > 18.75 y (fig. 15.4). Note that both arc appreciably longer than the
orbital periods of Titan and Hyperion, about 16 d and 21 d, respectively.

In reality the problem is more compli cated because Titan affects not only
the mean motion of Hyperion, but also its ecccntrieity and pcriccntre. A quan
titative model, based on the perturbation theory developed in Ch. 12, is needed.
As noted in Sec. 12.5, the disturbing function 'R can be expanded in a Pouricr
series. having as arguments linear combinations of the mean longitudes of the
satellites (AT and A ll) and, in the planar problem, the longitudes of their pcri
centres ( roT and roH ) ; the corresponding coefficients Ci j k are functions of the
semimajor axes U T and lIlI and the eccentricities ell and e,. . The analysis of
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the disturbing function (12.79) ind icates tha t C ijk cc e~d eV21, where the index
I refers to the (exterior) body Hyperion. Th e exponents appear in the phase
in the co mbination j1UJu + h <Jr , From all poss ible terms in the expansion of
the di sturbing function we may retain only the resonant one (il = 4, i2 = - 3),
which has a very low frequency because of the near commensurability of the
mean motions. We can ass ume that short -pe riod terms are ineffective. since
they do not allow large perturbations of the orbit al elemen ts 10 build up and. to
the first order in the mass parameter }1, average out to zero. D' Alembert rule
(Sec. 12.5) then implies two possibl e critical arguments

(15. 14)

(15. 15)

Th e mechanism due to Hyperion's eccentrici ty described ea rlier and the small
eccentricity of Tit an suggest that the amplitude co rres ponding to fT prevail s. In
the circular restricted three-body problem the second argument disappears; its
e ffec t is on ly a small, altho ugh long-term, variation of Hyperion's eccentricity
with the critical argument IT (pig . 15.4). Note that at conj unction, where ..Ill =
,IT' tr is the angular distance o f the two bodies from the Hype rion's pericentre .

Th e expansion of the reson ant part of the dis turbing function in Hyperion's
(small) eccentricity, without which there is no effect. has only odd terms, to
be contrasted with the case of secu lar perturbations, in which the mai n contri
butions arc q uadratic (Sec. 15 . ' ). Obviously, the critical argume nt er appears
in the disturbing function in an infinite number of multiples, but the pr inci
pal rcrm is a linear combination of sin if and cos o : it turns our that higher
harmonics are IX e~ l l, and thus negligible . Since we expect a stable equilib
rium configuration when the conj unction is at the apocentre «(7" = 180° ), the
perturbing fu nction must be of the form

GmT [ , ]'R = - - - Fs(a )c- + Fr (a ) ell coso- ;
a ""

( 15. 16c)

(15. 16a)

( 15. 16b)

dt

f1Ir is Titan 's mass and a = aT/a u .::::: 0.8 25. Th e evaluation of 'R from ( 12.78) in
e ffect gives (15. 15), with the dimens ionless functions Fs(a ) and Fr(a ) positive
and of order unity; their slow change with (l' will be neglected. Th e first term
in ( 15.15) is the secular pertu rbation of Hyperion's orbit due to Titan.

To describe long-term and secular effec ts we use Lagrange's equations (eq .
12.49) and first co nsider the case e ll -ec I :

dell _--';- iYR, -- = - llr nuFr sin fT ,
dt rJllu iie ll Broil

dUJH
_ '", B'R = u-»; (2Fs+ ..:. r,cos (r)

dt " HUHf'H BCIl CH

dil l! 3 lfR
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Here 111 (:=:: 2 .4 X 10-4 ) is the Titan-to-Saturn mass ratio. Due to the third Ke
pier 's law da l dt = - (211 / 3/1 )(dn / d tl , we get daH/deH= 8 a Hell : the semimajor
axis and the eccentricity are coupled, a typical feature of the resonance. The
varia tion of the critical argument (recallthat A = J11dt +E) is straightforwardly
ob tained :

do: dUTu d ell (dUTIl ) JiTn ll- = 4/1 - 3n +4 _ = 411 - 3 11 - -- --- F COSfT
d t II -v-r ti t d t It · r dt . e r ., "

( 15. 17)

One eas ily shows that the term ti f,J d t 0:: e~ d UT fl / d t may he consistently omit
ted here ; (d Ulll/dt) s = 2JirllllFs is the secu lar drift of Hypcnon's longitude of
pcriccntre due to Titan . Differentiating aga in

(15. 18)

The first term in the right-hand side, if the brackcr is nearly I, corresponds to
the pendulum equ ation with the frequency

( 15. 19)

there is a stable equilibrium at (T = 1800 and an unstable one at er = 00. To
first approx imation 1111 and e H are co nstant. In this case do-jdt is of order w"
and so is the resonance offset from 4n ll - 3n1 - tils. This regime holds when
w, » /IHfI-r / eH' that is to say, when eH ce- (;11 / 48)1/3 :=:: 0 .017, a condition
satisfied for Titan and Hyperion. In fact , in this case not on ly the ter ms in
the second row are negligible, but the bracket in the fi rst line is nearly one, as
assumed . The pendular motion can be a Iibration near the stable equilibrium or
a circulation. At the transition between the two the trajectory - the separatrix
- passes through the unstable equilibriu m point. Fig. 15.5 shows this solution
and the Iibratio n zone. represented by cresce nt-like orb its.

The stable apocc ruric solution depends on the positive sign of F,; the situ
ation would he reversed if the masslcss body were the inner one (i.c. , in the
ease of an interior resonance, appropria te to asteroidal motion). We have thus
recovered the conclusion previously inferred with qualitative arguments: due
to a sizable eccentricity of Hypcrion's orbi t, Titan 's perturbation adjusts 111\ in
such a way to preserve the resonance and to eause the apoee ntrie libra tion of
the conjunction.

In the opposite limit. when ell is sufficiently small. this approach is inappro
priate. not only because its application to Hyperion (eH:=:: 0 .1) may be question
able, but also becau se the term in the second row in eq . (15.18) dominates. A
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more general ana lysis for an arbitrary eccen trici ty is needed. Usin g again La
grange 's eq uations (1 2.49), we can straightforwardly gener alize cqs. (15.16).
It turns out that the coupling between semimajor axis and eccent rici ty is given

by ul{( 2 = const. , whe re I; = 4 /111 - 3 = 4 J I - e~ - 3. Referring to the ini tial

values.

nu = n1w (1; 11;0)3

Similarly, the full fo rm of eg . (15. 17) yields

Thi s linear equation has the elementary integral

2p,F,I(()'x"-x"I= 1 - (.£)' -2 (1 - ~) (1 - (0 )to ?o 411110 r.

(15.20)

(15 .2 1)

(15 .22)

which shows the coupling between the resonant argument (T and the eccentric
ity ell : here xH = eHCOS (T and 6 = 411 uo - 3nr - (d w u/ dt}1 is a measu re of

the initial distance from exact resonance, for which (j = O. The dependence
of (dwHldr)., on Il H has been negelected. For very small eccentricity , (15 .22)
simplifies to

_ ( ' ')2J1TFrllllO (XII - XI~J - a ell - eo

which is the parametric equation of a small circle

(15.22' )

, , ,
(x

H
- B)- + y~ = A = const . (15.23)

in the plane of the non-singular resonan t elements xH =eH C OS IT, YH =eH sin IT .

We have possible stable equilibria both at (T = 0" and at (T = 180" (as actually
suggested by the last term in (15.18), IX sin (T cos (T). Thus a pericemric Iibra

tion is also possible (for IJ > A > 0) , but close approaches are anyway ruled
o ut by the very small value of the eccentricity. In Fig . 15.5 we see the small
eccentricity perieentrie libration and circulation (A > IJ > 0) as the almost
circular so lutions near the origin . At the exact resonance <5 = 0 the d isplace
ment B diverges and the circular path ( 15.23) is inconsisten t. At this limit, the
trajectory. starting at the origin , follows the straight line XII = consr., until the
ecc ent ricity becomes large and the complete solution (15. 22) must be used.

Eq. (15.22) yields the complete topo logy of resonant path s in the plane of
the non-singular elements ( XII,YH). The right panel of Fig . 15.5 shows a set of
these so lutions, with the same average value of the mean motion nil_and thus
the same average distanc e <5 from the exact resonance. These para meters were
chose n to fit those of Hyperion (whose best-fitted motion is shown by the thick,
crescent-like path) . The left panel shows the real Hyperion' s trajectory in the
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I'I ;?III"(? /5.5. Right: Hypction's motion in the resonant varia bles xH = eH COS t T and !fH =
e H sin" in the simple planar prob lem . with Titan on a circular orbit. Of the three stationary
points, two are stable; small osc illat ions around then correspond to per icentric and apoccntric li
brations of (T around 0" and 180". or circulations. T he critical orbit through the unstable poi nt is
the separatrix . The thick line is Hyperion's approximate orbit. Data kindly provided by A. Mor
bidclli. Lcft: The real motion of Hypcrion on the same axes over a 25 y time span; despite its
more complex structure due to no n-vanishing eccentri city of Titan. the libration pattern. rcspon
sjhle for the protection mechanism against a dose encounter with Titan, is preserved. Data from
L. Duriez and A. Viennc , A \'lmll. Astrophys. 324, 366 (1997) .

resonant coordinates; the most important difference from the idealized solution
on the right is due to the fact that the near-resonant term cc eT cos (T' was not
taken into account (indeed, an even weaker secular term o: e lleT COS ( (T - c:r') in
the disturbing function was found resonant, since the argument lUu -lUT libratcs
around zero). The stability of Hypcri on's apoccntric librarion is preserved even
in this more complete model, at least for a reasonably long timcscalc.

We recall that resonant paths. as described by (15.22) depend on the initial
eccentricity "no and the distance 0 from the resonance. A slow change in 0,
sueh as that due to a faster tidal evolution of Titan' s orbit away from Saturn
(Sec. 15.3). may drive a corresponding change in the initial eccentricity ello'

defining the solution for Hypcrion. The orbit then evolves along a sequence
from an initial state of small eccentricity (ellO :::: 0,02) circulation to higher
eccentricity apoccnrric Iibration via a mechan ism of resonance cap ture. This
origin of the Titan-Hypcrion pair has been proposed on basis of the above sim
plified analysis. However. the neglect of short period effects casts doubts about
this scenario: numerical studies of the Hypcrion capture in the 4/3 exterior res
onance with Titan suggest that close encounters with the massive satellite. due
to short period perturbations. nearly inevitably occur, Hyperion's direct pri-
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mord ial accumulat ion out of the nebular material in the zone of the resonance
seems a more viable mechanism for its origin.

It is also interesting to note that a body captured in the pcriccntric librarian ,
with the cri tical angle o: Iibrating around 180". has the eccentricity "forced"
to a value close the eccentricity of the corresponding periodic orbit (with zero
libration amplitude). This is of major importance for satellite dynamics. since
ep isodes of present or past reso nant states force such non-vanishing eccentric
ity. in spite of tidal effects that tend to diminish it (Sec . 15.3). The specific case
of 10 is discussed in Secs . 14.2 and 15.3.

Beyond sim ple models. Long-term numerical orbital integrations for the 4/3
resonance of Titan and Hyperion have revealed a far greater co mplexity than
expected from the above model. If successive conjunctions are plotted in the
(xH, YH) plane (Fig. 15.5), two dearly distinct behaviours emerge, correspond
ing to the shaded and unsbuded zones . In the latter, corresponding to small
amplitude apocent ric Iibrations and the pericemric solutions with a small ec
centricity (eq . (15.23)), conjunctions are fi tted by smooth curves, indicating
the orbit that belongs to one of the two resona nt modes. If the orbit starts in
the shaded zone (e.g.. with large-amplitude apocent ric librations), conj unctions
tend to scatter in an irregular manner throughout the whole shaded area; even
if they initially follow the regular crescent-like curves. when the represer ua
tivc point reaches the extremum of such a Iibra tion, the conjunction occurs too
close to the pericentre (c- = 0° ) and the resu lting strong disturbance destroys
the seem ingly regular behaviour". Note also that the vcloeity along the scpara
trix tends to zero when approach ing the unstable equ ilibrium solution; at this
time the evolution is dominated by short-period pcrturbations that may drive
the trajectory away from the librarion zone to the circ ulation zone. and vice
versa. The large number of short-period terms with comparable amplitudes
and roughly random phases in the disturbing function makes the evolution of
the system extremely sensitive to the initial condi tions, which is the essential
feature of chaotic orbits . with a positive Lyapunov exponent (Sec. 13.3), Since
the accuracy in the initial co nditions is limited. after some time the evolution
becomes completely unpredictable.

The division of phase space in a regular and a chaotic domain is a common
feature of many dynamical systems. both dissipative and conservative. In the
latter case, when there is only one degree of freedom, the energy integral de-

,IThe rather narrow slah le region in the 4/3 resona nce with Titan has an interesli ng implic ation fnr Hyper
ion'., shape. Success ive impac ts on planeta ry sareuucs. a relatively common phenomeno n. cause ejection nf
surface layers. but normally much of this materi al falls hack after a short lime. For Hypcn on. thoug h, the
ejec led malerial lypically has a relative veloci ty ,o ltieie nl 10 esc ape the regio n protected by the re"on<lllce
and enters the rhaotic lone. Re·acculllu lat ion nn lIyperinll is very unlikely. which explains it~ very irr-eg.ular
shape ; this. rogcrhcr with it, large eccentricity, shows theoretically and experimentally that its rotation is,
on a long-term. unpredictable (c haonc j.
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fines the trajectory and ensures stability with respect to the initial conditions.
When the number f of degrees of freedom is larger than I, both domains may
be present, unless there are f integrals of the motion . Chaos may result from
time-dependent pcrturbations and non-linear couplings and, as hinted above,
is especially common in presence of rcsonanccs. Chaot ic situations cannot be
studied by analytical techniques based on expansions of the disturbing func
tion, which. as it happens with small divisors and an infinite density of high
order resonances (Sec. 12.5 ), often diverge; averagin g methods, for which an
obvious condition is a regul ar, qua si-periodic behaviour, are also of no avail.

The investigation of the extent and the propert ies of chaotic zones sho uld be
carried out with numerical methods, such as the surface of sect ion technique
or the Lyapunov exponents (Sec. 13.3). Direct integrat ions with conventional
tools are often time consuming, and only recently numerical expe riments last
ing long eno ugh have been carried out. Thi s is also due to the smallness of per
turbations due to othcr planers (or satelli tes) ; many relevant freq uencies (e.g.,
dm l dt ordo. /dl) are very small and the integration must be extended to 105 or
106 revolutions before the full structure of the phase space becomes apparent.
An exception is the case of chaos associ ated with rcpcarcd close encounters,
which. on the other hand , require special numerical tricks. like a variable step
size. Owing to the sensitivity of chaotic orbits to the initial conditions and the
unavoidable roundin g-off and trun cation err ors (Sec. 15.1). (he question abou t
the reliability of numerical result s arises. in particular for pos itive Lyapunov
exponents. In this case the aim of a determin istic desc ription should be aban
doned; we can on ly investigate the domain of phase space spanned by the set
of so lutions with close initial conditions (such as the range of eccentricities at
tained; Fig. 15.2), which is all we need for a stability analysis. The possibility
of a numerical implementation is ensured by the fact that such a solution is
arbitrarily near a true so lution with sufficiently near initial conditions.

A tapestry of resonances. Our treatment of the Titan-Hypcrion resonance
can he applied to other cases, e.g .. to asteroids in first order (2/ 1, 3/2 and 4/3)
mean mot ion resonance with Jupiter (or, with a little modification, to the 3/ 1
or 5/2 rcsonanccs. also important; Figs. 14.3 and 14.4). However, there is
a variety of other relevant resonant mechanisms; although differi ng in many
details. they all share many typical fea tures of the simple case discussed above:
stable librarions of critical argu ments and protection mech anisms on the onc
hand. and possible onset of chaos on the other.
Mean motion resonances-: There are no strictly reson ant plane tary orbit s, but
some are close to be such". Jupiter and Saturn are near the 5/2 mean mo
tion resonance; the appropr iate argument circulates with a period of .::< 880 y.

41t is interesting to note tlmt observa tional evidence fo r resonanccs in cxtra solnr planetary systems add an
important argument for tbe planetary origin otme obse rved effects: this is the case of the system around the
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much longer than their orbital periods. Already in the latc 18th century this
was known to cause an observab le anomaly in the ir motion, referred to as the
great inequality. The pairs Jupi ter and Uranus, and Uranus and Neptune arc
near the 7/ 1 and 2/1 mean motion resonances, respectively, with an important
influence on their long-term motion. At present only Pluto is loc ked in a 3/2
mean motion co mmensurability with Neptu ne (Fig. 14.9); its analysis, simi
lar to other plutinos (Sec . 14.4 ), is complicated by the fact that its perihelion
may be tem porarily inside the orbit of Neptune. Due to this, Pl uro is pro
tected against collisions, with conjunctions librating about Neptune's aphelio n
every e 19.9 ky; this is somewhat similar to the Titan-Hyperion mechanism,
but Pluro's eccentricity is so large that strong interactions with Neptune are
possible even far from conjunctions. Another protection mechanism. related
to Plut o's large inclination, is at work: its perihelion librates about 90~ with a
period of :::< 3.8 My, so that when conjunctions occur, Pluto is always far away
from the plane of Neptune's orbit.

The majority of mean motion resonances concern satellites and minor bod
ies. A Trojan or a Greek asteroid is locked in a 1/ 1 resonance about the tri
angular Lagrangian points of the Sun-Jupiter system. Their stable librutions
can be analysed in terms of the linear stability of the equilibrium positions
(Sec. 13.3). For bodies of similar mass, such as the Janus and Epimcthcus pair,
Hill's method may be used (Sec. 13.4).

A number of satellites of the giant planets are, or temporarily were in the
past, in mutual, low-order mean motion rcsonanccs. Most of them arc similar
to that of Titan and Hypcrion, with a critical argument depending on the lon
gitude of the pcriccntrc. but not on the longitude of the node. They are called
eccentricity resommces, since they principally affect the satellite's eccentric
ity. causing coupled variations with the resonant argument (onc can prove that
the inclination changes arc small, C( tan 1/2 ). If, instead. the resonant argu
ment depends on the longitudes of the nodes, but not on those of the peri
centres, its variations get principally coupled with the inclinations (inclination
resonancesi. The only known example are the Saturnian satellites Mimas and
Tethys: in this case the protection mechanism is such that the stable location
of conjunctions is far from the intersection of their orbital planes.

A rt« mean motion resonance is a spectral line for the perturbing function
(12.79) at the frequency Pil l - qn: (and its multiples), small. but not exactly
zero: but the resonant argument PAl - qAz is complemented with a combi
nation of ( ru[ , ru2, n I, n 2) . according to the possible values of the integers
}1,12,k[, kz, as constrained by d' Alembert's rule p - q + }I + ii + k[ + kz = 0:
the line splits in a muhiplet. When the eccentr icities er , ez and the inclina-

pulsar PSR 1257 +12, whose planets Il and C an" in Ihc plq = 3/2 mean motion res onance (Table 16.ll.
and those around both Gliese 876 and Il Ll82943. wah plq = 2/ t.
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tions I j, 12 are small, it contains a small number of prevailing members, which
depends on the order k = Ip - ql of the resonance; this follows from the fact
that the coe fficients Cijk of each term are ex: el(de~2 1 sin1kd 11 sinlkll /2. In the
1/ 1 (k = 0) case, either the four integers all vanish. or the term is small; there
is only one main line. When k = I the main terms of the multiplet, linear in
the eccentricities and the inclinations, are four, those for which only one of
the integers is not zero and equal to I; when k = 2 there are ten terms of the
second degree, i.e., those in which one of the integers is equal to 2 and the
other ones vanish, and those with only two integers, each equal to one; and
so on. For the eccentricities this corresponds the fact that conjunctions occur
at k different longitudcs, and therefore the accumulation of perturbing effects
is less effective. We recall the two main features of the Tiran-Hypcrion 4/3
resonance of order I: (i) neglecting short-period pcrrurbations. (he dynamics
has the structure of a (generalized) pendulum; (ii) near the scparatrix between
libration and circulation modes, chaotic behaviour is expected due (0 short
period pcrturbarions and their couplings. At higher order each multiplet has
this structure and more lines; due to their proximity, libration zones may par
tially overlap. Typically, this destroys the regular region of small amplitude
librations (Fig. 15.5) and the motion becomes fully chaotic. Obviously. due to
the weak ness of the resonance. the timesca le of the instability (e.g., for large
variations of the eccentricity) may be very long. High-order resonances, to
gether with three-body resonances. play an important role in understanding the
long-term (;:: 100 My) evolution of many asteroids. An interesting situation
occurs for satellites. for which additional dynamical perturbations (typically
the planet's quadrupole field) cause sufficiently rapid motion of the node and
the pericemre; in this case libration zones of different resonant muhiplets may
not overlap and the motion is characterized by isolated, non-interacting parts.
with a more regular motion.

As noted in See. 14.2. the most famous case of a three-body resonance, al
ready investigated by P.$ . L AI'I. ACf., involves three Galilean satellites of Jupiter:
10. Europa and Ganymede. For this l.aplacian resonance the critical argument
(T = ,l J-3...IE +2,lGis locked at 180", with a tiny libration amplitude (:::: 0.066°) .
Sinec if = (2,lG - ,lE) - (2...1 E - ,!.), conjunctions of adjacent satellite pairs must
always occur 180" apart, and the three satellites can never line up on the same
side of Jupiter; as for Hypcrion, this provides a protection mechanism. The gi
ant planets are also very close to three-body rcsonanccs, with the critical argu
ments (3,lJ - SAs - 7,lu+sccutar arguments) and (3...ls - 5...1 u- 7 ,l:-; +secular arguments);
the "secular arguments" are combi nations of the longitudes of the pcrihclii and
the nodes, as required by the d' Alembert rule (Sec. 12.5). Numerica l simu
lations show that these two arguments Iibrate for orbits very close to the real
ones. Laplacian and planetary resonances are examples of direct perturbations
between three bodies: a three-body resonance may also occur in the restricted
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problem, suc h as (he planetary perturbation of an astero id . For sec ular effects
this problem has been discussed in Sec. 15.1. with implicatio ns for the linear
secular resonanccs in the asteroid motion . In ge nera l. however, planetary or
bits undergo short-period pcrturbations due to their mutual interac tions and an
astero id may he resonant ly affected by them. These arc ind irect three- body
resonances: in part icular, Saturn and Jupiter have an impo rtant role. essent ial
for understand ing the long- term fate of asteroid orb its. In the asteroid bell,
espec ially in the outer part , these resonances are very numerous and ca n affect
a significant frac tion of bodies. Their weakness. however. does not result in
a rapid (~ My) instability; its characteristic timescale of e a y, :::: I/ptimes
longer, is still important for the slow and steady dynamical leakage from the
bell. Similarly, three-body resonance» with Uranus and Neptune in the inner
part of the Kuiper belt play significant role in the onset of long-ter minstabili
ties in this region.

Secular rrsonanccs»- Secular rcsonanccs occur whcn the critical argument in
the disturbing function ( 12.79) does not depend on the mean longitude of the
bodies, but only on the secular variables (node and perieentre longitudcs).
In principle the problem may be treated in a similar way as the mean mo
tion resonanees, retaining only the resonant term in the disturbing function.
The timescale (e.g.. librations and circulations, as well as chaotic behaviour)
is longer than for mean motion case by a factor 101 or 104• the typical ra
tio between mean motions and orbital precession rates. We have mentioned
the secular resonance of Jupiter's and Uranus' pencentres with the critical ar
gument UT) - UT\! , and Plut o's case with the librating perihelion. Long-term
integrations have revealed additional higher-order cases for terrestrial plan
ets, with librations in the critical arguments (tv" ~k - tv") - (D: ~k - Qv) and
2( UTM• - tv"E) - (O M. - 0 1). They are suspected to result in chaotic behaviour
of the terrestrial planets (Sec. 15.1; the indexes Me. E, Ma and J stand for
Mercury, Eart h. Mars and Jupiter, respectively).

In the case of a small mass object in the gravitational field of a pert urbing
body, secular resonances are similarly defined: changes in the longitude of
the pericentre or the node are coupled with changes in the appropriate plane
tary secular angle. A linear theory for this problem was outlined in Sec. 15.1.
Secular resonances play an important role in the dynamics of minor bodies,
in particular the Y6 one, which corresponds to the inner edge of the asteroid
belt (Fig. 14.3). Similarly. in the transneptunian region Yll, Yl7 and YJll arc re
sponsible for absence of bodies between 40 and 42 AV (Pig. 14.9). Secular
resonances also appear inside the mean motion rcsonanccs. as e.g. evidenced
in rig. 14.9 for the 2{3 exterior case with Neptune; a similar situation occurs
for most of the principal mean motion resonances with Jupiter in the asteroid
belt. as 3{1 and 2{1. In these cases, their presence results in lack of orbital
stability for small-amplitude librations.
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Fi gure 15.6 A simple model of
spin-orbi t coupling: a triaxial
satellite S revolves Oil an eccen
tric orbit around a planet P. The
short est axis of the ellipsoid of
inertia is along the orbit al angu
lar momentum; the longest axis
defines the angle </J .

For planetary satellites wc have a mixed resonance when a secular fre
quency, such as the dri ft of the pcriccntrc longitude relative to the primary,
becomes resonant with the apparent plancroccntric mean motion of the Sun.
As an example, their past occurrence may explain the anomalously large ec
centricity of both the Moon and Phobos.

Spin-orbit rcsommccs» - Orbi tal and rotational dynamics may couple (see Ap~

pendix or Ch. 2), addin g three new degrees of frcedom and three frequencies
(e.g., rotation, nutation and precession); this opens the possibili ty of spin-orbit
reso ncmces , characterized by commensurabi lity between orbital and rotational
frequencies. The main case is synchronous rotation, in which past tidal ac
tion has made the mean motion n and the rotation frequency w equal, with the
rotation axis normal to the orbital plane. In this state a satellite of mass Ms
and radius R in a circular orbit of radius r around a planet with mass M p has
an oblate deformation of order Jlc = w2R3/ (G M p) around the normal to the
orbital plane (eq. (1.13»:the tidal force adds a prolate deformation around the
direction to the planet JlT = (M s/ M p)(R/r )3 (eq. (4.10» of the same order. The
satellite has a triaxial shape. with two components or the quadrupole tensor,
whose exact values are determined by Love's numbers; a paradigmatic exam
pie is the Moon (see Sec. 15.3). More complicated is the case or Mercury,
whose "day" (::-. 59 days) lasts 2/ 3 of the orbital period; at perihelion, where
the tidal interaction with the Sun is most effective, the longer axis or its equator
is always aligned with the radial direct ion, although two opposite sides of the
planet alternately face the Sun.

When the motion of the spin axis is taken into account, the analysis of a
spin-orbit resonance is complica ted. Here we consider only [he degree of free
dom of the rotational phase 4>, the angle between the apsidal line of the orbit
and the longest axis of the inertia tensor of the satellite (Fig. 15.6); but we
allow an eccentric, fixed orbit with semimaj or axis a. In this case we have a
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Hamilt onian system with conjugate variables r/J and (f> and the mean anomaly
M as independent variable:

(f>1 a 3 (f>1
H(et>. r/J ; M) = T - (~ (;) cos 2(r/J - [) = T - a LK, (e) cos2 (r/J - rM)

,
(15. 24)

in terms of the principal moments of inerti a of the satellite. a = 3(8 - A)/( 4C),
while f is the true anomaly (et> = dr/J ldM). Thi s Hami ltonian is obtained
from the rotational energy C (dr/JIdt)112 and the potential energy. given by the
MacCullagh formula (2.29). of the planet-satellite pair ; they are divided by the
constant Cn2• The summati on is a power expansion in the eccent ricity, with
coefficients K, IX eI2, - 2i; r ranges over all multipl es of 1/ 2, starting with r = I.
With this meaning, r is used only in this discussion of eq. (15.24) and should
not be misunderstood with the radial distance from the planet, as in Fig. 15.6.
For a very small eccentri city the main term is r = I and we get pendulum
Hamilt onian

(15 .25)

for the variable 8 = 2(r/J - M ) and the frequency W I = ...j4aKI . At vanishing
amplitude r/J = M ; this describe s the trivial fact that, because of the change
in orbital velocity. the axis of inert ia cannot point all the time towards thc
centre of planet (which corresponds to 4> = f). except on the apsidal line .
For a positive energy we havc librations in longitude with the frequency WI =
...j4nK 1. For rhc Moon. with Kt :::< I, it correspond!"> to the period of :::< 2.87 y,
detected by lunar laser ranging (sometimes called free librarion in longitude).
Whcn the eccentricity is not very small, wc can also have a resonance of higher
order, where a term r (> I) prevails and 1; = rM ; the Iibrarion frequency is now
eo, = ...j4aK, (e) . The rcrms in thc Hamiltonian (15.24) corresponding to r' *" r
have the fast-varying argument 2(r' - r)M and average out.

As the rota tion rate decays by tides (Sec. 15.3), it crosses these resona nces
with dimin ishing r; the capture probability, which grow!"> with the resonance
strength K" is negligib le unless r is small. r = I is the most effec tive case;
when thc eccentricity is not too small. the next valuc r = 3/2 may work, as
for Mercury. The most peculiar and complicated situation oceurs when both
c and a arc large; high-frequency pcrturbation s restrict the regular librarion to
a small region (compare with the previous analysis of thc Titan-Hypcrion res
onancc; Fig. 15.5). The rotat ion may fall in the chaotic zone of phase space;
Hypcrion 's rotation, in which a:::. 0.2 and e :::. 0. 1, is the outstanding exam
ple. Hypcrion is the on ly current example of a satellite with a chaotic rotation ;
other satellites (c.g. , Phobos) must have gone in the past through such state be
fore being completely synchronized. More complicated resonances may occur
when precession rate of the spin axis is equal to the mean motion (the likely
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case of Pluro, whose axis precesses under Char on's torque ) or to one of the
frequencies of orbital evolution (the case of Saturn; Sec. 7.1)

The slow retrog rade rotation of Venus is close to, but not exactly in. one
of the most peculiar resonances, a spin-orbit analogue of the three-body mean
motion rcsonanccs d iscussed above . With an obvio us notati on. 5ltE - 4nv+wv =:::

0 ; as a result. at every inferior co njunction (when the Earth and Venus arc at
their closest approach) Venus always presents the same face toward Earth . In
fact. the gravitational torq ues of the Sun and the Earth allow such resonance.
but its strength is so weak that capture is very unl ikely; by a curious coinci
dence Venus onl y recently passed through it.

O ri gin of resonances. Likely there is more than one answer about the orig in
of the abunda nt resonant states in the solar system. Tides, when effective. as in
the evolution of spins and the orbits of sate llites, provide a dissipativc mecha
nism that can gradually change their per iods unti l a capture in a stable resonant
state occurs . Alternatively, some resonan ces might date back to the origin of
the solar system. Resonant orbits might have favoured the accum ulation of
bodies at pre ferred locations, or might have provided protection mechan isms
and the natural selec tion of "lucky" dynamical configurations (this may be the
case of Hyperion). Finally, in the primord ial solar nebula additional dissipative
mechanisms due to gas drag. collisions and scattering could in some cases have
played the same role of tides. albei t on much shorter timesc ales . Radiation for
ces (Sec. 15.4). whose relevant timescales are of order e ky to Gy. depending
on the size. are able to bring sma ll bodies in resonant regions even today. As
pointed out. rcsonanccs may also trigger orb ital or rotational instabilities and
chaotic motion; the relative lack of bodies in such states in some otherwi se
populated regions. like the main asteroid belt or Saturn 's rings, can be ex
plaincd in this sce nario. As the orbit is driven la a stare when some parameters
undergo large changes (suc h as, in the Kirkwood gaps, a large ecce ntricity;
Fig. 14.3) the body can be elimi nated by close encounters (c .g., with planets)
or by inrcrparticlc collisions, clearing up the corresponding zones.

15.3 Tidal orbital evolution
As discussed in See. 4.3, owing to dissipation. the tidal bulge raised by the

Moon on the Earth is sligh tly advanced with respect to the line joining their
eentres. The effect of this bulge on the Moon is dom inated by the nearest tidal
wave and produces a forward, along-track force; this leads ro a secular increase
of the lunar semimajor axis and, in order to conse rve the total angular momcn
turn of the system, the Earth 's rotation gradually slows down (see Sec. 3.2).
This mechanism has already synchronized the revolution and the rotation fre
quencies of the Moon and of most other natural satellites in the solar system
(except irregular distant satellites). It is possi ble to draw several interesting
conclusions about this evolution process just on the basis of conservation laws.
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If we make the simplifying ass umptions tha t the satellite 's orbit is circu
lar. with radi us r ; and lies in the planet's equatorial plane, the total angular
momentum L and the energy E of the system arc

G" ' M MP <; 1/2
L=lpw + lf1 r

(Mp + Ms) -

' _ I 2 _G_M,;-p_M--"
f. - 2" lpw - 2r ( 15 .26)

where M p. l p, R p and w arc the mass, the moment of inertia, the radiu s and
the rotation rate o f the planet , respectively; M ,. Is. R, and Ws are the mass,
the moment of inertia, the radius and the spin veloc ity of the sate llite (we
often refer to the planet as the Earth and to the satellite as the Moon). We
neglect the small contribution to L and E from the rotation of the Moon, already
synchronized with the orbi tal period, and therefore much slower than w; the
satellite's moment o f inert ia is also much smaller. Owi ng 10 the tidal friction
on the planet its rotational energy decreases with time; since L is conserved.
there is a gradual transfer o f angular momentum from planetary rotatio n to
or bital motion. Eqs. (15 .26) can be rewritten in the fonn

1
w(f) = - (L - f) .

lp
2E ( f) = (L - f)' a

l p - C2 '
(15. 27)

where ( is the orbital angular momentum of the system (the second term in
the fi rst o f eqs. (15 .26» and ( t :: C 2M~M; / (Mp + Ms). A dissipation process
drive s the sys te m to the stale of minimum energy, at which

(15 .28)

At this point the sys tem is "co mpletely synchronized", i.e. , the Earth's spin
rate is equal to the mean motion of the Moon ; indeed, by Kepler 's third law,
this condition is eq uivalent to saying that w = alt 3, which, substituted in
eq . (15 .27), reprod uces ( 15.2 8). In general, depend ing upon the values of L
and of the prod uct a lp, we have three different cases:

(a) L > ~nin = 1.75 (lp()") 1/4: cq. (15.28) has two positive and real solutions
{j < f 2, which correspo nd to two orbital rad ii at which tidal synchroniza
tion is possible. It can be shown that E has a (unstable) maximum at ( I
and a (stable) minimum at e2. correspond ing to synchronous states. For
large values of L we have C2 ;;: L and at synchronization the whole angular
momentum is transferred to the orbital motion.

(b) L = L mill : there is only o ne real and unstable solution f = 3L/4.

(c) L < L mill : there arc no real roots.

These three qualitatively different possibilities are shown in Fig. 15.7, where
we can see that in the cases (b ) and (c) tida l friction inescapabl y drives the
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Figure / 5.7. For the three cases (a). (h) and (c) discussed in the text. the curves represent:
the planetary rotation rate w = (L - OfJp (thin solid line). the total energy of the system E =
(L - l)2/ (ZJp ) - (t/ (Zl ! ) (thick solid line), and the synchronization condition n = tt/ t 3 for the
mean motion Il (dashed line ): ( is the orbita l angular mmncnturn of the planet-satellite pair and
L is the tota l (conserved}angular momentum of the system (other parameters as in the text). All
arc expressed in terms of (' = £I L: tu and 11 are arbitrarily shifted in the ordinate direction and
units arc chosen so that {f = III = I. The evolutionary tracks of the xtoon. Phobos and Truon
are qualitatively shown in (a).

satellit e to its fall onto the planet (or to d isrupti on inside the Roche limit - see
Sec . 14.7). For no natu ral satellites L .::; !-rnin. In the case (a) the evolution
is more complex. and depends on the initial conditions. We have again three
possibilities:

(a l) If initially { = lo > {I. the system evo lves toward the stable synchroniza
tion state tz- If fo < tz- t (and r) increase and w decrease with time, and
vice versa; however. no natural satellite has (0) ez.

(a 2) If tc < { I. the satellite falls toward s the planet. wh ile w gradually in
creases.

(a 3) If Eo < 0 (a retrograde initial orbit with respec t to the planet' s rotation).
again tidal friction ca uses the satellite to fall onto the planet. while w is
slowed dow n.
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For the Moon and most other natural satellites the present orb its impl y the
case (a l) . The Moon' s stab le synchronization d istance is abou t 88 RoJj (as com
pared with the present value of about 60 Re). correspo nding to an orbital period
of about 48 da ys, which will also he the final rotation period of the Earth ; of
course, this is no longer true if so lar tide s arc taken into acco unt. which can
cause a furthe r evolution of the system. Onl y in onc case, the Pluro-Charon
pair, the stable synchronization state has already been reached. Below we con
firm the intuitive guess that the large mass of Ch aron is respo nsible for this
resuh. On the other hand. two satellites - Mars' Phobos and Nep tune 's Tri ton
- are evolving like in the cases (a2) and (a3), respectively. approaching their
planets towards their final disruption (there are also some small inner satellites
of Jupiter, Uranus and Neptune below the corotation distance, all of which in
teract with their ring sys tems). Mercury and Venus, both significantly despun
by sola r tides and other dynamical effects, have no satellites . The eorotation
distance corresponding to £1 is very far from these planets; even if in the past
they had a satellite, it is likely that , as the planet dcspun . planeta ry tides would
have been driven it to d isruption .

Ttmescalc or the tidal evolution. As discussed in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3 (see
eqs. (4.23) and (4.17» , the lowest order, quadrupo le gravitational potential
generated by the tidal bulge at the distance r of the satellite is

(15. 29)

where k2 is Love's number (for the Earth :::. D.30; see Sec. 4.3), l/! is the angle
between the co nsidered posit ion and the luna r directio n, and fOT is the angu
lar lag of the Moon relative to the axis of the Earth 's tidal bulge. The term
(Rp/r )3 is d ue to the fact that UT is produced by a quadrupole, second degree
defo rmat ion; in effect, higher degree deformations and different Fourier terms
have their own Love's numbers and angular lags (Scc. 4.4 ), but wc live with
the simple model (15 .29) . The tidal torque NI" on the Moon is

( a a) (au,) 3 GM~ (Rp)' .NT = - Ill x-;- - vs; UT = - m -a = -2 k2 - .-- - sm 2ET ,
oy X I/", O l/J I/I ~ () I r

(15 .30)
where (x, y ) are Cartesian coordinates in the lunar orb ital plane, with the Moo n
on the x axis (to which l/J is referred ). Equating N, to the time derivative of t
(eq . ( 15.26)) we obtain

dr st,
- = 3 b sin 2fr .
tit -

(15 .3 1)

For the Moon. with ET :::< 3° , this equation yields a present increase in the
semimajor axis dr ldt :::< 3.8 cm/y; the conservation of angular momentum
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(eq. (15.26» gives dcold t = - Nr/l p =:: - 6 X lO- 2! radjs2, corresponding
to an increase of the length of the day of about 2.3 ms/cy. These values have
been confirmed by laser rang ing and are roughly consistent with the historical
records of ancient eclipses (though there is evidence of an additional positive
component in dcol dt not of tidal origin: Sec . 3.2). Integrating eq. (15.31) from
ro to ,. » "0, and assuming a co nstant lag. we find that the corresponding time
interval

Tr = 2r/{13dr/dt) (15.32)

IS insensitive to ro. f or the Earth -Moon system, the observational values
quo ted above yield for the tidal expansion of the lunar orbit (say. from just out
side Roche' s limit , at "0 :::: 3 RIfJ ) a typical timescale Tr as short as ].5 - 2 Gy.
Since Er is inversely correlated with tidal dissipation (Sec. 4.4 and below), this
means that probably the current rate of dissipation in the Earth is higher than
it was, in the average. in the past. A possible reason is the present anomalous
abundance of shallow seas at the margins of fragmented continental blocks.

Another interesting co nclusion stems from r l J/2 c- M "t, obtain ed integrating
eq. (15.3 1); obviously this neglec ts the effec ts of tides on the satellite and of
orbital resonances. For a given. tidally evolved satellite system (such as those
around the giant planets), and the same elapsed time t , log r = (2/ 13) log M" +
const. The satellite systems of Saturn and Uranus follow reasonably well this
appro ximate law; bUI it cannot be applied 10Jupiter 's Galilean satellites, large
ly affected by the Laplacian resonance.

Eq. 05.30) governs also the dcspinning of the Moon by the Earth's torque
N~ , which occurred in the early phases: N; is obtained interchanging the
masses (Ms, M p) and the radii (R" Rp) of the two bodies:

N ; = N r (M p/ M ,,)2 (Rs/ Rp)5 .

S incedw,;/dt= - N; / Is , we havc

dwsldt = (Mp/Ms)3 (RJ Rp)3 dw / dt .

This corresponds to a timescale some 104 times shorter than the synchroniza
tion time for the Eart h's rotation: the tida l locking of the Moon took only a few
million years. It is easy to see that in this stage tides circularize the orbit. As
suming the planet to be a point mass, the eccentricity is given by l_ e2 IX _ECl

(cq. ( 11.15); here we deal with tidal effect on the satellite . assuming the planet
a point mass) ; if, moreover, the satellite's rotational angular momentum is ne
glected. an assumption usually well satisfied, C is constant. As - E increases
by dissipation, e decreases.

Energy dissipated by tidal friction. From eq. (15.26) we have

dE

'"
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(15 .33)

(15.35 )

dw GM~Mp dr
= Jpw - + ') -= N , (Il - w) ,

dt 2r- dt

where 11 is the orbita l mean moti on (reca ll that d L/dt = 0). Using the value
given above fo r d rldt (or dw/dt) to es timate N ,. une obtains a di ssipati on rate
in the Eart h of about 3 x 1019 crgjs, comparable to that es timated fro m the
friction at the bo ttom of shallow seas at the presen t time. As in Sec. 4.4, we
can now define the tidal quality fac tor Q as the ratio betwee n the energy stored
in the tida l bulges (o f mass ;::;;: !IMp/Rp) and the energy dissipated in a tida l
cycle (about I d):

dE gh2Mpw wN,
- dt ::::: 2r.QR

p
~ Fr Q ' (15.34 )

where we have used h :::::: IJr Rp (eq. (4. 10» and eq. (15.30). Since w» 11,

the comparison with 0 5.33) shows that Q ;::: l ifT' for the Earth about Zt) (of
course, this hold s for tidal frequencies).

A similar argument ean be used la estimate tidal dissipation in a satellite
whose rotation is already synchron ized with the orbi tal period . but with an cc
centric orbit. This ease is important because the surfaces of several satellites of
the outer planets display widespread marks ofvolcanie activity and/or rcsurfac
ing events, probably associated with a melted interior: tidal friction appears as
the most plausible energy source respon sible for such proc esses. In some case s
the dissiparivc circularization of a satellite's orbit is prevented by resonant in
rcracrions with other satellites, which gives rise to a forced eccentricity. This is
the case of 10, the innermost of the three Jovian satellites in the Laplaee rcso
nance. Images from the Voyager and Galileo probe s have shown, as displayed
in the cover. that Io 's surface morphol ogy is indeed domi nated by volcanism,
with several ongoing eruptions. Its eccentric orb it causes the tidal bulge of the
satellite to osc illate back and forth in the radial direction. thereby dissipat ing
energy. Taking into account Love 's number ka. the mass displaced by tides is
z:: k 2J.l r M s, where J1 r = (M p/ M sHR, /r )3 is the relevant tida l para meter ; with
a radial velocity z:: entc.• (the relati ve velocity of the bulge with respect to the
centre of the satellite matte rs here), the dissipation powe r is

dE k," M .(enR .)2 11 o 'lR 71l5e'l
_r I ' S c- -,,;':,::.-=-- di ~ Q ~ QI' •

where e is the satellite density, n its mean motion around the planet and Ji
its rigid ity. We have used here the approximate formula ka z:: G M ,g/ (JiRs),

valid fo r a body of sufficiently high rigidity (Sec. 3.3) . The result (15.35) is
to be compared with the Pcalc's fo rmula on the cover, where the numerical
coefficient should be 42/ 19 instead of 36 / 19. Assuming a crustal rigidity Ji z::

1012 dyne/cm- and a qu ality factor Q z:: 100 (of the same order as those of the
Earth and the Moon), and using the forced eccentri city e :::::: 0.0043 induced by
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the Luplacian resonance>, we obtain a dissipation rate - dE /dt ::::: 3x 1019 erg/ so
Th is corresponds to a dissipation rate per unit mass of e 10- 7 erg/(gs), higher
than the radioactive heating rate; it is sufficient to cause extensive melting of
In's interior.

15.4 Dynamics of small bodies

While the orbital evolution of "large" solar system bodies, like planets and
satellites, can be described to a high degree of accuracy in terms of their gravi
tational interactions, this is no longer valid for small bodies up to e ( I - 10) km
in size. Interplanetary space is not empty, but photons and solar wind panicles
fly by, both of which carry momentum and, upon being absorbed or scattered,
exert a net force. Circumplanetary environments, as those with rings, are even
more complex, owing to the presence of magnc tosphcrcs and radiation from
the planet. Generally speaking, these non-gravitational forces - both radiation
pressure and drag - are roughly proportional to the cross-section of the parti
cles (for radiation this holds only if the size R is larger than the wavelength of
light), so that the corresponding accclcra rions are proport ional to the inverse
of the size. Th is is why these effects are most important for small bodies, fre
quently making their motion quite complicated and puzzling. In this section
we review the most important types of these forces and their consequences on
long-term orbital evolution.

Radiation pressure and its orbital effects, At (he simplest level, consider an
ideal absorbing body with cross section S (orthogonal to the beam) and mass
m. An impinging Poynting flux of electromagnetic energy F exerts on it the
force f = FSle; in the case of the solar radiation

I.' I .' (ao)'r = r o - n ,
r

where Fo :::=:. 1,37 X 106 erg cm'? S - I is the solar constant (the solar radiation
flux at (l O = I AV), r is the distance from the Sun and n is the radial outward
unit vector. This force has the same dependence on r = r n as gravity and its
effect is equivalent to replacing GM0 with the effective value (I - f3r) GM0 ,

where
o

1" S (r S I
f3r = _ 0 0- == 7.7 x 10-5_ == 5.8 x 10-5_ ;

me GM0 III eR
(15.36)

~ e is dete rmined by an equ:uilln , imilar to ( 15.16a), withthe ar~ ume nt ' f" '" " 10 - 2" Eu -+ 1'1110 . I" and l-:uropa
an- reson ant, with "1,, - 211"u '" 7 >( W- J"l'u, so Illat " is cuhanccd and can be evaluated in terms of observa ble
quantities.
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the last num erical value holds when the body is sphe rica l, with rad ius R. The
orbit is still Kcplc rian . hut when Pr ~ I becomes unbounded : this is the basis
for the solar sail (Problem 11 .5) .

When reflection and di ffusion occur a detailed consideration of its optical
prope rties is required: for example, for a perfectly reflecting surface orthogonal
10 the Sun the force is twice as great. Moreover, in general the radiative force
is not radial, but still in a roughly outward direction and the previous equa tion
provides a reasonable es timate of the radiar ive force. app licable also to space
craft (Sec. 18.3). f3r is approx imately inversely proportional to the size; when
Q "'" 1 gfcm3 it becomes of order unity for R "'" 0 .5 !1m. 11 should be noted.
however, that eq. (15 .36) only holds when R is much grea ter than the wave
length of the impinging radiation , which for the Sun is peaked at Am ::. 0.5 pm
(eq. (1.98)); in the opposite case R « Am the interaction decreases and the
radiation force goes to zero . The maximum value of Pr is about 0.5 for non
absorbing dielectric materials, and increases with the absorptivity; it reaches
values of 3 to 10 for strongly absorbing part icles. Zodiacal dust particles, with
size between 10 to lOO [Jill, arc typically larger, with flr ::::: 10- 2. Even when
Pr < I, however, if a parti cle is released from a larger body (c.g., in a col
lision or in a comctary jet) with a velocity close to that of its parent, it will
move under a weaker solar gravity. If this velocity exceeds the corresponding,
smaller escape velocity, the particle can be expe lled from the solar system. Us
ing the two-body prob lem equations, one can see that at pericentre, where this
mechanism is most effective, ejection occurs when Pr 2: ( I - e)/ 2. For long
period comets the eccentricity e can appro ach unity (often within e 10-4 , see
Sec. 14.4) and even large particles can be elimin ated : indeed, dust detectors
aboard spacecraft have identified a class of part icles, the p leoroids, stream
ing away from the Sun, which cou ld have been produced in the inner solar
system by collisions or rapid sublimation. Of course, the orbital evolution can
become complex if particl es change their size or their surface propert ies, for
instance by sputtering. It is est imated that fl-meteoroids escape from the solar
system and mix with interstellar dust at the rate of e 9 X 106 gjs : this is the ma
jor component of the loss of mcrcoritic materia l and has relevant astrophysical
significance.

Consider now dust parti cles orbiting a planet, with the fo llowing notation :

Mass Rad ius Distance Orbital
from atlracting body velocity

Solid grain rn, R, r ~', = .JGMp/r,
Planet M,> R, " ~'r = .JG Ms/ rp

In this case the so lar rad iation pressure has very different effects. Since the
perturbing acce leration has a nearly constant magnitude and is directed away
from the Sun , it performs no work when averaged over one orbit, and has no
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secular or long-period effe ct on the semimajor axis (Sec. 12.1; however, this
does not apply for ecce ntric orbits which cross the shadow of the planet). On
the other hand , perturbation theory shows that in a revolution the ecce ntricity
suffers a changc e firM,,"; / MpTf, - the ratio betwee n the perturbing force and
the planet' s gravity. This change builds up (or down) for a time e 1/ 4 of the or
bital period of the planet, which co ntrols the orientation of the radianve force;
the ecce ntric ity can approach unity, possibly causing escape from the system
or collision with the planet, when fir exceeds the critical value e v,fvp. Thus
a particle released from an inner satellite requires a larger fir to be elimi nated,
and, in that case, has a greate r chance to fall onto the planet a particl e from an
ou ter satellite has abo ut the same chance to hit it or to escape. Per the Moon,
the crit ical value of fir is about (U)), which for silicate compos ition implies a
size range between 0.02 ~m and 5 [Jm; on the other hand , for Amalthea this
critical value is "" 2. implying part icles in a much more rest ricted range of
0.02 !J.m to about 0.3 pm (for ice com posi tion).

"T he Poyntlng-Robertson effect. When relativistic effects are taken into ac
co unt. the forces due to the re-emitted and the scattered rad iation generally
have a component along the velocity in the solar system frame, with an im
portant long-term effec t on the orbital motion. This subtle phenomenon was
finally clarified by H.P. ROIlERTSO;.; in 1937.

It is convenient to use the formalism of Spec ial Relativity, with the flat
metric '7/" . = ( I, - I / c2, - 1/ c2, - 1/( 2) and the proper time interval dr (sec
Ch . 17). With this choice time and space arc measured in seconds and ccnrimc
rrcs, respectively, and the veloc ity of light has the conventiona l (exact) value
c = 2.99792458x 1{) 1O cm/s. Spacc rimc vccrors have spatial. three-dimensional
components, indicated with boldface. In particular, the four-veloci ty v/l is de
termi ned by the three-dim ensional veloc ity v and has the components Vi i =
y(l , v). where y = 1/ ../1 - \,2/ ('2; it has a unitary mod ulus '7/l yv Jlv Y = 1. A
null vector can always be written in the fonn n i l = 11° ( I, en ), where n is the
corresponding unit vec tor in space; /lo = dt /d,l may be set equal to unity with
a suitable choice ofthe affine parameter A (Sec. 17.2).

The direction of propagation of a plane elec tromagnetic wave in spacetime
is described in the solar system barycentrie frame S by the null vector /lJI =
( I, en ): its energy-momentum tensor is

r J'Y _ J' Y
e rll - lI n n , (15.37)

where It = F/c = T~ is the energy density and F the energy flux; the space
time components TO; arc Poynting 's vector (19.1). Let v/l be the fo ur-veloci ty
in S of the body and IIW Il its four-mome ntum. in terms of the rest mass /1/.

To describe its interaction with the radia tion we adopt a local comoving frame
S' , such that the part icle is mo mentarily at rest; denoti ng with a prime the
corresponding components, at that time v'JI = (1,0). To obtain the primed
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coordinates one can apply a (local) Lorentz transformation to the unprimcd
ones (cq. (17.5» ; but this machinery can be avoided by using the covariancc
properties of the relevant quantities. Note that the rest-frame time component

(15.38 )

of the (null) propagation vector n' l-' is an invariant scalar and cannot be taken
equal to unity. In the usual case of slow motion, to within terms 0 (lvI2/c2).
n /{) = III = 1 - n . v ] c. lathe particle's rest frame S ' the energy-momentum
tensor can be written as

,
'1-''' 11 '/1 ' "T ern= - o -, ll n ,

(n' )-
(15.3 9)

where u' = T'~~~ = F' [c is the energy density measured in S ' . The relation
between 1/ and /i' is obtained by noting that the quantity '1j,!!'1 v(T 1 ~'I~V!'V" is an
invariant, so that, with eq. ( l5.38),

(15. 40)

For a body moving away from the Sun. for example. the rest frame energy
density is smaller than in the solar frame for two reasons, each of them con
tributing a factor w: (i) the surface collects less photons in a unit of time, and
(H) each photon has a lower frequency due to the Doppler effect.

For a body with size R » ,.lm , the impinging radian vc energy is either ab
sorbed and thermally re-emitted, or scatrcrcd (reflected and diffused): for a
large body this partition is described by Bond's albedo A ((1 - A) being the
absorbed fraction I. But for small dimensions this description, based on gc
omctrical optics, begins to be invalid; one should take into account Frcsnel
diffraction, rigorous electromagnetic theory and rhc phase responses of cach
element of the body. When R « Am much of the impinging flux is not affected
by the body. To keep this into account it is customary to denote the absorbed
and the scattered flux fractions by an absorption and a scattering coefficient
Q<lb, Qsc, whose sum is generally less than unity; for large bodies they reduce,
respectively, to I - A and to A. Here we Slick to this point of view, forego a
detailed discussion of deviations from geometrical optics and assume elastic
scattering.

Both processes are best described in the rest frame S' of the particle. In
both cases the thermal energy, hence also the total mass III v'o of the body, is
unchanged; the radiative force

has no time component.

d(mv'I' )
T" = -'-;--'

dr
(15 .41)
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Absorbing particle> Consider fi rst absorption. For a spherical and isothermal
part icle the re-emitted radiation has no privileged direction and carr ies no mo
mentum; since the body is momentarily at rest, the momentum transfer is only
due to the impinging radiation and has the usual form : it is directed along the
unit vector n' . along the spatial component of the null vector ,,'Il = nrl )( I. en')
in the rest frame S , and has the magnitude Q<lbF' S / C; Q<lb is the fraction of
the incident radiation which remain s in the body and gets thcrmalizcd. and S
is the cross section of the illuminated side. In a four-dimensional notation this
translates into

( 15.42)

The second term in the numerator ensures that at the chosen time r::b = 0 and
the energy m u'o has a vanishing time derivative: this term does not contribute
to the spatial part and we recover the usual expression. Using the expressions
1/,0 = w and F' = Fur (eqs. ( 15.38) and (15.40) this become s a vector equa
tion which holds also in the solar system frame:

FSwf1:, = Q ab -
2
- (n J.l - wvJ.l ) .

C
( 15.4 3)

Scattering panicle»: Scattering (reflection and diffusion. as it generically oc
curs for glassy or metallic particles). involving the Flux QscF, must also be
taken into account. Assuming elastic scattering. an impinging photon with
null vector ,,'Il = n t{l( I, en ' ). and the direction n', is defl ected in the parti
cle's rest frame to n'J.I + ll n' ll = lI'O( I, c(n ' + ll n'»: the scattering process may
depend in a complex way on the physical and opt ical prope rties of the surface
and the wavelength of the radiation (a classical theory of electromagnetic wave
scattering by dielectric spheres was develo ped by G. M u, in 1908 and later de
veloped for astronomical purposes by H.C. VAr" Ill , HUl.sT in the 1950s). Let
I/I(n' , ll n ' ) dO. be the probabili ty that a photon is scattered from n' to n' + ll n'
within the solid angle dO' ; for normal ization

i l/I( n' . ll n' )dH' = 4-:t: .
4,

The average change is entirely space-like

'" 0' ( i ' , ,dll'){n fl >= JI O. c I/J(n •n u )n n -
4n 4lt

In the part icle 's rest frame a reaction force arises

'J.I _ F'S (/).n'J.I>
f se - - Qse-2----·',- .

C 1/"

( 15.44 )

( 15.45 )
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(15 .4 6)

(15 .4 7)

(15 .4 8)

Con sider the simplest case in whic h the scattering probability I/t(n ' , {m ' ) is
ax ially symmetric around n' , so that

[
, " dQ' ,

• 4:: ljJ(n ,b, n )6.0 4~ = - 9 n .

Th e coefficient y describes the asymmetry between forward and backwa rd scar
tering: e.g. g = 2 for full backward reflection. In this case, in a spacetime
notation, the rad iative force ( 15 .45) has exactly the same expressio n as befo re
(15.42) , except that gQsr; replaces Qah . The final expression for the Poynrin g
Robcrt son force in the so lar system frame is, therefore

FSw I
i ll = Qp'7 (n J.l - wv ll } , IQpr = Qah + oQ>e

In the slow motion approx imation. up to onVll /cl ), sufficien t for solar system
app lications,

FS[( V) VIf = Q r - J - n · - n - -
p c c c

Obvio usl y (he leadi ng term - cc 1/ c - is the radiation pressure.
Orbital effe cts of the Poynting-Robertson drag .- The component of the Poyn
ting-Robert son force along v has the opposite sense and decreases the energy;
for a generic particle in a heliocen tric orbit it is stronger at pencenrre and
d iminishes not only the semimajor axis, but also the eccentricity (as for the
atm ospheric drag ; Sec. 12.3), with important long-term effec ts. The ratio /3rvjc
between the Poyr ui ng-Robertson acceleration and GMoI ,2 gives the order of
magn itude of the frac tional change of the orbital elements in a period: hence
the time scale o f the or bital c ircularization and decay is

" () R "e me- 6 (! r -
id :::::: - ~ - ~7 xlO -- -- -- y

VI1/3r FS gjcm3 (Icm ) ( I AV) .
(15 .49)

Thi s is also the time it takes for a panicle to absorb an amou nt o f solar radiation
energy equal to its mass. For u rn-size part icles i d doe s not exceed IO'~ y.
For this reason , d ust band s originating in the princ ipal astero id families (or
rece nt breaku p events in the main asteroid belt ) extend throughou t the inner
solar sys tem. An inters tellar du st particl e approaching the Sun in a hyperbolic
trajectory with an impact parameter p and a veloc ity v"" also loses energy and
is trapped if the semimajo r axis appreciably changes in the interaction time
pi v"" , that is, when /3rv",, 1c :::::: I; thi s has interesting asrrophy sical consequence s
(Problem IS. I).

For a plancroccn tric orbit the same value of i d applies, provided r is re
placed with r I" the planet's di stance from the Sun. The opt ically thin. colli
sionless dusty rings of Jupiter evol ve fast unde r the influence of the Poynting
Robertson effect: in some cases. however, small particles can be lost earlier due
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Figure /5.8. (a) The diurnal Yarkovsky effect, with the spin axis perpendicul ar to the orbital
plane. With a finite therma l inert ia, the solar radiation is rc-crnincd with a lag and the recoil
force has the direction of the wide arrows. Its average tra nsverse (in this ease along-track)
co mponent cause s the bod y to spiral away from the Sun. (b) The seasonal Yarkovsky effect, with
the sp in axis in the nrbual plane . The seasonal heating of the northern and southern hemis pheres
gives rise to a thermal force along the wide arrows. Whenthe energy absorbed at A is re-radiated
later at B. after a fraction of the orbital period, the force has an average transverse compone nt.
This occurs for any or ientation of the spin. but is largest w'hen it lies in the orbi tal plane.

ro changes in eccentricity induced by radiation pressure or to collisional dis
ruption , as discussed above and in Sec. 14.7. In optically thick planetary rings,
like Saturn's, this decay time may not apply because particles can collide and
interact gravirationally,

The Yarkovsky effect . If the body is not isothermal. a radiativc recoil is pro
duced. which pushes the body in the direction opposite to the hotter part . In
a spacecraft this may occur due to interna l heat sources; for example, in in
terp lanetary probes Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTG) dissipate
most of their power. Cass ini's RTG have a total power of 10 kw; its non
gravitational acceleration f ng has been measured and found to be :::: 3,5 X
10- 7 cm/s2, corresponding - with a mass 111 :::: 5 tons - to an amsotropically
emitted power III C fng ::::: 5 kW half as large. A similar signal was found for the
Voyager and Pioneer spacecraft.

The Yarkovsky effect arises when the temperature inhomogene ity is pro
duced by an external radiutivc source, like the Sun (or a planet); it depends
in a complex way on the size, thermal properties (in particular, the therma l
conductivity) and the rotational state (both the spin rate and the direction of
the polar axis), as well as the distance from the Sun. In the generic case of a
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substantial temperature inho moge neity. the amount of anisotropically emitted
rad iatio n is comparable with the impinging flux. and the Yarkovsky fo rce is of
the same order as the direct rud iutivc force (dimi nished geometric ally due to
therm al re-e miss ion in a half space).

The tenus "day" and "season" are used below and in Fig. 15.8 to re fer, re
spectively, 10 tempera ture gradien ts along the para llels and (he meridians of
the rotating body. The subs tance of the Yarkovsky effec t is d ue la a delay - the
therm al Iag rtn-- between the time at which radiatio n is absorbed at a point of
the surface and the rc-csrablishmcr uof thermal equ ilibrium. If ' lh is not much
smaller that rhc rotation peri od. the hottest poin t on eac h parallel is displaced
from the subso lar point, and wc have the diurnal varian t of the Yarkovsky
effect (Fig . 15.8a). Fast rotation, small size and large therm al conductivity di
minish the temperature aniso tropy and make it ineffective. For simplicity, let
the axis be perpen dicular to the orbi tal plane ; if the rotation is prograde (ret
rograde) , besides the radial force. there is a pennancnr transversal co mponent
T in the same (opposite) sense as the motion. similar to the recoi l force due
to out gassing from cometary nuelei (Sec . 14.5). The semimajor axis of the
orbit sec ularly increases (decreases) by the amo unt given by eq. (12.4). For
rotation speeds and material constants typical in the solar sys tem, the optimal
size ranges from centimetres to metres; if a long-term accumulation is possi
ble. the diurnal Yar kovsky effect may signi ficantly influence even the motion
of kilometre size asteroids.

The seasonal variant of the Yark ovsky effect occurs when the sp in axis
ob liquity E is not zero. Consider, for example, a body in a circular heliocentric
o rbit. with a rotation around the axis e in the orbital plane so fast that rhc tem
perature distribution is axially symmetric around e; this is also the directio n
of the Yarkovsky force . As shown in Fig. 15 .8b, the thermal lag T lh delays
the occurrence of the largest temperature at the pole facing the Sun from A
to B; a transverse fo rce arises in the direct ion op posite to the orbital velocity,
entailing a steady decay of tbe semimajor axis. Note that this does not depend
on the sense of rotation. This situation applies to meteoroids and their precur
sors - mostly bare rocks with a minor porosity - with sizes in the I - 200 m
range. For LAGEQS the same effec t occurs and the angular lag between A and
B is ::::: 40"; for meteoroids it is of the order of degrees. but can still prod uce
importarulong-rerrn orbital effects.

Wc now review the main phys ical ingredients of the complex heat tra nsfer
process at the root of the Yarkovskycffect. Consider a spherical homogeneous
body of radius R at rest. illuminated by a flux F (t) from the Sun. with the
appropriate d iurna l and seasonal motion in the "sky" . Let 2;;:v be the relevant
frequency. namely, the rota tion rate or the mea n motion in the d iurna l and
seasonal case. respectively. The surface temperature T, = Tcq + tiTs must be
inhomogeneous and different from the equilibrium tempera ture Tcq given by
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( 15.50)

( 15.51)

eg. (7.9); when the corrcct ion Aj" is small, the Yarkovsky recoil acceleration
on a homogeneous body of mass m is

2 B(T j ' ·4 X 1Xr · 3 L '"fy =- - - dS nJ. 1 s ::::::; - - - 1;'4 dS n..l.l\l s,
3mc s 3mc s

where n J. is the unit vector along the external normal. if the Stcfan-Bohzmann
constant and!"; the infrared emiss ivity; the integration is over the whole surface
of the body. The (time-dependent) temperature distribution tJ. T in the body is
obtained solving the heat transport equation (1.59), characterized by the heat
diffusivity X (assumed constant for simplicity). In addition, at the surface the
absorbed energy flux (correspo nding to the fraction (I - A ) of the incident ra
diation, in terms of Bond's albedo A) is partly re-emitted and partly conducted
into the interior according to cq. ( 1.60), which now is linear and reads:

( <1I1T)[' c1,X - -. + 4s ff71q !1Ts = ( I - A) F· n ..l.'
8, r=R

Here K = {}(' pX is the thermal conductivity, in terms of the density g and the
specific heat cp' At the timcscalc I / v the temperature gradient produced by the
changing flux F penetrates to a depth Ii <::: ,JX/v , with a velocity ..;xv. The
external flux is in part directly re-emitted due to the changing surface tempera
ture /)"T s and in part conducted inside. proportionally to the radial temperature
gradient <::: !1Ts ,Jv/X; it is this term which produces the thermal lag Tth and the
corresponding phase lag rP1h = 2:t:VT1h , and gives rise to the orbital change.

A planar toy model allows a quantitative estimate of 4'th . To mimic the
periodic change. consider a conducting half space z ~ 0 and a periodic fl ux F Cl:

exp(2:t:ivt) impinging along the surface normal. The temperature distribution
is determined by the one-dimensional heat equation ( 1.61). whieh now reads

a2tJ.Tx-.-,- = 2:t:iv!l.T .
iJz-

Eq. (15.52) has the solution (vanishing at z = - 00)

I1T(,)= I1T, exp [(I + i ) ""Ix ' ]

(15.52)

(15.53)

with the (exponential) penetration depth /5 = ,Jx/(r:.v). Using the thermal
parameters of bare basalt (y ::::: 0.01 cm2/s), for the seasonal thermal wave
/5 :::< 8 m: an insulating regolith on the surface of asteroids decreases it to
.::::: 15 cm. For the diurnal thermal wave /5 is smaller by vn jw, with n the
orbital mean motion and w the rotation frequency. The linearization ( 15.51) of
the boundary condition permits again to treat separately different Fourier terms
and gives the surface temperature

(15.54)
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where F is the amplitude of the Four icr term of the imping ing flux at frequency
Znv, The imaginary term , in quadraturc with F, is responsible for the lag
(gel' yrr.xv is sometimes ca lled the thermal inert ia). Quantitatively. the surface
tem perat ure ~T~ is proportional to cxp i(2;tvt + 1P1h), with

e
tan rPlh = --

1+0
(15.55)

I/Jlb < 0, which means tha t the tem perature lags behind the radiation flux. To sec
the meaning of the thermal pa rameter 0 , note that in the full non-linear case
/)' Ts ::::: Teq , (J c l' Teq is the density of therm al energy in the conducting layer and
{Jc pT eq yvx is its flux; 0 is its ratio to the di rect ly re-emit ted flux f.(TT~. As
expected , the largest lag (q'lrh = - ;t/ 4 in this simple case) occurs when 0 »
1 and the internal flux prevai ls. In this limit. however, the Yarkovsky effec t
becomes negligible. since the amplitude of temperature variations behaves like
111', IX 1/0 . The rule of thumb indicates that the most important effec ts occurs
for 0 ;::; I.

A real istic analys is of the Yarkovsky e ffect requires solv ing in a spheri
cal harmon ics rep resentation the full three-d imensional heat tran sfer problem
(1.59) and (15.51), taking into account the appropriate nu x Ft r), which dif
fers from zero only on the illum inated side . In this way the effect o f a fi nite
ratio H' = HI ../x /(;r;v) between the radius H and the penetration depth is ac
counted for: as expected, when R' -e: I the phase 1ag vanishes and there is no
heat wave since the bod y become nearly isothermal due to the efficient thermal
conduction (Problem 15.11). The transverse acceleration 1'}' has the form

2 Fr.R2,
T, =- ( I - A)-- G(R . 0 )((E) .

9 me .
( 15.56)

(15.5 7)

The function G (always negative), plays the role of tan 11h and describes the
effec t of the rhcrm allag: if has the genera l form

G(R' .0) = - 91(R') 0 •
1+ 2Y2(W ) 0 + Y3(R' ) 0 2

where the y-funetio ns describe the dependence on the radius (when R' ~ 00

wc recover the plane model with Yl = Y2 = I and Y3 = 2); ( c) accou nts
for the depen dence on the obliquity. For the diurnal and the seasonal cases
( = - 2cos and ( = sin2

£ , respectively; under the inversion of the rotation
sense e ~ t' + 1:, the form er effect changes sign. The diurnal effect is largest
at t' = 0° (or 180°) and 0 at 90° ; the opposite is true for the seasonal effect,
which always act" as a drag, in agreement with Fig . 15.8. As in most non
gravitational forces. 1'1' decreases with the radi us as I I R.

The possib ility of long-term changes of the semimajor axis for bodies of size
up to to km makes the Yarkovsky effect important for meteorite delivery, for
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the origin of small near-Earth asteroids and the configuration of small members
in the asteroid families (Sec. 14.3). Within the estimated cclli sionallifctimc of
a few tens of My, a decametre size meteoroid can accumulate a change Sa in
its semimajor axis ofe 0. 1 AV; a small asteroid one kilometre large can have
/J.a ;:;; 0.0 I AV in 1 Gy. Note that 0.1 AV is the typical distance in the main
asteroid belt to the nearest Kirkwood gap. while 0.0 1 AV is about the width of
an asteroid family (Sec. 14.3 and Fig. 14.3). The precise dynamics driven by
the Yarkovsky effect is complicated; in particular. the obliquity of the spin axis.
that strongly a ffe cts Tp is not likely to stay constant. owing to collisions and
other dynamical factors, such as those discussed in Sec. 7.1 (and the Appendix
of Ch. 7) and in Problem 15.10.

Solar wind drag. The solar wind, like the solar radiation. produces a radial
force and a drag. Since its velocity Vw is radial and approximately constant
(Sec. 9.2). the momentum fl ux g",,~ is proportional to 1/ ,2 and. similarly to
the solar radiation, effectively decreases gravity. The radial force. obtained
from eg. (15.48) by replacing F] c with g",V;, . is 3 x 10-4 times smaller than the
radiation pressure for the typical values {Jw == 10- 23 gJcm~ and Vw == 400 km/so
On the other hand, the drag, obtained by replacing in eg. (15.48) vie with
the much larger quantity v/v"". is only e 0.3 times the Poynting-Robertson
drag. For particles smaller than e 0.1pm. moreover, the coefficient Qpr which
determines the radiativc drag is much smaller than unity and the orbital decay
is mainly due to the solar wind drag.

Electromagnetic forces . Particles (and spacecraft) in space acquire an electric
charge, whose sign and magnitude are determined by the competition between
the ionization produced by the solar UV radiation. which contributes a positive
charge. and the differentia! fl ow of electrons and ions. Since the ratio of their
thermal velocities is the square root of their mass ratio, a body in a plasma
with electron density li t' charges negatively until an electrostatic potential arises
which restores the equilibrium situation. This potential rpc ::: kT je extends to
a distance of the order of the Dcbyc length AI) (sec Sec. 1.8, cq. (1.102)): the
body of radius R acquires a charge q = R1>t' = ('(4;t.l ;/leR) and in a magnetic
field IJ is subject to a Lorentz acceleration qv/Jj(mc) IX" I j R2• in effect relevant
only for sizes of e I pm and smaller, If thc surrounding plasma is too rarefied,
positive charging by phoro-ionizarion may prevail (typical for interplanetary
space).

Electromagnetic effects arc particularly important in planetary rings. where
the magnetic field and the electron density arc generally larger than in inter
planetary space. The motion of small grains is influenced by the surrounding
plasma and also by the planetary magnetic field. Their diffe rential motion with
respect to the magnctosphcric plasma, dragged along by the planetary rora
tion, produces the plasma drag. Inside (outside) the corotation radius (where
w = ,,) the grain loses (gains) orbital angular momentum and drifts inwards
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(outwa rds), unless the Poyruing-Robcrtson effect prevai ls. For Jupiter. the
corotat ion distance is at e 2.24 RI' inside the gossamer rings (F igs. 14.18 and
14.19). A small outward extension of the outer gossamer ring beyond the orbit
of Thcbc is likely produced by plasma d rag.

The motion of charged grains is also directly influenc ed by the Lorcntz force
d ue to the planet ary magneti c field (cq. ( 10.6 1); in Sec. 10.7 we di scussed
the possibility of the elimination of a fast grain due to the corotational electr ic
field . Anothe r interest ing situation occurs when the plane tary dipole is inclined
to the orbital plane and the Lorentz force changes with the rotation period of
the planet. If some of the frequencies at whic h the particle experiences this
force is commensurable with its vertical or epicyclic orbital frequencies, we
have t.orentz resonanccs. They occ ur both inside and outside the corotation
radius and are es pec ially important for Jupiter' s ring sys tem, resulting in the
form ation and the disappearance of the halo (Sec . 14.7).

Appendix: Symplectic integrators

The mapping (q;").1'111) ..... (r(. I' j ) generated hy a Hamiltonian H (l/.!') from the (arbitrary) time 0
to the time r is a contact transformation and keeps the energy constant: it also ca lled a sympicc
fie mal'/Jing. Conventional numerical schemes of order k: with a time step r can approximate
this mapping to O(T' ). but they arc not sympleetic maps and miss thei r important properties.
in part icular the ene rgy co nservat ion. For long-term evolution of the planetar y sys tem we need
integrators which preserve the syrnplectic charac ter.

The Hamiltonian rate of cha nge of a function F (q , p) in phase space (in particular. one of
the coordinates t/ or the r uomcma 1',) is

,IF
- , : {F. H I:£. F .
at

(a )

where (F. HI is the Poisson bracket (eqs. (12.3 1) and ( 12.33» and £. the corresponding linear
operator

nil n nil n
£= - - - - -

(Jp, (Jet iJrr 01'; .

The formal solution o f cq. (a)

I r
F(r) : exp(rL)F(O) : l +r£. +2£.2 + . . Ire»

(h)

(c)

is defi ned as an infin ite series (see also Prohlem 12.UI) ; in a num eric al realization the expansio n
is cut at the term oc T' . with an error (}(T" I ). Th is provides a symplecnc numerical integration

scheme .
When the Hamiltonian H = H, + He is the sum of two parts. such that the commutator

I£.A' LeJ = £.A£.e - Le£.A (not to be confused with the Lagrangc bracket; Sec. 12.2 ) does not
van ish, the propagation in time is not obtained hy app lying HA and H~ in succ ession; in other

words. the ope r.llor £. defined hy

(d)

is not equal to
(c)
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Their d ifference, for two arbitrary opera tors. is provided by the Raker alllpbell ausdorff
(BCH) theorem:

'0

Only the first order integrato r does not face this problem and consists of two substeps: (i)

advance the system with H
8

• ignoring the effec t of H,. and (iiJ advance the resulting sys tem
with 11..., ignoring the effect of lIB' This corresponds to (e), i.e.

(g)

,hl(OV )pI t) = prO) - t -
lJq qsq( T)

The situation is especially co nvenient if each of the two propagators ca n be easily obtain ed (for
instance, analytically); the BCH theorem can be then used to estimate the error and/or provide
a correction. Suppose. for example. that H = Tt p ) + V(q) is the sum of two parts. each of
which depends on ly on the coo rdinates or the momenta: then to first order we have the leap-frog
i ntegra /Of

The BC II theorem indicates that the erro r co rrespo nds to the Hamiltonian

(i)

o f co urse. higher-order integrators can be cons tructed that approximate the true evolution more
closely (Proble m 15.7 ).

In planetary (or satellite) dynamics the I Iam ilronia n is usually split in its Keplenan part H I;
relative to the primary. and the interaction J.l H;,~ , where we have cxplicitcly indicated its order
of magni tude in terms of the ranou of the plane ts' 10 the solar mass. 11.K propagates positions
and momenta along Keplerian ellipses. The use of canonical (e.g. , Delau nay's; Problem 12.9)
elements would require solving only for Kepfcr's lime law. but it has the disadv antage of a very
complic ated expression for the interaction . Usually Cartesian coordinates are adopted and the
Kep lerian propagat ion may be eas ily realized (as for the symplectic maps discussed in Sec. 15.1)
using the f - and g-fulletions (Problem 11.121; the lime step must he smaller than the shortest
planetary revolut ion period (typically '" 0.01 - 0 .1 of that value. dependin g on the order of the
integrator). Since H;nt does not depend o n the rnurnenta. it leaves the coordinates if unchanged.
The two mod es of prnpagution are used in the symplcctic mapping described in Sec. 15.1 . The
error (i) of the first order integ rator is O(p r 2) . Unlike conventiona l method s. the perturbation
structure of planetary dynam ics is directly reflected in thc symplcctic integrators. The Kcplc
rian motion. representing a zero-order solution o f the proble m. is directly incorporated in the
method. with two adva ntages: (i) the use of analytic integrators places, in principle. no lim
itation to the time step and (ii) the error is reduc ed by the smallness of the perturbation. If
the integration step r is kept co nstant. the effective Hamiltonian 11 + 11<" is exactly conserved;
conseq uently. symplectic integrato rs do not lead to a long-term build up in the energy. In this
way the best numerical estimate of long-term chan ges in planetary semimaj or axe, is obtained.
which is important for the resonance structure of the system. On the other hand, symplcc tic
integrators are typically less efficient with very eccentric orbits; similar ly, close encounters,
where Hint and Hc" are large. require special ca re. In these cases co nventional method s can be
optimi ze d with adaptive changes of the integrati on step. The lack of applicat ions of symplecric
integrators 10 these impo rtant situations te .g.. planetary forma tion from planetesimals : Ch. 16)
is being challenged by recent theoretical advances.
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- PROIILEMS -

15.1: Consider a simple model of a capture of a neutral interstellar dust par
ticle in the solar system: the particle, initially on a hyperbolic orbit
with an asymptotic velocity Vc<> and an impact parameter h looscs en
ergy by the Poynting-Robertson effect. For a given value of v"" ~

25 km/s. estimate the range of b for which capture occurs.
15.2.* Find the zenithal distance of the Sun e on a point of Mercury 's equator

as function of the sidereal time I. At first, neglect the eccentricity e;
then take e into account to first order, reckoning the longitude I/J from
the point at which a pericentre passage occurs at noon. For a point P at
an arbitrary longitude, find out, as function of t, t/I and the equilibrium
temperature of P (neglecting the thermal conductivity and given the
local albedo and the emissivity).

15.3: With the present initial conditions for the Earth-Moon system, and ne
glecting solar tides, find the time evolution of w and 11. and determine
the timcscalc 10 attain the synchronization state w = 11. Will complete
solar ecl ipses cease to be observable from the Earth surface in the fu
ture? If so, estimate when. Determine the timcscalc with which the
Pluto-Charon system attained synchronization since their formation.

15.4.* Using Gauss' equations for a and e, averaged over one revolution
around centre, show that for a particle in a solar orbit subjec t 10 the
Poynting-Robcrtson drag, a e-4/ 5 ( I - el ) is a constant of motion. Stu
dy the case e e: 1. Show that for a particle orbiting a planer deidt =O.

15.5. Which fraction of the total angular momentum of the Earth-Moon sys
tem is present ly accounted for by the orbital motion'! The same for
Jupiter's Galilean satellites and Pluto's Charon (see Ch. 14 fur the rel
evant parameters) .

15.6. Estimate the thermal radiation recoil produced by the Earth infrared
radiation on LAGEOS (Sec. 20.3).

15.7. Prove that exp(rL 8 /2)exp(rL ,1) exp(rL8 / 2) approximates to O( rl )
the evolution operator (d) in the Appendix, and obtain its formal ex
pression to this order. Write it explicitely for the one-dimensional ease
H = T (p ) + V(q) (the second-order leap-frog integrator). (Hint: Use
the BCH theorem.)

15.8. Estimate the orbital decay due to the Poynting-Robcrtson effect of the
terrestrial and solar radiation) of the satellite Etalon. On a nearly cir
cular geocentric orbit with a ::::< 25, 478 km and I ::::< 65", this large,
passive satellite has an area-to-mass ratio S /m ::::< 9.3 X 10-3 cm2/g.

15.9. Obtain the Poynting-Robcrtson force for a metallic sphere in a solar
orbit with absorption coe fficient If and reflection coefficient (1 - c).

15.10: The Yarkovsky thermal recoil on bodies of irregular shape produce a
torque, able to affect on a long-term the rotation state of small aster-
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oids and meteoroids (the YORP effect. for Yarkovsky-O 'Kccfc -Ra dzi 
cvski-Paddack). With an idealized shape. like a slab or windmill, esti
mate the timescale required to change appreci ably the rotation period
for a I km asteroid and a 50 m meteoroid.

15.11: Solve the lincari zcd heat diffusion problem for a spherical body re
volving on a circular orbit around the Sun and prove that the G-func
tion in (15.56) is generally given by ( 15.57). fi nd the functions 9 \, 92
and 93 and discuss their limit for R' --? 0 and R' --? 00 .

J5.12. + Tidal potential of arbitrary degree: generalize eqs. (4.16) and (4.23) to
include an arbitrary, axially symmetric deformation and show that

Gm (R)'" (R)'+1 (" ')UT(r , l ) = - - .L: k( - - Pc ~ ;
R r r ., rr .•

(~2 ~ ~

III is the mass of the Moon and r", its position relative to the Earth (of
radius R), while k( are the appropriate Love's numbe rs.

15.13. + As suggested by Sec. 15.3, one can model the anclastic Earth response
to lunar tides assuming a fixed time lag 01 between the lunar stress on
the Earth (with angular velocity w ) and the reestablishing of equilib
rium. ln the expression of the previo us problem for the tidal potential
response Up the relative position r .l (t ) of the Moon is replaced with

Expanding to first order in 01, derive the tidal force on the Moon .

- FURTH ER READINGS -

For the classical them)' of secular perturbarions, see D. Brouwer and G.M .
Clemence, Methods of Celestial Mechanics, Academic Press ( 1961); anot
her treatment of this proble m are given by A.E . Roy, Orbital Motion. Hilger
(1978). Modem topics of solar system dynamics, including its long-term evo
lution, tida l e ffec ts and resonance phenomena. are discussed in CD. Murray
and S.F. Derrnou, Solar System Dynamics. Cambridge University Press (20 00)
and in A. Morbidclli, Modem Celestial Mechan ics: Aspects of Solar System
Dynam ics, Taylor and Prancis (200 2). Chaos in the motion of solar system
bodies are reviewed by J. Laskar, Marginal stability and chaos in the Solar
System, in: Dynamics. Epheme rides ans Astrometry of the So lar System. S.
Ferraz-Mello et aI., cds., Kluwer (1996), J.1. Lissaucr, Chaotic mot ion in the
solar system, Rev. Mod. Phvs . 71. 845 (1999), and N. Murray and M. Holman ,
The role of chaotic resonances in the solar system, Nature 410 , 773 (200 1).
The particular case of the Jupiter Galilean satellites is discussed in detail by
S. Ferraz-Mello, Dynamics of the Galilean Satellites . Sao Paulo University
Press (1979), somewhat older, but still very fresh. A good book on the lunar
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dynamics is A. Cook. The Morion of the Moon, A. Hilgcr (1988). A bril
liant expos itio n of the theoretical aspects of spi n-orbit coupling. both in the
case of natural bodies and artificial satellites , is in v.v. Bclcrskii , Essuis sur
le Mouvement des Corps Cosmiques, Edi tion s Mir (1986). On tidal evo lution,
sec K. Lambcck, The Earth 's v ariable Rotation , Cambridge University Press
(1980), Ch. 10. The rad iation forces on dus t parti cles arc thoroughl y di scussed
by l .A. Bum s, P.L. Lamy and S . Sorer. Radiat ion f-orces on Small Particles of
the Solar System. tcarus 40 , 1 (l979), and P. Mignard , Radi ation Forces, in:
Interrelations between Physics and Dynamics for Mino r Bodies in the Solar
System. D. Benest and C. Froeschle . eds.. Edi tions Premieres ( 1991).



Chapter 16

ORIGIN OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Some 4.56 billion years ago a cloud of interstellar gas and dust, perhaps
triggered by a nearby superno va explosion, began [Q collapse. Its central part
contracted under its own gravity and started to hear up, until the temperature
became so high that thermonucl ear reactions were init iated, and the early Sun
began to release grow ing amounts of energy. But the pe ripheral part of the
cloud , owin g 10 co nserva tion of angu lar moment um, flatt ened to a disc with a
maximum de ns ity on its median plane. A fract ion of this material gradually
solidified and gave rise to a swarm of small lumps of matter grav itationally
bound to the Sun. These bod ies underwent a process of furth er accum ulation
and coalescence which, eventually, through a complex sequence of mutual in
teract ions and disturbances, both gravitational and non-gravitational. produced
planets, satellites, asteroids and comets; indeed, this is the variety of bodies
which we presently observe in the solar system. In the outer part of the neb
ula the biggest bodies as well were able to accrete a substantial amount of gas
and undergo a partial collapse, generating their own nebula. in which a sim
ilar process of coalescence and accretion produced their satellite systems. In
this chapter we discuss. mainly with estimates and results of numerical simula
tions, several features of this process, as presently understood on thc basis of a
growing body of evidence. While the basic ideas of this so called nebular the 
ory go back to 1. KM' and P.S. L APLACE, its quan titative contemporary version
was developed in thc 1950s and the I960s by O.Yu. SII~nDT. V.S. SAFROKOV

and collaborators. Whereas thc basic outline of solar system evolution remains
the same, new and deeper theoretical insights. and numerical tcsrs have called
for several important adjustments of the overall scenario: in particular, the role
of the gravi tational instabi lity must be reassessed. The recent, extraordi nary
discoveries of dozens of extrasolar planets in the solar neighbourhood, with
properties in general remarkably different from our own, are raising questions

509
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and doubts about the universality of the processes whi ch were at wo rk in the
formation of our own sys tem. In Sec . 16.5 we mainl y focus on the observatio ns
and the instrumental problems of thes e findings and briefl y outli ne alte rnatives
to the classica l sce nario for plane tary formation .

16.1 Mass and structure of the solar nebula
Hundreds of gas envelopes around very young stars are observed in infrared

and millimetric bands, especially in star-forming regions, like the Orion neb
ula. They have a wider spectrum than the black body, clear evidence of the
presence of regions heated by the central star at different temperature s: these
envelopes arc supposed to have a disc structure (and this is occasionally ob
served). and arc termed proptyds (for protoplanetary discs). They extend to
hundreds of AV, with es timated masses between 10- 3 and 0.1 M0 . The ir life
time, before dispersal, is expected to be I - 10 My, though rcccnr observations
might indicate that in some cases the gas envelope lasts up to .:::< 30 My. Occa
sionally the rota tion has also been measured with the Doppler shift of spectral
lines. The most mature structures may betray signatures of embedded plane
tary systems, such as warps (f3Pictori s), central offsets (HR 4796A). dust bands
(f3 Pictoris and I> Eridani). resonant rings, and dust clouds. These observations
confirm the general validity of the nebular theory.

The gravitational collapse of the cloud of interstellar gas which. presum
ably, gave rise to the Sun , is a co mplex astronomical process outside our main
subject. It is governed by the Jeans, or gravitational instability (sec the Ap
pendix), involving an initial mass much larger than the Sun and extensive frag
mentation . It is important to note that the composition of the cloud was very
similar to the primordial solar nebula (Table 9.1). Traces of short-lived m
dionuclidcs (Sec. 5.3) sugges t that the collapse of the protonebular interstellar
clo ud was triggered by a nearby supernova or wolf-Rayct stars. Conserving
its initial angular momentum L, the cloud progressively increased its oblate
ness (1.14), inversely proporti onal to its size: eventually. the centrifugal force
produced the planetary nebula. a disc centred on the Sun and orthogonal to L.
The age of primitive chondritic meteorites has been determined, with radionu
elide dating, to be 4.56 Gy, with only a small scatter (Sec. 14.6): since they
are assumed to have been formed within about 20 My from the formation of
the nebula, we have a fairly preci se knowledge about the timing of this event.
The oldest co mponents of primitive meteorit es - inclusions in carbonaceous
chondrites rich in calcium and aluminium, which can be radiometrica lly dated
- are (4.566 ± 0.002) Gy old (Sec. 5.3) ; this is usually taken as the age of the
solar system.

The reason why the co mpos ition of the two groups of planets is so markedly
different is related both to their different distances r from the Sun and to the
timing of planet formation versus the T-Tauri activity. The reference temper-
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ururc Tcq induced in an absorbing body by solar radiation (cq. (7.9)) is pro
portional to 1/ {r; however, since several other processes, especially in the
inner part, contributed to the heating. this can only give a guideline. For in
stance. during the early stages. when gas fell into the nebular midplane and was
abruptly stopped there. supersonic velocities were attained and a shock front
(Sec. 10.5) formed. Thus at I AV and 10 AV the highest temperatures reached
are estimated to have been ~ 1,(x lO K and ~ 100 K (an order of magnitude
smaller), respectively; in the inner nebula, close to the protcsun. peak temper
atures as high as ~ 1, 500 K might have been reached. In general, however,
shock wave heating is not uniform, but rather localized in complicated geome
tries. In addition, the slow inward drift of the forming grains released gravi
tational energy and further heated the nebula. Though the chemical composi
tion of the disc was initially the same as that derived from solar abundances,
chemical compounds underwent a complicated evolution, depending on the
available energy sources . Many details of these processes. crucial for under
standing the currently observed compositional sequence, are very complicated
and still poorly understood . This is principally because at sufficiently low tern
pcraturcs the reaction rate is comparable to, or smaller than, the cooling rare of
rhc nebula. and chemical reactions arc not in thermodynamic equilibrium.

The nebula's compositional structure was affected not only by disc chem
istry, but also by the efficiency of the ejection of light gases by To Tauri winds.
that must have occurred in the first::: I0 My after nebula formation. Indeed,
young solar-type stars are known to undergo short phases of violent activity
(or 't-Tau ri phases, from the name of a typical star of this class), with strong
stellar winds and high mass-loss rates. This rapid removal of gas constrains the
time when Jupiter, Saturn and, even more, Uranus and Neptune could accrete
gas, since these planets must have reached a minimum mass in order to trap
the gaseo us component before it escaped. The terrestrial planets, on the other
hand, never grew large enough for this; the formation of the inner and outer
planets is separately discussed in Secs. 16.3 and 16.4.

While the Sun contains about 99.9% of the mass of the solar system, 98%
of the total angular momentum resides in the orbital motion of the planets.
Surely such an uneven distribution held good for the protosun and the planetary
nebula; this puzzling situation has long been a convincing argument against
the nebular theory itself and a motivation to search for alrcmativcs (e.g. the
once-popul ar hypothesis that planets formed from a spray of solar material
ejected in a close encounter with another star). The heavy imbalance in angular
momentum suggests that a coupling mechanism between the inner planets and
the Sun has slowed down the latter. We know at least two plausible physical
processes which could be responsible for this: (i) magnetic coupling, due to
the freezing of magnetic field lines of the protosun in the plasma component of
the inner nebula; (ii) turbulent coupling. due to the effective turbulent viscosity
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in the inner nebula, which lessens the differential rotat ion . Bot h of them arc
co mplex and if is difficul t to model them in de tai l. hut the anoma lously slow
rotation of the Sun. as compared to the mean rotatio n rate of yo ung solar-type
stars, is no longer see n as a fund amental difficulty for the nebul ar theo ry.

Quantitative estimate of th e nebula mass and structure. To estimate the
disc mass and its distribu tion in the proroplanctary nebula, wc can use the
present masses and compositions of the planets to derive a lower hound and
a rough model, commonly called the minimum mass nebula . The formation
of pla netesimals and planets affected differently the heavier elements and the
init ially prevailin g H and He, which were swept away to larger distances, even
ou t o f the so lar system, by Tt.Tauri winds. To estimate the initial gaseous mass
at a place where a planet subsequently fo rmed. one can co mplemen t its co m
pos ition in such a way so as to recon stitute the so lar abundances, The major
constituents of the terrestrial planets are heavy eleme nts. like Mg. Si. Fe. with
a total mass o f::::: 10- 5 Mo; if the appropriate quanti ties o f H and He are added
to them. an original mass so me 300 times larger is obt ain ed . For Jupiter and
Sat urn the situation is di ffere nt: although enriched in heavy elements wi th re
spect to the Sun, they still retain a substantial amount of H and He, so tha t the
prese nt total mass e 1.3 X 10- 3 Mo has to be increased by a fuctor e 10. Uranus
and Neptune, qui te depleted in H and He, arc probably an intermed iate case;
their prese nt rnass e 10- 4 Mo should be increased by about 50 times. Since the
co ntributio n of other bodies (Pluto. satellites, ctc.) is negligible, our inventory
leads to the concl usion that the total initial mass of nebula was at least a few
times 10- 2 Mo. Obviously, this procedure imp licitl y assumes that the planets
were formed at their present location s; this. however, may not he co mpletely
true. especially for the outermost gia nts (Sec . 16.4).

An estimate of the surface de nsity profile in the nebula can be obtained by
spreading the above reco nstru cted mass for each plane t around its own posi tion
(Fig. 16. 1). For Jupiter, we ge t e 500 g/cm2, comparable to the column density
in the Earth 's atmosphe re. The appro xima te fin ing law

CT(r) :::: 300 x ( r 13 )-3/2 gjcm2 ( 16.1 )
8 x 10 cm

can be integrated and gives a total mass, dominated by the upper limit at 50 AV.
o f 7 x 1031g :::: 0 .04 Mo.

The thickness o f the disc is determined by the balance between the co mpo
ncnt 9: of the grav ity acceleration alon g the nebular rotati on axis z and the gas
pressu re P (cq. ( 1.38» :

dl? _ Vg: = _ 0 GMo ~ = _ on2., . (1 6.2)
dz - r2 r _ ... ,

V is the density of the gas and n(r) the Keple rian mean motion . The self
gravity of the nebula has been negle cted . Assuming for simplicity a perfect gas
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(cq. ( 1.16») with a thermal velocity vT :::::: .j3P/g independent of z, cq. (16.2)
has the solution

v(r, z) = vCr ) exp [-3 n2z2/(2v; )I .

The thickness of the disc can be defined as

1
[

w ( ' )1 /2(T _ ;C "r
11 = -- = -- o(r. z) dz = - -

g( r. O) g(I'.O) _,"". 3 It

(16 .3 )

( 16.4)

Since "r IX 1'- 1/4 . H ex: r~/4 and [l IX 1'- 11/4 : as a result of the diminishing gravity
the nebula thickens with increasing distance. At I' = 5 AV (ahout Jupiter's
distance) we have It :::::: 2 x IO-s s- I and the thermal veloci ty for hydrogen at
.:::::: 100 K is Vr ::::: 1.6 X 105 ern/soso that H ::::: 1013 cm, [l ::::: 10- 10 glcml and
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( 16.5 )

P(O) ;::: 0 .3 dyne/cm? "'" 3 X 10- 1 atmospheres; the ratio H ] r ox r 1/4 is :::: O. J.
Fro m Poi sson's equation, the sel f-g ravity is of order 2;r;.G(r; its ra tio to the solar
gravity

t5 = 2;:: lr ? :=::: 2 :""c[J r
1

= n; ox: r 1/4
MoH Mo 2111

se 0 . 1 at Jupiter, is always small, justifying its neglect ; it can also he. Note
also its expression in terms of the local Jeans' frequency n

l
(eq. (a) in the

Ap pendi x).
Similarly 10 the discu ssion of planetary discs in Sec. 14 .7. we use the C0 0 4

cept of Roch e's limi t, below which a fluid mass M is disru pted by tides. At
the distance r from the Sun its rad ius R must be smaller than the separation
r [MJ(3Mo )J 113 o f the Lagrangian point 1.1 from its cemre (eq . (13. 15» ; hence
its den sity must ful fil

9Mo 9
!.' >!!c = --1 = ----:(l. ( 16.6)

4;: ,.. 20
Since c5 < I, a t the nebular den sity (! bod ies ca nnot bind gravitationall y; to
overcome their tidal di sruption, iuteratomic forces are required to first coagu
late small part icles 10 larger ones . The possibi lity of direct pla netary forma
tion in a more ma ss ive d isc by gravita tio nal instability has been considered .
Th ough this scenario has several appealing fea tures (e .g. it doe s not de pend
on poorly unders tood panicle properties and beuer expla ins the ec centr icity
d istribu tion o f cx trasolar planets: Sec. 16.5) , in the solar syst em it is a less
viable alternative (sec. howe ver, comments in Sec. 16 .4). On the other ha nd.
this possibilit y is st ill a plausibl e scena rio for many of the observed cx trasolar
sys tems. In the Appendix we formulate ele me ntary condi tions for the onset of
gravitational instabili ty both in a uniform mediu m and. whi ch is more rele vant.
in a differentially rotating disc.

In addit ion to the vert ical pressure gradient, in the gaseous nebula a radial
pressure gradient co ntributed to the equilibrium and affec ted the orbi ta l motio n
of the gas. If nq is the orbita l ang ular velocity of the gas. the radial equilibrium
condition is

" GMo I dP v;
r n- - -- =-- ;:,: -- (16.7)

'} r2 !! dr 3r .

For our mod el nebula. at Jupiter 's distance vT /( l1r) DC r l/4 ;:,: 0. 1, so that the
dev iation from Kepl erian mot ion

2 ' ,
11 - l1g ;;; n - /l g = ~ ("'-)- IX ...;r (16.8)

2 n2 1/ 3 1Ir

is sma ll. but still implying impo rtant effec ts as described in Sec. 16.2 .

A gross pi cture of planetary formation: nominal model. Th is is the outline
of the four phases of planetary formation, to be further developed in Secs. 16.2
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to 16.4: (i) formation of solid particles in the gas environment and their settle
mcnt near the midplane of the nebula; (ii) their collisional growth to plcmetes
imats (about kilometre-size objects); (iii) gravitational accumulation of plan
ercsimals into planetary emb ryos (with approximately lunar-to-Mars masses),
and (iv) planetary formation. In the case of the terrestrial planers the last phase
faces a competition between collisional accumulation of planctesimals and dis
ruption by impacts. For the giant planets. which contain a large amount of
hydrogen and helium, the formation must have been faster; the core formation
was followed by a runaway accretion of the massive atmosphere. The planet
forming region extends to roughly 50 - 100 AV; further away, the nebula had
a density so low that the timescale necessary for collisional accumulation be
comes longer than the solar system age. Current observations indicate that the
density was not far from this limit.

Obviously, the transitions between the stages (i) to (iv) arc somewhat ar
bitrary and also considerably overlap in the disc. They can be distinguished
according to which physical process dominated at that time. In what fol
lows, the "classical" theory is presented in some detail, mainly to introduce
methods of analysis: but it should be pointed out that it is likely oversimpli
fied and many doubts still remain. especial ly regarding the phases (i) and (ii).
The processes that dominate the phases (iii) and (iv ). namely the long-range
mutual gravitational interaction of planetesimals and planetary embryos, have
received much attention with numerical simulations. some of which are also
brief ly mentioned. Still, these numerical models typically cover a very limited
part of planetary formation and rely on significant simplifications. The main
diffic ulty is that some 30 - 40 orders of magnitude in mass separate dust par
ticles in the young nebula from the planets; the relevant evolution tirncscalc is
== 10 - 100 My. As a result. a direct numerical model of planetary formation
is, for the time being, unfcasiblc.

16.2 Growth of solid grains and formation ofplanetesimals
The solar nebula, after its separation from the protosun. gradually cooled

and, as a consequence, the vapour pressure of a number of constituents rapidly
decreased and eventually fell bclow their partial pressure. The condensation of
small solid particles (grains ) began at temperatures ~ 1,200 - 1, 700 K, with
oxides of aluminium, calcium and titanium, and metals like iron and nickel.
At lower temperatures, other materials became dominant: first silicates, then
carbon-rich minerals, and finally water and water-ammonia ices; the latter arc
very import ant because their consti tuents - hydrogen, oxygen and carbon 
have a high primordial abundance (Table 9.1). At the low estimated pressure
in the nebula water ice condenses slightly below 200 K: though the temperature
profile is poorly constrained, this is expected to occur near the outer edge of
the asteroid belt, at == 3 - 4 AV from the Sun. At very low temperatures.
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as the case is in di stan t regions. meth ane ice appears and mol ecule s like CO
and N2, trapped in an H20 matrix, can form clathrates. Thu s a compos itional
grad ient arose in the so lid component, a circumstance reflected today in the
very different compositions of plan ets, satellites and minor bodies at diffe rent
d istances (sec Ch . 14). Grains started to grow by co llec ting material sti ll in the
vapour phase .

In the crudes t poss ible approx imation, it is assumed that every impinging
molecu le, othe r than hydro gen and helium, sticks (0 a spherical solid gra in of
radius Rs , density [1.. and mass M, = 4r:. g ,R;J3 (obviously, the ass umption of
co mplete adsorp tio n oversimplifies the real situa tion: the following estimate is
to be taken as an upper limit). Th e growth rate of the mass and the radi us then
arc

dM~. , vT
- ,- = 4r:R~ (yg J 7 '

at ' " A

a«, e vT- = ty-- ;
dt e. YA

( 16.9)

VT is the the rmal veloc ity of the (hydroge n) gas, ty and A are the mass fraction
and the molecular number of the condensate. Note that the radius grows at a
constant rate. At Jupiter' s di stanc e, with {}J ::::: I g/cm3, A ::::: 20 (water ice),
{}::::: 10- 10 gjcm3 and a::::: 0.01 (insi dc e 3 AV onl y mineral gra ins survive and
the so lid fraction is lower by a factorof2 - 3), we have dRJ/ dl ::::: 2x JO- g em/s :::::
0.6 cm/y. Thus in a short time grains became macroscopi c particles and started
sinking towards the midplane of the nebula. Obviously the microphysics of
the growth of small part icles is a very complicated and still poor ly modelled
process; limited experimental and num erical data ind icate that loosely packed,
poss ibly fractul. structures arc formed, rather than sol id particles. These fragile
struc tures arc susce ptible to co llisional brcaku p, but, on the other hand , their
greater size helps sticking new mate rial to them . It should also be noted that at
some time melt ing and compactification must have taken place, as ev idenced
by chondrules . millimetric inclusi ons in primit ive meteorites, rich in calcium
and aluminium . The heat source respon sible for their melting is uncertain .

To estimate the timcscalc of the grain sculc mcr utowards the mid plane z = 0
of the d isc and their final size, conside r the equation of motion of a grain in the
z-dircction

(1 6 .10)

where Ft> is the gas dra g force . The mean free path of the gas molecule s
(::::: 102 cm, sec cq. (1.101» is typicall y larger than R, and Stokes ' drag law
(Sec. 12.3) - appropriate for thc hydrodyna mic regime - doe s not apply; rather,
the rate of momentum transfer is the differenc e between the contribution due
to the molecules impinging from above, proportional to (UT + d z/dt)2, and from
below, proportional to (v T - d z/dt)2. Since, as verified below, the grai n veloc ity
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Idzldll -e; vI" we get Epstein 's formula

5 17

( 16. 11)

,
4" R; dz dz

r ; = --3- evT dt = - Msvf « :

where the factor 4/3 holds for a fully absorbing (or a spccularly reflecting)
sphere, and

( 16. 12)

is the friction frequency. Since, as shown later, the inertial term in (16.10) is
negligible, gravity and drag balance each other and we obtain:

,
d z gz n- 2 !?sRs
- = - = -- l = - " -- Z .
dt VI vI VVt

Using eq. (16.9) for the changing grain size, we get the solution

( ",,2t' )
z(t ) = z(O) cxp - 2 VA

The timeseale for settlement on the midplane is

r , :::: (3.)1/2 A1{4 ,
(t 11

(16 .13)

( 16. 14)

( 16. 15)

of the order of ::::: 50 y, with a final value R." ::::: 30 em and a mass (at the
density of ice) :::: 2 X 105 g. We ean verify that Idzld! j "'" HITs :::: Vt lllTs « vT

and that d2z/ dt 2 ::::: 2H/r; = a n2H/A l/2 ::::: (n /A I/2) gz -e; gc. Grains are
thus expected to quiekly sank through the gas on the midplane and form there
a tlat and thin layer of high density, resembling Saturn's rings. However, this
idealized laminar settling does not rake into account shear instabilities and fluid
turbulence, as discussed below,

Radial motion. Friction also affec ts the Keplerian motion in the nebular plane,
a more complex problem than the case of re-entry (Sec. 12.3). We know
(eq. (16.8» that the circular velocity of the gas rnf/ is a little smaller than Ke
pier's velocity rn ; but (he sign of the relative velocity r tn, - ny) of the grain
with respect to the gas is not obvious. If n g < li s we have a {rue drag. orbital en
ergy is lost and dr /dt < 0: then the radial frictional accelera tion - vj dr l dt has
an outward direction, which requires, for the radial balanee, a centrifugal force
smaller than gravity, so that 11" < 11. If 11'1 > li s, friction increases the orbital
energy and the relation li s > 11 for the radial balance eould not be satisfied. Wc
conclude that Il ,~ always lies between 11 and 119: since 11" < 11, thc true ordering
is n" < 11" < 11 and dr idt < O. Solid grains are driven inward by dissipation
and may be engulfed by the deep potential well of the Sun: it is important to
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(16 .16 )

es tablis h (he timcscalc "orb of th is process of orbital deca y. Similarl y, in ac
cret ion discs around colla psed stars and galac tic nuclei. ma teri al continuously
fall onto the ce ntral body due to viscosity. Th e loss of orbita l energy due to the
drag - vf M sr( l1 s - /Iq) (cq . (12.4) ) gives

dr 1l ~- n9
- = - 2 Vjr --'-- -'-
fi t 1/

On the other hand. since n., - 11 « /1, the radia l momentum law reads (as above.
the inerti al term can be neglected)

and. eliminating n,,", we gel

(
,]-1I r /1 -/19 Vf

Torb = Idr/dtl = 2"r- n- 1 + /12

There arc two regimes: when VI» n

, ,
1 n- 11 -/1 u::
- ~ 2---" =-'_ ·, ,
Tnrb VI 11 vtr:

(16. 17)

(16 .18)

( 16. 18')

when vs«fI

(1 6.1 8" )

Since VI cc l /R" (eq. ( 16.12)), they correspond \0 small and large bodies,
respectively. Big bodies lose less orbita l energy because of their large area-to
mass ratio: for small bodies the unbalance due to the slight defect in centrifugal
force can be compensated with a slower inward motion (in general they are
strongly coupled to the gas and subject to less drag). The minimum value
of ' orh occurs at the transition between the two regimes, when VI = 11 and
R,. = gvI n) ::::: 5 m. At this size I/ ' mh = v; / (II ,.1 ) and ' ",h ::::: 3D,, ;
therefore. the orbital decay during settlement was small. and the use of Idz/dtl
as the appropriate relative velocity of the grain is justified. The above analysis
is in fact too simple, also because when the size of the body is comparable to,
or larger than, the mean free path of gas molecules in the disc, the Epsrcin drag
(16.11) should be replaced by the Stokes drag. It appears. however, that the
qualitative results obtained above with Epsrcin 's value for Fn are not changed.

Unless the turbulence was very active, apparently the vertical sctrlcmcnt pre
ceded the radial drift; but the estimated, very short - some 103 y - timcscalc of
the latter for metre-size boulders. poses a difficult problem. In completing the
transition from dust particles to kilometre-size bodies, which are sufficiently
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well dccouplcd from the gas motion, the catastrophic loss at intermediate sizes
of metres must be avoided; this is also a range of sizes where the previous
process of direct adsorption of small particles becomes inefficient. Several
possibilities have been suggested to bridge this problematic size range, hut it
is likely that several mechanisms have been active, depending on the particle
size, the composition and the heliocentri c distance.

Difficulties for th e gravltatlonal lnsta blllty and alt ernative hypotheses. The
traditional solution 10 the growth problem in the I - 1, 000 metre size range is
the gravitational instability, briefly reviewed in the Appendix. If bodies set
tied in a layer with a sufficiently high density and low velocity dispersion (see
the Toomre criterion (m) in the Appendix), they would spontaneously merge
under their self-gravity and rapidly form kilometre size (or larger) planctcsi
mals. However, solid particles, in their settling towards the midplane, drag the
gas velocity to values nearer the Keplerian velocity, faster than the gas outside,
which is supported by the pressure; a velocity gradient develops and turbulence
is expected to arise, which stirs up all small aggregates, preventing further set
tling. The previously discussed, regular sedimentation seems implausible. The
thickness of the solid grains layer in the midplane of the nebula depends on the
level of the turbulence and the particle size; numerical work indicates that this
stirring does prevent attaining the critical density for the gravitational insta
bility for partieles sufficiently coupled to the gas (smaller then a metre, say) .
Only larger bodies, eventually produced by coagulation, decoup le from the
gas motion and begin forming a denser sublaycr, which might be gravitation
ally unstable. As bodies grow bigger, their radial motion is coupled to the gas,
with a friction inversely proportional to the size (cq. (16.16)); the question is,
to what extent they retain their previous random veloci ties. Numerical sim
ulations indicate that a supcrcritical velocity may occur up ~ lOO metres. so
that gravitational instability does not seem to be a viable mechanism for plan
crcsima l formation at any size; it might be effective only in the outer parts of
the solar nebula and lead to the formation of comets and other bodies in the
rransneptunian region.

Although in the critical size range (;(: 1 metre) the adsorption mechanism is
not well understood, the relative velocity induced by the drag for bodies with
diff erent size may favour colli sional growth: (i) bodies of similar size collide
rarely, and only at low speed; (ii) bodies of very different sizes may collide at
higher speed. but the smaller body may be unable to shatter the bigger onc,
unless the latter is loosely bound. A numerical analysis of the evolution of the
size distribution in the central plane of the nebula at I AV is shown in Fig. 16.2.
In the initial state all solids are pm grains, with a uniform dust/gas mass ratio of
:>: 0.3% throughout the vertical direction. At first coagulation produces a peak
in the distribution at ~ 0. 1 mm; settlement toward the central plane drives it to
a centimetric size. In this dense sublayer gravitational instability is prevented
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Figure M.2. Size distribution of solids in the centra l plane of the protcplanctary nebula at
different times; initially they are assumed to he fJ-m grains, uniformly mixed with the gas. Co
agulation due to drag. induced motions results in growth. while settling in the central plane
increases the density. The grey band shows the critica l size range where bodies are most ef
ficiently removed by the gas drag. Data kindly provided by SJ . Weidenschilling; see also
SJ. Wcidcnschilling, SI'. set. Re v. 92. 295 (2000).

by differenti al rad ial velocities, and the collisional growth continues. Once
kilometri c objects form , they become (possibly gravitationally) dom inant and
grow faster, broaden ing the size distribution. At small sizes the characteristic
power law is due to collisional fragmentation . Though the deta ils of the cvo
lution depend on the model , its qualitative features were found rather robust
under variations of the assumptions; however. the complex turbu lent struct ure
was poorly modelled, or, as in Fig. 16.2, not modelled at all. The timescale for
planetesima l formation is roughly a few thou sand times the local orbital period
over a large range of heliocentric distances; :::::: 2. (0) Yat I AV and some 105 y
at 30 AV. in particular.

The double role of turbulence>- While the turbulence. inhibiting the conditions
for coagulation and gravitational col lapse, hinders the growth, it may also help
it. Fluid dynamics in the solar nebula shares two important features with the
global circulation in the atmosphere of a rotating planet: (i) Coriolis force
has a fundamental role and (ii) the flow is to a large extent two-dimensional,
with a negligible vertical velocity. Rossby waves. driven by the gradient of the
Coriolis frequency, arc a typical manifestation of this regime (Sec. 7.5). lf tur
bulence develops, it is confined to a two-dimensional layer and is very different
from the ordinary, three-dimensional case, in which the energy of large eddie s
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is progressively driven by non-linear interactions into the dissipativc range of
wave numbers; in the gcostrophic, two-dimensional case, while the vorticity
is broken up in smaller structures and eventually dissipated. the energy spec
trum moves to bigger sizes and produce large scale. coherent and long-lived
structures. This may be the reason why in the atmospheres of the giant plan
ets strong zonal winds are present. flowing in bands along the parallels; in the
nebular disc they may have an analogue in global jets flowing in the azimuthal
direction, with a velocity up to a fair fraction of the sound speed. The differen
tial drag in adjacent jets may drive solid particles toward their edge and confine
them there. At the distance from the Sun where two neighbouring jets are in
contact, vorticity may develop, as for the Great Red Spot of Jupiter (Sec. 7.5);
concentration of mass in the cores of long-lived anticyclonic vortexes in the
nebular disc has been described, both numerically and analytically.

Surely turbulence could have significantly affected the flow of mass and
angular momentum in the nebula and the formation of structures. It must
be avowed. however, that the current understanding of these complex pro
ccsscs is poor. We do not have a satisfactory and quantitative picture of this
kind of turbulence; the details of the adsorption and the collis ional breakup
arc scarcely known; numerical simularions face the difficulty of a satisfactory
physical model and, in any case, can only explore the evolution in a limited
region of the parameters, but do not provide general laws.

( 16. 19)

Formation of planetary embryos
and accretion of terrestrial planets

On a short term the gas drag does not affect much planetesimals bigger
than a few kilometres, but on a long timescale it may reduce eccentricities
and inclinations, and also cause, which is less important. a slow decrease of
their scmimajor axes. The further evolution results from the interplay between
collisions and gravitational scattering. Close encounters increase thc random
velocities Urel of planctcsimals, depending on the size distribution; on the other
hand. this distribution depends on the collision rate, hence on Ur~l. Sizes and
random velocities (which correspond to ccccnrric and inclined orbits) evolve
together.

The rate of growth of a planetesimal of mass M and radius R

[ 'jtlM 2 uc-e -
- = ,{lUre! r lc I + ( - )
tit Ure-I

shows in the bracket the gravitational enhancement factor of the gcometrie
cross-section ....R2 (cq. (1 1.44)); l! is the density of the embedding material.
For a large planctcsimal accrcring small debris, UC'iC = y 2GM j R is the escape
velocity; a modification is needed when the masses (and the sizes) are compa
rable. Since t'csc 0:: R, the gravitational enhancement factor plays a critical role

16.3
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(16.20)

in determining the growth of higger bodi es. As long as Urcl <: VCS{; , the logarit h
mic growth rate dM/ (M dt) 0:: I/R : sma ller bodi es grow faster and catch up
with the larger ones, with a trend tow ards comparable masses; this is usua lly
referred to as orderly growth . But when Ure l ce- UN the delivered kinetic en
ergy is larger than the gravitat ional binding energy of the impacted body and
fragmentation is the typical outcome. In the ensuing coll isional equilibri um
the site distribut ion is not uniform; this is what happened in the asteroid and
Kuiper bells (Secs . 14.3 and 14.4). If, on the other hand, the growth of relat ive
veloc ities is inhi bited, or o ne bod y ge ts big, so that Vrcl ::;; Ues;;, dM/(M dt ) cc R;
then large r bod ies grow faster, both absolutely and relatively la each other,
rapidly leading to the predo minance of a single body in the whole popul at ion
- the runQll!ay growth .

In the first stage of the evo lution, the mass distribut ion of plan etesimals
is rou ghly uniform and the orderly gro wth inc reases the ratio 20 = (vesc/ vrcJ)2

from its initially low values toward s I; at this point kineti c and binding energies
arc comparable, break-ups occ ur, which approximately maint ain B ::::: 1. Th is
may be not qui te the case du e to inelastic collisi ons, gravitationa l friction of
large r planctcs ima ls, gas drag, and so on. These dissipativc effec ts favo ur the
on set of ru naway grow th, in which a single body emerges in rhc swarm and
accretcs most of the material aro und. Duri ng this pha se its valu e of () remains
about 3 - 5; higher values occur in presenc e of gas, whose friction diminishes
the velocity of planetcsimals.

Since plancrcsimals orbit around the Sun in ro ughl y circular orbits, the run
awa y growth of planetary embryos is a loca l process and does not complete
at the same time in the who le swarm. The restricted three-body problem pro
vides the appropriate insight : a mass M on a nearly circu lar orbi t of radius r
can experie nce co llisions with part icles only within the critica l separation

(
M )' /3/1 ,.= KR = K,. -- .

11 3Mo '

(Sec. 13.4 and Fig. 13.10 ). R
Il

is Hill's radius and K is a constant of the orde r

o f unity (;:; 2 V3; see Problem 16.7). The final uccreted mass of the planetary
em bryo is roughly given by all the material initiall y present in this zone; this
is the isolat ion mass

;
_ . _ 312 r

M; - 4:rr(bor), rr - (41tlrK ) 1/2
(3Mo)

The corres po nding width is

]( )3/2
::::: 1.6x 1025 (..!-) ~ g .

A V g/ cm-
(16.21)

, ' ( )'/31{2 3/2 r- r - er
(6.r) ; = (4;tfT) K 1/2 ::::: 0 .003 (- ) --2 A V .

(3Mol AV g /cm
(16 .22)
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(T is the surface density. In the terrestrial zone. where IT :=::: 8 g/cm2, the plane
tary embryos have a lunar-to-Mars mass.

The conclusions of this simple analysis are supported by numerical simu
lations, which take into account the physics of collisions and the gas environ
ment. A typical timcscalc for the formation of a planetary embryo is :=::: 105 y
in the terrestrial zone (Fig. 16.3), and a few My at :=::: 2 - 4 AV. This time is
shorter at smaller distances from the Sun both because the disc density is larger
and the revolution period is shorter; the formation of the embryos proceeds as
an outward propagat ing wave.

Once the embryo is formed and dominates the local swarm by a factor of at
lcast e 100 in mass (Problem 16.4), it becomes massive enough to significantly
increase by gravitational influence the relative velocities of nearby bodies. The
conditions for a runaway process are no more satisfied and the further growth
proceeds orderl y, sweeping up the remaining population, with occasional col
lisions. This phase is referred to as the oligarchic growth. Numerical simula
tions indicate that a pair of neighbouring embryos on nearly circular orbits is
stable if their separation is :=::: (5 - 10) R

Il
. One expects at the end of this process

the emergence in the terrestrial zone of some 20 - 40 lunar-to-Mars size bodies,
with spacings of :=::: 0.05 AV and typical eccentricities and inclinations of order
0.00 1- 0.01.

Planetary formation in the inner and outer solar system are likely to be re
lated. Giant planets may have formed (Sec. 16.4) out of accretion onto a core
at a slower (:=::: I - 10 My) pace and may have affected the late phase of ter
restrial embryos evolution: in particular, the planeresimals' velocities in the
inner swanu could have been increased. even by large amounts. by secular or
resonant perturbations due to the giant planets. This may have entirely halted
the formation of Mars-size embryos in the asteroid belt region, and caused
the escape from it of severallarge bodies: this can explain the apparent mass
deficiency in the asteroid belt (Fig. 16.1 and Sec. 14.3). In a different sec
nario, giant planets may have formed in a fast gravitational instability of a ga
seous mass; numerical simulations indicate that this process and their follow
ing, slight inward migration. would actually inhibit the formation of Ccrcs-likc
bodies in the asteroid belt. Together with chemica l considerations (Sec. 16.4),
this is one important argument against this possibility for the giant planet for
mation.

Final stage of terrest rial planet formation, Planetary embryos, formed thro
ugh the runaway growth, arc on closely spaced orbits and have masses smaller
than Venus and the Earth. Since their number is not large, the problem of the
final growth to terrestrial planets can be investigated with N·body numerical
simulations. The residual small planetesimals contain only a small fraction of
the total mass, so that gravitational friction can be neglected.
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Fi gnre /6.3. Snapshots of planctcsimal accretion into a planetary embryo, obtained with an N
bod y numerical simulation: an init ial set of 3. (xlO planetevimals of equ al mas s (102) g) evolve
unde r their gravita tional interactions and co llis ions toward a plane tary emb ryo. which forms
- the black circle - utter 0.2 My via runaway growth. The effect of gas drag. with den sity
2 x to-" gzcrn' is includ ed . The horizontal line indicates an interval ±5 R

H
centred on the

embryo (R.. is Hill' s radius); each sym bol has a radius proport ronalto the planeteximal rad ius.
On the right. the cu mulative mass d istributions Ne of the plane tcsimals : the runaway emergence
of the dominant e mbryo is evident in the last panel. Data kindly provided by E. Kokubo; see
also E, Knkubc and S. Idll, tcar»s 143. 15 (20G0).

While the orbits of pairs of neighbouring embryos sufficiently spaced (more
than ::::< 10 RH) are stable, three or more of them are genera lly, on a long term,
unstable; in fact their mutual pcrturbations cause orbit crossing. With the ex
pected initial separation, this typically occurs within a few millions revolu
tions. Once a close f1 yby occurs for a pair of embryos. the disturbance triggers
a cascade of encounters among the other bodies; as a result. their mutual pertur
bations raise the orbital eccentricities and inclinations and the system beco mes
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Figure 16.4. Snapshots of a swarm of gravitatlonally interacting planetary em bryos obtained
with an N-body numerical simulation. Initially, 154 embryos and plauctcximal s of lunar-to
Mars size, with a bimodal mass dist ribution are distributed in the inner sulur system; in 200 My
they evolve in the {a . e) plane toward 4 planetary objects. The surviving objects are very close
to the terrestrial planets . The small ci rcles have a radius proportional to the stzc of the embryo.
Datu kindly provided by I .E. Chambers; sec also I .E. Cha mbers. kann 152, 205 (200 1I.

strongly chaotic; the output of simulations is stochastic and even the final num
ber of terrestrial planets (typically 2 - 4) may vary. The large relative velocities
of the embryos dimin ish their collisional cross-section: as a consequence. the
accretion time to form terrestrial planet s (typically > 100 My; Fig. 16.4) is
longer. High energy collisions may occ ur. although never catastrophic; plane
tary growth slow ly proceeds. The process ends with a few planets on widely
spaced orbits without crossing: however. the system might be on ly marginally
stable and its survival over the next billions of year s is a matter or further inves
tigation (Sec. 15.1). Numer ical sirnul ation s yield. in a statistically important
number of cases, a sequence of planets in a reasonable agreement with the
number and the spacing of terrestrial planets (Fig. 16.4). A roughly geometric
progression of their scmimajor axes, histori cally described by the Titius-Bode
law (Problem 14.1). is a natural outcome of this evolution.

The late phase of the format ion of terrestrial planets has important consc
qucnccs.

• Due to collisions between moderately eccentric bodies. a widespread mix
ing of material can be expected. and any early compositional difference
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between the inner planets is diminished. Thi s is mainly rruc for Venus and
Earth; the smaller planets (Mercury and Mars) might be mainly composed
by material in their respective accretion zones.

• During the final growth phase each planet was impacted by bodies with
masses ranging from 0.1% to 25% of its own mass. Such giant impacts
likely contributed a random component to their angular momcnta and their
present obliquitics (sec also Sec. 14.1). When the mass of the planetary em
bryo is larger than e 0.05 M'fJ , impacts also contributed to the volutilization
of water and carbon dioxide. With a slightly larger mass, as the grow
ing body develops a primordial atmosphere (Sec. 8.5), degassing of accret
ing planetesirnals occurs in their fall. This early atmosp here behaves as a
partially insulating blanket, and furthe r contributes to heating the planet 's
surface. A thick layer of the mantle may even melt, with important differ
entiation with depth; inhomogeneities in the chemical composition and the
temperature possibly resulted into the formation of distinct geological units
(e.g ., con tinents).

• A large impact could have ejected from the Earth a spray of material. which
accumu lated in a geocentric orbit and later formed the Moon (Sec. 16.4). In
the case of Mercu ry, a giant impact might have stripped the silicate mantle,
leaving a planet with an anomalously high density (Sec. 14.1). The isotopic
analysis dates the formation of the Moon at 30 - 50 My after the origin of
the solar system (Sec. 5.3), in a good agreement with the expected timing
of large impacts.

16.4 Formation of giant planets and satellites
Unlike the terrestrial planet s, the giant planet s con tain significant quantities

of primordial gas (hydrogen and helium ) of the solar nebula. This severely
constrains their formation. which must have happened within c 10 - 30 My,
before the nebular gas was blown away in the T-Tauri phase of the Sun. One
must also take into account differences in elemental and isotopic compos ition
between the two prom inent groups: gaseous giants (Jupiter and Saturn) and ice
giants (Uranus and Neptune). and also explain their difference with respect to
solar abundances. The mass abundance of refractoI)' material in the Sun is less
than 2% (Table 9.1), hut this is enhanced for Jupiter, Saturn, and especially
Uranus and Neptune; this implies that gian t planets accrcrcd heavy elements
more efficient ly than light gases from the nebula, or did not reach the phase
of a massive accumulation of hydrogen and helium. As usual. let X and Y be,
respectively, the mass fraction of hydrogen and helium. Jupiter 's atmosphere is
depleted in helium, since Y/( X + Y) = 0.24, as measured by the Galileo probe,
is significantly smaller then the solar value 0.28. Saturn 's depletion, with its
atmospheric value 0.16 for this parameter, is even larger. D/H, the relative
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abundance of deuterium (Sec. 8.5), is another important diagnostic parameter
that must be accommodated in any model for the format ion and the evolution
of these planets: the gaseous giants' value is equal the value forthe protosolar,
interstellar medium, while ice giants arc enriched in deuterium. Finally, a con
stra int on their fo rmat ion com es from the ir present internal structure. In the
simple model of a fluid and rotating body in stationa ry equilibrium, the den
sity di stribu tion of the outer planets is axially symmetric around their axis, and
invariant under its reversal; in thi s model the gravitational field is co mpletely
determined by the mass and the even zonal coe fficients h I!' n = I, ..., func
lions of the density dis tribution and of Helmen 's parameter p(O (see eqs. (1.13)
and (2 .55». On turn. their measurement provides constraints on the density.
The giant planets likely have a central, dense core and a surround ing envelope.
compose d mostly of hydrogen and hel ium. The cores of Jupiter and Saturn
are very small (models of Jupiter with no core are not excluded); Uranus and
Neptune arc mostly a core with a sma ll envelope .

The formation of the giant planets has been extensively studied in two sec
narios. The self grav ity of the proroplanctary disc is weak, and d isruption
of a condensation by centrifuga l force and the gas therm al press ure must he
avoided . The two scenarios differ by the way this key problem is overcome. (i)
The core-instability model uses the extra grav ity field of a sufficiently massive
so lid core; (ii) the gas-instability model assumes in the nebula a gravitatio nally
unstable subcondensation (see the Appendi x), perh aps triggered by an exter
nal pert urb ing body, like a stellar companion. The first alternative mee ts less
objections and is more favoured; but the second mode l may be more important
for the known extrasola r planetary systems.

Gravitational instability, In a d ifferentially rotating disc the competition be
tween se lf-gravity and centrifuga l force is governed by Toomre 's para meter
(cq . (m) in the Append ix)

K("Q = _ . ;
"GfT

( 16.23)

K is the ep icycl ic frequency of radial osci llations, C,, is the gas sound speed and
o: the surface density. Local instabili ty and collapse of a lump of gas occurs
when at that place Q < I. In the minim um mass nebular model (Sec. 16 .1) Q
is gene rally appreciable larger than unity; a (local or global) enhancement of
(T and a lower sound speed provides a cheap, standa rd way out. Simplified nu
mcrical examples have succee ded forming planets with a mass of a few jupiters
in a disc of ::::: 0 .15 M0 only, with reasonable temperature and pressure profiles.
However, disc fragmentation is a very complicated process, sensitively dcpc n
dent on appropriate modelling of poorly known microphysical effects (c.g.,
compress ional heati ng and radia tive transfer in the collapsing clump) . The
resolution of numerical methods might be of concern, too.
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A strength of the gas-instability model is the short timcscalc (several orbital
periods) required for planetary formation; this avoids the problem of gas sup
ply. Planets can be also formed on ecce ntric orbits and may acquire masses in
the range 5 - 10 Mp as observed in some extrasolar systems. Among its weak
nesses, the atmospheric composition of the giant planets. especially Uranus
and Neptune, does nor match that of the Sun, and a chemical segregation mech
anism cannot be eas ily identified. Moreover, planetary cores are not explained,
especially those of the ice giants. It is possible that within the forming planet
dust and ice grains had enough time to grow to abou t millimetric or decimet
ric size (Sec. 16.1); but whether these early solids can settle into the centre
of a turbulent and convec tive gian t protoplanet is unclea r. This is part icularly
de licate for Uran us and Neptune, whose big cores should contain some 2/3 of
ice. It has been also proposed that the chemical anoma lies of Uranus and Nep
tune might be due to photo-evaporation of light elements in the ou ter part of
the proroplancrary nebula under intense. extreme UV radiation by young stars
in the solar neighbourhood . However. no clear identification has been fo und.
and this possibility remains hypothetical. Typically the gas-instability model
produces relatively large (<: 5 MJ ) bod ies, inconsisten t with the giant planets
of the solar system; mechanisms of further fragmen tation and/or mass-loss arc
unclear. This is obviously related to the need, in order to trigger the graviratio
nal instabili ty, of a disc more massive than the minimu m mass mode l. Finall y,
it is not clear whether a very early forma tion of giant planets would permit the
formation of asteroids (Sec . 16.3).

Core instability, Though with its own problems. this scenario apparently ex
plains more easily the observed features of the sola r system giants and is con
sidered a "base line model". In its first phase, it shares the same evolutionary
track as the terrestrial planets (Sec. 16.3). A planetary emb ryo is formed as a
result of a runaway growth out of a swarm of plancrcsirnals; eqs . (16.21) and
(16.22) indicate that in the minimum mass nebula a Jupiter embryo with mass
:::: 1.5 MiIJ formed in abou t 10 My. Thi s value is too low to trigger efficient ac
cretion of the gas envelope and the tirncscule. nearly the nebular lifetime, may
be too long. The problem is usually solved by assuming a surface density IT

of solids at the Jupiter heliocentric distance larger by a fa ctor e (2 - 3) than
the minimum mass model , allowing the formation of a;;; 8 Mif) embryo within
~ 1 My (Pig . 16.5).

When the growing core attains e I Mw, it starts to gravitationally attract a
small amount of nebular gas. Thi s gaseou s envelope increases in mass with
the core. At a low mass a stationary state is established. in which the infalling
material heats up using its own gravitational bindin g energy; a simple analyt
ical model of this process follow s the same pattern of the theory of the solar
wind and is discussed below. But radiative exchange is essential: the growing
infrared radiation from the core contributes to the heating. and radiation is lost
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Figure /6.5. Core-instability model for the growth of gaseous giant planets. We show. as
function of time. the total mass (solid line). the core mass (dashed line) and the mass of the
gaseous envelope (dotted line). The three stages of the evolution discussed in the text (runaway
growth of the core, slow accretion of solids and approximate hydrostatic equilibrium for the at
mosphere. and runaway accretion of gaseous envelope) an: shown. For the formation of Jupiter
(top) and Saturn (bottom) a ptancrcsunals disc with density IT' = 10 g/em2 and tr = 3 g/em-'
was assumed, respectively. The planets arc at their current distance from the Sun. Data kindly
provided by O. Hubickyj : sec also J.B. Pollaek et al.. team s 124. 62 ( 19% ).

from the envelope to interplanetary space. Infalling planetesirnals either hit
the core or, at later stages, are ablated and destroyed in the envelope. For some
lime the accretion of the gas envelope may approx imately follow the much
slower growth of the core. The duration of this phase, which critically affects
the whole process, depends on several factors, including: planetary migration,
which helps maintaining the core growth rate; loss of radiative energy, depend
ing on the opacity. However, once the envelope mass is of the same order as
the core mass, roughly at rhc isolation valuc « 8 MID, the infalling matter is
no longer able to balance the energy radiated away; the gaseous envelope as a
whole contracts in order to liberate additional energy. Eventually, this contrac
tion turns into a fast runaway process, lasting only some 1 - 10 ky (fig. 16.5).
This scenario needs an initial core with mass above the critical core mass, a
threshold estimated to bc .:::::: (8 - 10) Me in Jupiter's zone, with minor changes
further out. The agreemen t between this value and the approximately known
core masses of giant planets in the solar system is an important support for
this model. The enhancement of heavy elements in their atmospheres may be
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qualitatively ex plained by the sublimation of infallin g solid pla ncrcsimal s at
the late formation stage .

D urin g the runa way pha se of the ga s e nvelope, th e lumino si ty o f the pro to
planet significantly increases up to a maximum value . which depends on the
ava ilable material in the surroundi ng reg ion. and is est imated to be 10-4 - 10- 3

of the current solar luminosity. This is a fairly large value. but, due 10 its short
d uratio n, some 0.01 - 0.1 My, it '> dire ct photo metric dete ction in ex trasolar
planetary systems is unlikely. At the end of the rapid gas accretion, the early
planet fills most of its Rochc zone (fo r Jupiter a few hundred times larger than
its prese nt radius); it may cease also as a result of the disc dispersal, expected
about 10 My after the protosun formation. Moreover, a" the planet slowly con
tracts, it likely opens a gap in the disc, which itself largely reduces the gas
inflow. With no significant internal heat sources , the planet steadily cools; to
day's infrared excess in the luminosity of giant planets (Sec. 6.5) is attributed
to the final phase of this process.

The fact that Uranu s and Neptune have much smaller gase ous envelopes.
with accordingly higher metal abundance than Jupiter and Saturn, suggests
that they never reached the critical mass to locally trigger the runaway enve
lope accretion. Th is is due to the slower growth of their cores, both because
the disc density was lower and the revolut ion periods were longer; the gaseous
envelope was likely dispersed before the ice giants could strut to accrctc gas
more efficiently. Despite this reasonable conclusion. both ice giants present
a serious problem for the standard growth scenario: with the minimum mass
nebula , at their current heliocentric dis tance , their expected cores and icy man
tles. with masscs e 10 - 15 M f,D , would take some 100 My or longer to grow,
a timeseale far too long to explain the accre tion of their atmospheres. One
could assume either much lower relative velocit ies among plancrcsimals (i.e.,
values of 0 of the order of lOO: Sec. 16.3), or much larger amounts of solid
material inside these zones. The former possibility seems more likely. since it
is not easy to find a reasonable physical mechanism capable of ejec ting from
the solar system large amount s of solid material: moreover. () was probably
increased by gas drag and by the fact that, when the average relative velocity
became sufficient to ejec t the bodies from the solar system. a cutoff appeared
in their ve locity distribution. It is also likely that ice giants were formed nearer
to the Sun and slowly migrated outward to their current position s (see below).
In a viable scenario. the nuclei of Uranus and Nept une might have been even
formed in between the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn ; the formation of the two
gas giants, in approx imately the same time. prevented any further grow th of
Uranus and Neptune and scattered both embryos furthe r OUI.

In the inner part of the nebula, gas accretion was hampered both by the
higher tempe rature and by the fact that the available amount of solid material
was not eno ugh to allow any embryo to substantially exceed the critical mass
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for runaway gas accretion; this explains the entirely different atmospheres of
terrestrial planets (Sec . 8.5).
A simple fluid model for the accretion of a gm envelope»- In Parker's baro
tropic, spherically symmetric model of the solar wind, when p rO) is given
(Sec. 9 .2 and f ig. 9.3), the approp riate solution is the separatrix (b). which di
rectly connects the subsonic region I to the supersonic domain III and ends up
in a progressively rarefied , superso nic flow; but another separa trix (a) joins a
supersonic inner flow to an outer spherical cloud of gas at rest and is a possible
so lution for the present case . It should also be noted that a solution or type
(c), everywhere subsonic, is destroyed by an arbitrarily small viscosity, A time
reversal, under which Bernoulli ' s equation (9.7) is invariant, changes the flow

direction and the rate dMl dt , It does not cost lO O much to waive the isothermal
assumption, and to work in a more realistic adiabatic regime. with a polytropic
index y; in this way a simple, but rigorous and paradigmatic model of gaseous
accretion is obtained, relevant for the whole of astrophysics. In its fall onto
the cent ral bod y, o r mass M and radius R, the gas co mpresses and increases its
rhcrmal speed using gravitational energy, until it disappears at r = R;accretion
is completed in a very short and finite time, inversely proportional to the initial
mass Mo. For a black hole the therma l speed attains relativistic values; in this
ease complex rad iativc processes and large luminositics arise . The solution
exist'> for all values of y in the relevant interva l (l , 5/3). The model is sphcri 
eally symmetric and cannot deal with the for mation of an accretion disc out of
an initial and small angular momentum of the cloud. It also neglects radiative
losses to outer space, and the effects of radiation from the core, in particular
heating and photon pressure; the minimu m core mass needed to trigger the
runaway accretion and the relevant tirnescale are in this way underestimated,
but only by about an order of magnitude.

From inspection or eq. (9.7) . we look for a negat ive solution vCr) < 0 with a
grad ient doldr everyw here positive; this is possible only if it crosses the sonic
point re. where v2(r,.) = C;(rc ) and r,.Il(rc) :: G M/ rc - 2c;(rc) = 0; in addition,
the boundary co nditions are now given at infinity, with a density [I"" and a
sound speed C.1"" . Supersonic accretion is possible onl y if re = G M/ (2c;( rc)) >
R, the physical radiu s or the embryo. The mass gain M = 4:tlv(r) Ir2[1( r) is
independent of the distance and at the sonic point (indicated with a suffix c)

has the form
( 16.24)

Of course. as r ~ 00, Ivl ~ O. In the polytropi c case c:; is proportional to
the temperature and C;OI- r is co nstant (eg. ( 1.26a»; the isothermal case is
recovered for y ~ 1. Eq. (9.7 ) is integrable and gives

v' _GM = c;~ [1_(.£...)'-'1.
2 r ')'- 1 [I""

( 16. 25)
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which shows how the binding energy of each particle increases as the gas is
heated and compressed. To express M in terms of the thermodynamical vari
ables ar infinity, note first that the previous equation. evaluated at the sonic
point, gives

With this we get

. C 2M 2
M = r. f (Y)-,-"~

Cse<>
[ ( 2 )"-3"/21'-1)]
flY ) = 5 _ 3y . (16.26)

The relevant interval fo r y is (1,5/ 3), correspo nding to a num ber of degrees of
freedom between 00 and 3 (cq . (1.2 1)); in this interval fey ) does not change
much. fro m f (5 /3 ) = 1 to f (l ) = e3l2 == 4 .5 . Since f must he rea l, the re is
no so lutio n for y > 5/ 3. Wh ile in the so lar wind y = 5/3 is a good choice, in
our case a lower value is more likely. Wh en the conditions at infinity do not
change, the so lution

Mo
t/Taccr

formally diverges in thc accretion time

Cl
r a<:cr = '"

r:f{y) G2MoO"

( 16.2 6' )

(16 .27)

In terms of the conditions at infinity, the largest radius R(. for supersonic accre
tion of a body of mean density !! is

[
3 ]1/2

Rc = c-«,
, (5 3y) GO

(16. 28)

For fj "'" I gjcm1. Coo ::::; 105 cmfs, y = 1.5 (values suitable for Jupiter). we
obtain Rc "'" 5,000 km. corresponding to a mass w 0 .1 Mm; as noted above.
this is about 10 times smaller value than that found with more realistic models.
The accretion timcscale ( 16.27) is very short: for 0"", ::::; 10- 9 g/cm3, r acer ::::;
I ,OOO {Me IMo) y. In effect, accretion could have been so fast only where
the planet 's gravity was dominant over that of the Sun, which holds only in a
fraction of the feeding zone; diffusion of the gas toward the centre of the zone
was hampered also by angular momentum conservation.

Planetary migration. Gaseous planets can "migra te" from the place where
they were formed, or even during their formation. toward or away from the
star. This is relevant both for the giants planets and in cxrrasolar systems,
and is crucial in order to understand their properties, even in relation to minor
bodies.
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Figure /6 .6. Left: semimajor axes of the giants planets embedded in a planetesimal disc with
total mass 50 Me: exchange of energy and angular momentum with planctcsirnals removes the
latter and causes an outward planetary migration. The grey zones indicate the range of distances
between perihelion and aphelion. At '" 30 My, when crossing the 2/1 mean motion resonance
with Neptune. Uranus' eccentricity briefly increases. The initial semimajor axes of the planets
have been chosen to differ from their present values by Aa "" +0.2, - 0.8. - 3 and - 7 AU, in such
a way that the latter are attained after e 50 My. Right: radial displacement of the giant planets
by planctcximal scattering after 30 My, as a function of the initial mass Mn of the left-over
planctcsimal disc (In Earth's masses). Data kindly provided by J.M. Hahn; sec also J.Y!. Huhn
and R. Mulhotra, A slrrJll . 1. 117, 304 1 (1999).

Migration due to interaction with the nebular gas> An early migration may
occur before the dispersal of the gaseous nebula, typically within the first
=:: 10 My. A low-mass planet embedded in the disc migrate inwards, prin
cipally as a result of the exchange or angular momentum with the disc pen ur
bations induced at the Lindblad resonances sites (Sec. 14.7). There is a net
imbalance between the torq ues produced in the inner and outer parts or the
disc, the outer resonances being systematically stronger. This process. called
type I migration, becomes effic ient for a protoplanet's mass z I M ID ; above this
threshold the growth lime is expected to be longer than the migration timescale
~ 0. 1(M /MiIJ) My. After the runaway accretion of the gaseous envelope is
completed, the planet opens a gap in the disc; as the gap is a barrier to the ra
dial flow, the direct interaction with the nebular gas is much reduced. However,
the planet may still trigger dissiparivc surface waves on both the inner and outer
parts of the disc, with a slight unbalanee; this process, that causes the planet
(and the gap to which it is locked) to migrate inward. is termed type II migra
tion . The relevant timcscalc is generally longer than type I; its speed weakly
depends on the planetary mass. Both types are assumed to play a prominent
role in explaining the anomalous number of giant planets close to their hosting
star (Sec. 16.5), but perhaps were not significant in the solar system.
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Migration related 10sweeping the left-over population ofplanetesimals> After
the gaseous co mponent in neb ula disperses, planetary migratio n may continue
due ( 0 the interaction with the solid compo nent in the di sc. As in the case
of terrestrial planets, plan etary for ma tion is not a completely efficie nt process,
and a po pulation of planctcsim als, ha lted in their growth, is left over. Mo st of
them, as co nfirmed by numerica l simulations , und erwen t gravitationa l interac
tions with the outer pla nets. Those scattered out ward by Uranus and Neptune
typically returned and underwent another scatte ring event; but Ju piter and Sa t
urn are massive enough to efficie ntly eject most of them out o f the solar sys tem.
A net inward nux toward Jupiter resul ted. But in order to conserve the angular
momentum and the energy o f the sys tem, the orbit s of Uranus and Neptune
mu st migrate outwards (rig. 16.6); for the same reason , Jup iter migra ted in
ward . Nume rical simula tio ns indi ca te a m igrat ion timescale of ;::: 50 - 100 My.
d uring wh ich the ice giants migh t have drifted so me 5 and 10 AV. respect ively;
this value critically de pends o n the uncertain in itia l ma ss of the pla neresimal
popula tion (Fig. 16.6) .

T here is a strong evidence for such migrat ion in the dy namica l structure of
the Kuiper be lt (Sec. 14.4) . In its outward migration, Neptune caused mean
motion and sec ular re so nanc es which swept up the be lt, increasing eccen
tricities and incl inations; moreover, since the migrat ion was no t a smooth
orbital ex pa nsion. some bigger planctcsimals from the inner regions migh t
have been trapped o n long-term stable orbi ts with high eccent ricity and in
cl ination . Mo st importan t. this mod el eas ily explai ns the large popul ation of
rransncprunian objects inside the exterior 2/3 mean moti on reson ance (pluti
nos; Sec. 14.4) in which they were captured as Neptune moved away from the
Sun.

A small. bu t not insignificant fraction of bod ies were also inse rted int o very
eccentric elliptica l orb its. with an aphel ion not much closer tha n the nearest
sta rs. Under random interact ions with passing stars they gradually spread
into a huge cloud surrounding the solar sys tem. the Oort cloud (Sec. 14.5 and
Fig. 14.13 ); when so me of them fall back into the inner solar sys tem (owing
again to gravitational d isturbances by passing stars and ga lac tic tide effects) .
re leas ing the volatiles embedded before the ir ejectio n. are observed as comets.
T he est imated mass of the left-over planetesimal sw arm - ;::: 50 - 100 Me - is
abo ut righ t to explain the in itial mass of the Oort cloud of ;::: 10 M$.

Formation of sate llites. T hree diffe rent processes can lead to sate llite forma
tion : (i) regular accretion of deb ris in a d isc surro unding the planet ; (ii) capture
of a plancrcsimal by three-body interac tion. by collisions or by gas drag in the
extende d early planetary atmosphere or a pe rsisting gaseous disc; (iii) a giant
impact.

T he first process, which applies to the regul ar sa tellites of the major planets.
is based on a disc of gas and d ust with nearly cir cular an d coplanar orbit s; it
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is similar to planetary formation, but on a faster timcscalc. Shorter revolution
periods and significant differential precession of initially random orbits due to
the oblatcncss of the primary (much larger than the Sun's) imply a faster colli
sional decrease of eccentricities and inclinations. This rapid formation of a thin
disc, and the subsequent accretional accumulation of satellites may be crucial
for the survival of satellite material, as the drag from the gaseous component
causes it to spiral into the planet. It is thus possible that existing satellites are
just the last generation of bodies accumulated around the planet and account
only for a small fraction of the total initial circumplanerary mass. Assuming
no, or small, satellite migration, a minimum mass sub-disc can be constructed
around each giant planet to account for regular satellites (Problem 16. 10), in
a similar way as for the planetary system (Sec. 16.1). A detailed scenario has
been worked out for the Galilean satellites; the simplest model in which they
were formed in their current location within the minimum mass sub-disc has
been found unsatisfactory. Most importantly. thc disc temperature would have
been too high for the icy composition of Ganymcde and Callisto: moreover,
Callisro's model is inconsistent with its apparent incomplete differentiation.
A protracted satellite formation in a lower-mass and coldcr disc is necessary
to explain all properties of the Galilean system: an interesting and successful
model assumes satellite formation in a disc fed by a slow inflow of gas and
solids at the stage when Jupiter opened a gap in planetary nebula and signifi
eantly conrracrcd inside its Roche zone.

Orbits of distant satellites of the giant planets are typically very eccentric,
with significant inclinations to the planet's equator (some of them are even
retrograde relative to the planetary rotation; Fig. J4.2), and cannot form in the
previous way. In the second scenario, capture by gas drag in an extended proto
planetary atmosphere (possibly filling the whole Roche lobe) or in a compact
disc is possible; but the timing is a del icate problem, since the capture must
occur just before the gas disappears, to prevent the captured body to quickly
circularize the orb it and spiral toward the protoplanet. Another possibility is
capture by a planet with a growing mass M , as in the rapid runaway accretion
of the gaseous envelope described above. Ifa planeresimal in a solar orbit finds
in the next encounter the planct with an increased mass, its binding energy to
the planet may prevail over the solar binding energy, especially at large dis
tanees from the planet. Simulations indicate that (his kind of satellite capture
is more likely in retrograde orbits. For Uranus and Neptune, however, which
grew more slowly, this scenario is Icss likely. Another possibility, (he capture
of cjccta from a collision between planetcsimals or between a planctcsima l and
a satellite, is supported by at least two arguments. first, distant satellites arc
mostly small and irregular in shape; their orbital planes seem to cluster near
the ecliptic (Fig. 14.2). Secondly. the breakup an early-formed satellite agrees
with the fact that many of the inner moons of the giant planets have been dis-
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ruptcd by similar collisions with comets. and have subsequently reassembled.
even several times, by accretion . Such a re-accumulation process cannot occur
with distant and irregular satellites, spread over large regions.

The Pluto-Charon and the Earth-Moon pairs are nearly "double planets".
with large satellite-to-planet mass ratios: the Earth-Moon system has a large
specific angular momentum , They have a peculiar standing and require special
models. In the only viable scenario their formation takes place from debris
ejected by a giant impact of a Mars-size body in the former case, and a smaller
projectile in the latter (Fig. 16.7). This provides an explanat ion of most ob~
served physical features. including the lack of volatiles and iron in the Moon
(mostly consolidated from the stripped Earth mantle). This scenario is even
more appealing, considering that planetary formation theory offers natural can
didates for the giant projectiles. namely planetary embryos of lunar-to-Mars
size formed at the last stage of planetary format ion (Sec. 16.3). The process
of el iminating these embryos from the interplanetary region naturally leads to
collision with planets.

Rotational fission has also been proposed for [he origin of these large mass
ratio (> 0,0 I) planet-satelli te pairs. During the final phase of planetary accu
mulation, when the spin angular momcnrum of the planet exceeded the critical
value for fission (see Sec. 3.4), rotational instability may have occurred, due
to collisions or to the fo rmation of a high density core. Although in the Earth
Moon case this conjecture can explain in a natural way why the Moon is much
more deficient in iron than the Earth. it meets the serious objection that the
present total angular momentum of the system is only about half of the critical
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value for a spinning protocarth. It is difficult to find a reasonable mechanism
ro get rid during the subsequent history of such a large angular momentum.

On a much smaller scale, rotational fission may occur for asteroids and me
teoroids; in this case, radiation torques may drive their rotational state toward
the cri tical limit (Problem 15.10). Similarly, the impact theory is, of course,
also a plausible way to explain the origin of binary asteroids and of objects of
anomalous shape, like the main belt asteroid Klcopatra (Fig. 20.1). For them,
after a catastrophic collision with another (smaller) asteroid, the resulting an
gular momentum might simply have been too high, or just marginal, to allow
re-accumulation of fragments into a single body. Obviously. collis ional dis
ruption of pre-existing satellites could explain the formation of planetary rings
and the presence, in the inner part of the satellite systems of the outer planets.
of many small, fragment-like moonlets.

The formation of the two Martian satellites is still puzzling. Their nearly cir
cular equatorial orbits strongly suppo rt their formation from a debris disc left
over during the planet 's formation; on the other hand, their low mean density
( :::< 2 gjcm3 ) , compared to the higher mean density of Mars (« 3.9 g/crr r'), sug
gests that the satellites are composed of material brought in from elsewhere.
This argument is further supported by their low albedo ( :::< 0.05) and the spec
tral consistency with earbonaceous chondri tic material. However, attempts to
explain a capture origin for Phobos and Dcirnos have repeatedly failed. due to
the extremely low probability. A likely scenario assumes orbital accumulation
of primitive material shattered from a plancrcsimal in the vicinity, possibly due
to a collision with an earlier Martian satellite .

16.5 Extrasolar planetary systems
In 1995 a periodic oscillation in the spectral lines of the star 5 1 Pegasi led

10 the discovery of the first extrasolar planet around a solar-type star; earlier,
in 1992, three planets orbiting the old neutron star PSR 1257+ 12 (with a mass
of 1.4 Md were detected. This star is a pulsar. with a radio pulsed emission
with the period P pu l :::< 6.2 ms; each planer causes, on turn, a periodic change
in P pul at its own orbital frequency, They arc similar to thc terrestrial planets
(Table 16.1); the planets B and C arc in 3/2 mean motion resonance. This is
important, since it allowed to firmly jus tify the planetary hypothesis for this
pulsar via specific resonant orbital effects (and thus the pulsar data).

Up to December 2002. detection of 90 planetary systems (of which 11
arc multiple, 8 double and 3 triple) has been announced. The furthest is at
:::< 100 pc, except for the peculiar systems around the pulsars PSR 1257+ 12 (at
::< 300 pc) and PSR 8 1620-26 in the globular cluster M4 (ar e 3.8 kpc). With
a stellar density in the solar neighbourhood of 0.08 pc", within 50 pe there
are ::< 40,000 stars; however, since the current detection methods are very in
effective at low planetary masses, no firm conclusion can be drawn about the
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h lble /6./. Parameters of the planets around PSI{ 1257+ 12 (I is the inclination of the plan
etary orbit with respec t 10 the pl<U1C of the sky); a fourth, low-mass planetary object has been
co njectured, but not confirmed yet. Note the mean motion resonance between B and C.

Name Scmimajor axis PCr1lxJ Ecce ntricity MilSS x sin I

A 0.19 A V 25.3 d 0.0 0.015 Me

Il OJ6 A U 66.5 d 0.018 3.4 M.
C 0.47 AV 98.2 d 0.026 2.8 M.

probability Ihat a star has a planet. About 5% of so lar-type stars in the so
lar neighbourhood have been found to possess a gia nt planetary companion;
because of the bias toward findi ng on ly massive planets, the total fraction of
planet- heari ng stars may he significantly la rger. About 30% of the detected ex
rrasolar planets arc in multiple-star systems. In multiple-planet systems, sev
eral examples of mean motion rcsonanccs between planets have been found,
such as 3{2 for B and C of PSR 1257+ 12. and 2{1 for HO 82943 and Gliese
876 (one of the closest. at 4.7 pc only). Albeit the topic is in rapid evolution, it
is already clea r that our views of the evolution of the solar system, as described
earlier in this chapter. cannot fully explain the variety of extrasolar systems
that have been discovered; in part icular, their origin and early evolution migh t
have been very different from the classica l scenario given in Secs. 16.1 to 16.4.
Their search places strong requirements on the instrumentation and has led to
important experimental developments which we describe conceptually below.

Terminological ;s, s.-I f the mass of a cloud of interste llar gas becomes larger
than Jeans' critical value (eq. (h) of the Appendix), instability sets in and the
cloud enters a collapse phase at the free- fall timescale. The further evolution
crucially depends on energy generation and transfer. which controls the central
temperature 7~ . With increasing density, the opacity and Te both increase; if
Te reaches the threshold for hydrogen burning. the large thermonuclear energy
reservoir can be used. For an initial composition similar to the solar neighbour
hood, this occurs for masses larger rhan e 0.075 Mo :::: 78.5 M J ; eventually a
body above this critical mass becomes a main sequence star, with a luminosity
::::: 1O- 3 4J. For lower masses - called subs tellar-mass objects - rereaches
a maximum, after which the body begins to cool irreversi bly; its intrinsic lu
minosity slowly dies away, For masse s > 13 M J • however, at first deuterium
burning (p-sD ~ y +3He) becomes active and delays the coo ling phase; these
objects arc called brown dwarfs. More than 150 brown dwarfs were discov
ered before 200 1 by their characteristic infrared spectrum. Objects with mass
smaller then 13 M J are conventionally called planets; in what follows, we on ly
dea l with them, These two classes of object s, however. are not sharply sep-
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uratcd and their definition may de pend on the scientific community. For in
stance, stellar astronomers subdivide subsrcllar- mass objects into the spccrro
scopic classes L (coole r than M dwarfs, and different by strong metal-hydride
bands and neutral alkali features) and T (spcctroscopically characterized by the
onset and growth of methane absorption in the infrared); T dwarfs are similar
to the "hot jupirers" introduced by the planetary community.

Substellur-mass objec ts can arise either isolated in the interstellar medium
or in the protostellar disc of another star; they have similar co mposition, and
physica l and chemical properties. Traditio nally planets are believed to form
in accretion discs around stars, while the majority of brown dwarfs arise by
direct fragmentation of interstellar clouds in star-forming regions. However,
very-low mass objects, below the critical value of J3 MJ and unrelated to any
star, have been observed in the Orion nebula, and for that reason dubbed "free
jfoating planers ". Their existence places an important constraint on planetary
formation in general. They might be planets escaped from stellar orbits by
gravitational pcrt urbations: however, apparent ly in this region there arc not
enough stars that could support planetary systems. In a more likely hypothesis,
these "planets" may have been produced by direct fragmentation of a co llaps
ing interstellar clo ud. In some cases this mode of planetary formati on is still
a viable alternative to the formation in a circumstcllar disc and, in fact, may
better explain the observed distribution of ecce ntric ities in exrrasolar planets
and planetary masses larger than =:: 5 Mj"

It should also be noted that substellar-mass objects and low-mass main
sequence stars share a very long evolution tirncscalc ( 10 Gy or more). The
atmospheres of substcllar-mass objec ts are similar and contain many molecu
lar compounds. in particular CO. CH." H20, N2, NH3 and so on.

Observati onal methods, In principle, detection of cxtrasolar planers is similar
to the study of binary stellar systems and can use direct observat ion of the pair
(as for a visual binary), Doppler measurements (as for a spectroscop ic binary),
or intensity modulation (as for an eclipsing binary). Hut quantitatively, since
planets do not produce thermonuclear energy, the problem is very different.
Direct observation of the planet thus requires distinguishing a dim infrared
object very near anoth er one which is very bright in the optical band. This is a
very difficult task, to be shortly discussed below; it is much easier to track the
effec ts that the planet has on the star, leading to the three method s currently
used. If not specified, numerical examples refer to a star (indicated with the
suff ix . ) similar to the Sun and at the distance J) = 50 pc, and to a planet
with a mass Mp = 10- 3 Mo .:::: Mp similar to Jupiter's, with a semimajor axis
a = 5 AV. We do not discuss here the separate problem of the determination
of the mass of the star, usually possible on the basis of its spectra l class.
Radial velocity lIleasurel1lenr~·. - For spectroscopic observations, co nsider a
simple two-body syste m with vanishing eccentricity, in which the star moves
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Figure 16.8. Dopple r signal and intensity profile of the ecl ipsing planet HD 209458. with
the following paramete rs: M. = 1.03 "10 ; D. = 47. 1 pc ; Mp = 0.69 M,; P = 3.525 d: a =
0.047 AV; e = 0.02. The slight deviation of Doppler data from a sinuso id gives a measure of
the eccentricity. The behaviour near the phase 0.5 is du e 10 the rota tion of the star; as the plane t
bloc ks the approac hing and receding limbs. ILs analysis shows that the plan et orbits in the same
sense as the star's spin; its symmetry implies that the path of the planet is nearly parallel to
the stellar equator. Radial velocity measurements at the Kcck telescope. adapted from http://
astro.bc rkc1cy.cdurgmarcyfhd/dopplcr.html: photo metric data . acq uired by the Hubblc Space
Telescope, were kind ly provided hy T. Brown. See T. Brown et al., As/ropllys. J. 522, 699
(200 !).

around the centre of mass on a circle with radiu s aM p{ (M , + M p) and angular

velocity n = ~G(M. + Mp){a3. If observed in a direction n which makes an

angle I with the normal to the orbital plane . the velocity along the line of sight
is o = vo cos(nt + 41), with ampli tude

M
l\ l = na M PM sin 1 .

• + P
(16.29 )

If the sinusoidal Doppler signal y = v{e is observed for a time T not much
smaller than the orbital period P = 27.{1I. the mean motion It can be indepen
dently measured and, el iminating (I and refe rring the masses to the Sun and to
Jupiter. we get

(
1 )113 M (M )'";:: 28.4 ....1.. - p sin 1 ----2. m{s .
P M J M .

( 16 .30)

Note that M p is never measured independently, but is always mult iplied by
sin I , so that on ly a lower bound is obtainable; statistically, one can replace sin 1
with its average ;:{4. This Doppler shift causes a coherent oscillatory motion
of all spectral (in particular, absorp tion) lines of the star: the accuracy in the
velocity amplitude l\) depends on the resolution of the spectrograph (typically.
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( 16.3 1)

,llff,j ::::: 60 , (XXI), on the number of observed orbital periods and on the number
of measured lines (Fig. 16.8). An accuracy ffv ::::: 3 rn/s is currently achievable ,
and improvements arc possible, though the intrinsic accuracy of the method
has a limit :::< I rn/s due to effects of star spots and convective inhomogeneities
on the stellar surface. Note that the daily motion of the station and the yearly
motion of the Earth around the Sun give a grea ter contribution, which depends
the local kinematical parameters and the direction n of the source.

The Doppler signal due to an eccentric planet is not sinusoida l. Forexample,
an observer lying in the orbital plane (/ = 0°) in the direction or thogo nal to the
apsidal line will detect a larger and shorter maximum (or minimum) when the
planet is at pericer ure, while at apocentre the extremum is shallower. In gen
eral, the eccentricity adds to the Doppler obse rvable higher harmonics of the
orbital period , which allow accurate meas urements of its value (Problem 16.8).
Astrometric measurementl .- The secon d method relies on very accurate as
rromcrry of the main star to determine thc effect of the planet on its proper
motion in the sky. This mot ion has thrcc componcr us: the centre of gravity
of the system moves with a uniform veloci ty: as seen from (he Earth . the star
moves on parallactic ellipse with semi-axes aID and asinf3JD, where f3 is the
latitude of the star over the ecliptic; the planet induces an additional angular
displacement of order

Mp !!... ::::: 0 1,, (_ ,,_ ) ( 50 PC ) Mp
M . +MpD . SAU D M , '

whose details depend on the orbi tal elements, in particular the eccentricity (Fig.
16.9). Note that this technique is particularly sensitive to relatively long orbital
periods ( I' <: I y, say) and it is applicable to hot or rapidly rotating stars,
for which the radial velocity method is limited. Also. provided a and J) in
(16.3 1)arc known, wc have direct access to Mp. So far no cxoplancrs have been
reported using this technique. but HIPPARCOS measurements have already
provided some constraints on the masses of planets independently discovered
with the radial veloci ty method. However, future astromctry at the level :::<

10uas could detect a jupitcr at 500 pc. Other asrromcrric space missions, in
particular Gaia of the European Space Agency, arc being planned (Table 20.1),
which will attain with this method very interesting results (Sec . 20.2).
Photometric tneasurrments>- In eclipsing binaries the luminosity of the star is
periodically affected by a small dimming (Fig. 16.8)

!'.L, ::::: (Rp)2 OMp)2/3
, ( 16.32)

L, R, R, (4;Wp)2/3

For example, the fractional dimming of the Sun due to the transit of the Earth
and Jupiter is. respectively, 8.4 x 10 -5 and 1.2 x 10-2 (corresponding to a mag
nitude drop of::::: 10-4 and > 1.3 x 10-2 ) . The interval between success ive
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Fig UII' /6.9. Right: A simulated path of a star at 50 pc with proper motion 50 masjy projected
011 the sky. Without a planet its trajec tory is the dashed line. superposuion of a uniform and
a parallactic motion. A planet with Mp = to M, with e = 0.5 and a revolution period (If
2.5 Yproduces an additional wob ble (continuous curve; the scctc is multiplied by a factor 30
for visib ility}. Left: For co mpariso n we show a head-on view of the sol ar motion around the
barycentre (If the solar system as seen from a distance of 50 pc.

(16.33)

ecl ipses is the orbital period and gives the scmimajor ax is. A system is eclips
ing if the angle rr. / 2 - J between the orbital plane and the line of sight is < R. / ll,
corresponding, at 5 AV, to a probability e 10 -3 . The eclipse lasts at most

2R. ( a ) ' /
2

Teel ::::: - :: 13 - u h .
na A

Since the star's radius and mass can be obtained from its luminosity and tem
perature, the duration of the eclipse, the magnitude dip and the ingress/egress
profiles determine the orbital inclination and the planet's radius.

Such an eclipsing event was observed for the star HD 209458 (Fig. 16.8)
and a planet at 0 .047 AV , with period 3.525 d. The inclination I = 86.7" was
determined. The observation of this "jupiter" is quite remarkable because, for
the fi rst time, it allowed to determine fairly well a number of planetary param
crcrs. The analysis of the ingress and egress phases provided the optical depth
of sections of the atmosphere and showed its large sizc. > 1.3 - 1.4RJ , anoma
lous for a mass of 0.69 MJ , as inferred from radial velocity measurements; the
equi librium tem pera ture is::::: 1, 400 K. Moreover, spectrophotometric obscr
vations of the transit have detected in the atmosphere the presence of sodium,
whieh shows up in a transient dimm ing of the stellar luminosity in the broad
band at 0.59 !-1m (f ig. 9.1).

The transit method requires accurate photometry and extensive coverage;
the photometric accuracy of ground-based observations is limited to ::::: 10-4
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Figure /6.10. All cxrrascra r planets known up 10 December 2002 in relation 10 the ob-crva
tional quan tities in the three techniques: radia l veloc ity (dashed lines); angular displacemen t of
the primar y (dott ed lines); lumi nosi ty drop (dashed-dolled lines). + for plane ts arou nd solar type
stars . X for pulsar plane rs. T he orbita l periods and solar system planets are also indica ted (.).

due to variable atmospheric extinction and scintillation (Sec. 7.5). Space ex
periments. e.g. US Kcplcr and French COROT missions, are expected to reach
an accuracy better by at least an order of magnitude; perhaps even large satel
lites of cxoplancts or their ring systems could he detected.

The comparison between the three different observation methods is eased
by placing all planets in the (a. Mp ) plane (Fig. 16.10). The boundary of the
explored area in this plane is mainly determined by the accuracy of radial ve
locity measurements and the lime interval over which they arc available.

Microlensing.« The previous detection methods rely on photons emitted by the
star (or the planet, sec below) and cannot be used at great distances: but g ra 
vitational nucrotensing uses photons from another source in the background
and, in principle. can be used for much greater distances. However, since the
accurate alignment needed is improbable. the observation of a given planet is a
single event and cannot be repeated. Photons from a distant source passing at
a distance b = () LJI, from another star of mass M l . suffer an inward graviratio
nal deflection 0 = 4GM,.I(c2b) (Fig. 16.11 and eq. (17.58» . This deflection.
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Figure 16.//. The geometry of grav itationallensing . The observer has a distance J), . from the
background slur S and a dis tance D

L
from the deflec ting stur or planet L. H, the apparent angular

distance of S from L. has two solutions. corresponding 10 two images on oppos ite sides: they
sca le wit h Einstein 's angular rad ius (I, . The images are dis tor ted : the lower le ft panel sho ws the
unde flected image of the sta r as it moves ucruss the sky and the success ion of deformed shapes
for the two solutions. Einstein's ring (cont inuous line) is also shown . On the lower right , a
typical amplif ication profile as function of time (Problem 16.9).

twice the amount one would naively expect in Newtonian mechanics, is a rel
ativistic effect; since it decreases with increasing distance. the star acts as a
conve rgent lens and produces a magnification of the backg round source. This
effect ean be described in the thin screen approximation and is similar to the
central ftash, which may occur in an occultation of a star by a planet with
an atmosphere (Sec. 8.4). Referr ing to Fig. 16.11, for a deflectio n angle 6.
((J - fJ)D

L
:::: (6 - (J + fJ)(D s - D,,) ; hence the apparent angu lar distance (J fulfils

the quadratic equation

fi2
= 0- ...!:..

B
(16 .34)

() 2 = 4GM•. (I _ Dl. ), 0 Ic-D L ) s

is the square of Einstein 's angular radius. There are two solutions:

(J± = i [u ± ../u2 + 4] (11 = fJI(J/i ) .

When fJ is exac tly zero and the finite sizes of the two objects are neglected, the
background source is mapped onto the whole Einstein 's ring; but in practice
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this can never be observed. When l/ -e: I only one image is visible, slightly
shined away from the deflecting object; only when 1I =:: I two images may be
visible (Fig. 16.11). Ifthe deflecting and the background stars have a relative
angular velocity J-l in the sky, f3 cha nges and a lensing event arises. with a
definite time profile for the intensity over the timescale 0E/J-l (Problem 16.9).
The main signature of its gravitational origin is its achromaticity: the same
profile is observed in all wave lengths.

For a deflecting star with a solar mass, Einstein's radius is

(M)1/2( D )-1/2( D)BE =:: 1.0 - ' --'- I - _ L mas ,
Mo 8 kpc o, ( 16.3 5)

which stresses the strong alignment requireme nt. At IJt. (<< IJs) = 8 kpc the
corresponding impact parameter is b = Br IJI. ::0 8 AV. an impressive in
dication of the reso lution power of this "telescope" . If the two stars move
with a relative veloc ity V == 200 km/s the intensity enhancement lasts for
z: 2 b/ V == 100 d. If the deflecting object is a planet or a brown dwarf. a
smaller impact parameter is needed, leading to a short er enhancement pro
file . Consider now the case in which the deflecting star has a planet. In suit
able conditions, during the main Icnsing event the planet may produce its own
lcnsing, adding a short magnification spike - with a typical duration of a day
(or even hours for a terrestrial planet) - to the main intensity profile. Apart
fro m the intensity amplificati on, the tensing by a planet typically de flects the
source position (such as in Fig. 16. 11 ) at the !Jas level. From the photometric
and astromctric signals onc can derive the orbital parameters and mass of the
planer.

Extensive multi-colo ur photo metric obse rvations of stars in the Galaxy have
produced hundreds of lcnsing events, revealing new celestial objects indcpcn
dently of their radiarivc power. As an example, the joint US· Polish project
OGLE III (the Optical Gravitational Lcnsing Experiment) regularly monitors
several hundred million stars in our Galaxy. No concl usive evidence for plan
etary lcnsing was found yet, but several hundred candidate events have been
recorded , most likely Icnsing by low-mass stars. As a side result, in only onc
year of operation ending December 2002 , the projec t also detected some 60
cand idate events for transits across stars of planetary or low-luminosity ob
jects. This technique and this fi eld is in rapid deve lopment.

Furtheefuture methods»- An interesting, and possibly ultimate, challenge for
exoplanetary science is the search for evidence of life outside the solar SYS4

tern. One current view of the origin of life relics on the idea of a primo rdial
soup, co nsisting in wann water with molecul es (like methane CH4 and ani mo
nia NH3) in solution, capable of generating. under optical and VV radiation.
and lightnings, organic macromolecules. Laboratory experiments have shown
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interferometers produces a recombined phase with a delay of n; the signal from the outer one
is attenuated by 50'k and further delay ed by 11: before the final recombination. This produces a
deep dimming near the axis.

long time ago that in such a medium, ifexposed to ultraviolet light and/or elec
tric discharges, aminoacids and other macromol ecules of biological relevance
are indeed formed; but all subsequent steps. leading to the crucial forma tion
of replicarors and a genetic code, are still shrouded in the dark. In this view
two conditions are necessary for the emergence of life: (i) radiation from a
nearby star to keep the temperature within aeeeptablc limits and (ii) water on
rhc surface. The infrared radiation em itted by the three terrestrial planets with
an atmosphere (Venus . Earth and Mars) have a strong CO2 absorption line at
15 urn; only the Earth shows, on its lower wavelength side, the complex of
water speetral lines below S um (Fig, 7.3), In addition, on the Earth biological
activity has produced large quantities of oxygen, a fractio n of which combines
into ozone with a photochemical reaction: 0 .1 shows up in a strong absorption
line at 9 urn. Thus, the first step in the search for life outside the solar system
is the direct observation of extrasolar planets and their spectral analysis in the
infrared. Big space projects are being studied for this purpose, in particular
NASA's Terrestrial Planet Finder and ESA's Darwin, based on orbiting inter
fero metric telescopes. This is a far away, but important goal and we briefly
discuss the nulling technique on which it is based.

Since almost nothin g is known about the atmospheres of extrasolar planets,
for illustration we choose as target a planet with the same properties as the
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Earth, orbiting at I AV around a main seq uence star similar to the Sun and
10 pc away. They have an angular separation of 0.1" = 5 x 10-1 rads; assuming
that the planet emits all the radiativc energy it receives, their luminosity ratio
Lp/ L. is proportional to (Rp/a)2 = 1.8 x 10- 9 , but it cruc ially depends on
the band of observatio n (visual or infrared). It seems better to use the infrared,
where the star is dimmer, the planet is brighter and there are relevant absorpti on
lines (in spite of the fact that the angular resolution is worse); then L. /Lp ~

8 x 106 only. This huge dynam ic range requ ires a strong suppression of the
stellar rad iation.

Since at 10 um a diffraction limit of 0.1" needs a diame ter of 20 m. a sin 
gle telescope is not rea listic and we need an interferometric technique. Active
inter ferometers. which use a coherent laser source at the vertex of two arms.
will be used in space for accurate measurements of differences in distance.
U SA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna ). a large space interferometer with
arm lengths of 5 million km is being devel oped for detection of low frequency
gravitational waves. Here we are concerned with space interferometric tele
scopes. where the light from a distant source (suitabl y restricted to a band
6.A < ,{ ~ 10urn) is collected by two op tical systems L apart; the two beams
arc then brought together at the recombiner at the centre, where their intcrfer
cncc patlem is generated and recorded. If the two opt ical paths to the recom
bincr are exactly equal and the source lies in the pla ne of the interferometer, at
a small angle 0 from the median plane the phase difference is

2-:r.L8
f;<p = -- .

A
(16 .36)

After reco mbination. the phase is proportional to exp(it\,pf 2) + exp(- it\1J /2) =
2 cos(t\ ,pf 2) and the intensity to cos2( t\1J/ 2); this pattern , projected in the sky in
the plane of the interferometer, gives the out put of a point-like source. Its angu
lar scale Hi = ,{/ (r:L) gives the instrumental resol ution in the plane of the inter
ferometer ; for two-d imensional imaging one can rotate the instrument around
its axis . If a phase delay 'It is introd uced in one ann, changing the sign of its
co mplex amplitude. the recombined amplitude 0.:: exp(i6.1J/2) - exp(- i6.1J /2) =
2 sin(6.,p/ 2) gives an intens ity 0.:: s in2( 6.1J/ 2) = (6.1J /2 )2+ O(!'J.1J)4. In this way a
point-like source at 0 = 0 is completely suppressed. With L = 100 m we have
three angular scales: the instrumental scale 0i = 6 mas: the angular distance
between star and planet Op = a] D = 100 mas: the angular radius of the star
0. = R. / D = 0.4 mas. The finite angular radius smea rs the vanishing minimum
at 0 = 0 to the distance 0., with a meager dimming factor (O. /Oi )2 = 4 X 10-4 .

This correction to the interference pattern, in fact, is used to determine the rad ii
of nearby stars.

To get a better dimming we can use the nut t ing technique: a simple way to
realize it is the follow ing (Fig . 16.12). Another pair of telescopes is used. each
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Figure 16.13. The variety of cxtrasotur planets. Orbital parameters of the 100 planets around
solar-type stars known in December 2002: scmimajor axis (in AU) vs ecce ntrici ty (left) and
vs mass parameter AI sin I in Jupite r masses (right); the planet 55 Cnc d, indicated by arrows,
has it semirnajor axis of 5.9 AU. Three-planet systems are connected with lines; at prese nt,
we know [WO of them ( u And in the Andromeda constellation and 55 Cancri j. Above and
rightmosl are histograms showing the distribution of the correspo nding parameter. Data from
htlp:/lcxoplancts.org/.

at half the distance from the median plane ; there are now two inrcrfcrornctcrs
(with a phase dclay x is added to one of their arms). whose outputs are sepa
rately recombined. The signal from the outer interfe rometer is attenu ated by
50% and a further phase delay of :t is added; then the two signals are mixed
and the intensity is recorded. The phase after the final recombination is, for
small f).1J,

I
cc :1 ,in(6N2) - , in(6N4) = 0 (6 0 )3 .

Calc ulation shows that the intensity is 1(f':.. rP) = (D.-1J)':' / 4 + O(D.-1J)'I'. , with a much
stronger dimming of order 16(0. /0;/' =:: 10- 6 . The detailed design of a large
nulli ng interferometer in space is not easy ; in part icular, the zodiacal light
around the star and around the Earth may he a limitation. Three interfer ornc
rers, with six separate spacecraft, are also envisaged for better imaging. The
or bital control and compensatio n of their geometric disposition is a major task .

Characteristics of the known systems , Fig. /6.13 shows the striking and un
expected variety of ex trasolar planets around solar-type stars in terms of semi-
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major axis, ecce ntricity and mass distribution . The mass distribution has a
median of 1.7 1MJ , with a lower bound of 0.12 Mr At the largest currently ob
servable separation of;;: 6 AV there arc a very few detected planets in the mass
range 10- 20 MJ • This deficiency is real and certa inly relevant for the formation
of the cxtrusolar systems . The orbital periods and, correspondingly, the semi
major axes fall, respectively, in the range (2.97; 5, 3(0) d and (0.038 ; 5.9) AV.
We now discuss three major differences with respect to the solar system; some
of them are likely due not to observationa l selection. but to real statistical dif
ferences in their fo rmation. However. it is still premature to safely accept
co nclusions about different alternatives. Much will be clar ifi ed when, with the
advance of space techniques. smaller planet s will be detected. and obse rva
tions over a longer time will provide a sa tisfactory sample of planets at great
distances from the hosting star.

Orbital fea tures>- (i) Most of these "jupitcrs" arc much nearer to the star than
the giant planets; if they have formed farther away (at <: 4 AV, say) . as in our
own system, how did thcy migrate inwards, and what stopped this migrati on?
In the rad ial velocity technique there is an obvious and strong selection effect
to preferentially detect planets near their primary. With current data the excess
of planets within > 0.2 AV relative to those orbiting beyond > 2 AV can be
explained; but the range 0.2 - 0.7 AV, not much affected by this bias, is still
much underpopulated . Planets closer to the star than e 0. 1 AV have very
specific physical properties. principally due to the intense radiation; after the
first object found in th is class, they are termed t'egasi planets or ho t jupuers,
An explanation of the prevai ling prox imity of the observed planets to their star
is an inward planetary migration within a dense gaseous protoplanetary disc
(Sec. 16.4). As with the atmospheric drag, faster decay as the orbit shrinks
is expected; but a robust, still not unders tood mechanism. is requ ired to stop
the catastro phic infall onto the star and explain the large number of planets at
a distance S 0.2 AV. In this scenario the resonant 2/1 states in the multiple
planet systems Glicsc 876 and HO 82943 arc, most likely, due to the capture of
di fferentially migrating planets. The long-term stability of such co nfigurations
was numerically stud ied and the 2/ 1 resonant state was found stable only if the
outer planet is more massive; this is in fact the case in both systems.

(ii) If cxtrasola r planers formed in a rotaring gaseous nebula, how did they
acquire such large ecce ntricities? The "canonical view" of planetary formation
as a result of accumulat ion of dust materia l (Secs. 16. 1 to 4) is in di ffi culty,
Indeed, as d iscussed in Sec. 16.2, a steady accumulation process is a result of
a sufficiently low-mass initial disc; when, on the contrary, the initial circum
stel lar material is more massive, planets may form by direct fragmentation, as
it happens for stellar binaries or brown dwarf systems; interestingly, their cc
centrici ty distribution approximately matches the planetary one (Fig. 16.13).
However, large ecce ntric ities may arise even in the classical formation model,
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for instance, due 10 gravi tational interactions between the planet s, a companion
O[ a pass ing star, t idal interactions betwee n protopla ncrs and the protoplanctary
d isc; but none of these mechanisms is wid espread. There is evidence for sys
tem atically smaller values of the eccentricity for closer planets, e.g., the Pcgasi
group (not cle arly seen in Fig. 16.13, due to the linear scale in a); all known
cxtraso lar planets with a < 0.06 AV have nearly circular orbits. as compared
with a mean eccentricity e 0.27 for the whole sample. This can be explained
by the effect of the tide s raised by the host star, which are more effective near
the pericentre (Sec. 15.3).

(iii) Why does the majority of the known systems contain only a single
Jupiter-mass body, possibly together with much lighter, unobserved planets?
One interesting possibility is that only the last planet which has surv ived the
migration process is observed . The planet-bearin g stars are known to be metal
rich, both relative to the field stars and to the Sun ; partial or total dissolution
of giant planets in the atmosphere of the host star may result in an observable
enhancement of its metallicity. However, metal-rich initial environment may
also preferentially result in the formation of close jupiters and, conversely.
metal-poor stars may preferentially form satur n-Iike planet s further away. It
must be avowed, anyway, that on this point, too, there are not yet satisfactory
answers and we need to await forthcoming detection s of planets at larger d is
tance. :::: 10 AD. say ; in late 2002 there were indications of their existence.
since a number of the systems monitored hy the radial veloc ity method over
the last decade have shown unexplained steady drifts in the signal.

Internal and atmospheric anomalies»: The internal structure and atmosphe ric
circulation of extrasolar jupirers at very small distances (:5 0.2 AV) from the
parent star significantly d iffer from Jupi ter' s, whose parame ters and evolution
are reasonably well mode lled withou t direct solar radia tion. The solar nux at
the distance of a Pegasi plane t is :::: 3.5 x J(j1 ergj(em2 s); Jupiter receives
:::: 5 X 104 ergj(cm 2 s). of which about 1/3 is absorbed (Table 7. 1), and emits
a comparable amo unt due to contraction. Such a fierce environment in hot
j upiters prevents cooling and dim inishes the temperature gradient; the internal
press ure is larger and a large radiativ e. nearly isothermal, outer layer devel
ops , largely restricting the convective zonc. The planet does not contract and
remains ho t, whence the common term hot jupitcrs: its radius is moderately
larger than the value corresponding to an isolated planet and depends on struc
tural changes . Its size does not reach Rochc's lobe and significant mass loss is
prevented. Due to their proximity to the star, their rotation is tidally synchro
nized (Sec. 15.3); fo r instance, for a planet in the HD 2094 58 system a typical
timescale to the synchronous state is <::::: I - 10 My. Thi s implies a peculiar
and co mplicated atmospheric circulation on the planet, with the day side much
hotter than the night side (a temperature difference of > 300 - 500 K may
be sustained ; moreover. meridio nal circulation may cause a similar tempera-
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rurc d ifference between (he equator and the poles). In the visible, the spectra
of hot jupitcrs are expected to be dominated by pressure-broadened sodium
and potassium absorpt ion lines, despite the ir low abundance (;" 10- 6 ) ; in the
infrared, water vapour, methane and carbon monox ide absorption are strong
features. This contrasts with Jup iter. a much cooler object, with dominating
methane and ammon ia lines in the visible and infrared.

These predic tions found important support in the detection of the planet
around HD 2094 58 (fig. 16.8), whose hor jupircr matches reasonab ly well the
expected parameters. Much more information about the structure of Pegasi
planets should be at hand when space techni ques using the transit method will
be available.

Appendix: Gravitational instability

The formation of separate lumps in a disc involves the competition among four factors (besides.
for small bodies. chemical affinity): gravitational sclf-auracuon favours coalescence. while solar
tides, thermal pressure and rotation hinder it. In Sec. 16.1 we have used Roc he's cr iterion to
establish the crit ical density (]6.6), below which tides prevail over self-gravity: this hinges un
the smallness of the paramete r 6 oc 1/ If tcq. (16.5)). Had the mass of the nebula been larger,
or had the solid grains settled gently on the median plane and a new. much thinner subdisc
developed with thickness H, -e: H. li might have become larger than unity. preventing tidal
disruption. The material in the disc. at least locally, would undergo a spontaneous collapse due
to self-gravity. We review here the conditions for its onset.

Stars form out of the collapse of a cloud in the interstellar medium when initially its thermal
energy is smaller than the gravitat ional self-energy: the ensuing contraction enhances this unbal
uncc and an unstable collapse is unavoidable. This is Jeans inssabititv, discovered by lit Jf.A"".
in 1902; it is a genera l astrophysical process. with wide applications also to the formation of
galaxies and planets. In a gas with density {!. it is characterized by Ieons frequencv

(a)

Note that if there are n = m/(, pani cles of mass m per unit volume, the quantity -n; is just
what one gets from the plasma frequency tcq. (1.104)) with the replacement of e1 with _Gm1•

which formally transforms electrostat ic repulsion into gravitational anrac tion. Onc may expect,
therefore. that the gravitational analogue of plasma waves he unstable.

Consider a one-dimensional density profile (J(x ) with a characteristic length R much larger
than the wavelength of a perturbation. An infinitesimal localized displacement x ..... x + [ (Xi
produces, because of mass conservation. a density perturbation

(b,

From Poisson's equation (L36) a self-gravitational force per unit mass

arises; in addition, with a barotropic relation P(g), there is a pressure force per unit mass

(cl

( OP l~ iMg 2 1ft;
--- = C -

p ilI ' ax2 ' (d)
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where c, = "/dPI Je '" UT is the speed of sound. The derivatives of the background quumitiex
haw been neglected . The total force per unit mass is equ al 10 the Lugrangiun acceleration
d!~ fd t! of the fluid c leme nt. or. in a lmearizcd approximruion. 10 the Eulerian acce lerat ion:

(e)

In a naive normal mode approach (see, e.g., Sec. 8 .3), with the exponential dependence oc
cx p] i(wl - b :)]. one ge ls the dispersion relation

For wa ve numbers gre ater than

(g)

it just shows the moditicarion that gravity imposes on aco ustic waves: formally, instability de
velops when l: < k, " TIle cri tica l size I l k, is analogue 10 the Debye length All (1.102) of plasma
physics . and gives the critical Jeans fllCISS

(h)

above which collapse occurs.
While in a plasma an infinite. homogeneous and neutral state is possible, the size of a gravi

tutionully bound gaseous system R ""GM/t~ is finite and given by the balance between gravity
and thermal pressure, so that k

J
= U,I" . = l /R. The dispersion relation (I) holds only if

k » kJ , far from instability. When k "" k, the linearizcd so lution is not sinu soidal in space : all
Fnurier modes are cou pled, and a d ifferent, more complex analysis is called for. While Jeans'
criterion M > M

J
for the collapse of a gaseous mass M still generically holds , the problem

is more complex: in particular, in the interstel lar gas Jeans's mass is much larger than a solar
mass and extensive fragmentation is expected. As hinted in Sec. 1.1, the crucial factor is the
extent to which the additional encrgy rele ased by a chance com pression is fed adiabatic ally to
the translational degrees of freedom (favouring stability), Im t to s)Xlce or fed to internal degrees
of freedom. In the case of the solar disc, however, the equ ilibrium in the plane is supported by

the centrifugal force, rather than by pressure, with the radia l scale r» I/ kJ and the elementary
normal mode analysis can be used for in-plane pcn urbation s. The radial moment um equation
must supplemented with the centrifuga l force . lending tn an important generalization of Jeans
instability. with wide app lications also to galactic discs.

Effects of Ihe d isc rotation. In the non-rotating case, the collapse of a lump of size I/k is
expected if the released speci fic pote ntial energy 4r:.Gg/ k2 = n;/k2 is larger than the specific
thermal energy input, of order v; '" (.;if the temperature is constant: then the collapse proceeds
at the free-fall scale l /O:J' But in a fluid rotating with a generic angular velocity O:(r ), the initial
intrinsic angular velocity d(Ur )/k dr of the lump increase s with diminis hing si7e and generales
a stabilizing centrifugal force.

An exact treat ment is possible for a system with cylindrical sym metry rotating at an an
gular veloci ty !l(,-' ) function on ly of the distance r' from the axis. Its density distribution is
determined by the total mass l:(r ) in II unit height up 10the distance r' (with dI = 2T':./Jrdr');
from Gauss' theore m ( 1.3) the gravitational acceleration is F9 = - 2G l:/r ' . The system is also
subject to a centrifugal uccele rution 1f (r ) r' = (1/ r-l

, co rresponding to an angular momentum
per unit mass ( (r' ) = il(r ) r' ~ , An infinitesimal, cylindrically symmetr ic displacement Br')
conserves the mass if it prod uces a change ,,1: = -~ d'i./dr' = - 2rr.yf/, so that F9 varies by
61"9 = 4::G!! ~. BUI, because of the cylindrical symmetry, it does not affectthe angu lar momen
tum, which is cquatto the value t i r' - ~J it had before the displacement. Hence the centr ifugal
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force changes by

553

(/( 2 (/(Qr'2)
oFc = -erx-r: = -o n-- = - t; i? (i)

/ J !- d r' r' d r'

K is the radial (epicycfic) freq uency of small oscillations around a circular orbi t (Proble m 12.6);
in the Kcplcnan case Q = K = 11. With the same argum ent as be fore the dispersion relation reads

(j)

k is the radia l wave vector.
A more realistic model consi ders rad ial (axisymmetric) oscill ations of the form exp [i(kr +

w l) l in a thin disc with arbi trary surface density (T{r) and differentia l rotation Q (r ); the resulting
dispe rsion relation reads

(k)

Although the thickness of the nebula is neglected. shis is a better model than cy lindrical sym me
try, which is recov ered for k H = 0 ( 1). We see that pressure and rotation stabilize, respectively,
short and long wavele ngth mode s: instability occurs when

(T > ITe = KC. / rr.G ,

or Q < I in terms of Toomre stabllitv parameter

Q = n :. !-;;GfT .

«)

(rn )

In this case a finite range of wave numbe rs is unstable, which at the threshol d reduces to
k,. = K! C,. Note that the condition I < d e ", m / liT needed for the consistency o f a radia l
normal mode. call he written. with eq. ( 16 .4), as r > H . by def in ition fultilled in a disc. The
corres ponding critical value of 0 in eq. (16 .5) is 2, which con firms that in the solar nebula disc .
where <5« I, Jeans instability cannot ope rate . Since c, ", II Il. we recover Rocb c's criterion

(")

Toomre instability criterion (I) has been eontinned with direct numerical simulation of the (non
linear) hydrod ynamical prob lem.

-PROBLEMS-

16.1. The function f (y ) in eq. (16.26) is not analytic at the extreme of the
interval of interest I s; y S 5/3; find the appropriate power expan
srons.

16.2: Using the hnearized fluid dynamics equations in the adiabatic approx
imation. prove the dispersion relations (t) and (k) in the Appendix.

16.3. Find the average distance from the origin reached by summing N vec
tors of equal size and random orientation.

16.4: Saf ranov accre tion model keeps the ratio 20 = (Ue,c!Ure l )2 constant
(and somewhat larger than one). (i) Find the accrcting mass M(t ) as
function of lime. raking into account the depletion of the feeding zone
with the varying density g ( 1 - M/M ;n). where M;n is its initial mass
(the growth slows down as M ~ M in). (Hint: Use the dimension
less variable z = (M /Min) II3.) (ii) Find the mass Ml (t ) of the second
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largest planercsimal and show that the final ratio M /M ] is ~ (20)} .
(Hint: The factor (UN / Urel)2 in eq. ( 16.19) now reads 20 (R/ R] )2.)

16.5. Compute the total angular momentum of the Earth-Moon system and
compare it with the cri tical value for rotational instability of a homo
geneous protoearth.

16.6. On the basis of Pig. 16.1and assuming a constant temperature, evalu
ate numerically the ratio ( 16.5) as function of r,

16.7. Using Hill' s method (Sec. 13.4) prove that a massless particle does
not undergo a close approach to the secondary provided the initial
separation of their c ircular orb its is larger than 2 -Y3 R

lI
(Ru is Hill's

radius). (Hint: Use the Jacobi constant with the value corresponding
to the stationary points; Fig. J3.8.)

16.8. Eccentricity of an cxtrasolar planet. Find the expression of the Dop
pler signal !J = !:J. v/v for a small eccentricity and an observer in the
orbital plane, at an arbitrary orientation relative to the apsidal line.
(Hint: Use the eccentric anomaly and Fig. 11 .3.)

16.9: The magnification of a gravitational lens is due 10 the change induced
in an angular area within dp and has the expression A = IOdO/(f3dP) I.
Using eq. ( 16.34) show that. for each solution.

11"' +2 1A. = ~ ± I
- - u'l/u2 + 4

(" = PIH, )

and plot the two functions.
16.10. Similarly to what done in Sec. 16.1 (Fig. J6.1). construct a minimum

mass model for the planetary nebula around Jupiter by augmenting the
mass of Galilean satellites to the solar abundance distribution. Fit the
surface density, estimate the total mass of the nebula within Jupiter's
sphere of influence and compare it with M r The same for the Satur
nian satellite system.

16.11. A circular Kcplcrian orbit is perturbed with a small eccentricity and
inclination. Find the mean square of the change in the velocity with
randomly distributed directions of the node and the pericentre.

- . 'URTHER REAI)[NGS -

The first modern book summarizing the main aspects of the contemporary neb
ular theory is V.S. Safronov, Evolution of the Protoptanetary Cloud and For
mation of the Earth and the Planets. Nauka (1969) (English translation by
the Israel Program for Scientific Translations, Jerusalem ( J972» . More recent
and useful books are: R.M. Canup and K. Righter, cds., Origin of the Earth
and Moon. University of Arizona Press (2000) and V. Mannings, A.P. Boss
and S.S. Russell, eds.. Protostars and Planets IV, University of Arizona Press
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(2000), and earlier volume s with the same tit le. The form er focu ses on the ori
gin of the Moon. but contains also detai led reviews of planetary and sate llite
formation. including both orbital and rotational aspects. Of interes t may be
also the little o lder R. Grccnb crg. Planetary Acc retio n, in Origin and Evotu
(ion of Planetary Atmospheres, S.K. Atrcya and J.B. Pollack. eds ., University
of Arizona Press ( 1988). The theory of brow n dwarfs and the struct ure and evo
lution of extras olar giant planets are reviewed in A. Burrows et al.. Th e theory
of brown dwarfs and extrasolar giant plan ets, Rev. Mod. Phvs. 73, 719 (2001)
and T. Gui Jlol, Physics of substellar objec ts: Interiors. atmospheres, evolu
lion. 3 1th Suus- Fee advanced course on brown dwarfs and planets (2002) . Per
ob servatio nal techniques of the extraso lar planets see a review by M.A.C. Per
ryrnan, Ex trasola r Pla ners, Rep. Prog. Phvs. 63 . 1209 (2 000) . On gra vita tional
lenses, we suggesl P. Schneider. J. Ehlers and E.E. Falco, Gravuational Ienses ,
Springer ( 1999).



Chapter 17

RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS
IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

The large amount of available optical observations of the planets and the
Moon have provided accurate confirmations of the Newtonian laws of ce les
tial mechanics. However, a minute. but important discrepancy has been known
since the second half of the 19th ce ntury: the perihelion of Mercury undergoes
an unexplained advance of 43" per century. Eins tein's discovery of General
Relativity in 1915- 1916 was based, however, not on the anomaly of Mercury,
but rather on the equality between inertial and gravitational mass - the p rinci
ple ofequivalence - which makes gravitation unique among all other physica l
interactions. He showed that its true nature is a manifesta tion of the gcom
ctry of spacet ime and, on the basis of theoretical simplicity. brought it to a
eo mpletc mathemat ical formulation. The General Theory of Relativity pre
dicts small corrections to the two-body problem; the only secular effec t is the
advance of the pcr iccnrrc, which in the case of Mercury well agrees with the
observed discrepancy. In recent years. the relativistic corrections for gravita
tional motion in the solar system and in binary pulsar systems have been tested
with much greater accuracy and Einstein's predictions have been confirmed
(Sec . 2004): they arc now an essentia l ingredient of celestial mechanics and
space navigat ion.

In this chapter we review. with minimum mathematical formalism, the gco
metrical theory of gravitation and the appro ximation appropria te for describing
the motion of bodies and photons in the solar system and for testing different
gravitational theories. The effects of Special and General Relativity are treated
together; however. we assume that the reader is already familiar with the for
mer.

Notation. In this chapter Greek letters range from 0 to 3 and label cvcnrs in
spacetime: xO is a time variable and x'. with Latin indices from I to 3. are
the space variables. Covariant (lower) and contravariant (upper) indices. if re-

557
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(17.2)

pea led in a product . arc understood to he summed over (r'Ei nstci n' s summation
conventio n"). As ex plained in Cb . 3. d istances arc measured with the transit
rime method and do not have a unit indepe ndent from the second . The veloc ity
of light c is conventional an d in this chapter eq ual to unity. Masses arc mea
surcd in terms of thei r gravitational radii! m = GM{c2. The derivative of a
q uantity attached to a world line with respect to the proper time T is denoted
w ith a dot : i l'(r) = dxP(r)/dr; also Bj.I = Bj8xp .

17.1 The equivalence principle
In Newronian dynamics the motion of a mass poin t at [ I is determined by

the eq uat ion

d2r l
- , = - V U(r ,) , ( 17.1)
dt-

where the gravitational potent ial U is obtained from the mass distribution by
Poisson' s equation (1.36) and the appropriate boundary conditions. This de
scription holds only in inertia l frames of reference, conne cted to each other by
a Galilci transformati on

r l ~ r ; = r l + a + vt , t' = t ,

where a and v are constant vectors. In conrrast to (17.1), the motion of an
electric charge q with an inertial mm .\' M; in a Coulomb potential V fulfils

d ::! r l
M i - ,- = - qV V(rl ) .

dt-

The difference is striking: in the latter ease the motion depends on the ratio
q/ M; of eharge to mass: in the former the motion is universal and uniquely
determined by the initial position and velocity, To stress this point, consider a
generalized equation for gravitational motion

(17.3)

with the same structure as (17.2) ; Mq can be called gravitational mass. or gra
vitational charge. In principle the inertial mass can be measured subjecting
the same body to different and known forces (c.g., mechanical springs); the
gravitational mass is obtained from the inertial force if U known. The propo
sition that Mq/M ; = I + 11 is an absolute constant (which can be taken equal

lNnte that in some textbooks the gra,'itatiollal radiu, (a!>o called Sch",arz'iChild ral1 iu,j is detined as
l GM/cl . the radius ofthe horizon for a sphcricalty symmctnc black hole: here m is just a measure of
mu-,s in terms of <I length.
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G ravity G ravi ty FiKufe / 7./ The equivalence

present abse il! principle and the measurement
of the gravitational held . With

---.e:::L:L
a single particle experiment one

* ~
ca nnot dist inguish between the

(0) ,- dynamics in a ground labora-
tory and in a rocket in an empty

*
SJXK"~ (A and DJ: tn see the dif-
fercncc it is necessary to corn-

pare the motion of two particles
(case Cl - note the slight con-

(b)

lQr
vergence of the accclcrauons

0* due to the tidal compone nt of
the gravita tional held .

*

-lLLL * 8(cl

*
to one, thus 'I = 0) is the equi valence p rinciple in its weak form . It concerns
the "passive" gravitational mass My, charac terizing how a given gravitational
field acts on a body, rather than the gravitational field strength caused by the
"active" mass of the body. If this ratio is different for two di fferen t bod ies at
r t and 1'2 = r \ + 1', the equivalence princip le is violated and the equation of
relative motion does not have the tidal form (4.9), but

J' r
-~ = - ('/2 - 'l1) VU (rt ) - r . VV U(rl ) + O( r 2) .
d

A new term, independent of the distance between the particles. appears, which
describes the fact they do not fall in the same way in an external gravitational
field (sec Secs. 20.4 and 13.4).

The universal character of Ncwtonian motion (17.1) is shared by rhc appar
ent forces which arise in an accelerated frame: they arc indistingu ishable from
gravity. In a freely falling elevator (Fig. 17.1) they vanish and the mot ion of a
test body is straight and uniform . Conversely, within an accelerated rocket in
free space, a mass point experiences a uniform acceleration, indistinguishable
from the gravity accelerat ion. With local experiments performed with a single
test body ("at a given point") it is impossible to discover the presence of a true

gravitational field. One could say, bodie s fa ll because one observes them in a
"wrong" frame of reference, which is subject to external forces (the molecu-
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lar fo rces of the ground which support an Earth laboratory or the thrust of the
roc ket); weight is an art ifact . not a force.

As shown by eq. (17.4), to test the equivalence principle one must measure
the relative molion of two nearby test objects in the gravi tational fi eld of a third
body. In the labo ratory, this may be acco mplished with two bodies suspended
on a torsion balance and a ffected b y the gravitational field of the Earth or the
Sun. The eq uality of the ratio My/M i for some pairs of bod ies has been verified
la a few part s in 1013 . In the solar sys tem we may use the relative motion of
the Moo n and the Eart h in the gravitationa l field of the Sun. The anomalous
acceleration in (1 7.4) is directed along the direction of the Sun; its ma in effect
is a perturbation with the lunar synodic frequency (Sec. 2004). The analysis of
the Lunar Laser Ranging data has established for the parameter Ii1Moon - i1e l an
upper lim it of ~ 5x 10- 13. Wc therefore take the equivalenc e prin cip le seriously
and enquire. what is the appropriate mathematical structure to describe it.

The principle of inertia in Special Relativity. Since it is necessary to in
clude apparent forces, the embarra ssing limitation of Galil ci invariance must
be removed and arbitrary coordinates must be allow ed. The first step is the
statement of the principle of inertia in an invariant way. independent of the
coo rdin ates .

In Newtonian mechanics space is endowed with an abso lute Euclidean gc
ometry and timc is an absolu te variable, uniformly flowing for all observers .
In Special Relativity wc have a four-dimension al mani fold of events - called
spacetime - whose coordin ates x Jl arc determ ined to within (i ) translations in
time and space and (H) Loremz tran sformations, which connect two coordinate
sys tems uniforml y moving with respect to each orhcr. The admissihle transfer
mations

(17.5)

make up Polncare group; a" is an arbitrary spacetim c shift of the origin and
the Lorcntz matrix A is determined by three parameter s of spatial rotations and
three co mponents of the mutual velocity of the two sys tems: it fulfils

.. Jl .. Y _
1JJlY n " n p - 'hp ,

with IJJlY = diag(1, - 1, - L - I). The invariance with respec t to this group pro
vides the appropriate foun dation to the dynam ics in inerti al frames of reference
and is real ized in Special Relativity,

For an infinitesimal di splacement dx" , the indefinite quadratic fo rm (Mi1J 
ko wski line element)

(17.6)

is invariant under Poincare's group. When dr2 > O. "dr2 is the infini tesimal
interval of proper lime separating the events x and x +dx and is realized by the
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FiKllre J7.2 The light cone struc
ture i ll spacetim e.

Null
(dr " = 0)

~----- -----
Past

Space-like (dr" < 0 )

Space
coordinate (.~ )

(17.7)

(17.9)

clock readings of an observer moving from x to x wdx, when dr2 < 0, V- dr 2 is
rhc infinites imal space interval betwee n them , in the frame of reference where
they occur simultaneously; dr = () for two events lying on the world line of a
photon (the ligh t cone, rig . 17.2).

The motion of a point mass is described by its world line x J.l (r ), with a time
like tangent vector uJ.l(r) = .U' (r ) (the "four-veloci ty") . The uniform motio n
of a free particl e corresponds to a straight world line with a constant fou r
veloc ity: j ust like in Euclidean geo metry, it can be described by a varia tiona l
principle. Given a world line (t: x J.l ( r » joi ning two events A and B separated
by a non-null interval, consider the proper interval

S (x(r )l = I' Idr ( ,
J"

it can be called thei r "distance" along r. We say, t is stra ight if the action
S is an extremum (i.e., its variation for any infinitesimal change of f with
A and B fi xed vanishes). In Euclidean geometry we would say, a minimum;
but in Minkowski geometry S is a minimum on a space-like straight line and a
maximum on a time-like straight line: in all cases an cxtrcm um. Since the three
alternatives arc distinct, the absolute value can be dro pped . This geometric
definitio n ho lds in any coo rdi nate system and pro vides the expression of the
principle of inert ia in arbit rary, non-inert ial frame s.

Under a generic mapp ing x J.l _ x' /l(x ), the different ials ds" transform ac
cordi ng 10 the linear tran sformation

a '"d x!' _ dx'J.I = aX
dxY

• (17 .8)
.r ''

The Min kowski line clement ( 17.6) becomes a non-degenerate. indefinite qua
draric form

I 2 ( ' )d "'d (Jx' l! ih:'"
ns = gJ.lY x .r x , gJ.lY(x' ) = 'h'" OXll (;X" = gyJ.I(x') .
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(17. 10)

NOIC, that the ge neric coordinates .r arc just arbi trary labe ls of events, with no
phys ica l meaning ; phys ica l laws ca nnot dep end on their cho ice. Besides the
eq uivalence principle, thi s is the seco nd pill ar on wh ich Ge neral Rel ativity is
based: not on ly Newton's absolute co ncepts of space and time. but also the
privileged nature of inertial fram es arc ab andoned. A conceptual distinction is
made between an eve nt P in spacerimc and its arbi trary coordinate labels; phys
ica l quantitie s transfo rm with defi nite laws under a gener ic coord inate tran sfer 

matio n. A contravariant vector, fo r exa mp le, tran sform s as the infini tesimal
d isplace ment d x" (eq. ( 17.8)); the partial differential operator all = aflJxI' is a
covariaru vecto r, transform ing with the law

l)x v

{)Il -lo H:, = a-lJ" .
r x'v

The metric YIl " (cq. ( 17.9)) is a covarian t, second rank tensor. Coordinate trans
formations x -lo x' = x'(x) are allowed on ly if the Jacobian matrix {),X',I /{)XV

does not vanish, nor diverges, so that they are invertible. Hence the vanishing
of a vector or a tensor is an invariant property : if it holds in one system of coor
dinates. it is true in any other. Physical quantities must be tensorial quanti ties:
physical laws consist in the stateme nt that a (covarian t or con travanant) tensor
vanishes. This is the principle of general covanance. Observable quantities.
like angles and proper times . must have a geo metric. invariant charac ter and
be formally express ible with appropriate geometrical models of the physical
apparatus, For example, the ticks of a well-functioning clock are events on
its world line equally spaced in its proper time: the Doppler frequency shift
of a moving source ( 17.43 ) is cons tructed with the scalar product of its fou r
velocity and the four-momentum of the photon . The action (17.7) can now
be written in an arbitrary coordinate system XII, Let x ll (,!) be a world line {
between the two even ts A = xll(,l d, B = xll('h); the action

(17. 11)

is a functional of the world line. The equation of a straight line in space
lime is still obtained by dcmanding that oS = 0 for all infinite simal variations
oxll(,.l) which vanish at A and B; but now this gives the explicit express ion
for the apparent forces in any frame. To evalu ate them . onc only needs the
Eulcr-Lagrangc equations in the appropriate, non-in ertial coordinates (Prob
lem 17.2),

The mathematical framework for a generalization of the Special Theory of
Relativity is now at hand, but so far no new speci fic physical law has been
introduced . However. it suggests that. in view of the principle of equi valence.
the motion in a gravitational field may still be determined by the action (17.1 1),
but with a metric tensor which cannot be expressed in the Minkowski form
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(17.6 ) with a suitable coord inate transformation. To see our way, we must
co mplete the mathematical structure with the gist of Ricmannian geometry
with indefinite metric.

17.2 Curvature of spacetime
In this generalized approa ch spacctimc is a four-d imensional manifold en

dowed with an invariant line element ( 17.9) and a metric YJI" with signature
( J. -I, - J.-I), which defines the scalar produc t YJI"uJlvY between two vectors
Ill' and vY

. A coordinate transformation gives at the event with new coordinates
x' the new metric tensor

" , ox" iJx'T
q"y(X ) = g'XT(X(X ) -;:;-- -;-:

~ ux' JI ux' ~
(17.12)

Just like in Spec ial Relativity, it is convenient to attribute to the coo rdinates x"
the dimension of a time (the same as for T and s) and to have the g's dimcn
sionlcss, like I}JlY' Formally, this means that, besides the coordinate trun s fo r

mations, we can also conside r changes of the scale of time x'' -+ X'1l = kx'' ,
which leave the metric unchanged and bring ds into d s' = k ds .

Recognizing a curved spacetime. A metric endows spacc timc with a rich gco
metric structure and makes it a pseudo-Riemonnian manifold (in a Ricmannian
manifo ld the metric is positive definite). It is always possib le to choose the
transformation in such a way that at a given event the metric reduces to the
diagonal form (J. - I , - I. - I ) (eq. (17.6)); since ds is invariant, ds = 0 defines
the light cone at that event. Is it possible to accomplish this everywhere? Ifso,
spacetime would be equivalent to a Minkowski spacetime and nothing different
from Special Relativity, except for the freedom to adopt arbitrary coordinates.
can be expected (as in Sec. 17.1). The answer to this ques tion is given in
terms of a fourth rank tensor R /1Y( )(f ' called after the German mathematician
G.E H. RrEMAr\s . which is a linear function of the second derivatives of the
metric and a quadratic function of its first deri vatives. R /1V[XT fulfils four sym
rnerries, which reduce the number of independent components from 44 = 256
10 20. Its vanishing is the necessary and suffi cient condition in order that a
coo rdinate transformation exists that reduces the metric 10 the form (17.6) ev
erywhere: if this happens, spaccrimc is said to bc fta t. If not, spacc timc is
curved and the laws of pscudo-Buclidcan geometry do not hold; in particular,
the sum of the internal angles of a triangle is not equal to n. The difference
between this sum and r:: is the excess angle Eexc.

The curvature tensor is related to the Goussian curvatu re of two-dimc n
sional sect ions of spacctimc. At a poin t P of an ord inary surface L . con sider
its section wit h a plane (Y through its normal, and let R(IY) be the radiu s of
the oscu lating circle to this section. It can be shown that (except in cases of
degeneracy). as u rotates around the norm al. R(IY) goes thro ugh a maximum
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RM and a minimum Rill_The Gau ssian curvature

(17. 13)

gives an overall measure of the curvature of L at P. It is positive if the tangent
plane to L at P does not intersect the surface, negat ive if it does (like for a sadd le
point). It can also be shown that the excess angle eexc of any infini tesimal
triangle of area A is given by

t:exc =A K, (17 .14)

as can be verified for a sphere of radius 11VK (sec Problem 17.9). In this
two-dimension al case the only independent co mponent of the Ricmann tensor,
R12J2. is equal to the Gaussian curvature K; ill more than two dimension s its
co mponents determine the Gau ssian curvature of any two-dimensional geode
tic section of arbitrary orientation. In the solar system the curvature of space
time is dominated by the Sun's contribution, of order

( )'mo " IAUKo = -;J :::::: 4.4 x 10-3. - ,- cm-2.

An equilateral triangle with the size equal to the distance of the Moon has an
excess angle Ecxc :::::: 3 X 10- 14.

Geodesics. In a pscudo-Ricmannian manifold the "straight lines" - called
geodesics - arc still the extremal lines of the action (17. 11). The explicit equa
tions arc the Eulcr-Lagrangc equations for the Lagrangian

(17. 15)

The action S does not change if J is replaced with another parameter X; in
other words, if xii( ,l ) is a solution, so is the function of.-1': x ii (,.I(.-1' )). This is
because L is homogeneous of degree I in the velocities (Problem 17.13). In
the case of time-like geodes ics this arbitrariness can be removed by stipulating
that the parameter ,.1 be just the proper time T . It can also be shown that the
acceleration iii is a linear function of the spacetime derivatives of the metric
tensor; its components act like the Newtonian potent ial U (Problem 17.10).

This, however, is impossible for a null line. on which I. = ds = 0; in that
case the Euler-Lagrange equa tions become mean ingless. To encompass every
case it is necessary to define geodesic lines with a slightly different variational
principle, based upon the Lagrange function 1.2 :

(17. 16)
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Figure J7.3 Itcrmi local inertial frame is con
structed around a time-like geodes ic world lin..
C. The space geodesics issued from an event
pes) on hogonally to [ define the surfaces of
simultaneity r(.~ ): the space coord inates'; of
an event P' arc referred 10 the orthogonal basis
1I~I , i = 1. 2. 3 on 1:(5). A proper identification
procedure - parallel transport - of the basis vec
tors at djtferent event along [ is assumed.

which holds also when I , vanishes. A straightforward calcu lation shows that
the quantity L itself is a constant along any world line which makes S ' an
extremum. Near an extremum we can write

ss:= 2Jd,l LOL = 2LJ.us: = 2LOS

Hence a curve which is an extremum for S I is also an extremum for S ; but the
new principle is universa lly valid. whether the line is null or not. Moreover.
while in the previous formulation the parameter ,1 was not specified, now from
L = const we conclude that ..l is the proper time. unless the world line is null;
in this case we have a new independent variable called the affine parameter.
The theory of the geodesics based upon the action 5 ' is formally equivalent to
the theory of a mechanical systcm whose Hamiltonian function contains only
the kinetic energy, and whose mass is an arbitrary tensorial function of the
configuration variables. This kinetic energy is a constant of the motion.

17.3 The nature of gravitation
The discussion of Sec. 17.1 left unanswered the question. how dynamical

exper iments inside a laboratory can show the presence of a nearby gravitating
body like the Earth. Fig. 17.1 suggests that this requires investigating the free
fall of two mass points: in an Earth laboratory their trajectories show a minute
convergence toward the centre. Gravity can be locally investigated by its tidal
effect (cq. (4.9)): not only the gravitational potential U. but also its gradient
VU can be removed at a given point by going to a freely falling system. The
true. invariant observable is the acceleration gradient VV U, which no apparent
force can efface .
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Fermi coordinates along a geodesic. The previous reasoni ng can be given a
precise geometrical mean ing. A flat spacctimc can be covered with a set of reg
ular Cartesian coordinate s, whi ch cross each othe r orthogo nally and at equid is
tant intervals; in these inertial coordinates the metric reduces to the standard
form ( 17.6). For an obse rver at rest at the origin , the three- su rfaces t = const
arc loc i of s imultaneous events. On each of them we have a Cartesian coord i
nate system with unit four-vec tors (u(1) = (0. J. 0, 0). // (2) = (0.0, 1, 0) , 11( 3) =
(0, 0, 0, 1» whi ch are constant in time and define an absolute standard of no
rotat ion ; a gyroscope O il epoints all the time alon g the same direction with re
spect to thi s base. A geometrical construction due to E. F ERM I shows that such
an inertial reference system can be defined in the infinites ima! neighbourhood
o f a geodesic eof a curved spacetirne ; inertial fra mes exist only locally. At
each event P(s) on t , labelled by the proper time s, construc t the three-man ifol d
:E(.\') made up o f all the space geodesics issued from P(s) orthogonally to t ; for
any point P ' , let .I"be its time coordinate and r its geodesic distance from P(s).
At eac h P(s), an ortbo norm al basis (un ), 1I(2 l. 11(3) on L(.~ ) can be co nstructed
and the space coord inate s ,-i of a point P' defi ned (F ig . 17.3). Adopting the
Fermi coordinates (v, ,-i). we have along the world line

o (P ' ) - n + O(K .J) Ir= '(r1)2 + (r-°)2 + ( ' )21uv - ' / jl Y f V T""" (17 .17)

whe re K (generally fu nction of .s] is the order of magnitude of the curvature
tensor at P(s). Wc sec that on { the metric tensor has the Minkow ski fo rm and
all its first de rivat ives vanish; one can say. the metric is in such a form which,
in the neighbourhood of L, is as near as possible to the flat case (17.6). The
relative motion of a free test-body sufficiently near { is uniform . With this
co nstruc tion we can also give a meaning to the sta teme nt that a direction on
( is fixed : thi s happens when its Ferm i coo rdinates arc constant, defining a
gyroscope in curved space. Privileging physical insight. we have reversed here
the usual line of argument, in whi ch the geometric theo ry of parallel transport
is int roduced first: here it is defined with Fermi's coordina tes. Th e equal
ity between the Fermi coordinates of two vectors at P(s) and P(s ' ) defi nes a
linear mapping be tween the vectorial s imultaneity spaces at two points of a

d . °gee estc-.
Th e simplest curved surface, a sphere of radiu s 1/ {K, with metric

ds2 = (dfil + sin2 fld4h l K,

2Hr rr is the geomet ric definition of Fermi's coord inate'S. Let" be the unit tangent vector at P(., ) to the
geodesic from 1'(5) to P' : rhc orthonorru al basis (Ill " ; i '" J. 2, 31h parallcly propag ated along f . Then ,J '"
r!J~ "u ~u;i) ;lre the invalia nt space ClKlrdinates and Pylha goras' theorem f"lI " w, . The Fenni coordiniltes can

be de/ined along a generic world line . not only on geodes ics, and the parallel transpon can be gell~ra li /.ed

to the Fermi transport. A gyrnscopc is Fermi-tra nsported even along an accelerated (non-geodesic) world
line.
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( 17. 18)

provides a clear illustration . Its geodes ic lines arc great circles; near the equa
tor - the central geodes ic f - it can he written

2 1[ ' ( (, /2 _0) ' ) 'I' "dS
K

= K dO-- + 1 - 2 drP~ = dr" + (1 - Kr' {Tvdr ,

where s = ,p/ {K, r = (;e/ 2 - 8)/ (K are local, qu asi-Cartesian coordinates.
Obv iously, in this case " flat" mean s Euclidean. The corrections to Pythagoras'
theorem are O(Kr).

Equation of geod esic deviation. A time -like world line {' in the neighbour
hood of { is described hy the Ferm i coordinates (s , ,J); as in the generic case,
the accclcrations yi are linear functions of the first derivatives of the metric
(17.17), hence of the form Kr. It can be shown that they are g iven by the
equation of geodesic deviation

d 2,i .
- 2 = RiojO( s) ,-J .
ds

This is the exact gene ralization of the tidal equations (4.9) to a curved space
time. expressed in term s of the Riemann tensor on { (a given function of the
proper time x), and tells how much the relative motion of two nearby, freely
falling bod ies deviates from uniformity; indeed. in the approximat ion (17.27)

( 17 . 19)

(Problem 17.14). When the frame of reference is not locally inert ial, in the
metric (17. 17) new terms appear, whose derivatives do not vanish at t; then the
equations of relative mot ion have corrections corresponding to the apparent
forces.

Aga in the sphere gives a simple insight. A geodesic thro ugh the pole is a
meridian, labelled with the arc s = 0/ (K: the dist ance between two points on
neighbouring geodes ics at the longitudes 0 and d,p is r = dt/J sin 8/ VK: hence

d2r
d s.2 = - rK

gives the geodesic deviation on a sphere.
Eq. ( 17. 18) says that gravitation is present when spacctimc is not flat, so that

the relative accelerat ion of two freely fallin g points does not vanish; this is an
invariant statement, with no reference to inertial frames". But we still need to

.lAs an ep islemological remark, nole the peculiar way lhi, rea""n;ng goes: lip;l onc invents. on the basis
of simplicity and Illath~mal ic al ~au ly. a l!ene rali ~alitlll o f a previous fnrrnal scheme; neJ\t one looks for
physical phenomena described by it. Th is typically dedu ctive argument ha, met with extraord inary success
in the theory (If General Relativity.
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show that in this formulation of gravitationa l dynam ics a suitable metric does
exist. capable of accu rately describi ng the wea lth of the motion of bo dies in
the solar and stellar sys tems . In the limit of wea k field and slow motion - sat
isfactory for the solar sys tem - it is possible to explicircly co nstruc t a class of
such geometric dynam ical theo ries. all fulfilling the equivalence principle. In
Einstein's theory of Gen eral Relat ivity, as discussed below, the metric field in
the solar system is uniquel y prescribed by the field equ ations, the mass distri
bution and appropriate boundary co nditio ns; our more ge neral approach will
prov ide the suitable formalism to test altern ative metric theories. a major task
of experimental gravitation.

The field equa tions . The determination of the metric in Einstein's theory is
accomplish ed through field equations. which in vacuo follow from a variational
principle. With ten unknowns g/l" - the "gravitational potcnuals"- wc need ten
equations; they have a very com plex structu re. resu lting in the fact that on ly
few physically useful exact solutions are known, and several novel features:

• Accord ing to the principle of genera l covanance. they must consist in the
vanishing of a tensorial qua ntity. a property invariant under general coord i
nate transformations. The Rieman n tensor determines the geometric struc
ture of a Riemarmian manifold and it is not surp rising that it is the main in
gredient of the field equations. They involve four arbitra ry functions, corre
sponding to arbitrary coo rdinate transformations; hence the field equations
ca nnot be independent, but must fulfil four differential co nditions.

• In analogy with Poisson's equation ( 1.36). one requires that they should be
part ial differential equations. linear in the second derivatives of the metric;
but, in order to comply with Special Relativity, they must be hyperbolic,
necessari ly leading to prop agation phenomena. Th is leads to gravi tational
waves and a new field of research ; their detection will open an entirely new
"window" of obse rvation for the most energetic processes in the Universe.

• The vanishing of a linear combination of the com ponents of the Riemann
tensor is the obvious candidate for the field equa tions in empty space. This
implies that, con trary to Poisson's equation, they are not linear in the metric
field (eq. (17.23»; the gravitational field generated by two masses is not the
sum of the two separate metries.

• In Newtonian dynamics the matter densi ty l! is the only source of the scalar
po tential; but in Special Relativity wc need rhc energy-mo mentum tensor
TW. which em bodies. for matte r and any field other than gravity. rhc energy
density, rhc momentum and the stress. This tensor (with ten components)
is rhc sou rec of Einstein's field equations.

• The field equations must be complemented with the appropriate boundary
conditions. In Newroni an physics isolated massive sources correspond to
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the co ndition that at large distances U vanishes; then fo r a point-like body
we have the monopole so lution U = - GM/ r . In General Relativity this is
replaced by asymptotic ftatness . which states that at large distances the met
ric tensor gw(x ) tends sufficiently rapidly to 'lw' There is on ly one spheri
cally symmetric vacuum solution of the field equations which satisfies this
co ndition (the Schwarzschitd solution ). For a dynam ical system emitting
gravitational waves this is supplemented by the causality requirement that
the metric becomes flat at large distances on the past light-cone.

17.4 Weak fields and slow motion
In the solar system the product of the curv ature and the square of a typical

d istance is very small (eq. (17. 14) and the follow ing): then there are ("nearly
Minkowskian") coordinate systems in which the metric deviates little from its
flat form ( 17.6)

(17.20)

which is the gist of the weak field approximation. In this approximation it is
possible to work with the formalism of Special Relativity and dea l with the
metric pcrturbations hJlYas a symmetric tensor under Lorentz group; in partic
ular, indices are now lowered and raised with the metric (17.6). This stresses
an important mathemat ical analogy betwee n the weak gravitational field. elec
tromagnetism and other special-relativistic fields. With this assumption the
invariance with respect to general coordinate transformation s is restricted to

xJl ~ x'J1 = x J1 + ~J1(x) , (17.21)

where e (x) are four arbitrary. "infinitesimal" functions of spacetime. The
transformation law ( 17.12) becomes

(17.22 )

These are the gauge transformatio ns. similar to the electromagnetic case . To
within linear term s in the h's. the Rieman n (or curvature) tensor reads:

(17.23)

one easily verifies that this expression is gauge-invariant. It should also be
noted that in a Fermi fram e, on the cen tral geodesic t , there are no corrections
0 (l7h)2 and the linear expression is exact.

As explained above, relativistic dynamics of a test particle replaces the vari
ational principles of Newton ian dynamics with the geodes ic principle. The
comparison between them clearly shows under which approx imation Ncwto
nian mechanics is recovered from General Relativity. and which corrections
have to be taken into acco unt for a more accurate description. The Newtonian
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mo tion of a point mass moving in a gravit ational potential en ergy (per un it
mass) U is governed by the action

s; = JdlLJ" . vi) =~Jdl (U' - 2U). (u' =dx'jdt) . ( 17. 24 )

(17.25)

(1 7.26)

T he req uirement that S)'.; be stationary with respe ct to all infini tesimal varia
tions of the trajectory which leave the end pos itions unchan ged lead s to the
Ncw tonian eq uat ions of motio n.

To write the gene ral relat ivistic action in an appropriate form it is convenient
to treat the time coord inate f = .'(0 and the space coordinates .J! separately;
fuctoring o ut dt , ( 17.15) rca ds

S = J g liV dx JldxY = Jdr goo + 2g0i d + Yi)',} vj

(recall that in this chapter c = I). Besides the weak field ap proximat ion. let us
also assume that the mot ion is slow, nam ely v« 1; moreover. we are interested
in situatio ns in which the pot ential and the kinetic energies are of the samc
order of magn itude, as the case is for gravitationally bound bod ies; in terms of
an ordering parameter £,

Diu' ) = O(U ) = ,? .

For the Earth in the gravitat ional field of the Sun £ se 10-4 . We also assume
that the metric correctio ns hJlY are of the same order of magnitude or smaller.
To 0 , the ac tion ( 17.25) reads

[ ' ]sr hoo 4
S = Jtit I - 2" + T + O(t: ) .

Since the first term does not co ntribute to the varia tion, the relativistic varia
tional principle is equivalent, to thi s orde r. to the Newton ian co unterpart (eq .
( 17.24», provided that

hoo = 2U . (17 .27)

" 00 is the sum of the contr ibutions from all the bodies; fo r a sing le mass point

2111
h tM) =- 

r (m = G".! ' 1.48!!..- km) .
c- Mo

(17. 28)

For a bod y wh ich is not spbcrically symmetr ic. U includes higher harmonics.
T his shows that. in the slow motion appro ximation, the whole of Ncwtoman
gravitational dyna mics is contained in the geodesic principle and thu s reduced
to geometry.

Beyond the Newton ian approximation. In the (3 + I j-dimensional formula
tion . gravitat ion is described by three dim en sionl ess potentials: a scalar (with
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re spect to spatial transfor matio ns. of course ) !loo, a vector hu = hUi and a sym
metric tensor " ij. Under Lorcnt z transformations, hllY d X l 1dx Y

, being the di ffer
ence between two invariant quantities, is itself an invariant; hence !l /i Y behaves
as a tensor under Lorcntz transformations. We can use this property to describe
the effect of a moving source at the event P.

Consider a so urce, a partiele with mass In determined in its rest fram e, mov
ing in a given coord inate sys tem along a world line XiI = (xo,.I ); XO = t is the
coordinate time and i- = i(l ). The corresponding four-veloc ity reads

( I . u j

vi- u2 .
(17.29 )

(17.30)

To generalize eq. (17.28), it is reasonable to look for a mcrric correction h /i Y

proportional to mlr (using the invariant definition (17.31) , with the transfor
mation properti es of a seco nd rank tensor under Lorentz tran sformations. With
the assumption, fami liar in elec tromagnetism, that a source affects the gravira
rional potential only thro ugh its velocity and its relative position, there arc only
two possibilities: 1lllY and U/ill y (recall that 1I/i = 1]IJ"II

V); hence

( ') mh /i v =2 Y TJ/iV + Y If /iU y - •
r

y and y' are dimensionless coefficients. When the body is at rest with respect
to the source, we must recover eq. (17.28); this leads 10 y' = - I - Y and

hlJ" = 21y1}1JV - (I + y) 1IJ1 11 ••] ~ .
r

Note that the admissible metr tcs depend upon a free , dime nsion less parameter
y , which turns ou t to be onc in General Relati vity. Note also the extraordi nary
constructive power of the invariance requirement; of course. this argument is
useful only for the linea r part of the metric pcrturbations, of order 0(6.2) and
O(t.-~) .

In (17.30) In is an invariant scalar, while r must be expressed in a Lorcnrz
invariant way. The light cone with vertex at P intersects the world line of the
source at a past event 0 (Fig. 17.4 ); e'' = (P - 0 )11 is the corresponding null
vector; then

(17 .31)

is an invariant and reduces to the ordinary dista nce when the source is at rest
and 1/ 1' = (1 , 0). There is also an intersection 0 ' in the future of P, but since U l l

is constant, it gives the same resu lt.
Naive intuition might suggest that retardation should be taken into account ;

if the source moves with a velocity v, towards P, at the antedated time its dis
tance was larger, r O + v, ) say. Were that the case, the Newronian potential
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Figure J7..1 Construction of the invariant dis
tance r be tween a spac enme poin t P 1I1ld the
movin g gravitational source (see the text).

(17.3 2)

(17.3 4)

III /r would have to be cor rected with a term E times smaller. But things are
subtler and we now show that the retarda tion correction 10 m /r is of order
(lII lr) X O(t-.2). beyond our d iscussion ; wc also note a close similarity between
this result and the Licnard-Wicchcrt potentials familiar in electromagnetic the
ory. With a poi nt-like source the sought value of m/ r reads

(~ ) = mJdr8(F(r») ;
r rer [x z(T)1

here F (T ) = r -1 + [x - 7.(T)1 = 0 defines the anted ated time T = t' on the world
line Z(T) of the source and on the past null cone of the event (f, x); c5(§) is the
Dirae delta function. Denote the solution of F(T) = 0 by t' : using Lagrangc's
expa nsion theore m from Problem 11.16. wc easily obtain t' = t - r (t) + . .. with
r(T) = Ir (T)1= [x - z(T)I. Wc can thus ev alua te the integra l in (17.32) a s

C;Lt= r~:',) ( ldF~dTlt=I' = r(1') _ ~~: ' ) . r (t ' ) , (17.33)

where the denominator is eva luated at the antedated time t' , With the expansion

r (t' ) = r(t) + U(1) · r (t) + 0(..,1 ) .

we see that the terms O( f:) compensate and

(~ ) = .!!C.. II + 0 (£2)1
r re I r(t )

From now on the position of the source is unde rstood to be taken at the time
1. We thus conclude that retardation - and the asym met ry betwee n past and
future (0 and O · events in Fig. 17.4) - appears quadratically in 1-:. an impo rtant
fact used below.

To lowest order, we thus have. besides (17.2R). a vector component

m 5
gOI = hUi = 2( 1 + y ) Uj - + 0 (1-: ), (17 .35)
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and a tensor component

III 4
h;j = - 2y 8ij - + 0(6 ) .

r
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(17.36)

In this linear approximation the metric field of several sources is the summation
of the separate contributions.

For corrections to the Ncwtonian approximation in the action (17.25) wc
need ho; and h;j to the lowest order as above. but 1100 to 0 (l-;4). For the com
ponents of the four-veloci ty (17.29), /to is expanded in even powers, beginning
with I at 0 (1-:0), and // has odd powers. The complexity of the 0 (1-;4) level in
hoo stems first from the necessary retarda tion effects, as discussed above. but
also from the expected non-l inear terms proportional to the product and the
squares of the masses of the sources . Its exact express ion depend s on the field
equations. not discussed in detail here. Instead. wc notice that in the solar sys
tcm the main relativistic correc tions arc duc to the Sun and it is enough here to
use h(x) for a single body at res t. We heuri stically expect at the 0 (e4 ) level a
ex: (mjr)2 correction in h(Xl:

m (nI)'h(XI = - 2 -; + 2fJ -; - + 0(1-/ ' ) . (17.37)

The dimension less coefficien t f3 is one in General Relativity. The fi nal, spher i
cally symmetric line element reads, to this order.

(17.38)

The line element ds2 up to this order for N slowly moving masses is known,
and one can thus formulate a relativistic N-body problem. Obviously, in these
equations the retardation and non-linear effects are important to evaluate cor
rectly !too to 0 (F-4 ) .

The above described procedure paves the way to a systematic and powerful
expansion of the metric in powers of F- , called the post-Newtonion approxi
motion. The scalar 1100 and the vector ho; have only even and odd powers,
respect ively; the tensor h;j has even powers, but the first term (17.36) in the
expansion is propo rtiona l to the unit matrix. Since the metric perturbation is
determined by moving masses, its time and space scales fulfil the slow motion
approximation , in the form /)0 = DCF-) iJi . This assignment is itself unchanged
for infinitesimal coo rdinate transformations (17.21) if I!') = 0(e3), with odd
powers, and ~i = DC..?). with even powers of 6; to the lowest order they have
the form:

h(x) ~ h~ = h1X1 + 2 ant) ,
ho; ~ 1I;)i = I4.li + aifl - a()~i , (17.39)

l1 ij ~ h;j = hij - iJi~j - 8jf! '
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hoo is invariant to OCr? ), safeguarding the Ncwton ian approximation ; at 0(£4)
its change is lied up with the change in hoi• so that the expression (17.35)
is. in fact gauge-dependent. Similarly. the solution of the geodes ic equa tion
gives the world line xi/Cs) in some coo rdinate sys tem; however, the coordi
nates do not have a physica l meaning in themselves. Instead, they have to be
used la co nstruct the appropriate invar iant ob servables. for example the proper
lime between two events on a world line or the frequen cy ratio between the
rece iver and observer as a functio n of the proper time. Under the rransforma
lions ( 17.39) every invariant quantity, in particular. Fermi coordinates, remains
unchanged.

It may be noted that the seco nd, "post-post-Newtonian'', corrections have
been computed and studied for the relativistic two-bod y problem, part icularly
inte resting for astroph ysical appli cation s in binary systems of two neutron
stars. In these cases the emissi on of gravitational waves, which appears at
the order 0 (£;7 ), is also needed to acc ess obs ervations.

De Sitter precession. As d iscussed in Sec. 17.3, in a Riemannian manifold
we can define a constant vector field SIl along a geodes ic t ; it is characterized
by the fact that its Fermi coo rdinates are constant. If SIl is orthogonal to f.
it define s an absolu te spatial direction in its rest frame . To sec how it can
be physica lly real ized , it is enoug h to note that in Fermi's frame any loca l
sys tem is gove rned by the ordinary physical laws of Special Relativity, with
no gravitational field ; if a device gove rned by these laws - like a gyrosc ope
or a spinning body - keeps a co nstant dir ection. it provides such realization.
This is a local, dynamically defined standard of absolute rotation and can be
construc ted, as discussed in Sec. 3.2. by fitting an unknown Coriolis force to
the data: the question arises, how it is connected with the kinematical frame
of reference anchored to distant galaxies . In the usual gravitat ional description
of the so lar system provided by Gen eral Relativity (e.g., eg. (17.38». however,
there is no re ference 10 the Universe; but at large distances the metric tends to
the Min kowski form 'lilY and de fi nes there a set o f inertial frames (connected to
each other by a Lorentz transformation ), thus prov iding an asymptotic abso lute
standard of rotation . Strong cosmological arguments support its identification
with the kinema tical extragalactic standard used in practice, and discussed in
Ch. 3.

To obtain a physically verifiable prediction , the appropriate metric in the so
lar sys tem barycentric frame (like (17.38» should be considered in the relevant
weak field , slow motion approximation, and the cond ition for parallel tra nsfer
of SIl along a time-like geodesic (like that of the Earth ) should be computed.
It turns out that for its space part

(17 .40)
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S precesses relative 10 the flat spacctimc at great distances with the angular
velocity Ous - de Sitter 's f requency ; W. DE SITrERderived this important result
shortly after Einstein 's 1915- 1916 discovery of General Relativity. In the case
of a single gravitating body (the Sun) and a circular orbit with mean motio n
n and radius r, the absolute direction rotates arou nd the normal with angul ar
velocity

( 1) '"0!!.is = Y + 2: 1/ -; == 19.2 mast y .

This effect has been verified with the lunar motion (Sec. 2004).
It is interesting to note that this geometrica l effect can also be directly ob

tained in the non-rotat ing geocentric frame, as realized with the CRS (Sec. 3.2).
In this frame the Sun moves around the Earth with an approximately circular
motion of radius r, has an angular momentum and therefore exerts a grav
itomagnetic force and a torque o: 1/ ,.51"2, with an effect on a spinning body
similar to the Lense-Thirring precession (17.67); then the de Sitter precession
is recovered.

17.5 Doppler effect
According to Special Relativity, the motion of the source and the receiver in

an inertial frame produce the Doppler frequency shift (3.3). The equivalence
principle applies to photons as well and require s that also a gravitational field
affects the frequency of a photon. Consider a photon emitted at S in an rocket
along the direc tion of its accelerati on g (case (a) of Fig. 17.1); at the recept ion
at 0 , at a distance h, the rocket moves faster than at the emission, so that less
wave lengths per unit time are received than em itted (fig. 17.5) and we get a
frequency smaller by ghvs' The same frequency shift must occur when there is
a difference gh in the gravitational energy per unit mass between the observer
and the source:

(17.41)

In the case of light emitted by the Sun, for example, we have a fractional red
shift "'=' 2 x lO- b, barely observable in the complex solar spectrum. This effect
has been first verified in 1960-65 with a series of laboratory experiments us
ing the Mossbaucr effect to obtain a narrow spectral line; in 1974 it has been
tested much more accurately with a hydrogen maser flown in a rocket at about
10,000 km of altitude (Problem 17.15 and Sec. 20.4 ). For an accurate dcscrip
rion of the Doppler effect valid to higher order and for general gcomctrics, a
rigorous mathematical introdu ction is called for.

In Special Relativity a photon with a world line y~ (,l ) and frequency v is
described by the null vector p~ = hviJ !1 = hv( l, n ); n gives the direction
of propagati on. For an observer with world line x(s) its energy is the scalar
product E = TJpvp !l .e ; E = hv in the rest frame in which .i

"
= (1.0). The
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Figure 17.5 Doppler shift in an accelerated roc ket.
During a photon transit time hIe the receive r 0 in
creases its velocity by ghl!"and detects a fract ional
frequency shift fJh/ c (for clarity we keep c explicit).

co mponents orthogonal to xi' give the momentum (hence the radiation pres
sure; Sec. 15.4). In a curved spacetime the photon world line. result ing from
variational pr incip le (17.16) with L2 = O. is a function yJ'(,I) of the affine pa
rameter; the photon four-momentum is given, in term s of the ..l-dcnvativc. by
n" = hv fJi1 and the observer measure s the energy

L' /.I • y
r: = 9jlVP x ; (17 .42)

(17.43)

hv is a constant, with the dimension of energy. attributed la the photon . Con
sidcr now a source X~(S I) and a receiver Xf(.'i2) on the path of the photon. The
frequency ratio is

V2 [yityp iti Yh

VI [ypypit.i YII

This for mula, whose intuitive meaning is obviou s, can be rigorously derived
from the properties of null geodes ics. We now apply it in two specific cases of
interest.

Let us first recover and generalize the gravitational frequency shift fo rmula
(17.41). Consider a stationary spacctirnc in which the metric is time indcpcn
dent" and both source and observer arc at rest. Because of the definition of the
proper time T, we get for the source and the observer

iO= _ I _ , x'= O.
ygoo (17.44)

We do not need to solve the variational principle (17.16) for the motion of
the photon : it is enough to note that, since the Lagrange function L2 does not
depend on time, its canonically conjugate quantity

aL' 2 . ,
iJfJo = YOitY (17.4 5)

~ Nore that the assumption of stanouarity does /101 exclude mouon ee.g.. COIlSWIll rotation of a body).
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is a constant along the ray (and so is g(,~I' ~ ) . But this is ju st what is needed
in ( 17.4 3), and we obtain

V2 [gO~ I' ~ / V9OOI2
= =

VI I go~p ~ / vgooll
(17.46)

Thi s relation is exact; in the linear approximation 900 = I + 2U (cq. (17.27))
and we recover (17 .41 ).

Fro m the general formula ( 17.43 ) wc can also recover the frequency shift in
Speei al Relat ivity (3.3). Since. in terms of the ordi nary veloc ity vi = dJ [dt,

.0 _~l =;;x =
~

. ,/.,
x = ,vi - v1

(17.47)

0 0 - - I - n · v
lJ~vp ~ .e = P .t - Oij pl kl = hv . r.--::;

v I - v2

and
,)1/2

V2 = I - n . V2 ( I - vi

VI t - n . VI I - v~

Th e first factor represents the ordinary Doppler effect. The second describes
the second-order, transversal correction; although small. it is impo rtant for
laser and radar tracki ng to satellites and asteroids.

Note that it is not possib le to dist ingu ish betw een the Doppler effect due to
a gravitational field and that due to a velocity differenc e. Upon transforming
to an accele rated frame , a relative velocit y shows up in the scalar product as an
energy difference due to the apparent force. Th e whole effect is fully described
by eq. (17.43), which is invariant and covers all cases (Prob lem 17.1).

This discussion clear ly shows that , as expected, in general there is no globa l
and privileged time variable: we only have independ ent cloc ks on their ow n
world lines and the mean s to compare their frequ encies with electro magnetic
signals. It does not make sense to say that two clocks at different places show
the same time . If two observers J and 2 have "well func tioning" clocks. we
can only say, with the Dopp ler formula, what is the rare of clock 2 - transmit
ted electromagnetically - that I measures with respec t to his own clock. and
vice versa", Th ere is. however. an important case of approximate and global
synchronization of pract ical inte rest. Consider a set of clocks at rest on the

~ IT is interesting to note that in standard cosmology mere is a privileged time variable . lndc...ed. The universal.
ordered expansion is charnctenze d by a velucily lidd. defined by the local mean motion of galaxies. At
every poinTwe thu, have a well determi ne<:! standard of re , t (in whicb The ("t"lSlllic micmwa\"e background
radiation is nearly isotropic); the family of three-dimensional manifold, orthogonal to This four-velocity
field gives the loc i of simultaneous events (Problem 17.7).
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(r igidly) rotating geoid of the Earth in the quadrupolc . ax ially symmetric ap
proximat ion. In this rotat ing frame (neglec ting the influence of other bod ies)
the met ric is st ill time-i ndependent an d the clocks are at res t, but the potential
U in (17.27) should he repl aced by the total potential W (2.35), including the
ce ntrifugal force. Because of eg . (17.46), thes e clocks, when compared elect ro
magneti ca lly, do not show, to O(f? ), any frequ en cy shift (see Probl em 17. 1J).

17.6 Relativistic dynamical effects
For the motion of plane ts and interplanetary navigation, the main relativistic

corrections arc those of the Sun, which can be taken m rcsr''. It is therefore
important to study the geodes ic motion for the spherica lly symmetric metric
(17 .38). In Sec. 17.7 we discu ss the role of the off-diagonal vector 110; .

Consider first the motion of test bodies in the field of a single mass point at
rest, correspondi ng 10 the Lagran ge function (see eqs. (17 .25) and ( 17.38»:

[ m (m )' ( m), 1' /2L = I - 2 -; + 2fJ -; - 1 + 2y -; v + . . . . (17.48)

(17.49)

(17 .50)

Neglecting an irrelevant constant and changing the sign, the Lagrange function

I 2 /11 (m )' 1 ( 2 111)2 /11 2L = - v+--f3- + -v + 2 - + y-v ,
2 r r 8 r r

of order 1";2 itself, must be evaluated up to 0 (&4). In the following we drop the
indication of the neglected term s. The canonical momentum (per unit mass)

,)L I I ( , m) mj,, =- = v 1 + - rr + 2 - +2y -
av 2 r r

has small corrections O(e-1) to the ordinary value v. To get the Hamiltonian
H = x - V - L. we solve (in the (; expansion) for v and express in terms of r and
n the function

lr '2 In (m)' I ( .., 111)'2 111 ..,I/o + 1/1 =- - - + {3 - - - lr' + 2 - - Y-lr~ .
2 r r 8 r r

We see that HI, the correction to the Hamiltonian functio n Ho = lr'2 / 2 - m/r
U[ the Newton ian level. is of order 1";2Ho; hence we expect that in an orbital
period every orbital element suffers a fract ional change of order 1"; '2. l-or ex
ample, the distance from the Earth to the Sun differs from its New tonian value

"However. uccurarc planetary cphc mcrides now require a full post-Ncwtonian formu lation of the N-I>ody
problem, beyond the scope of this introductory chapter,
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by a variable term of order f? tA U ;::;;: mo ;::;;: 1.5 km. The corresponding angu
lar deviation, of order IO- ll rads :=::: 2 mas, cannot be measured with ordinary
telescopes, which can only detect larger, secular relativ ist ic e ffects. Currently,
microwave ranging to interpl anetary spacec ra ft has an accuracy of a few me
tres and relativistic correctio ns are well obser vable. Ar I AV the fractional
frequency shift due to the o rdinary Doppler effect is O(e) """ 10-4, while the
transversal Doppler and the gravitational frequency shift are O(t? ) ~ 10- 8.
The curre nt accuracy of Dop pler measurements between the Earth and an in
terplanetary spacecra ft, given by Allan deviation o y' is about 10- 14, well below
the rela tivistic signal: however. the actual signal-to-noise ratio depends on the
integratio n lime and cann ot be deduced without a detailed analysis.

The Lagrange function (17 .49) describes a planar motion, a consequence of
the fact that aL/ov is parallel to v. Introducing polar coord inates (r,1J l in the
orbital plane, we see that

tu. "" l I ... 2 '2 . 111 1- . = r 1J I + - (r- + I 1J ) - (I + 2y) -
a~ 2 ,

( 17.5 1)

the relativistic angular momentum. is a constant of motio n. It differs from the
ord inary expression 121 by O(t? ). The energy (17.50) is also constant.

The perturbation energy HI depend s onl y on three of the six orbital ele 
ments: the mean anomal y M, the semimajor axis a and the ecce ntricity e.
Secu lar effec ts are easily obtained by replacing 1/1 with its average over an
orbital period, expressed in term s of the ecce ntric anomal y 11 (see Chs. 11 and
J2 and Pig. 11.3):

The averaging procedure removes the depe ndence of H I on the mean ano 

maly M : its dependence Oil the scmim ajor axis a produces only a change in M ,
corresponding to a slightly d ifferent form of the Keplcr's third law (11.19' ).
This secular effec t is difficul t to observe because of (he error in GMo. Wc
therefore conclude that the onl y relevant secular effect is a motion of the lon
gitude of the periastron according to the equation (12.4ge):

d",
=

d t

~aHI

nu2e De
( 17.52)

The pertu rbation Ham iltonian (17.50) is a quadratic form in ai r
ecos 11) :

/Il2 /Il2 m2
H I = --., + (1 + Y)- + (j3 - 2 - 2y )-, :

2a- ru r-

1/(1 -

( 17.53)
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here we have used the express ion ( 11.2 J) for the osc ulating energy Ho. The
first two terms yield a contribution which does not dep end on the eccentricity;
to eva luate the las t term we need the integral

1 r" d u
2;tJo ) - e cos u =

(17.54)

Thus we obtain the secu lar advance of the pericentre in a period

J:: 2/t (<I,") 2 2 ) 2r.mvw = - - = ( - /3+ Y .
11 dt sec a(l - e2)

In Einstein 's theory f3 = y = I and the bracketed expression equals 3. This is
a secular correction. whose effect steadily increases with time. For Mercury,
with m /a = 2.56 X 10- 8, OW = 5 X 10- 7 rads (or 0. 1"), corresponding to 43"
per century. As noted in the introductory section, this anomaly was known,
and unexplained , to astronomers long time before Einstein's seminal papers.

Relativistic effects on th e motion of a photon. The Lagrangc function

, , ( 2",) 2 ( 2",) . .L-(d,lt = 1 ---;:- dt - 1 + y --;:- t5ijdxd.l" ( 17.55)

(eq. ( 17. 16» , expressed in terms of the affi ne parameter ,I. must be used. ,I
is determined by the constancy of the corresponding canonical momentum;
selling this constant equal to unity, so that ,l co incides with the coordinate time
t at infinity, we have

( 2",)d,1 = 1- --;:- elf. (17.5 6)

We now note that the magni tude u of the coordinate veloci ty of the photon
dJ![ dt differs very little from unity (by 0 (e2»;hence in /} the difference be
tween zand t can be neglected in the coe fficient of m ]r, We have, therefore,

1 2 2m 4
L- = 1 - v - (1 + y ) - + O(s ) .

r
(17.57)

(17.58)

This is equivalent to the Lagrange function of Ncwtonian gravitational theory
in the field of a point mass (y + I)m (2m in General Relativity, twice the New
tonian value). The motion is hyperbolic, with an angle between the asymptotes

",

J = 2( 1 + y) - •
b

where b is the impact parameter (sec Scc. 11.4 and Fig. 17.6). This effect
displaces the positions of stars and radio sources away from the Sun by the
angle o' and has been measured very accurately.
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figure 17.6 The hyperbolic trajectory
of a photon in the field of a spherica l
gravitating b ody.with a detlection {j and
an impart paramd er h.

The gravitational field of the Sun also increase s the transit time tJ.l o f a
photon passing near it. On the unperturbed trajectory (x = ,I, y = b, Z = 0) wc
have (d s2 = 0 in eq . (17.38»

( 1 - :') dt = ( I + /~ ) dx ;

this shows that light propagates with a ratio dxi dt smaller than unity. thus in
creas ing the coordin ate time it takes to travel a given distance, as measured
with the Euclidcan variable x. Consider an experiment near conj unction be
tween two points at the distances from the Sun x = DI, x = - D2 = - D + D I,
with D I , D2 » b; then the integration gives a relativistic correction to the
transit time M which diverges logari thmically as h --t 0:

DID2 DIDJ
tJ.t = D + (1'+ I )m In -,- =:; D + 5 f1s (I' + l )ln -,-- .

b- b-
(17.59)

This is the Shapim effect , sometimes called "the fourth test of the General
Relativity" ; it has also been measured with a very good accuracy. Since the
delay tJ.t changes with time, wc also have a frequency shift (Sec. 20A).

17.7 · Gravitomagnetism
Relativistic gravitation produces an additional force between two bodies

which depen ds on their velocities. The main com ponent of this force is due to
the off-d iagonal part of the metric (17 .35), which contributes to the Lagrangc
function (sec (17.25» for a mass 11/' with veloc ity v the term

, ' , mm'
L gm = m h iOtf = lit v · ho = 2(1 + 1') -- v . u .

r
(17.60)

u is the velocity of the source with mass m; for didaetieal sake we use here the
Lagrangian multiplied by the part icle 's mass m', There is an obvious formal
analogy with magnet ism, which we now proceed [0 exploit. The magnetic term
in the Lagrange function for a charge q' in a vecto r potential A (with c = 1) is

Lm= q' v A . (17 .6 1)
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Simi larly ( 0 cq. ( 17.60), onc can obtain from the requiremen t of Lorcnt z in
variance the fu ll four-po tential AJ.I = (rP, A) for a charge q with fo ur-veloc ity
Ill'. When the source is at res t A = () and If! = q/r; hence in general

AI' = t.lu/l .,

v ·u
Lm = qq' - - .

r
We see that the gravitomagnetic Lagrange func tion between two massive

bodies is formally equivalent to the magnetic Lagrange function for the charges

Here r is the Loren tz invariant ge neralization ( 17.3 1) of the spat ial distance. In
the s low motion lim it

q = m ";2(1 + y). q' = m' "I/2(l + y ) . (17.62)

The gravito magne ric force is important from the point of view of the field
structure: 10 describe gravitation at the post-Ncwtonian level, a scalar is not
eno ugh. wc need a vector as well .

Gravitomagnctism is a new gravitational force, produce d by moving masses
(c.g., rotating bodies), Just like moving charges produce a magnetic dipo le
moment

d = ~ I dq (r x u ) , (17.63)

moving masses prod uce a "gravitomagnetic mome nt" proportional to the an
gular momentum L

1 f 1d, m = :;: ";2( 1 + y) dm (r X u) = :;: ";2(1 + y) L . (17.64)

The corresponding gravitomagnctic potential and field are

Agm = -dglll X V (~ ) =- ~ ~2(1 + Y) L X V U) (17.65a)

" , m = V XA,m = - ~ ";2(1 + Y) V X[L X V(~) ] . ( 17.65b)

Consider now another body with angular momentum L' = I S. expressed in
terms of the moment of inertia I and the angular velocity S. The gravito mag
nctic torque acting on it is

dS, I + Y [, ( r)]I di = - d gm X Bgm=-21 S X V X L x 1'" '

This is the Le nse-Thirring precession; similarly to de Sitte r precession ( 17AD),
it has the frequency

(17.66)
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It was first pointed out by J . Lsxse and H. T IIlR RI " G in 1918. Using the value
(1. 15) of the angular momentum per unit mass of the Earth we get

( 17.67)

The fi rst direct measurement of this effect has been recently announced by
using as a gyroscope the orbital momcma of two Earth satellites of the LA
GEOS family (sec Ch. 20). According to eq. (17.66) they prcccss around the
polar axis with the ratc > 31 mas/y (cq. (17.67) and r ::. 2 R@in this casc,
Table 20.3). NASA's Gravity Probe B will also measure very accurately this
effect. ::. 50 mas/y in this case.

- PROIILEMS -

17.1. Evaluate the frequency shift ( 17.43) in a Ncwronian potential U when
the observer and the source move slowly, taking into account the cor
rections of order v2 ;:;,; U.

17.2. Apply the rransto rm ations to a frame of reference with uniform accel
eration to the Minkowski metric and obtain the apparent force from
the variational principle (17.15); the same for a uniform rotation.

17.3. Dcseribe quantitatively the motion in [he sky of the image of a star as
the Sun moves by it.

17.4. Find the value of the Lense-Th irring processional frequcney (17.66),
averaged over a circular polar orbit; generalize the result for an arbi
trary inclination.

17.5. Find the order of magnitude of the geodetic precession using the grav
itomagnctie force produced by the moving Sun in a frame of reference
where the Earth is at rest.

17.6: Retardation effect for a slowly moving source (Lienard-Wicchcrt po
tential): (a) taking the source momentarily at rest. with an acceleration
a; towards the field point at the distance r ; show that the fractional cor
rection to the Ncwtonian potential -m/r is - ra.Tl ; (b) compare this
result with the formal solution (17.33) to O (v2).

17.7: In relativistic cosmology a spccia llocal frame S is defined, in which
galaxies arc in the average at rest; it is identified as [he onc in which the
cosmic microwave background radiation has no dipole component. A
possible violation of the equivalence of all the inertial frames consists
in assuming that S has a dynamical significance and the gravitational
motion of a body depends on its velocity w relative to S. For the solar
system w :::; 370 km/so A possible realization ofthis violation consists
in adding to the metric of a body at rest the following additional terms
(depending on two dimens ionless constants «(11 , (ll»:
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m " m .., (r l - 2 0'2 III i 111 -
ohoo = «(1'1 - fl'z) - w- + ITz __ l (w - r j- , ohOl = - w + 0' 2 ~(w· r ),-I .

r r- 2 r r >

Study (i ) the orbital effects of the correspondi ng terms in the La
grangian ( 17.15) fo r the motion of a plane t around the Sun. and (ii) the
changes in the geodesic and the tense-Thirring precession (Sec. 17.7).

17.8. Co mpute the gravitat ional de lay (17.59) for an arbitrary value of the
impact parameter b. using a stra ight line for the unpe rturbed light ray.

17.9. Calculate the excess angle of a curvilinea r triangle on a sphere with a
vertex at the pole and two vert ices on the eq uator and verify eq uation
(17. 14 ).

17.10. With the Eulcr-Lagrangc equat ions for the action (17. 15 ) show that
the geodesic equatio n in terms of the proper time s reads

d2 ~~ dxvdx T

. r" - 0-,- + Y' T - - - .
ds- ds ds

r~O' = t g lJl!(iJrrYpl! + rJ rrf! - rJ~,g " rr ) are the Ch ristoffet symbols; g ~Y
is inverse of gw ' Write the explicit form of the geodesic eq uation for
the metric ( 17.38). using the coordinate time t instead of the proper
time s .

17.1 I: Describe the effect o f a vertical displacemen t with respect to a geo id
on frequency of the atomic clock. What is, in order o f magnitude, the
effec t o f the Sun or the Moon?

17.12. The Poincarc group (equation (17 .5)) L contains an important, three
parameter subset Lh (boosts ) describing coordinate transformations in
which only onc space variable is involved; they generalize the Ga lilei
transformations. If the or igin of S' moves with veloc ity v along the
direct ion n with respect to S , wc have : 1\g= y, 1\7= 1\!)= - vyn;

and 1\~ = (j i j + (r - l )n i n j with y = 1/ "";1 - v2. Work out the produ ct
o f l WO arbitrary boosts and show tha t in general it does not belong to
L,,: they are not a subgroup of the Lorentz group. Show also that all
boosts with a fixed di rection n do form a subgroup, and determ ine the
law of velocity co mpos ition .

17.13, Show that the Hamiltonian function corres ponding to a Lagrangc func
tion homogeneous of degree onc in the veloci ties is constant.

17.14, Derive cq . ( 17. 19), which shows the geometric nature of tida l forces .
17.15, In 1974 a rocket was flown fo r about 2 h on a suborbital flight at an

altitude ofe 10, 000 km : by means of an hydrogen maser on board the
fractional frequency shift !J = !J.v j v of a microwave signal from and to
the ground was measured. with an accuracy cry;::': 10- 14 • Estima te the
signal- to-noise ratio for the three main components of the frequency
shift: ordinary and transversal Doppler effect. gravitational shift.
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17.16: Study in a textbook the condition for parallel propagation in a Rieman 
nian manifold and deri ve the equation ( 17.40) for de Sitter precession.

17.17: Using the Lagrangian (17.57), determin e the relativistic light deflec
tion in the solar gravitational field for the source and the observer at
finite heliocentric d istances.

- FURTHER READINGS -

The standard textbook on the theory of General Relativity is C.W. Misner,
K.S. Thome and J.A. Wheeler, Gravitation. Freeman (1973) . Another o ld. but
useful book is C. M011er, 711e Theory of Relativity , Clarendon (1972); newer
are R.E Schurz, i\ Fi rst Course in General Relativity. Cambridge University
Press (1985) , R, d'Invem o. introducing Hinste il1 's Retauvity. Cla rendon Press
( 1992) or W, Rindler, Relati vity. Oxford University Press (200 1). Experimental
gravitation and its theoretical foundations are extensively treated in CM, Will.
111eo1'Y and experiment in Gravitation. Physics, Cambridge University Press
(198 1), second edition (1993). An extensive update . desc ribing its status in
2001 is publi shed by the same author in Living Rev. Ref. 4. 4 (200 1); see http://
www.livingrcviews.org/. A historical perspective of 20th century achievements
in experimental gravitation is described in 1.1. Sbapiro. A century of relativity.
ReI'. Mod. Ph)'s. 71.54 1 (1999). Textbooks dealing with relativistic celes
tial mechanics are M.H. Soffcl. Relativity in Astrometry, Celestial Mechan ics
and Geodesy. Springer-Verlag ( 1989) and V.A. Brumbcrg, Essential Relativis
tic Celestial Mechanics, A. Hilger ( 1991). The foundations of posr-Ncwtonia n
celestial mechanics of an isolated system of N extended objects arc carefully
discussed in T. Damour, M.H. Soffel and C Xu. General relativist ic celestial
mechanics, Phys. Rei'. D 43, 3273 (199 1); 45. 1017 (1992); 47. 3 124 (199 3);
49 , 618 (199 4). I. Ciufolini and .l.A. Wheel er, Gravitation and Inert ia. Prince
ton Univers ity Press (1995) discu ss in detail physical and experimen tal issues
of gruvitomag netism.



Chapter 18

ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES

Since 1957, several thousands of artificial objects have been placed in Earth
bound and interplanetary orbits for a variety of purposes, including rclc com
municatio ns. sc ientific research , meteorology, navigation, and military recon
naissance and warning. Th e exte nsive usc of space for scientific purposes wi ll
certainly increase in the future; an understanding of the ways spacecraft arc
launched, function, move and comm unicate with the ground is impo rtant for
the design and critical eva luat ion of space missions. Acc urate naviga tion in
space, main ly gove rned by Newton's law of gravitation, must str ike a co mpro
mise between technical and system constraints, in particular fuel requirement s,
and scie ntific aims, which require reachi ng the plann ed places at the planned
times. Particular attention will be devoted to the instrumentat ion for precise
experiments, especially by means of Earth satellites . which can be con ducted
in an enviro nmen t free of both weig ht and microseisms; they have importan t
app lications in gravimet ry, geodesy , geophysics and experime ntal gravi tation
(see Ch . 20). Near the Earth (be low « 2,000 km and, 10 less extent, in the
geostationary orbit) an increasing population of space debris, much larger than
the background population of mic rometeoroids, produce an important and in
creasing hazard for large satellites and man-operated stat ions. This debri s is
prod uced by inactive spacecraft , fragmen ts of spacecraft and launchers gcncr
arcd by malfunction ing, and even past mil ita ry opera tions.

18.1 Launch

In order to push a sate llite off the ground and place it in an Earth orbit with
sem imajor axis a, we need to carry it to an altitude h« R$ (at least e ISOkm)
such tha t the atmos pher ic drag does not have a relevant influence. and there

587
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impart ( 0 it a velocity v (in the inertial fram e) such tha t

,r GM",
- ---- =
2 Re + It

GM.
2a

(1 8. 1)

The direct ion o f o is specified by the insertion angle y with the horizontal
d irectio n. Conservat ion o f angular mom ent um demands

(R'f+h)vcosy = JCM.,,1I( 1 - e2) = .jCMer,,(1 e), (1 8.2 )

where e is the orbital eccentric ity and r« = a (l + e) is the apogee di stance.
When y > 0° the rocket re-enters the atmosphere after a fraction of an orbit,
a typical trajectory of an intercontinental ballistic missile . In order to perma
nen tly remain in space the injection must be horizontal, with y = 0° ; then
the lowest possible velocity is =:: ,jGM'fj /Re ;:: 7.8 km/s, corresponding la a
circular or bit with e = O. One can also have an insertio n with y > I)", with
an additional push at the apo gee in order to prevent re-entry. Eliminating the
eccent rici ty from the two previou s equations and neglecting h. we get

As ra/ R$ grows. the velocity tend s to the escape velocity

~2GM
Vesc = R$ $ == 11.2 km / s ;

(1 8.3)

(1 8.4)

when v ~ t'csc thc orbit is hyperbolic (parabolic). What counts, however, is the
insert ion velocity relat ive to the ground, which is affected by the daily rota tion.
For an equatorial. eastward launch with y = 0° this velocity is smaller than the
inert ial veloc ity by wR$ == 0 ,465 km/s, where w is the angular veloci ty of
the Eart h. This results in some fuel saving. It can be also easily shown that
the lowest-energy insertion into an orbit with inclin ation 1« 90° ) is achieved
from a launching site at the same latitude. Launches in different inclinations
are possible. but require additiona l velocity impul ses of the order e km/so For
this reason low-inclination geostationary satellites are usually launched fro m
sites near the equator (l ike Kourou in French Guayana). while for nearly polar
or bits high-lat itude sites are used . like Plesetsk in Russia.

Rocket d ynamics. The usual way to achieve such large veloci ties is by putting
the satellite on the tip of a roc ket. a device where gas is heated (c.g., by thermal
co mbustion) and a jet produced with a noz zle. with a relati ve exhaust veloc ity
Vex of the order of the therma l velocity of the gas. Thi s entails a loss of mass
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and momentum, which pushes the rocker in opposite direction. We now estab
lish the rocket equation (in the Russian literature usually called Meshcherskii
equation) . A change dm ( 0 ) in the total mass of the rocket, with a change
(vex + v) dill in its momentum . produces a force (" ex+ v) dmldt, to be added to
the drag and the gravitatio nal pull:

d(m v ) dm
-- = (vc.\ + v) - + mg + F t) ,

d t dt

dv d(lnm) F IJ
- =Vex + g+ -.
dt dt 111

For a motion in the vertical direction e~ , Vex = -Vexe~ and

dv d(ln m) Fll [ d(lnm ) ] F"
-d = - Vex d - 9 - - = -e lsp I + I - - ;

I t m It 111

(18.5)

l,p =vex/q is the specific impulse, with the dimension of time. When Vcx and q
are constant, the velocity after the launch at I = 0 is

The quantity

m( O) i " F,,(t ' )v(t ) = Vcx In-- - qt - dt -- .
m (t ) 0 m

m(O)
dv = 9 l,p In-

m(Lit)

(18.6)

(18.7)

is the propulsion velocity increment. The gravity loss gLit depends on the burn
ing time Lit. of the order of a few minutes. and is usually less than 2 km/s: the
drag loss is of the same order. For a more realistic two-dimensional trajectory
(Problem 18.10), one should take into account the variable direction of grav
ity with respect to v, the fact that the drag force is not necessarily along the
track (owing to the motion of the atmosphere and aerodynamic lift effects) and
a possible misalignment between v and the axis of the nozzle. We have also
neglected the effect of drag after insertion.

With current chemical fuels l,p is at most e 300 s. corresponding to Vcx "'"
3 km/s: larger values arc prevented by the structural damage due to excessive
rcmpcrarurc. Better performances arc possible only with cryogenic propellants,
which have higher values of I,p. bur cannot be stored for a long time and arc
less safe. Eq. ( 18.7) shows where the problem is: in orderto attain a propulsion
velocity increment of order vesc, a very large mass ratio m(O)/m(!J.t) must be
used. For example , if the combined gravity and drag velocity loss is 4 km/s, we
need a mass ratio exp(l 5/3) :::< 148. Such large values arc practically impos
sible to achieve. The system is made up of a "spacecraft" of mass m v;; , which
includes the payload and all the systems (guidance, telecomunications, etc.)
needed to control the launch and the orbita l operations, and a rocket. with a
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large r mass Jn r = K "rsc. made up of the fue l, with mass f IIlr (f < I) and the
remaining compo nents (the tank and the engine), with mass (1 - f) mr. The
mass ratio is then

m(O)

m(6.t )
1+ K

1+ (I -f)K

For practical reasons it is difficult to achieve a fuel fracti on f larger then abou t
0.9 due, in particular, to the large accelerations during launch. which require a
sturdy container; then, eve n with a very large K , the largest mass ratio is 1/ ( I 
f) ;::: la , wit h an (optimistic) propulsion veloci ty incremem e g /,p In 10 :::::
7 km/so

The co nventional way to achieve a large propu lsion veloc ity increment is to
use multiple stage rocket s. abandoning each empty tank after its operation . In
a two-stage operat ion, for exa mple, the first rock et cames a secondary rocket
which is used for the second boost; aga in. in each stage it is difIicult to use
a fuel fractio n f (with respect to the mass of the stage) larger than 0.9 and.
with rockets still much bigger than the payload. we get twice the propulsion
velocity incre ment; with n stages. roughly. 6.v = fI 9 l sp In 10, so that n = 2 or
3 is sufficient.

Orbit insertion. The pro blem of optimizing the ascent trajec tory is complex.
To prevent large gravitational losses of velocity after launch. the flight path
is q uickly ben t away from the vert ical. Th e bending. however. is somewhat
delayed. so that the rocket does not bui ld up a high speed in the lower and
denser atmospheric layers (the drag force is proportional to the atmospheric
density and the sq uare of the veloci ty). Th e trade-oft' be twee n the two types of
losses leads. for the required final values o f v and y . 10 the optimal path ; this
may be ei ther computed in ad vance and stored in the memory of the guidance
system or, if a better accuracy is needed. evaluated in real time by the on-board
computer using an accelerometer for the non-gravitat ional forces.

Once ou tside the atmosphere. the spacecraft: is parked in a low circular orbit
of radius r l and orbital velocity VI = ..jGM", / r l and functionally tested . If a
higher. circular orbit at a radius r2 is needed , an elliptical tran sfe r orbit may
be used (Fig. 18.1), with the perigee at 1'1 and the apogee at 1'2. scmimajor
axis (rl + 1'2) / 2 and energy - G M", / (rl + r2). Conservation of energy gives the
required veloc ity increment L\v l at perigee :

( 18.8 )

The apogee velocity (o btained with conservation of angular momentum)
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Figure 18.} The elliptical transfer
from the circular parking orbit, with
radius rv, 10 the final orbit, with a ra
dius r l . Two velocity increme nts, <It
perigee and apogee, are needed.

is then increased 10 Va + ti u2 = -JGMel r2 for the final circular orbit. From
Kcplcr's law. the transfer lime is

~CI ; r2t2

Th is transfer scenario requires the least ene rgy; it was proposed in 1925 by
w. HOII~IM.s and is usually referred to as the Hohmann transfer.

The fuel used in rockets can explode, with conscqucr urelease of fragments
in outer space, which, for an area -to-mass ratio not too small. slowly decay into
the atmosphere. These explosions arc an import ant contribution to space debris
and create increasing hazards to space navigation at low altitudes (Sec. 18.2).
The manccuvrcs to transfer a spacec raft to higher orbi ts may also release debris
material , in particular at apogee when the engine is fired. For this reason. when
lifting a satellite to the very crowded gcosrationary orbit the apogee is usually
chosen a little lower: a sma ll further boost then completes the orbit insertion.

18.2 Spacecraft and their environment
A space vehicle generally requi res subsystems for the following functions:

• Mechanical and thermal performance. in part icular to ensure the correct
deployment of moving parts and the appropriate temperature range.

• Manceuvring. both for attitude and orbital control, usually with thrus ters;
for fine poin ting j lywheels are also used, whose angular momentum, con
trolled with electrical motors. is transferred ( 0 and from the spacecraft.

• Attitude determination with stellar or other sensors.
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• Teleco mmunica tions. in partic ular uplink for comma nding and downlink
for data transmission, and both for orbit determination.

• Payload ac tivity.

• Power ge neration .

All these functions depen d on whether the spacecraft is sp inning or not. In
the first case. in abse nce of external torqu es. the spin axis, aligned alo ng a
princ ipa l axis of inertia, is fixed, unl ess att itude manoeuvres are performed;
the rota tion will then d istribute solar heat along the equator of the spacecraft
accord ing (0 the thermal co nduc tivity o f its pa rts. tn this case rad io co mmu
nications with the Earth ca n be ensured in two ways: for interp lanetary travel.
a high ga in antenna is aligned with the spin ax is, which, when needed , is kep t
pointing toward the Earth ; al tern at ively, one ca n use receiving and transmit
ting circuitry on the eq uatorial belt and use it as phased arrays to ach ieve the
required gai n. A pointed scie ntific instrument on a spinning spacecraft scans a
band of the sky alo ng one o f its paralle ls, so tha t its output is modulated with
the rotat ion period ; an accu rate knowledge of the rotation phase is necessary
to ensure a good resolution. A spinning spacecraft must also provide acc u
rate monitoring of the rotational vec tor. usually with phorometric sensors of
celestial bodies like the Earth, the Sun or bright stars, or with magnctomctcrs
that measure the orienta tion with resp ect to the local direction of the mag netic
field . The dynami cs of a spinning satelli te is governed by Eulc r's equatio ns
(3.3 1). When the spacecraft is not axia lly symmetric and the moments of in
ert ia fulfil A < B < C, it follows tha t. in the abse nce of external torques, the
mot ion aro und the middl e ax is is unstabl e (Problem 3. 10). In order to damp
the residual precession and/or nutation (sec Secs. 3.5 and 3.6), special dissipa
tive systems (e.g .. containers with moving fluids) are used to bring the space
craft to a state of minimum rotational energy, with no precession and nutation .
The long-ter m evol ution of the rotational state of a spacec raft is influenced by
several torques, mainly radiative, aerodynamic and magnetic (caused by the
interaction between the planetary magnetic field and the permanent or induced
magnetic momen t of the satellite).

A spacecraft rot ationally stabilized along three axes may become necessary
when acc urate and quick pointing in an arbi trary direction is needed , as the case
is for astro no mica l te lesco pes; however, its struc ture and con tro l (in particula r
thermal contro l) are more co mplicated. An intermedia te so lution is pro vided
by despun parts (e.g .. antennas or instrument platform s). which are pointed
along a constant and co ntro lled azimuth on a rotating structure.

Radio communications over long distances arc ensured on board by high
ga in parabolic antennas or phase arrays ; near the Earth. low gain dipoles are
utilized . There is a clear trend to use higher freq uencies: this allows a better
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dircctivity (hence lower power). higher bit rate (important for the downlink;
see Sec. 19.1) and smaller dimensions; more stringent pointing requirements,
however, have to he fulfilled. The choice of radio bands for space telecom
munications must comply with the constraints imposed by the International
Telecomm unication Union (ITV), an international body which allocates differ
ent hands to different users. It should also be noted that, to avoid interference
between the uplink and the downlink. different frequencies must be used. At
present, the X-band has practically superseded the S-band; at higher frequen
cies, Ku band is used for scientific purposes and will soon become operational.

The power needed by a scientific spacecraft must ensure the operation of its
components and telecommunication s; radar systems in space. however. may
raise the energy requirements to a different order of magnitude. and even call
for nuclear energy generation. In general the obvious energy source is photo
voltaic cells powered by solar radiation; they arc placed on large solar panels,
often oricnrablc to ensure the hest possible insolation. Assuming a 5% ef
ficiency. at I AV from the Sun we need a cross section of 10 m2 to obtain
700 W. For spacecraft at a large distance r from the Sun. however. the solar
energy flux. proportional 1/ ? may be inadequate and Radioisotope Thermo
electric Generators (RTG) can he used; they contain plutonium and arc based
upon the thermoelectric effect produced by radioactive heat.

Scientific satellites may have special "cleanliness" requirements. There is
chemical contamination. produced by exhaust gases and dust from the engines.
and other leaks; moreover. the radiation they emit can he obnoxious for in
frared detectors. The re is also an electromagnetic cleanliness problem. due
to the often intense and high frequency voltagcs used on board; for this rea
son magnctomctcrs and other sensitive electromagnetic detectors arc usually
placed at the end of long booms, far from the main body. Experiments involv
ing very precise measurements of veloci ty and distance may require dynamical
cleanliness. which may be disturbed not only by external, unpredictable forces,
hut also by moving parts on the spacecraft. including the astronauts.

Special computer systems are required on board to monitor and control the
"state of health" and the operations of the spacecraft in order to satisfy stringent
reliability requirements, especially for missions of long duration. Intelligent
image compression on board is often used lO reduce the need of sending down
large bit rates: depending on the visibility of ground stations. large amounts of
memory may be needed to send back the information at suitable times.

A scientific space mission must he planned as an integrated whole, includ
ing the tracking from the ground. The orbit is the major point of interaction
between scientific requi rements and the overall structure of the spacecraft; in
particular. its weight, crucial for launch operations, depends not only on the
payload. but also on the amount of fuel needed for m ancc uvr es . and on the du
ration of the mission. The duration is. of course. driven by scientific aims, the
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degree of accuracy requi red for the ob servations , the reliabi lity of the compo
nents of the spacecraft and the resources availab le to operate the satelli te and
to unalyze its data.

Satellite tracking systems . Often a precise orbit determination is required .
This is accomplished by trackin g systems wh ich prov ide the da ta to which
the unkn own orbital param ete rs arc fitted , in part icul ar the initia l positio n and
veloc ity. The tracking techniques include:

• Optical observations of Earth satellites from the ground with special tele
scopes (not used in operations any more). Typical angular accuracy 1 - 2".

• Radio ranging using short pulses transmitted from the ground and transpon 
dcd back. The round-trip light-time is measured and provides the distance
of the spacecraft, particularly important for interplanetary navigation. The
(Earth -hound) US Tracking Data and Relay Satellite System (TDRS S) is
tracked with an accuracy of I m; for interplanetary probes the accuracy is
within a few meters .

• Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) to Earth satellites. in particular the two LA
GRa S (and the Moon). using special refl ectors on board which reflect back
short laser pulses (Sec. 20.3). Although the ranging precision is less than
one cm and short-term orbital models are good to about one cm. the error in
long-term orbital prediction is larger. especially in the along-track position.
mainly due to the difbcuhy in modelling non-gravitational forces.

• Radar systems, in which the round-trip light-times of short microwave pul
ses scattered back by an obstacle are measured, can be used in the altimetric
mode, in which the spacecraft antenna is kept in the Nadir direction. Over
the oceans this provides a measure of the spacecraft's altitude. hence the sea
surface topography. If the water is calm. this surface is the geoid; deviations
from it provide important information about currents and gradients of tern
perature and salinity. Accurate information about the orbit is needed ; this
may be difficult due to the complex structure of the spacecraft and the Earth
albedo. which enhance the role of unpredictable non-gravitational forces.
Frequent tracking. an orbital model of limited duration and a large number
of parameters may be employed. The Cassini spacecraft will use its radar
in the altimeter mode to map the topography of Titan in the Satumia n Tour
from 2004 to 2008.

• In the two-way Doppler method a stable, coherent and continuous mi
crowave radio signal is transmitted to the spacecraft and transpondcd back;
on the ground, the fractional frequency difference y = (v- Yo)/ vo is obtained
during an integration time T. usually between 100 and 1, 000 s. Measuring
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IJ with an error <Ty(r) - the A llan deviation - amount s to measuring the
change in the relative velocity with an error eo-s- and the relative displace
ment of the spacecraft in this time with an error CTrTy. Typical values of
tTy(l , OOOs) arc w 10- 13 - 10- 14 (fig. 3.1).

• In the one-way Doppler technique, a coherent microwave beam. stabilized
by a frequency standard on board, is transmitted to the ground receiver (and.
possibly, to other satellites). The most important example is the Global Po
sitioning System (GPS), a network of (at present) 25 satellites with wide
technological applications, both military and civilian. An observer on the
ground can receive the signals from at least four spacecraft conrcmpora
neously and measure the relative veloci ty of each of them. The orbits of
all of the satellites arc separately determined at the control centre and their
instantaneous position is coded in the broadcast signals; with the veloci ty
data, the observing system can determine its own latitude, longitude and
altitude to within a few metres. For geodesy, a differential mode of op
eration is particularly useful; the signals received at two not very distant
stations are jo intly processed and an accuracy in their distance of a few cm
is obtainable. The usefulness of the long-range orbital model of GPS satel
lites is limited by non-gravitational forces; nevertheless, GPS data analysis
yields an important input for the determin ation of the celestial pole in the
terrestrial frame and the length of day.

• On-board accelerometers can measure non-gravitational forces acting on
the spacecraft; see below.

In addition, on-board optical sensors are used re determine the relative angular
position of planetary bodies, stars and thc Sun, as well as [he attitude of the
spacecraft.

In the future techniques for precise measurements of distances, angles and
veloc ities in space will greatly improve. One could mention: (i) orbiting VLBI
antennas (such as the QUASA"r project); (ii) optical interferometry in space, to
measure differences in the distance between [WO orbiting objects from a third
one; (iii) upgrading of radio telecommu nication systems, in particular with the
use of the K" band.

Acceleromete rs and drag-free systems. Since thc major hindrance to accu
rate orbit determination is the poor knowledge of non-gravitational forces. it
is important to devise methods to measure them directly or ro compensate for
them. In the concept of an accelerometer. a sma ll proof mass Ill ' is free to
move near the centre of mass rn of the spacecraft, of mass m: as it is com
pletely shielded from external pcrturbarions, m' provides a good realization
of a purely gravitational motion . Its position r ' relative to the spacecraft is
measured. For example. in a one-dimensional capacitive accelerometer for ar
mospheric measurements, the test mass. with parallel faces. is placed between
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two condenser plates, with their normal aligned along the directio n x of motion
of the spacecraft with respect to the atmosphere. In an ideal configuration, if
the centre of mass of the satel lite (and the midpoint between the plates) is very
near the centre of the proof mass, the relati ve motion of the latter is not affected
by gravity and is determined by the drag F ,) on the spacecraft; the plates also
produce a harmonic restoring force - m'wi x' with proper frequency Wj. The
plates have sensing electrode s, capable of measuring the differenti al capacity.
hence the displacement .r"; a feedback loop controls active electrodes and gen
erates an electric force F loop so as to maintain x as near to zero as possible.
The dynamical equation is of the form

d' , , . F
.~ ' j) "" loop-- =--- W +--

dl2 m J' /11'
(18.9)

When x' = 0, F loop gives the dra g Ff) along .r. When a very high precision
is required, additional forces must be taken into accou nt in the motion of the
proof mass (cq. (18 .9)) : the gravitational (tidal) force produc ed by asymmetric
masses in the spacecraft which arise due to a displacement from ro (Prob
lem 18.6); parasitic forces due to the rotation of the satellite; charging of the
proof mass by cosmic rays; imbalance of the radiation pressure in the cav
ity produced by temperature gradients. etc. Often these forces are difficult to
model and measure, and limit the system performance.

Precise measurements of acceleration have been used for in situ determi
nation of the thermospheric den sity (Ch. 8), using the relation ( 12.52). From
1975 to 1979. the French satellite CASTOR measured its horizontal and tem
pora l varia tions in the altitude range of 300- 700 km. The se data contributed to
the construction of a new model of the therm ospheric den sity and made it pos
sible to study with a high degree of acc uracy other non-gravitational effects on
a low-flying satellite (e.g.. the radiati ve recoil force, known as the Yarkov sky
e ffect, was directly measu red for the first time). However, the satellite's low
inclin ation (30°) prevented any coverage of the polar areas; the 4 y measure
ments spanned on ly a fraction of the so lar cycle ( 11 y). New missions arc
planned with acc urac ies better than e 10- 9 em/s2 for timcscalcs of ;.::; 20 s.

In Scprcmbcr 1997 {he Mars Global Surveyor accomplished an aerobrak ing
mamrnvre through Mars' atmosphere in 248 revolutions, lasting more than
four months. Its purpose was to reduce the initial orbita l period of 45 h at
inject ion to the desired value of 2 h. An on-board accelerometer measured
the drag and the atmospheric density in the altitude range of 100 - 170 km.
New temporal variat ions of the thcrmosphcrc. related to changes in insolation
geometry, were discovered . Two features without a terre strial analogue were
also found: (i) a significant expansion of the thermosphere due to the heat
produced by global dust storms; (ii) diurnal and semidiumal gravi ty waves
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excited by topographic features. which arc only weakly damped with altitude
and can significantly influence the thcrmosphcre.

Gravi tational experiments require non-gravitational forces to be as low as
possible. One way 10 accomplish this is to have a low area-to-mass ratio;
since, for a given density, it is inversely proportional to size, natural satel
lites are essentially drag-free. A spherical shape is also important, because
then non-gravitational forces are independen t of the attitude and much more
amenable 10 a model; both these advantages are used for geodynamics satel
lites like LAGEOS, Etalon and Starleu e.

When the mission des ign does not allow a spherical shape and a very ac
curate gravitational experiment is still required. specia l devices are needed
to obtain or reconstruct a purely gravitational orbit. If the drag force Fn is
measured with accelerome ters and the trajccrory rn of the spacecraft is ob
rained with accurate tracking. the orbit of a virtual point with the acceleration
(Pro/dt2- Fn/m can be reconstructed numerically. The mission BepiColombo
to Mercury of the European Space Agency in about 2011 will place a low
pericentre arbiter around the planet. An importa nt requirement of this mission
is accurate orbit determi nation: this is a difficult task, due to the fact that this
spacecraft of complex shape is subject to large radiative forces produced by
direct solar radiation, and unpredictable and changing planetary albedo. An
on-board acceleromet er. with an accuracy of ;;; 10- 6 / ViiZcm/s2, will mea
sure the radiative force over integration times of e ro- s, sufficient for an
accuracy of a few meters for orbital predictions over one day.

Altern atively, drag-free systems can he used. In this case, only passive sen
sors are used for the proof mass; the value of the displacement r ' so obtained
is then fed into the control system of accurate and dedicated thrusters. which
keep r ' as near zero as possible. In this way the spacecraft is slaved to the
shielded proof mass and moves according to the forces acting on the latter.

Future plans for accurate compensation of non-gravitational forces in space
for fundamental experiments are ambitious. A violation of the equivalence
principle (Sec. 17.1) shows up in the relative motion of three proof masses
made of different materials. measured with two accelerometers. In an Earth
circular orbit at the altitude of 400 km. a free mass is subject to an acceleration
of 840 cm/s2; a differential sensitivity of 10- 14 cm/~2 would give an accuracy
of e 10- 17 in the fractional difference between the accclcrations of the masses,
five orders of magnitude better than that obtained with ground experiments.
Missions of this kind arc being planned and implemented, in particular with
the Satellite Test of the Equivalence Principle (STEP) and the Laser Intcrfcr
omcrric Space Antenna (LlSA) to detect low frequency gravitational waves.

A tapestry of orbits. The orbit of an Earth spacecraft must take into account
three main time scales: 0 ) the orbital period P = 2-::. /n (for eccentric orbits
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multiples of the me an moti on fl also contribute), (ii) the day (LOO) and (iii)
the pe riod of the node in its equatorial motion 2r:j (dQldf) (sec Sec. 12.4).
T he ground track of a satellite in a low circula r orbit with incl ination I is a
great circl e bounded by the latitudes ± / , rotating around the polar ax is wit h
rhc angular velocity dU / df in inertial space and w' = dn/dt - wo « 0) in
rhc bod y-fixed fram e (wo is the sidereal angular velocity of the Earth); two
successive equator crossings occur at a long itude difference P w' . In orde r to
have complete coverage, a polar orbit with I = ± :-.. {2 is needed. Hereafter
several impo rtant classes of orbi ts are discu ssed.
Reson ant orb its>- When the mean orbital motion n satisfies the relation!

pn + qw' = 0 (p. q positive integers) (1 8. 10)

the orbit is resonant and the satellite passes over the same point of the Earth
after q revolutions and p days (corrected with the nodal motion). The most
impo rtant resonan ce occurs for a geosynchronaus orbit , with qJp = IJI ; when
the ecce ntricity and the inclination vanish, this is the geostationary orbit, with
scrr umajor axis

[
GM)1/3

a geo = w~" ;:::6.61 1 R.. ;:::42.165km . ( 18 .1 1)

A gcostationary spacec raft retains at all times the same position in the sky as
seen from the Earth and is able to image the same part of its surface. spanning
umo

- 2arcsin(R..Ja ) ;::: 1600 in latitude and in longitud e, somewhat less than
a whole hemisphere. These two features make gcostationary satellites very
suitable for many appl ications, including telecommu nications, meteorology,
remote sensing and early warning of intercont inental missile attacks. A deeper
discussion follows below.

For higher resonance, the sernirnujor axis is

(1 8. 12)

It is difficult to have qJp larger than 16, corre sponding to a height of abou t
239 km; at lower altitudes large amoun ts of fuel are needed to con trast the
atmospheri c drag in a reasonably long mission. In resonant orbits some com
ponents of the gcopotcnrial have secular effects. The most interesting pcrturba
tion is that of the inclinati on. an orbital clement otherwise usually very stable

ISince also the argument nr pcnccmrc w has a secular change. it is more accurate to consider the rate nf
change of the lon gitude f + w in the nrbital plane. and use the rewnnm condit ion

( dw d,') ,P n + - + - + 'lw : 0 .
<if dt
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(exce pt for the effect of atmospheric rotation; Sec. 12.3). The orbi t of a pas
sive satellite, as it decays d ue to atmospheric drag, can cross several high-order
resonances: at each cross ing the incli nat ion has a characteristic change that de
pend s on a particular linear combination of the related geopotentia l coefficients
- the lumped geopotential coeffici ents. In the body-fixed frame the Cartesian
coordinates of the satellite, on a circular orbi t with arbit rary incl inatio n, are
sinusoida l fu nctions of w't and nt ; their powers appear in the ((, Ill) harmonic
function and generate terms with frequencies which are multiples of w' . A
tediou s analysis gives the resonant condition (( - 2s + r)n + mw' =0, where
two arbit rary integers appear: () :5 s :5 { and - 00 < r < 00. As a con sequence
of this arbitrariness, an infinite number of harmonic functions contribute to a
reso nance: t = kq + even num ber if q - p is even; { = kq + odd number if
q - p is odd: m = kq. where k is an arbitrary positive integer. Th is is the set of
lumped coe fficients. Their e tlecr on low satellites places precise constraints on
the high-degree gcopotcntial: near low-ord er rcsonanccs. with p and q small,
the lumped coefficients series may start with low-degree gcoporcr nial terms.
For instance, the GPS and Glonass satelli tes, in proximity of the «t» = 2/1
resonance, arc most sens itive to C32 and S n.
Heliosynch ronous orbi ts.- If the orbital plane keeps the same configuration
with respect to the Sun, every revolu tion the spacecraft crosses the equator at a
con stant local hour ; in this way it is able to continuously monitor the Earth-Sun
relationship, in particular the radiative budget. This is the heliosvnchrono us
orbit, determ ined by the relat ion ship (sec cq. (I 2.68»

2.. = dO. :::: _ ~ h n ( R. )2 cos~ ') (lR-I3)
ly lit 2 a (1 - e~)-

Th e orbit must be retrograde (cos / < 0), with an inclination depending on the
semimajo r axis and the eccentricity. When e =() and a :::: Rfl> ' I :::: 96". Higher
heliosynchronous sate llites require a large incl ination; there is an upper limit
in the semimajor axis above which this type of orbit does not ex ist (Fig. 18.2).
Critical inclination orbits»- In Sec. 12.4. we noticed that at the "critical" incli
nation « 63.5" the sec ular co ntribution of the Earth quadrupol e vanishes and
the perigee w of a sa tell ite is stationary (cq . ( I2.73c». A more preci se analysis
confirms this property and indicates that close to this inclina tion w libratcs. If
the critical orbit has a high eccentrici ty (e ~ 0.5, say). the satellite spends most
of the time near the apogee, at the latitude > - arcsimsin / cos w ); if, moreover,
it is gcosynchronous. the satellite's longitude is nearly constant. which mimi cs
the pro perties of a geos tationary orbi t, but with a non-vanishing latitude. f or
this reason, critica l inclin ation orbits arc frequently used for remote sens ing,
surveillance and tele communic ation purposes (Fig. 18.5).
Geostationary orbits.- A geos ynchro nous satellite with small eccentricity and
inclination rem ains very near the equatorial, geostationary or bit. In effec t, it
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doe s not remain at a fi xed position in the sky, but oscillates with the frequency
of a day and an angular amplitude of the order of magn itude of c and I (Prob
lem 18.2). Resonan t e ffects on a geos tatio nary orbit with e = I = 0 mainly
arise from the quadr upol e lumped coefficie nts, with r = 111 = 2. They are
"'" 10-6 (see Table 2.3) and describe the lack of axia l symmetry. correspond
ing to an eq uatorial deformation of "'" 100 m. At vanishing inclination the main
q uadrupo lc term Jz has no effect. except for a small change of the mean motion
and thus (he resonant scmimajor axis.

Th e alo ng-track acceleration for e=2 and 0 =:: / 2 (cq. (2.17" )) reads

ou, GM, (Re)' l: . .--- = --,- - mh ",Pzm (O) slll[m(1>-1>z",») = K SIl1 J ; (18.14)
a()1> a- a

'"

(, cm/s'!. .

since Pt m(O) = 0 fo r e- III odd. o nly In = 2 survives . HercJ = 2(1) - 1>22 ) + 1t

and , using 122 :;::: 1.8 X 10--6 and P zz(O) = 3,

2GM<J) (RID )'K = --, - - 122P22 (O);;: 5 .6 X ]0
a a

(1 8. J5)

Fro m Gauss ' equatio n for a circular o rbit (I = 21'/ 11 (see Sec. 12. 1); using
Keple r's third law we have ;PIn = - 3a12a and

d2,1 d24> da .
a - ,- = 2a - ,-- = - 3n- = - 6 T = - 6 K sm ,l .

dl- dl- dt
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The width of the librauon zone is about 35 km. The crosses denote the positions of some 190
geostationary satellites with I < u.z". selected from the entire sample of nearly synchronous
satellites. Regular orb ital manreuvrcs keep gcoxynchronous satellites clo se to the nominal value
of the scmimajor axis and at prec iseI)' defined lcngitudcs. Note the paucity of satell ites above
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Thi s is the pendul um equation for the variable ,1; ,1 = 0 and A = ;t co rrespond,
respectively, to two pairs of equilibrium longitudcs. the stable ones at <p =
<P22 ± -:: / 2 (= 105° Wand 75° E) and the unstabl e ones at <P = <Pn and <P =
<P22 + -:: (= 150 Wand 1650 E). The stable positions are at the minima of the
perturbing poten tial - 6K sin .i, and orthogonal to the semimajor axis of the
Earth' s equator. For large-amplitude oscillatio ns the sub sequent terms in the
lumped coefficient for the geosynchronous or bit, main ly hi and 1)3, move the
libration centre toward the Greenwich meridian. by as much as :::::: 20° in cases
of practica l importance.

Th e period of the small oscillations about onc of [he two srablc equi librium
longitudcs is

(
a )1/2p= 2- gen ::: 800 d

.. 6K • (18.16)

with angular acceleration (if not too close to an equ ilibrium position) ijJ :::
0 .00 I<> per day. In fact , if D.a = a - agen « a g"on, eq. (18.15) integ rates to

df
2agcn - = 311 D.a + eonst .

</1
(18.17)
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If ~(O) = D,a(O) = 0 the co nstant vanishes and

o d~
_G"co - =3n~a. (18.18)

e tit

The phase plane (!/J, Lia) cons ists of two distinct zones: (i) the libration region.
where the longitude of the satellite osc illates aro und the stable points, and
(ii) the ci rcu lation region, where the satellite revol ves around the Ea rth (and
the constant in eg . (18 . 17) is no t zero); sec Fig. 18.3. T he width !'J.au of the
libratio n zone can he estimated as /).uu = 4R Ql ...;J; =:: 35 km (P roblem J8.4).

In rhc very crowded gcostutionary orbit to eac h satellite a longitude window
is assigned in relation to the area it must cover on the ground. For smalllongi
rude changes, 1> (or T) is a constant and t/J changes quadratically with tim e. For
a longitude w indow c/Jo - 0/2 < t/J < rPo + 0/2 . the time D.t needed to go back
and forth between the extremes is

ill = 4 (;P(~oJ" .
With if,(f/Jo) = 0.00 I0 per day and 0 = 10

, M is about 3 months. Station-keeping
manccuvres are routinely performed at the boundaries of the allocated interval.
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Space debris. Planetary and satellite systems can be described with the de
terministic laws of gravitational dynami cs. with a not too-large number of de
grees of freedom; but asteroids. ring systems and space debris arc nearer to
a gravitat ional gas, in which statistical methods arc essential, and collisions
play an important role and produce disorder on a long term. The space around
the Earth, especially between ::: 800 and e 2()(X) km of altitude and around
the gcosrationary orbit, is populated by a very large number of uncontro lled
objects produced by human activities; they include non-operational satellites,
fragments of launchers and spacecraft produced by explosions and collisions.
and even droplets of the cooling fluid of a space nuclear reactor (Fig. 18.4) .
They are still continuously produced and pose increasing risks ( 0 space activi
lies in these regions. Those orbiting at low altitudes re-enter in the atmosphere
in a time approximately inversely proport ional to the size; but the biggest ob
jects remain in orbit practically for ever. Here we do nOI discuss the related
engineering and evolutionary problems and confine ourselves 10 a brief survey
of the distribution of their orbits. An outstanding example of the complexity of
their evolution is the third stage of the Saturn 5 rocket used in November 1969
10 launch the Apollo 12 spacecraft to the Moon. After having been first lost to
a heliocentric orb it. it was later recaptured by the Earth. and in 2002 mistaken
for a small, near-Earth asteroid.

More than 10.000 objec ts, with size larger than e 10 cm have been identi
fied and are regularly tracked; those of smaller dimensions are several orders of
magnitude more numerous and can only be described statistically, using com
plex models of sources and sinks. Figures 18.5 and 18.6 show the impressive
variety of their distributions.

18.3 Forces acting upon an artificial satellite
The forces acting upon an artificial satellite are of four kinds. Gravitational

forces produced by bodies in the solar system fulfil the equivalence principle
and are entirely characterized by a universal acceleration field. The forces due
10 the environment, mainly the radiat ion pressure and the drag due 10 the im
pact of partieles, are proportional to the cross section of the spacecraft. Thirdly,
momentum is changed by the propulsion system and, in general, by the inter
nal dynamics. Finally, there arc apparent forces. in particular Coriolis forces
due to the rotation of the frame of reference: because of the finite accuracy with
whieh an inertial frame can be defined, they must be assessed and. if necessary,
taken into account. To decide if a force is negligible is not straightforward, be
cause it must be compared with other forces and to the achievable (or required)
accuracy in orbit determination and control. It is precisely because of the re
markable increase in accuracy of thc measurements of distance and velocity
that the need has recently arisen for a very refined analysis of orbital perturba
tions. especially in space geodesy.
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In Table 18.1all relevant forces acting on Earth satellites arc listed. with data
concerning the satellites LAGEOS and Starlette. The second column gives an
approximate expression for the acceleration: the third lists the main parame
ters (with their uncertainty in column 4) which must be known in advance. or
solved for, to obtain an accurate dynamic model. together with their current
or estimated values. These values are then inserted in the formula: to caleu-
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due 10 non-gravitational pcrt urbarions (more important for smaller objec ts) and partly to higher
ejectio n velocities in explosions. Data from the ES A \ lASTER-99 model.

late the corresponding accclcrations and their uncertainties. This shows the
achievable levels of accuracy and thc most critical modelling problems arising
when an accurate orbita l propagation is needed. As a general rule, wc note
that gravitational accclcrations arc much larger in magnitude. but their frac
tional uncertainty is very small and typically constrained by the modelling of
non-gravitational accclcrarions; on the contrary. the latter arc small. but have a
significant uncertainty. An accurate and correlation-free determination of these
parameters requires the analysis of satellite orbits with different values of the
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h lble IS.I . Accclerarions of spacecraf t in an Earth orbit and their main determining param
eters with their fractional uncert ainties; r is the distance from the centre of the Earth (whose

mass and radius are M". R,) to the spacecraft or thc perturbing bodies (Moon. Sun and vcnus);
i ( '" arc the norm alize d gcopotcnnal cocmciems; S [ m, Cl )' C« and V are , respectively, the satcl
lite's urea-to- mass ruuo. the drag coe fficient, the radiation pressure coefficient and the velocity
relative to the at mosphere, of density ['(11 ); Fo is the solar constant; A the Earth 's albedo; If and
AT/ "I" are the satell ite 's abso rption coe fficient and the frac tional temperature difference between
its parts . Acceleration values are given fo r LAGEOS ( r = 12, 270 km, S /111 = 0 .007 cm~/g) and

Star lcnc ( r = 7,335 km. S/1Il = 0.0 10 cm1/g); their uncertain ties arc obtained by multiplying
col umns 4 and 5, and 4 and 6, respect ively, CGS units throug hout the Table .

Origin of Formul a Main Fractional Acce lerati on of
acce leration parameters uncertainty LAGEOS Sta rfette

Earth 's monopole ~ GM.. 2 x 10 .9 265 742

Earth's obla tcucss JG~"Ri J h o 7 X 10-8 0. 10 0.8 1eo

Gcopotcntial:
:lI;~J;",Jj4 Jr:f .m = 2 h z 3 x 10" S.S X 10 -4 4.7 X 10-3

f ,m = 6 7G~",Jt, i66 J" 7 X 10 -4 8.8 X 10-6 S.4 X 10-4

t,m = 18 190"1.;5' 1 18 18 4 x 10-1 6.9 X 10- 10 2.0x 10-$, 1 18 18

Moon 2J;~M'
GM"

10-; 2.1 x 10-4 1.3 X 10-4

'"
S" 10 M,-" GMo 4 x 1O· 11l 9.6 x IO · ~ 5.7 x lOos

T
Planets (Venus ) o""v '

GM" 3x lO-1 1.3 x 1O-~ 7.8 X 10-9

T
Relativis tic ertec ts ~~ G M$,In,. 2 x 10-9 9.5 x ro-e 1.6 X 10-;,. ,

Atmos pheric drag C ..LIIV! C l> ' s ,!' 0.3 - 1 1 x Hr 10 2.5 x \0 -'
"~ -

Solar radiation
press ure C ~ ~ CR' 5 0.02 3.2 x JO -7 4.4 X 10-;.. ,

Earth albed o C !i. !2 (!! )2A CR' A , S 3.4 X 10-8 Ux 10- 7.'" " ,

Thermal reco il ~~ 5!a~ (t. AT, S 0. 1 5 x 10-9 3 X 10-9
Y me T

scmimajor axis and the inclination, and. to less extent. the eccentricity. The
specific comments that follow arc organized as in the Table J8. J,
The Earth monopole-: The Earth's monopo le is the largest force on a satellite:
as discussed in Ch. 12, at a distance r from the centre, the corresponding ac-
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celcration GMe /? is the quantity with which various perturbation» must be
co mpared . Thus, e.g., a perturbing acceleration of 10- 6 cm/s2 on LAGEOS
will cause in an orbital period a fractional change in the satellite semimajor
axis of e 10- 6 / 265 ~ 4 x 10- 9, about 5 cm. Whether these changes accu
mulate in time, is the problem of sec ular perturbations. The determi nation of
GM (!) requi res, by Kepler's third law, simultaneous measurements of the orbita l
period and of the semimajor axis; while the former is straightforward and very
accurate, the latter is not. Thus, the uncert ainty for GM." given in the Table 18.2
is driven by the uncertainty in ranging: 2 cm over 12. 300 km corresponds to
a fractional uncertain ty of e 1.6 x 10- 9 in semimajor axis and in GM." three
times larger; this is close to the value given in the Table, since currently GMw is
determi ned from a combination of satellite orbit analysis, to which LAGEOS
chiefly contributes. This error does not have serious consequences for orbit de
termination, since it is compensated by a systematic change in the semimajor
axes. Note also that it is impossible with satellites to measure separately the
mass Me and the gravitational constant G; this would require "we ighing the
Earth with a non-gravitational force".

Higher geopotential penurbations.: The perturbations due to departure of the
Earth fro m spherical symmetry, as explained in Ch. 2, can he expanded in
a series of spherical harmonics: for each value of the degree t, the order m
can take 2t + I values and. for { > 2. the corresponding coefficients are of
the same order of magnitude. To evaluate the accelera tion caused by all the
terms of a given order, ass uming that they add stochastically, one can multiply
by YU+T the acce leration of a single term. In Sec . 12.4 we have already
discussed the most important effects of the h oblateness term, a secular motion
of the perigee and the node.

Perturbations due to othe r celest ial bodies> The gravitational pertu rbations
due to other celestial bodies (the Moon. the Sun and the planets) are deter
mined by the correspo nding tidal terms, i.e .. by the difference between the
force on the Earth and that on the spacec raft (see Sec. 4.2). The present ac
curacy of planetary cphcmcridcs is better than the one needed for satellite
geodesy . Planetary pcrturbations arc small (Venus being the largest). and con
tribute no signi ficant uncertainty.

Relativistic effects>- Thc relativistic corrections to thc Ncwtonian equations of
motion arc of the order (monopole term) x m~,1r ; nlq, = GM (fJ /c 2 = 0.44 cm is
the gravi tat ional radius of the Earth. The descri ption of these corrections is
subtle. because in the theory of General Relativity. strictly speaking, there arc
no privileged frames of refe rence, like thc inertia l frames of classical mechan
ics. A local inertial frame attached to the Earth can be theoretically defined
with sufficient approximation. The motion around the Sun makes it precess
with respect arou nd the norma! to the orbital plane distant stars at the rate
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19.2 mas/y (de Sitter's precession). It has been measured to <::: 0 .5% with lunar
lase r rang ing .

Atmosp heric dra g effects>- For artificial Earth satellites on low or bits the main
non-gravitat ional force is the atmospheric drag, already d iscussed in Sec. 12.3.
Although its qualitative features are basically understood. quanti tative pred ic
tions are difficult. s ince they requ ire a mod el of the upper atm osphere . in par
ticular its dens ity e(h) as a function of heigh t h = r - R$" Even the best
mod els, moreove r, are inadequate to accouru for the large temporal variations
o f g . which depend on the level o f solar and gcomagnctic activity. As a maucr
o f fact. the density is usually determined from tracking data. In situ accclcro
metric measurements of atmos pheric pcrturbari ons were also successfully per
form ed and new missions arc planned. Another obstacle for an accurate cval
uatio n of the atmos pheric drag is the satellite's complex shape (with possible
shadowing between different parts of the satellite surface, mu ltiple rcrlcctions
of the atmosp heric molecule s on the surface. ctc.).

Direct solar radiation pressure> In interplanetary orbits the main non-gra
vitational acce lerat ion is due to the so lar radiati on pressure . This prob lem
is re levant also for small natu ral particles (Sec. 15 .4) and arti ficial satellites
around a planet ; for a spacecraft the dependence of the cross sectio n S on
the attitude and on the opti ca l coefficients o f its surface elements should be
taken into account. The situation is furth er complicated by the deterioration
of optica l properties of a surface in space expo sed to the solar UV rad iatio n
and energe tic part icles. It is d ifficult to model the radiative accelera tion for
an ord inary spacecraft with an accuracy better than w 5% (actually. the real
uncertainty may be higher. 20% say, for a spacecraft of a complex shape). Sig
nificant long-term perturbation» in longitude are caused by radiation pressure
whe n the satellite is three-axis stabilized or is equipped with a large, dcspun
telecommunication ante nna . since then there is a resonance effect between the
perturbin g force and the orbital period. Another difficulty of accurate redia
tive fo rce models is due to the ingress into , and egress from , the Earth shadow
d uring the penumbra; the incident so lar radiation on the satellite decreases not
on ly due to the gradual eclipsing of the solar disc by the Earth limb, but also
d ue to refraction in the Eart h atmos phere (Problem 8.10). Inaccurate, or too
simple, modelling of the Earth penumbra may ca use numerical insta bility in
the corres ponding simulation of the satellite orbit. At a lower level there are
also unpred ictab le change s in the radiation press ure due to fluctuations in the
solar luminosity (at the e O. I% level; see Fig . 7. 1).

The albedo effect>- Besides the solar radiation for ce, there is also a pressure due
to rad iation diffu sed, reflected and thermally re-emi tted by the Earth; for low
spacecraft they have the same order of magnitude. Indeed, since the re-emitted
infrared power is not very diffe rent from the impinging power in the visible,
near the Earth their fluxes are comparable. For a quant itative estimate one must
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take into account the albedo A of the Earth, far from uniform and constant
in time because of meteorological and seasonal variations. It should be also
recalled that the light of the Sun is reflected and scattered by the atmosphere,
in particular. by clouds (Ch. 7). Since the cloud reflectivity can be very high
(with albcdo e 0.7 - 0.8), it can produce a significant variable component. The
infrared radiation emitted by the Earth produces a comparable force. but its
variations, comparable to the albedo effect. are smaller.

Radiative recoit-: The thermal re-emission of the radiation absorbed by the
satellite is usually anisotropic, due to irregularities of shape. emissivity and
surface temperature. The corresponding recoil acceleration is proportional to
111'/ 1', the fractional temperature difference between significant parts of the
spacecraft (see Sec. 15.4). The values of the absorption coefficient l1' of the
surface and AT of the Table 18.1 are, of course. different for a rapidly spinning
"passive" satellite (like LAGEOS) and for a stabilized, "active" spacecraft with
an internal energy conversion system (generally used 10 emit radio waves) and
equipped with solar panels. For satellites with an internal energy source, like
a nuclear reactor. much of the dissipated heat is radiated away anisotropically
and generates a force. In satellites with radio transmitters the emitted beam
also produces a recoil accelerat ion ; when the emitted energy is got from solar
panels. it is approximately given by the absorbed energy times their efficiency
'1; the order of magnitude of the acceleration is 1] times (he direct radiativc
acceleration.

There are other, less important. processes which perturb the motion of a
satellite. We only quote (in brackets an estimate of the corresponding acceler
ation of LAGEOS is given):

• Micrometeorire impacts (mean accelerarion e 10- 11 cm/s2; of course. ex
ceptionally large fragments can at times produce larger perturbations).

• Poynting-Robcrtson effect (0::: 10- 11 cm/s2, see Sec. 15.4; it was suggested
as the hest candidate for a residual decay of the semimajor axis of the Etalon
satellites, Problem 15.8).

• A satellite generally becomes charged due to the photoelectric effect caused
by the UV solar radiation or the impact of circumplanetary or solar wind
particles and cosmic rays; electric and magnetic forces arise from the inter
action with the ionosphere and the magnetosphere.

Tidal effec tss. The effects of tides on the motion of a spacecraft (see Ch. 4)
have not been discussed above. because they are complex and deserve separate
analysis. They are relevant in three ways:

• They cause periodic changes in the shape of the Earth. hence in the posi
tions of the tracking stations (kinemat ical effect: Sec. 4.3).
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h lble /8.2. Tidal effects o n the orbits of Earth's satellites due to the Moo n; M M' 1"" and '\, are .
respect ively. the mass and the dista nce of the Moon , and the lunar day with which it revolves
in the sky relative to the Earth. The last column gives in Cm/S2 the corresponding acceleration
values for [,AGEOS and Starlcuc sa tellites.

Form ula Parameter

legs units)
Relative

uncert ainty
I.AGEOS Starlcnc

Kine matic so lid tide

611 , (r~~2r 6h, "" 30 0.03 5.8 x 10-7 5.8 X 10-7

Kine matic oc ean loa ding,
Jh« P~~2 ) oh. '" 4 0.2 10-7 10' 7

Dynami c solid tide

3k2(;~\((tt(~)2 k2 '" 0.3 0 .002 3.7 x 10-6 2.9 X 10-5

Dynamic oceanic tide ('" IO'ff of dy na mic so lid tid e)

0.1 3.7x 10- 7 2.9 x 1O-fI

Refe rence system: non-rigid Earth nutation (14 d term)

Xutation coeffi cient 0 .002" 0. 1 3.5 x 10 ' 10 2. 1 x 10 -10

in 14 d

• They produce a lime variat ion of the gcopotcntialrhat a ffect s the satellite
orbit (dynamic cftccr; Sec. 4.4) .

• They perturb the rotation of the Earth, thus affecting the usual body fixed
reference system (reference system effect).

ln order to compare tidal effects among themselves and with other perturba
tions. we give in Table 18.2 their equivalent accelerations .

Kinematic solid tide»- The main tidal term produces a symmetric deformation
of the Earth along the direction of the perturbing body with a period which,
for the Moon, in the body fixed frame is equal to 1'\,/2 ::::: 12.42 h; this is half
the lunar day P M = 2...! (dr ! dI ), already introduced in Sec. 4.4 in terms of the
lunar hour angle T. Using the mean motion 1/ ~t'

20 20- --- nP - I d M'

"
(18.20)

The height of a ground tracking station oscillates wirh the amplitude ohr . Were
this e ffec t ignored, the station acceleration would appear as a large residual ac
celeration of the satellite. The amplitude ohr depends upon the elastic response
of the Earth to the perturbin g potential. This is described by Lore 's number
h2 (::::: 0.6), fairly well known. More accurately. we define different values of
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the quadrupole Love 's number "Y:, for different orders In of the tidal poten
tial UzJ' and di fferent frequencies J in its Founcr expansion; compare with the
similar analysis for kfjJ in Sec. 4 .4. c5Il , has an uncertainty of the order of I cm_'"
(see Sec. 4.3).

Kinematic ocean loading.- Oceanic tides also affect the positions of the station
sites. Displaccmcnts of nearby water masses produce a time-dependent clastic
response of the continental shelves (ocean loading), and this changes the sta
tion position with respect to the theoretical tidal displacement of an occanlcss
solid Earth. Of course. the size of this effect strongly depends on the geograph
ical situation of the station. Displacements as large as 12 cm can occur on a
peninsula protruding into an ocean. such as Cornwall; in the middle of a con
tinental plate they can be smaller than I ell. Even though some modelling is
possible, this effect needs measurements with ground instruments, with uncer
tainties of the order of I cm. The equivalent accelerations of the kinematical
effec ts and their uncertainties, as listed in Table I!S .2, are large with respect to
the other forces listed in Table 18.1; however, they affect satellite tracking data
with a well defined signal (see Sec. 4.4) and do not have secular or long-period
effects. 11 is therefore possible to separate them from other dynamic effects,
in such a way that their uncertainty does not affect other gcophysically rclc
vant parameters. Of course, when station positioning is the main goal, tidal
displacements must be properly modelled,

Dynamic solid tide-: As seen in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3, the main term of the tidal
perturbation of the geopotential is obtained by computing the corresponding
(i.e., with the same frequency) term of the perturbing gravitational potential
produced by the other body, multiplied by a Love number k2 (as mentioned
above. diffe rent values of the Love number k!£; should be used for different
orders m and diffe rent frequencies f in the tidal potential expansion: Sec. 4.4 ).
Since the main contribution is the quadrupole term. the corresponding uccel
eration of the satellite is cc l /r4

. Love numbers are currently determined with
a fairly good accuracy from long term effects on geode tic satellite orbits. An
additional source of model errors is the truncation of the tidal potential Fourier
expansion to a fi nite number of terms.

Dynamic oceanic tide-: Oceanic tides arc waves that move under the gravita
tional forces of the Moon and the Sun and arc subject to friction. dissipating
energy and interacting with the ocean bottom (especially in shallow waters)
and the shore line. As a result, tidal waves in the seas arc not in phase with
the perturbing potential. The displaced water masses give a contribution to the
time variation of the gcopotcntial, which affects satellite orbits together with
the solid tides: since it is difficult to separate them. the uncertainty arising from
oceanic tides limits the accuracy in modelling solid tides as well.
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Form ula polar J (LO D)
wobble

(J w· r )l "u 2.2 x 10-6 7. 1 x I o-~

2 vx6w 7.6 X 1O-~ 3.2 X 10-1

r x dViw J! (1t 2.5 x 10.9 1.1 X [0 - 11

2 (W\I ' 6w ) r 1.5 x 10-7

(Wo r)6w 6 ,0 X 10-6 7. 1 X IO- K

PH YSICS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Table 183 Estimates of the apparent
accclcrations (In cm/s1) due 10 the po
lar wobble and var iat ions in the length
of the day (LOO) for LAGEOS I ((I =
12, 270 km. e = 0.004. 1 = 110" ): see
eq. (1 8.2 1).

Ref erence fra me effects»- The Earth does not respond to external torques as a
rig id bod y and its rotat ion axi s undergoes forced nutations different from the
theoreti cal case of a rigid Earth . Although the baselin e model of precessio n
and nutat ion partially accounts for the non-r igidi ty effects, in pa rticular. with
elastic parameters as derived from se ismic data and the core structure, it is still
not able to explain all observed effects. The Earth Rotation Service, combining
YLS I, satellite and lunar data, provides empi rical corrections to precession and
nutation. The most important are fortnightly and annual ter ms, with amplitudes
of about 2 mas and 12 mas. and a term with the IS.6 Yperiod of the lunar nodal
drift (Sec. 4.4), of about- 200 mas. For the sake of illustration, we consider the
fortnightly term in the Table 18.3. Were this effect ignored. the satellites would
appear to oscillate by that amount, as a result of an incorrect definition of the
reference system.

Apparent forces, We now come to the apparent forces arising from an incor
rect value of the Earth rotation vector. Gro und-tracked satellites arc referred
to a conventional body-fixed Cartesian frame, as implemented by the Conven
tional Terrestria l Reference System (Sec. 3.2). As discussed in Ch. 3, the angu
lar velocity of the Eart h Wo + ow (t) is the sum of a constant, nominal part along
the Z axis (wo ;;: 7.29 X 10- 5 rad/s) and a small change bw (t), which accounts
for polar wob ble and variations of the length of the day (LOO). Keeping only
first order terms, the perturbing inert ial accel eration in a body-fixed reference
frame is

dJw
F =r x - + 2v x bw + 2(wo ow ) r - (o r ) wo - ( r ) bw , (18.21)

dt

where r and v = dr/dt arc. respectively, the position and the velocity of the
satellite. Each of the five terms of eq. (18.21) has an effect on the satellite
with a characteristic signature. according to whether ow is parallel (change in

~The InlCmalional Ean h Rolali" n Service pro~' ides theSt" cele stial pole olfsel' as correCl ions 10 the 1976
p~e"illn·n utatilln model. that has served as a baseline over the lasl three decades. Recently the IAU2000A
model has been ado pted as a standard to supersede Ihe o ld 1976 model: much smaller correc tions - bcrow
I mas - arc necessary now.
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LOO ), or perpendicular (polar wobble) to Wo . We list in Tahlc 18.3 the order
of magnitude estimates of these apparent forces for a geosynchronous satellite
(in equatorial orbit) and for LAGEOS. We assume, by way of an example, a
variation in the pole position of about 0 .2" and a change in LOO of I ms in I y

(see Figs. 3.4-5); we thus obtain:

"" 0 .2 X5 X 1O'.6 W() "" 7.1 X 10- 11rad/ s ,

"" 10-3 Wj) ::::: 8 .4 x 10- 13 rad / s
86. 400 •

O(dW')~ o(dW' ) ~
dt dt

6 (d,~' ) ~

6lilX IK ~7"7-::-"'-0" "" 2.2 X 10- rad/ s" ,
3. 15x 107 s

Otvz -~O '7"7-::-"'-0",- ::::: 2.7 X 10 - radI s- .
3. 15 x 10 s

Note that the last number is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than the
long-term average (3.5) because of important deeadal and yearly terms in the
Earth rotation (Fig. 3.4). The uncertainties in the knowledge of the pole posi
tion and LOO recently have been reduced by a combination of scveral mcthods
(LAGEOS and GPS orbit analysis, VLBl and lunar laser ranging); the pole is
monitored with about 0.2 mas precision and the LOO down to about 0.03 ms
in I d.

18.4 Space navigation
In order to accompli sh its goals, the orbit of a space mission must be adc

quately predicted and appropriate manccuvrcs be performed with the on-board
propulsion systems. The tracking techniques mentioned in Sec. 18.2 - in par
ticular, measurements of relative velocity and distance with the radio system
(see Ch. 19) - provide the input to sophisticated computer codes which. taking
into account all the relevant forces and their uncertainty. allow prediction of
the future position of the spacecraft.

Interplanetary navigation differs from ordinary planetary dynamics because
more than one centre of attraction must be taken into account. To explore an
other planet. an Earth-bound spacecra ft must first escape the Earth's gravity
and acquire a hclioccnrric orbit, to be inserted later in a bound orbit near the
target. In lunar missions, starting with a circular (or elliptic) Earth orbit. the
spacecraft is first placed on a locally hyperbol ic transfer trajectory and then,
near the Moon, is inserted in an orbit bound to the satellite. These dynamical
problems do not have an analytical solution (in particular, the (rip to the Moon
is a three-body problem, sec Ch. 13), but can be approached by matching two
or more Keplerian orbits. In this way the m anccuv rc strategy, the fuel require
ments and the transfer times can be estimated; for accurate planning of transfer
times and fuel requirements, however. numerical calculations are necessary.
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Interplanetary orbits; continuous propulsion systems. To place a spacecraft
on an elliptical so lar orbit we must first raise it fro m the parking orbit around
the Earth, of rad ius r i, [ 0 a hyperbolic orbit with asy mptotic veloci ty v; fro m
energy conservation, this requi res the veloci ty incre ment

(18 .22)

As discussed later, cq. (18.25), V = I'" + ~I is the velocity of insertion in
the elliptical so lar orb it. For example, when v « 1R,p1 = Ve , one can have
a circular orbit with radius I AV. Next. to place the spacecraft near another
planet which has a circular orbit with radius R' . we can use an elliptical solar
orbit mathematically identical to the transfer orbit for Earth-bound spacecraft.
With a velocity increment (eq . (18 .8»

6V=V.(J 2R' - I)
I +R'

we raise it to an aphelion at R' (in AV); a further velocity increment circular
izes the orbit. When the spacecraft approaches the planet, with a relative ve
locity v' , a small, but accurate correction of the direction of motion is effected
to obtain the impact parameter p' needed to achieve the required planetary
hyperbolic orbit. Finally. at the planetary pericemre the relative velocity is de
creased to obtain a bound orbit. This is a variant of the Hohmann transfer orbit
discussed in Sec. 18.1. Of course, the orbit des ign must also take into account
the transfer time and the relative position of the two planets, which imposes
a time window for the manceu vres; the actual realization requires considering
the full three-body problem and numerical evaluation.

The veloc ity increments required for interplanetary navigation, as estimated
above, can be large. Consider. for example, a "kamikaze" rectilinear orbit
straight into the Sun. After the spacec raft is raised from the Earth into a so
lar circular orbit at I AV, for the plunge we need to bring its velocity to zero,
with a change of ..jCM0 /l AV ::>: 30 km/so The escape velocity from the so
lar system is ...j2GM0 /l AV ::>: 42 km/s, with an increase of about 12 km/s
over the Earth orbital velocity (plus an additional change 10 escape from the
Earth gravitational influence); similar amounts are needed to reach the outer
planet". Such velocity changes arc oat possible with conventional chemical
engines. In addition to the (quasi-Iinsrantancous corrections assumed above,
propulsion systems with continuous, low thrust operation have been planned
and developed. They promise much lower total energy requirements. Mug 
netotiydrodynamical eng ines are based upon the J x B force which a plasma
experie nces in a magnetic field B. In a conceptual scheme, the flow from a
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(b )
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Fi/:ure 18.7 The swing-by
[IS a means to change the
momentum ami the energy
of a spacecraft. A de uce
lion 10 the right (case (a))
or left lease (b)) in the res t
frame of the planet gives in
the inertial frame [left) an
increase (decrease) of the
kinetic energy.

reservoir of an easily ionizablc gas (c.g., cesium or xenon) passes through par
allel plates, between which all electric field E is established; this field ionizes
the gas and generates a current J = (T E; the magnetic field orthogonal to E
pushes the plasma out and generates the thrust. This is a concept of an ion or
plasma thruster. Another interesting concept is that of the solar sail: a large
(even kilometres wide) sheet of reflecting material is deployed and suitably
oriented with respect to the Sun. generating from the solar radiation pressure
a force along its normal. Though ion thrusters are being experimented and
already planned for forthcoming cosmic missions (e.g.• the BeprColornbo mis
sion to Mercury). the solar sail has never been realized. nor is planned for the
near future.

Ftybys for space navigation. One way to overcome the fuel problem for in
terplanetary missions is to use the gravity pull of a carefully chosen planet
or natural satellite; Fig. 18.7 shows how this works. While in the rest frame
of the planet the velocity changes only in direction, by an amount depend
ing on the impact parameter, in the inertial frame there is a net gain (loss) of
energy when the spacecraft passes behind (ahead) its direction of motion. at
the expense of the orbital energy of the planet. This is called a gravity as 
sisted m m UPUW"l! . One could say. an elliptical solar orbit with a velocity V_ is
matched to an hyperbolic orbit around the planet. with asymptotic velocities
v% = V% - Vp; on the other asymptote this is marched to an elliptical orbit
with velocity V+ . The deflection v_ ~ v+ is determined by the angle li be
tween the asymptotes in terms of the impact parameter p (eqs. 01.43» . Its
appropriate value is obtained with a slight adjustment of the direction of V_
before the encounter. Note the great sensitivity of this manccuvre to errors:
an error u " produces all error <T" = (T 1'1P in the direction of V+ and an error
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h lble /8..1. For eac h pla net the Table gives the sw ing-by rat io ~ = M~ {Jp/ M,I p. Mp. ,.~ and IIp

are. respectively, the mass, the rad ius and the se mi mujor axis of the planet (see the text) .

Mercury

Venu s

OJI039

0.04 3

Earth

Mars

0 .069

0.022

Ju piter

Satu rn

10.7

6.6

Uranus

Neptune

5.1

10.3

( 1R.23)

{T R = R (T" = ITp(R/ p) » p in the elliptical position of the spacecraft. For
the same reason , orbits of planet-crossing asteroids and comets arc strongly
chaot ic; the typical Lyap unov timcscale (Sec . 13.3) may be several hundred
years only.

A rough assess ment of the swing-by effectiveness is provided by the ratio

M p up
E = - 
. Mo rp

between the lowest possible potential energy - G Mp/ rp due to the planet and
the solar potential energy -GMo/a p (r p,a p are the radius and the semimajor
axis of the planet). Since the asymptotic velocity v_ is given by v: ;;: GMo/ap,

eq. ( 11 .43a) shows that the largest de flection angle is indeed "'" ~, which justi
fies its name. From Table 18.4 we see that Mercury is useless, and the outer
planets are very effective . The other terrestrial planets are weak and may re
quire repeated swing-bys or an eccentric orbit, less bound to the Sun than the
planet itself. Venus. the Earth and the giant planets thus provide efficient en
gines to drive a spacecraft around the solar system. A disadvantage of this
method is the often large time required [0 reach the final goal.

The Cassini mission to Saturn exploits very extensively the swing-by ma
nccuvrcs. Since its launch in October 1997 the spacecraft has used four of
them: two at Venus. onc at the Earth and one at Jupiter. After its arrival at Sat
urn and its insertion in a bound orbit in July 2004, in 74 orbits around the planet
it will explore the Saturnian system, with its satellites and rings. in particular
Titan, by far the most interesting one. Amon g the satellites only Titan has an
acceptab le swing-by parameter ~ ;;: 0.11 and. in a feat of navigation engineer
ing, will be used in 43 ftybys to provide the energy and pilot the spacecraft to
fulfil the mission plan; note also that the choice of the impact parameter p in
each flyby must ensure a resonant orbit, so that Titan will be met again. Thus
Titan is at the same time the engine and the prime goal of the mission.

Th e matching problem. The matching in a ftyby between the outer elliptic
orbit and the inner hyperbolic trajectory is an aspect of the three-body problem.
To introduce the concept of thc sphe re of inftuence. proposed by P.S. L APLACE,

wc describe the motion of the space probe either with relative coordinates R
with respect to the Sun or with relative coordinates r = R - R, with respect
to the planet; they are suitable. respectively, far and near the planet, and fulfil
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(see eq. (12.77» :

(P R + GMo R
d t2 R3

d 2r GM p- +--r
d t2 r 3

= GMp[-1~3 - 1:~~3 J ;

GMo 1--1:-1' + "'1: C--...,;"13!

6 17

(18.24a)

( J8.24b)

Th e second ter ms in each bracket, usually refe rred 10 as the indirect pcrturba
non s, are the accclcrarions produ ced by the planet (of mass Mp) on the Sun
and viee versa . If £ R and e, are , respectively. the ratios (in moduli) of the
right-hand side to the main force in the left-hand side, the relation c R = Cr

defines the surface of influence (to a good approxi mation, a sphere of radius
T/ = R [M p/M o I2/5, equal to 0.07 9 AU for the Sun -Earth systcmr' : of course,
cR and Cr diminish out side and inside, respectively. Given a Kcplc rian unbo und
or bit inside, the ou ter orb it is approx imated by a Keplerian ellipse around the
Sun which matches the inner hyperbo la on the sphere of influence.

This empirical procedure, however, is mathematicall y unsatisfactory. In
fact, the transition from the inner to the outer orbi t is continuous and doe s
not take place at a given poin t; the quant ity r, shou ld not play a role. Since
in a f lyby the two potential energies GMo/ R and GMp/ r are comparable, the
smallness parameter J1 = M p/Mo -e; I also gives the order o f magnitude of
r/ R. We have here two very d iffere nt timescales. the hyperbolic f lyby time and
the outer Keple rian period. with ratio O(p ):4 such a problem requires singu
lar perturbation theory. Th is method is widel y applied to cases in which an
infinitesimal para meter is used also in the independen t var iables, fo r example.
to dea l with a viscous boundary layer in a fluid. As p _ 0 the outer solution
R(t) tends to two d iscontinuous elliptic arcs. joined at the posit ion Rp(O) of the
planet at the time t = 0 of the encounter (of course, defined to O(p)) . For the
inner sol ution, we need the zoo ming variables r* = r /Il and t" = ti p; expand
ing in powers of p one obtains, to lowest order. a hyperbolic motion. The gist
of singular perturbation theory is their matching . Con sidering the incoming
branch, as t _ - 00 the hyperb ola is defin ed by its asymptotic velocity v and
the vector impact parameter h, lying in the target plane orthogonal to v. These
asymptotic values must match , at the appropriate order in J-l , the limit of the
outer solution as t _ - 0 . Thi s translates in the obvious condition

(18.25)

·'In pl;tne1<l ry scie nce the related concept of H .5 sphat' ofilif/jwnce r" is uced. It i, defined a, the approx
imalCdi,t:mce lu the Lt and 1.2 Lagrange poinl' (see eq. ( n , 15)) anclgives Ruchc', limit aruund the hlxly :
we thus have rH = R (Mp OM"J)IIJ .
4Thi, d()~, not hold. however, in an ~ocou nler helw een a the t~ ,t body with ,mall eccen lricity and a planet
in a circular orbit: me interac tion may last more th an 'Ill or bital period and Hill", method (Sec. 13.4 ) should
be used ,
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for the veloc ities; the oute r motion near the encounter, at 0 (;1 ), determ ines b.
Th e systematic expans ions in J1 of the inner and outer eq uations yield higher
ord er correctio ns.

- PROIILEMS -

18.1: Study the orbit of an inter-co ntinental ba llistic missile. neglecting the
atmospheric drag. For a given angu lar distance between the launch
site and the target. co mpute the laun ch veloc ity v as a function of the
initial angle from the vertical and plot the time D.r requi red to reach
the target as a function of v.

18.2: Show that a gcosynchronous satellite having a circular orbit and a
sma ll incli nation J with respect to the Earth' s equator moves in the
sky along an e ight-shaped path whic h crosses the celestial equator,
covering an interval of 21 in latitude and 1{2 in longitude.

18.3: During the oscillation of a gcosynchronou s satellite with period P
give n by eq . ( 18.16), we make N equally spaced and independent mea
surements of the scmimajor ax is with acc uracy (Ta . Evaluate the cor
respo nding error in the parameter Jr: and apply the calculation to the
case (Ta = 50 cm.

18.4. Analyse the resonant motion of a geostationary satellite using the La
grangian formalism of Sec. 12.2; if a is the semimajor axis and ifJ the
geographic longitude. show that for a zero eccentric ity and inclin ation
the mot ion is described by the Hamil tonian-like equat ions

with

da 2 01«(/.ifJ)

dt nu EM
d~

dt

2 01(a,ifJ)

na Ba

GM. =:;-c 3GM. (R.)'1«(/,ifJ) = -- +wo yGMlJJa +-- - 122 cos 2(ifJ - (/)22)
2a 2a a

1 is a co nstant o f the mot ion which allows a qualit ative analysis o f the
motion in the (a,(/) space. Find the stable equ ilibria and the width of
their librat ion zone.

18.5. Compute the scmimajor axis of a satellite in an arb itrary resonance
with the ro tation of the Earth (sec cq . ( 18.10» . Est imate thei r dcpc n
dcnce on the satelli te incl ina tion.

18.6. The grav itational pull exerted by the spacecraft on the proof mass of a
drag-free system is an impo rtant perturbat ion. Inside a spherica l shell
such effect would absent; in a real spacecraft the proof mass should
be near its ce ntre of mass, so tha t only the quadrupole co ntri bution is
important. To see how the oc tupole term can be eliminated wi th corn
pensating masse s, eva luate the grav itational potentia l near the centre.
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due to two opposite point masses and a ring in their equatorial plane,
and find the condition under which the ocrupolc vanishes.

18.7.· Con sider the single transfer manccuvrc discussed in Sec. 18.4 between
two circ ular orb its for a planetary rendezvous mission. Evaluate the
total velocity increment IfIo ull + IfIo U21 necessary to reach the inner and
outer planets from the Earth . Prove that the journey 10 Mercury re
quires more veloc ity change then to any other planet. Show also that
the rendezvous with an outer planet may requ ire less energy (but a
longer time) if hi-ellip tic transf er is used, which con sists in a three
impulse transfer with an intermed iate ellipti c orb it with an apoccnrrc
distance larger than the target orbit.

18.8. Evaluate the radii of the sphere of influence both according to Laplacc
and Hill for the Sun and each planet; and for the Earth and the Moon
(Sec. 18.4).

18.9. Express the geosynchronous radius in tenus of Helmert's parameter
(1.13) and calc ulate both of them for all the planets.

18.10. Analyse the motion of a rocket in a homogeneous and constant gravi
tational field g (the direction of the gravitational acce leration specifies
the vertical). Initially the velocity is Vo and the deflection from the
horizontal is Yo. Assuming an exponential decrease DC exp(- PI) of the
rocket mass. show that the two-dimensional rocket equation reduces
to (drag force neglected)

dl' = !{(rr _1- 'I)
d1] 1J I + 1]

with ~ = (v/uO) 2, 1J = (l - sin y)/(I +sin y) andp' = p Jg. Assuming
V~X constant, integrate the previous equation and analyse the solutions
for different values of Yo et- 900.

18.12.* In Sec. 12.5 we investigated the direct perturbation on a satellite or
biting an oblate planet due to the h term in the geopotcntial. There
is also an indirect h effect due to a correction in the acceleration of
the centre of the Earth ; it is produced by the perturbation in the Earth
Moon motion due to the geopo tential quadrupole, chiefly the zonal h
term. In the geoce ntric frame this accel eration affects the motion of
a satellite. Discuss the formalism needed to describe this e ffect and
evaluate its order of magnitud e.

- FURTHER READIN GS -

O. Montenbruck and E. Gill. Satelli te Orbits , Springer (2000) gives an over
view of modern orbit determination methods and observational techniques.
Gravitati onal and tidal forces perturbing Earth 's satellites are discussed in de-
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tail in W.H. Kaula , Theory of Satellite Geodesy. Blaisdcll . Waltham . Mas
sachusetts ( 1966) and K. Lambcck. Geophysical Geodesy. Clarendon Press
(1988); non-gravitational effects are in A. Milani. A.M. No bili and P. Parinclla,
Non-Gravitational Perturlxuions and Satellite Geodesy, Hilgcr (1987). On the
particular problem of atmospheric drag and its models, see D. King-Hole,
Satellite Orbits in all Atmosphere. Theory and Applications. Blackic and Son
(1988 ). At the enginee ring level. there is M. Noton , Spacecraft Navigation and
Guidance. Advances in Industrial Control (1998 ). O . Zarrouati, Trajectoires
Spatiates. Cepaudes-Ediuon. Toulouse ( 1987) presents a clear discussion of
both gravitational and non-gravitational perturbario ns of satellite motion. A
useful general textbook emphasiz ing space navigation in the framework of ce
lestial mechanics is A.E. Roy, Orbital Motion , Hilger (1978). The latest gravity
model s of the Earth based on satellite data and ground gravimetry measure
ments are JGM3, GRIMS and EGM96 (see B.O . Tapley et al.. The Joint Grav
ity Model 3. J . Geophys . Res. 101, 28,(l29 (1996), T. Gruber e l al., G RIM5
C l : Com bination Solution of the Global Gravi ty Field 10 degree and order
120, Geoptivs. Res. Lens. 27, 4,004 (2000) and htlp://cdd isa.gsfe.nasa.gov/
926/eg m96/cgm96.hlml, respec tively).
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Chapter 19

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Radio communications to and from a spacecraft arc its lifel ine. with which
co mmands are received . and scientific and engineering data are sent to Earth.
Huge and sophisticated parabolic antennas are used on the ground to derect
very weak signals with a large signal-to-noise ratio and to send into space
powerful, highl y collimated beams. Special electromagnetic links also provide
very precise measurements of distance and velocity, used for navigation and
research. Similar techniques are also used in radar ranging to the Moon . pas
sive arti fi cial satellites, astero ids and planets (ranges ( 0 the Moon and artificial
satellites may also be obtained in the optica l band). In this chapter we discuss
the energetics of radio co mmunications in space and ir uroduce spectral theory,
a too l necessary to describe the structure of the noise. Particular attention is
devoted 10 coherent propagation and to the clfcct of refractive and dispersive
media.

19.1 The power budget
The energy flux of an electromagnetic wave in empty space is given by

Poynting 's tlux
c ~ c1:::2 _

fll = - E xB = <!lk = -k .
4~ 4~

Electric and magnetic fields arc equal in magnitude, orthogonal among them
selves and to the direction of propagation k. Thi s corresponds to a momentum
flux fll/ c and exerts a force upon a material body of unitar y area. The radio
emi ssion from a parabolic antenna on a spacecraft produces a recoil in the
opposite direction, which affec ts the orbit.

There are two linear polarization modes, according to whether the electric
field, for propagation along z, is d irected along .r or y. Ifthey have the same

62 1
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amplitude and a ±r./ 2 phase lag, left or right circular polarization results. A
generic wave is a supcrpos ition of these two mode s. Note that the rotation of
the spacecraft affects thc mixture of thc stares of circular polarization generated
by its transmitter.

One-way link budget. The energy balance of a radio link in space crucially
depends upon the directivity of the antennas on the ground and on board, which
determines the gain C , the ratio between the energy flow <I> in a given directio n
and the isotropic flow. At a distance J) an emitted power P gives

PG
(IJ = --, .

4r.D-

For the case of axial symmetry conservation of energy requires

(19.2)

(19.3)( atu: = Zn ( ;:dO sin OG«(}) = 4:t
) 4" ) 0

«() measured from the symmetry axis). Engineers usually measure a ratio of
powers (gain and attenuation) in a logarithmic scale

(19.4)

(19.6)

the unit of 9 - the decibel, dB - corresponds to a gain G ::< 1.259 .
To achieve a high gain, parabolic reflecting antennas are used, with an os

cillator (thefut!) usually placed at the focus. or the vertex, where the radiation
is reflected back by a seco ndary di sh. For a point-like source, in the limit of
vanishing wavelength ,1, the emitted spherical beam is transformed in a paral
lel beam. with a perfect directivity and an infinite gain along the axis (Prob
lem 19.9); but due to the finite wavelen gth and other effects, there is always an
ang ular spread. For a perfect parabola of diamete r d. at angle (J from the axis
the gain is

G(B) = C(O)Cl jll(U)r (/I = 11: d ~in 11) . (19.5)

where l l (u ) is Bcsscl's fun ction of first orde r. It consists of a central lobe
with a half-wid th e A/d and weaker secondary lobes; the first null, given by
rd sin 0/ ,1 ::< 3 .83, appears at

3.83 ,j ,j
11,, ;;:. --- ;:::; - .

r:: d d

Evaluatio n of the integral (19.3) in the case A -s; d gives the ideal gain on the
axis in terms of the area A.. = ::.(d /2)2 of the di sh

G (n) = ( ~n' 4:t:A..
,.f! (1 9 .7 )
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,, ,,, ,, ,
0.4 0 ,6

Figure 19.1 The gain (in dB) of
the antenna of Cassin i's spacecraft
<1\ the dow nlin k Ku·haml frequency
(32 .028 GHz). The cen tra l lobe has
an angu lar half-wid th (at the gain of

- 3 dB. corresponding to half the in
tcnvity) of 0.08' . This agrees we ll
with the estimate ,l j (2d ) '" 1.4 nu-ad
for the diameter d = 4 m. The side
lobes are not very prominent and at
low ga in an asymmetry is prese nt:
the dashed line corresponds 10 the
theoretical profile (19.5 ).

( 19.8)

Reception requires that a plane wave be transformed in a wave convergent
on the detector. In the geometrica l opt ics approximation this is done by point
ing exac tly along the propagation vector a parabolic antenna of area A;,leading
to a received power P' = $A~ (a prime for the rcccivcr.) In reality, however, a
flux <1> C' is detected even when pointing in an arbitrary direction; it turns out
that the ideal gain C' in the receiving mode has the same express ion as in the
transmitter mode; in particular, on the axis eq. (19.7) ho lds also on recepti on
(reciprocity theorem) . In practice, due to imperfections of the dish and other
losses. the effective area Ae is frequency dependent and smaller than the geo
metrica l cross section: it can reach up to O.R r;, (d /2)2 or 0.9 r.(d / 2 )2. Of co urse,
this discussion holds for any frequency. and is the basis for the design of opti
cal telescopes and systems as wel l. For d ifferent shapes of the collecting area
similar express ions hold, with slightly different nume rical coeffi cients.

Co mbining (19.2) and ( 19.7) we ob tain the received power on the axis

! 2
1" = 'M ; = I'G(O)G'(O) (-'-) = I'G(O)G' ( O)L, .

4"IJ

The space IUH L, = (A/4;tD )2 measures the attenuation due to the geometrica l
spread of the beam during the propagat ion. It is common to write the energy
budget (19.8) ill a logarithmic scale. using the notation

1' = IO X l og lO (~) ; (19.9)
I mW

this is the power enhancement. measured in db m, with respect to a nom inal
level of I mW. Therefore we have

p' = p + 9 + g' + f s • (19 . 10)

t, = 10 X IOg 10 L , is negative. An actual design should take into account
other losses, in particular ohmic losses in the transmitter and the receiver, and
atmospheric attenuation.
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Figure 19.2. The antennas of NASA's Deep Space Network. with the diameters of their main
dishes. Their geographical distribution allows comm unication with a spacecraft at all times.
In 2001 the new DSS 25 station (with d iameter of 34 m) started operating at Goktstonc with
advanced instrumentation and uperutmg frequencie s in X- (X GlI z) and K,-hand (34 Gllz ).

For deep space telecommunications large dishes (even with diameters of
70 In and weights of thousands tons) are used: in the microwave band gains of
60 10 SO dB are attained, corresponding to angular widths of I to 0.1 mrads.
A high gain places stringent requireme nts upon the orientation of the antenna,
whose mobile part s must accurately track the spacecra ft, even in bad weather.
Outside the main lobe, secondary lobes still allow communicat ion, although
with a grea t loss (Fig. 19.1). For interplanetary satellites. NASA uses the Deep
Space Ne/work (DSN), an impressive network of steerable paraboloids at three
locations: Goldstone (Cali fornia) , Canberra (Aus tralia) and Madrid (Spain)
(Fig. 19.2). They arc mainly used for telecomm unication and space naviga
tion, for radar measurements and scientific experiments. To avoid interference,
the antennas at a given complex arc widely separated, and different frcqucn
cics arc used in the uplink and the downlink. In coherent links, like those
used in Doppler experiments, a transponder on board locks the transmitted to
the received beam; to allow the use of multiplication circuitry, the frequency
conversion ratios arc rational numbers. The available hands arc carefully cho
sen to avoid interference from other ground stations ; Xcband is mainly used
at present, but the Ka+band , which allows a wider bandwi dth, is being imple
mented at the three NASA complexes (Table 19.1).
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1
I
R

S-hand

2,299

7J75
f: ,430

880/749

K.,-hand

34.316

32,034

3,344(749

32,029

14/15

TI/ble /9./ Thc DS~ frequencies (in
MH,) of coherent uplink (T> and down
link (!) car riers and their convers ion ra
tios R. Two nearby downlinks in 1(,,

band are used in the Cassini mission.

Radar link budget. Radio sys tems can be used also in the radar mode, in
which the signal imping ing upon a passive body - like a planet - is reflected
or diffused back to the transmitter. This technique has many application s in
planetary physics (Sec . 20. 1). The optical counterpart of radar ranging - laser
ranging - provides the very precise tracking of LAGEOS-type satellites (see
Sec. 20.3) and of the Moon. The link budget now uses eq. (19.8) to get the
power P' impinging upon thc target body, of geom etrica l cross-section A~. Pail
of this power is reflected and diffused, with a gain G1. The re-emiss ion from a
planetary body, with albedo A, occurs in a solid angle of order 2T:. so that Gl
is about 2. The gain is substantially greater if special optical systems (retro 
reflectors or corner reflecto rs, like those on [he Moon and on the LAGEOS
satellites; r ig. 20.7) arc used which, in the geome trica l optics approximation,
are able to refleet back the received radiation in the same direction it anives
from (Problem 20.11). The gain G 1 is again given. in order of magnitude, by
eq. (19.7). The power received by the same transmitting antenna reads

(19.11 )

(1 9.12)

and is proportional to I1tr .with the expone nt - 4 charac teristic of radar.

19.2 Spectra

The fast varying elec tric field H(t ) at the receiver corresponds to the time
averaged flux

- e E2 f<l> = -4- = 2 dwS<1>(w) ,
.. 0

which results from the contributions of all frequency components. A detector
or an amplifier measures only the fraction of the impinging flux in its acce p
tance band (Wt_W2) . determined by technological limits or the need to co ncen
trate on a particular spectral interval. To understand these considerations, it is
therefore esse ntial to briefly introduce spectral theory.

Spectrum and correlation fun ction. Consider first a real and periodic func
tion a(r) =a(r + To) with a per iod To. In general we are interested in signals of
indefinite durat ion and with no periodic ity; but, if To is sufficiently large. we
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can always approximate them with periodic functions, simplifying the math
ematics considerably. A periodic function has the Fouricr expansion (with 11

ranging over all integers)

with the inverse

a(r) = I a" exp (iw"r) •
n

(19. 13)

(= a~" if a is real) .

( 19 .16)

1 LT"tI" = - dt a(r) exp(- iw"r)
To 0

The superscript " denotes the complex conjugate quantity. The Fourier Ire
qu e ncr e s

2 ;;:1/
W/l = -

To

are equally spaced by 2:r./Tn, so that in a frequency interval dw there are
(To/ 2r:)dw lines. For smooth integrands (Le. in the formallimit To _ 00)

a sum over modes can be written as

I =7~ [ ... dco ,
/1 2" _<>0

The spectrum of the function a(r) is the freque ncy-dependent quantity

To 2
S,,(w ) = - la, 1 = S,,(-w) . (19.14)

2"
This function. even in its argument w and with dimension (a! x time), is here
defined by its value at the discrete frequencies W" . Squaring and integrating
eq. (19.13) over the period To we fi nd

la(I)I' = .2... ( T"dl la(I)I' = I la, I' = r " dWS"(W) = 2 [ dWS"IW) .
To Jo 11 L; c

(19. 15)

This definition uses the double-sided Fourier transform. with the frequency
ranging over the whole real line; sometimes one calls 25 ,,(w) the spectrum and
uses the single-sided Fourier transform. with positive frequencies only. In this
cha pter we stick to the double-sided form. The spectral decomposition (19. 12)
of the nux corresponds to a(t) = H(t) Vc/4 r..

We also often need to characterize the statistical re lation among values of
a(t ) separated in time by a lelK r : if they are indepe ndent. the product a(r 
r / 2)u(t + r /2) ha'>, as t changes. a random sign and averages to zero. For a
periodic function wc define the correlation func tion

1 i TO/2
Ctl(r ) = - dt a(t - T/2 )a*(t + r / 2) = C;(- T).

To - To /2
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If data arc available only for a time interval T' < To, it ean be approximated

by replacing To with T ' . Note that Ca(O) = la(t )f! ; we also have

( 19. 17)

so that C,,(O) is an absolute maximum. The correlation ean he expected to be
much smaller than Ca(O) when the lag is large enough - greater than r c• the
correlation time. Using the spectral decomposition it is easily shown that

( 19. 18)

the correlation f unction is the Fou rier transf orm of the spectrum. This def
inition applies also to the case in which a(r) is not period ic and its Pourier
transform does not exist within the class of ordinary functions. The inversion
of eg. (19. 18) gives

I j- 11-5,,(w) =2:'t _"'" dr C,,(r) exp(-iwr) =;. 0 dr C,,(r) eos(wr) . ( 19. 19)

The Fourier transform of a Gaussian function with width e5r is still Gaussian,
with a width in frequency ow = 1/ (261); more generally. a function whose
spectrum has the shape of a narrow tine of width owhas a correlation time 61 ;::0:

1low; a more precise definition of the two quantities leads to the uncertainty
principle

61ow2:: 1/2 . (19 .20)

the equality sign holding for a Gaussian spectrum (see Problem 19.2).

Spectrum of a modulated signal. An important way to realize a narrow band
signal is a sinusoidal function slowly modulated in phase or/and amplitude
with the timescale ot» 2:tlwo

a(l) = 1\(1 ) exp[iWol + ilp(t) ] . ( 19.2 1)

The Fcuricr lransfonn of the modulating funct ion A exp(i1') has components
only within a frequency interval of order DW = 1/6t near the origin. while the
Fouricr transform of a(r) has only two bands of width DW around ±w(). In order
of magnitude. from cq. (19.15),

One should also note that a strictly periodic signal. if limited to a duration T' .
is spread over a bandwidth lI T'; hence the frequency resolution is not better
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f i gure /9.3. Properties of two low-pass filters. On top the "hat box" window with r = 20 s
and, on the right, its spectrum. The abscissas arc given, respectively. in s and Hr . The corn 
parison between two filters can only be based on (heir spectrum. in particular on the frequency
wu/(2r:) of its first null, beyond which the cutoff should be substantial. The Kaiser filter is shown
below for Wo/(2:"t) = 1/ 20, the same as for U'HB . On the left, the window w. in the time domain;
on the right its spectrum. Note the very sharp increase in decimation effectiveness above 1/20
Hz; the shaded areas indicate the spurious residual power. The dashed asymptote indicates the
slow <X II,,; decrease of the hat bo x spectrum, w-hllc a slower decay. <X I/ wo.f<5 , is obtained in
the better tuned Kaiser window.

than the reciprocal of the duration of the signal. For a wide-band signal, when
Wo ~ ow, in order of magnitude.

(19 .22)

Averaging. An important operation is "averagi ng" , a low-pass fi lter which
ideally eliminates the components with frequency larger than the reciprocal of
the averaging time T. Its simplest realization is the "hat box" window IlJHJj ( t ).

which replaces the function a(t) with its " running average" over the time T:

1I ' H /2 [
r "'"a(t) ---t ar(t) = - dt a(t ) = dt a(t ) wHB (I - t ) .

T l- r/2 _ 0<'

The function wllll (1) has unit area and is shown for T = 20 s in Fig, 19,3. on the
left. One eas ily finds that the Fourier amplitudes an of a(t) become

r To r:nT
an ---t a" -- Sin --

-mr To
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and, for the spectrum (cq. (19. 14)),

r ( 2 TW)'S,,(w) ~S,,(w) wrsin2 = S,,(w ) WJlJl (w ) .

629

(19 .23)

WH//w ) is the spec trum of the window function w/m(t ). In the case of (19.23)
the new spectrum dec reases as I/(wrf for wr » I and has its first null at
r w = 21':. ri g. 19.3 shows that this widel y used simple filler is not very power
ful. in that it leaves too large a spectral density above the expected cutoff l /r,
and allows a substantial leaka ge of the high-frequency spectrum in the filtered
function. The reason for this polluti on is the sharp turning on and off of the
window function. Many examples of smoother window functions are given
in the literature; Fig . 19.3b illustrates one based on Kaiser's two-parameter
algorithm. It is frequent ly used to get the mean elements from numerical sim
ularions of planetary and asteroidal motion : its Fourier transform W(rw) has a
much sharper cutoff. It should also be noticed that data are always sampled,
with a finite sampling time lI.t; this introduces a cutoff at the Nyquist frequency
1/( 2l1.t) , often relevant for data analysis (Sec. 20.5) . Low-pass filters usually
do not beha ve properly close and above the Nyquist frequency, since they allow
a signiflcanrlcakagc from this frequency region . It is thus important to predict
and estimate the highest expected frequencies in the signal and to choose the
sampling at leas t one order of magnitude finer.

The propert ies of a fi lter are sometimes expressed with the stopband for the
level s, defined by IW(w)1 s s, and the passband for the level r. defined by
IW(w) - I1 :s r, For instance, the Kaiser window in Fig. 19.3b has a passband
of 3.5 x 10- 5 at wr = 0.005 and a stopband of 10- 5 at W T = 0.05. These
quantitative propert ies of the filter must be carefully taken into account for
accurate work.

Low-pass d igital filtering is very suitable for the reduction of high-frequency
noise, in particular the one due to statist ical effects; but it has wider applica
tions. As an example. we mention the calculation of the mean orbital elements
by averaging the output of numerical integration s (Sec. 12.5). High quality
proper elements of asteroidal orbits. shown in Fig. 14.3. have been obtained
with a similar technique: a suitable low-pa ss fi lter is applied severa l limes to
el iminate components of different frequenci es.

Data transmission. The most important use of spaee telecommunication is
to transmit data, either uplink to contro l the spacecraft. or downlink to carry
information gathered on board. Data arc encoded as binary numbers q wit h
d igit s i/l' q: ... (valued 0 or I; Fig. 19.4). To tran smit them er great distances
one uses the side bands of a carrier at the frequency U/lh with amplitude or
phase modulation (eq. (19.21). With amp litude modulation , let H(t) be an
elementary pulse of du ration T1, with Fourier coe fficients HI! (eq. (19. 13); for
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1 1 1--------

(a) Transmitted Signal

(b) Received Signal

Figure /9..1. (a) The amplitude modulated signal corresponding to the binary number
. . . lOl l [0 1001 . . . ; in (b) a noisy realization.

instance, a rectangular pulse). Th e binary number is coded in the amplitude

A (t ) = I qt H (t - kT1) ., (19 .24)

Its Pou ricr transform is easily read off from the Pouricr decomposition of the
pulse:

All = I qkJl" cxp(- 27:. ikll ) ,,
where the index 11 corresponds to the frequency difference

According to cq. (19.14) the spectrum of the amp litude signal is

or , in terms of the spectrum of HU),

SA(w' ) = SH(W' ) L:qA qk' expliw' TI (k' - k) ] .
t .t '

(19.2 5)

In a way co mpletely analogous to what was done earlier for a continuous
function, we define the "co rrelation function"

Cq(h) = I q kq k i h

k

(19 .26)
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of the numerical sequence qh and its "Pouricr tran sfo rm"

Sq(r) =I Cq(h)ex p(2r:ihr),
I,

63 1

(19 .27)

the "spec tru m" o f the binary number q at the " frequency" r, If the binary
d igit s are not corr elated at all, Cq(h) = 0 unless It = 0 (and Sq(r ) is "white" );
if the digits are correlated over a length N, Sq(r) has a width of order I IN .
Eq . (19 .25) ca n be written as

( 19 .28)

Th erefore. in order to encode an uncorr clatcd binary sequence. wc need a sig
nal whose bandwidth is equal to the ba ndwidth r5w of the eleme ntary signal.
which in turn ca nnot be sma ller than the reciproc al of its du ration T1• We eome
therefo re to the simple and fundamen tal conclusion that rhc max imum cha nnel
information capaci ty. in bi ts pe r second, is the band width of the signal. If the
binary sequence is correlated, the req uired bandwidth is smaller.

T his result dictates much ofthc requirements of space communications. The
need of send ing back to the Earth large quantities of data points to the need of
high-frequen cy carrie rs (for practical reasons it is not convenient to have a
frequency bandw idth exceeding a small fraction of the carrie r). For this reason
most space trans mitters operate in Xcband, at about 8 GHz. Higher frequencie s
(in K,,4band, at 3 2 GHz and 34 GH z) are also being implemented. As we sha ll
see in the next section. there is a co nflict be tween a larger ba ndw idth and a
sma ller noise.

A carr ier mod ulation is also used to measure the absolute distance J) of a
spacecraft. T he signal is transmitted from the ground with a random mo dula
tion in amplitude or phase o f sufficie nt length ; on board a repeater re-tra nsmits
it back. On the ground. for amp litude modulation. one computes the correla
tion function between the emitted A and the received A' signal

1 [,t' ,
CA(r)= - d tA(t - T)A(t) .

T' • 0

which has a max imu m when the lag T equals the round-trip light-time 2DI c.
At present. for interpl anetary distances. an acc uracy a few meters is ro utinely
achieved ; subme tre accura cy is expec ted wi th the new ge neration of ranging
facilities.

19.3 Noise
Since the noi se is a statistica l quantity. to describe its variability we need

random junctions. A ran do m fun ction lI(1) is a set of ordinary fun ction s ove r
which a pro bability d istribution is defined and the averages of any product
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a(t , )a(12 ) . . . can be evaluated. For exampl e. in the random phase app roxima
tion all Fouricr amplitudes [ani arc fixed by the known spectrum, and all phases
I/JII arc unco rrclatcd and uniformly distribu ted in (0, 21t). An angular bracket
denotes the average over the set; (aU» is the mea n and ( [a(t) - (a(t» 12>the
mean square dev iat ion of aCt). A random function is stationary if all its statis
tical averages arc inde pendent of the origin of time; this is the most interesting
case, to wh ich we confine ourselves. The statistical average of the product
a(t,) {[(tl ) does not change if the arguments arc displaced by the same amount,
and depends only on their difference tz - t l = T . If the function is defi ned
over the who le real line, under fairly general and reasonable assumptions, the
stationa ry character has an important and very useful consequence .

The time average ofsuch products is equal ro the stat istical average (ergodic
theorem):

1L'"lim - d r a(t j + t ) a(t2 + r) = (aUj) a(t2» .
T-H'" T - T/2

(19 .29)

In the left-hand side of th is equ ation we sample the product con structed with a
given realization of the random function taken at different times; in the right
hand side we keep the arguments fixed and sample over di fferent realizations
of the random function, taken with the appropr iate probability weight. The
crgodic theorem says that if a rand om function is stationary, a given rcaliza
rion , so to speak, perfectly reproduces in time the statistical properties of the
ensemble. The statistical average gives the expected mean value of the prod uct
from many di fferent experiments performed under the same conditions; un
der the ergodic property it equ als the time average of a single, infinitely long
measurement. Under this assumption we can therefore write the correlation
function ( 19. 16) as

C(r) = ("(I - r /2 ) ,,'(I + r/2». (19.30)

easily recovered in the random phase approximation; moreover, the correla
tions of 0(1) with itsel f and of a* (t) with itself both vanish.

Any physical operation (in part icular, amplifica tion) on the signal .I·(t) adds
a noise n(l) 10 it; the key problem of communication theory is the extraction
of the signal from rhc measured supcrposi tion ~.(t) + net) (s(t) is an ord inary
function; n(t) is a random function , whose sratisnca l properties arc detcnnincd
by the instrumental scr up and the physical, often poorl y known pcrrurbations).
This extraction is usually done with thc use of linearfitters. constructed either
in hardware or in software; they arc mathematically equivalent to an integral
transform with a suitable kernel K {t )

f dt'«« - t' ) 15(1') + n (l ' )1 .
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The kernel is chosen in such a way to increase as much as possible the ratio
of signal to noise. For example, if the noi se is known to occ ur at frequencies
higher than the signal, a suitable low-pass filter can be applied (Fig. 19.3).

Sources of noise. The fundamental noi se in interplanetary radio links, where
the received signal is exceedingly weak, is the electrical [hennaI noise. At a
finite temperature T . any dissipativc component (i.c ., a resistance) in a receiver
produces short and random bursts of elec trical charge. In 1928 H. NYQUSTprc
dieted (and J .l3. J OH:-OSOK verified in 1929) that a receiver adds to the incom ing
power a noise power P" with a universal spectrum S,,(w ), entirely determined
by the temperature; at frequencies less than 2" kTl h (where h is Planck's con
stant) it is fl at

kT
S ,,(w) = -4 (hv« irs. (19.3 1),

Around and above this frequency quantu m effects must be taken into account;
they ensure that the spectrum is integrable and the total power is finite. This
is the regime commonly valid for microwaves; it says that kT is the amount
of energy in a cycle". For simple receivers T is the room temperature; but
generally one must use an effective temperature Ten· dependent on the elec
tronics. The receivers of NASA"s Deep Space Network are cooled and have
noise temperatures in the range 20 to 40 K.

Nyquist's theorem points to the crucial problem in space telecommunica
tions, where very weak signals must undergo substantial amplifi cation befo re
detect ion . We can reduce the noise power (over the two bands !1w at ±wo)

kT
P" = 2 S ,, t1w = - l1w

211:

by decreasing t1w. hence the bit rate. With the link budget (19.8) we get the
signal-to-noise ratio

SNR = 2itP' =
kT t1w

2r:. PGG' Ls

i rs» (19.32)

This gives also the largest admiss ible bandwidth

211: ,
I1w <- P =

- kT
(19.33 )

inversely proport ional to the square of the distance (recall that Ls ox 11D2). To
increase the hit rate one needs large transmitt ed powers, low rece iver tempera
tures and short wavelengths (to ensure large gains).

IThal is 10 say, the cncrg)' contained in a period 2-::/w in tbc signal with all frequencies above w sup pressed.
therefore with a total bandwidth 2",.
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Besides this fundamentallimitation. space radio links must face othe r noise
sources, including:

• electronic noise on the ground and on hoard;

• mec hanica l deformations and

• imperfect pointing of the antennas;

• effects of the media (troposphere, ionosphere and interplanetary space; see
Sec. 19.5);

• radio emission from the Sun , if it is in the beam .

19.4 Phase and frequency measurements
Phase and frequency measurement s with microwave links to interp lanetary

spacecraft have attained a very high accuracy and , besides being used for navi
gation, have several scientific applications. A typical setup consists in sending
to the spacec raft a very stable carrier at a frequency (un; on board a transpon
der locks to the incoming phase the carrier transmitted to thc ground, where it
arrives with the frequency w et). The fractional frequency change

w(t) - Wo
yet) = ---'-'--"

Wo
(19.34)

is then measured over an integration lime T, and the running average (19.22)

1 j ' 1+T/2 , , 41(t + . / 2) - ,p(t - . /2)
Yr(t) = - dt y( t ) = '-'---'---'-----'-'----'--'

r r-rn WO.
( 19 .35)

is obraincd. Frequency stability is measured by the AlIan devia tion (ry(r) ,
whose square

~(T) = ~ ( [Yr(t + .) - Yr(t )f ) (19 .36)

is the Attan variance. Generall y speaking, the AlIan deviation at first decreases
with r, but beyond the minimum it increases due to frequency drifts and other
systematic noises. It can be shown that for a power spectrum in frequency
(Sy(w ) ocW,r),(Ty(') (X' . - a- I . When o > I ora < - 3, however, a cutoff is
needed to ensure convergence.

The frequency standards commonly used for precis ion radio tracking use
hydrogen masers and can have an AlIan deviation of about 10- 14 or less for
integration times of the order of an hour or more (sec fig. 3. 1). AlIan dcvia
tions less than 10-16 have been obtained in the laboratory with Superconduc
tive Cavity Stabilized Oscillators (SCSO) and Hg ' ion traps. For standard. less
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demanding applicat ions (like the Global Positioning System ), frequency stan
dards based upon rcsonanccs in ccsium atoms are used. with typical values of
(Ty ofa few part s in 10- 14.

The main contribution to the frequency shift is the Dopple r effect !ch> =2v/c.
where v is the relative velocity between the ground antenna and the antenna on
board (taken with the positive sign when the two are approaching); it includes
their orbital and rotational motion. For a better approximation, the fully rel
ativistic formula (3.3) should be used; in presence of a gravitational field the
effect of the gravi tational potent ial on the photon energy (17.4 1) must also be
taken into account (Sec. 17.3). When the spacecraft passes near a planet or a
satellite, the change in velocity due to the low-degree gravitational moments
(mass, quadrupole, etc.) can be accu rately measured. As an example, con
sider a I lyby with relative velocity v = 5 krn/s at a distance b ~ 5, 000 km
from the centre of Titan, which has a mass M T "" 1.35 x I02b g and a radius
RJ "" 2,575 km. The timcscalc of the encounter is h/v "'" 1, 000 s. The change
in veloc ity in a rime T is of orde r c5v "" GM1T / b2 ; with an Alla n deviation of
\0 -1 4 the SN R = c5v/(nr y) is about lOll. High-degree gravity field coefficients
can be resolved by continuo us and accura te mcas urcmcnrs of the Doppler fre
quency shift from a planetary orbiter. In this way. the best models of the Venus
and Mars gravity fields have been obtained by tracki ng (he Magcllan and Mars
Global Surveyor spacecraft. Precise Doppler measu rements can also be used to
measure the gravitational deflection of an electromagnetic beam passing near
the Sun (Sec. 20.4) .

Plasma and thermal contribution. Electromagnetic propagation in space is
also affected by the refractivity of the medium. with index of refraction 11 , .
The atmosphere contributes both with its dry content and its water vapour; the
ionospher ic and interplanetary plasma have their own dispersive effect. The
phase change of a wave is

WI wM6,1' = -- d.\"(II, - I) = --- ,
c c

( 19.37)

( 19.38)

where ill = Jds (n, - I) is the cha nge in the optical path. Considering, for
simplicity, one-way propagation , the total frequency change is the sum of the
refractive change and the Doppler effect (to O(v/ d ; see eq. (3.3» :

d6,f v
y = - - - + - .

c dt C

At high frequencies (w » wp ) the plasma refractive index (eq. (8.29» is

W ' [w4
)

/I , = I - ~ + 0 - 4' .
2w- W

( 19.39 )
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(19 .40)

where w p is the plasma freq uen cy (eq. (1.104». In eq. (19.38) we can di stin
guish the dispersive plasma co ntr ibution (ionos phere and solar win d). propor
tional to the rare of change of the columnar electron content f ds Ife• and the
non-disper sive term Y .'V!J (Doppler effect and atmos pheric contribution)

y = - '-,_ ,!- rd.~ Wf2, + YNI)'
2 w- c d! .

To eli minate the plasma con tr ibution one ca n use two carriers wi th frequen 
cies W l and w2; indeed, the quantity

(19.41)

does no t co ntain the d ispersive term . Vice versa. the total electron co ntent
along the beam is given by

(19.42)

A similar way to eliminate the plas ma contribution has been successfully rested
in 2002 with the Cassi ni spacecraft , even when the beam passed vel)' near the
Sun. Investigations of the interp lanetary plasma and the so lar coro na have
extensively used radio link s to interplanetary spacecraft.

Finall y, we discuss the effect of thermal noise of the receiver on a freque ncy
measurement. Let n(t) be a (sma ll) noise adde d to a monochromatic signal
a ft) = yP; exp(iwot) of power 2P' (in a double-sided representation) and fre
quency WO . Th is produces a fluctu at ion in amplitude and phase in the signa l
give n by

(/+n= v P' +6P'expli(wot+61/l) ];

after so me algebra we obtai n

n exp(-iwo!) - 11* exp(iwot)
6</, = (<< 1) .

2j...[Pi

(19.43)

(19 .44)

Fro m the defi nit ion ( 19.30) we get

C
. T _ cos(wor)C,,(r)

,)~( ) - 21" .

C,l( r) is the correlation fun ction of the no ise. and C,,(O) its mea n power. At
r= O

C"(O)
C,,(O) = - 

2P'
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says that
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(19.45)

(19.46)

- " average noise power
6~- = . .

signal power

This relation is of immediate interpretation in the complex plane, where the
signal desc ribes a circle of radiu s Vfii superimposed to a random motion of

sizc J <lnI2).
Allan's variance (19.36) can be written in terms of thc correla tion function

of the phase as

" 3C 8<1> (0) - 4C8<1>( r) + C8<1> (2 r )
ay(r) = " " .

w(jr -

For a white thermal noise C,,(r) = 0 for r "* 0 and the mean power in a
bandwidth ti.w is C,,(D) = f dwS ,,(w) = kT/J.w f2" (eq . (19.3 1»; hence

2 3 kT /J.(J)
" y(r) = " "

4"P' Wo r -

If !J.w is kept constant as r changes. (TIf corresponds to the exponent ()' = I for
the frequency spectrum S y(w) . This relationship shows that the accuracy of
frequency measurements improves with the received power and the integration
lime; it is also important to lower the bandwidth .

19.5 Propagation in a random medium
A refractive med ium is often turbulent and its refractive index Il ~(r. t) is a

random function, with a correlation in space and time between two events

C~(~. r) = (n r( r .1) n,.( r +~. f + r » . ( 19.47)

Its characteristic decay length ~e is the distance beyond which the values of
the refractive index are not well correlated, and measures the "average size" of
the turbu lent cells; similarly, the characteris tic decay time re of Cr(l), T) gives
the mean lifetime of a turbulent cell at a given place . In interplanetary space
the turbulence is dragged along by the solar wind with a velocity V larger
than all the relevant phase speeds ; in the local frame of reference (r' = r 
VI, t' = I) moving with the wind one can make the assum ption of isotropic and
homogeneous turbulence. with a cor relation function C~(]f l, T' ) which depends
onl y on the distance f and the lag r' between the two events. Of course. its
[mm changes with the distance from the Sun . In the solar system frame we get

C,(~ . r ) = C;(I~ - Vr], r) . (19.48)

The wind mixes up spatial and temporal correlations. In the radio band n, - I
is proportional to the electron density. and its fluctua tions produ ce random
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changes in the ampl itude and the phase of a radio signal; this provides a way
( 0 investigate plasma turbulence in the solar wind. in part icular in the cruc ial
coronal region . It is rem arkab le that for a large interva l of separations g its
spectrum fulfils a power law with the Kolmogorov exponent, as de rived on the
basis of dimensional arguments in Sec. 7.5.

In the tro posp here the turbu lence is strongest within onc or two hundred
meters from the ground. where thermal exchanges are active. Th is has impor
tant effects upon the qua lity of astronomical imaging and places an essential
limitation upon ground astronomy. In space the turbulence of the solar wind
has similar effects upon radio propagat ion . A surface of co nstan t phase is
d istorted by the effec t on the optical path (eq. ( 19.3 7» . As sume that the tur
bulent refract ive index is made up of elementary cells of size §,., mean life T e
and amplitude r5nc. We can estimate the integral ( 19.37), over a distance 1.,
in a rando m wa lk approach. by adding LI!;( elementary co ntributions of order
onc!;c' They arc independent random numbers and sum up stoc hastically to the
total value tJ. !/J = kOfl rt;c .../LIl;e. This quantity varies across the beam over the
characterist ic dis tance I;n so that the normal re the surface of co nstant phase
changes by about k Sn, ..jLI( c- Since the unperturbed grad ient of the phase has

a magn itude k, the angular de viation of the ray is about r5(J = r5nr ..../1.11;(" and
changes in time wi th a timescale of order T,..

An optical system on the ground which images a source ou tside the tropo 
sphere for a time much larger than r (. superpo ses elementary, po int-like images
and prod uces an exte nded image of size bO. Taking, typically, Ollc ::::: 5 X 10-7,
L ::::: 200 m and I;c ::::: 10 cm. we get o (J ::::: I" . Of co urse, this depends very much
upon local conditions ; moreo ver, a telescope of area A, averaging over A I(t;c)2
independent coherence regions for the phase, diminishes the effec t by the fac
tor ( cl VA. The tropospheric turbulence produces also a random fluctuat ion in
the intensity and a random displacement of the centre of the image (see ing ).
For the largest op tical astronomical sys tems based on, say. > 10 m mirrors wit h
the angular diffraction hmit « ,l I d::::: 0 .02" , the tropospheri c blurring of the
image presents the main obstaele. For better re solution, in gro und optical tele
scopes speci al active opt ical sys tems, called adaptive. have been devised and
implemented. in which the reflecting surface changes continuously its shape
and compensates the irregularities in the pha se surfaces. Random atmospheric
d istortions are monitored in real time by the observation of a source in the fie ld
of interest, either a real star or a laser beacon reflected on the mesospheric
laye r of sodi um at ::::: 90 km altitude. Although this me thod requires advanced
co mpu ters and mechanica l systems. it is becoming common in modern large
telescopes (such as the 10 m Keck telescopes at Hawaii).
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19.1: Con sider the link budget for Cassini ' s Xvband to the ground antenna
characterized by the parameters in the following table:

Transmitted power

Distance

19 W 42.79 dBm

5 AD

Diameter of the on -board antenna 4 m

Gain uf the on -boa rd an tenna

Diameter of the grou nd antenna

Gain of the ground antenna

Receiver bandwidth

Carrier's frequency

Receiver' s e ffective temperature

52. 4RO

70 m

2.6 x 1Q'i

3 11z

R.430 MHz

2R. 24 K

47 .20 au

74. IO dB

Obtain the received power in W and in dBm and co mpare it with
the thermal noise. The stated bandwidth corresponds to the receiver
phase-lock loop for co herent signals.

19.2. Prove the "uncertainty principl e" 26w6T = I for a Gaussian correla
tion function .

19.3: Using a model of the solar corona (sec Secs. 9 .2 and 9.3), find the
plasma correction to the optical path as a function of the impact pa
rameter.

19.4. The divergence of a laser beam . ;:: 3 - 4 " . is mainly due to atmosphere
refraction; estimate the power loss on the Moon. with a rerroretlector
array of effective areu e 0.2 m2. Com pare the theoretical diffraction
divergence ( ,I = 532 nm for the YAG laser and a single rerroretlector
with d iameter 5 cm) for the reflected beam with the real divergence ;::
12" and compute the loss in the returned beam for a telescope of e I m
diameter. Estimate the number of photons received from a transmitted
pulse of ene rgy e 300 mJ (these numbers correspond to the telescope
at the Observatoire de la Cote d ' Azur in southern France. )

19.5: Find out Allan's variance for a frequency spectrum Sy(w) 0:: wtr
. (Hint

Calculate first the spectrum of lj r and then use it in eq. (19 .36).)
19.6. What is the effec t of the rotation of a planet on its radar scattering?

How accurately can be thc rotation period determined?
19.7: A coherent wave is sent from thc Earth to an interplanetary spacecraft

in the ecliptic plane. Find out the frequency received on board as a
function of time, neglecting the eccentricities of the Earth and of the
spacecraft.

19.8. Estimate the number of bits requ ired to code a black and white plane
tary image.

19.9. Show that a parabola transforms a beam radiating from the focu s into
a parall el beam along the axis.
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19.10. Calculate, in order of magnitude, the recei ver phase noi se at I GHz
of a quasar at 108 Iy with a power 1(f.5 ergfs. Assume an effective
temperature of 50 K and a dish diameter of 30 m.

19.11. The phase change of a radio beam is determined by the integral over
the ray of the refractive index, in a dry troposphere proportional to the
air density. Show that in a parall ely stratified and static atmosphere
the phase change is determined by the ground pressure.

- .'URTHER REA()(NGS -

In view of the very large number of book s on this wide range of topics we
quote only a few related to space: T. Pratt and C.W. Bostian. Satellite Com
munications, John Wiley and Sons ( 1986) is a good and simple introduction:
G. Maral and M. Bousquet, Satellite Communications Systems, John Wiley
and Sons (1998), still at an introductory level, but with an emphasis on the
o rbital part : more technical and complete is T.T. Ha. Digital Satellite Commu
nications , McGraw- Hill (1990). For interplanetary communica tions one can
consult the documents of the Deep Space Network (htlp://deepspace.jpl.nasa.
gov/dsnf). More details about frequency measurements are in J.A. Barncs et al.,
Characterization offrequency stability, IEEE Trans. on Instrum. and Meas.,
1:V1 .20, 105 (197 1).



Chapter 20

PRECISE MEASUREMENTS IN SPACE

In this chapter. rather than undertaking a systematic review of space mis
sions. we discuss four general themes. with a bias towards precise measure
ment techniques; these techn iques exp loit favourable space conditions, in par
ticular the absence of an atmosphere. weak gravity and the vacuum. (i) The
basis for a rational understanding of the physics of the solar system is direct
exploration, in particular by planetary imaging; here we discuss op tical imag
ing and Synthet ic Aperture Radar. (ii) Astro metry by means of spec ial optical
telescopes and sensors in space has opened up a revolution in observational
and theoretical astrophysics; we concentra te on the HIPPARCOS and Gaia
projects. (iii) Distances to artificial Earth satellites, 10 the Moon and to planets
have been obtained using the round-trip time of a shan electromagnetic signal;
apart from providing precise orbit determination of the tracked object, this is
also an important techn ique for the investigation of the kinematics of Earth's
rcctonic plates (Ch. 5) and its rotation (Ch. 3). (iv) Different space techniques
have at last allowed testing gravitation theories to a very good accuracy and
have confirmed Einstein's General Relativity in the weak field approximation
(Ch. 17).

Most space experiments have the purpose of measuring relevant parameters
indicated by a theory or a mathematical model ; in the last section we review
data analysis and briefl y discuss the complex and delicate procedures needed
when assessing their value and their accuracy.

20.1 Planetary imaging
The sheer and extensive collection of images of planets, their satellites and,

recently, also minor bodies like asteroids and comets, is a major drive in the
exploration of the solar system; the most interesting related developments In
elude:

64 1
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• Atmosphe ric dynamics. in parti cular large scale struc tures of the ou ter plan
ets, as Jupiter 's Red Spot.

• The investigation of the extreme diversity in satell ite surfaces, with particu
larly important results for Jupiter's Galilcan sate llites, such as the discovery
of volcanic activity on 10 and the very youn g. icy surface of Europa. Cra
tcring statistics. both for satellite and planetary surfaces . is a valuable key
to unders tand the past flux of impac tors.

• The discove ry and the dynami cs of planetary rings.

• The disco very of satellites of asteroids.

• Laser and radar mapping of planetary surfaces. Interesting results have
been obtained wit h opt ical laser altimeters, in part icular with the spacecraft
NEAR/Shoemaker for the asteroid Eros. and the Mars G lobal Surveyor for
Mars, where support was obtained for the idea of ancient water flows and
even a surface ocean. Superb result s abou t peculiar geo logical features
on Venus, in particul ar crater statistics, were obtained with the synthetic
aperture radar 011 Magellan .

• Observation s in d ifferent spectral hands allow the determinatio n of the min
era l (in infrared) and elemental (in X-ray) composition.

Here we touch on two imaging techniques, Charge COl/pied Devices (CCD)
and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR).

Opt ical systems. An optical imaging syste m is a two-d imensional array of
Np x Np sensitive elements, ca lled pixets. each of which records the number
of photons deposited by the impinging radiation in eac h reso lution time. If
8 bits are used to quantify this information. a single image requi res 8 x N~

bits (e.g. , 8 Mbits for Np = 1, 000). For co lour pictures. image s of the same
area in the fundamental colours (e .g., blue . green and yellow) are taken in
rapid succession. Space imaging sys tems place hea vy requirements on the
data transmission. The two Voyager spacecraft have prov ided tens of thousand
pictures , for a total o f "'" 1012 bits. Even larger requi rements arc needed if
each pixcl can also discriminate in wavelength. producing a three-di mensional
"i mage" . The drive to use in the down link high-frequency car rier s is a response
to this growing need of space telecommunications.

CC Ds have long superseded the photographic plate and the vidicon tube as
imag ing devices for space appl ications . A CCD is a rectangular array of photo
sensitive. so lid state capacitors; each of them becomes electrica lly charged
when struck by photons. These charges arc then transferred to the detectors by
moving the potential wells in which they are confined, and recorded. The wide
band spectra l response (typically 0.4 to 1urn), the effi ciency (which can reach
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the single photon level) and the possibility of reading electronically and in real
time, and storing the amount s of collected charges, make CCD s insuperable
devices. A row of Np CCDs, each of size UJ, in the focal plane of an optical
system of foca l length f has the field of view /10 = Np w/f ; on the other hand,
the angular resolution (T O = w/f corresponds to a single pixel. Since w and Np

cannot be changed much, we have a choice between wide-angle systems, with
small f , aimed at imaging large areas, and narrow-angle cameras, with large
f , designated for better resolution.

- Gatiieo 's imaging system was based upon a 800 x 800 pixc1 camera, with 1'0
callcngth f = 150 cm. The pixc1 width w = 15!-lm gives an angular resolution
(TO = 10- 5 rad corresponding. at a distance of 500 km. to a ground resolution
of 5 m. The spectral response ranges from 0.4 to 1.1pm: the availability of the
near infrared band is very important for detection of spectral lines of different
molecules (such as CH4 or NH]) in Jupiter's atmosphere. Eight narrow-band
filters allow stereoscopic composi tion and a coarse spectroscopy. Before ar
riving at Jupiter. Galileo's system imagcd the two asteroids Gaspra and lda,
and discovered Dactyl, a small satellite of the latter. Its images of the planet,
in particular the Great Red Spot. largely superseded in number and resolution
those of Voyager: as noted before, the most detailed observations of the impact
of the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 were obtained. The four Galilean satellites
revealed many unexpected and striking facts. On Europe. regions of bright.
icy crust were discovered. with chaotic fractures mixed with smooth and grey
regions, probably filled with material emerged from the interior; this present
and strong geological activity may be evidence of a subsurface ocean (see also
hints from the magnetic anomalies; Sec. 6.5). On 10 impressive volcanic fea
tures, including lava flows. active vents and craters, have been observed.

- NEAR/Shoemaker imaging system. This NASA spacecraft was launched in
1996 with the pU'llOse of exploring the asteroid Eros. an irregular body about
34 km long. On February 14, 2000 it was placed on a bound orbit between
35 and 350 km around it; on February 12, 20()! it descended and soft-landed.
During one year about 160,000 pictures of the surface were obtained, with
interesting results about its crater structure. Its imaging system in the visible
was based upon a 537 x 244 pixel camera with a focal length f = 16.8 cm.
Individual pixels of 16 x 24 }.lm yielded a spatial resolution of ~ 10 m from
100 km (and down to ~ I cm in the descent phase). The pixel brightness was
encoded in 12 bits, with a compressio n to 8 bits if necessary. The spectral
response. from 0.45 to 1.1}.l1TI, was similar to Galileo's. Eight narrow-band
filters allowed the discrimination of iron-containing silicate minerals.

With this mission the rotation and the topography of Eros has been very ac
curately determined. for the latter. the otherwise superb optical imaging was
superseded by the laser altimeter (see Sec. 20.3) , with more than 8 million mea
surements. Doppler data (see later in this Section) provided a determination of
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the gravity field ; the corr elatio n wi th the topography gave info rmation about
the interior. Erns was found to be a pr imitive, und ifferentiated and nearly ho
mogeneous object with a mean density of 2.67 ±(U)3 g/cm2• Thi s is close to the
mean value for S-typc asteroid s and fits well with the de nsity 2.6 ± 0.5 g!cm2

of ILIa obtained from the Gali leo observations. The mineral compos ition of the
surface regolith layer was also accu ratel y measured. sugges ting a direct link to
ordinary chondrires. the mos t abu ndan t class of meteo rites.

Duri ng the interp lanetary cruise NEAR/Shoemaker observed the asteroid
Mathilde and revealed one or the most heavily cratered body yet observed; a
porous structure is suggested by a very large crater, comparable 10 the astero id
size. Its mass was measured with the Doppler effect and a mean density of
1.3 ± 0.2 g/cm2 was obtained; this low value is consistent with the spectral
class C (Sec. 14.3).

Radar systems. Radar, a sophisticated technique developed for military pur
poses during the last world war. has had in recent years a major role in plane
tary imaging. It can mainly operate in two different modes.

Con sider fi rst a nearby target at a distance D, whose size is much greater
than the size DA/d of the beam (for an antenna of diameter d and a wavelength
-i]. Short pulses. whose duration is of the order of the reciprocal 1/ H of the
bandwidth. are period ical ly emitt ed ; the returned pulse is the superposition of
the contributions of all the features of the terrain encompassed by the beam.
distinguished by the corresponding round -trip time b.r = 2D / c. The error in b.l
is abou t 1/ IJ, leading to an error (T J) = cj(2 /J) in distance. As the beam swee ps
the ground, the set of returns as function of the time r provide an intensity
pattern in the plane (b.l,l). Were the surface perfectly flat. the beam would
be reflected with the same angle of incidence; in practice inhomogeneities of
size less than a wavelength produce a diffuse scattering. The returns depend on
the cor relation function of the surface. determined by its geometric properties
(slope and altitude), the polarization of the beam . the incide nce ang le and, most
important, the dielectr ic co nstant E = e' + i e", An imaginary pal1 E" takes into
account absorption and is responsible for the penetration depth

R
{ro,n = ,l - - .

r- 2;ct: "
(20. 1)

Long wavelength radars can be used to explore underground properties. for
instance, to search for fossil water on Mars.

For ground observations of distant targets with size less than the beam, or
dinary radar provides just a one-dimensional intensity distribution and can be
supplemented with Doppler measurement s. Onc way to achieve this is to trans
mit a continuous carrier of frequency VI) whose phase has a random binary
modu lation (Sec. 19.2); while the modulation carries the distance information,
the carrier is returned with a frequency shift b.v = V() v j c and a spectral width
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a )

c)

Figure 20./. Shapes of four asteroids - (a) Golcvka, tb) Geographos. (e) 1998 KYu..
and (d) Klcopatra (a main-belt asteroid) - as determined by radar ranging data (source
hllp://eeho.jpl. nasa.gov/links.html). The figure is not to scale; Golcvka and 1998 KY~~ have,
respectively, a size of ", 5)0 m and ", )0 m. w hile the long axes of Geographos and Kleopatra
are, respectively, about 4.9 km and 220 km.

== V() ovlc, where v is the velocity of the target along the line of sight and ov
its spread; for example, for a rigid object of size R rotating at the frequency eo,
OV ;:;; cote. This provides an image in the (6./, 6.v) plane, from which one can
determine also the rel ief map. This technique has given impressive results in
planetary radar; the main active facilities are at Arccibo (Portonco) and Gold
stone (California). Beginning in the 1960s, echoes from Venus and Mercury
determined their unusual rotation and grea tly contributed to tests of gravitation
theor ies; later extensive observations of satellites and asteroids were carried
out and provided high resolution (as good as 10 m) and geologically detailed
three-dim ensional models (Pig . 20 .1), and accurate dcrcrminarions of the rota
tion state. Rada r data also allowed to significantly improve the orbital deter
mination of near-Earth asteroids and in several cases secured their follow-up
observations. For that purpose, radar distance measurements, as fo r nearby
targets, were also obtained for asteroids closer to the Earth than == 0. 1 AV.

Microwave techniques may prov ide better tools than optical imaging to ex
plore a planetary surfaces from a nearby spacecraft, especially when they are
covered by an opaque atmosphere (the case of Venus and Tita n), They include
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(i) rad iome try (measurement of the radio emission by the body), (ii) altimct ry
(to determine the di stance from the spacec raft to its Nadir point with the round
trip time ), and. at sma ll distance , (iii) radar and Synthetic Aperture Radar. All
these tools have bee n ex tens ively used in NASA's Magc llan mis sion to Venus,
wh ich in the early 1990s prov ided an extensive (97 %) mapping of its surface,
with outstanding data concerning Vcnus ian volcanism. tecto nics. im pact and
surfac e processes. In Cassini ' s four-year tour of the Saturnian system, to begin
in Jul y 2004, the spacec raft will fly about 43 times by its major satellite Titan.
It is interesting to note that these I lybys not only will provide a unique oppor
tunity la explore this sa tellite (in particular with the release of the Huygens
probe, which will descend into the atmosphere and invest igate its properties),
but will also exp loit Titan 's gravitational field to provide the appropriate energy
and rnom eruurn to drive the spacec raft around Saturn according to the scien 

tific goals (Sec. 18.4). Here we co ncentrate on the Synt hetic Aperture Radar
(SAR), which provides two-dimensi onal images with very good resolution.
For num erica l applications wc eonsidcr a Cassini's Titan flyby at an altitude h
of 1,000 km and a relat ive veloc ity v =5 km/soIts high-gai n antenna (d = 4 m
in dia meter) works at v = 13.78 GHz (,I = 2.17 cm) and has a half-beam width
(<>::: ;I /d ) of 0 .35° (cq. (19.6». Cassini's radar, in effect. has fivc adjacent radar
beams fo r bctrcr coverage. but wc consider only one of them. In thc imaging
mode Cassini's rada r can havc a bandwidth B = 0.85 MHz; in rhc altime ter
mod e B = 4.25 MHz, corres ponding to erTJ = 50 m.

Con sider, for simplicity, a spacec raft fl ying on a horizontal trajectory at an
altitude h with a constant velocity v over a fl at surface l. = 0 (~ = vt, '/ =
O, l. = 11). and let the high-gain antenna point sideways, perpe ndic ularl y to
the o rbit and at an angle X from Nadir (Fig. 20.2) ; this inclin ation is nee
essary to separate the returns from surface elements with differen t '/ accord
ing their different round-trip times. Th e beam footpr int is an ellipse with
scmiaxcs DA/d = hA/(d cosX ) "'" 5 km along of and DA/(dcosX ) along 1].

The former also gives the resolution in the g-direc tion; but the 'J-resolution
tT/, = tT/)sinX = c sinX/(2B) <>::: 100 m is much better. An image is a set of
intcnsitics in terms of the obscrvables (1 = Nu, 6.t) and covers a long strip of
width <>::: 2hA/d = 10 km; this can be compared with optical imaging, which is
given in a plane of two angular coordinates .

A much bcrtcr resolution is ob tained with SAR. Here the radar uses pulses
made up of a frequency ramp confined to a short time interval, which on dcrcc
rion is beaten against suitable templates, so that, besides the round-trip time,
the fractional frequency shift y = (v' - v)/v is also measured . A ground
feature at the point (g, I] . 0) returns pulses dur ing a time interval of dura tio n
T SAR = 2AD/d v around If = g/u. during which it is within thc beam. At the
time It; the feature is orthogonal to the traje ctory. SAR determines 1( or ~ using
all data in such time interval, so that in the alon g-track direction we have an
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r l!-:ure 20.2. a) Ordinary radar ope ration with an antenna pointing at an angle X from Nadir.
A narrow strip of width 2AD/Cd eost) is imagcd. with cross-track resolution ( T ~ = ((,/28) sinX.
b) In SAR operation all returns in an interval An = d""R = 2-l1)jd from a feature 111 E are used,
corresponding to a virtual antenna of effective length d' AA = I.!T>AA and an along-track resolution
,IDjdsA~ ·

effective antenna of size d
SA R

= VT
SA R

' in principle allowing a much beuer ~

resolution ( i ( = ,l lJ jd
s A R

;:;: d (in Cassini's case, however, the useful duration
of the data bin is the round -trip time 2IJ j c and d

SA R
= 2IJ vj c = 30 m, still

much larger than the real antenna size; its resolution is (T I / = cj(2lJ);:;: 200 m.
(T~ = ,Icj(2v) ;:;: 400 m). To see how this comes about, note that the distance
of the feature Df (t) = [Ir + ,,2 + (vt - ~)2 1 1 / 2 has a minimum at r = 'e and the
Doppler shift is a linear function of time:

(20.2)

The factor 2 takes into account the shifts in transmission and recepti on. For a
useful record of duration T SAR the frequency has an error e I j TSA R '

and the position of the feature is known with an accuracy

,If)
(Tt. ;:;: -- •

d
SA K

(20.3)

The SAR image consists in a pattern of intensity in the (M, y) plane. In general.
these observables define on the surface a coordinate grid as the intersections
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with the iso-range spheres and the iso-Doppl cr cones with ax is along the ve
loci ty of (he spacec raft.

20.2 Space astrometry
The purpose of astrom ctry is the determination of up to six parame ters of

cel est ial objects: angular positi on , transversal ve loc ity, radial velocity and par
allax. Due to the orbital mo tion of the Eart h a source at a distance D and an
angular distance 0 fro m the normal to the ecl iptic describes in the sky a small
e llipse with axes n and n cos 0; 1f = 1 AV / D is the (annual) pa rallax ', The par
sec is the distance at whi ch its sc mim ajo r axis subtends I ": with an acc uracy
at the mas level one can only reach a dis tance ofe 1, 000 pc. Further away,
the distance D of a cluster of stars is estimated , fo r instance , fro m the means of
the square of their tran sversal angular velocity a and their velocity Vr along the
line of sight (measured specrroscopically): with the assu mption of an isotropic
d istribution

(20A )

Other tech niques typically employ "standard ca ndles" (objects with approxi
mately the same abso lute luminosit y). suc h as Ccph cids, nova' or supcmovie.
At cos mologicul distances. where the proper motion of the source becomes ir
relevant, the Hubblc ex pans ion ve loc ity, measured with the rcdshift . may be
d irectly linked to the distance. Me asuring di stances is one of the fundamental
problems in astro nomy, cruci al for estimating the rndia tive pow er of a source
and understandin g its engine. Here , however. we sha ll ma inly deal with the de
termination of posit ions in the sky. Global astro metry allow s the construc tio n
of a rigid , inert ial fra me of reference tied to stars and ga laxies, which, in turn ,
is a necessary basis for the investigation of the dynam ics of objects in the solar
system (see Ch . 3) .

Class ical astro metric techn iques, based on observations o f the passage of
stars at the meridian, are severely limited by atmos pheric refrac tion and have
been abandoned ; bes ides an unpred ictable com ponent of the deflection. the
image of a point so urce is spread out by loc al turbulence (Sec. 19 .5). An ac
curacy o f I " to 2" for a single (good) observation was possible. Fundamental
stella r catalogues have been pain stakin gly built in the past, using many obser
vation campaigns; they reach a relatively high accuracy for a limited number of
sources. For instance, the PK5 catalogue, comple ted in 1991, incl udes 1, 535
fundam ental stars of magnitud e 7 and brighter. some of which have bee n ob
served fo r more then two centuries, with an average accuracy in position and

1[n COlltra,t III the annual parallax . the di urnal parallaAha, the earth radius as a bas~li n~ . ,,~arby obje ct"
such '" the Moon , change their sky position as a result of !hc diurnal rota tion of the observi ng site Oil the
ground. For distant objects, such as stars . the diurn al parallax is negligible.
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Figllrt;20.3. The increase in asuom cmc ;HXUraI:Yfrom antiquity to the space age. HII'J'''KI:OS, a
Greek astronomer lived in the 2nd ce ntury BC, had Ucatalogue of abou t 850 stars ; his discovery
of the general precession was based on the recognition that a star had increased its longitude
by at least 1° relati ve 10 an obse rvation made 150 years earlie r. 11 is remarkable that the use of
telescopes. began in the seven teen ce ntury. d id not have a major impact on asrromcmc accuracy,
although it greatly increased the number of sources and their physical understanding; the real
revolutio n is due to space instru ments (four orders of magnitude in '" 20 years, against a similar
impro vemen t in the 2.(K)() years befo re). Adapted from F. Mignard and S. Roe scr. in Gma: A
European Splice Project; O. Bicnayme and C. Turon. cos.. EAS Publicat ion Ser ies 2 (2002 ).

mean motion of, respectively, :;; 0.03 " and e 0.1 "IcY. Other 3, 117 new stars,
with magnirudcs up to 9.5 magnitude have heen added with slightly worse ac
curacies (sornc e 0.06 " and e 0.3 " IcY).

Taking advantage of absence of gravity. almost constant thermal environ
ment, absence of a refracting atmosphere, full-sky visibility and global cover
age, space astrometrv has improved this accuracy by several orders of magni
tude and ushered a continuing revolution in the whole of astronomy (Fig. 20.3).
Note that a substantial increase in astromerric accuracy implies a huge increase
in computational comp lexity: for an isotropic distribution a factor lOin accu
racy increases by a factor 1,000 the number of measured objects.

The astrometric satel lite HIPPARCOS (a name chosen as a tribute to the
discoverer oflunisolar precession and an acronym for Hlgb-prccision Positions
and PARallaxcs COllecting Satellite)of the European Space Agency (ESA ) has
artaincd the mas accuracy Icvel for more than 100, 000 sources. It was the first
large space asrromctry mission and had an immense impact on astrophysics and
galactic dynamics; its successful operation lasted from the launch in 1989 until
1993. Other astrometric missions with similar operating principles are planned
and expected to reach the uas accuracy (Table 20.1). Here we concentrate on
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h lble 20./. The mai n projects o f space astrumctry: past (HIPPARCOS) and future . The av
erage accuracy in angular position for objects up 10 a given visual magnitude are given in the
third and founh columns: the last col umn gives the limiting visual magn itude.

Mission Launch Number Accuracy at mag. Limiting
of s tars ( in mas) magnitude

IIIPPARCOS (ESA ) 1989 L2 X IOS 1 9 12

SIM (NASA) 2tX.l9 '" J(}~ 0.004 13 20
Guia (ESA) 20 12 '" 10

9 0 .010 l' 20

HIPPARCOS and the next ESA mission Gaia. also to show how a success ful
experimental concept can be much improved. Space interferometry. whose
main application is the searc h for extraterres trial planets, is briefly discussed in
Sec. 16.5. Important observations arc also carried out with the Fine Guidance
Sensor of the Hubblc Space Telescope, with about 10 mas accuracy in the
astromctric mode.

HIPPARCOS vs Gaia optical systems, In order to measure the angular dis
tance between stars, rather than an ordinary telescope pointed to a single stel
lar field, we need a scanning instrument. A telescope, with focal distance
f ( = 140 cm.S, 000 cm) and width d (= 29 cm, 140 cm) is placed in the (equa
torial) plane orthogonal to the axis of the spacecraft, which spins with an an
gular velocity s (= 169 "/s, 60 "/s) and scans a great circle in the sky. As
discussed in Sec . 19.1, the light profile orthogo nal to s of a poi r usource, of ap
proximate angular width .lld (=400 mas, 100 mas), produces in the focal plane
an image of width I ,tld and moves (in the .r-dircction, say) with the velocity
s] (= 0.12 cm/s, 1.5 cm/s). The effective waveleng th ,I :::. 0.7 !-lm can be used
to estimate [he width. This decrease in width by the factor 400/1 00 :::. 4 is
achieved by replacing each of HIPPARCOS' circu lar telescopes (of diameter
29 cm and area A = 350 cm-) with a large rectangular mirror, 0.5 m x 1.4 m,
with area A = 7, 000 crrr': the dimension d = 1.4 m orthogo nal to the axis
controls the diffraction along the spacecraft equa tor.

In order to scan the whole sky, the spin axis moves in such a way that the Sun
- whose stray radiation, in spite of the bafflers, would blind the delicate optical
systems - is at all times sufficiently far from both telescope axes. This motion
is a precession on a cone with ax is directed towards the Sun and an aperture 
called Solar Aspect Angle - of (= 43° ,50°), and results in an cpicyclic pattern
of the spin axis around the ecliptic. The orbit of Gaia, osc illating near the L2

~ I lcre and below the first number refers 10 1IlI' I'ARCOS. the second tu Gala.
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Figun'lOA. Configururion of I IJPPARCOS' Schmidt optical syste m. The light from two
directions at the angle of r '" SXo is combined by the complex mirror (beam combincr r and
focused by the primary mirror on the modulating grid in its focal plane. Figure kindly provided
by :'vt.A.C. Perry man.

equilibrium point relative to the Sun and the Earth (Sec. 13.2). is carefully
chosen to avoid the Earth shadow, which helps the stability or the thermal
environmenl.

According to the project specifications, the angular position of a source on a
great circle must be determined with an error (To (= I mas. lOjras; Table 20. 1),
(400, 10,(00) times smaller than the diffraction limit; this is the gist or the
problem. The required huge increase in accuracy is obtained by measuring
eaeh intensity profile a large number of times: in [he focal plane many scnsi
tive elements arranged along the .r-dircction are used; and during (he mission
eaeh star is imagcd many times. The (diffractive) shape of the profile depends
on the source spectrum and the bandwidth L\.,l (= 200 nm, 500 nm) of the in
strumcnr, but is determined by thc ray paths and is stable. In both missions a
spcctromctcr automatically provides the spectrum (and the radial velocity) of
each source. In HIPPARCOS an array of 2, 688 alternately opaque and trans
parent bands (with size of order A/ d ) produce. as the image moves across the
slits, a comparable number Npixcl of diffraction profiles. They were detected
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Fig/lre 20.5. The concept for Gala's ustromcnic optical bench. The photons collected by the
(WO main mirrors AST RQI and ASTROl - 1- '" 106° apart -c arc brought onto the beam corn
biner (by the secon dary SEC and the tertiary TER mirror s) wh ich, after a reflect ion on the bea m
curnbincr and the mirrur M, sends them on the foc al plane for detection by the CCD array. For
simplicity, only rays of the first beam are pointed out in bold: they arc reflected on the sec
ondary SECl and the tertiary TERI below ASTROI. Opposite the main mirrors are the two
main compone nts L1, L1 of the laser metrological system to measure L the three supportin g
struts arc also shown. Figure s kindly provided by F. Mignard.

with a single photomultiplier. rapidly switched from one source to another with
an image dissector tube. Gaia's astrome tric instrument will use instead an array
of 150 advanced CCDs (Sec. 20.1) in the focal plane, each with 4,500 pixels
in the .r-direction; they work in the time-delay integratio n mode. in which the
signal of a single pixe l is added cohe rently to those of the other pixels with the
de lay corresponding to the spin velocity s. In both missions. this effec tively
leads to a measurement of the time at which a source crosses a reference point
on the focal plane. In addition, during the whole mission each star is observed
a large number Nscan of times . Hence Gaia has three major improvements over
HIPPARCOS: (i) the larger opt ics provides both a narrowe r .c-diffraction pat
tern and a larger collecting area (by a factor 20); (ii) the use of CCDs, rather
than slits and a photomultiplicr, provides a better efficiency, larger bandw idth
and higher resolution in the foca l plane (moreover. the slowe r rotatio n rate al
lows a longer integration timc for a single object, typically 2, 000 s); (iii) the
simultaneous observation of all objec ts in the focal plane. without partitioning
a single photomultiplic r to many objec ts, improves the photon statistics and
the coverage.

In fact. both missions use two telescopes in the equatoria l plane, separated
by a large and (ideally) fixed angle I'(= 58 ° , 106°) . The photons from the stars
in their fields of view are directed onto the same focal plane by a complex set of
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mirrors (Fig. 2004 and 20.5) and their profiles arc independently reconstructed .
The simul taneous use of two, widely spaced viewing direct ions is esse ntial to
measure the absolute parallax Jr . The angular distance between two nearby
stars with parallaxes If' and n" suffers a correction rP (n" - 1f/), where rP is a
parallactic trigonometrical facto r which changes in time with the per iod of a
year. The zero of If corresponds to the most distant objects, but there is no
reason to attribute it to a given source : only relative parallaxes are measured.
But if the two stars are widely separated and observed in two different fields of
view, their parallactic fuctors rPl and rP2 are different and the correction to the
angular distance is rP2lf" -!/Jl n' , In the course or lime rP l and rP2change, and so
does the association or a star with another, enabling independent measurements
or If' and n",

In Gaia. pas astromctry places stringent requirements on the rigidi ty of the
optical system: in particular. unkn own relative deformations at the rotatio n
timescale should not exceed 5 parts in 10 12 . Since this level of rigidity is im
possible to attain . e.g. due to temperature fluctuati ons (the passive thermal con
trol system of Guia mission should measure these fluctuations with an accuracy
of =:: 10~K), a special metrological system based upon laser interferometry is
used to monitor changes in the fundamental angle I', especially at tirnescales
shorter than the spin period or 6 h.

In both missions each source must be detected and approximately positioned
before the astromctric observation; in HIPPARCOS this is done with two star
mappers, each consisting in a set of diagonally distributed slits, capable of
measuring both coordinates in the foca l plane. This has provided an additional
and independent catalogue - named after Tycho - which is less accurate, but
with ten times more objects. with photometric data (Tab le 20.2 and Fig. 20.6).
In Guia a special CCD mapping set precedes the main astrornetric field.

Mission design fro m the performance requirements> The des ign of space mis
sion for precise expe riments is an integrated whole. with little choice left and
severe constraints on all the main instrume ntal specifications, generally at the
limit. This is clearly shown by the overall analysis of Gaia .

The data analysis and the reconstruction of the whole sky map using the
disposition of the sources on each grea t circle. especially in Gaia, is a huge,
co mplex and difficult task. It is estima ted that Gaia will generate 2 x 10 13 bytes
of data. The angular speed 5. the atritudc of the spacecraft and the fundamental
angle r is included in the fit: the measurements of angular distances cS between
sources arc all connected and self-calibrated; in particular. the effect of long
term fluctuat ions in the spin can be eliminated. The calibration error if, al in 0 is
due to several factors, including high frequency rotation irregularities, lack of
rigidi ty of the optical bench , achroma ticity, changes in I", etc. In HIPPARCOS,
for not too weak sources, (Tea l :>:: 0.1" is the main contribution to the error
budget.
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But the shot noise, resulting from the finite num ber of photon s used, is the
ultim ate and fundamental error so urce. Since the pho ton energy is discontinu
ou s, they fo llow Po isson stat istics and in de tect ing N photons the average error
\S

(TN= VN. (20 .5)

ln HIPPARCOS, if the errors in all the N' = Npi~dNf'.Car. measurements of the
diffrac tion profiles of a given pair o f sources are uncorrela ted. the calibration
error is reduced by the factor 1/..fiji. Taking Npixcl = 1,000 (only a fraction
of the bands are used for a g iven source), with Nf,Can = 80. we see how the mas
level co uld be attained.

To see how this constraints parameters of the instrument, we suggest Prob
lem 20.12. which gives the photon noi se error in the timing of a single pulse
o f known power profile P(t ) and approx imate duration r = ,1 / (sd); in a more
accurate ca lculat ion. ,

(Ttillun g = .£... , (20.6)
r 2 Np

where C ;:::: I / r; is a factor depending on the geometry; Np = FAr/ (hv) is the
number of detected photons in the pulse for an energy flux F through an area
A. In a space astro metr ic instrument each profi le is processed a large number
N' of times, spread in eac h transit and in different transits during the whole
missio n; the error is further redu ced by the factor {jiii , so that the final photon
noise depends only o n the tota l number N U,lnl = Np N' of processed pho tons
for a given so urce. Translating times into angles. the previous equation gives

Cl
if/j = .

dVNlolal
(20 .7)

(20 .8)

Thi s gives the increase in angular accu racy over the gross esti ma te ,l id; Gaia
needs at least N101al :::< 30.0002

:::< 109 photons per sou rce. This number

FATs
Ntnt.] l = - 

hv

depends on the total ob servation time T, of the source. For example, with
A = 7,000 cm-. a 15 magnitude star need s an observing time T, = 140 s. Th is
time can be statistically estima ted as

T = ~T:
s 4r; (20 .9)

assumi ng an isotropic sky coverage, an average source is in view for a fraction
of the duration T = 5 Y of the miss ion equal to the ratio of the angu lar area
n of the field of view to the whole sphere. In the above example n must at
leas t be 4-:rTs/T = 10-4 = (0.6°) 2. On the other hand. the field of view of
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Number of stars

Limiting magnitude mag

Positionul accu racy

Annual proper mot ion

Photo metric precision

lI ipparcos
catalogue

I H;,2 IX

12.4

'" I mas

'" 1 mas/y

'" 0.00 1 mag

Tycho
catalogue

I, 05 X.332

12.2

'" 10 mas

'" 0.02 mug

Toble 20.2 Thc main results
of the HIPPARCOS mission
(set: also Fig. 20 .6): p ositional
ami pro~r motion mean ac
curacies arc given for objects
brighter than magn itude 9.

each telescope is Q =A Ii ' . A is constrained by the payload dimension; but f
cannot be too small and is limited below by the physical size dp of the pixel,
essentially fixed by the manufacturing technology. The scale fA/d = 5x 10- 7f
cm of the variations in intensity in the focal planc cannot be smaller than the
pixcl size dp = lOpm; this sets for the foeal length f an upper limir e d dp/ A
and contrains the collecting area A = nf 2.

Science results: achieved and expected. HIPPARCOS' stellar catalogues
provide the right ascension and declination of each object in the International
Celestia l Reference System (ICRS), as discussed in Sec. 3.2 (Fig. 20.6). The
ICRS is based upon 608 extragalactic radio sources, with a subset of 212
"defining objects" . However, they arc opt ically too faint (except barely for
the famous quasar 3C 273) to be observed by HIPPARCOS ; but a small set
of radio stars . specifically selected before the mission and added to the VLBI
observation program, are included in the catalogue. This provides a link of the
HIPPARCOS' frame to very distant matter. namely the ICRS. The agreement
between the two frames has been realized to within ±0.6 mas in angular po
sition and ±O.25 mas/y in angular velocity. Moreover, some 55 solar system
objects, in parti cular asteroids, have been included in the main catalogue to in
vestigate their dynamics and relate the dynamically defined planetary reference
system to ICRS; however, lunar laser ranging provides a beuer determination
of this system and, therefore , a better link. HIPPARCOS' precise parallaxes
significantly contributed to advancements in astrophysics. As an example, the
three-dimensional structure and the precise distance of the Hyadcs cluster 
the nearest, moderately rich stellar cluster, with some 300 possible members
- has been determined and found consistent with N~b()dy simulations and thc
distance of 46.3 pc of its baryccnrrc. The measurement of this quant ity has pro
vidcd a much better, absolute scale for astronomical distances which, through
the Ccphcids and other mcrhcd s, has been extended to our Galaxy and beyond.
This has led to a substantial improvement in the accuracy of absolute luminosi
tics; the position of a sample of nearly 23,000 stars in the Hcrtzsprung-Russcll
diagram was determined (this sample excludes known variables or binary stars,
and contains roughly an equal amount of stars of spectral classes B to K. with
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Fj!!U1~' 20.6. Stati stica l properties of data of the llipparros and Tychn catalogues: (a) number
o f entries as a function of the mean magnit ude (compared to the complete disuihution function,
dotted line); number o f object s with given standard errors in {b) tight ascension (in ruas), (c)
mean motion in right ascen sion (in mas/y), and (d) parallax (in mas) . TIle sratisrics for ded i
nation errors is wry simil ar to (b). The histograms correspon ding to the Hipparc os catalogue
results arc shaded and labell ed H; those of (he Tycho catalogue arc labe lled T. Adapted from
hnp: //ustm.estec.esa.nl/llipparcos/ca ta[og.hlml.

only slight bias toward later types). Stellar evolution models have been im
proved and mean chemical abundances in the Galaxy were found. Obviously,
we have now a better knowledge of local galactic dynamics, including fine
structures like the Gould belt, an expanding system of young stars, dust and
gas inclined by :::: 20° to the Galactic plane. HIPPARCOS' data also allowed
to nearly double the number of known stellar binary systems.

Gaia, with its superior performance, will provide results of exceptional im
portancc for astrophysics and [he physics of planetary systems. As for HIP
PARCOS, its primary objective is to observe the physical characteristics. kinc
matics and distribution of stars over a large fraction of the volume of the
Galaxy. A particular goal is to determine the relative rates of star formation
in the stellar populations of the Galaxy, thus probing current galaxy forma
tion models. The dynamical structure of a number of distant globular clus-
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rcrs will be resolved. improving the determination of the total mass of the
Galaxy. including the dark matter component. By covering a volume much
larger than HIPPARCOS. Gaia should provide trigonometric distances for all
types of stars (and stellar populations), even those in the most rapid evolu
tionary phases. Thus all parts of the Hcrtzsprung-Russell diagram will be
comprehensively calibrated. with an immense impact on stellar structure and
evolution models. A large number of variable stars will be discovered. includ
ing Cepheids; the simultaneous knowledge of their distance will allow an un
precedented calibration of their absolute luminosity, the fundamental tool for
distance determination up to the cosmologica l scale. Most Jupiter-size plan
ets within 50 pc. estimated between 10.000 and 50.000, will be discovered.
The astromerric detection of extraso lar planets will suitably complement ra
dial velocity measurements (Sec . 16.5). In the solar system. ]()5 - 106 new
small bodies. most of them with an accurate orbi ts, will be detected. includ
ing a large number of near-Eart h asteroi ds. Contrary to HIPPARCOS, which
has used a limited number of radio stars linked to quasars by VLBI, Ga ia will
realize the ICRS di rectly ; with its large limiting magn itude it will be able to
observe most defining extraga lactic radio sources. The accuracy of Gala's de
termination of the ICRS is expec ted to be :::. 60 pas in the position of the pole
(two orders of magnitude better than the cu rrent realization), and 0.4 uas/y in
angular velocit y. It is interesting to note that a rotation of the whole Universe
with respect to the local dynamical frame at an angular velocity equal to the
Hubble constant H = 10- 10 y-l corresponds to 14 !1as/y; the measurement of
the global rotational motion of distant quasars will have an error smaller than
the characterist ic frequency of the Universe and. therefore. a deep Machian
significance. Finally, theories of gravitation will be tested with great improve
ments over present accuracies. The gravitational deflection of light rays by the
Sun (Secs. 17.6 and 20A ) is of order 2 x IO- !l ~ 4 mas for a generic impact
parameter e I AV (which is the case for the majority of the stars in Gaia 's cat
alogue; note that objects at an angular distance from the Sun <: 35" cannot be
observed). The bare signal-to-noise ratio of e 400 will be much improved by
the large statistics; simu lations have given for the y parameter, which controls
this effect. an accuracy of about 10-°.

20.3 Laser tracking
With the availability of very short laser pulses the transit-time method to

measure distances discussed in Sec. 3. 1 has reached an extraordinary accu
racy. It is now currently used to determine the distance of the Moon and of
Earth satellites. in particular two LAGEOS (LAser GEOdynamic Satel lite;
Fig. 20.7). upon which wc concen trate. All targets arc equipped with retro
reflec tors. special optical systems capab le of reflecting back the light in the
same direction (Problem 20.11).
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Figure 20.7 The LAGEOS
spacec raft ; with radius w )0
cm and mass w 410 kg, the
satellite has a very small S /1/1
ratio. The surface is covered
with 426 rctro-rcflcctor s: four
of them arc made of gcrma
nium to allow reflection in the
infrared hand.

Satellite laser tracking. Two ident ical LAGEOS satellites have been launched
(Table 20.3). Their primary goal is a precise determin atio n of (i ) the Earth gra
vitational fi eld (including tides; Sec. 4.4 ) and (ii) the posit ion of the observing
stations on the Earth surface (including, necessaril y, po lar motion and plate
kinematics):'. To avoid undesirable perturbations. the satellites are co mpletely
pass ive and of spherical shape, with radiu s RL ::::: 30 cm, mass M L "'" 4 1() kg
and area-to-mass ratio r,: R;JM

L
:::< 6 .9 X 10- 3 cm2Jg. Abo ut 40% of the surface

is covered with retro-reflectors . The compactness and the large mass minimize
the influence of non-gravitat ional forces; the direct solar radiation press ure 
the largest of them - contributes only with thc fraction

' R' ,. R' ( )2" I e o (j) r <;I13,<::; - ' - - - - :::< 2 x IO-
M L c GMe R (j)

( 0 the main gravitational force (Table 18.1); Fo is the solar constant (eq. (7.7».
This corre sponds to an acceleration 13,GMe /? ~ 4 x 10- 7 cm/s2, to be con
trasted with the smalles t acceleration level ~ 10- 10 cm/s2 accessible to the
measurements. The bulk of this force, with constant direction and size, has
no long-term co nsequences, except for the eccentricity changes mentioned in
Sec. 15.4; however, subtler radiarive effects, producing tiny, but still well ob
servable, secular pen urbation s, have been detected (see below). This surpris
ing discovery led to important advancements in modelling non-gravitational

.1Prt'" ently. the two I.AGEOS satellites are jusl two of several. Iaser-jracked "l,!eodyn,l mi~al satellite, " . ,111
with the same prim~ ry goa ls st,u e<.! abm·e. With similar shape and cnmpactness, they are located on nThits at
different altitude s 'l00 VC the Ea rt h und different inclin atio ns. Most o f them - Starlcnc. Stclla. Aji"li. (j l-'Z -l
- are lower than the ( W O LAGEOSes. while some - Etalon 1 and 2 - are higher.
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L<l unch

Senurnajor axis

Revolution period

Rotation period

Ec cent ricity

Inclination

Perigee rate

Node rate

LAGEOS I

May 4, 1976

12, 270 km

13. 500 s

0.5/ :0: 2, SOO s

0 .0039

109.80"

- O.2 1)Q/d

0.342Q /d

LAGEOS 2

Oct. 22. 1992

12, 167 km

13.380 s

0.5/ :0: 30 s

0 .0 133

52.65"

o.43xQ /d

- O.632Q /d

Table203 The two LAGEOS satcl
lites: mean orbital ele ments, their
mean secular rates and rotation per i
ods. For the latter. we give the ini
ti<ll value (ro ughly 0.5 s for both satel
lites) and an estimate for the end of
200 !. The fast dcspinning is caused
by dis sipation of the rotation energy
hy induced eddy currents in the satel
lite mantle.

forces on high-altitude satellites, and even motivated new developments in the
research on meteori te transport and motion of small asteroids (Sec. 15.4).
Trackin g system»- A laser tracking telescope is capable of sending a laser pulse
of very short duration TI and large energy PTI. If NI = Pr ,/ hv is the number
of photons in a single pulse, with the radar equation (19.11 ) we obtain the
number of photons N, received through the same aperture and detected with
a photomultiplier in the primary focus; N, decreases with the distance I) =
Ir - R,Ifrom the station as 1/1)4. The received pulse has a duration T r generally
greater than r , due, in particular, 10the superposition of several pulses reflected
by the rcrrorcflcctors encompassed by the beam. The accuracy with which the
round-trip transit time 2D / c can bc measured results in an accuracy (T t> for the
distance. The assumption of a straight path, however, is far from cOITCet, due
to the atmospheric refraction, which increases the optical path by as mueh as
:::: 2 m, depending on atmospheric conditions and the elevation angle e; for this
reason observations arc usually made at e :s; 200 (sec Sec. 8.4). The bulk of
this correction is evaluated with meteorological measurements and a model of
the atmosphere; but for a higher accuracy another harmonic of the laser line is
also used. Since air is a dispersive medium, the fractiona l difference between
the transit times in the two frequencies is known and can be used to obtain
the geometrical distance D. This method is based on the same principle as the
Doppler tracking of interplanetary spacecraft (Sec . 19.4).

For distant targets - i.e., the Moon - the number of photons returned in
a single pulse may be. in thc mean. even less than onc (the photon loss in
the lunar ranging is as large as :::: 1018- 2° ; Problem 19.4). This technique,
therefore, requires single-photon detection systems (photomultipliers). With
a large number of photons the centre of the returned pulse can be determined
approxi mat ing a continuous profile with a discrete one, in each bin of which
there arc several photons; for LAGEOS. a single shot precision (not accuracy)
less than a cm can be attained in this way. If there is ju st one photon in a
pulse, we know it has arrived within Tr /2 from its centre and the corresponding
ranging precision is (TIJ = c Tr /4. To improve it, in both cases the N ,h llts shots
in an integrat ion time (for LAGEOS of the order of one or two minutes, for the
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We ight of movin g pa rt

Diameter of telescope

Pointing uccurucy

Wavelengths (2ndf3rd harmonic)

Pu lse energy

Dut y cycle

Duration of emitted pulse

Duration o f received pulse
(for LAGEOS j

Single-shot range precision

81

150 cm

I"

532/355 nm

lOOm.!

!O H...

40 ps

'" ] IX) ps

::; O.S cm

PH YSICS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

TaMe 20.4 The main specifications
of the new laser ranging telescope ut
the M atera Observator y of the Ita lian
Space Agency. Transmission and re
ception use the same telescope. The
duty cycle determines the limiting fre
qucncy with wh ich pulses can be sent.

Moon typically ten minutes) are statistically combined, resulting in an overall
error of order e O"n /"';NsholS' After this preprocessing stage, data are provided
as a time series of "normuI points" lJ(t;), embodying the information contained
in all single shots within all integration time around u.
Scientific xoals and achievements>- A large network of stations (about 50.
mostly in the northern hemisphere; as an example. see Table 20.4) has allowed
global reduetion of ranging data for gcodynamical satellites like LAGEOS. The
laser ranging observable depends on a large number of parameters, including:

• the position R, and velocity V, of the observing stations in the Conven
tional Terrestrial Reference System;

• the initial position r eO) and velocity v(O) of the satellite:

• parameters related to the Earth pole and LOO:

• gcopotcntiul parameters up to high degree (t """ 70). in particular the mono
pole term GM and the quudrupolc parameter Ji ;

• parameters characterizing the Earth tidal fi eld. which contribute periodic
components to the geopotential . response to the influence of the Sun and
the Moon (Sec. 4.4 );

• atmospheric refraction; etc.

The determination of distances between stations with subccntimcrrc accuracy
has been achieved in mid 1990s. Such data have a major role in the kine
matics of plate tectonics, with velocities of a few cnVy (see Sec. 5.4). With a
nearly 30 y history. LAGEOS data play a key role in determining the parame
ters of long-period tidal components (presently not reachable with other satel
lite observations); of particular interest are the tide components related to the
slow evolution of the lunar orbit, characterized by the period of its nodal drift
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FiKUI"(' 20.8. Difference Al: between the measured h coe fficient and its long-term mean. The
data and their formal uncertainty are shown; the result of elimination of random and short
period variations with a low-pass filter is shown by the solid c urve. The modelled atmospheric
contribution and a year ly term have been subtracted . The data have been obtained with precise
orbit determination of geodynamical sate llites (in particular. LAGEOS 1 and 2) and altimeuic
satellites. The linear decre ase '" - 3 x IO- I' /y (clashed line ) matches well the data till 1998; an
unknown phenomenon apparently has interve ned afterwards. Data kindly provided by C. Cox
and R.F. Chao: see also C. Cox and R.F. Chao , Sd elt<'f' 297, 831 (2002).

(::::. 18.6 y). The angular velocity of the node of LAGEOS and other geod ynam
ical satellites , propo rtional to the quadrupo le coefliciem h = CC - A )/MmRi
(eq. (2.3 1)), has been found 10 decrease at the rate dh /dt ::::. - 3 x IQ- II/y
(Fig. 20.8). This is due to the slow rebound of the polar caps after the end of
last glaciation. The melting of ice spread out mass from the pole s. dimin ishing
the difference (C - A ) between the mome nts of inertia; but the partial ly rigid
cru st responds to the changed load with a delay (Problem 20.8). Recently,
however, experimental evidence has been provided that aroun d 1998 h starred
increasing (Pig . 20.8); the origin of this behaviour is unelear. The drift of the
nodes of the two LAGEOS has also been used to detect the Lcnsc-Thirring
effect (Sec . 20.4 ).

However, even such complex orbital models arc not able to adequately tit
the very precise data. especially over a long time; a typical rms difference be
tween LAGEOS data and a solution may grow to a few meters, significantly
larger than the measurement accuracy. Thi s problem is usua lly skirted by scp
arately analyzing orbital arcs of limi ted duratio n (days to a few weeks), fitting
the data for each of them to the initial conditions and severa l empirical param
eters, presumably related to unmodelled non-gravitati onal forces. On ly at the
expense of such approach. in which the causal connection between different
arcs is not taken into accoun t. residual s drop to the level of the range error.
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Figure 20. 9. The non-gravita tional alo ng-t rack acceleration T of the LAG EOS sa te llites, with
a lime resolution of 3 days (da ta kindly provided by J.c. Rics und I{J. Eanc s). The shaded in
tervals mark the period s when the sate llites cross the Earth shadow (they occur more frequently
for LAGEOS 2 due to its smaller inclination 10 the equ ato r). In the case of LAGEOS I . the
amplifi cation o f the signal in the late 90 s is due to an anomalous motion of the satelli te's sp in
uxrs.

The rime series of the empirical paramete rs determined for eac h arc and the
related orbital discontinuirics arc ava ilable for all gcodynamica l satelli tes and
prese nt interesti ng scientific problems.

A particularly important parameter is the along-track acceleration T , which
(eq. (12.4)) changes the semimajor axis at the rate 2T I" and, by Kepler's
third law, in a time t displaces the spacecraft along the orbit by" 3T ,'2. / 2.
The semimajor axes of the LAGEOS satellites undergo long-period irregular
changes, with a mean decay of :::::: I mm/day, corresponding to a drag T :::::
- 3.4 X 10- 10 cm/s2 <Pig. 20.9). The full explanation of this non-gravitational
force is still unclear and is a major hindrance for long-term gravitational ex
periments with LAGEOS. Radiation recoil due to a temperature anisotropy
and its variations is likely 10 contribute in Iwo ways: (i) the satellite cools and
heats asymmetrically when it enters/leaves the Earth shadow, producing large

41\0t.:, however . that the along-track disp laceme nt is IlOl directly meas ured for the lnw-cc ccnrricity orbits
of LAGEOS satellites. bUI unly thruu!!h the chan ge in <iCm;mitior ax i ~ . A dilfcrent situation may occur
for high·~centricity orbit~ o f near -Earth a'teroids . whe~ ob,elVal;on~ - in particular radar ranging - ma y
di rectly detec t the quadratic alon g-truck e ffec t due to non-con servative forces. like- the Yarxov sky effect:
this has been first achieved for Goje vka in 2003,
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Figure 20./0. Comparison between the analytic lunar theory developed by 1. Chaprom, with
corrections obtained by a numerical integration performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
tl'asadcnu). and the lunar la-e r ranging (LLR) "norma l points", The theoret ical model has only
.14 free parameters. Left: difference between observed and computed values for e 7, (XJD LLR

observations at CERGA, France: right: their distribution, with a standard deviation of e 4.7 cm,
reduced 10 e. 3 cm during the last 5 years. The precision of the observations is "" 2 cm (recently
alittle better). Data kindly provided by F. Mignard .

variations of T ; (ii) the Earth infrared radiation is thermally re-emitted with
a delay (for most part. due to the thermal relaxation of the retro-reflectors)
and produces the main part of the drag. This is just the "seasonal" (referring
to temperature gradients on the spacecraft along its meridians) variant of the
Yarkovsky effect (Fig. 15.8). sometimes referred la as the Rubincam effect.
In both cases the rotation of the satellite is relevant for its long-period orbital
dynamics, The rotation slate of LAGEOS I till the mid I990s can be under
stood on the basis of two torques: the interaction between eddy currents in the
satellite mantle induced by the Earth's magnetic field; the gravitational torque
due to the Earth acting on the oblate spacecraft (similar to the lunisolar torque;
Sec. 4.1). The magnetic torque is responsible for the slowing down. with e
folding rate of about 3 y, However. recently the anomalous behaviour of the
orbital elements. in particular a. has indicated a more complex dynamics. with
additional torques.

Lunar laser tracking. Laser ranging to the Moon has been r outinely done
since 1969 using four rctro-rcffcctors placed by the Apollo and the Lunakhod
missions. Since the distance to the Moon is about 60 times the distance of
LAGEOS, the fraction of the returned photons is ;:,; 8 X 10- 8 less; avcrag
ing over more shots is essential (0 obtain a normal point. As noted above.
lunar-ranging normal points take into account tens up to hundreds single shots
(and receptions) during. typically. a 10 minutes interval. At the end of 200 1
about 16,000 range values were available. mainly from the McDonald Ob
servatory (Texas). CERGA (Grasse, France) and Haleakala (Hawaii) stations.
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Radio
source

Figure 20.11. III VLB I {WOradio telescopes A and B. separa ted by the base line I•. measure the
phase delay T = I.·n / e for a source in the d irection n. Inthe body-fixed frame n '= (n ,w) (~+ n c is
the Slim o f a co ns tant co mpo nent a long the ro tat ion a x i~ and a part il L w hich vari es sinu soid ally

with the rota tion per iod; uccordmgty, the delay T = To + T t COS(llJt .,. 1/» is the sum of a constant
and a periodic co ntribution. Such data are highly sensitive \0 the stations' pos ition (and their
motion in space. including plate r novcmcms) and the pnrametcrs o f the Earth rotation. Besides,
if the signal from a distant radio source passes close to the Sun. the relevant deflection may be
detected from the variat ion of n (Fig. 20.12).

Since about 1990 their internal precision increased to the level of ~ I cm, but
it is generally difficult to assess the systematic uncertainty - the accuracy 
due to poorly modelled atmospheric phenomena, geometric effects related to
lunar Iibrations, etc. The realistic uncert ainty of normal points is ~ 2 cm. LLR
depends on the mot ion of the centre of mass of the Moon relative to the Earth
and the rotation state of both; their modelling is an extremely difficult task. The
residuals - data less theoretical predictions - sensitively depend on the number
M of adjusted parameters . With M up to ~ 140, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) lunar ephemerides can fi t the data at their formal uncertainty level; with a
smaller M the residuals gel slightly larger (Fig. 20.10), an indication of the im
portance not to use more parameters than necessary (vover-parametrizat ion" ).
The analysis of LLR data provide important information on the motion and the
rotation dynamics of the Moon; it also helps in the determination of the Earth
orientation parameters (polar motion and LOO) and significantly contributes
to define the link between local dynamica l reference system and the ICRS.
The study of lunar librations has suggested a dense (7 g/c rrr', against the mean
den sity of 3.34 g/emJ ) and molten core radiu s ~ 250 - 400 km, a conclusion
later supported by the discovery of a weak lunar magnetic field by the Lunar
Prospector mission. LLR data also led to an important test of the equivalence
principle (the Nordt vedt effect; see Secs. 17.1. 2004 and Problem s 20.6 and
20.15) and a constraint on the time change of the gravitational "constant" G
(see the next section).
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A note on VLBI. The investigation of plate kinematics is currently carried
out also with the Global Positi oning System (GPS) of satellites (especially for
stations not too far apart) and Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). The
latter method uses two (or more) large radio antenn as at far away po ints A
and H, separated by a vector L and pointing to a radio source in the direction
n (F ig. 20. 11). Their signals are co rrelated with a sophisticated software and
the phase delay betwe en the arrival of a given wavefro nt at the two stations is
determined. At the frequency v a phase error of order unity implies a delay
error (TT ~ 1/ (2" v) = A. / (2"c). In the geo phys ical use ofYI-BI L is determined
with an e r ro f(T L ~ (TT C ~ A. , quite relevant for plate tectonics. A displacement
o f the pole by an angle 158 changes the delay by L 08/c and an accuracy (To ~

,1 /L is achievable. In the (main) radioastronomical use of this technique, the
d irection of the so urce (and hence its structure, if diffuse) is determi ned with an
error u"o ::::; ('(fT/ L ;;;; A. /L ;;;; 10- 9 "" 0 .2 mas for v "" 30 GHz and L "" 104 km.
An order o f magnitude may be gained with c nc of the antenna; in space, say
on an eccentric or bit aro und the Earth . In Sec . 20.4, a YLB ) measurement of
the gravitational deflection is briefly described.

2004 Testing relativity in space
As discussed in Ch . 17, Einstein's theory of General Relativity (GR) led

to three main ob servational pred iction s and three corresponding experimental
tests:

• the gravitational frequency shift, barel y detected for the Sun (wit h a frac
tional value 2.12 x 10- 6) and in white dwarfs;

• the deflection of light rays by the gravitational field o f the SUIl, first detected
in the 19 19 so lar ecl ipse ;

• the anomalous advance of Mercury 's perihelion, which so lved a long-stan
d ing and so re problem ill celestial mec hanic s. first discovered by UJJ. L E

YERRIER in 1849 .

Although these tests have a poor acc uracy. the scient ific co mmunity, generally
satisfied by the geometrical beau ty of Eins tein's theory, for a long time was
not enough motivated to strive for a better confron rarion between theory and
experi ment s. In the 1960s the situation change d in two way s. Th eoret ically , it
was poin ted out that alternative theories of gravi ty arc not onl y possible, but
perhaps in better agreement with Mach 's Princip le. Whi le the three classica l
tests arc confined to a weak gravi tatio nal field, stronger, and potentially more
inte resting vio lations, can be expected in strong fields near some asrrophys i
cal objects (black holes and neutron stars; with the discovery of pulsars and
quasars, in the mid 1960s , we got the first o bservational hint s of their exis
tence). Secondly, the immen se impro vement in instru mentation and the use
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of spacecraft made better accuracies and different tests possible. As a result,
the new discipline experimental gravitation arose; alternative theories were
developed and large experimental programme s were set up to test them. Ironi
cally, after about 40 years, most alternative theories have been falsified (mostly
with solar system experimcnus and with binary pulsar systems such as PSR
1913+16), and the corrections to Newton's theory that Einstein predicted have
been confirmed to about 0.1%. Today relativistic corrections arc an essential
part of celestial mechanics and electromagnetic propagation in space; they arc
included in the appropriate software and used also for practical purposes, like
spacecraft navigat ion and the Global Positioning System.

It is useful to frame these experiments in the Post Newtonian Parametrized
(PPN) formalism, in which a large class of alternative theories of gravity are
described by dimcnsionlcss parameters (in particular j3 and y , introduced in
Sec. 17.4). The gravitational deflection is (I + y )/2 times Einstein's value; for
the advance of the pcriccntrc the multiplier is (2 - j3+ 2y )/ 3 (see eg. (17.54);
j3 = Y = I in Einstein's theory). It can be said that the main purpose of
experimental gravitation is to explore the neighbourhood of the GR values of
the PPN parameters. As mentioned above, in the (y ,j3) plane all theories at a
distance from ( I, 1) larger than about e 10-3 have been disp roved so far. There
are now indication s that much smaller violations may show up, as a result of
the role that a long-range scalar field may have played in early cosmology,
as indicated by new, higher-dimensional theories of gravitation inspired by
string theories. This means that initially generic deviations from the Einstein's
general theory of relativity would cosmologically decay to very tiny values
today, perhaps in the range 10- 5 - 10-7. The search is not over and the future
may reserve surprises.

Relativistic effects in interplanetary spacc.> It is possible to get a rough idea
of the orders of magnitude and the great improvement in instrumental accu
racy. The main relativistic effects on the motion of planets and satellites are
due to the Sun. whose gravitational radius is 1n0 == 1.5 km. corresponding.
at I AV, to "'" 10-8 rad ::: 2 mas. For dimen sional reasons we may expect
that /1/ 8 also gives the order of magnitude of the relativistic correction in po
sition in an orbital period, while the corre sponding correction in velocity is
10-8 x "";GM0 /r == 3 x 10- 2 cm/so Obviously, secular corrections arc multi
plied by the number of elapsed periods. Classical optical observations from
the ground had in the past an accuracy of order I" == 5 X 10-6 rad, corre
sponding, at I AV, to a transversal displacement of 750 km. The anomalous
secular advance of the pericentrc of Mercury [(2 - fJ + 2y)/310.4298 "/y due
to relativity had already been discovered with telescopes ill 19th century, but it

~ l ll lhis section III _ GM/r i~ the gravitational radius {l. (2).
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(20 .10)

was difficult to separate it fro m the much larger (:=. 55.7 1" /y) . expected New
tonian contribution due to planetary perturbations. However, the discrepancy
between theory and observa tions was evident and ca used a good deal of con
ccm among astronomers. For rays with an impact para meter b from the Sun
the gravitational deflection is

6FJ = 4';0= 8x 10-6(:0)rad = 1.7 " (:0) ,

(20. 11)
I{) R(') .

b '

again barely accessib le with classical telescopes (whose use, anyway, is greatly
hampered by the difficulty of observa tions duri ng an ec lipse ).

With the implementation of radio commun ications in space, things have
drastically changed. By means of modu lated radi o pul ses one can measure
the distance of a spacecraft with an accuracy of a few meters. much less than
the orbital relat ivistic cor rectio ns; one does not need 10 have very long series
o f observations. since short-period perturbatio ns, not only the secular advance
of the pcriccntrc. can be tested. For a ray grazing the Sun the transit time is
increased by about 2mo/c :=. lO!ls. multiplied by logarithmic factor. which
co uld he as large as 10 (cq . ( 17.59)) , fo r a total of e 100 ps. Th is is again fully
ob servable. in spite of the effect of the so lar corona on rad io waves.

The typical VLB I e rror ITn = 10-9 ::::; 0.2 mas in the direction of a rad io
source is 8.000 times smaller than the relativistic deflection fo r b = Ro and
there is no wonder that it provides an excellent experimental test. To partially
co mpe nsate for the solar corona. however. the differential deflection of two
radio sources near the Sun must be used. Figure 20.12 yields an example
of such an experiment performed by the Harvard Radiophysics group. The
co mbined VLBI observations of the quasa rs 3C 273 and 3C 279 yielded y =
(0.9996 ± 0 .(X1l 7).

Coherent carriers. with a fractional frequency stability of 1()- 14 . corres pond
ing to an accuracy of 3 x 10-4 cm/s in relat ive veloc ity. can be transmit ted
to, or transponded from, interplanetary spacec raft and prov ide great improve
ments in or bit determination and test ing of relativistic cor rec tions, in panicular
of the gravitational defl ection" . If the unperturbed ray makes an angle (J with
the veloc ity v of the receiver (or the emitter), the frac tional frequency shift
y = (v / c) cos Hchanges by

v v4mo
liy = -- sin OIiO ::::: ---- ;;; 8 x 10

c c b

for the case o f a nearly c ircular orbit the form al signal-to-noise ratio is ::::: 8 X
104 • Thi s experiment has been done for the first time around a conj unct ion in

«u is int eresting III note that. forma lly. the gravitational tlelay!;,r in the pho ton tra w l time (Shapiro dfe<:l .
eq- ( 17.59)) can be regarded as the "fa the r" o fthe other two: the Doppler signal (20. 11) an d the VUlt signal
are given by the changes of !J.t with time and in space (from one statio n to anoth er ). respectively,
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Fig/lre 20./2. VLBI measurement of the gravitat ional de flection by the Sun obtained with
the wc stfo rd and Dwells Valley radio telescopes lL "" 3,90U km far apart} in the US in October
19 !17, usi ng two quasars (JC 27 3B and 3C 279), a t tha t tim e both near the S uo. Two freq ue nc ies ,

/{ and 22 G H". were used simultaneously, allowing the partial elimination of the contribution
of the plasma in the so lar corona and the iono sphere (see Sec . 19.4 ). Referring to Fig . 20.11, a
change s in the direct ion n of the source results in a change in the VLRI delay T of order LO/( ',
with an unmod ulatcd component To and a component r l with the freque ncy of a day. Since
the gravitational deflection changes sign betwee n before and after the conj unctio n, so does the
co rresponding change sr. The plot shows the time interva ls ("" 65 h each day) during which
data were taken; to avoid excessive plasma noise. observations were stopped on October 6 and
resumed after the conju nction on October 10, when the impact parameter was 8 Ro. The very
large daily modu lation. of ampliru dc e LIe "" 10 ms is subtracted away and only the difference
of the gravitational delays for the two quasars is shown. The signal is then an approximate diur
nal sinusoid, with an amplitude modu lation due to the tempora l change of the impact parameter
h . The error, of ordcr e 84 ps, is much smaller than the signal and it can be seen only in a
zoom (tight panel]. See D.E. Lcbach et al.. 1'11.1'.\ . ReI'. ten. 75. 1439 (1()<.)5); we arc grateful to
D.E. Lebach for his help and for providing the data.

Jun e 200 2 with the radio sys tem of the Ca ssini mission. on its way ro Saturn .
No violation of General Relativity has been found, with an error IT y = 2 X J0- 5.

An intrinsic limitation 10 the accuracy of (2 - f3 + 2y ), the contro lling pa
rameter of Mercury's peri helion dr ift7, comes from our poor knowledge of the

7rs: " t.:. rhar some near-Earth asteroids have the rclat iv i~lie perihelion shift comp arable tn Ihal of Mercury
tmainlya-, a result of their large eccentricity). However, their observations are usually less precise - unless
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quadrupolc coefficient h of the Sun ; the tota l perihelion advance is

669

(20.12)

see Secs. 12.6, cqs. ( 12.73b and c), and Sec. 17.6; in the h~terlll we neglected
the small angle of about 30 between the normal to Mercury' s orbital plane and
the solar rotation axis. This gives the numerical value

(20.12')

The fiducial value J ;! = 10-1 corresponds to the assumption that the angular ve
locity of the Sun does not change with the distance from the axis (sec Secs. 2.4
and 9.1); this is likely an underestimate, because during the early evolution of
the solar nebula angular momentum was transferred from the outer layers of
the protosun to the nebula (see Sec. 16.1). The detailed analysis of the rota
tional splitting of oscillatory eige nmodes of the Sun, similar to those discussed
for the Earth in Sec. 5.2, favours a somewhatlarger value (h z 2 x 10-1, say).
In any case, an uncertainty oh produces a corresponding uncertainty in the rel
ativistic combination (2 + 2y - fJ)j3 . An independent measurement of the solar
quadrupole coefficient would be thus important not only for solar physics, but
also for gravitation theory. A possibility would be to use accurate orb itography
of Mercury, Venus, or a spacecraft with a small perihelion.

At these very high levels of accuracy the requirements on the calculation
of the classical forces (both gravitational and non-gravi tationa l) arc very de
manding; indeed , the main present limitation to relativistic experiments with
ordinary spacecraft, especially for long-period effects, is the poor knowledge
of non-gravitational forces. One way out is to use bodies with a very small
area-to-mass ratio , like planets and natural satellites. An extens ive set of mea
surements of distance to Venus and Mercury was carried out in the I960s using
high power radars at frequencies below I GHz. A possible caveat here is the
fact that the return signal not only is affected by the orbital motion of the ccn
tre of gravity of the planet, but is also spread out in time and frequency by
the shape, the topography and the rotation of the planet. requiring additional,
unconstrained parameters. However, with a suitable modellin g, the distance
of the centre of gravity can be estimated and compared with the predic tions,
allowing a good determination of the perihel ion advance. For Mercury, this led
to an upper limit of about 0.00 I for (2y + 2 - fJ) j3 . Non-gravitational forces
on artificial satellites can be directl y measured with on board acce lerometers;

observed by radar - and nun-gravitauonu l forces like the Yarkovsky effect may cause degradation or the
accuracy or their orbit determination.
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this wi ll he don e, for example, in the BcpiColomho mission to Mercury which
the European Space Agency plans to fly after 201 1.

Th e use of planetary landers with sophisticated radio sys tems improves the
error budget in several ways. The surface topography does not play any role.
Tra nsponders can be used, with a significant improvement in the gain of the
radio links (at a distance D the space loss is cc 1/ LJ2. rather tha t cc 1/04 ;
Sec. 19.1); this allows higher frequencies, hen ce better range and Doppler mea
surements. Th e radio links with the two Viking landers on Mars used for the
interplanetary leg the Xcband (7 .2 and 8.4 GHz) radio sys tem on the orbiter,
with a better eliminatio n of the plasma contribution. From 1976 to J982 nearly
I. ISO measurements of distance have been ca rried out with the Viking s. with
an erro r in d istance of about 7 m. improv ing the determ inatio n of the relati vis
tic parameters y and p. It was first conjectured by P.A.M. D IRAC that. as the
Universe expands. the gravitational "consta nt" G dimin ishes with time with a
time scale o f the order of the reciprocal 1/ H ::::: 13 X 109 Yof Hubblc constant:
in this view gravitation gets weaker. The constancy of the adiabatic invariant
(ratio of energy to frequency; see Sec. 10.2) then impli es tha t the product Go
with the sem imajor axis is not changed. corresponding, in 7 y, to an increase
in a of 100 m for the Eart h and 160 m for Mars. The Viking experi ments set
the limit

...!.. dOn G) = 0.002 ± 0.004 •
1/ dt

(20.13)

basically ruling out this conjecture.
Othe r constants of physics, in parti cular the fi ne structure constant er =

2::e2 j(hc). may undergo a eosmologieal change. Recen tly the spce troseopic
analysis o f the forest of absorption lines o f quasars has suggested that at red
shifts between 0.5 and 3.5. tr was smaller than now and differed by (/),,(t/er) =

(- 0.72 ±0. 18)x 10- 5. If this result is confirmed. clocks are not universa l and the
equivale nce principle is violated; such findin g would necessarily imply deep
mod ificati ons in fundamental physics.

Relativistic effects near the Ea r th . For the Earth , with a gravitat ional ra
d ius o f 0.44 cm, testing gravitational theori es is more d ifficult; moreover. the
small eccentrici ty of the two LAG EOS. the best-tracked satellites, makes the
identification of their perigee d ifficult. A goo d deal of efforts has gone into
measuri ng the gravitomagne tic force (Sec. 17.7) due to the angular momentum
of the Earth; j ust like for two magnetic dipoles, it produces a torque on an
ot her spinning body. and a precession of 0 .042 "/y for a low orbit ing satellite.
This is the Lcnsc-Thirring effect. Even large r is de Sitter precession due to the
motion around the Earth (Sec. 17.7), ::::: 8 " jy. A sophistica ted spacecra ft in a
650 km po lar orbit - Gra vity Probe B. to be flown soon - will use as a gyro
scope a small superconduc tive sphere coated with niobium and supported by
a magnetic cradle: its direction will be continuously monitored with respect to
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stars of the Hipparcos catalogue with an accuracy of e 0.1 mas. Its precession
will provide a precise lest of the de Sitter effect. with an expected accuracy of
:::: 0.4 mas/y, The Lcnsc-Thirring precession will also be detected .

The gravitomagnetic force exerts a torque also on the orbital momentum
of a spacecraft and makes it precess with the angular velocity (17.67). This
nodal motion (0.03 1"/y for LAGEOS ) is well within the current accuracy. but
is masked by the uncert ainty of the much larger motion (:::: 125 o/y: eq. (12.68»
due to the oblateness J2 of the Earth. The ratio of these two effects. :::: 5 X 10- R.
should be compared with the present fractional uncertainty in h of e 10- 7

(Table 2.3 and Fig. 20.8); the smaller advance due to J4 also contributes 10 the
masking. In spite of this. a way to measure the Lcnsc-Thirring effect using data
of both LAGEOS satellites has been recently found. Due to their di fferent incli
nations (Table 20.3). the precession of their nodes due to the Earth oblatcncss
arc different ; moreover. LAGEOS 2 has a larger eccen tricity and its perigee is
better determined. Against these three obscrvablcs we have three unknowns,
namely small adjustment s of h, J 4 and the Lense-Thirring coefficient. A care
ful fit co nfirmed the effect with a moderate accuracy. in agreement with Ein
stein' s prediction that . besides the Newtonian scalar force 0::: I / ?- . gravitation
has also a vector component cc 1/ ,.4. Moreover. the geodynamic space mission
GRACE (Sec . 2.3) promises to signi ficantly reduce the uncertain ty in the low
degree geoporer uial coefficients. thereby indirectly improving the accuracy of
the Lense-Thi rring measurement.

In the theory of General Relativity elec tromag netic frequency transfer and
clock synchronization arc governed by cq. (17.43) and its particular cases (3.3)
and (17.4 1). It should be noted that for an Earth satellite, whose potential and
kinetic energies arc of the same order. the corrections due 10 special relativ
ity, :::: O(v2/ c2), and the gravitational corrections, :::: O(U@/ c2), arc of simi
lar magnitudc e 10- 9: both effects arc aspects of a single phenomenon and
their distinct ion depend s on the frame of reference. In 1976 a hydrogen
maser frequency standard. with an accuracy of about a part in 10- 14 , was
flown for about 2 hours on a rocket up to an altitude of about 10. 000 km.
It controlled the frequency of a radio signal, whose Doppler shift was mea
sured on the ground, as a function of time. In this way it was possible to
test the relativistic Doppler shift (eq. ( 17.41» with a very high precision. In
quantitative terms. the formal "violation parameter" 0' . formally introduced in
eq. (17.41) by /!" v/ vs = (I + (t)li.U/c2, was constrained to be smaller than
2 x lO-4 .

In 1971 ces ium clocks have been carrie d around the Earth on commercial
airp lanes in both the westward and the eastward directions and the elapsed
proper times have been measured . Th is has provided a direct confirmation of
the twin paradox. according to which, if a twin spends some time travelling at
a high speed, upon his return home he will find his brother older. Mathemar-
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icall y. this is an obvious consequence of the fact that the proper time interval
ds is not an exact d ifferential and its integral f ds between two eve nts depend s
on the chosen wo rld line; hut it is interesti ng to disp lay this unintuitive effect.
The experi ment is similar to the Sagnac effect, whic h consists in the fact that
two light beams going around on a rotating platform in opposite directions ex
hibi t a phase shift . For airplancs flying along the equator at the same height the
gravitational contr ibution is irrelevant; if the y have the same spee d v relati ve to
the ground, the elapsed proper time is

(20. 14)

!J.r = 2::Re / u is the elapsed coordinate time. equal for the two flights; Wo the
angular velocity of the Earth. Of course, in an inertia l frame the westward
flight has a lower velocity and takes longer. The difference between the two
proper times reads

woA~
Liw5 - liES = 4 - ,- :::< 4 15 ns .

c-
(20. 15)

Here A. = r h ? d4> = r:R.2 is the equatorial projection of the area enclosed
- Jpal

by the path. The actual experiment was conducted at a higher latitude, with a
smaller A:, and gave the result 315 ± 32 ns.

This confirms that the synchronization of clocks on a large region is in prin
ciple impossible, since the elapsed time depends on the path used to "dissemi
nate" if (this is true both for photons, as described above, and for slow motion
of clocks; Problem 20.7). All one can do is to compare the rates of two of
them with electromagnetic signals and use the relativistic theory. However, to
a good approximation, this situation does nOI arise for clocks at rest Oil the
geoid . Their distance from the Earth centre is R$ + Sr, where or is given by
eq. (2.50); at a colatitude () their velocity is v = woR$ sin (I . According to
eq. (17.26). their proper limes differ by an irrelevant constant if the quantity
- 2W = if - 2U has the same value (here W is the total potential of the Earth
gravitational field and thc centrifugal forces in the rotating frame). Note that
with thc current accuracy and stability of atomic standards, fractional correc
tions of order i],1IJ(J) jR r;; ::::< 4 X IO- IJ must he taken into account in W. The
common "beating" of atomic clocks on (or referred to) the geoid define the
SI second. the fundamental realization of the time unit (sec also Sec. 3.1). A
more difficult situation may appear if wc want to compare - and "synchronize"
- moving clocks in the Earth vicinity. This is not a problem of an academic in
terest. but it naturally arises with GPS satellites; the comparison between their
clocks and the SI second requires for each of them an adjustment due to their
eccentricity and their motion relative to the geoid.
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Lunar tests of general relativit y> Some relativistic ctlcc ts have been tested
with the motion of the Moon . LLR has verified the equivalence principle (EP;
see Sec. 17.1): a difference between gravitational (Mg ) and inertial (M; ) mass
would have a small, but profound effect on the three-body problem". Introduc
ing the ratio '7 = Mg / Mi - I, the relative motion between two nearby bodies in
a gravitational potential U is described by eg. (17.4), the generalization of the
tidal equation.

In the case of the Moon and the Earth (labelled with 2 and I , respectively)
the main contribution to their relative acceleration is due to the Sun:

where R is the radius vector from the Sun to the Earth. This corresponds to a
correction

(20 .16)

to the gravitational potential per unit mass, It changes with time as the cosine
of the synodic longitude of the Moon, the angle between R and r. traditionally
denoted with D. The effect of this perturbation on the distance is a sinusoidal
function of f) with an amplitude of the order of the ratio

6r 6U Mo(r )'--; :::::: U = (112 - 111 ) M$ R ::::: 2 (112 - '71) ,

A range accuracy of about I cm corresponds to an uncertainty in 1112 - '711
of ordcr e 10- 11; but a more accurate analysis, including a subtle resonant
amplification due to the solar tidal quadrupole - r . VVU and the whole record
of about 30 years, has shown that the sensitivity is, in fact, greater. As a result,
an upper limit of about 5 x 10- 13 has been achieved'),

To understand the implications of this result, note that the EP follows from
different independent assumptions. The mass M is the sum of several con
tributions due to the rest mass and all the binding energies; the validity of
the EP requires that all these terms equally contribute to the gravitational and
the inertial masses. Laboratory tests of the EP are relevant in relation to the
microscopic interactions, in particular the nuclear foree and the electrostatic
attraction of electrons by nuclei. Only recently they attained a precision of
4 x 10- 13 , slightly better than the lunar ranging data. But for large planetary
bodies the contribution to the gravitational mass of the gravitational binding

8Thi, has been noticed by l. NlWTUNand later investigated in detail by 1',5 . LAI'LM.·f already around 1800 .
911 is inte resting to note thut this acc urocy requires modelling the solar radiation pres sure on the Earth and
the Moo n: the motion of the Moon is not qu ite "drag- free" (Problem 20.13 ),
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energy E/j is important and the diffe renc e
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(20 .17)n: - ~ I = 'I.[ ( :'~ ), -(:'~2 ),]
can be measured. Th is is the Nordtvedt effect and '1

9
is the Nordtvedt pa rame

ter. For the Earth and the Moon, respect ively, HH/ (M;c'! ) = - 4.6 X ID- IO and
-0.2 x 10- 10• The experimental resu lt, mainly driven by the larger binding en 
ergy of the Earth. is Fly = 0.0005 ±O.OOII. in agreement with Ein stein ' s theory.
Th e analysis of binary pulsars, with observations of smaller accuracy, hut with
a much larger value of (EB IMc2) ~ - 0 .01 , provided a similar constraint on l1y
(= 0.(0 1).

Another relativistic test related to the Moon is the de Sitter precession. As
discussed in Sec. 17.4, it con sists in the fac t tha t a local physica l sys tem able
to keep a direction fixed (like a gyroscope) does not po int to distant matter,
but suffers the precession (l 7.4()); for the Earth this is mainly determined by
the Sun and corresponds to a rotation around the normal to the ecliptic with
angular velocity ! lJs ::::. 19.2 mas/ y. Lenz's vector for the lunar motion around
the Earth, which points to the perigee, when all the (well known) Newtonian
corrections are subtracted away. provides one such absolute direction; LLR has
measured its change relative to the ICRS and has allowed a verifica tion of the
de Sitter precession with an accuracy of 0.5%. It should be noted that this is
equivalent to referring the orientation of the perigee to distant matter, showing
its fundamental significance.

Finally, LLR, with its long time series, has also improved the upper limit
in the cosmological change of the gravitational constant G. The main source
of error, inaccuracy in modelling of Earth tides. has been much reduced by
the improvement in the long-term tidal paramete rs from LAGEOS and other
artificial satellites.

20.5 Signals and data analysis
In space physics, with very large data sets, complex phenome na and diffi

cult environmental conditions, particular care must be given to the extraction
of signals from the often predominant noise. The subtle distinction between
precision and accuracy should be kept in mind: in the former the error de
creases with the number N of measurements. often like IJVN: in the second it
is determined by basic factors like instrumental malfunctioning and poor mod
elling, which produce a "systematic" component of the error in addit ion to its
random component.

A run of measurements of a physical quant ity depends on its total duration T
and the resolution time b.r. As !:J.r increases. fast fluctuatio ns average out: gen
erally at first the error decreases, but then systematic effects. like thermal drifts,
may take over. This typical behaviour is observed. for example, in fluctuations
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of frequency standards (Fig. 3.1). In Fouricr space , the frequency resolution b.f
can never be smaller than IIT - the uncertainty principle (19.20) . If we search
for a sinusoidal signal with the frequency fo, the record must be appreciably
longer than II fo, otherw ise no frequency info rmation is available. Consider
a signal with intrinsic frequency width of and a peak S(fo) in the spectrum
at fa . It can be realized with a damped harmo nic osc illator with dissipation
freq uency v = of « fo . and a quality facto r Q = 2r:fo/v. Its amplitude de
creases by Ile in Q periods. In presence of white noise with spectrum S it, the
signal-to-noise ratio (in short, SNR) is of S (fo)/ (/\f S It); the best instrumental
bandwidth is then b.f ;::::; of. For records shor ter than I loJ the SNR is propor
tional 10 IIT, corresponding 10 an error in ampl itude (X: II VT; one can say,
with N = Jo T ele mentary measurements, eac h lasting a period, the statistical
noise reduction holds. This is an aspect of spectral estimation, If the error
in a quantit y x is ITn the spectral density S" = er~ /b.J determines the perfor
mance of the instrument; therefore it is appropriate to measure it not in terms
of erH but of erxl M , a quantity with dimension [xlI~. This explicitly
stresses the need, in d iscussing Cn-OfS, of taking into aeeoun t the duration T of
rhc measurement in o , = "S nIT.

A resolution time tlt prevent s thc detection of frequencies greater than abou t
I / tl t. To sec this more precisely, note that sampling a record x(1) with Pouricr
transform .i:(f ) at thc times kM , produ ces the discrete-valued function

00

x,(I ) = x(l) I 6(1 - 16 t) .
k=-<x>

Its Fourier transform (Prob lem 20.9 )

I 00

i ,(f) = - I .' (j - I f6/)
!:it k= - w

(20. 18)

(20 . 19)

is a periodic function with period I / tll . A signal with frequency cutoff [c
has Pourier components in (- j ., j .). Sampl ing aliases the frequency - [ c into
- j . + I Isr: to avoid confusion we must have - [c + Il !:it > j .. Thus fN =
1/ (2!i t) (the Nvquist f requency) is the largest uncorrupted frequency.

Random va ri ables, The outcome of a measurement of a real quantity x is a
random variable, whose probabilit y distribution represents the distribution of
d ifferent outputs in a very large set of identi cal repe titions. The corresponding
averages are denoted by angular brackets, so that

~ = « x - <x»)2 ) (20.20)

is the variance of .r and o: » is the standard deviation. To describe con-elated
measurements of two random variables .r r, .\"2 (e.g., when excess in .r r makes
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exces s in X2 more likely) wc need the corre lation ma trix

(T7 = C lJ, (T~ = C22 arc their varianccs and

fJ(T JIT;Z = e 12 = C 21

(20.2 J)

(20 .22 )

defines the dimc nsionlcss correlation coefficient o (- I < o < 1); g = 0 for in
de pe ndent variables. This straightfo rwardly ge ne ralizes to the case of N vari
ab les. with Ci j = 0-;;oij in the uncorrelat ed case.

Ifx is independently measured N times, generati ng N random variables Xi ,

the mean XN = .L xilN is the best es timate of x and

(XN) = (x) ,

When the s ing le measurements have the same variance, wc obtain the simple
law

J
fTX = - (T x . (20.23)

YN
which describes how the precision improves with N. Note that this does not
concern accuracy, expressed by the equality between the mean (x) and the true
value.

It is often important especia lly with eo mplex experiments, to take into ac
eo unt not only the error, but also the probability distribution of the result. The
Gaussian, or normal. distribution

[ 'IJ J .r - (x ) •
p(x) = exp -- (-)

~if.. 2 er.r
(20.24)

has a fundamental role because of thc cent ral limit theorem . Let x = L t Xi be
the sum of a large number of independent random variables; under reasonable
assum ptions, x has a normal distribu tion (o r. briefly, is Gaussian), with

(X) = I (Xi ). <T; = .L: (r~,. .
i

(20.25)

Thus, if a physical quantity X results from many independent effects, eaeh of
which contributes with Xi. it ean be expected to be Gaussian. Deviations from
this law are indications of correlations and/or malfunctioni ng; in particular,
events at deviations from the mean much larger than the standard deviation,
called outliers. often occur more frequent ly than in thc Gaussian case. They
are dangerous because they may be mistaken for signals. They may have a
physical cause. e.g .• a strong, rare and unknown phenomenon . They may also
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be due to instrumental biases, c.g., when a hardware component goes wrong; in
rhis case one may try to remove. with a delicate procedure, the largest ones. A
quantitative measure of this effect is the - usually positive - excess coefficient,
or kunosis

« x - (x» 4)
K = 4 - 3 ,

<T.,
(20.26)

which vanishes in the Gaussian case. It may also happen that positive and ncg
arivc deviations arc not equa lly probable. an effect measured by the skewness

«., - (x» ' ),= (20.27)

Correlations mar the simple law (20.23) for the increase in precision with
the number N of measurements. An extreme model to rake correlations into
account is the following one. Assume that N = 11m is divided in 11 batches of In

variables each, and that they are strongly correla ted in each batch, but not with
the other batches. Then the m variables in each batch can be regarded as a sin
gle independent variable and in eq . (20.23) N is replaced with IT. Correlations
generally decrease the improvement of precision in repeated measurements
and the amount of information.

The main task in planning a space experiment aimed at measuring a quantity
x is the error budget. The final result .r = Xo + LiXi is the sum of its "real" value
Xo and all the instrumen tal errors Xi . If {j_y is their overall standard devia tion.
the quantity

SN R = Xo
<T.,

(20.28)

is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio; its reciprocal gives a rough estimate of the frac
tional accuracy with which Xo is measured . Having set a requirement for (r.~

and a financial ceiling, a careful analysis is called for to estimate all the eX4

pected error contributions; in this way one can decide if the experiment is
feasible, and which components require the greates t effort.

Least squa re fit: linear and non-linear ca ses. The purpose of data analysis is
the recognition of the expected signal in a noisy record and the determination
of its properties. To do this, one usually chooses a model which depends upon a
finite number M of para meters, as functions of which the expected observable
can be co mputed. For example, to determine the orbit of an artificial satcl
lite, onc needs its initial state (position and velocity. or Keplerian element s),
the changes in velocity due to manccuvrcs, the gravitational coefficients (mass,
quadrupolc. etc.) of nearby gravitating bodies, possibly the positions of the ob
serving stations, and so OIL Sometimes the number of the releva nt parameters
runs into the hundreds. The outcom e of the fit cruc ially depends upon their
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choice ; onc wishes to avoid a large va lue of M , which thins out the info rma
tion and increases the computationa l load ; hut one should not ch oose too few,
lest relevant physical effec ts arc neg lected . The basis for this delicate choice
is the se nsi tivity of the obscrvablcs with respect to the parameter variatio n. in
relation to their erro r, A good understandi ng of the physical model is essen
tial. It may also happen that the dynamical sys tem cannot be simu lated with a
finite parameter model. For exam ple, a space craft moving through the atmo
sphere is subject to sma ll, but rando m and unpred ictable fo rces; its position
in phase space does not undergo a determin istic evol ution, but, rather. a diffu
sion which eve ntually overcomes the precision. Thi s case , however, dem and s
spec ial methods that wi ll not be discussed .

Th e sta nda rd way to determine the parameters and thei r errors is the least
squarelit . We begin with the sim ple case in which a linear relationship

(20 .29)

can be assumed between the theoret ical values xi of the obscrvablcs Xi (i, j =
1, 2, . .. N ) and the unknown parameters Pr (r, s = 1. 2, . .. , M ). The measured
values Xi = ( Xi) + n, include a noise componen t l1i with vanishing average
and have a diagona l correl ation matrix wi th varianccs (r;., (cq. (20.20» ; the
ob servations are thus assumed uucorrelated bu t possibly with different uncer
tai r uies. such as whe n instruments o f di fferent quality are used. To estima te the
pa rame ters, conside r the dirnen sionless quadrati c form!"

x' = ,~, (x,-~ A" p, )(x,-~ Ai, p ,J (20 .30)

it give s the mean square of the difference between the observables and their
theoretical values, we ighted with their var iances, so that more precise data
contribute more! ' . Its minimu m gives the best es tima te Prof the parameters
and fulfils the condition

(20. 3 1)

]()Wh~n the m~a,uml <juanlili" , me c"m: lm~d.t h~ p"sitive deti"i l ~ quadralic !"mm

should be used instcad: C~I is thc covariancc matrix of tnc observations rcq . (}O.:!I) ).

11I" this section the summ ationover repeated indices i. i . Iabelfing tile mcasuremems. arc understood.
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usually called no rmal equations. They are solvcd in terms of the inverse of the
M x M normal matrix

(20.32)

and provide the required algorithm to obtain the estima tor of the para meters in
terms of the data :

s

lr l A i"X i
n 2

CTx;
(20.33)

Since the obscrvablcs include noise, Pr is a random vector variable; its mean is
equal to the true value Pr- so that it is an unbiased estimaror l2. One can show
that the covariancc of the parameters is given by

(20.34)

whence R is the covariance matrix . Note that no assumpt ion is needed abou t
the probability distribution of the noise n i ; in particu lar. it need not be Gaus
sian. The essential point is that it should have vanishing average. which means
that there are no systematic measurements errors. If the coefficie nts of the
matrix A have the same order of magnitude, the elements of the normal ma
trix B. being the sum of N terms. are generically proport ional to N and the
errors decrease as .::::: 1/ ...fN. as expected. For example. with only onc pa
rameter and equal variunccs, Xi = Ai P + m, B = AiA;/fT; is a scalar and
(1';, = B- 1 = ("; /(AiAi). When the Ai are all equal. (1' p o: 1/ ...fN. However.
when solving for strongly correlated parameters, degeneracies may occur; this
typically prevents a success ful (numerically stable) inversion of the normal
matrix B.
Le ast squares fit ofa mm -linear model> The real world is more complex than
what the linear re lation (20.29) implies. For example, for LAGEOS the observ
able distance J) = [r - Rsl (Sec. 20.3) depends in a non-linear and non-analytic
way from the orbital and other parameters which determine the position r (t ) of
the spacecraft. However, usually (but not always) the a priori knowledge of the
parameters is good enough to ensure that small corrections 6pr = Pr - PrO in
the parameters from nominal values PrO, and in the obscrvablcs D,

(im)so, = L: - lip , = L: Ai, op,
iJpr ", ,

(20.35 )

are suffic ient. 6lJi are the differences between the observed and computed
quantities usually called "O-C" values. The N x M matrix Air is the sensitivity

12This standard procedu re is nOI optimal when the noise is not Gaussian: but a complete information abOUI
its distribution function. beyond the mean and the covenan ce. is never available .
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matrix and descr ibes the effect of a change in the parame ters on the obscrv
abies; it is a function of the nominal values PrO . In most cases A must be
evaluated numerically, by pro pagating its ini tial value (fjDloPr );(O) along the
or bit r (t) with a suitable integrator. The sys tem of normal equations now reads

(20.31 ')

and the correcti ons tip" to the parameter s are obta ined as in (20.33).

Since the ou tlined method is based on the lincarization (20 .35) of the ob
scrvablcs ' de pendence on the parameters, the co rrec tions (20.3 1' ) may not di
rectly lead 10 the minimizatio n ofr at the requ ired accuracy. Then the linear
adju stmen t must be iterated . The estimator pr = PrO + 0Pr is used as the nom
inal value for a second linear fi t, and so on; the procedure is continued until
the change in the parameters from one iteration to the next is smaller than the
required accuracy. If the initial nominal values pr() are too far from the real
values, this search for a minimum may happen to land at a point in parame
ter space which is not the true minimum ; this problem may require care and
experimentation.

The final estimate of the parameters is reported together with their formal
uncertainties. derived from the corresponding diagonal terms in the covariance
matrix R. This is correct if R is quasi-diagonal ; if not. or. at least, if it is not
made up of diagonal blocks. individual uncertainties may be misleading. The
full covariancc matrix then provides the full information about the solution and
should be reported in its integrity.

A priori constraints 011 the parameters» - Most space experiments aim at im
proving the accuracy of parameters which arc in part already known. and it is
important to include in the least square fit the previous (a priori) information.
This is particularly important when in the experiment some parameters are
strongly correlated: a previous independent determination. even if less accu
rate. may remove the correl ation. It may also happen that a physical constraint
should be taken into account: for example. in satellite laser ranging, all stations
arc on the surface of the Earth . This can be done by adding constraints to the
fit. Assume, for example. that a linear combination of the parameters L ra-p,
is previously known to have the value 1jI, with a standard deviation (TIJi: hence
the quantity .Era.p, must be a priori confined to a strip of approximate width
t TIJi around the value 1jI. This information can be included in the fit by adding
to X2 (eq. (20.30» the quantity

(20.36)
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this is equivalent to adding the "v irtual observable" Lr Q,P" with its " mea
sured" value IjJ and its error. Then the leas t square fit proceeds as before. Wh en
there are seve ral a priori cons traints, more terms of this kind are added .

Reliability of th e solution. With this (linea r or non-linear) scheme, from the
data of a single experime nt we obtain j ust one rea lization of the random vari
able p. whose statistics is de termined by the noise; its mean and its covariance
could be determined . in principle, only by repeating the experiment. With a
single experiment the question arises, how ean one estimate the deviation of
the true value p from P? We arc faecd with a different proble m, whieh can
be solved with Bayesian est imatio n, For simplici ty, take the case of one pa
rameter (M = I). Th e probability distribution of the noise in the observables
Xi generates a co nditional probabilit y dis tribution II{Jj lp ) for the estimator p,
given its true value e: for exam ple. in the Gau ssian ease

1 1 1 (p_1')2]n (plp) = _~ exp - 2 -;;:- .
V2 r:. (T" "

(20.37)

We need instead the co nd itional probabi lity n '(plP) that the true value is p,
g iven the value fi of the es tima tor, For this we need to enlarge our point of
view and cons ide r the probabi lity di str ibut ion of bot h variables (p, p). Let n( p)
be the a pr iori (that is to say, before the experime nt) probabi lity distribution of
the true value. Th is involves assess ing our a prio ri knowledge ; for exa mple,
ignoran ce - the usual assumption - cor responds to n(p) constant over the in
terval of inte rest. After the meas urement we have in the (p , p) plane the joint
probability distribut ion

the "event" cp, j})occ urs if the true value is p and then, given p, if the estimator
is p. But we can construc t n (p. fi) in the opposite way. Taking the point o f view
of a repetitio n not only of the experiment, but also of "reality" (corresponding
to different "true" values). we ca n introduce the a priori probabi lity fr'(P) for
the estimator and the co nd itional prob ability distribution n'(plp) which we
need; then

O(p , fi) = . (p )O (plp) = . ' (p) O' (plp) .

Sinee n '(plp) has, by defin ition, a unitary integral over P.

n '(fi) = !dp . (p) ll(p lp)

and, if n( p) is constant,

O' (p lfi) = ll(plp) = Il(J}lp )
Idp.(p) O(p lp) I dpO(plp) '

(20.38)
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Figure 20. /J. The 90% confidence leve l cur ve of the (Gaussinnj conditional probability dis
tribution (20.40) for two para meters {l 1. 1'2 in two different cases: on the left. zero correlation
(e = 0); on the right , 95% correlation (/? = 0.95). In the lancr cusc, note that an a priori indcpcn
de nt knowledge of one parameter, represe nted here by the narro w, shaded Oaussia n distribution
o f 1'1, appreciably con stra ins the other parameter .

Th e "s ingle experime nt" con ditional probab ility n '(pIM reprodu ces - apart
from a normalization factor - the "Gibbsian" conditional probability. For a
Gaussian di stribution, normalization with respec t 10 p implies normalization
with respect to p; then the true value has a Gaussian distribution around the
estimator with standard deviation trp'

It is often important to know not only the erro r (T p = VRl1 in the measured
parame ter, but also how likely the true value differs from the es tima tor by less
than a given number o- of standard deviations crI" For a Gaussian distribution
(20.3?) we eas ily obtain for this prob ability the error integral

(20.3 9)

For example: ,/(1) = 0 .683, 1](2) = 0.954. '7(00) = I. f/(a) is the level ofCOI1 

fidence with which the state me nt Ip - 1'1 < tr ifp ca n be made and prov ides a
quantitative way to assess the reliability of a resu lt. It should be noted , how
eve r, that a high level of co nfidence is not a safe guara ntee ; in rhc history of
phys ics it often happened that subsequent experiments ob tained results qui te
ou tside ea rlier confide nce intervals. Often the statement P = p± erp of the re
suit of the measuremen t of a quantity p is given in terms of thc formal standard
dev iat ion ifp and doe s not imply an asse ssment of the systematic error.

Correlated parameters»: Th e case of two parameters gives an insight into the
role of co rre lations. In the Gaussian approximatio n the conditiona l pro bability
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distribution reads

where

683

(20.40)

,
q- = 2( 1

1 [(PI- PI )2_2g{JI- PIP2- P2 + (ih - P2)2J
[12) If l If! 1f2 IfZ

(20.4 1)

For any value of the constant C. consider the elliptical region ql ::; Cl in the
parameter plane (P I, p z). The probability that the point (P I . P2) lies in it is

"' (C) = 1 - cxp( -C' ) ; (20.42)

for example at the 90% confidence level 1]'( 1.517) = 0.9. IfQ = 0 this region
is an ellipse centred at (Ph fil) , with the semi-axes parallel to the coordinates
and magnitudcs V2 C (TI • .fiC {T2 ; the uncertainties of the two parametcrs arc
± V2 C {T l . ± V2 C {T 2 . To sec the effect of the correlation, consider the sim
plc case IT I = 1T2 = IT ; then the ellipse is oriented along the bisectors of the
quadrants, with semi-axes (C (T -../2(1 g), C (T -../2(1 + [I» (fig. 20.13); in the
general case IT] i: {TZ, the ellipse has a different orientation (Problem 20. 10).
When IQI approaches unity. the ellipse degenerates into a segment, making it
inappropriate to speak of separate uncertaint ies; at {} = I or (2 = - I only the
combination (PI - p z) or (PI + pz). respectively, enters in the probability dis
tribution. This is the appropriate variable one really measures. Note that at a
given confidence level both parameters keep their uncertainty ± V2CIT, inde
pendently of the correlation (2. It is instructive to note that the 90% confidence
level , say, corresponds 10 =::: 2.1461T. while in the case of single parameter the
uncert ainty is =::: 1.645 IT (see eq. (20.39» .

More generally, adding more parameters to the fi t, with the aim of using a
more complete model, increases their individual errors and is not always the
best choice. On the other hand. a better accuracy is achieved when an indepen
dent (e.g.. from another experiment) a priori constraint is taken into account
As an example. in a measurement of the advanee of Mercury's perihelion, an
accurate and independent knowledge of the solar quadrupole coefficient h
might allow a better determination of the relativistic parameter (2 - fJ + 2y )
(cq. 20.12' ). With the very good knowledge of y from [he VLBI measure
ments of the light deflection (Sec. 20.4). this may, in mm. result in a good
measurement of the post-Ncwronian eoctfieicnt[3.
Estimation of the observation uncertainty fmm Xl ._ In complex exper iments
the obscrvablcs' errors are not easy to determine a priori and it is usually bctrcr
to use the more direct and empirical method of the residuals. For simplicity.
consider an experiment with N observables Xi = AiP+1l;, linearly dependent on
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a single unknown parameter p; the noise I1 j is assu med uncorrclatcd «l1jl1j) =
u ;6 ij ), but its variance (r ; is unkn own . With the rea l data Xi onc co nstructs the
mean square residual

(20.43 )

relative to the estimator

This gives an empirical measure of the actua l noise. Its mean is easily calcu
lated if the probability d istribution of the noise depends only on Li nf (as in
the Gaussian case), hence is not affected by a rotat ion ; then we can always take
onc of the coord inates along the vec tor Ai and we ge t, fo r large N ,

,
(T; 2 , N - I 2N <x )= <»: ;:: fT x '

This gives the variance (T~ = 1T; /A2 in the param eter.

- PROIlLEMS-

(20.44)

20.1. Using a parametric representation of the ellipse (20 .4 1), prove cq.
(20.42) .

20.2. Show that the error in the coe fficient C of the power law y = C I" that fits
N (» I) independent and equally spaced observa tions Yi in the interval
(0, I) is proportional to (2n + 1)/ YN. (Hint: In this and the prob lems 3
and 15, when the interval 61 = I /N betwee n success ive measurements
is small, a summation .2::; can be replaced with the integral Jdl /D.(.)

20.3 . Fit a + b sin(wr), with a and b unknow n. to a set of independent and
equally space data Yi. Evaluate the large correlat ion that arise when
the length of the record is of the order of. or less than, I /w. Th is is an
example of the aliasing problem.

20.4. Co mpute the round-trip light-time 1\1 to LAGEOS and the Moon as a
function of the elevation e, when their orbi t passes at the zenith.

20.5 : Following the previous problem, using the expo nential model o f the
atmos pheric density (Sec. 7.1). wri te the integral which expresses
the refractive co rrect ion to D.1(e) and wri te a numerical programme
to co mputc it.

20.6: Study the effect of a violation of the principle of equivalence on the
motion of the Moon with Hill' s method (Sec. 13.4). Neglect the ec
centrici ties of the Earth and the Moon and the inclinatio n of the Moon
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20.7.

20.8.'

20.9.
20.10.

20.11:

20.12:

on the ecliptic plane and focus on the role of the quudrupolc tidal term
due to Sun.
In Sec. 20.4 we discussed the path dependence of clock synchroniza
tion by light signals in the rotating geoce ntric frame. Show that a sim
ilar dependence occurs also for synchronization by portab le clocks
slowly carried around the equator. (Hint Evaluate the dock proper
time along its path. neglecting its velocity with respect to the Earth.)
Estimate the relaxation time r , of the Earth after the end of the last
ice age, abou t 20 ky ago. from the measured value of dh /dt ::::: - 3 x
IO- l l/y and the ice load on the polar caps (about 3 x lO22 g each).
Assume that h relaxes to the current value exponemially,
Obtain the spectrum of a sampled signal (eq. (20.19)).
Find the semimajo r axes and the orientation of the uncertainty ellipse
(20.4 1) in the general case «(TJ *- if;! ) .

The princip le of a rcrro-rcflccror is illustrated by two semi-infinite re
fleeting planes jo ined orthogonally: it works only for rays pcrpcndic
ular to the edge. For three dimensions, consider three infinite mirrors
placed on the quadrants of a Cartesian coordinate system and show
how three reflection s reverse an impinging ray. A corner cube rctro
reflector is a finite realization of this idea and is obtained from a glass
cube by cutting off a piece determined by the plane through three ver
tices connected by the diagonals of three faces: the remaining surfaces
are covered with a reflecting layer. Write a program to trace a ray for
a refracting corner cube and explore the working range of impinging
directions.
Show that the accuracy ifln with which we can determine the peak
time to of a flux of photons of frequency v with known power profile
P(t - to) against the shot noise is independent of the sampling time !!'t
and reads

This shows the advantage of a fast varying profile. (Hint: To work
with a linear least square fit, consider the correction J P = -oto Pand
use (20.5) for the error in the number of photons Ni detected in the /-th
time interval. For a sampling time M « Tl , the duration of the pulse,
replace every summation with an integral (M .L - f dt).)

20.13.* Estimate the solar radiation pressure on the Moon and show that the
principal orbital effect is a synodic variation in the distance from the
Earth, correlated with the signal due to a violation of the equivalence
principle.
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20.14. Using Fig. 14.5 obtain the relativistic perihelion drift of some near
Earth asteroids.

20.15: Since the LLR observations (Fig. 20.10) are less frequent near new
and full Moon. the data distribution has a significant component with
the periodicity of twice the synodic longitude D; this produces a corre
lation between the EP signal cc cos D and the solar quadrupol c signal
IX cos(2D), with a negative effect on the accuracy of 11

g
• To understand

this problem, fit a signal 11
g

cos D + S cos(2D) with a dense distri
bution of N uncorrelated data over the interval (D I, D2), with density
d( D) =(N /(lh - D I» [I - f cos (2D) -g sin(2 D)} and evaluate the cor
relation coe ffi cient between 1Jq and S . For the case of interest, y =:: 0
and f is a little smaller than one.

- . 'URTH ER REAI)[NGS -

A good textbook on radar and SAR is C Elachi, Spaceborne Radar Remote
Sensing: Applications and Techniques, IEEE Press (1988) ; for planetary appl i
cations, sec SJ. Ostro, Planetary radar astronomy. Rev: Mod. Pnys. 65, 1235
(1993). The first scientific results of the HIPPARCOS mission are available
in electronic form at http://astro.estec.csa.nlfHipparcos/venice.html; a special
issue of Astronomy and Astroplvysics (vol. 304(1), 1995) is also devoted to
the early results; a more complete review is E van Lccuwcn, The Hipper
cos mission, Sp. Set. Rev. 81, 201 (1997). On Gaia. visit the web site
http://astro.estec.esa.nl/GAIA. On LAGEOS, see the special issue of the 1.
Geoptiys. Res. of Sept 30, 1985; the original result about the change in h
is described in Cr. Yoder et al., Nature 303. 757 (1983). A thorough discus
sion of the theory and applications of radio interferometry is in O.J. Sovers
and J.F. Fanselow, Astrometry and geodesy with radio interferometry: Experi
ments, models. results, Rev. Mod. Phy.\. 70, 1393 ( 1998). Astronomical appli
cations of optical interfe rometry (relevant also for the search of extrasolar plan
etary systems, Sec. 16.5) and the role of tropospheric turbulence are well dis
cussed in the review by S.K. Sahu. Modern optical astronomy: technology and
impact of interferometry, Rev. Mod. Pltys. 74, 551 (2002). Relativistic experi
mcnrs are described in detail in the book by C M. Will (see Ch. 17); for a more
recent update, sec C M. Will, The confrontation between general relativity and
experiment, Living Rev. Rei. 4, I (2001); sec http://www.livingreviews.orgj.
On (he Magellan exploration of Venus there are two issues of the J. Geo
phys. Res. (Aug 25 and Ocr 25, 1992). A very useful source of practical
procedures for data analysis, including numerica l subroutines in C and f or
rran languages, is: W.H. Press et al.. Numerical Recipes: The Art of Scien 
tific Computing, Cambridge University Press (1995), periodically upgraded at
http://www.nr.com!.
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